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INTRODUCTION 

The studies here collected together relate t o  the geographically 
very extensive world of eastern Islam and its outliers in the 
mediaeval period, sc. the six centuries or so between the first 
Arab conquests in Iran or Persia, Central Asia and Sind and the 
cataclysm of the Mongol invasions, which affected almost the 
entire span of the Old World, from Korea t o  Hungary. This eastern 
Islamic world had the ancient crossroads of civilisation, Iran, as its 
cultural and religious core, but its borders extended far t o  the 
north and east of modern Persia into what are now Afghanistan, 
Pakistan and northern India and into the Soviet and Chinese-held 
domains of Central Asia. 

These last comprised in part what is often referred t o  in the 
classical and mediaeval context as "1'Iran extkrieure", the regions 
of Transoxania and Khwirazm and even of Sin-kiang or Chinese 
Turkestan, which were still at this time ethnically and culturally 
Iranian or at least Indo-European. Beyond these regions lay the 
steppe and forest lands sparsely populated by Turks, Mongols and 
other splinters of Inner Asian peoples. Some of these in time came 
to  adopt the Islamic faith, though in much of Inner Asia this was 
a slow process, with other faiths such as Buddhism and Christianity 
contending for the regions' soul. The peoples that became Muslim 
at the same time adopted something of the Perso-Islamic cultural 
and artistic heritage which had evolved in Iran proper; but they 
retained and were often able t o  extend their particular ethnic and 
linguistic identity. Hence most of "l'lran extkrieure" was gradually 
Turkicised, and today, only in the modern Tajikistan S.S.R. is 
there any significant number of Iranian speakers north of the 
Oxus, whilst considerable stretches of Iran itself are Turkish and 
Turkoman. 

Reflecting these ethnic complications - for Inner Asia has 
always been one of the ethnic and cultural melting-pots of the 
Old World, poorly endowed with creativity of its own, but always 



receptive t o  outside influences and adept a t  absorbing them into 
its own limited stock of ideas and customs - one of the studies in 
Part 3 Central Asia deals with the Iranian dynasty in Transoxania 
of the Siminids, but for the most part they are concerned with the 
Turkish tribes and peoples of the steppes beyond. The incursions 
of these nomads culminated, for the pre-Mongol period, in the 
establishment of the powerful groupings of the Qarakhanids in 
Transoxania and the Seljuqs in Iran proper; from these population 
movements and from the effects of their pastoral mode of life 
there resulted important, long-term changes in land utilisation and 
in the ethnic complexion of the regions involved. 

Iran proper remained, during the first four centuries of Islam, 
a land where the political control of the Damascus and Baghdad 
caliphs, exercised through their Arab governors, gradually became 
loosened and then slipped from their hands into the grip of 
indigenous Iranian military leaders and soldiers of fortune. This 
process is well seen in the annexation of Khurasan or eastern 
Persia in the mid-ninth century by the local Sistan dynasty of the 
Saffirids, for the previous line of governors there, the Tihirids, 
although ultimately of Iranian stock, had become largely Arabised, 
a prime example of symbiosis between the two cultures, the 
religiously-inspired Arab-Islamic one and the secular ancient 
Persian one. In the following century, sc. the tenth, we have the 
phenomenon of the dynamic, but as yet ill-explained rise of the 
Dailamis, a mountain people from north-western Iran who had 
previously played hardly any noticeable r61e in the history of  Iran. 
It seems that the Dailamis, and other hitherto submerged peoples 
like the Kurds, began t o  assert themselves as Arab political control 
crumbled, adopting Islam in both its majority Sunni and its 
minority Shi'i forms, and establishing their domination over the 
whole of central and western Iran and extending into Arab lands 
like Iraq, Diyirbakr and Oman. Hence various studies in Part 1 
Iran deal with such Dailami dynasties as the BCiyids, the Ziysrids 
and the Kikiiyids, whose political independence was in the 
eleventh century t o  be sapped by the incoming Seljuq Turks, but 
whose encouragement and patronage of New Persian culture and 
literature was t o  show that the age-old concepts of Iranian self- 
identity and distinctive self-expression had been only dormant 
during the centuries of Arab domination and by no means 
extinguished. 



The political entity "Afghanistan" is hardly more than two 
centuries old, and the name of the Afghan people themselves - 
apparently the name of the forerunners of the modern Pashtuns - 
is not attested before the  tenth century, yet the geographical 
compactness of this region of mountains and plateaux and its 
historic part as a buffer-zone between the Inner Asian steppes and 
the rich lands of ancient civilisation lying t o  the south, sc. Iran and 
above all India, nevertheless justify using the term in a mediaeval 
context. Arab raiders penetrated early into Afghanistan, yet apart 
from slaves, the booty t o  be gained in this land of thinly-spread 
population and meagre natural resources can hardly have been 
tempting. In fact, the indigenous rulers of northern and eastern 
Afghanistan (who seem t o  have included epigoni of the pre-Islamic 
Hephthalites, long dominant in this region of Inner Asia) resisted 
fiercely the Arabs' attempts at domination, and it was not until the 
coming of the Turkish slave commanders of the Siminids t o  such 
centres as Bust, Ghazna and Gardiz that Islam was implanted there; 
even then, the inaccessible central province of Ghiir remained 
pagan till the eleventh century, and it is less than a century now 
that Kafiristan, modern Nuristan, had Islam imposed upon it. 

Much of Part 2 Afghanistan is taken up with aspects of the rule 
and culture of the Turkish Ghaznavid dynasty, which in the later 
tenth and early eleventh centuries became the nucleus of a vast if 
transient military empire in eastern Islam, stretching from western 
Iran t o  northern India. These studies supplement and complete the 
present author's two full-scale books devoted t o  this dynasty, 
The Ghaznavids, their empire in Afghanistan and eastern Iran 
994-1 040 (Edinburgh University Press, 1963) and The later 
Ghaznavids in Afghanistan and northern India 1040-1 186  
(Edinburgh University Press, 1977). The image which grew up of 
the great Sultan Mahmud of Ghazna as hammer of the infidel 
Hindus - both he and his son Mastiid left a lasting impression on 
the folk-consciousness of eastern Islam, seen in the popular 
romances and epics in which they figure - made him a Muslim 
hero, and it was through his efforts that the orientation of the 
Ghaznavid empire through almost two centuries of its existence 
was turned primarily towards India. There thus began a new phase 
in the close relationship of Afghanistan to  northern India, one 
which was eventually to  make much of the latter land Muslim, so 
that today Islam is the majority faith in Baluchistan, Sind, the 



North-West Frontier Region, West Panjab and Kashmir. Yet the 
researches of recent decades, both in the West and in the sub- 
continent, have shown that the early Ghaznavids, and indeed their 
successors in Ghazna, had no  considered plan for the Islamisation 
of India, but were indeed content t o  draw upon it as an in- 
exhaustible milch-cow for plunder, treasure and slaves. It was not 
until the thirteenth century and afterwards that their successors, 
such as the Ghiirids and the so-called "Slave Kings" of Delhi, 
began t o  spread the faith of Muhammad amongst the masses of the 
Indus-Ganges basins. The powkr-base for these largely Turkish- 
manned military dynasties was Afghanistan, hence the culture 
transmitted t o  Muslim India was the Perso-Islamic one, in which 
the Persian language played a great r6le as the favoured medium 
for poetry, artistic prose and creative literary expression in general. 
Likewise, the manifestations of Islamic art and architecture which 
arose in India owed much t o  Persian models, even though there 
later developed what might be styled, on analogy with the literary 
trends, a distinct sabk-i hindi or  "Indian style" in these fields of 
the visual arts. 

C. E. BOSWORTH 
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THE RISE OF THE K A ~ M I Y Y A H  IN KHURASAN 

The historian who ranges over eastern Islam in the period between 
the 9th and 11th centuries not infrequently comes across the Kari-  
miyyah sect. I t  was particularly strong in Kl~urasan, and in the early 
years of the 11th century reached the zenith of its fortunes in Nisha- 
pur. Although Barthold described the sect as "pietistic," in practice it 
was very activist and distinguished for  its persecuting zeal; and in 
Nishapur at least it caused considerable social and political commotion. 
The sources for its history are all orthodox Sunni ones and regard the 
Karimi theological doctrines as crudely literalist. But even allowing for  
this bias, the sect and its leaders emerge as an assertive and, when 
occasion allowed, a violent force. 

I1 
The founder was Abfi 'Abdallih Muhammad ibn Karim al-Sagazi 

al-Nishiiptiri (d. 255/869), who was born in SistZn of Arab descent, 
but studied and spent much of his time in Nishapur. H e  was an ascetic 
and hell-fire preacher, and his opponents alleged that he held the 
doctrine of anthropomorphism (tajsiln, tashbih) to an extreme degree, 
His tenets were set forth in a treatise, "The Punishment of the Grave," 
'Adhab al-qabr, which is no longer extant but which in its day achieved 
considerable currency in Islam. 1 He began spreading his ideas in his 
native province of SistZn, but was expelled by the local governor as an 
innovator in religion (nzubtadic) who was stirring up and seducing 
considerable numbers of the common people. H e  then preached his 
ideas in Ghir ,  Gharchistin and the rural areas of Ichurasan, denoun- 
cing both Sunnis and Shicahs, and appealing especially to the peasants 
and riff-raff (aghtam) of those regions. Finally, he arrived in Nishapur 
with a group of adherents from Gharchistiin, where he had just been 
working, comprising weavers and others from depressed classes. Hence 
it was probably the social and political aspects as much as the theo- 

See Margolioutll's Article "KarrSmiyya" in E I ;  Subki, Tabaqdt a1 Shdfi- 
Ciyynt nl-kubrd, Cairo, 11, 53-4, giving a biography of Muhammad ibn KarPm 
based on HBkim al-Bayyic's history of the CulnmriD of Nishapur (see below, n. 
22) ; and tlie entry in Samcftni, Ansdb,  GMS facs., London 1912, ff .  476b-477a, 
which is especially important. Sacid Nafisi has assembled uncritically materials 
on the sect in the notes to his edition of Raihaqi's Tfiriklt-i M n s c ~ d i ,  Teheran 
1319-32, 11, 915-68. On the vocalisation of the name "K.rPm," cf .  ibid., 11, 953; 
although Fnmc5ni, f .  476b, connects it with knrrAlr~ "vine-tender," "kar5m" or "Ki- 
rim" seem more likely. The paronomasia of this name and the adjective "noble" 
(pl.), kirdrn, in Abfi-I-Fath Busti's lines (see below, 4,) was noted as far  back as 
1858 by J. Reynolds in his translation of JurbSdhqHni's version of the Yamini, 472. 
On the sect's theological beliefs, see Al-BaghdPdi, Al-Farq bain al-firaq, Cairo 1948, 
130-7. tr. A Halkin. Tel-Aviv 1935, 18-30; Al-Sharast5ni, Ki tdb  nl-nlilal wa-1- 
nihal, ed. Cureton, London 1846, zo, 79-85, tr. Haarbriicker, Halle 1850-1, I, 3~ 
30, I 19-27; D. B. Macdonald, Development o f  Muslim Theology etc., New York 
1903, I70 f f .  : A. S. Tritton, Muslim Theology, London 1947, index. 



logical ones of Muhammad ibn KarPm's activities which attracted the 
wrath of Muhammad ibn TPhir, governor of Khurasan 248-591862-73, 
who imprisoned him for eight years. 2 At this time, the countryside of 
Persia and the east was highly disturbed by politico-religious sectaries, 
variously connected with extreme Shicism, the deification or reincarna- 
tion of Abii Muslim, Iranian national feeling and neo-Mazdakite or 
neo-Zoroastrian currents. The leader of the KhurrPmdiniyyah, Bibek, 
had been captured and executed some twenty years previously in 2231 
838, but his followers persisted as a revolutionary element in several 
parts of Persia for at  least a century. Many of these Muhammirah 
were caught up in the IsmPCili propaganda activities of the 10th cen- 
tury, and it was not fortuitous that regions of north-eastern Persia like 
the Caspian highlands and Quhistin became strongholds of the BHti- 
niyyah. 3 With this background in mind, it was not surprising that the 
Arab ruling class in Khurasan should have been suspicious of any 
new movement. 

The sources record that it was Muhammad ibn Karim's ascetic and 
pious life which attracted people and which preserved him from the 
ultimate penalty for his errors. I t  was never difficult in Islam for 
such a religious figure to gather a popular following, and it is clear 
that Muhammad ibn KarPm's in Kh.urasan was largely from the poorer 
classes. But the fact that he claimed to stand apart from the main- 
stream of orthodox Sunni and ShiCah Islam may also be significant. The 
literalism of his doctrines ranges him with that attitude of mind and 
faith which in the 9th and 10th centuries hardened into the Hanbali 
and Zihiri schools. It is therefore tempting to see in the Karsmiyyah a 
Khurasanian counterpart to these attitudes popular in Iraq, Syria and 
the west. Further study may indeed reveal similarities of outlook and 
doctrine; but if these existed, they did not preserve Muhammad ibn 
Karim in his own day, and his sect in subsequent centuries, from the 
sustained attacks of Sunni theologians of all views, whether Hanafis, 
Shifiqs or conservative literalists. It was a local traditionist and pupil 
of Ahmad ibn Hanbal who drove him out of Herat when he began 
preaching there; and the Zihiri Ibn Hazm firmly denounced the sect. 
The appeal of the Karimiyyah in the east may well have lain in their 
comparative detachment from the Islamic religious "establishment," 
which to the Iranian masses was merely the religious aspect of the 
Arab ruling class and the Iranian landed and official classes who had 
made common cause with it. It may also be noted that the KarHmiyyah 
appear not only as a th.eologica1 sect but also as a legal school, and 
could thus offer their adherents a full way of life. 6 

Subki, loc. cit.; BaghdPdi, 130-1, tr., 18-9; Shahrastini, 20, tr., I, 29-30; 
Maqdisi, ed. de Goeje, 37-8, 40-1 ; Samciini, f .  477a. 

a cf. G. H. Sadighi, Les mouvenrents rcligieux iraniens, Paris 1938, 229-80; 
B. Spuler, Iran in friih-islamisrher Zeit, Wiesbaden 1952, 200-4. ' Subki, 11, 53; Ibn Hazm, Kitab al-fwl fi-1-milal wa-1-nihal, Cairo 13x4 188-90. 

6 Later writers violently attacked some of Muhammad ibn KarPm's legal pre- 



RISE OF THE KARAMIYYAH 

Despite official disapproval, the sect became firmly established in 
Nishapur from an early date. At the same time, it spread to other parts 
of the Islamic world. I n  the 10th century there were Kargmi groups 
and khdnqdhs in Baghdad, Jerusalem and in Fus!it, where they even 
had their own quarter. 6 This indicates that Kar5mi doctrines were 
now finding a sympathetic reception outside the urban lower classes 
and peasantry of Khurasan. The seeds were planted by Muhalnmad 
ibn Karim's own residence and teaching in Syria and Jerusalem, where 
he ended his days, and other Karimi divines studied and worked in 
the west as far as the Hijaz and the Yemen. 7 But the continuance 
of the sect here long after his death may also have been helped by 
the commercial connections of these cities of the west with Khurasan 
and the movements of merchants between them. If the converts in these 
cities included merchants and craftsmen - and it is hard to see how 
such Kargmi groups could have arisen and been maintained other- 
wise - then the sect and its beliefs must have had attractions for clas- 
ses other than the lowest ones; and it may not be irrelevant to recall the 
wide appeal of the radical IsmgCili movement, also at variance with 
strict orthodoxy, among the urban artisans and craftsmen. 

But Khurasan remained the nucleus of the sect, with numerous 
adherents in the mountainous regions along the upper Oxus, where 
Muhammad ibn Karim had first preached; in the 10th century their 
kh6nq~lz.s were to be found in Giizgin, Khuttal and Ferghiina, as well 
as at Merv and Samarqand. 8 In the latter half of this century, the 
KarZmiyyah in Nishapur were led by Abii Yacqiib Ishiiq ibn Mah- 
mashsdh (d. 3831993)) famed for his preaching and evangelistic fer- 
vour; he is said to have converted over 5000 People of the Book and 
Zoroastrians in Nishapur. In 3701980-I the heresiologist CAbd al-Qghir 
al-Baghdadi disputed before the S5mgnid general AbGl-I;Iasan Simjiri 

scriptions; cf. Sacid Nafisi, op. cit., 11, 936-43, where a Shicah divine is quoted 
as accuqing Muhammad ibli Icaritn of such things as laxness over ritual unclean- 
ness before the $slat. Nevertheless, it is likely that theological prejudice in these 
writers made them exagger~rate the differences between the KarZmiyyah and the 
other legal and theological schools. In the course of his travels, the geographer 
Maqdisi had Inany contacts with the Kariimiyya, and was considerably exercised 
on how they should he considered; hut lie came down firmly on placing them 
within the 1)ountls of orlhodoxy. H e  ref~ited in advance criticisms of this eclec- 
ticism: "Sonieoiie might say, 'Did you not assert that there were no innovators 
(muhtadic) in Biyir  [in QGmis, south of the Caspian], and then say that there 
were Kariimiyyali there?'. The  answer is that the Karamiyyah are an ascetic and 
godly folk, and they derive ultimately from Abii Hanifa. Now everyone who 
derivec f r o n ~  Abii Hanifa or  Miilik or Al-Sh5fici o r  the great traditionists, who 
holtls no extremist views, is not excessive in his love for MuCHwiya and does not 
anthropomorpliise God or ascrihe the attributes of created beings to Him, no such 
person can he considered an innovator." (365). 

Maqdisi, 179, 182, 202, cf. 238; YHqiit, MuCjam al-Bulddn, ed. Wiistenfeld, 
11, 393. 

e.g. a descendant of Muhammad ibn KarPm, Abii Mansiir Muhammad ibn 
Mahmashidh (316-881928-98) journeyed this far  in his study of tradition (Subki, 
11, 167). 



with the Kariimi divine Ibrfihim ibn Muhijir  and refuted, so he says, 
some of his abysmal errors. 9 

From this period there emerges the emphasis of the Karfimiyyah on 
the propagation of their sectarian beliefs and on polemical and educa- 
tional activity; it long remained one of their salient characteristics. 10 

This missionary work and the ascetic lives of the Karimi leaders ap- 
pealed to the masses, and already in the 10th century the Karimiyyah 
had in Nishapur a large popular following who were a turbulent ele- 
ment there, at odds with the orthodox Sunnis and the Shicahs. Al- 
Maqdisi relates how the factional strife in Nishapur between the 
western side of the city and the other side had gradually moved from 
a local to a religious basis, and had become in his time (c. 985) a 
ShiCah-Karimi struggle. Similarly, the main Casabiyyah in Herat was 
between the Kariimiyyah and the 'Amaliyyah (these last presumably 
received their name from their opposition to the Karimi assertion that 
faith, i w n ,  was summed up entirely in utterance of the Shahiidah). 11 

Abii Yacqtib's son, Abii Bakr Muhammad ibn Ishiq, succeeded on 
his father's death to leadership of the sect in Nishapur. The piety and 
asceticism of Abii Yacqtib had made a deep impression on the Amir 
Sebiiktigin, founder of the Ghaznevid dynasty, when he was a Simi-  
nid cornnander in Khurasan, and had actually converted him to the 
sect's beliefs. Consequently his secretary and panegyrist Abti-1-Fath 
Busti penned th,e lines : 

"The only true legal system ( f i q h )  is Abii Hanifa's, just as the 
only true religious system (din) is that of Muhammad ibn Karim; 
Those who, as I observe, disbelieve in Muhammad ibn Karim's 
system, are a vile lot indeed (ghair kirfinz)." 12 

SamcSni, f. 477a; Baghdidi, 133-4, 137, tr., 23, 29-30. 
lo I t  was suggested by J. Ribera, "Origen del colegio Nidami de Bagdad." Di- 

sertaciones 'y opzisculos, Madrid 1928, I,  379-82 (originally in Homenaje a D. 
Francisco Codera, Saragossa 1904, 3-17), that the khdnqcihs and madrasas of the 
Karamiyyah (the latter are mentioned specifically in the 11th century; see helow, 
8-10) were institutions for education and disputation; ant1 that their existence 
presented a challenge to the orthodox in Nishapur and stimulated the growth of 
the orthodox madrasa movement there. His sole support for this is the biography 
of the scholar Abii Bakr ibn Fijrak Isfahini in Ibn Khallikiin, tr. de Slane, 11, 
673-4. It is said here that the people of Nishapur built a house and madrasa for 
him to teach in;  and that he was a great opponent of the KarGmiyyah and dis- 
puted with them at Ghazna (see also below, 7). T o  deduce a connection from this 
evidence alone is inadmissible. Nor need we seek with Ribera, op. cit., I,  381-2, 
an origin for the KarHmi rnadrasa in the teaching methods of the Nestorian 
monasteries of the east. The use of rational and philosophical argrrments in the 
teaching of theology and law grew naturally from Islamic kaldnt itself, even if  

the ultimate stimulus was certainlv Greek. 
11 Maqdisi, 336. 
'I Tdrikh-i Sistdn, ed. M. S. BehPr, Tehran 1314, 339; CUtbi, Al-Ta'rikh al- 

Yomini, with commentary by Shaikh Manini, Cairo 1286, 11, 310, Jurb~dhqsni's 
version, ed. CAli Qavim, T e h r a n  1334, 254. 



R I S E  OF THE KARAMIYYAH 9 

Mahmiid of Ghazna inherited his father's sympathetic attitude to the 
Karimiyyah. For  his part, Abii Bakr Muhammad used this encourage- 
ment to forward his personal plans and to secure a temporal ascend- 
ancy in his home city. Already in 398/1006 when the Ilig Khan 
Nasr's Qarakhinids invaded Khurasan and occupied Nishapur they 
feared the strength of Abii Bakr Muhammad's party so much that they 
carried him off. H e  succeeded in escaping when the Sultan's army 
approached and became even more favored in the latter's sight. 13 

His prestige was such that at some time after the Qarakhlnid in- 
vasion the Sultan appointed him to the riydsah of Nishapur. 14 The 
appointment of a divine to this key office was unusual. The position 
of rca'is or zaCim was especially important in Khurasan at this time, 
when the dynasties controlling the province like the SZminids and 
Ghaznevids normally had their courts and administrative organs out- 
side Khurasan itself. Accordingly, they were compelled to leave the 
province with a considerable amount of local autonomy; the 'amid or 
civil governor, with a diwan and staff of officials in Nishapur, was 
responsible for the direction of the fiscal system, whilst the military 
commander of Khurasan had an army to defend the frontiers and to 
secure internal tranquillity. Within the cities, the ra3is.was of prime 
importance. The central administration nominated him, and installed 
him with an official outfit or robe of honour, .tailasdn and durra'ah, 
a horse and the title of "Khwije-yi buzurg." He  then became the 
channel between sovereign and subject, and was responsible to the 
former for the internal security of his city or town. When the sover- 
eign visited the city, he marked out his ra'ts from the rest of the 
notables by special honours. The ra'is was expected to organise official 
festivities for the reception of distinguished visitors. I f  he was special- 
ly trusted by the sovereign, he might be entrusted with a diplor-natic 
mission. 15 But the ra'is had also to be a man with a backing of per- 

13 CUtbi, 11, 77, 310-11, Jurbidhqini, 182, 254. Concerning Mahmiid's attitude 
towards the Karamiyyah, there is an anecdote which appears in Saif al-Din 
Fadli's Athdr nl-zut4zar9, India Office Persian Ms. no, 1569, f f .  I I ~b-112a and 
in other sources, including CAufi's (facs. edn. of 15 chs, of P t .  I by Mulpmmad 
Ramazsni, Teheran 1335, 392) JawdmiC al-hikdydt. In  it Mahmiid is their ad- 
mirer, since they include "pious and wonder-working people" (mardom-i bursa u 
~dhib-karamrit), and his courtier Hasanek (see below, 8) their enemy, as being 
"a gang of tricksters and charlatans" (juntle-yi ~~zu~oclwwnr u Iarrdr). Then the 
Sultan becomes their eneniy when the "niiracle" of a Karami anchorite is exposed 
as frautlulent. Since the story is set in the time when Abii CAli Simjiiri was 
powerful in Khurasan, ant1 depentls for its point on this fact, we have here an 
anachronism and the anecdote 11iust he unhistorical: Abii CAli died in 387-997 and 
Hasanek is described a.. still a young man when he was appointed Vizier in 4151 
I024 (SatnC;lni, f. 323b; Atltcir nl-zuuznrd2, f. 113b). I t  reflects rather the state 
of affairs  in the latter half of Mahmiid's reign when he had clamped down on the 
Kar5niiyyaIi in Khurasan. 

l4 Cuthi ,  11, 311, Jurb5dhq?ini, 254. 
l6 Baihaqi, Tdrikh-i MasctZdi, ed. Ghani and Feyyiiz, Teheran 1324, 23, 208-9, 

247, 610. For the term zacim, cf .  ibid., 290, and Ibn al-Athir, ed. Tornberg, IX, *. 



sonal wealth and status. Leadership in the organisation of public works 
and charities was expected of  him. H e  had to patronise the culam~J 
and literary men and keep open house for travellers and the needy. So 
his personal means had to be substantial. 16 Moreover, he had to be on 
good terms with the rest of the notables, for his leadership of them 
was more by persuasion and advice than by coercive power. It was 
therefore natural that the ra3Zs should be chosen from among the class 
of acybn,  the haute bourgeoisie of the city. From the middle of the 
10th century the office in Nishapur had been held almost continously 
by members of the Mikili family. The Mikilis had a long tradition 
of service with the Tihirids, CAbbiisid Caliphs, Saffirids and Simi-  
nids, and achieved high favour with the Ghaznevids. Their extensive 
private wealth, derived from estates and family auqdf and also from 
trading and manufacturing interests, made them ideally suitable for 
supporting the dignity of the riydsah. 17 

When Abfi Bakr Muhammad took over this office he added temporal 
power to the religious authority he had wielded as head of the Karii- 
miyyah. He  now constituted himself the Sultan's aide in ferreting out 
IsmiiCili sympathisers in Khurasan. From Sebiiktigin onwards, the 
Ghaznevid Sultans were implacably opposed to the religious and social 
radicalism of the Ismicilis. The threat from them to the status quo in 
Khurasan was probably exaggerated, and the Ghaznevids were in no 
direct danger from the political activity of the Fitimids. But the Sul- 
tans rightly felt that conservatism in religion was the best support for 
an autocratic state. Furthermore, Mahmiid was anxious for prestige 
reasons to stress his support for orthodoxy and the 'Abbisid Caliphate 
in Baghdad. Because of these considerations, the straightforward, liter- 
alist theology of the Kariimiyyah, their obvious piety and their zeal 
against religious dissent, all appealed to the Sultan. 

Under pretext of harrying Biitini heretics, Abii Bakr Muhammad 
and his followers set up a reign of terror in Nishapur, so that "people 
saw that his saliva was deadly poison and his delation meant ruin." The 
innocent and the guilty suffered indiscriminately; a favorite technique 
of his was to extort "hush money" as the price of silence about alleged 
heretical proclivities. 18 He played a leading part in the events leading 
up to the trial and execution in 40311012-3 of an Ismicili daci Al- 
Tiherti.  Al-Tiherti came peacefully ant1 openly on the traditional 

lo Nizim al-Mulk, Siydset-ndnze, ed. Qazvini and Chahirdehi, Teheran 1334, 
d l .  IV, 26; cf.  Barthold, Ttcrkcstan down to thc Mongol invasion, Lontlon 1928, 
234, and B.  Zahoder, "Selquklu devletinin kurulugu si'rasi'ntla Horasan," tr. 1 
Kaynak, Bellden, XIX,  1955, 510. 

l7 SaCid Nafisi, op. cit., 111, 969-1oog, has assembled much material on this 
important family; I hope myself to publish the results o f  research into the great 
families o f  officials and Culam5' in Siminid and Ghaznevid Khurasan. 

le CUtbi, 11, 311-12, Jurbidhqini, 254. Mahmiid himself used this ugly practice 
of extorting money from citizens in return for a certificate attesting to SO$ 
belief; cf.  Ibn al-Athir, IX,  283 (the first page of this numbering in Tornberg s 
edn.) . 
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mount of a religious figure, a splendid mule with an irridescent coat, 
bearing a message to Mahmiid from the FHtimid Caliph al-HBkim. 
When he reached Herat, he was arrested and sent back to Nishapur. 
Abii Bakr Muhammad interrogated him there, found some IsmiiCli 
books in his baggage and pronounced his doctrines false. H e  was then 
sent on to Ghazna and eventually executed. 19 The KarBmiyyah harried 
the Ashcari scholar Ibn Fiirak, who had come to teach in Nishapur 
and was their opponent. They accused him of heresy and had him 
summoned before the Sultan at Ghazna. When Ibn Fiirak vindicated 
his orthodoxy, it was allegedly the KarZmiyyah who had him poisoned 
on the way back home in 406/1015-6. Abii Bakr Muhammad's pursuit 
of anything smacking of unorthodoxy also brought him up against the 
Su f i  community of Nishapur, and in particular, against the famous 
Shaikh Abii SaCid ibn Abi-l-Khair Maihani. 20 

H e  was now at the peak of his power. H e  continued to parade hypo- 
critically in the woollen cloak of an ascetic, but he had a numerous and 
well-disciplined following to attend him and execute his commands, 
headed by a personal adjutant (haj ib) .  21 In  his efforts against the 
BBtiniyyah and Siifis, he had the support of the most prominent of the 
orthodox Culama3, led by the QZdi Abii-l-CAIB' SBcid ibn Muhammad 
UstuvB'i (343-4311954-1040). The QBdi was head of the Hanafis in 
Nishapur and a scholar of international reputation. Mahn~ud had ap- 
pointed him tutor to the young princes Masciid and Muhammad, and 
he had subsequently flourished under the patronage of the Sultan's 
brother, the Amir Abii-l-Muzaf far Nasr, governor of Khurasan. 22 

It  now became obvious that two strong-minded personalities like the 
QB,yli and A b i  Bakr Muhainmad could not share the power in Nisha- 
pur, and events moved towards a breach. Although the struggle was 
to be fought out on the theological plane, the real question at issue 
was over temporal authority in the city. 

After returning froin his pilgrimage of 4021101 1-12, the QZdi $Bcid 
came to Ghazna to deliver a message from the Caliph. In  a theological 
disputation at court, the Qadi brought up the heterodox views held by 
the IZarZ~niyyah, their anthropomorphisn~ and their consequent attrib- 
ution to God of what ditl not befit Him. When sun~moned to reply, 
Abii Bakr Muhamn~ad denied holding such beliefs and thus saved his 

19 CUtbi, 11, 237-50, Jurh5dhqini, 237-9; Gardizi, Zaifz al-akkhdr, ed. M. Nazirn, 
Berlin 1928, 71 ; Samc5ni, f .  rozb; Subki, IV, 16, quoting the lost history of Herat 
hy Qadi Abii N a ~ r  Flmi. 

20 Subki, 111, 52-4 ; Muhammad ibn al-Munawwar, Asrdr al-Tauhid f i  maqdmdt 
al-Shnikh Abi Sacid, ed. V. A. Zhukovsky, St. Petersburg 1899, 84 ff., cf. 119, 
167. 

21 CUtbi, 11, 31 I ,  Jurbidhq3ni, 254; Asrdr al-Tauhid, 89. 
22 Raihaqi, 38, I@;  CUtbi, I1 330-1, JurbidhqHni, 260. See also on the Qidi Sicid, 

Samcini, f f .  31a-b. There is an entry on him in CAbd al-Ghifir al-Fsrisi's con- 
tinuation of H5kim al-RayyiC's history of the CulamdD of Nishapur, al-Siydq li- 
ta'rikh Nishabiir, in Al-Sarifini's epitome, Istanbul Arabic Ms. Kopriilii 1152, 
f f .  74a-b (cf. H. Ritter, "Philologika XIII," Oriens, 111, 1950, 72-6). 



skin, but Mahmfid ordered local governors and ru'asa3 in Khurasan 
to investigate members of the sect and to purge the madrasas and 
minbars of them. These too had to renounce their beliefs to save them- 
selves. Both religious leaders were now free to go about their business. 
But A b i  Bakr Muhammad was thirsting for revenge, and the next 
stage was that he placed a formal deposition before the Sultan charg- 
ing the Qadi with MuCtazilite views, and assembled a group of his 
own partisans to testify at  court. Mahmiid appointed the Chief QZdi 
of Ghazna, Abfi Muhammad NPsihi, to preside over a commission of 
enquiry of scholars and divines. At this, the KarPmi leader tried to 
retract, protesting that the accusations of heterodoxy he and the QZdi 
had thrown at each other had been made purely out of rancour, and 
that neither was really true. But tension again grew when he 
brought up his group of witnesses. Eventually the Amir Abii-I-Mu- 
zaffar Nasr testified to his brother about the QPmdi's pure Hanafi faith, 
and the Sultan was then convinced that the Q2di was too noble a man 
to have become tainted with Muctazilism. H e  was thus cleared, but 
prudently retired to a life of teaching and scholarship in Nishapur, 
letting his two sons deputise in his judicial office. 

Meanwhile, complaints of Abfi Bakr Muhammad's oppression and 
abuse of  his position as ra'is in Nishapur were coming in to Ghazna. 
For a time, the Sultan forbore to move, but in the end yielded to the 
pressure of criticism. The experiment of  a divine as ra'is was now 
renounced, and Mahmud once more appointed a layman from the 
Mikili family, Abii 'Ali Hasan ibn Muhammad, known by the hypo- 
choristic "Hasanek." Coming from a collateral branch of the family 
which had espoused the Ghaznevid cause at an early date, Hasanek had 
been in Mahmud's court service since his youth and had become mark- 
ed out for favour. H e  was born rich, and when he was later executed by 
Sultan Mascfid in 42211031, he left extensive property in Nishapur 
and its cnvirons. The riydsah now returned to that class which by social 
position and tradition was best qualified to hold it. Hasanek took stern 
measures against the Karimiyyah in Nishapur, with a severity, accord- 
ing to 'Utbi, surpassitlg that of Ziygd ibn Abihi. The most tyrannical 
were jailed in fortresses; Abii Bakr Muhammad's spoliations were 
recovered, and he was enjoined to fade away into a life of seclusiol~ 
and cotlienil)lation. FI;lsanel< thcn warnctl other mcmbcrs of thc r-clig- 
ious classes, especially the CAlids, that their favoured position and the 
respect they were accorded depended wholly on their obedience to the 
secular power. They for their part agreed, recognising that the Sultan 
was the Shadow of 'God on Earth, and that obedience and extreme 
circulnspection (al-mail ilii-1-ghulaw li-1-iqti~d) should henceforth be 
their watchword. 23 

2a CUtbi, 11, 311-25, JurbSdhqPni, 254-8; cf. Barthold, Turkestan, 289-90. For 
Yasanek and his ultimate fate, cf. Raihaqi, 178-89 (= Elliot and Dowson, 
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This was the end of the Kar5mi bid for power in Nishapur, and so 
f avourable an opportunity never presented itself again. The Sultan 
had been quite prepared to encourage the Karimiyyah when he could 
use them in purging Khurasan of heretics, but had restrained them 
when they had attempted to establish a theocracy of their own in Nisha- 
pur which would have conflicted with the Erastian basis of the Ghaz- 
nevid state. Yet despite this check, the sect remained powerful and 
popular in Nishapur and Khurasan. I n  the town of Baihaq (modern 
SabzavHr), at  some time just before 41411023 a rich citizen, himself 
descended by marriage from the Mikalis, built there four madrasas. 
H e  allotted them impartially to the Hanafis, Sh5fiCis, cAlids and Karii- 
miyyah, implicitly accepting the latter as meriting equal provision with 
the others. 24 I n  Nishapur, hostility long continued to be polarised 
around the families of Abfi Bakr Muhammad and the Qadi $acid. Ibn 
Funduq and Ibn al-Athir record civil strife in Nishapur in 48911096 
between the Hanafis and the Shificis on one side, led respectively by 
the Qadi Abii SaCid Muhammad ibn Ahmad Muhammad ibn Sacid 
and Abij-1-Qisim, son of the Im5m al-Haramain Juwaini, and the 
Kar5miyyah under Mahmashadh on the other. The former groups 
sought aid from the nearby town of Baihaq, and spread the dispute 
thither, where fighting also broke out. The Karami madrasa in Baihaq 
probably perished at this time; whereas three of the madrasas whose 
foundation was mentioned above were still standing in Ibn Funduq's 
time (wrote 563/1168), the Karaini one had gone without a trace. I n  
Nishapur, the conflict ended with the killing of the I<arami leader and 
the razing of their ~nadrasa. 25 Even so, their r6le in I<hul-asan was 
not quite finished; and it is hoped to deal with their part in the con- 
version of Ghiir in another paper. 

ADDENDUM 

'Abd al-Ghiifir al-Firisi (see n. 22) often mentions the Karamiyyah 
as the A ~ h 6 b  Abi cAbdal16h [ibn Kardm], and has an important cntry 
on AbG Bakr Muhammad (al-Siydq li-ta'rikh Nishdbnr, f. 3b) which 
is translated here because it enlphasises his ascendancy in Nishapur 
and his hostility to the more extreme Shicah. 

"Abii Bakr Muhammad ibn IshHq ibn Mahmashidh, Preacher, 
Teacher and Imfim. He  was an ascetic, and the son and grandson 
of ascetics. He  was the chief and leader of the followers of Abii 
'Ahdall5h. In  his day he had great influence with the Sultan. He 
held an exalted position and was one of Sultan Yamin al-Daulah 
Mah~niid's confidants. He  was zealous in support of the Sunnah, 

History of India, IT, 88-roo) ; Gardizi, 96-7 ; Athdv a l - w u w r 9 ,  f f .  I I la-I 14a ; 
Sacid Nafisi, op cit., 111, 993-1006. 

24 CAli ihn Zaid, called Ibn Funduq, Tdrikh-i Baihaq, ed. A. Bahmanysr, Te- 
heran 1317, 194-5, 220-1. 

26 ibid., 194, 268-9; Ibn al-Athir, X, 171, under, however, 488/1095. 



and had the new mosque which the ShiCah (al-Rawdfid) had built 
pulled down. Under his direction, the fortunes of the KarHmiyyah 
flourished, and the Sultan entrusted to him the building of a ribd! 
at a staging-post on the Serakhs road. 26 H e  was invested with a 
teaching post [in the madrasa of the Karimiyyah] by the side of 
the stream [sc. the W i d i  Saghiwar which flowed through Nisha- 
purl in the year 405, and Al-Huskhi  and then Abii CAmr ibn 
Yahyi acted as his assistant in lectures (mustamli). H e  retained 
great prestige until he died in Shawwil 421. H e  related traditions 
from Al-Hikim Abii Ahmad." 

University of St. Andrews, 
Scotland. 

26 This ribat is probably the o m  for which Mahmiid gave the money he had 
originally offered to Firdausi's daughter ; cf .  Nizimi CAriidi, Chahdr maqdla, 
ed. Qazvini and Mutin, Teheran 1333, 83, E. G. Browne's Revised translation, 
GMS, London 1921, 59. 



On the Chronology of the ZiyZrids 
in Gurghn and TabaristEn 

The history and chronology of the Ziygrids in the 5th/ l l th  century 
presents several difficulties. The sources differ on the exact succession 
of rulers ; the last firm date upon which they all agree is the death of 
Qzbiis b. Vushmagir in 403/1012-13, for Qiibfis was the outstanding 
member of the dynasty, with a reputation as a Maecenas and as a 
litterateur himself of no mean talent. With his death, the Ziy~rids' 
influence diminished perceptibly. I n  the previous century, they had 
been a power disputing with the SZmEnids and Biiyids for control of 
northern Persia. But after the succession of Maniichihr b. Qgbfis, the 
dynasty fell under the suzerainty of the Ghaznavids; and when the 
battle of DandZnqZn in 431/1040 destroyed Ghaznavid authority in 
Khurasan, the Ziysrids were forced to acknowledge the Seljuqs. With 
the death of Maniichihr in 420/1029 or 421/1030, the dynasty lost 
much of its power of independent action even within the Caspian region, 
and never again played any significant r6le in affairs outside there. 

Thus a t  this point, the notices on the Ziyiirids in the general 
histories become very sparse. Numismatics can often supplement the 
shortcomings of the literary sources, but the present writer has found 
this line of investigation disappointing. MAYER'S Bibliography of 
Moslem numismatics lists several works in which Ziyiirid coins are 
mentioned, but the majority of these are of Scandinavian, Russian and 
east European origin, many being articles or notices in obscwe local 
journals recording coin finds, and these have not been accessible. The 
four Ziygrid coins in the British Museum catalogue, 111, 10-12, are 
of Vushmagir and Qiibiis only, and Dr. JOHN WALKER writes to me 
(30. 5. 62) that the Museum has had no new Ziyiirid accessions since 
Lane Poole's time. Prof. V. MINORSKY was kind enough to read 
through the manuscript of this article and to suggest some lines of 
enquiry. In  particular, he suggested that the number of accessions of 
coins in the Hermitage Museum a t  Leningrad must have been very 
great since MARKOV'B time. 1 accordingly wrote to the Keeper of the 
Numismatic Department A. A. BYKOV, who has kindly sent me 



(24. 5. 62) much relevant information on the coinage of the Ziyiirids. 
He reports that there are no Ziyiirid coins of the 5 th / l l th  century in 
the Hermitage. MARKOV, in the 4th Supplement to  his Inventarniy 
katalog (1906), 979, nos. 64--66, records one Ziyiirid dirham from 
Amul and five from Gurgiin, all from the second half of the 4th century. 
The first coin is anonymous, and the others bear only the name of the 
Caliph al- Qiidir (381-422/991-1031). All are in poor condition, and 
the latest identifiable date is 395/1004-5. Accessions since MARKOV'S 
time do include Ziyiirid coins, but all of them belong to the early Amirs, 
and the latest identifiable date is 3691979-80. Keeper BYKOV knows 
of no Ziyiirid coins later than those of Qiibiis, and doubts whether the 
later Amirs issued their own coins. Finally, Prof. MINORSKY mentions 
that great numbers of coins have been and still are being found in the 
Caucasus, but although E. A. PAKHOMOV of Baku mentions finds of 
Ziyiirid coins in his catalogues, he gives no individual details. 

Numismatic evidence on the later Ziyiirids is thus wholly negative. 
The flourishing economic state of the eastern Islamic world in the pre- 
Seljuq period - the century of MEZ'B "Renaissance of Islam" - 
doubtless carried the coins of the early Ziyiirid rulers along the trade 
routes to Russia and the Baltic. It is true that in the middle and later 
decades of the 5th/l  l th  century Gurgiin and Tabaristiin enjoyed a 
certain cultural florescence: the Qa'ba-nima emanated from there, 
and the region seems to have played a part in the development and 
diffusion of a type of Arabic script peculiar to the eastern Iranian 
world.') On the other hand, the period from the second quarter of the 
11th century onwards was one of political instability and disrupted 
economic and commercial life. The political authority of the Ziyiirids 
shrank and they were reduced to  the status of mountain chieftains 
(see below, 360-1). It seems to the present writer that these facts amply 
explain the apparent lack of coins from the later rulers. 

The dynasty as a whole has in the past been treated by CL. HUART 
in a monograph "Les ZiyArides" in Mdms. de l'AcaJd. des Inscrs. et 
Belles-Lettres, XLII (1922), 3 6 7 4 3 6 ,  on which his article in EI is 
also based. Reflecting the amount of material in the sources, the rulers 
up to and including Qiibiis are dealt with a t  length, but his successors 
receive scant attention. HUART'B treatment is purely narrative, with 
glances a t  literary and cultural history, and in its superficiality, is 
inadequate for the present age. Moreover, as we shall see, HUART relied 
essentially on the non-contemporary sources of Ibn Isfandiylr, Ibn 

') cf R. N. FRYE, "An early Arabic script in eastern Ir~n", Orienlalia 
Suecam, I11 ( 1  Q54), 67-74 (originally in Donum natalicium H. 8. N yberg oblrstum). 
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al-Athir and Zahir ad-Din Marcashi, and neglected contemporary 
sources which would have illuminated the history of the later Ziy~rids. 
Sir E. DENISON ROSS'S comments on the ZiyBrids in his "On three 
Muhammadan dynasties in northern Persia in the tenth and eleventh 
centuries", Asia Major, I1 (1925), 209-1 1, 221, do not carry us much 
further than HUART'S work, for he uses the same, limited range of 
sources, in particular, those of the QcZb.iis-na'ma, Ibn Isfandiy~r and 
Ibn al-Athir. Nor did H. L. RABINO, in his many valuable works on 
the dynasties of the Caspian region, devote much attention to the 
ZiyBrids, and he brought nothing newa2) 

It is curious that none of these writers has made use of the con- 
temporary Ghaznavid sources of Gardizi and Baihaqi, for they provide 
detailed information on the provinces of Dehistln, GurgBn and 
TabaristBnin the decade 1030-40. Their accounts of Mas'iid of Ghazna's 
expedition to the region in 1035 give rich topographical information 
and throw light on the chronology of the ZiyBrid dynasty a t  this time. 
It is true that the relevant section of Gardizi's Zain al-akhbir was not 
printed till 1928, although Barthold had long before this drawn atten- 
tion to that work's value for Khurasanian history; but Baihaqi's 
Ta'rikh-i Mas'fidi has been available in print since MORLEY'S edition 
of 1862, and sections of i t  particularly concerned with the Caspian 
provinces were already available before then in Vol. I V  of DORN'S 
Muhammedanische Quellen zur Geschichte der s.ll&lichen Kutenllinder 
des Kaspischen Meeres (St. Petersburg 1858). BARTHOLD'S complaint 
that Baihaqi had been insufficiently used by scholars (Turkestan down 
to the Mongol invasion, 23-4) has certainly remained true for the 
history of the Caspian region. 

Manfichihr b. Qiibiis died in the interval between Mahmfid of 
Ghazna's conquest of Ray and JibBl in 4201 1029 and the Sultan's own 
death in Rabi' I1 4211April 1030; just before he died, Mahmiid con- 
firmed Maniichihr's son Aniishirviin in his territories in return for 
tribute. Previously, Maniichihr had prudently cultivated the support of 
Mas'iid, the stronger and more capable of Mahmfid's two sons; for 
several years, he had had secret relations with him, and when Mahmiid 
was dying (we must assume that Maniichihr himself abruptly died just 
after this point), he had obtained an investiture diploma from Mas'iid, 
as being the Sultan's most likely successor. Because of this link, 
Ghaznavid approval of Anfishirviin's succession was assured; but a t  

-- 

2, there are rnlevnnt pmsagos in his ~cizandurcin and A~vhrdWd, QMS (Lon- 
don 102H), 141, ancl "L'histoire du Mbzandardn", JA,  CCXXXIV (1943-5). 
220-33. 



the outset of his reign, Mas'iid seems to have been worried because the 
young Aniishirvgn was still immature and lacked the qualities neces- 
sary for ruling (6n k a k  pisar-i Mandchihr nay6mada ast chuncFnka ba- 
b6yad va dar sarash himmat-i mulk n i ~ t ) . ~ )  GurgBn and DehistBn, the 
latter with its famous rib%, was a key region, a thaghr, in the defence 
of northern Iran a t  this time against the so-called '"IrBqi" Turkmens 
of the nearby BalkhBn Kiih mountains, who since the last years of 
Mahmfid's reign had been raiding the northern borders of Ghaznavid 
Khurasan. 

However, a letter reached Ghazna in Rabi' I1 423/March-April 
1032 reporting that AniishirvBn had been poisoned by a conspiracy of 
his maternal uncle BB KBlijBr and the commander-in-chief of Manii- 
chihr's army, so that no male descendent of the house of MardZvij and 
Vushmagir now remained. The news caused Mas'iid no perturbation. 
He confirmed BB KBlijBr as tributary ruler in GurgBn and TarbaristBn, 
and the prospect of stronger rule in the region was probably welcome. 
The next year, in Rajab 424/June 1033, Mas'tid married a t  Nishapur 
one of BZ KBlijEr's daughters, an alliance which corresponded to that 
of the previous reign, when one of Sultan Mahmiid's daughters had been 
married to Manii~hihr.~) I n  reality, AniishirvBn was not dead, as 
appears later from Beihaqi and Ibn al-Athir, but BB KBlijBr was indeed 
the effective ruler in the Caspian provinces for the rest of the decade, 
with Aniishirvgn deprived of actual power. Ibn Isfandiyzr, and fol- 
lowing him, Zahir ad-Din, do not mention AniishirvBn a t  all, but make 
BB KBlijBr a son of Maniichihr who succeeded his father on the latter's 
death in 4241 1033 ; they thus attach Bii KBlijBr to the ZiyBrid d y n a s t ~ . ~ )  

Who exactly was BZ KBlijBr? For some possible clues, we must 
look briefly a t  the subsequent course of his career. As a Ghaznavid 
tributary, his behaviour proved unsatisfactory. In  Safar 426lJanuary 
1035 Mas'iid resolved on an expedition to the Caspian coast, hoping to 
secure food and fodder for the hard-pressed army of Khurasan, to 
extract a financial subsidy from the city of Amul and to recover the 

3, Baihaqi, Ta'rikh-i Mae'fidi, ed. G H A N ~  and FAYYXD (Tohran 132411945), 
135-8 (informant, Khwiija Bii Sa'id 'Abd al-Ghaffiir), 264; Ibn al-Athir, ed. 
TORNBERG, IX ,  262, 284--5. 

') 'Utbi, at-Ta'rikh al- Yamin;, with commentary of Manini (Cairo 128611889), 
11, 181ff.; Baih., 208-9, 340, 387, 394--5; Hamze b. Yiisuf aa-Sahmi, Ta'rZkh 
Jurjtin (Hyderabad 136911950). 41 1 ; Mujmal at-taunirikh wa'l-qigag, od. B A H ~  
(Tehran 13 18/1939), 402 ; Ibn Isfandiyiir, Ta'r~kh-i Tabarieliin, E. G. B R O W E ' ~  
abridged tr., QMS (London 1905), 233-4; Zahir ad-Din Mar'aehi, Ta'r~kh-i 
Tabarban zr Riiydn zr Mdzandurlin, ed. A. SHXYTN (Tehran 133311954), 142. 

6 ,  Ibn Isfendiyiir, tr. 235; Zahir ad-Din, 143. 
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two years' arrears of tribute and presents owed by BE Kiilijiir. The 
details of this spring campaign are closely documented by Baihaqi, and 
to a lesser extent, by Gardizi. The Sultan's army penetrated with 
difficulty through the swamps and jungle of the coastal plain as far 
west as N ~ t i l  and RiiyBn. Aniishirvzn now reappears; Bii Kiilijiir fell 
back before the Ghaznavids, accompanied by Aniishirviin and other 
local leaders, including one Mardzvij and the Amir of Astariibiid, 
Shahrzkim b. Shirzi1.6) Mas'iid's eventual victory was a Pyrrhic one; 
the excesses of his army alienated the local people, and after his 
departure, Bz Kiilijzr's position there became stronger than ever. 
However, the latter submitted to the Sultan, promising to send 
another son to the Ghaznavid court as a hostage, and according to 
Gardizi, the son of his brother Shahriii b. SurkhBb was also sent as a 
pledge.') From scattered mentions in Baihaqi, we learn that Bii 
Kglijlr continued to rule GurgBn and Tabaristzn under Ghaznavid 
suzerainty. The Sultan, threatened as he was by the Seljuqs, felt 
obliged to conciliate him. Bz Kiilijzr for his part sent presents, and 
in the summer of 42911038 sheltered a t  Astarsbad the fugitive Ghaz- 
navid civil governors of Ray and Khurasan, Abii Sahl Hamdavi and 
Abii'l-Fad1 Siiri, who had fled before the Seljuqs. He is last mentioned 
in this source in JumBdB I1 431lMarch 1040 when Mas'iid sent him a 
robe of honour in return for his  service^.^) 

Meanwhile, we hear nothing more of Aniishirvgn until Ibn al- 
Athir records under 433 / 104 1-2 the Seljuq Toghril Beg's occupation 
of Gurgzn and TabaristBn in that year. Ibn al-Athir states that Aniish- 
irvzn had arrested his military commander Abii KBlijzr b. Waihiin al- 
Qiihi, and on the advice of his own mother, had married Abii Kiilijiir's 
mother. Toghril considered the region to be defenceless, and came with 
Mardiivij b. Basii or Bashii ( 1 Bishiii), a former commander of the 

6) Gardizi's text, ed. NAZIM (Berlin 1928), has Siiril for SIb.iizZ1 -. ShZrzZl 
"Lion-heart", whore, according to JUSTI, Iranisches Namenbuch, 277, zil = the 
Dailami form of dil; according to Hamza I~fah6ni, the Bfiyids sprang from the 
Dailami tribe of Shirzil (cf. MARQUART, ,,Der Stammbaurn der Bujiden" in 
,,Beitrage zur Geschichte und Sage von ErQn", ZDMG, XLIX [1896], 660-1). I n  
the third oldest New Porsian manuscript so far known, one of the Qdb.iie-ndma, 
the colophon has tho scribe's name as Shirdii b. Shirdhil al-Igfahbedhi at-Taberi 
and the date 483/1090 (cf. FRYE in Orientalkt Suecuna [1954], 67 and Fig. 1, 68). 
As tho manuscript was probably written in the Ceepian provinces, it seems that 
the form in 1 l th  century Tabaristiin was dhil. 

') Baih. 444, 451-64, 468-9; Gard., 99-100; brief mentions of the ex- 
pedition in Ibn IsfandiyBr and Zahir ad-Din, locc. cit. 

B, Baih., 602, 648-50, 689-90, 810. 



Ghaznavids, and took i t  over. MardBvij married Aniishirvgn's mother 
and henceforth Aniishirviin ruled under Mardgvij's control and "did 
not oppose him in anything ~ h a t e v e r " . ~ )  Information on the date of 
AniishirvBn's death is uncertain. A definite date does appear in YBqiit, 
who says that Maniichihr died in 42311032 and was then succeeded by 
his son AniishirvBn; the latter died in 43511043-4 and was succeeded 
by his son Hassgn.l0) But the existence of this HassZn is not otherwise 
attested, and i t  is possible that Aniishirviin reigned until 441 11049-50 
when, according to Ibn Isfandiyiir, his cousin Kai Kii'iis b. Iskandar 
came to power in the mountainous parts of the region.ll) On the other 
hand, in his chapter in the Qibds-nima "On the rearing of children", 
Kai KZ'iis speaks of his father as one who exercised the prerogatives 
of independent rule such as the bestowing of robes of honour, and who 
brought up his son in a kingly tradition. The fragmentation of power 
in the Caspian region during the fifth decade of the 11th century may 
help explain this apparent confusion. In  the coastal lowlands there 
were Seljuq nominees as governors, possibly with Aniishirvgn con- 
tinuing as nominal sovereign ; in the mountainous interior, Iskandar b. 
Maniichihr may have succeeded in establishing himself, although in 
the absence of specific information, this can only be conjectured. Prom 
what he says in the Qib.iis-nima, Kai Kg'iis himself spent much of his 
early life away from the region, in the service of Maudiid b. Mas'iid of 
Ghazna (433-41 1 1041-50) and of the Shaddiidid Abii'l-Asviir ShZvur 
b. Fa61 (4134911022-67).12) 

Gardizi and Ibn al-Athir thus give us two filiations for Bii KiilijBr, 
one to Surkhiib and the other to Waihiin, and from Baihaqi's informa- 

Ibn al-Athir, IX, 340; HUART, "Lea Z,iy6ridesU, 418--10. 
lo) Irduid, VI, 145, in the biography of Qiibas b. Vushmagir. It ie possiblo 

that Yiiqfit derived his information from tho Bfiyid Vizier Zain al-KufEt Abii 
Sa'd Mawfir b. al-Hueain al-Abi, whom ho cites not only in this biography, 
but often elsewhere in the Irshdd and in the Mu'jam a l - b u n .  ~ l - A b i ' s  death is 
usually given aa 42111030 (e.g. in GAL, I, 429-30, end in Barthold, Turkeahn, 
8 n. 8), but he must heve been alivo eftor that, for Tha'llibi in his Tatimntat 
d - y d i m a ,  written some time between 42411033 and 42911038, speaks of him 
ee alive end hearty. It may be of relevance in ovaluating d-Abi's information on 
Ziyirid effeiw to note thet hie brother Abii Mengfir Muhammad was Vizior to 
,,the King of TeberietBn" (Yiiqiit, Bddcin, ed. WUSTENFELD, I ,  57, under 
,,Abe"). 

11) Ibn Isfendiyiir, tr. 235-6. 
la) Qaini+ndm, ed. LEVY, GMS (London 1951), 24-5, 84, 135-7, tr. Levy, 

A mirror for princea (London 1961). 35-7, 120-1, 230-1, 234-5; cf. MINORS- 
KY, Studiw in Caucaeirrn hielory (London 1953), 66, 64 n. 1, end A. 'A. Bedevi, 
Bahth do7 h a - y i  Qab.iie-ndmo (Tehran 133511968), 69-81. 
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tion that he was Aniishirviin's maternal uncle we also infer that his 
sister was a wife of Maniichihr b. Qiibiis. I am unable to explain the 
name Waihzn, but reliance must in any case be placed first of all on 
the contemporary Gardizi, who seems often to  have accompanied the 
Ghaznavid armies and who may have been present, as Baihaqi 
certainly was, on Mas'iid's Caspian expedition. To have achieved 
authority and respect in the region, Bii Kiilijiir must have had some 
local standing. Now his father's name Surkhiib ( < Suhriib "having a 
reddish tinge", Justi, 312-13) is very frequent among the Biivandids. 
The Biivandid Ispahbads were neighbours of the Ziyiirids ; the first line 
of the dynasty, that of the Kii'iisiyya, ruled from Pirrim and Shahriyiir- 
Kiih in the mountains south-west of Siiri between the 7th and early 
11th centuries. Ibn al-Athir's nisba for B5 KilijEr, "al-Qfihi", points 
to a connection with the mountainous interior rather than with the 
coastal lowlands.13) The Biivandids and Ziyirids had cl'ose relations 
in the early part of the 11th century. The Ispahbad Shahriygr b. 
Sharvin b. Rustam was the maternal uncle of Qiibfis b. Vushmagir, 
as Biriini proudly relates, for he was thus able to attach his patron 
Qiibiis to the Sasanids. Later, Shahriyiir b. D5rii (d. 397/1006-7) 
was the ally of Qiibiis and accompanied him on his Khurasanian 
exile of 371-58/981-2 to 998. He had two sons, Rustam and 
Surkhiib, the first of whom was his father's lieutenant in the district 
of Firrim and Shahriyiir-Kiih. I suggest that Bii Kiilijiir and his 
brother Shahriii were two of the last Kii'iisi Biivandids, sons of this 
Surkhiib, even though Ibn Isfandiyiir and Zahir ad-Din do not 
mention them, naming only as Surkhiib's son Qiirin, who wielded 
some authority in the mountains in Alp Arslan's reign.14) The marriage 
of their sister with Maniichihr b. Q5biis would be a natural alliance of 
the two houses of Biivand and Ziykr. Membership of the ancient 
family of Bivand, which claimed an origin from the Sasanid royal 
family, would explain Bii KiilijZr's hold on the people of Gurgiin and 
Tabaristgn, a hold which can plainly be discerned from Baihaqi's pages ; 
by the side of them, the Ziyiirids were parvenu Dailami adventurers. 

'9 Ross, "On threo Muhammadan dynaetiee", 210 n. 2, takes this rtisba 
EM a Kurdiah ono, rolying on the mention of aZ-Akra al-Qchiyya in Ibn al-Athir, 
IX, 316; but ~urcly Qchz is in both cweehero a general term, "mountain dweller", 
and not a tribal namc. 

14) Birnni, The chronology o/ ancient nations, tr. SACHAW (London 1879), 47; 
Ibn Iafandiykr tr. 238-9; P. CASANOVA, "Lea Iapehbeds de Firim", Essays to 
E .  Q. Browne (Cambridge 1922), 117-26 ; RABINO, "Lee dynastiee du Mkzan- 
dar8n", J A ,  CCXXVIII (1936), 416-21. 



As for Bii Kiilijiir's ally Shahrgkim, the only possibly relevant point. 
for identification is that the name is common amongst the Bgdusphids, 
who ruled in western Tabaristgn, in the districts of Riiyan, Rustamdgr, 
Niir and Kujiir; JUSTI mentions three Bgduspgnids with this name.15) 

A final complication remains, that  which concerns a further son 
of Qiibiis, Diirii. DgrB fought in the wars in Khurasan between the last 
Slmgnids, their rebel generals and Mahmiid of Ghazna. During his 
brother Maniichihr's reign, he was sheltered by the Ghaznavid Sultan, 
who retained him as a watchdog to be unleashed should his tributary 
Maniichihr prove recalcitrant, and in 4071 101 8 he was at Mahmiid's 
court at Bust.16) However, Gardizi and Baihaqi make no mention of 
DErl in Mas'iid's reign, i.e. after 1030. He only turns up again in Ibn 
al-Athir, under the year 42611035. It is stated there that Mas'iid had 
installed Dgri as governor of GurgBn and TabaristBn and that DZrZ 
had married the daughter of Abii Kiilijiir, the commander of the army. 
The two of them had then allied with the Kgkiiyid ruler of Isfahan, 
'AIL' ad-Daula, and with Farhadh b. Mardiivij ad-Dailami, ruler of 
Biriijird and a possible scion of the Ziyzrids, and had rebelled; this was 
the cause of Mas'iid's expedition of 1035. After his campaign, the 
Sultan confirmed Diirii and Abfi Kglijiir in power once m0re.l') 

HUART, "LM Ziydrides", 420-2, does not attempt to reconcile this 
story with the information given elsewhere about Aniishirvin and BE 
Kiilijiir. Ross, "On three Muhammadan dynasties". 210-1 1, 221, 
posits "Diira" as an alternative name for both Aniishirviin and for 
Iekandar b. Qiibiis. The first identification is impossible, since we know 
that Dlrii fought for the SBmLnid Niih b. Mansiir (d. 3871997) and 
Anfishirviin was only a child in 1030 (see above, 358). The second identi- 
fication is possible but dubious, for Iskandar's son Kai Kii'iis lived, as 
Ross points out, a t  least until 47511082-3, the date when he began 
writing the QdzZs-mima, a t  which time he was 63 years old; this 
identification would thus give a very long combined period of life for 
the father and son. In  explanation of the information in Ibn Isfandiygr 
[and in Zahir ad-Din] that Maniichihr was succeeded by his son Bg 
Kiilijiir (see above, 359), Ross further suggests that Bii KiilijLr and 

15) Iraniechee Namenbuch, 276; cf. RABINO, J A  (1936), 455-6, 461. 
10 ) ( Utbi, Yamini, 11, 187-92; Ibn IsfandiyBr, tr. 234-5; Ibn nl-Athir, 1x9 

207; cf. HUART, "Lea Ziyirides", 420-1, and M. NKZIM, The life and time8 of 
SulWn M4miid of Ghuzna (Cambridge 1931), 78. 

17) Ibn el-Athir, IX ,  301. HUART, "Lea ZiyBridea", 424-7, assumes that Far- 
h6dh wee dehi te ly  a ZiyBrid because he wee the son of e Mardiivij ; but this wee 
8 common enough name amongst the Deilamie in general. 
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Aniishirvzn are one person, apparently following here tlie table in 
Justi, 441; but it is clear from Baihaqi that these are two separate 
persons. I would suggest that Ross (and ZAMBAUR in his Manuel, 
210-1 1) were unwise to rely on Ibn al-Athir, whose information on 



the events of 1035 is uncorroborated and unlikely. The silence of the 
contemporary Ghaznavid sources shows that we must disregard the 
mysterious Diirii, for he was either dead by then or else in total 
obscurity; as we have seen (above, 358), Baihaqi says that there was 
no male Ziyiirid left after the alleged poisoning of Aniishirviin. 

The genealogy of the later Ziygrids, with the attempted elucidations 
put forward in this article, is shown in the table.18) 

l0) Since this article was written I have been able to  soe the article of 
WIZ~LAH KABIR, "History of the Ziyarids of Tabaristan and Gurgan (927-8 
-1090-1 A.D.)", Jnal. of the Asiatic Soc. of Pakistan, V (1960), 1-20. This is 
entirely in the line of HUART'S earlier monograph, depending on the same, 
limited sources. The successors of Q8bGs are dealt withvery summarily (15-16), 
and the author gives no indication of the problems connected with the chrono- 
logy of these later rulers. 



MILITARY ORGANISATION UNDER T H E  
BOYIDS O F  PERSIA AND IRAQ 

Although Professor V. Minorsky has made atrenuous attempts to 
stimulate interest in the , ,Dailami interlude" of Iranian history, it cannot 
be said that orientalists have responded with alacrity. I t  seems that some 
are still influenced by the attitude of the Muslim chroniclers towards the 
various Dailami dynasties which ruled in the central lands of the Islamic 
world during the 10th and early I I th centuries (see, for instance, Minors- 
ky's criticism of Spuler's anti-Dailami and pro-Turkish bias in his review 
of Spuler's Iran in friih-islamischer Zeit l, in Gottingische Gelehrte 
Anzeigen, CCVII/3-4 [1953], 193-9). Many of these Muslim chroniclers 
wrote at  a time when political Shi'ism's bid for power in the 10th century 
had failed or had subsided into the uncoordinated violence of the 
Isms'ili fidG'is. Their attitude towards the Bfiyids, most prominent of 
the Dailami dynasties, is accordingly at  best unenthusiastic, at  worst 
downright condemnatory. I t  is true that the first generation of Dailami 
condottieri, men like Laila b. Nu'man, Mgksn b. Kski, Asfsr b. Shiriiya, 
Mardsvic b. Ziyar and the three Bfiyid brothers 'AIi, al-Hasan and Ahmad 
(=the later 'Imiid ad-Daula, Rukn ad-Daula and Mu'izz ad-Daula), 
were barbarians who brought savage destruction into the ancient lands 
of culture and civilisation of western Persia and Iraq, and equally true 
that in the first half of the 11 th century, the Biiyid family dissolved 
into a warring band of mediocrities. But in the second half of the 10th 
century, when Biiyid power was at its height and their territories extended 
from Iraq and Oman to the borders of Xurassn and BaliiEistsn, there 
were long periods of peace and prosperity. This was undeniably an age 
of cultural brillia~lce, above all for Arabic literature and learning; suffi- 
cient to note that the KitGb al-Aglz,ini and al-Mutanabbi's ' A d u d i y y d t  
were writtcn under the Biiyids and that such great scholars as Abii 1-Fad1 

Full bibliographical details of those works most frcquently cited are given 
a t  the encl of the article. 



b. &'Amid and the SZhib IsmgCil b. 'AbbZd served as their ministers. 
Above all, such a monarch as 'Adud ad-Daula Fang-Xusrau has not yet 
been appraised at  his true worth. Yet the admiration shown for this 
strongly-Shi'i ruler by Nizgm al-Mulk, himself the architect of the Sunni 
reaction in the Selcuq period, is striking; anecdotes in the Siyisat-nima 
praise his authoritarian rule and his administrative and military system, 
and 'Adud ad-Daula is reg9rded as second only to Mahmiid oi Ghazna 
as an exemplar and model. 

The Biiyid family rose to power as soldiers of fortune, and the part 
played in Islamic history by their people, the Dailamis, was almost 
exclusively military. Virtually no great administrators. scholars or 
Literary men arose from this remote and culturally backward mountain 
region of Persia, but the Biiyid Amirs depended on secretaries and offi- 
cials from the Arab lands or from the rest of Persia for the smooth running 
of their government. Hence the military aspect of Biiyid rule is always 
important; from military exigencies stemmed many of the administrative 
and territorial changes which permanently affected western Persia and 
Iraq and which were taken over and spread still further by the incoming 
Selcuqs. In their period of florescence, sc. under such rulers as Rukn 
ad-Daula (338-661949-77), 'Adud ad-Daula (338-721949-83) and Faxr 
ad-Daula (366-87/977-97), the Biiyids were an aggressive and expanding 
dynasty, clashing with the SSmZnids and Ziyarids in the east and the 
Hamdanids and other Arab amirates of the Syrian Desert fringes in the 
west. Tha'alibi, in his Latd'if al-?~ta'ivif, cites 'Adud ad-Daula as a ruler 
who had acquired a number of territories unique amongst contemporaries 
(ed. de Jong [Leiden 18671, 56-7, ed. Abyiiri and Sairafi [Cairo 19601, 83-4, 
tr. Bosworth, Tha'dlihiJs book of curiozts and entertaining informatio~~ 
[Edinburgh 19661, .section headed ,,A ruler of our own time who got 
possession of the ltingdoms of nine powerful rulers, either by conquest 
or through inheritance; according to Abfi Mansfir al-Baridi, no parallel 
to this is known in Islam"). 

But in addition to this expansionist aspect of the Bfiyid state, there is 
a more technical reason why Bfiyid military organisation merits a scpa- 
rate study, sc. the mixed nature of the Rfiyirl armies ant1 their place in 
the development of the multi-national, slave-centred armies characteristic 
of the middle Abbasid period and beyond. In the co~irse of the 0th 
century, the Caliphs' old army of Arab Mzqdtiln and Xr~riiGni gllnrtls 
was transformed into a force in which Turkish mercenaries (glzil?nin, 
mamilik) predominated. Being strictly professional soltliers, and 1)cing 
bound to the ruler by personal bonds of fealty, these Turkish slaves and 
freedman were expected to give a single-minded loyalty to their rnestcrs. 
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untrammelled by vested interests; yet as the history of the Caliphate 
shows, above all after the murder of al-Mutawakkil in 2471861, these 
expectations were not realised. Nevertheless, these professional armies 
of the Caliphate were imitated by provincial dynasties, and soon became 
the norm in the Islamic world; the culmination of the process can be seen 
in the armies of the SZmZnids, Fgfimids, Ghaznavids and Selcuqs. 

On these new armies, see in general R. Levy, T h e  social structure of I s l a m  (Cam- 
bridge 1957)~ 417 f f .  ; for the central lands of the Caliphate, D. Sourdel, E12 Art. 
"GhulBm. I. The Caliphate"; and for the Iranian world, Bosworth, ibid., "2. 

Persia". Specific studies on the armies of provincial dynasties have been made by 
I. Hrbek, Die Slaven im Dienste der Fatimiden,  Archiv OrientAlni, XXI (1953), 
543-8 I,  and Bosworth, Ghaznevid mil i tary organisation, Der Islam, XXXVI (1960), 
37-77, slightly condensed in T h e  Ghaznavids : their empire in Afghanistan and eastern 
I ran  994-1040 (Edinburgh 1963). 98-1 28. 

The Biiyid army is interesting in that it shows a transitional stage of 
development, being based partly on a national following as the early 
Arab armies had been (sc. the Amirs' Dailami troops), and partly on slave 
mercenaries of the familiar, newer type (sc. the Turks). Where in Islamic 
armies there was a duality like this, difficulties often arose between the 
two groups. This can be demonstrated at  its clearest from the Selcuq 
period, for the Sultans never succeeded in reconciling the tribal Turkmen 
element with the idea of a professional, salaried army; but tension be- 
tween two differing elements can be demonstrated from the Bfiyid 
period with equal facility, and this tension cannot have been without 
some effect on the fortunes of the dynasty, especially in the later period 
when strong guidance from the top was lacking. 

Even though much of the comparatively rich historiography of the Biiyid period 
has perished, we have what is virtually a contemporary source for Biiyid admini- 
strative and military history in Miskawaih's TacErib al-umam, incorporating 
material from the chronicles of ThZbit b. SinZn b. ThZbit b. Qurra and Hi121 b. 
al-Muhassin as-SBbi' and also from iilfornlants and officials in the I3iiyid bureau- 
cracy (see M. S. Khan, The eye-witness repo~~tel,s of Miskawaih's  co~aimnpovary 
history, Islamic Culture, XXXVIII [1964], 295-313, aiul more generally, D. S. 
Margoliouth, Lectures o n  Arabic histovians [Calcutta 19301, 128-37, and F. Iiosen- 
thal, A history of M u s l i m  historiog~*apl~v [Leiden 19521, passim; the anonymous 
article in E I l  s.v. "Ibn Miska\vaihW is only cursory). Ibil al-Athir gives a connected 
picture of Royid history, and it is possible that he utiliscd Hi1211s chronicle; on the 
other hand, the continuation by HilZl's own son, Ghars an-Nicma Abu 1-Hasan 
Muhammad, secms to be known only in Sibt b. al-Cauzi's Miv'dt az -zamin  (cf. 
C1. Cahen, The Izistoviografilry of the Seljuqid period, in Historians of the Middle 
East ,  ctl. B. Ilewis and P. M. Holt [London 19621, 60-1). Other worlcs of Hil21, such 
as thc I i i t i b  al- Wuzard'  and the Husfim ddr al-xilcfa, throw a little light on military 
affairs, although the first of these dcals primarily with the period immediately 
prcceeding the BGyids' rise to power. For secondary works on the course of I3Gyid 
history and thc campaignings of their armies, recourse can only be had to Spuler's 
I r a n ,  91 ff., and for the later years, Harold Bowen's article The last Buwayh ids ;  



but a characterisation of the dynasty can be found in Mez's Renaissance of Islam, 
19-28, and Cahen has contributed a valuable survey of the dynasty as a whole 
and the general trends of the period in his EIP article "Buwayhids". 

A consideration of the Dailami element in the Biiyid armies must 
start from the region of Dailam itself, and several problems present 
themselves here. Why did the people of this obscure Caspian region, 
virtually unnoticed by earlier Islamic authorities, spring into such 
prominence in the 10th century? How did the region provide the man- 
power for such extensive military operations as those undertaken by the 
various Dailami military leaders? I t  is clear that life in Dailam was 
barbarous and hard. When MardZvic b. ZiyZr sent a non-Dailami envoy 
to his brother Vushmagir in GilZn, the envoy found Vushmagir cultivating 
rice with a group of others, barefoot and half-naked, with patched trousers 
and a ragged tunic. Vushmagir's first reaction to his brother's proposals 
was a rude noise of contempt (darata bi-famihi fi lihyat axihi). The envoy 
was appalled at his grossness, and says that he blushed afterwards to 
think of it (Ibn al-Athir [hereafter IA], VIII, 182-3; cf. also, Mucmal 
at-tawdrh, 389). With such limited opportunities in their homeland, it is 
small wonder that nailamis flowed out in the wake of successful generals 
like MardZvic (cf. IA, VIII, 167, 199)~ and this perhaps eased population 
pressure at home. In the course of the 10th and I ~ t h  centuries, Dailami 
mercenaries came to be found in the armies of powers as far apart as 
the FPtimids and Ghaznavids (see below, 158-9) ; and Minorsky regards 
as one of the causes of Dailami political weakness the dispersal of their 
not-too-numerous manpower over a wide area (E12 Art. , ,Daylam"). 

A further problem is to estimate how far any religious factors, whether 
older Iranian or Shi'i Muslim, were behind this bursting-forth. Some of 
the earlier Dailami condottieri retained older Iranian beliefs, which 
apparently survived in an inaccessible area like Dailam till the 8th 
century and beyond. This is well-known in the case of MardZvic, whom 
Minorsky calls "fantasque et barbare". At HamadhZn and Dinawar, his 
troops made a special point of massacring the Muslim religious classes 
and he himself dreamed of restoring the ancient Persian empire and 
religion, with himself as ShZhanshBh (Mas'iidi, MzcrBc, IX,  22-8; Mis- 
kawaih, in Eclipse of the 'Abbasid Caliphate, I ,  316-17, tr. IV ,  358-9; IA, 
VIII, 144-5, 226; cf. Mez, Renaissance of Islam, 19-20). Asf5r b. Shirfiya, 
although originally in the service of the SBmSnids, was not a Muslim, 
and after he had thrown off allegiance to Nasr b. Ahmad and had em- 
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barked on a career of independent conquest in Tabaristgn and northern 
Persia, revealed openly his anti-Muslim attitude; at  Qazwin, he forbade 
the performance of the ~ a l i t ,  demolished mosques and had the muezzin 
of the Friday mosque thrown down from his own minaret (Murcc, IX, 
8, 10-11; IA, VIII, 143). But these were early aberrations. More potent 
were the Shi'i ideas introduced into TabaristZn and Dailam a t  the end 
of the 8th century by Hasanid du'it, and it seems likely that these doc- 
trines had a catalytic effect in releasing Dailami energies outside the 
Elburz mountain region. Certainly , Shi 'ism became the characteristic 
faith of the Dailamis, and only the Ziyiirids of Tabaristiin and Gurgiin 
(who were, strictly speaking, of Giliini and not Dailami origin) assimilated 
themselves to the strongly Sunni religious climate of XurZsiin and the 
east. Towards the end of the Bfiyid period, certain elements of the dynasty 
and their Dailami followers received Ismii'ili propaganda with some 
sympathy, and it has of ten been noted as hardly coinciclental that Alamiit 
and other Ismii'ili fortresses later arose in the old region of Dailam (cf. 
Ibn al-Balxi, Flvs-nZma, ed. Le Strange, 119, cited in Bowen, The last 
Buwayhids, 234, on the activities in Fiirs of an IsmZ'ili di'i, one Abii 
N a ~ r  b. 'Imriin, during 'ImZd ad-Din Abfi KZliciir's reign, 415-4011024-48). 

Answers to these problems must be sought in the first instance in the 
land of Dailam itself, and our knowledge of the social and economic 
structure of the region and its cultural and religious state, is only sketchy, 
and is unlikely to be much expanded; most of the available information 
is presented by Ahmad Kasravi in his ShahriyZrZn-i gum-nlm (Tehran 
1307-9/1928-30), I ,  2 f f . ,  by Ahmed Ate? in his tsldm Ansiklopedisi Art. 
"Deylem" and by Minorsky in his E12 Art. "Daylam", bringing up to 
date his earlier study, La domination des Dazlatnites. 

The earliest mentions of the Dailamis reveal their bellicosity and apti- 
tude for warfare. These mountaineers achieved a reputation as mercenary 
soldiers, above all as infantrymen-a r61e parallel to that of the Swiss in 
late mediaeval and Renaissance Europe. The references to Dailami 
soldiers in classical, Byzantine and SZsiinid times have been noted by 
Kasravi, Atcg and Minorsky in the works mentioned above. Particularly 
interesting is the information of Procopius in his De be110 Persico that the 
independent 1)ailamis served the Sashids as mercenaries, and that their 
characteristic fighting equipment was the sword and shield and the javelin 
(Lxbvna = the Islamic iiifiin, see below), for this picture tallies well 
with the later Islamic characterisations of them (cf. also, A, Christensen, 
I-'Iran sous Ees Sassa~zides~ [Copenhagen 19441, 204, 209-10). In the first 
centuries of Islam, Dailam remained unconquered by the Arabs and 
communications along the southern rim of the Elburz suffered much from 



Dailami raiders and brigands ; towns like Czliis in Tabaristzn, Qazwin and 
Qum had to be heavily garrisoned against them. 

During the course of the 9th century, demand increased in the Abbasid 
Caliphate for mercenary soldiers in the palace guard and the army at 
large, and a trickle southwards of Dailamis began, although these were 
not as yet numerically strong enough to be considered as a major ethnic 
group like the Turks, the Xurgsznis, the men of FarghZna and the Egyp- 
tian Arabs of the Maghiiriba. In  Hi131 as-S3bi"s survey of the Caliphal 
administrative expenses during the time of al-Mu'tadid (279-89/892-902) 
are enumerated the guards comprising the ashiib al-masiiff, those who lined 
the reception hall of the palace (no doubt, as Sourdel notes, E12 Art. 
"&ulSm. I .  The Caliphate", these were the nucleus of the Masiiffiyya 
infantry mentioned later in the sources). These troops included ad- 
Dayili~na wa't-Tabaviyya, i.e. soldiers from Dailam and Tabaristsn 
(Kitib nl- Wz~zari', 15). From 3001912-13 to 3041916-17 a Dailami soldier, 
'Ali b. Wahsudhiin, was chief of police ('alZ a'mil al-ma'iiwin) in Isfahsn 
for al-Muqtadir (Miskawaih, in Eclipse, I,  26, 38-9, tr. IV, 29, 43: that 
al-ma'iwin means here "police duties" and not "tax levies" seems 
secured bv the mention in ibid., I, 139, tr. IV, 156, of a Turkish warrior 
appointed to the same job). For many decades to come, it remained 
customary for the Caliph's personal guards to include Dailamis as well as 
the ubiquitous Turks. When in 3671977-8 the Caliph at-Tg'i' awarded 
'Adud ad-Daula the laqab of TZc al-Milla, robes of honour and the 
formal confirmation of his power, the audience hall was lined with 
Dailamis and Turks on the left and right respectively for the reception 
of the Biyid Amir (Hiliil, RzuzZm dlir al-xilZfa, 80-1). In  the early decades 
of the 10th century, when all of northern and central Persia was becoming 
abstracted from Caliphal control, Dailami adventurers also found their 
way into the forces of neighbouring provincial powers. 'Ali b. Biiya took 
service for a time with the Samiinid Nasr b. Ahmad (301-311914-43); and 
at  an early date, the founder of the Hamdiinid dynasty, Ngsir ad-Dada 
Abfi Muhammad of Mosul (317-561929-67) was using Dailamis as well as 
Turkish ghulgms, thus obviating sole reliance on Bedouin Arab levies, 
who were liable to refuse to fight in winter (Miskawaih, in Eclipse. 11. 
90, 122, tr. V ,  94, 126, cf. IA, VIII, 310). 

But most important of all, the Dailamis and Giliinis formed the 
national backing of the three Biiyid brothers, and are often referred to 
by contemporaries as the auliyi', partisans of the dynasty $ar excellence 
(e.g. by Hilz1. in Eclipse, 111, 12, 41, 151, 242, 379, tr. VI, 4, 39, 157, 256. 
406, and Tanfixi, Nishwir al-muhiidara, 154, tr. 168) ; ant1 in his dying 
testament of 3561967 Mli'izz ad-Danla enjoined his son and successor in 
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Baghdad, 'Izz ad-Daula Baxtiyar, to cherish and conciliate the Dailamis 
and always see that they were paid regularly (Miskawaih, in Eclipse, 
11, 234 ff., tr. V, 248 ff.).  

Ad-Dailam and al-Cil are often distinguished by Miskawaih, e.g. in Eclipse, I, 
301, 302, 11, 85, t r .  IV, 340, 342, V, 89. I t  seems that  there was some rivalry, if not 
real hostility, between the two groups. Mascfidi records that  when in 3171929 the 
Caliph al-Muqtadir incited the S2mHnid Nasr b. Ahmad against the 'Alid Ddci 
al-Hasan b. (Ali al-Utrfish and his ally MBk2n b. KBki, Nasr instructed his general 
to take advantage of the hatreds and mutual antipathy (ad-daghd'in wa't-tandfur) 
between the Dailami and GilBni elements of MZkBn's forces (Muriic, IX,  6-7). There 
may have been a certain religious basis to this -Maqdisi, 367, observes that Dailam 
was Shi'i whereas most of GilBn was Sunni-but the fundamental reason for the 
division was doubtless social and geographical, the opposing interests of the moun- 
taineers of the interior and the plainsmen of the Caspian coast. 

Under the Bfiyids, the Dailamis continued to play their historic r81e 
as hardy infantrymen, with their swords and brightly painted shields, 
their battleaxes, their bows and arrows, and above all, their Ziipins, 
two-pronged short spears which could be used either for thrusting or for 
hurling at the enemy as javelins. The ZzZpin (or mizriq, the semantic 
equivalent in Arabic, cf. 'Arib al-Qurtubi, Silat Ta'rix at-Tabari [Cairo, 
al-Husainiyya edn.], XII, 83, s.v. AH 319) is always distinguished in the 
sources from the ordinary, longer lance or rumh, which was used by the 
Arab troops in the Biiyid armies (cf. Miskawaih, Eclipse, 11, 110, tr. V, 
113). Back in Dailam, these ZGPins were always carried by the Dailamis 
at their clan and village meetings (Maqdisi, 369); and for ceremonial 
duties at the Bfiyid courts, the hipin and shield were as characteristic 
of the Dailami guards as the mace of the Ghaznavids' court ghulams 
(cf. Hilsl, Rusiim dir  al-xiliifa, 16, and in Eclipse, 111, 112, tr. VI, 116-17 : 
reception of a Byzantine noble at Samssm ad-Daula's court). There is a 
vivid description of Dailami infantrymen in battle in the 11th century 
romance by Faxr ad-Din Ascad Gurgani, Vis u RRa'min. Kasravi, Shahri- 
yiiran-i gzrm-nim, 4-5, thought that the passage probably goes straight 
back to the Parthian original, but Minorsky, Vis zz Rimin, a Parthian 
romance. I., BSOS, XI (1943-6)) 762, points out that it could well be 
basccl on Gurg;~ni's personal observations in northern Persia; noteworthy 
is the mention of the characteristic Dailami equipment of war, the Zzipin 
and shield, and also of the niwak, i.e. cross-bow or some similar contri- 
vance for firing arrows from a tube. 

I)r. I ) .  N .  MacKei~zie of the School of Oriental and African Studies, London, 
has kindly sc:nt mc- a linguistic note on the word iiipin, the substance of which is as 
follows: "The etymology of the word is uncertain. A similar form svin or sevin 
< *sfr71zn appcars in Armenian, and Hiibschmann, Armenische Grammatik, I 
(I-cipzlg I R o ~ ) ,  394-5, compares this both with Persian iiipin and Greek cr@l;vq; 
but for phoilctic rcasons, the Armenian form is unlikely to  be a loan from Persian. 



The word fapin is not apparently attested in MP or Parthian, but there is no reason 
why it should not have been in the pre-Islamic source of Vis u Rdmin". Dr. Mac- 
Kenzie then goes on to  cite E. Benveniste, Noms d'armes orientaux en grec, in 
MClanges Gmile Boisacq, Annuaire de llInstitut de Philologie et  dlHistoire Orien- 
tales et Slaves, V (Brussels 1g37), 45-6, where Benveniste is talking of Protohellenic 
contacts with "des peuples guerriers, Scythes et  Thraces mClCs": "Un exemple 
significatif par la diversit6 de ses formes est le nom de ll,,Cpieu" : gr. a ~ P 6 v ~  (GLPGv~~), 
<~(36vq, aupivq, lat. sibyna, sybina, pers. zdpin, zdbin, idbin (mot caspien), arm. 
svin, sevin (ancien *suvin), syr. swbyn, aram. targ. swpyn'. Festus, 453, donne 
sybina pour Illyrien. I1 se peut, quant Q l'origine imm6diate. Mais, B travers l'illyrien, 
ce doit Ctre un mot thraco-scythe qui s'est propag6 simultan6ment A llOuest et 
A 1'Est de la Mer Noire". 

As for the ndwak, this mention of i t  confirms the impression that the cross-bow 
and such-like mechanical bows were known in the Iranian world before 1100, 

pace K. Huuri's assertion in his Zur Geschichte des mittelalterlichen Geschutzwesens 
aus ovientalischen Quellen (Helsinki 1g41), I 18, cf. 107, repeated by Spuler, Iran, 
491. A reference to ndwakiydn in Ibn Funduq's Ta'rix-i Baihaq, referring to events 
a t  the end of the 10th century, has already been noted by Cahen in his review of 
Huuri's book in JA, CCXXXVI (1948), 169. A further possible reference from 9th 
century Sistiin is a name given in the anonymous Ta'rix-i Sistdn, ed. M. S. Bahtir 
(Tehran 131411935), 194, which could be vocalised as Say-i ndwak, as is implied 
by the editor himself in loc. cit. n. 6. 

The superior endurance and hardihood of Dailami infantry, as compared 
with Turkish troops, are noted more than once by the sources. During 
3401951-2 the SZmZnid general Mansiir b. Qaratigin Isficzbi campaigned 
with Turkish troops in CibZl against Rukn ad-Daula's Dailamis, and both 
sides suffered badly from the summer heat and lack of food. But the 
Dailamis preserved their morale and cohesion whilst Mansiir's Turks 
became mutinous; they were more frugal and abstemious than the 
Turks, and when they slaughtered a single horse or camel, shared it out 
among many men. The same Dailami troops of Rukn ad-Daula are 
similarly compared favourably wj th the Turks of the Szmznid commander 
AbG 'Ali Ahmad .b. Muhammad b. Muhtac during winter campaigning 
round Ray. Another occasion when Dailami troops had an advantage over 
Turks had been in 3261938, when Mu'izz ad-Daula was taking over AhwZz; 
the Turkish archers of BeEkem, lieutenant of the Amir al-Umara" in 
Baghdad. Muhammad b. RZ'iq, were unable to stand up to the BByid 
army because the continuously rainy weather had ruined their bowstrings 
(Miskawaih, in Eclipse, 11, 140-1, 154, tr. V, 147, 165; IA,  VIII, 254-5, 

367). When the Rfis descended on Bardha'a in ArrZn in 3321943-4, the 
Kurdish and other troops of the MusZfirid governor and all the volunteers 
there fled before the invaders, with the exception of 300 Dailamis, who 
stood firm and were completely wiped out, except for those who happened 
to have horses and could ride off (Miskawaih, in Eclipse, 11, 62, tr.. V, 
68; cf. Margoliouth. The Russian seizure of Bardha'ah in 943 A.D-1 
BSOS, I 11917-201, 88). 
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Various common tactics of the Dailarni infantry are mentioned. 
Normally, they advanced on the enemy in solid lines (masiff) ; if the 
opposing side could pierce their lines and get its cavalry through to thei. 
rear, the Dailamis' battle formation tended to crumble irretrievably 
(Hilil, in Eclipse, 111, 133, tr. VI, 136-7). One particular tactic was for 
a group of Dailamis to advance on the enemy behind a solid wall of shields, 
from where they employed their battleaxes and i4pins (Tabari, 111, 
1693; Miskawaih, in Eclipse, I,  297-8, tr. IV, 336-7, battle of 'Ali b. 
Biiya with Yiqiit, governor of Fiirs, in 322/934). 

This practice may be compared with a similar one of the Ghiiri infantrymen, 
themselves a hardy mountain people like the Dailamis, mentioned some two 
centuries later. CfizcZni speaks of the Ghfiris' use of the kdrwa, a protective screen of 
cowhide padded with cotton, placed over the shoulders and used as a defence when 
advancing (Tabaqdt-i Ndsiri, ed. 'Abd al-Hayy Habibi [znd edn., Kabul 1342-31 
1963-41, I, 343, tr. H. G. Raverty [London 1881-991, I, 352-3; according to  Raverty, 
the karwn was used in Afghanistan until the introduction of firearms). 

The Dailamis had the custom too of erecting a tent during a battle 
(presumably as a rallying point), but striking it when they were defeated. 
They always made a point, however, of keeping a last reserve of power so 
that they could put on an extra spurt of fierce fighting before surrender- 
ing, lest it be thought that they were yielding out of weakness (Miska- 
waih, in Eclipse, 11, 77, tr. V,  81; Hild, in ibid., 111, 321, tr. VI, 344). A 
disadvantage in the strategic deployment of infantry was of course its 
lack of manoeuverability compared with cavalry, but this was to some 
extent circumvented by the practice of conveying infantry to the battle- 
field on mules and camels (Miskawaih, in ibid., I,  297-8, tr. IV, 336-7; 
Hilil, in ibid., 111, 423, tr. VI, 449). The Ghaznavids likewise carried 
their crack force of palace infantry, piyidagin-i dargihi, on swift camels 
to the scene of battle, cf. Bosworth, GIzaznevid military organisation, 59. 
Nevertheless, infantrymen were handicapped by their inability to flee 
from a battlefield and re-group if things went wrong; in the battle of 
Qibib Humaid on the Tigris in 3321944, Ahmad b. Biiya's Dailami 
infantry were unable to escape from the Turkish general Tiiziin and over 
a thousand of them had to surrender to him. But in difficult or confused 
terrain, infantry had a definite advantage over cavalry. During the course 
of his warfare in Iraq and Ahwiiz with Turkish rebels, 'Izz ad-Daula was 
besieged in the Wiisit area, and only contrived to hold out because he 
had set up his hcndquarters in a palm grove, where his own Dailamis 
could move but whcre the Turkish cavalrymen could not operate (Miska- 
waih, in Eclipse, 11, 77, 332, tr. V, 81, 360, cf. Hilil, in ibid., 111, 256, 
271, tr. VI, 272, 288-9; IA, VIII, 305-6). 

We have virtually no information on the tribal and family organisation 



of the Dailamis beyond what is given in the 10th century Muslim geo- 
graphers (e.g. I~ taxr i ,  ed. de Goeje, 204-5, Ibn Hauqa12, ed. Kramers, 
376-7, Hud4d al-'ilam, 133-7, Maqdisi, 368-70). The names of two 
Dailami tribes, that of Wardad AwendZn (from which Asfar b. Shirfiya 
sprang) and that of Shirzil Awendan (from which the Biiyids sprang), 
are mentioned by Hamza al-IsfahSni, Ta'rix sini mul4k al-avd wall-anbiya" 
(Beirut 1961), 175. I t  seems that there was the care for purity of blood 
and lineage which one might expect in a proud, isolated mountain people. 
Thus Maqdisi, 368-9, stresses how marriage in Dailam was strictly 
endogamous, with death as the penalty for exogamy ; when in Dailam, he 
himself witnessed the murderous pursuit of a man accused of this social 
crime. Furthermore, within this endogamous framework, some marriage 
practices flourished in Dailam which were outside those sanctioned by 
the Shari'a and which may have approximated to the looser ways of 
pre-Islamic Persia. W'hen Mahmiid of Ghazna captured Ray from 
Macd ad-Daula in ~ ~ o / I o z ~ ,  he wrote in his fath-nima to the Caliph that 
he had found the Biiyid ruler with over 50 free wives and 33 children 
born from them ; when taxed with this, Macd ad-Daula had merely replied 
that it was the custom of his forefathers, hidhi 'idat salafi (Ibn al-Cauzi, 
al-hfztntaznnz, VIII, 39; IA, IX, 262; cf. Bosworth, The imperial policy 
of the Ghaznawids, 71-2). The Hudzid al-'ilam, 137, speaks of the clan 
feeling or 'nsabiyyat of the men of the Gilan-Dailam regions, which often 
led to bloocly fighting between neighbouring villages; only when the men 
had left the province to seek their fortunes as soldiers did this animosity 
calm down. According to Biriini, al-Ath~r al-biqiya, 224, cited in Minors- 
ky, E l 2  Art. "Daylam", the pagan Dailamis were organised under the 
heads of families, each exercising the rights of a paterfamilias and called 
by the title of kadhxudhii; this patriarchal clan system was, however, 
abrogated by the Dii'i al-Hasan b. 'Ali al-Utriish. 

Feelings of racial solidarity were kept up amongst the Dailamis after 
they had left their homeland and enrolled in the forces of the Bayid 
Amirs. I t  seems that in order to claim the pay and privilegcs of the 
Dailamis, outsiders frequently insinuated themselves into their ranks. 
and that periodical reviews of the troops were necessary, such reviews 
being the responsibility of the 'iirid al-Caish (see further, below. 
162-3). In 3561967 'IZZ ad-Daula excised from the pay rolls all those who 
were not of true Dailami or Gilini stock, but had mingled with them! 
man ixtalata bihifn mirnntan laisa ntinhum (Misknwaih, in Eclipse. 11, 
235-6, tr. V, 250). In 3881998 SamsZm ad-Daula of Firs and Kirmgn 
was advised by his counsellors to make a register of all the Dailamis in 
his territories, retaining those whose lineage was sound (sarih an-fiasab 
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wa ~$1) and rejecting those whose lineage was doubtful (mutashabbih) 
or who were obvious intruders (duxalii'). The intention was that the 
Amir could then deprive the latter classes of their fiefs and thereby 
enlarge his own resources. For this work of review, an expert on the 
genealogies of the Dailamis, Abfi Ca'far UstPdh Hurmuz b. al-Hasan, 
was summoned from Kirmiin, and he began work at  FasP, where the 
estates of the Dailamis were especially strongly concentrated. When he 
had finished registering and questioning the troops, 650 men were 
rejected, and his deputy in KirmPn, Abii 1-Fath Ahmad b. Muhammad b. 
al-Mu'ammal, rejected a further 400. These men were turned off their 
estates and left to seek new employment, and Riidhrawari, the epitomiser 
of Hi131 a$-Siibi', condemns the whole episode as one which had disastrous 
consequences for Sam~Pm ad-Daula, as narrated below, 156-7 (Eclipse, 
111, 312, tr. VI, 333-4; IA, IX. 100-1). 

Cf. also NizZm al-Mulk's disapproval in Si ydsat-ndma, ch. xli, tr. Darke, 170-1, 
of the discharge of troops, on the grounds that such men have no other trade or 
profession but that of arms, and will inevitably turn to brigandage or rebellion; and 
for an instance in the Selcuq Malik Shsh's reign when this actually happened, see 
IA, X, 76. 

I t  seems probable that certain high officers mentioned several times 
by Hi121 with the title of "Naqib an-NuqabZ' of the Dailamis" had the 
task of keeping records of the genealogies and family backgrounds of 
the troops, much as the Naqibs of the 'Alids and Hashimis had similar 
resporisibilities for their own communities ; this impression is strengthened 
by an incident concerning a Naqib an-NuqabZ' under Bah2' ad-Dada, 
who was killed by rivals because he knew too much about the affairs, 
origins and genealogies of the Dailamis (Eclipse, 111, 321, tr. VI, 345, cf. 
also 111, 190, 331, 334-5, tr. VI, 201, 357, 359-60). 

The fact that the Dailamis were essentially infantrymen-Istaxri, 
205, mentions that there were insufficient horses in Dailam for the 
province's needs-created a military problem for the Dailami generals, 
for they obviously needed horsemen for their thrusts across the Iranian 
plateau. The solution was to follow the prevailing military trend of the 
time and recruit Turkish cavalrymen, large numbers of whom could 
readily be signed on in western Persia during the opening years of the 
10th century when Caliphal authority was breaking down and disorder 
increasing. The indispensability of these Turkish cavalrymen was readily 
acknowledged by the rank-and-file of the Dailami soldiery (see below, 
156). At an early date, MardPvic b. ZiyPr had a force of Turkish 



ghula'ms and it was his harsh and contemptuous treatment of them which 
brought about his murder in 323/935; worthy of note is the fact that 
there was already in Mardzvic's troops a tension between the Dailami 
and Turkish elements, for he used the Dailamis to inflict various humilia- 
tions on the Turks (Mas'iidi, Muriic, IX, 29-30; Miskawaih, in Ecli#se, 
I, 162, 310-15, tr. IV, 182-3, 350-6; Mucmal at-tawdrix, 390; IA, VIII, 
222-7). After the death of Mardzvic, a section of his Turkish ghuldms 
joined 'Ali b. Biiya, the rest entering the service of BeEkem, although 
'Ali had Turkish troops in his personal army before this time, for in the 
year 3221934 a Turkish hdcib of his named Qutlugh is mentioned. Two 
years after this, 'Ali was able to put at  the disposal of his younger 
brother Ahmad a force of 1,500 Dailamis and 500 Turks and others for 
the conquest of Oman (Miskawaih, in Eclipse, I, 304, 353, tr. IV, 344, 
397; IA, VIII, 226). 

Very soon, the Bfiyid Amirs began to place more trust in their Turkish 
ghuldms than in their Dailami co-nationals, for the Turkish slaves and 
freedmen were their personal retainers, connected to them by individual 
bonds of fealty. Whilst the sources are not explicit here, it is possible 
that after the Biiyids had been on the throne some time, they began to 
lose touch to some extent with their co-nationals; the Dailamis, for their 
part, may have found it difficult to adapt themselves to the newly- 
acquired eminence and regal pomp of the Amirs. The growth of such a 
sentiment would be a parallel to the gradual estrangement of the Great 
Selcuq Sultans from their Turkmen supporters. To be sure, the first 
generation of the Bfiyids were unable to rise much above the position of 
@irni inter. pares with their Dailami commanders; it is recorded that 
'Imiid ad-Daula never felt secure amongst his generals, for they were 
all ambitious men who thought themselves superior to him in lineage 
and family (IA. VIII, 362 ; cf. also Miskawaih, in Eclipse, 11, 115, tr. V1 
I 17, where Mu'izz ad-Daula suffers disrespectful and contemptuous 
treatment from a relative). I t  was presumably to raise the BByid family 
above the rest of the Dailamis and put them on equal terms with such 
other Iranian dynasties as the Bzwandids and Siimznids that a genealogy 
going back to the Siisiinid Bahriim Gfir was elaborated for them (cf. 
Birfini, al- Athdr al-bdqi ya, 38, quoting the Kitdb at-tdc of Abii Ishiiq Ibrg- 
him as-SZbi' ; Marquart, ,,Der Stammbaum der Bujiden" in Beitrage 2~ 

Geschichte and Sage von Erin,  ZDMG, XLIX [1895], 660-1). 
There was a revolt against Mu'izz ad-Daula amongst the Dailami 

troops in 3341945-6, and the Amir had to adopt a conciliatory policy 
against the rebels, distributing to them and to the Turks estates in the 
Sawad of Iraq which had belonged to the Abbasid Caliphs or whose 
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owners had fled. But he was now openly favouring the Turks, and when 
the treasury was virtually empty, it was the Dailamis whose pay was 
stopped, whilst the Turks continued to be conciliated. Miskawaih notes 
at this point that "Necessity drove him [sc. Mu'izz ad-Daula] to attach 
the Turks to himself, to take them more into his confidence and to rely 
on them against the Dailamis. But in the measure that he concentrated 
his attention on the first group, and neglected the affairs of the second, 
disaffection resulted and both groups grew discontented, the Turks 
through sheer greed and avarice, the Dailamis through poverty and 
want" (Eclipse, 11, 96-100, tr. V, 100-5; IA, VIII, 342-3; cf. Amedroz, 
Abbasid administration in its decay, from the Tajarib al-Umam, 827-8). 

In 3451956-7 there was an extensive Dailami rebellion in ShirZz, 
AhwZz and Lower Iraq, led by RfizbahZn b. Windgdh Xfirshid and his 
two brothers. This was a terrible crisis for Mu'izz ad-Daula, because the 
loyalty of his remaining Dailami troops was very problematical. Men in 
his Vizier 'Abdallgh b. Yazid al-Muhallabi's army of AhwZz melted away 
to the rebels' side, as did many of those in his own force. He was able to 
pacify and keep loyal the Dailami garrison of Baghdad, which was threat- 
ened by a HamdZnid attack from Mosul, and he also posted guards on 
the road and at  a strategic bridge point to prevent Dailamis who had 
just drawn pay from him from deserting to RfizbahZn. In a battle with 
Rfizbah~n, the Amir was reduced to dependence on his Turkish troops, 
a body of young slaves and a small group of loyal Dailamis. After defea- 
ting RiizbahZn, he dismissed from his army all those Dailamis who had 
joined the rebels, and charged al-Muhallabi with the task of escorting 
under guard to the frontiers the groups of discharged men. With the 
money thereby saved, he promoted all the Turks one rank, and encouraged 
them to taunt the Dailamis with disloyalty and rebelliousness and with 
inferiority to the Turks in battle (Miskawaih, in Eclipse, 11, 162-6, 173-4, 
tr. V, 173-8, 186-8 ; IA, VIII, 385-7). 

In his wasiyya to 'Izz ad-Daula BaxtiyZr, Mu'izz ad-Daula did it 
is true enjoin his son to conciliate the Dailamis (see above, 148-91, but 
he also told him to regard the Turks as the essential nucleus of his army 
(camrat 'askarihi) who could be used, if need arose, to deal with Dailami 
unrest. In fact, notes Miskawaih, on his accession in 3561967 'Izz ad-Daula 
disobeyed all his father's injunctions. He banished the Dailami chiefs 
because he coveted their property and iqtz's; consequently, they became 
rebellious, demanding an extra four months' pay as accession money and 
the restoration to the pay rolls of those Dailami soldiers removed by 
Mu'izz ad-Daula. He protected himself in his palace at  Baghdad with 
his Turkish guards, but it was then the turn of the Turks to mutiny; to 



increase his difficulties further, the Turks and the Dailarnis presented 
a common front and agreed not to oppose each other's demands. Hence 
'Izz ad-Daula was forced to yield and compromise with the Dailamis, 
handing over to them the third of a razqa or pay instalment which he had 
previously promised them. This, then, was an occasion when the Amirs' 
attempts to play off one side against the other misfired (Eclipse, 11, 
234-7, tr. V, 248-51; IA, VIII, 426). 

Accordingly, in 3601971 'Izz ad-Daula turned to a policy of bringing 
the two opposing ethnic elements together and of Linking them both 
with his own family by means of marriage alliances. One of his sons, 
MarzubZn, married a daughter of the Turkish general Baxt-tigin AzZdh- 
riiya, and another, SZliir, married the daughter of another general, 
Bek-temur ; further marriages took place, and oaths of mutual fidelity 
were made between the Amir, his Commander-in-Chief Sebiiktigin 
'Acami and the other great leaders. Nevertheless, three years later 'Izz 
ad-Dada turned violently against the Turks. Rivalry between the 
Turks and Dailamis in Ahwaz had flared up into fighting and had then 
spread to Iraq, where Sebuktigin upheld the Turkish cause against the 
Arnir. 'Izz ad-Daula took decisive action against the Turks, arresting 
their leaders, and having his palace in Baghdad burnt down in retaliation; 
these repressive measures were, however, adopted against the advice of 
the senior Dailami leaders, who pointed out that they needed in battle 
the protection of Turkish archers and Turkish cavalry. He persisted in 
his policies, but was worsted in Iraq by the Turks and had to seek help 
from his cousin 'Adud ad-Daula of FZrs (Miskawaih, in Eclipse, 11, 282-3, 
323 ff., tr. V, 302-3, 349 ff.; IA, VIII, 466-8, 476-7). 

After BahZ' ad-Dada took over power in Baghdad in 3791989, on the 
death of his brother Sharaf ad-Daula, the feuds of the Dailamis and Turks 
there raged particularly violently. An element of higher politics was 
involved in that the Dailamis favoured the return to power of Baha' 
ad-Daula's other brother, the deposed and partially blinded Sam~gm 
ad-Daula. Bahii' ad-Daula was therefore compelled to espouse the side 
of the Turks, as being the stronger side militarily and the most loyal 
Not surprisingly, after he had been restored to power in Fiirs, Sam~gm 
ad-Dada in 3851995 ordered a general massacre of the Turks there; many 
were executed in Shirsz and the rest fled to KirrnZn and then Sind 
(Hilsl, in Eclifise, 111, 158, 264-5, tr. VI, 165-6, 281; IA, IX, 43-4, 78)- 
But the resulting disequilibrium in the constitution of his military support 
soon proved his undoing. The ascendant Dailamis grew more and more 
greedy and arrogant, and Samsiim ad-Daula's resources for granting out 
iqMas grew less and less, so that the Dailami soldiers rejected in the 'ad 
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of 3881998 (see above, 152-5) joined two sons of 'Izz ad-Daula, who had 
succeeded in escaping from captivity, raised a rebellion, and deposed 
and killed SamsBm ad-Daula (Hiliil, in Eclipse, 111, 311-15, tr. VI, 
333-7; IA, IX, 101). Finally, the Dailamis were prevailed upon by Abii 
'Ali al-Hasan b. UstBdh Hurmuz to make their peace with BahB' ad- 
Daula, now the ruler of the united provinces of Iraq, AhwBz, FBrs and 
KirmBn, and to re-enter his service; their disputes with the Turks were 
to be settled, iqtiCs to be allotted to them and oaths of pardon and recon- 
ciliation to be taken. Bahii' ad-Daula's Vizier Abfi 'Ali IsmB'il al-Muwaf- 
faq and the official (later Vizier) Abii 'Ali al-Husain ar-Ruxxaci then 
worked out the exact repartition of fiefs in Ahwaz, and when the Amir's 
army arrived in FBrs, the Vizier re-organised the fiefs of the Dailamis 
there too (Hiliil, in Eclipse, 111, 319-21, 323-4, 327-8, tr. VI, 342-4, 347-8, 
352-3; IA, IX, 106-7). 

In this rivalry of the Dailami and Turkish elements of the Bfiyid 
forces, it is possible that religious attitudes were also involved. The 
Dailamis were Shi'is, whereas the Turks were in general Sunnis, although 
according to Miskawaih, in Eclipse, 11, 247, tr. V, 263-4, IA, VIII, 431, the 
Commander-in-Chief Sebiiktigin 'Acami had Shi'i sympathies and was 
inclined at one point to follow a plausible impostor who claimed inter alia 
to be an 'Alid and the promised Mahdi. In  the endemic civil and religious 
strife of Baghdad, the Shi'is tended to look to the Dailamis of the garrison 
for support, and the Sunnis to the Turks (cf. Miskawaih, in Eclipse, 11, 
328, tr. V, 355; IA, VIII, 468). The Bfiyids' seizure of political power in 
western Persia and Iraq and their cavalier treatment of the Abbasid 
Caliphs, exacerbated religious feelings in the eastern Islamic world, 
evoking particular hostility from the highly orthodox province of Xur- 
ZsZn. This feeling is seen in an episode of 3551966 when Rukn ad-Daula 
of Ray and Cibd had to cope with an invasion of fanatical ghizis from 
XuriisBn and Transoxania, ostensibly bound for Anatolia, where .the 
Byzantines had taken the offensive against the Muslims. But on reaching 
Ray, they insulted and cursed the Dailamis, stigmatising them as unbe- 
lievers; one group of them entered the city shouting the takbir, as if 
about to attack the infidels, and then started killing everyone they saw 
in Dailami costume, calling them RG fida "heretics" (Miskawaih, in 
Eclipse, 11, 222-8, tr. V, 234-40; Ibn al-Cauzi, al-Muntazam, VII, 33-4; 
IA, VIII, 421-2). When Mahmud of Ghazna captured Ray from Macd 
ad-Llaula's Dailamis, he proudly proclaimed that he had "cleansed it 
of the activity of the infidel BBtiniyya and the evil-doing innovators" 
lIbn al-Cauzi, op .  cit., VIII, 38-9; cf. Bosworth, The imperial policy of 
the Ghaznawids, 70). 



I t  has been suggested by Cahen, E12 Art. "Buwayhids", that one of the 
reasons why the Amirs came to rely so much on their Turkish soldiers 
was that the recruitment of Dailami mercenaries tended progressively 
to dry up. There may have been a long-term trend in this direction, and 
the numbers of Dailamis employed in the Biiyid armies do not always 
seem to have been great (but see the high figure of ~g ,ooo noted below). 

Miskawaih and Hiliil frequently give the number of troops involved in battles 
and campaigns, some of which are cited here as examples. In 32g/g41 the united 
forces of the Sgmanid general Abii 'Ali b. Muhtiic and the Biiyid brothers 'Ali 
and al-Hasan against Vushmagir b. Ziyiir comprised 7,000 Dailamis and GilPnis 
plus some Arabs and Turks. BeCkem had in his forces 1,500 Dailamis. When Sharaf 
ad-Daula came in 3761987 to  Baghdad, he gathered a force of 19,000 Dailamis, 
those in his own army plus those of the Baghdad garrison, and 3,000 Turks (this 
high figure of 19,000 a t  the end of the 10th century does not seem to show a dimi- 
nution in the numbers of Dailami troops). The army sent to AhwSz in the same 
year by Faxr ad-Daula to resist an invasion by Bahii' ad-Daula comprised 3,000 of 
his own Dailamis, plus 4,000 of his ally Badr b. Hasaniiya's Kurds and a large 
group of Arabs (Eclipse, 11, 5, 11-12, 13, 111, 132, 169, tr. V, 4, 11-12, 13, VI, 137, 
177-8). 

Yet it is clear that the recruitment of Dailamis continued in the 11th 
century at  a significant level. Hiliil's description of an 'ard of Dailami 
troops in Kirmiin in 3gol1ooo implies that they were still arriving conti- 
nuously; he speaks of payments and allowances being made to al-'Acam 
alladhtna yaridcina min bildd ad-Dailam (Eclipse, 111, 362, tr. VI, 389)- 
Dailamis were still conspicuous in the armies of the last Bfiyids; it was 
Macd ad-Daula's inability to control the large numbers of Dailami 
troops in his capital of Ray that drove him to the ill-considered step of 
calling in Mahmfid of Ghazna. Moreover, the diaspora of Dailami merce- 
naries in the armies of other princes long remained widespread. The Arab 
dynasty of the 'Uqailids of Mosul and central Iraq supplemented their 
Bedouins with them (Hiliil, in Eclipse, 111, 300, tr. VI, 320, Dailami and 
Kurdish troops in the service of Husiim ad-Daula Abfi Ijassiin al-Muqallad 
b. al-Musayyib in 3871997. cf. Amedroz, Three years of Bz~waihid rule in 
Baghdad, A .  H. 389-393, 750 ff.). During the reigns of Mahmfid and 
Mas'fid (together spanning the period 388-432/998-1041) the ~haznavids 
had a force of Dailamis, whose commanders were highly favoured, and 
these troops included an Clite group of 50 to 60 soldiers who carried 
golden or bejewelled shields and were used for ceremonial duties (Bai- 
haqi. Ta'rix-z Mas'zidi, ed. Ghani and Fayyiid [Tehran 1324/1945], 288, 
cf. Bosworth, Ghazncvid military organisation, 55-6). Likewise, there was 
a corps of Dailami infantry in the service of the Fiitirnicls. Early in al- 
Mustansir's reign (427-8711036-94) the traveller Niigir-i Xusrau was in 
Cairo and saw 300 of them with 2GPins and battleaxes escorting the 
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Caliph on his ceremonial progress to the Nile, and there was a special 
quarter of the Dailamis in Cairo (Safar-niwa, ed. M. D. Siysqi [Tehran 
133511956], 61, 63). They had a place in the multi-national armies of the 
Selcuqs, and are commended by Nizam al-Mulk; he recommends that 
there should be a picked force of Dailami Mufrada'n for court service, 
and that the army at  large should include a substantial Dailami element 
(Siyisat-nima, chs. xix, xxiv, xxv, tr. Darke, 96,103, 104). As late as the 
eighth decade of the 12th century we find Dailami infantry in t.he forces 
of the Kirman Selcuq Amirs Arslan Shah b. Toghrfl Shiih and his brother 
and rival Bahram Shiih ; in Kirmsn at  this time, the Dailamis held exten- 
sive iqtics and were entrenched in such high official posts as the governor- 
ships of important towns (Muhammad b. Ibrahim, Ta'rix-i SelcQqiyin-i 
KirmGn, ed. Houtsma [Leiden 18861, 43, 49, 71,81). 

The question of their troops' payment was a constant source of worry 
for the Biiyid Amirs. The lands which they had taken over in Iraq and 
western Persia had flourished exceedingly in the heyday of the Abbasid 
Caliphs, and the Amirs had inherited the complex administrative machi- 
nery of these regions together with the personnel to run it. Properly 
exploited and developed, these resources should have sufficed for the 
Biiyids' military requirements. The difficulty lay in the attitudes of the 
Amirs themselves, their comparative inability to make the change from 
being military adventurers to becoming rulers of settled states. Miskawaih 
quotes the great Vizier Ibn al-'Amid, that he was unable to push through 
desirable reforms because his master Rukn ad-Daula, although superior 
in many ways to the rougher Dailamis, was still on the level of a pillager, 
with no regard for the subject population and the long-term economic 
and social interests of his territories; his only concern was to keep his 
troops regularly-paid and thus satisfied (Eclipse, 11, 279, tr. Y, 298-9). 
This Raubwivtschaft mentality was common to the Biiyids' western 
neighbours, the Hamdanids (though less to their eastern ones, the Sam& 
nids), and it underlies much of the political and military turmoil of the 
Buyid period; only 'Adud ad-Daula and Faxr ad-Daula were to some 
extent exempt from this attitude. 

For the payment of their troops, the Biiyids established a system of 
land grants, iqtd's, in which the grantee was allotted a sum from the 
xardc of an estate or district. He did not, and being usually a soldier or 
official on active duty, could not, reside on the spot, but sent an agent to 
collect this sum ; nor did he in theory acquire any judicial rights. although 



in practice, the growth of talci'a, corresponding to the mediaeval Euro- 
pean commendatio, gave him considerable rights of patronage (a good 
description of the development of talci'a, in this instance involving 
Mucizz ad-Daula's Turkish troops in the regions of Basra, Wasit and 
Ahwsz in 3471958-9, is given by Miskawaih in Eclipse, 11, 173-4, tr. V, 
186-8). As implied above iqtZcs were used not only for paying soldiers 
but also for the support of civilian officials. Thus 'Izz ad-Daula retained 
in office his father's old Vizier Abii 1-Fad1 'Abbas b. al-Husain ash- 
Shirszi and in 3571968 granted him a fief worth 50,000 dinars, this being 
the rate which customarily went with the office of Vizier (ibid., 11, 241-2, 
tr. V, 256). 

With regard to the size and value of iqtZcs, one can only make the 
obvious observation that those in the fertile, irrigated lands of Iraq and 
AhwZz were richer and more productive than those on the Iranian 
plateau. Faxr ad-Daula of Ray invaded his nephew Baha' ad-Daula's 
territory of AhwZz in 3791989, and it is recorded that his Dailami officers 
became envious and embittered when they compared the iqtz's of the 
Dailami senior officers (quwwid) in AhwZz, which ranged from 200,000 

to 300,000 dirhams in value, with their own modest ones in Cibal and 
Ray of only a tenth of that. Yet in spite of the fact that such a region 
as Kirman was not outstandingly fertile, Dailamis who had been esta- 
blished there for some time had by 3gol1ooo accumulated fiefs valued 
at  over half a million dirhams; at  a redistribution held at  this time, these 
excessive accumulations of estates were reduced (Hilal, in Eclipse, 111, 
165-6, 362, tr. VI, 173-4, 390; see also below, 163-4). 

The Biiyid iqtZc system derived from earlier practice in the central 
lands of the Caliphate, but the Biiyid period is important for the spread 
and consoliclation of the system in those regions. The trends of the period 
have been exhaustively reviewed by Cahen in his article L'Colution de 
l'lqta' dzc IXe azc XII Ie  sibcle, 30 f f . ,  and more briefly, by A. K. S. Lamb- 
ton in her Landlord and peasant in Persia, 50-1. Lambton cites various 
sources which describe the arbitrary and capricious nature of Biiyid rule 
in the Persian countryside, the confiscations and compulsory sales ncces- 
sary to get land for granting out to the soldiery. Speaking of the region 
of Ray and CibB1, Maqdisi, 399-400, tells how the incoming ilailarnis of 
Rukn ad-Daula deprived the common people of their houses and estates 
and forced most of them to emigrate; the conduct of the Biiyirls at the 
time he was writing (sc. in 3751985 during the reign of Faxr ad-L)nulaj 
was, however, better. In the Skirdz-ndma, ed. H. Karimi [Tehran ~ . j ~ o /  
1931-21, 26, Ahmad b. Abi 1-Xair Zarkfib says that in I:Brs, unrest and 
violence caused the abandonment of much land and its diversion from 
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private ownership, milk, into diwa'nf, state land ; and in the Ta'rix-i Qum 
of Hasan b. Muhammad al-Qummi, ed. CalZl ad-Din TihrZni [Tehran 
131311934], 53, it is written that when the Dailamis and Gilsnis came to 
Qum, the Diwa'n-i Ab which had regulated the complex irrigation system 
there was abandoned and iqta"s established. (On the credit side of Biiyid 
rule in CibZl it is however noted in the same source, 42, that in 37o/g8o-I 
Mu'ayyid ad-Daula and his Vizier the SZhib IsmZ'il b. 'AbbZd did much 
repair work to the qana'ts of Qum, bringing in skilled qana't-diggers and 
expending much money.). 

Cahen, L16volution 36-7, characterises the Biiyid administrative system 
as one which revolved round the needs of the army. The old financial 
departments survived, but with greatiy diminished r8les; Miskawaih's 
account of the ruin of the SawZd of Iraq through its being parcelled out 
as iqti's, and the consequent decline of the financial departments in 
Baghdad because revenues no longer came to them, is well-known. 
When faced with military revolts because the army's pay was in arrears, 
Mu'izz ad-Daula was forced to confiscate land belonging to the Caliphs 
and in private hands, and grant it out as iqti's. These lands became the 
subject of extensive disputes: soldiers wished to exchange iqti's, and 
measures vital for the health of the countryside, such as road-making 
and irrigation, were neglected. Mu'izz ad-Daula was never able to lay 
up a reserve treasury of cash-a reserve such as is advocated by NizZm 
al-Mulk in the Siya'sat-na'ma, ch. xlviii, tr. Darke, 246-and so had to 
live from hand to mouth, putting off the importunings of his troops by 
fresh confiscations of land for iqtii's (Eclipse, 11, 96-9, tr. V, 100-4; IA, 
VIII, 342-3). Yet somehow, Mu'izz ad-Daula contrived to leave at  his 
death the modest sum of 400,000 dirhams, which his son 'Izz ad-Daula 
soon dissipated (ibid., 11, 238, tr. V, 253). 

The passage of Miskawaih on the decline of the SawZd is also translated by 
Amedroz in his article Abbasid administvation in decay, from the Tajarib al-Umam, 
with a commentary explaining many of the technical terms used therein. For further 
light on the working of the Diwdns in the 10th century, and on their highly 
technical vocabulary, without an adequate explanation of which much of Mislca- 
waih and HilZl is hardly comprehensible, see in the first place the fourth chapter 
of the first discoursc of Xwiirazmi's Mafatih al-'ulfim, 54-79 (the present author 
is preparing a translation of and commentary on this chapter on kitdba). For 
secondary works, reference may be made to  the E l e  Arts. "DiwZn. I. The Cali- 
phate" (A. A. Duri) and "Daftar" (I3. Lewis); Mez, Renaissance of Islam, 76-131, 
chs. on administration, the Vizier and finance; W. Hinz, Das Rechnungswesen 
ovientalischer Reichsfinanzamter im  Miltelalter, Der Islam, XXIX (1950)~ I 13 ff .  ; 
and the article by Hoenerbach cited below. 

As a result of these trends and practices, Cahen points out, the DfwZn 



al-Caish grew to dwarf all other departments in importance. I t  was 
concerned not only with military affairs like the organisation, equipment 
and payment of the forces, but also with purely financial functions : it 
distributed iqti's, surveyed and delimited them and assessed the average 
revenue ('ibra) from them (Cahen, 36-7). 

The Biiyid Diwa'n al-Caish was taken over from the Caliphal admini- 
stration, and we have an excellent study of the Abbasid Diwa'n by W. 
Hoenerbach, Zur Heeresverwaltung der 'Abba'siden. Studie iiber Abulfarag' 
Quda'ma: Diwa'n al-6aiS. He describes it as it was in the reign of al-Muq- 
tadir (295-320/908-32), using material from Qudsma b. Ca'far's Kitib 
al-xara'c, supplemented by that from HilBl as-SBbi'"s Kita'b al-Wuzari' 
and other sources. After surveying the earlier Islamic history of the 
Diwa'n, he analyses QudBma's information under three broad headings 
of (I) enlistment and registration procedure (2) the disposition of the 
component units of the army and (3) pay arrangements. Most of the 
procedures detailed here passed into Bfiyid practice a few decades later; 
and whilst a detailed survey of Biiyid financial and taxative policy would 
not be in place here, certain of the more strictly military aspects of the 
Biiyid Dizva'n al-Caish will now be examined. 

The Diwa'n was presided over by the 'Arid al-Caish, who was concerned 
with the recruitment of soldiers, their recording in the registers (cari'id), 
their state of equipment and military preparedness and the disbursement 
of their pay. At the peak of the dynasty's fortunes, under 'Adud ad-Dada 
and later under Bahti' ad-Daula, there were two separate 'Arids, one 
for the Dailamis and one for the Turks, Kurds and Arabs (the Biiyids 
often had Kurdish and Bedouin contingents in their armies, and at times 
recruited the Zutt of FBrs and the QufiEis of BalfifistZn, cf. EcliQse, 11, 
368, 111, 348, 351 [ar-racca'la al-KGc'], 378, tr. V, 402, VI, 374, 376,405; 
IA, IX, 115). As a result oi this duality, one meets the term Dimin 
al-Caishain, cf. ibid., 111, 442-3, tr. VI, 471. The two 'Arids of 'Adud 
ad-Daula are named as Abii 1-Hasan 'Ali b. 'Umtira and Abii '~bdallgh 
al-Husain b. Sa'dBn (who later became Sam~Bm ad-Daula's first Vizier); 
they were received by the Amir each morning, immediately after he had 
seen the Vizier, an indication of the importance attached to them (Hilzl, 
in Eclipse. 111, 40, tr. VI, 37 ; the two 'Arids of Bahii.' ad-Daula are named 
in ibid., 111, 187, tr. VI, 198). I t  was the 'Arid who, often in company 
with the Amir himself, presided over the periodic reviews ( ' ~ ~ z i d ,  sing. 
'ard) of the forces. There is a detailed description of an 'ard in its classical 
Islamic form, directed by the Abbasid Caliph al-Muttadid 
in Hild's Kitdb al-Wzczara", 17-18, and in this, the essential features of 
the Bfiyid 'a$ are all foreshadowed. At these inspections, military 
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competence, weapons, equipment and mounts were examined, and sub- 
standard men weeded out. 

Since registration on the rolls of the Diwiin conferred entitlement 
to pay and other privileges, there were frequent efforts made by people 
to secure a place on the registers. The excision of these intruders was a 
constant care of the 'Arid, and Qudama stresses the need for a careful 
listing of the physiognomy and distinguishing features of the troops 
(hula' ar-vica'l) for identificatory purposes (Hoenerbach, Zur Heeres- 
verwaltung der cAbbisiden, 269 ff . ) .  On detection, the trickster was struck 
off the rolls, the technical term for this action being wadc or isqiit, the 
opposite of ithbiit, registration and entitlement to pay (cf. Xwarazmi, 
Mafiitih al- 'ul~m, 64-5). I t  seems that people would go to considerable 
length in their determination to get on the rolls. The Amfr al-Umarii' 
Muhammad b. RZ'iq inspected the Caliph's Hucariyya troops a t  WZsit 
in 3251936 and made a great purge of intrusive elements: he reduced the 
number of the palace door-keepers' deputies (xulafii' al-hucciib) from 
500 to 60, and weeded out the interlopers, substitutes, women, traders 
and miscellaneous refugees (ad-duxalii' wa'l-budala'' wa'n-nisii' wa't- 
tucciiv wa man laca'a ilaihim), provoking as a result a rebellion (Miska- 
waih, in Eclifise, I ,  357-8, tr. IV, 402-3; IA, VIII, 246). Taniixi, Nishwiir 
al-muha'dara, 88-9, tr. 95-6, tells the amusing story of a man of Ahwgz 
who learnt the Dailami language, made himself conversant with the 
topography of Dailam, characteristically ate copious amounts of garlic, 
adopted a Gilani name, bought appropriate military equipment, and 
when he fell into straitened circumstances, enlisted in the forces of Abii 
1-Qssim al-Baridi as a genuine Dailami ; it was several years before he was 
detected. These financial motives behind the searching-out of interlopers 
were allied, as we have seen above, 152-3, to a desire for preserving 
purity of lineage amongst the Dailamis and Gilsnis. 

The chain of command in the Bfiyid army seems to have been, at  least 
in the times of Mu'izz ad-Daula and 'Izz ad-Daula, from Naqib (junior 
officer) through Qi'id (field officer) to Hicib (general officer), cf. Miska- 
waih, in Eclifise, 11, 236, tr. V, 251. The commander-in-Chief had the 
title of Ispahsa'lir. 

We have a good description of a Bfiyid 'ard held in Kirmiin in 3gol1ooo 
by Bahii' ad-Daula's Vizier 'Umdat al-Mulk Abfi 'Ali b. Isma'il al- 
Muwaffaq. The intention was that a new register should be made; all the 
Dailamis were to surrender their existing iqti's and receive instead direct 
payment ('atii') and assignments on specified sources of taxation (tnsbfba't, 
cf . Mufa'tflz al-'z~lzinz, 62). Henceforth, this was also to be the method for 
paying newly-recruited Dailami troops. For the actual review, the army 



was paraded, with the Dailami officers on the right and the Turkish 
ones on the left, and Abii 'Ali had his subordinate 'urrcid and secretaries 
with the registers in front of him. They went through the registers, 
cancelling the entitlements of Dailamis who had accumulated an inor- 
dinate number of iqJci's and gave them modest allowances instead; 
interlopers were ferreted out, and soldiers who were of no military use 
were dismissed. Some of these last then entered the service of the Saffiirid 
prince Tahir b. Xalaf, who was endeavouring to seize power in Kirmiin 
(Hilal, in Eclipse, 111, 362, 381, 384, tr. VI, 389-90, 408, 411-12, cf. IA, 
IX, 118-19, and Amedroz, Three years of Buwaihid rule in Baghdad, 
A .  H. 389-393, 523 ff.). Such a review of registers and pay rolls as this 
was not infrequently resorted to by Amirs who were at  their wits' ends 
how to pay their soldiers, or who desired to reduce the power of their 
commanders by stripping them of their iqtci's. But the Amir had to be 
in a position of some strength; 'Izz ad-Daula's attempt in 3561967 to cut 
down the numbers of those on the rolls misfired in practice (see above, 
155-6). 

The system of paying troops by land grant alone was far from universal 
in the Bfiyid period, although it tended to become more widespread as 
penurious Amirs were driven to give out more and more estates as 
iqti's. A good proportion of the troops continued to receive cash grants 
paid in instalments at  specified points of the year. This is the system 
called by XwZrazmi, Mafitih al-'uliim, 65, that of the Murtaziqa, "regu- 
larly-paid troops". In  the Dfwin of Iraq (sc. that of the Biiyids), he says, 
these pay instalments are called razaqcit, sing. razqa. He goes on to add 
that the practice of the SgrnZnids, in whose territories he was writing, 
was to give out these instalments three times a year, i.e. every 120 days. 
In  the Abbasid Caliphate of an earlier period, there was a wide variation 
in the period of payment. According to HilZl, Ifitdb al-Wuzarri', 16, the 
freedmen of al-Muwaffaq, called collectively the Nd~iriyya (from al- 
Muwaffaq's laqab of an-Nisir li-dfn Allah), were originally paid every 
40 days, but the period was lengthened, first to 50 days, and then in the 
time of al-Mu'tadid, to 60 days. In the time of al-Qihir (reigned 320-2/ 
932-4). the Hzccariyya guards were paid every 50 days, wheras the 
Sdciyya (i.e. the former troops of Abii s-Sgc Divdldh) were paid on the 
same basis as the slaves, once each 60 days only (Miskawaih, in Eclipse. 1. 
261, tr. IV,  296). However, Hila1 and QudZma both say that the free 
cavalrymen of the army might be paid only two or three times a year 
where troops of inferior training and expertise were involved (Hoener- 
bath, ZUY Heeresverwnltmzg der 'Abbcisiden, 279-82). The BByid practice 
in this respect is not very clear, but the chronic financial difficulties of 
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many of the Amirs and the frequent riotings and mutinies of their troops 
show that payment was often erratic and in arrears (cf. Amedroz, Years, 

774-5). 
Hilgl's praise of 'Adud ad-Daula for the regularity and punctuality 

with which that monarch paid his army confirms the impression that this 
was not the norm. To expedite the work of payment, an increased staff 
of clerks and secretaries was taken on in the 'Avid's department (Eclipse, 
111, 43, tr. VI,  40). The core of his forces, the palace ghulims, received 
monthly allowances (mushiiharit). The procedure was for the soldiers 
to receive from the DzzPliin al-Caish financial authorisations (sikak, sing. 
sakk, cf. Mafiitih al-'uliim, 56, Hoenerbach, Heeresverw. 281), and pay- 
ment was made on these drafts a t  the pay sessions. Normally, the Amir 
issued a general authorisation to the Treasurer to disburse money to the 
'Arid for honouring the drafts three days before the end of each month. 
On one occasion, an official forgot to convey this authorisation until 
four more days had elapsed, and the ghulzms were not paid until a day 
after the month had begun. 'Adud ad-Daula regarded this negligence as 
serious, and censured the official in these terms (Eclipse, 111, 45, tr. VI, 
42-3) : 

"Your ignorance of the serious character of your mistake is more 
disastrous than the negligence which you have displayed. Cannot you 
see that if we give out their pay to the ghuliims when the month has 
still one day to run, we are their benefactors? Whereas if we let the 
month run out and another begin, they will present themselves to the 
'Arid and remind him, and he will have to put them off with promises, 
then they will come again the next day, and he will have to apologise, 
then on the third day, so that by this time they will have become 
clamorous in their importunings and demands; we shall lose all grati- 
tude, they will lose all self-restraint, and we shall lose more than we 
gain' ' . 

Indeed, during 'Adud ad-Daula's reign all the organs of government 
werc raised to a high pitch of efficiency. He had an efficient network 
of post a1 and intelligence agents (naubi yy Wn)) , organised from the 
Diwin al-Rarid (Hiliil, in Eclipse, 111, 40-1, 59, tr. VI, 37-8, 59; Mez, 
Rcnaissa~lcc of Islam, 25). He experimented with new military techniques, 
rc-introd~icing into Persia the use of war elephants, unknown since the 
Arab invasions, although it is not recorded that they played any appre- 
ciable part in the fighting (Miskawaih, in Eclipse, 11, 368, tr. V, 402 : 
fuy121 nzzsqiitila cmployed against 'Izz ad-Daula. Cf. also Bosworth, E12 
Art. "Fil. As beasts of war"). 



The presence of elephants amongst the Biiyids a few years before this is signalled 
by Taniixi, who says that in 339/950-1 he saw in Basra a small elephant sent by 
the ruler of Oman [ ? Muhammad b. Yiisuf b. Wacih] to Mucizz ad-Daula (Margo- 
liouth, The table-talk of a Mesopotamian judge, Islamic Culture, IV [1930], 385). 

Other items in the troops' pay included the extra money extorted by 
them on the accession of a new ruler, the mil  al-bai'a, corresponding to 
the CiilGs akgesi paid by the Ottoman Sultans to their Janissarjes. When- 
ever there was a disputed succession, the allegiance of the army went to 
the highest bidder in this respect. On CalZl ad-Daula's death in Baghdad 
in 43511044, his son al-Malik al-'Aziz Abii Man~fir was unable quickly 
to pay the required mil al-bai'a, and his cousin 'ImZd ad-Din Abii 
Kgliczr of FZrs and AhwZz eventually stepped in and secured the alle- 
giance of the Biiyid troops in Iraq (IA, IX, 353; cf. Bowen, The last 
Buwayhids, 232-3). Only the strongest and most financially secure of the 
Amirs could avoid having to make extra payments such as these ; it is 
written that 'Adud ad-Daula refused to make any additional payments 
above the basic allowances (ziyidit fi'l-usd) except on justifiable occa- 
sions like after victories or when a special policy of conciliation was called 
for (HilZl, in Eclipse, 111, 43, tr. VI, 40). 

Finally, in addition to the income from iqti's and the regular razaqit, 
allowances in kind were also made. But as prices in general mounted, the 
cost of these allowances to the Treasury increased. Hence in 3861996 
Bahg' ad-Daula's Vizier Abii 'Ali al-Muwaffaq made an alteration to the 
system of giving rations to the Turkish troops of the Baghdad garrison. 
Instead of the actual food, they were to have a cash allowance with which 
to buy rations; this was paid weekly (later, monthly) and was to be con- 
sidered aspart  of their pay. The same practice was then extended to the 
Dailamis, and a considerable saving to the Treasury affected (Hill1 in 
Eclipse, 111, 283, tr. VI, 301). 
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THE TAHIRIDS AND PERSIAN LITERATURE 

As a pendant to my consideration of the Tlhirids and Arabic literature and music in the article 
" The Tlhirids and Arabic Culture ", Journal of Semitic Studies XIV/r  (1969), it is useful to examine 
briefly what is known of the dynasty's attitude vis-ci-uis Persian lore and literature in the thirdlninth 
century. Ethnically, this line of governors in Baghdad and Persia was Persian in origin, and the native 
tongue of the first of the line, T l h i r  Dhii 1-Yaminain, was actually Persian (see art. cit.). But as I have 
endeavoured to show in the article mentioned above, the Tlhirids followed so many of their fellow- 
countrymen during this early 'Abbzsid period in assimilating thernselves almost totally to the socially- 
dominant Arab ruling institution and its culture. T l h i r  was highly articulate as an  Arabic prose 
stylist, as the contemporary renown of his moralizing epistle to his son 'Abdalllh shows,' and several 
of his offspring played leading r6les as patrons of the great Arab poets and musicians and as Arabic 
scholars and authors themselves. During the civil war between al-Amin and al-Ma'miin (195-981 
81 1-13), and during the years immediately after the latter's assumption of the Caliphate, there was 
hostility and rivalry between T l h i r  and the Caliph's minister al-Fad1 b. Sahl, whom D. Sourdel has 
called " the most Iranian of the viziers of the 'Abblsid caliphs ",2 and who was the proponent of 
Persophile policies. T lh i r ,  on the other hand, was regarded in the period after 198/813 as the hero of 
the pro-Arab party (despite his killing of al-Amin), and the Arab poets of Iraq appeal in their verses to 
TBhir as the natural leader of their group.3 

Certain Persian sources allege that the Tlhirid governors showed an outright hostility to any 
manifestations of Persian culture and literature in their Persian territories; unfortunately, these sources 
are very late. hfuhammad 'Aufi, writing in the early seventhlthirteenth century, states in his literary 
biographical work, the Lubdb al-albdb: 

" The Tihirid dynasty was characterised by patent nobility and abundant generosity, yet though the flood 
of their bounty and largesse flowed over everyone, they had no concern for (literally, ' gave no credence to ', 
ishdn-rd i'tiqddi nab id)  FHrsi and the Dari language. Hence in that period, poets devoted little effort to this 
form of expression. However, in the auspicious age of the THhirids, a poet of sugared words arose, called 
Hanzala of BBdghis . . .".4 

The other passage is from the mid-ninthlfifteenth century literary biographer Daulat-Shlh's 
Tadhkirat uh-shn'ard', and occurs in the section dealing with the first !abaqa of Persian poets. He  begins 
by speaking of the eclipse of literature in Persian brought about by the Arab invasions and the subse- 
quent dominancr of the Arab language for poetry, prose and official correspondence. Then he con- 
tinues: 

" They relate that Amir 'AbdallHh b. Tihir, who was governor of KhurPsHn in the time of the 'Abbkid 
Caliphs, was holding court at NishHpDr one day. A man came forward with a book and presented it to the 
Amir. 'AbdallHh asked, ' What is this book about? ' The man replied, ' It is the story of WPmiq and 'AdhrP, 
a pleasant tale which wise men put together and presented to King AnirshirvHn Amir 'AbdallHh replied, 
' We are men whose reading is the Qur'in, and we have no need of anything except the Qur'in and the 

See my forthcoming study of this. " An Early Arabic Mirror It seems that this romance came into Middle Peraian from a 
for Princu: TAhir Dhil I-Yaminain'r Epistle to his Son Hellenistic source, the original 01'Adhrii' being the daughter of  
'AbdallAh (no6/8a1) ", to appear inJNES (1969). Polycratu, tyrant of Samos; an Arabic version by the Shu'Gbi 

1 E I I ~ , ~ , , ~  also his L~ vii,ral aabba,ide dc 74g d 936 ( r 9 P  d 391 translalor Sahl b. HHriln is mentioned in Ibx an-Nadim'a 

['Hkirc) (Damascus ~ g g g d o ) ,  vol. I, pp. 205-6. Fihrut, and a New Persian verse rendering was made by the 
Ghaznavid poet 'Unquri. See M. Shafi, " 'Unquri's WPmiq 

a Cf. A. ChCdira, " Deux pokcr rontemporains de BaUir: Ics #,.,dhrP' u, prMerdingJ ojlh ~urcn~r-~ir~~n~rm,~na~~ongrrsr  
f r h n  Ibn Abi 'Llyayna ". Arabica X ( 1 9 6 3 ) ~  pp. 150-60. of Orim~alufs held at Cambridge, ed. D. Sinor (London ~ggq), 

' FA. Sa'id Nafisi (Trhran 1335/1957), p. 241 .  pp. 160-1.  



traditions of the Prophet. We do not require this kind of book; it was composed by Magians, and in our view, 
should be rejected '. Then he added that the book should be hurled into the water, and he issued a command 
that, if any of the books of the Persian and Magians should come to light in his territories, they were all to be 
burnt. Because of this, right down to the time of the SHmPnids, no Persian poetry is known; if such poetry 
was occasionally composed, it was not written down and p r e s e ~ e d . " ~  

Contrary to Daulat-ShHh's concluding remarks, we do  in fact have quite a few references to Persian 
poets of the thirdlninth c-ntury who lived in the THhirid and early Saffarid periods, with some citations 
of their verses. I t  is accordingly certain that a t  least from the middle years of the century onwards, verse 
which was quantitative, rhymed and written in metres similar to those of Arabic poetry (in contrast to 
the Middle Persian, which seems to have been characterized by stress, to have had no regard for 
quantity and to have had varying numbers of unstressed syllables),' was being composed. Admittedly, 
the material surviving is e x i g u o ~ s , ~  and poses some problems. We cannot, for instance, accept 'Aufi's 
storye that when the future Caliph al-Ma'miin entered Merv in rg3/80g he was greeted with a Persian 
qeida by a local scholar and poet, 'AbbHs or Abn 1-'AbbHs. The authenticity of the lines quoted by 
'Aufi has been denied by most competent scholars on the grounds of their polished and advanced style 
(they are written in an impeccable Arabic ramal metre) ; Lazard concludes that " I1 faut admettre soit 
que cette qasida est une contrefaqon dtlibtrte,  fabriqute quelques sitcles aprts, pour assurer A la ville 
de Marv la gloire d'avoir produit le premier po8te persan, soit que, par suite d'une confusion, une 
oeuvre relativement tardive s'est trouvte rapportte ?i l'tpoque de Ma'mfin "." 

None of these Persian poets of the thirdlninth century seems to have had links, so far as we know, 
with the Tihirids. E. G. Browne wrote that the Hanzala of BHdghis mentioned by 'Aufi and also by 
NizHmi 'Ariidi Samarqandi in his Chahir maqrila " lived more or less under their [sc. the THhirids'] 
patronage ",I0 but there does not appear to be anything to support this assertion. Hanzala probably 
wrote in his native Bidghis, for according to NizHmi 'Arfidi, the commander Ahmad b. 'Abdallih 
al-Khujistini" read Hanzala's verses there and was inspired by them to abandon the life of a herdsman 
and launch out on a career of military adventure.13 If Hanzala's fame was purely local, it is unlikely 
that he could have had any contact with the Tihirid court in NishPpfir. THhirid authority hardly 
extended beyond the walls of Herat, and the mountainous hinterland of BHdghis and Gharchistin was 
largely the haunt of Khlriji sectaries.13 During the governorship of the last THhirid in the east, 
Muhammad b. T ih i r  b. 'AbdallHh (248-59/862-73), THhirid control over Herat itself was lost to rivals 
like Ya'qiib h. al-Laith and Ahmad al-KhujistHni. I t  seems, rather, to have been the SaffHrids of SistPn, 
Ya'qiib and 'Amr b. al-Laith, who first extended the patronage of a ruling house to Persian poets; on 
the evidence of the local chronicle, the Ta'rikh-i Sistin, Muhammad b. Wasif acted as their court poet.14 

Thus we are left with no  solid evidence that the Tihirids encouraged the first stirrings of the revival 
of New Persian language and literature. Yet we cannot, on the contrary, accept Daulat-ShHh's a h a -  
tion that 'Abdallih b. T5hir took positive measures to suppress what remained in his lands of the pre- 
Islamic and Middle Persian literary heritage, hunting out and destroying Zoroastrian books and manu- 
scripts; the unlikelihood of his pursuing such a policy was pointed out by Barthold,16 and the whole 

' Ed. hfuh. 'Abbhi (Tehran N.D.) ,  p. 35. lo  A Literary History ojPersia, vol. I, p. 346. More judicious it the 
* Such. at least, rccrns to be the evidence of the ~ i d d l ~  persian cornmen: of R. N. Frye, The Heritage oJPersia (London 1961)~ 

\-ene texts found amongst the Manichacan fragments i n  p. 153: . . . the creation ofa New Persian petry caincidu [my 
Eastern Turkestan; see M. Bayre, " ~h~ parthian @jJ(j" ~ t a l ~ a ]  with the dynasty of the Tahirids ". 
Iranian Minstrel Tradition ". JRAS ( 1 9 5 7 ) ~  pp. 39 fl'. 

I1  Khuiintln was itself a district of Bld~his ,  tee ygqfit, M&"' 
' It is gathered together by C .  Lazard in his Les prmkrs poltrs al-buiddn (Reirut 1374-76/1955-57), &I. 11, p. 347. 

pu~onr (IX'-Xe r i lc l r~)  (Tehran-Paris 1342/1964), VOI. I ,  
pp. I c-2"; "01.11, pp. I 2-23 ; cf. also E. c.. Brame, A ~ ; t ~ ~ ~ ~  " ChahB m q d l a ,  ed. Mirza  MU^. ~ a z w i n i ,  ~ i b b  Mernoria' 
Hi~lory o/ Perria (London and Cambridge lgo2-14), I ,  Scrim, XI/! (London lglo) ,  p. 16, revised tr, BrOwne' 

PP. 452-3; J .  Rypka et al., Iranischr Lileraturgrschichts (Leipzig GMS* 'ga l )*  pp. "7-" 

1959) PP 13G7; and A. J .  Arberry, Closricol Perrim LiUral~rrc 1 q e e  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ h ,  u ~h~ ~~~i~ of the $anhrids ", BSOAS (London 1958)~  p p  31-1. 
XXXI/3 (19681, PP. 543 and 544. 

@In the Lubib al-&bib, ed. Nalti, pp. 11-9. 
'4  Cf. Lazard, op. cit., vol. I, pp. 12  and 18; vol. 11, PP. 13-'5 ' Lazard, op. cit., vol. I, p. 13; cf. also Chr. Rempia, "Die nltatm 

Cichtungm in Ncupcnisch", {DMC CI ( 1 9 5 1 ) ~  p. a l l .  Ib  In his El' Art. " Tihirids ". 
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story is on a par with that of 'Umar's ordering the destruction of the library a t  Alexandria. The  
Tihirids controlled not merely KhurHsHn proper, but virtually all Persia with the exception of the 
north-west and the Caspian provinces. However, it is well-known that the Zoroastrian communities of 
Persia, though generally on the defensive against the incoming faith of Islam, were quite flourishing 
and productive during the thirdlninth and early fourthltenth centuries. I t  is in this period that a 
Zoroastrian apologetic and polemical literature arose and that the work of making Middle Persian 
excerpts and compilations from the Avesta proceeded apace: the latest important redaction of the 
Bundahishn comes from the end of the thirdlninth century, and the thirdlninth century element in the 
encyclopaedic Dbkard is also strong.16 The  Letters of Maniishchihr, High Priest of Fgrs and KirmHn, 
show the existence of a Zoroastrian community in NishHpfir during the third/ninth century; a hundred 
years and more later, the leader of the fundamentalist Muslim Karrlmiyya sect, Abii Ya'qiih IshPq b. 
MahmashHdh (d. 3831993) and the great Sfifi shaikh Abii Sa'id b. Abi I-Khair al-Maihani (d. 440/104g) 
were still converting Zoroastrians there." 

The alleged hostility of the THhirids to Persian culture may well have originated in the efforts of the 
first THhirids, and especially of T5hir and 'AbdallHh, to stress the family's links with the ancient 
nobility of the Arabs, through the family's original clientage to the tribe of KhuzHLa; this process can 
be clearly traced in the compositions of the poets and authors attached to the THhirids' circle.ln At the 
same time, the THhirids did not object when certain of their panegyrists, and especially those with 
Shu'iibi sympathies, tried to attach them to the old Iranian past, its emperors and heroes.'@ The  result 
was a certain ambivalence of outlook, reflecting the tensions existing in the Caliphate of the time, when 
the Persian elements who had already achieved the highest political offices within the state were now 
claiming social and cultural equality with the proud Arabs. 

There seems little reason to doubt that within the entourage of the Tghirid Amirs, the Persian 
language was generally-known and its use not discouraged. When the great Arabic poet Abii Tammam 
at-Tl'i came to 'AbdallHh's court at  NishHpiir seeking the Amir's patronage, he became enamoured 
there of a slave girl who used to sing in Persian (kcnat tughanni bi-l-Fciri~i_yya).~~ A practical knowledge 
of that tongue might even be advantageous, and it might accordingly be learnt by Arabs and other non- 
Persians. We have explicit information in a revealing passage of Ibn Abi THhir Taifiir's History of 
Baghdad that this was the case with the Syrian scholar and poet Kulthiim b. 'Amr al-'Attlbi (d. 
?220/835), of Taghlibi lineage and originally from Qinnasrin. Al-'Attlbi had been attached to the 
circle of the Barmakids, but after their downfall, gravitated to the side of Tghir Dhfi 1-Yaminain.2' 
Ibn Taifiir records thus: 

" Abii I-Hasan Ahmad b. Muhammad al-Muhallabi related to me. He said, YahyP b. al-Hasan b. 'Ali b. 
Mu'Hdh b. Muslim related to me. He said, ' I was at ar-Raqqa with Muhammad b. T5hir b. a l - H u ~ a i n , ~ ~  
sitting beside a pool, and I summoned one of my slave boys, addressing him in Persian. Al-'AttHbi came 
forward, having been listening to our conversation, and spoke with me in Persian too. I said to him, " 0 Abii 
'Amr, how is i t  that you come to know this foreign tongue? " He answered me, " I have been in your country 
three times, and copied out Persian books which were in the library at Merv. These books were brought there 
and addcd to the existing stock by Yazdigird,'s and have remained there till this day. I transcribed those of 
the books which I needed, and then I journeyed on to NishHpGr. I had travelled ten iarsakhs to a village called 
Dh.w.d.r,P%hen I remembered a book that I had not finished with; so I retraced my steps towards Merv and 

' T r .  Frye, Thr  H r r i ~ a ~ r  oJPrrsia, pp. ~ q g  IT. ; M .  Boyce, " Middle 
Persian Literature ", in Handbrtch der Oricnlalulik, vol. IV: 
Iranirtik, part ii. Literalur (Leiden-Cologne 1968), pp. 39 ff. 
I nni graterul to Prorcsor Boyce for guidance in thuc  complex 
qurstions or later Middlr Persian literature. 

" CT. Bosworth. The Ghn;narridr, Their Empire in Ajghanisran and 
Emlern Iran ,994-logo (Edinburgh 1963), pp. 186,  201432; 
Fryc, " Zoroastrier in dcr rriihislamischen Zeit ", Der Islam X L  
(1965), P. 199. 

In See Bosworth, " The I'Khirids and Arabic Culture ". 
'' Ser ibid. (poetry of 'AIIKn ash-Shu'iibi). 
'" Av$!ili, Akhbdr A b i  Tammdrn, cd. Khalil Mabrnird 'AsHkir et el.  

(neirut N .D. ) ,  p. 113. 

" See R .  Blachhre, El' S.U.  

Sc. the brother or 'AbdallPh and marndri~ of such poets as 
al-Buhturi. 

'a 1.e. Yazdigird 111, the last Sis inid rmpcror, who fled eastwards 
to Merv berorc the advancing Arabs, and was murdered there 
in 3 1 / 6 5 1 .  1 rollow thc Cairo text here (see below, n.  2 5 ) ;  
Keller has brtrrrd j . r . d .  and tr.lnslates " altc Manteln aus 
gcstrciRcrn Stoff" (?) .  

" Probably Dizbid or Dihbid. Arabic Qa?r ar-Rih, to the south- 
east of Ni~hipCr,  where the roads lor Merv and Herat birur- 
cated; see G .  Le Strange. Thr  Lands of the Eartern Calipharc 
(Cambridge ~ g o g ) ,  p. 388. 



stayed there several more months." I enquired, " 0 Abii 'Amr, why did you copy out Persian books? " He 
retorted, " Are fine meanings (al-ma'ini) to be found anywhere except in Persian books and in eloquent 
expression? We have the classic language (al-lugha), they have the fine meanings! " After that, he used often 
to discuss and talk with me in Persian '."a5 

Our final conclusion-a tentative one, given the paucity of information-must be that the Persian 
language was at least tolerated in the entourage of the Tfihirids, and that the Amirs were not positively 
anti-Iranian. Yet they were indeed highly Arabized in culture and outlook, and eager to be accepted in 
the Caliphal world where the cultivation of things Arabic gave social and cultural prestige. For this 
reason, the Tihirids could not play a part in the renaissance of New Persian language and literature. 
The leading parts in this cultural process were to be played by such dynasties as the Safffirids of SistPn, 
plebeian in origin and outlook, ignorant of Arabic and contemptuous of Caliphal pretensions; and by 
the Sfiminids of Transoxania, who were faithful to the orthodox Sunni aristocratic tradition and res- 
pectful of the Arabic learning which was its concomitant, but were geographically far enough away 
from the heart of the Caliphate not to be dominated by its culture and literary norms.2B 

Ed. H. Keller, Sebm Band dm Kirdb Bogddd uon Ahmad ibn a61 $ar%ri& i I--known (though its importance was briefly 
T&ir Tmifir. 2 ~011. (Leiprig I@), vol. I, pp. 1 5 7 4 ,  tr. VOI. rererrcd to by Browne, 1,ifercrry Hirlory of Persia, vol. 1, P. 3 4 7 ) ~  
11, p. 7 1 ;  cd. Muh al-Kauthari (Cairo 1368/1949), p. 87. but ha8 now been extmaively discu~ed by S. M .  Stern in hi3 
ThL r4le or the SHmHnidr is well-hown, and i, at article " Ya'qiib the Coppssmith and Persian National 

lm@h in the standard wOrb on penian literature, nat of the Sentiment ", in the Minarsky Memorial V o l ~ t m  (forthcoming). 



DAILAM~S IN CENTRAL IRAN: THE KPIKOYIDS OF  JIB^ 
AND YAZD 

The period of the disintegration of the Caliphate in the Iranian lands, roughly spanning the third/ 
ninth to the fifthleleventh centuries, provides as subject-matter for the researches of the Islamic historian 
a fascinating mosaic of successor states. An especially interesting feature of the period in Persia is that 
the crumbling of 'AbbHsid authority gave an opportunity for the resurgence of Iranian elements which 
had been hitherto submerged under the faqade of unity within Islamic faith and culture. Amongst these 
elements, Dailami, Kurdish and Lur ones from the northern and western parts of Iran, and Kufichi and 
Baliich ones from the south-eastern region, are especially notable. The political domination achieved 
in the fourthltenth century by the mountain people of Dailam, the region situated a t  the south-western 
corner of the Caspian Sea, led the late Professor V. Minorsky to characterize the period as " the Dailami 
interlude " of Iranian history, one lying between the Arab conquest of Iran and the introduction of the 
Islamic faith on the one hand, and the subsequent hegemony of Turkish dynasties. Since the Dailamis, 
as they first appear in Islamic history, were either imperfectly Islamized or even downright hostile to 
orthodox Islam, the first decades of Dailami rule (i.e. those of the first half of the fourthltenth century) 
show a certain faltering in the process ofIslamic acculturation in Iran; but this soon passes, and we find 
the second generation of Biiyid Amirs or the later members of the ZiyHrid family, for instance, enthu- 
siastic promoters of both the traditional Arab-Islamic culture and the nascent New Persian one. 

One of the minor Dailami dynasties which arose in the early fifthleleventh century under the wing 
of the Biiyids of western Iran, was that of the Kikiiyids, whose centre of power was firstly in IsfahPn, 
HamadhHn and other towns of Jibil, and then latterly in Yazd in northern Firs. Their period of virtual 
independence was not long, being cut short by the Seljuq leader Toghri'l Beg's capture of their capital 
IsfahHn in 44311051. Yet because the Seljuqs did not adopt as their model the monolithic " power 
state " which the Ghaznavids had favoured and did not deliberately curb all vestiges of provincial 
autonomy, the KHkiiyids could survive and find a small niche within the Great Seljuq empire as local 
feudatories or muqCa's of Yazd. Within Yazd, the power of the KHkiiyid family endured for almost as 
long as that of the Great Seljuq Sultans themselves and then it merged, in a smooth transition, into the 
rule of a line of Atabegs of Yazd, one of the several prominent dynasties of Turkish soldiers which arose 
out of the decline of the Seljuq empire. 

The founder of the Kgkiiyid dynasty in Isfahin, and the most outstanding figure among its rulers, 
'AIP' ad-Daula Abii Ja'far Muhammad b. Dushmanziyir, was the son of a Dailami soldier in the service 
of the Biiyids of Ray and Jibil, Abii I-'Abbis Rustam Dushmanziyir b. Marzub2n.l We hear of this 
last being granted the district of Shahriyir (apparently the Shahriyir-Kiih or Jabal Q k i n  lying in the 
Elburz Mountains near Firrim and to the north of Ray), with the title of Ispahbadh, and of his efforts 
on behalf of Majd ad-Daula to protect the Biiyid position in the Caspian lands against the local 
Bzwandid and Ziyirid princes.' 

' The kunyn of Abii I-'Abbac ir given only in the anonymous * Ibn Isfandiylr, Ta'rikh-i rabarirtdn, abridged tr. by E. C. 
Mujrnal al-lawddkh ,,,a l-qi,cy, ed, ~ ~ l i k  arh-~hu4arl* ~ ~ h f i ~  Browne, Cibb Memorial Scriw, vol. I1 (Leiden-London 1905), 

(Tehran 1318/1939), p. 401. Regarding the name Duahman- pp. 128, 130-1, 138; Zahir ad-Din Mar'athi, Ta'rlkh-i 
Tabaristcin u Rllydn u Mdzandarcin, cd. B .  Dorn, in Muharnrncd- 

ziyarp this is the form uaual l~ ,  though not invariably, found in anbchc Quellen rur Gcschichtc dcr sildlichcn Kilstml6ndcrdcs Ka~bischcn 
the literary sourca; coina always have Duahmanzlr. 

- 
Mcrrs, vol. I ( S t .  Petersburg 1850)~  pp. 195, 109. 



Rustam Dushmanziyir's son 'Ali' ad-Daula Muhammad is frequently called Ibn KZkiiya or Pisar-i 
Kaka in the historical and literary texts. Several of these sources explain kMiiya as a hypocoristic from 
the dialect word k i k i  " maternal uncle ", Rustam Dushmanziyir being the uncle of the famous 
Sayyida, mother of Majd ad-Daula Rustam b. Fakhr ad-Daula and effective ruler of the northern 
Biiyid amirate during the greater part of the nominal reign of her son.3 Sayyida was thus 'Ali' ad-Daula 
Muhammad's first cousin, and not nephew, as has sometimes been said by Western writers. It is 
uncertain whcn Rustam Dushmanziyir died, but at  some time before 398/1007*8 his son Muhammad 
was governing Isfahin on behalf of his kinswoman Sayyida, and in this way begins the Kikiiyid hold 
on that city which was to last substantially down to Toghri'l Beg's conquest over forty years later.4 The 
local historian of Isfahin, Mufaddal b. Sa'd al-Mifarrukhi, states that 'A12' ad-Daula Muhammad 
reigned for " forty-odd years ", and since he died in 43311041-42, this dating would push back his 
control of Isfahin to at least 393/1003.~ 

The internal weakness of the Biiyid amirate of Ray and Jibfil, with the ineffective Majd ad-Daula 
dominated by his mother Sayyida, enabled 'A12' ad-Daula Muhammad to extend his power westwards 
and northwards from IsfahHn into areas which had never been subdued by the Biiyids and which were 
in practice independent under local Kurdish chiefs, those of the Shadhanjin 'Annizids being the most 
prominent. He also acted as the military defender of the Biiyids against ambitious Dailami adventurers 
from the Elbun region, who often obtained help from local dynasties of Tabaristin like the Biwandids 
and Ziyirids. These events can be followed in considerable detail from Ibn al-Athir's chronicle. In 
41 I 11020-21 we find 'Ali' ad-Daula Muhammad intervening at Hamadhin, where Majd ad-Daula's 
brother and subordinate Shams ad-Daula was unable to prevent tension arising between his Kurdish 
officers (al-quwwid al-qihiyya) and his Turkish troops.8 This tension culminated in a rebellion of the 
Turks; 'Ali' ad-Daula Muhammad was called in, and managed successfully to quell it at a place 
called Burjin or Burjain.' Three years later, he was provided with a pretext to intervene, with per- 
manent advantage for himself, in Hamadhin and the Kurdish regions of Jibil. After the death of 
Shams ad-Daula in 41211021-22, Hamadhin passed to his son Sami' ad-Daula, but much of the real 
power seems to have been in the hands of the Kurdish Vizier T i j  al-Mulk Abii Nasr b. BahrHm. When 
the Dailami feudatory of the nearby town of Buriijird, Farhidh b. MardHwij, fled to 'AlH' ad-hula 
Muhammad in Isfahin for refuge, the latter marched towards Hamadhin with an army and eventually 
toppled Sami' ad-Daula's rule there, annexing Hamadhin, Dinawar and Shibiir-Khwists to his own 
dominions; meanwhile, 'Ali' ad-Daula Muhammad's nominal suzerain, Majd ad-Daula, was impotent 
to intervene and save his brother.@ 

' In  Kurdish we have k i k ( a ) ,  and in Luri and New Persian kdkd, 
meaning " brother " or " uncle " in a friendly, jocular sense, 
something like " old fellow "; the word is certainly a baby- 
talk one like " dada " and " mama ", and is used only as a 
vocative. The corrnponding Tabari word is gaga, which is 
not an exact semantic correspondence with k i k e  "maternal 
uncle ", and k ike  with this meaning is not attested in Zaza, 
the only true Dailami dialect which we have; however, the 
prnencc oT gnga in Tabari is probably near enough Tor our 
purposes ( I  am gra~cful to Dr. D. N. MacKcnzie for this 
etymological note). It should perhaps be further noted that 
H.  C. Rabino di Borgomale propounded an alternative 
etymology for kdkliya. He sugeested that the dynasty came 
originally from Tunakabun on the borders of Cilln and 
Tabaristan (see his Mazandardn and Asfordbad, Gibb Mem. Ser., 
N.S., vol. VII  [London 19281, pp. m-4), in the local dialect 
of which k i k a  means " clan " or " office ". He also noted a 
place or mountain south of LBhijin called KPkfi, and surmised 
that the family name might have arisen from a place name, 
m seem to have been the cage with the Btiyids (" Les dynasties 
locals du Gtldn et du Daylam ", J A  CCXXXVII [rg?g], 
pp. 313-14). But all in all, the explanation that kdkaya 1s a 
hypocorktic from k ike  seem the most probable. 
' Ibn al-Athir, a l - K d m i l f i  I-fa'rfkh, ed. C. J. Tornberg (Leiden 

1851-@), vol. IX, p. 146. 

' Kitab M a h M n  I~fahdn, Arabic original, ed. Jalal ad-Din TeVin 
(Tehran 1312 1933)~ p. loo; later Persian version of Husaln b. X Muhammad wi, Tarjamd-yi mahain Iffohin, ed. 'AbbL Iqbil 
(Tehran 13n8/1949), p. 95. 
' Almost every Bfiyid ruler, from the time of the original three 

sons of Btiya who wtablished the amiratn in the Ant half ofthe 
fourth/tenth century onwards, had to cope with dissensions 
within their forces arising between the Iranian, principall~ 
Dailami, elements, and the Turkish ones; cf. Bmworth, 
"Military Organisation under the Btiyids of Persia and Iraq", 
Oriew XVIII-XIX (rg67), pp. 153 ff. 
' Ibn al-Athir, vol. IX,  p. 226. Is Burjin perhaps the well-known 

town of Burj, one of the Ighlrain, the two towns originally 
granted to the 'Abblsid general Abti Dulaf al-'Qli? Cf. C. Le 
Strange, The tnndc of the Easlcrn Caliphale (Cambridge 1905)~ 
P P  '97-8 ' ShPbfir-Khwbt should, in the opinion of Minonky, ? f u u  
01-'ilam, Gibb Mem. Ser., N.S., vol. XI (London 1937)) P. "31 

followed by C .  C. Miles, " The Coinage of the Kakwayhld 
Dynasty ", I raq  V (1938), p. 103, be identified with Khurrama- 
bad in Luristan. 
' Ibn al-Athlr, vol. IX, pp. 232-8 Burfijird, apparently ratorrd 

to its former governor FarhHdh b. Mardiwij, also acknowled~cd 
Kakuyid overlordship now. Apart of courre from the hfahnn 
coins (whme aeria begins in 407/~o~6-r7) ,  Bufijird is one of 
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Over the next few years, 'AlH' ad-Daula Muhammad was much occupied with maintaining his new 
conquests in the west and with holding the Kurds in check. Elated with the HamadhHn conquest of 
41411023, he had a t  the same time gone on to attack the 'AnnHzid chief Abii sh-Shauk Fiiris b. 
Muhammad, and had only desisted at the request of the Biiyid Amir of Iraq, KhiizistHn and FHrs, 
Musharrif ad-Daula.1° In  41711026 there was sharp fighting between the Kurdish tribal group of the 
JiiraqHn, modern GiirHn,ll and the KHkiiyid governor, 'AlH' ad-Daula Muhammad's cousin Abii 
Ja'far, who had been appointed over ShHbiir-KhwHst and the Kurds in that vicinity.12 In  the following 
year, 41811027, a Dailami leader called 'Ali b. 'ImrHn,13 who had supported the JiiraqHn Kurds against 
'AlH' ad-Daula Muhammad, succeeded in provoking a conflagration which affected the whole of 
northern Iran. He called in the help of the BHwandid Ispahbadh of TabaristHn, the Ziylrid Maniichihr 
b. QHbiis and another Dailami leader, Walkin b. Wandrin, and aroused the Ispahbadh's hopes of over- 
running the whole of JibHl. HamadhHn was temporarily lost, but 'Ali' ad-Daula Muhammad 
eventually won a great victory a t  NihHwand and captured his enemy the Ispahbadh, holding him 
prisoner till he died in Rajab 41gIAugust 1028. The scene of warfare now shifted to Ray, which 
Maniichihr besieged without success, and in the end a general peace was made." 

In the course of all these campaignings, the inability of Majd ad-Daula to move outside his capital 
of Ray amply demonstrated that 'AlH' ad-Daula Muhammad and not the Biiyid was the most forceful 
figure in Jib21 at this time. Nevertheless, as often happened in the Islamic world, the habit of deference 
to a nominal suzerain-even after the substance of power had passed elsewhere-persisted here in the 
case of the Kakuyid. We possess coins of 'AlH' ad-Daula Muhammad minted at IsfahHn, Burtijird, 
AsadgbHd, HamadhHn, JurbHdhqHn, Qirmisin or KirmHnshHh, Shlbiir-KhwHst (probably Khur- 
ramHbHd, see above), al-Karaj (sc. Karaj of RiidhrHwar), al-Muhammadiyya or Ray, MHh al-Kiifa or 
Dinawar, al-Qasr (possibly Qasr al-Lusiis at or near Kinkawar, see above) and Yazd.l"own to the 

lo Ibn al-Athir, vol. IX,  p. 233. For the 'AnnHzids, see the 
excellent article by Minorsky in Eln  s.v. 

l1 On the phonological process connecting the names Jfiraqin 
(originally *CHvbHrakin?) and Giirin, see Minorsky, " The 
Giirin ", BSOS X I  (1943-46), pp. 77-8. In this same article, 
pp. 81-3, Minorsky surveyed the r6le of the JfiraqHn in the 
warfare and politiu of western Iran at this time. The men- 
tions in Ibn al-Athir of the relations of the Jfiraqin (a name 
which the chronicler writes incorrectly as Jfizaqin) with 'AIH' 
ad-Daula Muhammad indicate that in the first half of the 
fifth/eleventh century, a part at least of the tribe occupied the 
northern fringes of Luristin, in particular, the region around 
Shibiir-Khwist. 

I' Ibn al-Athir, vol. IX,  pp. 247-8. 
'Vossibly this man should be identified with the otherwise 

unknown 'Ali b. 'Umar who in 41511024-25 minted coins, on 
which hr acknowledged the overlordrhip of both Majd ad- 
Daula and 'AIH' ad-Daula Muhammad. The two coins 
surviving from this date are especially interesting in that they 
werr minted at a place with the very vague name of al-Qasr. 
Miles very plausibly identifies this al-Qagr with the well- 

the first places known-at lrast on presently-available evidence 
-as a KHkGyid mint; a dirham of 415110" has on it the 
names of Majd ad-Daula. Sam%' ad-Daula, Muhammad b. 
Dushmanzir and Farhidh b. MardHwij. The name of 
Saml' ad-Daula continued to apprar on the coins of several 
mints in western JibHl Tor somr years after his dcposition frorn 
Hamadhin, even on a coin minted at Hamadhln as late as 
421/1030, indicating that he waq still alive then (the date ofhis 
death dorc not serm to bc rrcorded in the chronicles). Sre 
M~les, " Thr  Coinagr ofthe Kikwayhid Dynacty ", pp. 97-100, 
102; idem, " Notes on KHkwayhid Coins " in Amrrlcan 
N~~mirmnt ic  Socieb Mlrtrurn Notrr, vol. I X  (1960), p. 235; and 
idem, " A Hoard of Kakwayhid Dirhams " in A N S  Mureurn 
NO:CS, VOI. XI1 (1966), pp. 168,r 70-8, 181-3. As for FarhHdh, 

known Qayr al-Lu!fig at  or near Kinkawar (see Le Strange, 
The Lnnds of  the Eastern Caliphate, p. 188), a place known from 
Ibn al-Athir's narrative to have been hcld by 'Ali b. ' Imrin 
round about this time. See the detailed discussion by Miles in 
his " A Hoard of KHkwayhid Dirhams ", pp. 187-8. 

l4 Ibn al-Athir, vol. IX,  pp. 251-2. 
' T h e  whole corpus ofthe then extant KHkfiyid coins (amounting 

in number to seventy-one) was surveyed, with full reference to 
earlier literature and coin descriptions, by Miles in his article 
" The Coinage of the KHkwayhid Dynasty ". T o  the coins 
described there should be added a furthcr acquisition by the 
American Numismatic Society, plus a Tew other coins and lead 
seals, covered by Miles in his " Notes on Kikwayhid Coins ". 
The number of extant KHkfiyid coins has now been consider- 
ably swellrd by the acquisition in 1964 by the ANS of forty- 
five coins from a hoard of Klkfiyid dirhams, dating frorn 
between 41411023 and 41811027 and found somewhere near 
Kirmlnshih. A point of particular interest is that several ofthe 
coins provide the names of local Kurdish and Dailami chiefs 
ruling in the western Jibil-Kurdistan r e ~ i o n  as subordinates 
of the Kikuyids, including, for instance, the 'Annlzids. 

there are two further dirhams of his in the hoard acquired by 
the ANS. Unfortunately, the mints and dates are eFTaced, but 
Miles places them as probably not later than 416/1025 (" A 
Hoard of Kikwayhid Dirhams ", pp. 180-1, 192-3). The 
obvious probability is that thr mint was Burfijird. The present 
author doubts whether this Farhidh had any connection with 
the ZiyHrids. The name of his father alone, Mardiwij, seems 
to have led various western authorities (including Zambaur, 
Manuel dc glndnlaqic el dt chronologi~, p. 21  I )  to attach him to the 
rulers of Tabaristin and GurgHn; but on chronological 
grounds, it is quite impossible that Farhldh, who died in 
42511034, could be the son of Mardlwij b. ZiyPr, who died in 
3231935. 



Ghaznavid conquest of Ray in 420/102g, he generally mentions on his coins a Biiyid overlord, Majd 
ad-Daula, Shams ad-Daula or Sam%' ad-Daula, depending on the minting-place. Until 41811027, he 
seems generally to have been content with his simple name of Muhammad b. Dushmanziyzr, without 
any honorific titles.'@ But long before this, he had acquired an impressive string of alqib, as splendid 
as any of the titles borne by his nominal suzerains the Biiyids. His independence of action is shown by 
the fact that he had obtained titles in 4og/1018-19 directly from the Caliph al-Qadir, without the 
intermediacy of the Biiyids and without their being able to assert any right of control.17 The Mujmal 
at-tawdrikh relates in its section on the history of the Biiyids that in 4og/1018-19 Ibn KHkfiya sent a 
mission to Baghdad under one Abii I-Fad1 Nasriiya. He returned with an investiture patent for the 
territories which the KHkiiyid had conquered, a crown, a jewelled collar and a standard, together with 
the titles of 'Adud ad-Din, 'AIH' ad-Daula (this becoming the laqab by which he is generally known'o), 
Fakhr al-Milla and THj al-Umma, and the designation of HusHm Amir al-Mu'minin " Sword of the 
Commander of the Faithful ". The same source also states that 'A15' ad-Daula Muhammad's second 
son Abii KHlijHr Garshasp became governor of Hamadhln for his father, and had the titles of al- 
Mu'ayyad Falak ad-Daula and GhiyHth al-Milla; this information must, of course, relate to the post 
41411023-24 state of affairs, when HamadhHn had passed into Kakiiyid hands.'" 

When Mahmiid of Ghazna marched westwards into Jibll in the spring of 420/102g, occupied Ray, 
carried off Majd ad-Daula and his son Abii Dulaf into captivity and initiated a purge of all the heretics 
and schismatics there, a totally new factor was injected into the politics of northern Iran.ao It was the 
express intention of the Sultan and of his son Mas'iid, to whom he entrusted these newly-subdued 
territories, that Ray should be the bridgehead for a great push into the heart of the Near East: the 
remaining Biiyid amirates were to be overthrown, the 'AbbHsid Caliph released from his tutelage under 
the Shi'i Dailamis, and a confrontation to be made with the Isml'ili FHtimids in Syria.21 Whilst 
Mahmiid was still at Ray, he sent out troops north-westwards towards Dailam and Azerbaijan; alone 
amongst local rulers there, the MusHfirid lord of THrum, Zanjgn, Abhar, SarjahHn and Shahrazir, 
IbrHhim b. MarzubHn, opposed him. The reduction of these outlying regions was undertaken by 
Mas'iid b. Mahmiid, who after bringing the Musgfirids to obedience,aa turned southwards against the 
KHkfiyids. The KHkiiyid governor of HamadhPn was driven out, and then in Muharram 42 I /January 
1030, 'Ali' ad-Daula Muhammad himself was forced by Mas'iid to evacuate IsfahHn and retreat to 
KhtizistHn, where he endeavoured to secure help frorn the Biiyid Amirs Abii KHlijHr 'ImHd ad-Din and 
JalHl a d - D a ~ l a . ~ ~  The news of Sultan Mahmiid's death in Ghazna, which reached Mas'iid in JumSdP I 
42 I /May 1030, was 'AlH' ad-Daula Muhammad's salvation, for Mas'fid was now compelled to leave 
the west and prepare to contest the succession to the Sultanate with his brother Muhammad, who had 
the advantage of being already on the spot in Afghanistan. At the instigation of JalHl ad-Daula, the 
'AbbLid Caliph in Baghdad had already interceded for 'All' ad-Daula Muhammad, and an agreement 

I' Miln, " A  Hoard of Kikwayhid Dirhams ", pp. 1 7 1 ~ 3 ,  
185-6 (hue3  oral-Karaj and MPh al-KGfa frorn q18/1on7 w ~ t h  
all four ofhis alqdb). But in "The Coinage of the Kakwayhid 
Dynasty ", p, loo, n. 2, he notes that there are not really 
enough specimens surviving from the period before 41911028 
to make a categorical assertion about the abrence of his alqdb 
frorn his coins. 

I' The right of direct accem to the Caliphs was frequently with- 
held by powerful overlords from their governors and sub- 
ordinates. Thus when in 42al1031 Sultan Mas'iid of Ghazna 
was negotiating with an envoy from Baghdad over recognition 
of h e  new Caliph al-QS'im, one of his stipulations for this 
recognition was that the Caliph should not have direct 
diplomatic relations with the Ghaznavids' enemies, the 
Qarakhanids of Transoxania, but that the practice of 
Mahmild's reign, that all presents, honorific titles, etc. should 
h sent to them only through the intermediacy of the Ghazna- 
vida, should continue (see further on this, Bosworth, " The 
Imperial Policy of the Early Ghaznawids ", Islamic Studies, 
Jomnal of f h  Cmfral Insfifute of Islamic Rescorch, Karachi 113 
[19621, PP. 64-5). 

la The two honorifics 'Adud ad-Din and 'AIP' ad-Daula are 
those two which appear most frequently on his coins. 

" Mujmal  of-fawcirikh, pp. 402-03. I t  should be noted that the 
unknown author of this history was a native of AsadibPd and 
therefore well acquainted with the history oC western JibPI. 

'O Gardizi, Zainal-nkhbdr, ed. M. Niizim (Berlin I g28), pp. 91,97; 
Mujmal  at-tawdrfkh, pp. 403-04; Ibn al-Jauzi, a[-Munh<amJ? 
ta'rikh al-mullk w a  I-umom (Hyderabad 1~~7-5911938-41)~ 
vol. VIII ,  pp. 38-40; Ibn al-Athir, vol. IX, pp. 261-2; 
NBlim, T h e  L g c  and Times of Blltcin M a h m l d  dJ Chazna (Cam- 
bridge 1 9 3 1 ) ~  pp. 81-3; Bosworth, '' The Imperial Policy of 
the Early Chaznawids ", pp. 69-72. 

" Cf. Sultan Mas'Gd's declaration of future policy made to the 
Qarakhanid ruler Yfisuf Qadir Khan immrdiatrly after his 
assumption of the throne in Ghazna in qcl~/logo (Baihaqi, 
Ta'rfkh-i Mos'ddi, ed. Q. Ghani and 'A. A. Fayy2d [Tehran 
1324/1g45], pp. 79-80, cf. also p. 218, Rusrian translation by 
A. K. Arends, fsforia Mas'rda [Tashkent 19621, pp. 98-9, cf. 
p. 214; Bosworth, op. cit., p. 73). 

'* Baihaqi, p. 218, tr. p. 114;  Ibn al-Athir, vol. IX, pp. 262-3. 
'"aihaqi, loc. cit.; Ibn al-Athir, vol. IX, pp. 279, 284. 
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was now made at Ray that 'Alii' ad-Daula Muhammad should be Mas'iid's representative (khalifat) 
and tributary in Isfahiin, paying as tribute 20,000 Harawi diniirs per annum, plus 10,ooo sets of clothing 
from the workshops of the Isfahiin district, the usual Naurfiz and Mihrgiin presents, Arab horses, mules 
with riding saddles and all sorts of travelling equipment. The covenant was sealed by the Caliph's 
sending 'AlH' ad-Daula Muhammad an investiture charter for the region of Isfahin, together with a 
robe of honour.24 

On returning thus to his old capital, 'Alii' ad-Daula Muhammad seems to have extended his 
authority beyond his centres of IsfahHn and Hamadhiin in Jibiil. There is extant a dirham of his struck 
in Yazd in 421/1030, acknowledging only the Caliph al-Qiidir as suzerain; Yazd became in this way 
the farthest point in the east reached by the Kgkiiyids. G. C. Miles is doubtless correct in suggesting 
that Yazd was one of " the other towns " mentioned in Ibn al-Athir as seized by 'AIH' ad-Daula 
Muhammad at this time.a5 Since the Ghaznavids are not acknowledged on the coin as overlords, its 
minting probably fell within a period when 'Alii' ad-Daula Muhammad withdrew his obedience from 
the Sultan. With Mas'iid involved in events on the eastern fringes of the Ghaznavid empire, the 
KHkiiyid Amir was even able now to capture Ray and the region of Demivand for a while, until a 
Ghaznavid force ejected him. In  the course of the fighting, he was badly wounded, and spent a consider- 
able time recuperating in one of his castles near Hamadhiin.Ze I t  was during this brief occupation of 
Ray in 421 11030 that 'AlH' ad-Daula Muhammad issued a dirham which blazoned forth all four of his 
honorifics and acknowledged only the Caliph al-Qiidir.a7 

The decade of the 1030s was one of extreme confusion in northern Iran. The central r81e played 
there for almost a century by the Biiyid amirate of Ray and JibH1, however shaky its authority may 
latterly have become, was never replaced. The region was too distant from Nishiipfir and Ghazna for 
the Ghaznavids to control it properly. Ghaznavid rule in Ray, at first welcomed by the populace as a 
relief from the excesses of Majd ad-Daula's uncontrollable Dailami troops, soon became unpopular 
and oppressive, and it lasted for no more than nine years or so. The prime factor making for great 
instability and insecurity throughout the whole countryside was, of course, the appearance of marauding 
bands of Oghuz Turkmens, who ranged across northern Iran from the desert fringes of KhurHsiin and 
the Qara Qum desert to Azerbaijan and the borders of Byzantium. 'AIH' ad-Daula Muhammad was 
quick to see how these nomads might be used as a kind of third force in his perpetual struggle to preserve 
KHkiiyid independence against other local rivals and against the overbearing Ghaznavids. Hence 
Baihaqi and Ibn al-Athir record for these years a succession of periods of warfare between 'AlH' ad-Daula 
Muhammad and the Ghaznavid representatives in Ray, Abii Sahl Hamdiini and Tash-Farriish, each 
followed by a brief and uneasy peace; in all these phases of warfare, the presence of the Turkmens 
was an increasingly important factor. 

At the end of 423-beginning of pqlwinter 1032-33, 'AlH' ad-Daula Muhammad had recovered 
from his wounds, and now attempted to re-establish his position in his old dominions. With the help 
of his former associate Farhidh b. MardHwij, he rebelled against the Ghaznavids. He was initially 
driven back to Buriijird and Shiibiir-Khwlst, where the JiiraqHn Kurds now sheltered him, but he was 
nevertheless afterwards able to re-occupy HamadhHn, Buriijird, Karaj and IsfahHn.BO The rebellion in 
northern India of his Turkish general Ahmad Inaltigin compelled Sultan Mas'iid in 42411033 to make 
peace with 'AlH' ad-Daula Muhammad and recognize him as his tributary in Isfahiin, on the usual 
terms of an annual tribute.Pg But in 42511034 'All' ad-Daula Muhammad renounced his promises once 
again; unfortunately for his hopes of securing his independence, his ally FarhHdh b. MardHwij was 
killed in battle and he himself had firstly to shut himself up in a castle between IsfahZn and JurbHdhqHn 
and then to flee to IdhHj in Abii Kiilijiir ' Imid ad-Din's province of Khiizistin, allowing Abii Sahl 

" Baihaqi, pp, 14-17, tr. pp. 52-4; Ibn al-Athir, vol. IX,  p. 279. Muhammad was the last person to designate this mint by the 
" Ibn al-Athir, vol. IX, pp. 184-5; Miles, " The Coinage of the Arabic name o l  al-Muhammadiyya; succeeding rulers in 

K5kwayhid Dynarty ", pp. 93, 104. Ray, from the Ghaznavids and Seljuqs onwards, reverted to 
" Ibn al-Athir, loc. cit. the old Iranian name o l  Ray. 
" Milrs, 771c Nurnirrnnlic Hi.rto!v of Rcyy (New York 1938), '* Baihaqi, p. 361, tr. p. 326; Ibn al-Athir, vol. IX,  pp. 288 bis- 

PP. 187-9; idem, " The Coinage ofthe Kakwayhid Dynasty ", 290. 
P. 98. Milrs makes the interesting point that 'AlS' ad-Daula " Ibid., vol. IX,  p. 191.  



Hamdiini's army to plunder his treasury in IsfahHn. Amongst other things, the library of 'AlH' ad- 
Daula Muhammad's protege Ibn Sin2 (see below, p. 81) was seized and carried off to Ghazna, where 
it remained until the Ghiirid Sultan 'AlH' ad-Din Muhammad Jihin-siiz sacked Ghazna in 5451 
1150-51 and destroyed it.30 For some time, 'AlP' ad-Daula Muhammad seems to have laid low after 
these reverses; the Ghaznavid general Tash-FarrHsh was able in Rabi' I 4261January-February 1035 
to go to HamadhHn, which was then free of all opposing forces.31 Not till the end of qn7lautumn 1036 
do  we hear of fresh fighting. 'AlH' ad-Daula Muhammad had obviously returned from KhiizistHn some 
time before. Hearing of the appearance of a Ghaznavid foraging party in the vicinity of Isfahin, he 
sent a force and defeated the Ghaznavid detachment; he then tried to recapture IsfahHn itself from 
Abii Sahl Hamdiini, but failed because of the treachery of the Turkish element in his army. He had to 
flee, firstly to Buriijird and then northwards to THrum in Dailam, whose ruler IbrHhim b. Marzubin 
was, however, too afraid of the Ghaznavids to admit him.32 

'AlH' ad-Daula Muhammad was at this time supplementing his armies, which normally had a 
Dailami nucleus, with Turkmen auxiliaries recruited from the so-called " Iraqi " Turkmens, enemies of 
the Seljuq family, who had been driven westwards from the northern fringes of KhurHsHn in 41g/1028 
by Sultan M a h m ~ i d . ~ ~  Baihaqi reports that in Dhfi 1-Qa'da 427/September 1036 a force of Turkmens 
under their leader Mansiir had turned on 'AlH' ad-Daula Muhammad and defeated him (presumably 
this refers to the treachery of the Turks mentioned in Ibn al-Athir's account), and that a group of 
Turkmen cavalry, whom the KHkiiyid Amir had invited from KhurPsHn and enrolled as mercenaries, 
had returned to KhurHsHn via the southern edge of the Central Desert and Tabas.S4 In any event, the 
result of all this was that yet another peace was made between 'Alz' ad-Daula Muhammad and the 
Ghaznavids, who in the face of increasing Turkmen pressure on both KhurPsHn and the region of Ray, 
could not afford to leave Jib21 in a state of suspended warfare. We possess a coin minted by 'AIH' 
ad-Daula Muhammad in IsfahHn in q27/1036 which once more acknowledges Sultan Mas'fid as 
suzerain.3b The news came to Mas'iid in Safar 428IDecember 1036 that the Klkiiyid Amir had asked 
for peace and a restoration of his old tributary status, and that the Caliph al-Qs'im's Vizier Abii THhir 
Muhammad b. Ayyiib had also been interceding on 'Ah' ad-Daula Muhammad's behalf, doubtless at 
the instigation of the Biiyids in Iraq. The Sultan agreed, but swore to extirpate the whole KPkfiyid 
dynasty if there were any further trouble.3e Yet the Ghaznavids were by now in no position to enforce 
such blood-curdling threats, for Turkmen incursions were making the chief communications artery 
between northern KhurPsHn and Ray, the road which runs along the southern edge of the Elburz 
Mountains and to the north of the Dasht-i Kavir, increasingly difficult to keep open. 

By JumHdH I q2o/February-March 1037 it was clear that 'Ali' ad-Daula Muhammad's submission 
was once more a sham and had merely been a ruse to gain time. Because, says Baihaqi, he had much 
money and extensive treasuries, he had gathered together a numerous army, which included many of 
the " Iraqi " Turkmens, followers of the chiefs Q i z ~ l  and Yaghmur and the group known as the Balkhin- 
Kiihiyin, sc. those who had originally fled before Mahmiid of Ghazna and taken refuge in the hilly 
BalkhHn-Kiih area to the east of the Caspian and who had now moved westwards before the Seljuqs. 
Ibn al-Athir mentions the figure of over I 500 men under Qiz.il7s leadership, whilst the rest of the " Iraqi " 
Turkmens passed on to Azerbaijan, where they harrassed the Rawwadids and other local Kurdish and 
Dailami chiefs.37 I t  was difficult for 'AIH' ad-Daula Muhammad to keep discipline amongst the 
anarchically-inclined Turkmens in his service; they speedily turned to plundering and brigandage 
and were clearly an unreliable element.a8 Nevertheless, he retained some Turkmens in his service, and 
it was through their support that he was able to step in when the Ghaznavid garrison in Ray was at last 

Ibid., vol. IX, pp. 296-7. 
" Baihaqi, p. qgq, tr. p. 394. 

'' Baihaqi, pp. 510-1 I ,  tr. p. 45% 
" Ibid.. DD. 521-2. tr. D. 469: Ibn al-Athir, vol. IX, pp. 969-7' " Ibn al-Athir, vol. IX, p. 304. 

. . .  - . . . . 

" Cf. CI. Cahen, " LC Malik-ndmeh et I'histoire des origin" '' Ibid., vol. IX, p. 269. The Turkmens' refractorinms is perhap 

=bUkidm v * ,  11 (1g4g1, PP, 55-Oi Bmworth, T,,# 
the basis of the report by Ab12 Sahl HamdGni to the sultan in 

Ghaznavih,  their Empird in Afghanirtan and Eastcm Iran 9,94-ro40 DhG 1-Qa'da qn8/August 1037 that Ibn Kakfiya's pmition wna 

(Edinburgh 1963). pp. 224-5, "4-5. weak and hia Turkrnens unreliable-an over-optimistic aPPre- 
" Baihaqi, p. 501, tr. pp. 447-4. ciation of the real atate of amairs, as events speedily showed .. 
a~ ~ i l s , " T h ; ~ o i n a g e  ofthc ~ ~ k w a ~ h i d  Dynasty", pp. 97, l o ~ .  (Baihaqi, p. 530, tr. p. 470). 
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forced to evacuate the city and retire via GurgHn to KhurHsHn. The great battle which took place 
outside Ray between, on the one side, Abii Sahl Hamdiini's and Tash-FarrHsh's army of 3000 cavalry 
and a column of elephants, and on the other side, 5000 Turkmens, is described by Ibn al-Athir and 
placed by him in the year 42711036, which must be a mistake for 42g/1037-38. I n  the course of this 
fighting, the Kurdish troops of the Ghaznavids withdrew from the fray, Tash-FarrHsh was killed and the 
elephants captured. Abii Sahl Hamdiini had to shut himself up for the winter in Tabarak, the citadel 
of Ray, and after the Turkmens had won a further victory over a relieving force sent from GurgHn, he 
finally abandoned the city. This withdrawal took place around JumHdP I 42g/February-March 1038, 
as the news reached Mas'iid in Ghazna during the following month of JumHdH II.30 

Very soon after Abii Sahl Hamdiini's departure, 'AlH' ad-Daula Muhammad and his Turkmen 
auxiliaries occupied Ray.40 A dinar minted by him at al-Muhammadiyya ( = Ray) in 4291 1 037-38, 
and perhaps a dirham also, still acknowledges Mas'iid as suzerain, although a dinHr minted by him at 
IsfahHn in 428/1036-37 was an independent issue, acknowledging no overlord. This Ray issue might 
perhaps relate to Ibn al-Athir's information that 'AlH' ad-Daula Muhammad wrote from Ray to Abii 
Sahl Hamdfini, at  that time in Tabaristln en route for NishHpiir, asking for the formal grant to him of 
Ray, a request to which the Ghaznavid governor agreed.41 There can have been little faith at this 
point that Ghaznavid rule would ever be re-established in JibH1, but possibly the KHkiiyid wished to 
retain some connection with the Sultan as a possible bargaining counter with the incoming Turkmens. 
He retained Ray for some time, until the Turkmens in the area combined with its former Biiyid ruler 
Majd ad-Daula's son Abii KHlijHr FanH-Khusrau and the Dailami ruler of SHwa, KHmrawH, to eject 
him. He fled from Ray, leaving the city exposed to a savage plundering by the Turkmens, and he 
reached the safety of IsfahHn and its walls, his Oghuz pursuers now being deflected to plunder Karaj.4s 

The Turkmen pattern of overrunning northern Iran was not in any way one of systematic conquest, 
with set battles and sieges of towns and strongholds-an approach for which the Oghuz were technically 
and psychologically unfitted. Rather, they starved the towns into submission by devastating the 
surrounding countryside and pasturing their flocks on it, thus cutting off the towns from their natural 
hinterlands. In  the course of the Seljuq conquests, it was rare for a town to be taken by storm. Hence a 
stout ring of walls and fortifications was still an asset in fending off marauders and preventing direct 
plundering of a town, and in 42911037-38 'AlP' ad-Daula Muhammad constructed walls around 
IsfahHn. Their circuit came to more than 15,000 paces, not including the defences of the suburbs of 
KamHyin,43 BarHyHr~,~~ SunbulHn, KharjHn, FarsHn, the Garden of 'Abd al-'Aziz, Jar~HyHn,~ '  
IshkahHn and LunbHn. The twelve gates in the walls were each provided with iron doors, through 
which a war elephant, fully-equipped with its howdah and battle pennants, could pass. MHfarrukhi 
cites some of his own Arabic verses on the wonders of these fortifications: 

A wall whose battlements reach up to the height of Capella, and whose buttresses reach beyond the 
celestial girdle of Gemini. 

" Ibid., pp. 534-5, tr. p. 474; Ibn al-Athir, vol. IX, p. 268. 
'O Baihaqi, p. 546, tr. p. 484; Ibn al-Athir, vol. IX, p. 269. 
" Ibn al-Athir, lac. cit.; Miles, The Numismatic History of Royy, 

pp. 192-3; idem, " The Coinage oithe K i k w a ~ h i d  Dynasty ", 
P P  97, 989 1o1, 104. " Ibn al-Athir, vol. IX, p. 270. The  re-appearance o f a  scion of 
the Btiyids is interesting. According to Cardizi, pp. gr ,  97, ci. 
Nii~im, The LiJI nnd Times ojS1111cin MohmPd ojChorno,  p. 83, the 
deposed Majd ad-Daula was exiled by Sultan Mahmtid to 
India, but retched back by Mas'tid to Ghazna, where he lived a 
lire of comfort and honour. His son Abti Kilijiir Fani- 
Khusrau escaped Mahmtid's clutches and took refuge in a 
fortrws called Qa9rSn (presumably a dimerent place from the 
district near Ray of this name, and more probably the QavrPn 
of Sirajsn in Kirmiin, cf. LC Strange, The Lon& o/ the Eoslern 
Coliphn~c, pp. 116, 301). When in 4*1/1ogo Mas'iid left 
western Persia to contest the succession with his brother 
Muhammad, he came out from his hiding-place, collected an 

army of Dailamis and Kurds, and tried to recapture Ray; he 
was, however, defeated by the Ghaznavid commander or 
shihno left there by Mas'tid, and retired irom the scene (Ibn 
al-Athir, vol. IX, p. 284). A decade or so later, Abti KPlijir 
Fani-Khusrau was set up temporarily in Ray as a puppet ofthe 
Seljuqs. A coin of his-which Miln say3 provides enough 
material for a monograph in itself-is extant irom 432/104c+41, 
and gives him the titles of Shihanshih, Sharaf al-Multik and 
Fakhr Allah (Miles, The Numismatic History of Royy, p. 194). 
He had now clearly thrown in his lot with the Seljuqs. We last 
hear of him in 43911047-48, when he is said to have seized the 
town o i  Amid in Diyirbakr from Toghril's governor (Ibn 
al-Athir, vol. IX,  p. 370). 

" The use o i  olf-moddo,  as here, to indicate the spelling ya occurs 
also in the anonymous geographical treatise of the late fourth/ 
tenth century, the Hudfid nl-'cilam; see Minorsky, " Addenda 
to the Hudtid al-'Alam ", BSOAS XVII (1955)~  p. a51 = 
HudPd al- ' i fam, and edition (London 1970)~ p. liv. 



Looking down from its towers, amongst the constellations of the revolving firmament, you can see the 
stars when they speed past by night. 

Even if one were to bring along the giant Gog, these towers would not be conquered by day, and the 
excellence of the wall's construction would render useless the efforts of those trying to sap and mine it. 

Moreover, there is a moat round it, whose waters have been stirred up like the swollen waves of the sea, 
and there is no ocean or Nile river which can compare with it. 

The cost of these walls weighed heavily on the people of Isfahin, but in those insecure days, they 
must have been a worthwhile protection; unlike the other main centre of KHkiiyid power at this time, 
Hamadhln, IslahHn was never sacked by the Turkmens.44 

HamadhHn was during these years under severe pressure from the Turkmens. 'Ali' ad-Daula 
Muhammad's second son Abii KglijHr GarshHsp had become governor of HamadhHn and Nihiwand 
at some unspecified date, presumably with interruptions during the intervals of Ghaznavid occupation, 
such as those of 42 I 11030, 42311032 and 42611035.45 I n  42911037-38 bands of " Iraqi " Turkmens 
expelled from Azerbaijan by the RawwHdid WahsfidHn b. MamlHn and other local Kurdish leaders, 
moved southwards, and under their chiefs Mansiir and Goktash, besieged HamadhHn. After fierce 
fighting, Abii KHlijHr GarshHsp was forced to yield and make peace with the Oghuz, and to cement the 
agreement, he married one of Goktash's daughters.de But in the following year, the Turkmens turned 
from the spoliation of Ray (see above, p. 79) to besiege Hamadhin again. Abii KHlijHr GarshZsp 
and the chief merchants and notables withdrew to Kinkawar, and the town was now abandoned to a 
frightful sacking by the Turkmens of Goktash, Qizll and Buqa, and by the Dailamis of the Bfiyid 
pretender Abii KHlijHr Fans-Khusrau; the ravages of the Dailamis are described as being worse than 
those of the Turkmens. The attackers were only ultimately driven off through the efforts of the Kurdish 
'Annizid chief Abii I-Fath b. Abi sh-Shauk of Dinawar and of 'AlH' ad-Daula Muhammad himself, 
who came out from Isfahin with an army.q7 

'Ah' ad-Daula Muhammad died in Muharram 4331September 1041, still in the battle-saddle. 
He had been campaigning in 43211041 against Abii sh-Shauk, after an appeal to him by the 'Annizid's 
brother Muhalhil. Abii sh-Shauk remained intransigent, and threatened to cede his lands and fortresses 
to the Biiyid Amir of Iraq, JalHl ad-Daula, if ever Abii sh-Shauk himself fell into 'AlH' ad-Daub 
Muhammad's hands; eventually, the two rulers made peace. I t  was whilst returning from the peace 
negotiations that the Kikiiyid Amir fell sick and died, after a life of almost ceaseless campaigning9 and 
activity, punctuated by spells of exile amongst neighbouring rulers, usually his Biiyid kinsman." 80 
have guided the destinies of the Kgkiiyid principality for over forty years, at a time when these territories 
were occupying a somewhat precarious position between the greater powers of the Biiyids, Ghaznavids 
and Seljuqs, was itself no mean feat, and 'AlH' ad-Daula Muhammad must be regarded as one of the 
most adroit and capable rulers of his generation. The references to " Pisar-i Kgkii " in the Ghaznavid 
historian Baihaqi amply corroborate this judgment. Although at various points during the Ghaznavid 
occupation of Ray, 'AlH' ad-Daula Muhammad made his submission to Sultan Mas'iid, he was always 
regarded with distrust, as someone ready to renounce allegiance whenever occasion presented itself 
(nim-dushmani sc. " half an enemy ", in the description of one of the Sultan's  adviser^)^^. Especially 
revealing is the characterization of the KZkiiyid Amir's shrewdness, and the advantages which he 
derived from his strategic position and financial resources, given by Abii Sahl Hamdfini, who became 
civil governor of Ray and 'Iriq 'Ajami for the Ghaznavids in JumHdi I1 424/May 1033, and who over 
a period of five years had good opportunity to test 'Ali' ad-Daula Muhammad's good faith and 
intentions : 

Mlfarrukhi, Kifdb Mahh'n Iffahdn, pp. 81, 100-01, Penian vol. 111, p. 351 8.v. " Shirk "; Ibn al-Athlr, vole IXj 
venion of Awi, pp. 5 I ,  I I 3, cf. E. C .  Browne. " Account of a D. =<a. r -  aa.7 

Rare ~ a n u s c r i ~ t  ~ G t o r ~  ofI$ahAn ", JRAS ( I ~ o I ) ,  pp. 23-4, " Baihaqi, p. 444, tr. p. 394; Ibn al-Athir, vol. IX, pp. 179, lw 
51 of omprint. T h e  BOyid AbO KPlijPr 'Imld ad-Din also at +,;-.,- -." -Y-. thil time put walls round his capital Shirk, their conatmction lbid., vol, IX, p, atending over the period q36/1oqq-45 to qqo/~oqS-qg; nee 
Ibn al-Balkhi, Fdrr-nimo, ed. C.  Le Strange and R. A. " Ibid'* VO" IX1 p' '7'. 
Nicholson, Cibb Mem. Ser., N.S., vol. I (London 1 9 ~ ~ 1 ,  'I Ibid., vol. IX, p. 338; cf. ~ i n o n k y ,  Ef' Art. " ' ~ n n a z ~ ~ " .  
P. 133; ygqirt, Mu>m 01-bulddn (Beirut 1374-76/1955-57), " Baihaqi, p. 263, tr. p. 253. 
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Pisar-i Kikii is at present [sc. in Jumidi  I1 4241 governing Isfahin, Hamadhin and part of Jibil, and must 
be regarded as a shrewd and slippery opponent. He has not only wealth and soldiers, but also skill, craft and 
deceitfulness. So long as our teeth are not bared against him, so that he may receive according to his merits 
and be deprived of his rule and territories [he will remain dangerous]. Or else he must submit and send his son 
[as a hostage] to the [Sultan's] exalted court, and become an obedient slave and pay regularly each year the 
substantial sum of tribute laid upon him, and then the other local rulers might look to his example and stay 
pacific. Unless measures like these are put in hand, Ray and JibPl will never be peacef~l.~O 

By the time of the Klkiiyids' rise to power, the Dailamis had, as was noted at the beginning of this 
article, emerged from some of their pristine barbarism and grossness. The vicissitudes of his reign and 
the constant struggle to maintain his position in Jibll can have given 'Ali' ad-Daula Muhammad little 
time to assume the paternalistic duties of the typical Muslim prince, or to gather round himself a 
literary circle such as many of the Biiyids and Ghaznavids collected. His greatest claim to fame in this 
direction is the fact that he gave refuge to Ibn Sini, after the great philosopher and scientist had been 
in the official service of the Biiyid Shams ad-Daula of Hamadhln;  he wrote his Persian encyclopaedia 
of the sciences, the Dinish-nimayi 'Ali'i, for the Kikiiyid Amir, and he died in 42811037 whilst accom- 
panying his patron on a journey from Isfahln to Hamadhln." In his obituary notice of Ibn Sini, Ibn 
al-Athir asserts that there was a bond of sympathy between Ibn S in i  and 'All' ad-Daula Muhammad, 
because the latter held unorthodox beliefs (kina fkid al-i'tiqid) and therefore allowed and encouraged 
Ibn Sin5 to compose books on infidelity.62 Nothing, in fact, seems to be known about the Klkiiyid 
Amir's religious sympathies, although the connections of his family with the Biiyids make it probable 
that, like so many other Dailami rulers, his inclinations were Shi'i rather than Sunni. 

'Ali' ad-Daula Muhammad's eldest son was Zahir ad-Din Shams al-Muliik Abfi Mansiir Farlmurz, 
who on his father's death secured the allegiance of the Kikiiyid troops in Isfahln and succeeded to his 
father's position there; his brother Abii Kilij ir  Garshisp proceeded to Nihiwand and established 
himself in western Jibll as Fariimurz's s u b ~ r d i n a t e . ~ ~  Abii Mansiir Farimurz's main task was to assert 
his paramountcy, as the eldest son, over other members of the Kikiiyid family. When the castellan of 
Natanz refused to yield up the treasure which 'All' ad-Daula Muhammad had stored there, he was 
joined by Abii Mansiir Fariimurz's discontented younger brother Abii Harb, and the two rebels called 
in a band of Oghuz from Ray, who seized Qijiin ( ?  Qishln)  and handed it over to Abii Harb. Despite 
help from disaffected Kurds in the region, Abii Harb was defeated in battle, and fled to the Biiyid court 
of Shiriz, where he dangled before Abii Kilij ir  ' Imid ad-Din the prospect of acquiring Isfahfin. 
Desultory fighting took place in the neighbourhood of Isfahiin between the forces of Abii Mansfir 
Farimurz and the Biiyid Amir, until peace was at last made; Abii Harb retained control of the fortress 
of Natanz, but yielded a proportion of its treasure to his eldest brother. Abii Mansiir Farirnurz was 
now free to assert his authority in the western parts of his principality. Occupying Hamadhiin and 
Buriijird, he agreed to leave his other brother Abii KHlijlr Garshlsp as governor there, with his own 
name acknowledged in the khutba.6" 

There remained the larger question of Abii Mansiir Fariniurz's relations with the Seljuqs, who now 
controlled Ray. In the year of 'Al5' ad-Daula Muhammad's death, Ibrlhim b. Inal seized Ray for the 
Seljuqs, and in the following year, 43411042-43, Toghril arrived and took it over from his half-brother; 
also, Majd ad-Daula's son Abii KPlijHr Fani-Khusrau was now removed from the fortress of Tabarak. 
The devastated parts of the city were restored, and for the next nine years, Ray served as Toghrll's 

b i d . .  p. 392, tr. p. 352. Afnan, Avicenna, his L i b  and Works (London r958), p p .  67 ff. " Ibn al-Athir, vol. IX, p. 310; Niqami 'Arildi Samarqandi, On the Dini.rh-nimoyi 'A l i ' i ,  see J .  Rypka et al., Hufory 
Chnhdr mnqdla, ed. M.  M .  Qazwini, Gibb. Mern. Ser., vol. XI / :  Persian Lifnalurc (Dordrecht 1968), pp. 150, 480. 
(1.ondon ~ g l o ) ,  pp. 81-3, revised translation of Browne, Gibb 

6s Ibn al-Athir, lo=. =it, Mem. Ser., vol. XI12 (London I ~ Z I ) ,  pp. 92-3, cf. p. 163, 
note X X X ,  showing NiqBmi 'ArGdi's errors regarding Ibn "Ibn v". IX9 p. 339. 
SinB's r~lationship to 'AIH ad-Daula Muhammad; S.  M. " Ibid. 



capital; he started minting coins there as soon as he had installed himself.66 Abii Manflr Faramurz 
had already had some contact with the Seljuqs, although the circumstances surrounding this episode 
are rather mysterious. He had been present with Toghril and the other Seljuq leaders on the battlefield 
of DandHnqHn in Ramadan 431 /May 1040, when the Ghaznavids were finally hurled out of KhurisHn, 
and the victorious Seljuq granted to him Ray and IsfahHn because, so he said, " You have suffered 
many troubles ". This must refer to the fact that Abii Mansiir FarHmurz had been previously observed 
by one of the Ghaznavid side in bonds and set on a camel.6e How did he come to be a captive of the 
Turkmens out there in the desert between Sarakhs and Merv? One can only surmise that he had been 
captured in JibH1, either by the Oghuz or by the Ghaznavids before they had abandoned the province, 
and brought to KhurHsHn, where he eventually escaped or passed into Seljuq hands. During the next 
eighteen months, he must have found his way back to JibH1, for he was, as we have seen, on hand to 
take over in IsfahHn at his father's death. Only five coins of Abii Mansiir FarZmurz are extant, those 
three with decipherable mints all being from Isfahin; but the first of these, dating from 434/1042-43, 
shows that a t  the outset, he acknowledged Toghril as suzerain, for Toghril soon after his arrival in Ray 
sent an expedition to IsfahHn to secure Abii Mansiir FarHmurz's obedience and payment of trib~te. '~ 
Over the next years, however, his allegiance was to oscillate between that to Toghril and that to the 
Bfiyid Amir Abii KHlijir 'ImHd ad-Din (see below). 

HamadhHn had already been a target for IbrHhim Inal's Oghuz once he had secured Ray in 4331 
1041-42. He  had proceeded to Buriijird and HamadhHn, upon which Abii KHlijHr GarshHsp had fled 
to a fortress near ShHbiir-KhwHst. The population of Hamadhin expressed no enthusiasm for KHkiiyid 
rule, and had no expectation that Abii KHlijHr GarshHsp would ever return: 

The people of the town said to him [sc. to IbrPhim Inal], " If you have come to seek our submission and 
that which the ruling power normally collects from its subjects, then we will hand i t  over to you and will observe 
this obligation. But first search out this fellow who was formerly over us and is now opposing you (they meant 
GarshPsp), for we have no confidence in his coming back to us. So if you are able either to capture him or 
drive him off for good, we will give our obedience to you. 

They escaped a further sacking by handing over a substantial sum to IbrHhim Inal. The people of 
the Shgbiir-KhwZst district suffered considerably, however, from the depredations of the Oghuz before 
they returned to Ray.b8 Abii KHlijHr GarshHsp came back to HamadhHn as soon as the Oghuz had left 
it (it is presumably this to which Ibn al-Jauzi refers when he says under the events of 43311041-42 that 
" Abii KHlijHr entered Hamadhiin and drove off the Ghuzz from it "60). He was there when Toghrll 
came to Ray, and he communicated with the Seljuq leader to secure legitimation of his rule in 
HamadhPn. After Toghril had obtained the obedience of Abii KHlijHr GarshHsp's brother Abfi 
Mansiir FarZmurz in IsfahHn, he marched on HamadhHn in person. He  demanded that the fortress 
of Kinkawar be handed over to him, but its castellan refused to surrender it, and Toghril therefore 
dispossessed Abii KZlijZr GarshHsp of HamadhHn and appointed a governor of his own there (4341 
1042-43) .m 

I t  was not until 43611044-45 that Abii KHlijHr GarshHsp left the security of Kinkawar and returned 
to Hamadhln, expelling the representative of the Seljuqs and now giving his ultimate allegiance to the 
Biiyid Abii KHlijHr 'ImHd ad-Din and not to the Seljuq Amir.81 Toghri.1 was now exasperated with 
Abii KHlijPr Garshssp, and in 43711045-46 sent IbrHhim Inal against Hamadhiin once more. The 
threat of a re-appearance of Oghuz bands in western JibHl and Kurdistan brought Abii KZlijar 
GarshHsp and the 'AnnZzid Abii sh-Shauk together into an alliance. Nevertheless, their Kurds and 
Dailamis had to fall back before the Oghuz, whose bands penetrated as far west as ~ i rm~nshHh ,  
Hulwin and KhHniqin before turning southwards to LuristPn and to SirwHn and Saimara on the 
borders of KhiizistHn, where their presence alarmed Abii KZlijZr 'ImZd ad-Din.'¶ Hamadhsn now 

Ibn al-Athir, vol. IX, pp. 339, 347; Miles, The Numismatic " Ibn al-Athir, vol. IX, p. 347. 
History of Rayy, pp. I 96-7. " al-M~~n~azam, vol. VIII, p. 108.  

Baihaqi, pp. 627-8, tr. pp. 553-4. 'O Ibn al-Athir, vol. IX, p. 348. '' Ibn al-Athir, vol. IX, p. 348; Miles, " The Coinage of the " Ibid., p. 359. 
Klkwayhid Dynaaty ", pp. 97, 99, 102. " Ibid., p. 360. 
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passed firmly under Seljuq control, and two years later, in the autumn of 43911047, the fortress of 
Kinkawar, which had long held out under Abii KHlijHr GarshHsp's lieutenant 'Ukbar b. FHris, sur- 
rendered under amdn of safe-conduct to Ibrlhim b. Inal.ea Abii KHlijHr GarshHsp seems to have spent 
the last few years of his life mainly in exile amongst the Biiyids. Unlike his brother Abii Mansiir 
FarHmurz, he never became reconciled to the Seljuqs, and when occasion presented itself, he made 
sorties into the remaining KHkiiyid territories, hoping to lead a revanche against the Seljuqs, Thus he 
was in Isfahiin at some time before 441 110.49, and was in communication with the Ghaznavid Sultan 
Maudiid b. Mas'iid, who was endeavouring to organize a grand anti-Seljuq coalition in Iran and thus 
re-establish the former Ghaznavid position in KhurLs511; it appears that Abii KHlijHr GarshHsp 
actually despatched a body of troops eastwards for this purpose, but that they never got beyond the 
Central Desert of Iran.64 He died in Khiizistln in 443 1 1 05 1-52, having governed that province for the 
Biiyid Amir Abii Mansiir Fiilldh-Sutiin b. Abi KHlijir.e6 

Abii Mansiir FarHmurz was as restive under Seljuq suzerainty as his brother Abii Kll i j l r  GarshPsp, 
and like him, endeavoured to adopt a balancing r61e between Toghrii on the one hand and the Biiyid 
Abii Kllij ir  ' Imid ad-Din on the other. At some time before 43511043-44 he had come to an under- 
standing with the Biiyid Amir, on a basis of mutual non-aggression, but in that year he saw a chance of 
personal aggrandisement and renounced the compact. He seized two Biiyid fortresses on the frontiers of 
Kirmln, but Abii KHlijlr ' Imld ad-Din came with a superior force, captured Abarqiih from the 
Klkiiyids and defeated Abii Mansiir FarPmurz's army, thus regaining the disputed strong point^.^^ 
Abii Mansiir Faramurz had naturally transferred his allegiance back to the Seljuqs when he had fallen 
out with the Biiyids. But he was disappointed in his expectations of them, and when Toghril returned to 
Khurisin, he deemed it prudent in 43711045-46 to submit to the nearer potentate, Abii KHlijHr 'ImHd 
ad-Din. In face of the threat from the Oghuz to all of them, a general peace was made between the 
Biiyids and the local rulers of Jibll, viz. Abii KHlijHr ' Imid ad-Din, Abii Mansiir FarHmurz, and the 
'AnnHzid brothers Abii sh-Shauk and M ~ h a l h i l . ~ '  Nevertheless, western Jib21 remained very disturbed, 
with Ibrihim Inal's followers swarming over the countryside; and after Abii sh-Shauk's death in 
Ramadan 4371April 1046, his son Su'dl threw in his lot with the 0ghuz.ge Toghr'il appeared before 
the walls of IsfahHn in 438/104&47, and after a long siege, Abii Mansfir FarHmurz submitted and 
promised to pay tribute as before and acknowledge the Seljuqs in the khulba of I s f a h l r ~ . ~ ~  

To fill out Ibn al-Athir's narrative of the events of these years, on which the previous paragraphs are 
substantially based, we possess a small item of information from the early eighthlfourteenth century 
author HindiishHh NakhchavHni. I n  his general history (which is a Persian amplification of Ibn at- 
Tiqtaqs's well-known Kitdb al-Fakhri, see Storey, Persian Literature, vol. I, pp. 81, 1233), he speaks of a 
Persian minister who served Toghril at  this time, one Abii 1-Fath Rgzi, who had been for most of his 
career in the service of 'AIH' ad-Daula Muhammad in Isfah2n and then in that of the KHkiiyid Amir's 
son Abii Mansiir Farimurz. The latter sent him on a mission to Toghril, who was impressed by his 
ability and took him into his own service. Abii Mansiir Farimurz was incensed at this, confiscated Abii 
1-Fath Riizi's possessions and allowed his house in Isfahin to be plundered. When Toghril came to 
Isfahin and besieged Abii Mansiir Faramurz there, Abii I-Fath RHzi was eventually left as the Seljuq 
Amir's agent, responsible for collecting the ~oo,ooo dinirs' tribute laid upon the KHkiiyid, a task which 
he managed very successfully. However, he later left Toghri'l's service, with the Amir's permission, 
and went to serve the Biiyid Abii KilijHr 'ImHd ad-Din as Vizier, remaining in office till his dismissal in 
Sha'hHn 4391January-February 1048.'~ 

" lhid., p. 366. 
" Ibid., pp. 381-1. 
" b i d . ,  p .  398. 
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So far as we know, Abii Mansiir FarHmurz remained faithful to the Seljuqs for the five years after 
438/104&47, the last ones of his rule in IsfahHn; coins minted by him in 438/104&47 and the two 
following years acknowledge Toghr'il as s~vereign.~'  The  end of KHkiiyid rule in JibHl was, however, 
near at hand. The tergiversations and transfers of allegiance of Abii Mansiir FarHmurz must have 
exasperated Toghr'il, as had those of his brother Abii KHlijPr GarshHsp in HamadhHn a few years 
beforehand. Moreover, the semi-independent position of the KHkiiyid principality blocked the effective 
extension of Seljuq authority over the Kurdish chiefs of Kurdistan and LuristHn and, above all, over the 
remaining Biiyid territories in Iraq, KhiizistHn and FHrs. The periodic alliances of the Kskiiyids with 
their Bfiyid kinsmen, in face of the common Seljuq threat, meant that Toghr'il could never rely on an 
independent, completely friendly KPkiiyid power. I n  Ibn al-Athir's words, 

AbB Mansiir b. 'All' ad-Daula, the ruler of Isbahin, never kept to a single pattern of behaviour with 
Sultan Toghr~l, but was constantly changing his attitude. At one time he would show obedience to him and 
adhere to his cause, but on another occasion he would throw off his allegiance and transfer it to al-Malik 
ar-Rahim [sc. the Biiyid Amir of Iraq, Khiizistin and Firs, reigned 4.40-4711048-551, NOW Toghrll concealed 
within his heart a plan of mischief against him, and when he returned this time from KhurZsPn to resume the 
province of Jibil from his brother Ibrihim Inal and assert his own rule over it, as we have related, he turned 
aside to Isbahin with the intention of seizing it from Abii Mar~sf i r .~~  

Toghnl invaded Abii Mansiir FarHmurz's dominions, and in Muharram 4421June I050 occupied 
the countryside around IsfahHn and besieged the town itself. Yet once more there was demonstrated 
the Turkmens' lack of aptitude for siege warfare. IsfahHn held out for almost a year, with the population 
reduced to such extremities that they had to pull down the timbers of the Friday mosque and use them 
for winter fuel. In  Muharram 443/May-June 1051 Abii Mansiir Fariimurz finally surrendered. The 
population was favourably treated by Toghr'il, who now made Isfahiin his capital, razing part of its 
walls,73 and transferring thither his treasury and armoury from Ray. His Turkmen troops were given 
land grants (iqfd'cil) in the countryside of Jibll. T o  compensate for the loss of his ancestral territories, 
Abii Mansiir FarHmurz was given the two towns of Yazd and Abarqiih in northern FHrs, both of which 
had at times been controlled by the KHkiiyids (see above, pp. 77, 83).'" 

The second phase of the KHkiiyid dynasty's history, that of their r61e as local governors in Yazd 
and Abarqiih, now begins. We can set forth briefly what little is known about the history of Abarqfih 
at this time. It was noted above, p. 83, that Abii Mansiir FarHmurz was in control of the town in 
43511043-44, in which year the Biiyids of Fsrs captured it from him, this being presumably a temporary 
conquest only. I t  is possible that Abarqiih had passed into Kiikiiyid hands as part of 'Alii' ad-Dada 
Muhammad's conquests of 421 11030, together with Yazd (see above, p. 77). Apart from Ibn al-Athir's 
information about Abii Mansiir FarHmurz's rule in Abarqfih, the only evidence which relates to the 
town at this period lies in its oldest surviving monument, a mausoleum of characteristic northern 
Persian type, the Gunbadh-i 'Ali. The Kiific Arabic inscription on this building records that it was 
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known to ur as the Biiyid Vizier DhG s-Sa'ldPt Mubarnmad b. to include among Toghril'~ Viziers. 
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erected in q48/1056-57 by 'Amid ad-Din Shams ad-Daula Abii 'Ali HazHrasp b. Saif ad-Daula al- 
gasan b. Nasr b. al-Hasan b. al-FiriizHn, as a burial place for himself and his mother, the Noble 
Lady . . . (this name is, alas, indecipherable). This 'Amid ad-Din Shams ad-Daula is the grandson of 
the Dailami chief Nasr b. Hasan b. FiriizHn, who played an active part in the warfare of the late 
fourthltenth century in the Caspian region between the Biiyids and Ziysrids. The FiriizHnid family 
were originally lords of Ishkawar or Shukiir in the western part of TabaristHn, and amongst them was 
numbered the adventurer MHkHn b. KHki, rebel against the SHmHnids, who was killed in 32g/g40-41 .76 

I t  is possible that when the ZiyHrid QHbiis b. Vushmagir consolidated his power in TabaristHn and 
Gurgln, the Firiizinid family abandoned their old home and moved southwards to the territories of 
their kinsmen the Biiyids and Klkiiyids (Hasan b. FiriizHn had married a daughter of the Biiyid Amir 
Rukn ad-Daula and Rukn ad-Daula had married a daughter of the FiriizHnid, so that they were each 
father-in-law of the other; and Rukn ad-Daula was also the father-in-law of Sayyida, 'AH' ad-Daula 
Muhammad Ibn Klkfiya's cousin). Thus the family may have remained quietly in Abarqiih, acknow- 
ledging perhaps the supremacy of the KHkiiyids, down to 'Amid ad-Din Shams ad-Daula's death some 
time after 448/105&57. Unfortunately, we know nothing of the subsequent history of the FiriizHnids 
or Klkiiyids in Abarqiih; it may be that the town reverted early to the Seljuq  sultan^.^' 

In turning to the KHkiiyids of Yazd, we do not, it is true, come up against the almost complete lack 
of information relating to their rule in Abarqiih. Nevertheless, the history of these Yazd KHkiiyids is 
much more obscure than that of their predecessors in Isfahin and HamadhHn, whose fortunes can, as 
has been shown above, be traced quite closely from Ibn al-Athir, with contributory material from such 
sources as the Ghaznavid historian Baihaqi. For this later phase of KHkiiyid history, we have only very 
scattered mentions in Ibn al-Athir and in such Seljuq sources as AniishirvHn b. KhHlid, supplemented 
by occasional references in local histories of the adjacent province of KirmHn, but most important of all, 
by quite extensive mentions of them in the local histories of Yazd itself. The first of these latter works is 
Ja'far b. Muhammad b. Hasan Ja'fari's Ta'rikh-i Tazd (often referred to by the subsequent historians 
of Yazd as the Ta'rikh-i qadim-i Tazd), written in the first half of the ninthlfifteenth century." Not long 
after this, in the latter part of the reign of the Qara Qoyunlu Amir JahHn-ShHh (841-7211438-67), 
Ahmad b. Husain b. 'Ali Kiitib wrote his Ta'rikh-i jadid-i Tazd, and in the second half of the eleventh/ 
seventeenth century, Muhammad Mufid Mustaufi BHfqi put together hisJimi6-i Mufidi, a vast com- 
pendium of historical and topographical information on his native town of Yazd; both these works 
draw considerably on Ja'fari's original work.'# Despite help from these sources, it is not possible to 
elucidate the exact chronology of the KHkiiyid governors in Yazd; even the date of Abii Mansiir 
FarHmurz's death is not known. Numismatics, often so useful for these questions, provide no help; 
no coins of the KHkiiyids are extant after one of Abii Mansiir FarHmurz minted in IsfahHn in 4.401 
1048-49," and it is possible that subsequent KHkiiyids did not hold rights of minting gold and silver 
coinage. 

We know little about Abfi Manstir FarHmurz's life in Yazd beyond his building activities there as 
described in the Ta'rikh-i Tazd and the other local histories (see below), supplemented by one or two 
mentions in the chronicles. He was obviously an honoured and respected figure in Seljuq circles. He 
appears in these later years with a further laqab, Shams al-Muliik, which may have been acquired at 
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this later peri0d.8~ In  44811056 Chaghri Beg DH'iid had married one of his daughters to the 'Abbasid 
Caliph al-Qi'im, and in 45311061 Chaghrl's brother Toghr'il aspired to a much greater prize, an 
'Abbisid bride for himself. That  a Caliph's daughter should be given to a rough Turkmen was an 
unheard-of conception for the time, and al-QH'im objected strongly to the proposal. Hence to prepare 
the way, Toghril sent a delegation to Baghdad which was led by his Vizier, the 'Amid al-Mulk Kunduri, 
and which comprised some of his leading Turkish commanders and " the outstanding potentates of the 
Dailamis and Gil, including Malik Shams al-Muliik FarHmurz b. 'AH' ad-Daula b. KHkiiya, Jalil 
ad-Daula SurkhHb b. K H m - r a ~ 2 , ~ ~  and Muntakhab al-Din NHsir al-Muluk Maniichihr b. Asfar- 
sitin The Caliph yielded to political and financial pressure; but not till 45511063, just before his 
death, was Toghri'l able to go to Baghdad and meet his bride. Again on this occasion, Abii Mansir 
Farimurz was in the retinue which accompanied the Sultan, together with the Biiyid Abii 'Ali Fani- 
Khusrau (or Kai-Khusrau) b. Abi KHlijHr ' Imid ad-Din, lord of KirmHnshih and later of Nauban- 
d a j H r ~ , ~ ~  Haz5raspe4 and the 'AnnHzid SurkhHb b. Badr b. Muhalhil.86 

Abii Mansfir Farimurz must have died shortly after this. The  next member of the family whom we 
know of is his son Mu'ayyid ad-Daula or 'AlH' ad-Daula 'Adud ad-Din 'Ali, who like his father was high 
in the favour of the Seljuq Sultans, and in particular, of Malik-Shah. These later KHkiiyids all enjoyed 
a certain status at the Seljuq court as scions of a former dynasty of reigning princes, and regularly had 
marriage links with the royal family. Thus in 4691107677 'Ah' ad-Daula 'Ali married Arslan Khatun 
bint Chaghri' Beg, whose first husband, the Caliph al-QH'im, had died in 46711075; in Aniishirvin b. 
KhHlid's words, " She exchanged the Qurashi for a Dailami, and the ImHm for a barbarian (ummi) 
Yet this last sneer was far from being merited. The  more leisured existence of the KBkiiyids of Yazd, 
compared with the hectic, war-filled lives of their forefathers in Jibil, gave them time to cultivate and 
encourage the arts of peace. Afdal ad-Din KirmHni says in his history of his native province, the 'Igd 
al-'uld li-1-mauqlfal-a'ld, that " 'Ali' ad-Daula, who was the ruler of Yazd, continually sought to attract 
the eminent men of both KhurHsHn and Iraq, encouraged them with all sorts of promises and expres- 
sions of favour, and brought them to Yazd ".07 'AlZ' ad-Daula 'AlH's patronage of the great Seljuq poet 
Muhammad b. 'Abd al-Malik NishHpiiri, called Mu'izzi, is the subject of an anecdote in the Chahir 
rnaqila. According to this, Amir 'Ali' ad-Daula 'Ali, who was himself a great lover of poetry and the 
confidant of Malik-ShHh, introduced Mu'izzi to the Sultan and thus started him on the path to fame 
(the lakhallus or nom-de-plume of Mu'izzi derives from Malik-ShHh's laqab Mu'izz ad-Dunyz wa 
d-Din) 

The Diwin of Mu'izzi contains three poems dedicated to the KPkiiyid prince. The first qafida is 
headed " In praise of Amir 'Ali' ad-Daula 'Ali b. Shams al-Muliik, son-in-law of Chaghri' Beg ' I ,  and 
speaks of him in these terms: 

The most exalted Amir, splendour of the world, 'Ali, who is the heart-encouraging one and the monarch 
who cherishes religion too. 

My verse has become exalted on account of the two 'Alis, one a leader in war, the other made great by his 
followers and devotees. 

'Ali b. Abi T5lib in heaven, and 'Ali b. Shams al-Muliik here below. 
The first one is the son-in-law of Chaghr'i Beg, the other was the son-in-law of the Prophet. 
One is a fountain of noble qualities, because of his exalted birth, the other is custodian of the fountain of 

Kauthar. 

Bundiri, (ubdnl an-niyra wn-nukhbat al-'lyra, ed. M.  T .  Houtsma 
in Recueil de lc.xfes rrlnlijs d l'hisloirc dc.1 Scljoucides, vol. I1 (Leiden 
188g), p. 133; Nigir ad-Din Kirmsni, Nasd'im a l - a s h t ,  p. 11. 
None of Abir ManaGr Farirnurz's coins bear his honorifics. 

" Perhap the son of AbG Kglijir 'Irnid ad-Din's son AbQ THlib 
Kim-rawi, see Bowen, " The Last Buwayhids " , J R A S  ( ~ g l g ) ,  
pp. 241-1. 

" BundPri, p. 1 9 ;  Nsqir ad-Din KirrnPni, p. 11. 

" See on him, and his honoured position amongst the Seljuqs, 
Bowcn, op. cit., pp. 142-5. 

" Presumably the Kurdish chief TPj al-Mulfik Hazarasp b. 

Bankir, muq)aS of Basra in the time of the Biiyid FfilHdh-Sutfin 
b. Abi KPlijBr 'ImHd ad-Din, cf. Bowen, op. cit., pp. 14*-4 

" BundHri, p. 15. For the background to all these marriage 
negotiations, see Boaworth in Cambridge Hwlory of Iran, ~ 0 1 .  V 
The Saljuq and Mongol Periadc (Cambridge 1968), pp. 4- 
On Surkhlb b. Badr, see Minorsky, EI* Art. "'AnnHzids"; 
he was an influential figure in the local politics of Kurdistan 
and Luristln down to the end of the century. 

" BundPri, p. 52; Ibn al-Athir, vol. X, p. 71. 
" Ed. 'Ali Muhammad 'Amiri Nl'ini (Tehran 131 I 11934,  p. 101. 

" Chahdr maqdla, pp. 40-3, tr. p p  45-8 
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One of them went on the Khaibar expedition and broke down the gate of the town, the other has foes as 
fierce as those at Khaibar. 

All that fame which ari illustrious name brings, comes from the celebrity of the name 'AlH' ad-Daula. 
The Caliph made his (sc. 'AlP' ad-Daula's) famous name his sword, a sword where auspicious fortune is 

made his servant.88 

The second qqida  is headed " I n  praise of Arnir 'Adud ad-Din 'Ali b. Shams ad-Din Farimurz-i 
KHkiiya " and is equally fulsome: 

You may ask, " What source of pride is there for me, the lover, when you, 0 Turk, never strike my heart 
and never concern yourself with such matters? 

But this is a greater source of pride for me, the fact that in the places of feasting and pleasure, all my 
eloquent praise is of you, Shams-i MuliikHn, 'Adud ad-Din. 

The noble and free-born prince, 'Ali b. FarHmurz, the military protector and the boon-companion of the 
Supreme Sultan. 

His grandfather and father also had the honorifics of 'Adud and Shams, and both these titles have acquired 
a new splendour and adornment because of him.w 

The third qqida is " I n  description of a sword and in praise of Amir 'Ali b. FarHmurz ", and eulo- 
gizes the Kskiiyid prince thus: 

The most exalted Amir, 'Ali b. FarHmurz, the emperor-like one, a Rustam in his ways of action, a Ma'n in 
his praiseworthy qualities, and like SHm in his exalted dignity. 

An AfrHsiyPb in his royal power, the SiyHvush of his age, the IsfandiyHr of his time, and the Mancchihr of 
his house. 

He is the divinely-aided one, the just monarch (or: He is the one whose kingly power is divinely-aided, 
the just one) ; because of his illustrious forebears and his monarchical power, when he wants a thing to be done, 
it is! 

My good fortune has become highly-exalted because of the noble virtues of the two 'Alis, and by singing 
the praises of the two 'Alb my nature has become excited by joy. 

The one chosen by the Prophet has become joyful-hearted through my eulogies, and the one honoured by 
Chaghrl Beg has become merry because of them. 

The first one became powerful against the opponent of Islam, and the second has become successful in 
all the regions of Islam. 

The first one was skilful in warfare on the Chosen One's behalf, and the second has been a valiant hero 
in the affairs of the kingdom on behalf of the monarch (sc. the Seljuq S ~ l t a n ) . ~ ~  

Noteworthy in all three extracts is the great play made with the name and titles of 'A15' ad-Daula 
'Ali,Oa and the emphasis on his noble ancestry and descent from a family of kings. One  discerns clearly 
that the social position of the KHkiiyids, as descendants of one of the noble houses of the Dailamis, was 
high at  the Seljuq court, even if their political power was now very circumscribed. Indeed, the general 
position a t  this time of the Kikiiyids, of the scions of the Biiyids and of various other Dailami and 
Kurdish chiefs, shows that one cannot altogether consider the Seljuq conquest of Iran as marking a sharp 
break with the past. There is little sign of any vengeful animus on the part of the Seljuqs against the 
Dailamis; the dispossessed Biiyids were, on the whole, favourably treated; and Dailami families and 
chiefs continued down to the second half of the sixthltwelfth century to hold positions of local importance 
in the fairly decentralized structure of the Seljuq S ~ l t a n a t e . ~ s  I t  may be that in the light of such facts 
as these, one ought to reconsider the whole of the generally-accepted view of the history of the fifth/ 
eleventh century, that the Seljuqs came to deliver the 'AbbBsid Caliphs from the Biiyids, that the 

'' Dfwdn, ed. 'Abbb Iqbll (Tehran 1318/1939), p. 12  I 11. '' Also, Dailami cornmanden and soldien continud to be an 
9 6 8 1 4 .  - -. . . imoortant element in the militarv and oolitical structura of 

" lbid., p. 510 11. I 1 9 7 5 4 .  the Iranian lands down to the end of the siath/twelfth century; 
" Ibid., p. 522 11. 11239-45. 
vn ~h~ rondnas of the KKkDvids for a olDersonal see on the diaspora of Dailami mercenaria throughout the 

namra (e.g. 'Ali, ~ ~ ~ ~ h ~ ~ i ,  Abfi Ktlijlr) and honorifib ('AIP* Islamic lands, Bosworth, " Military Organiaation under the 
ad-Daula, 'Adud ad-Din, Shams al-Mullik) u alao notable. Btiyids of Penia and Iraq ", pp. 158-9. 



Caliphs were eager to throw off the harsh yoke of the Dailamis and that the 'AbbHsids welcomed 
Toghr'il and his Turkmens in Iraq with open arms; the need for such a revision of history has already 
been stressed on more than one occasion by Professor George Makdisi.BP 

'AlZ' ad-Daula 'Ali is one of the few KHkiiyids of Yazd whose date of death is known with any 
certainty. He  espoused the cause of Malik-ShHh's brother Tutush when the latter in 44811095 raised a 
rebellion against Sultan Berk-yaruq b. Malik-ShPh, and was killed in the battle near Ray which ended 
Tutush's bid for the throne.D5 His son 'AlH' ad-Daula 'Adud ad-Din Abii KHlijHr GarshGp also held 
Yazd and was high in the favour of Sultan Muhammad b. Malik-ShHh, having married the sister of 
Muhammad and Sanjar. I t  is recorded by Ibn al-Athir that in 501 / I  108 Abii KHlijPr GarshHsp b. 
'Ali and also the sons of Borsuq were amongst the military leaders in the army of Sultan Muhammad 
when the Seljuq marched against the Mazyadid Amir of Hilla, Saif ad-Daula Sadaqa.08 When 
Muhammad died in 51 I 11 I 18, 'AlH' ad-Daula GarshHsp was a t  first again highly regarded, as one of 
the group of descendants of Dailami rulers, at  the court of his son and successor, Mahmiid; according 
to AniishirvZn b. KhZlid, the new Sultan treated him like one of his own brothers. This favour was, 
however, short-lived. 'AlZ' ad-Daula GarshHsp was aware of a group of enemies at court, and tended to 
stay in Yazd. His infrequent attendances at the court in IsfahPn aroused Mahmiid's suspicions, and he 
sent a military force to Yazd in order to arrest him. 'AIH' ad-Daula GarshHsp was surprised by this 
force, seized and jailed at Farrazin, a castle near Karaj in JibH1.07 Yazd was now granted to the 
Sultan's cupbearer Qaraja, later governor and Atabeg of F H ~ S . ~ ~  'A12 ad-Daula GarshPsp finally 
managed to escape from custody and returned to Yazd, where the local populace received him with joy. 
He sought the protection of Sanjar in KhurBsHn, and played an important part in urging him to march 
westwards against his nephew Mahmiid, giving Sanjar information about the roads through Iran and 
about the personal rivalries and dissensions in Mahmiid's entourage. Hence in the battle which took 
place at SHwa in JumZdZ I 51 3/August I I I g between the two Seljuq monarchs, 'A15' ad-Daula 
GarshHsp was one of the five kings said to have fought in Sanjar's army.80 Presumably he was restored 
to Yazd when the victorious Sanjar was able to impose his conditions on Mahmiid. 

There is mentioned in Muhammad b. IbrHhim's history of the Seljuqs of Kirmln a dispute within 
the KHkiiyid family in Yazd arising during the later years of the Seljuq Amir of Kirmln, Arslan-ShPh 
b. KirmZn-ShPh (495-5371 I 1 o 1 -p), in which Arslan-ShHh intervened to restore the dispossessed party: 

In the latter part of his reign [sc. of Anlan-ShHh's] in Yazd some causes of emnity arose between him 
and AIP' ad-Daula. Amir' Ali b. Farsmurz fled for refuge to the court of KirmHn, and contracted a marriage 
alliance. Amir Arslan-ShHh handed Yazd over to him and they sent Amir Muhammad b. Kai Arslan as 
military governor of Yazd.lw 

The difficulties raised by this laconic scrap of information were noted by Houtsma.lol The 'AlP' 
ad-Daula mentioned could well be 'AlH' ad-Daula GarshHsp b. 'Ali, but the mention of 'Ali b. FarHmurz 
is certainly anachronistic; unfortunately, we have no other source to throw light on it. Concerning the 
end of 'AlH' ad-Daula GarshHsp's reign, we have only the information in the Ta'rikh-i Yazd of Ja'fari, 
substantially repeated by later historians of the town, that Amir 'Ali b. FarHmurz was killed fighting at 
Sanjar's side against the Qara Khitai, sc. at  the Battle of the QatwZn Steppe in 53611 141.l~'  This can 

E.g. in his article "The  Topography of Eleventh Century 
Baghdad: Materials and Notes (11) ", Arabica VI ( 1 9 5 9 ) ~  
pp. 197-8, and in hir book Ibn 'Aqf l  el la  rdswgcncs L I ' I ~ l a m  
traditionaliste au X I *  iklr (Ye ridclt dc I 'H lg i r r )  (Damaacur 1963)~  
PP. 77 IT. 

** Mujmal  at-lawdrfkh, p. 409; Ibn al-Athir, vol. X ,  p. 312. 
Ibid., cf. Bosworth in Cambridgb Hislory of Iran, vol. V ,  p. I 15. 

" Cf. LC Strange, T h r  l a m &  o j f h t  E a r l a n  Caliphs*, p. 198. 
** He was later killed by Sanjar in 51611 131, see Bcnworth, op. 

cit., pp. 124, 143. 
Mu$nal aClawddkh, p. 414; Bundiri, pp. 133-4; Ibn al-Athir, 
vol. X, p. 387. The whole episode is cited by AnBshiwPn b. 
Khllid u yet another illustration of the blunden and mil- 
manqanent of MabmGd b. Mu$ammad. The M u j m a l  

at-lawBfkh, a contemporary source, gives an exact date br 
'AIH' ad-Daula Carshisp's arrest, Tuesday n ~ s t  Rabi' 1, 513, 
with his escape falling in Rajab of that year. IT this datlng 18 
accepted, he cannot have gone to Sanjar's court and then 
taken part in the Battle of Saws, which took place in Jumlda I 
513; in any case, the 21st Rabi' I 513 was a Wednesday and 
not a Tuesday. It would be more in harmony with the other 
sources to take the year in question as the previous one, 51% 
in which the 21st Rabi' I actually fell on a Friday. 

'O" Ta'rlkh-i SaljBqiydn-i Kirrndn, ed. Houttrna in Rtcwil dt lfx&J 
rtlalijs d I'hisloire des SeljortciLs, vol. I (Leiden 18BG), p. 16. 

''I " Zur Ceschichte der Sel$uqen von KermAn ", -?DMG 
X x X I x  (I&),  PP. 374-5. 

'O' T a ' r M - i  Tazd,  pp. 11-2. 
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hardly refer to the real 'Ali b. FarHmurz who died, as we saw above, fighting for Tutush b. Alp Arslan 
fifty years before this. Either 'Ah '  ad-Daula GarshHsp must be meant, or else the whole item of informa- 
tion has been confused with the death in battle of the real 'Ali b. FarHmurz. None of the other sources 
dealing with Sanjar's defeat a t  the hands of the Qara  Khitai mention the presence there of the 
KHkfiyid prince. 

I t  is time now to look a t  the local histories of Yazd and see what additional information about the 
KHkiiyids can be extracted from them. T h e  amount of this information is quite large, but as we shall 
see, it is nowhere near contemporary evidence, and the problems of evaluation are considerable. We 
may conveniently start with the relevant section in the oldest of these texts, Ja'far b. Muhammad 
Ja'fari's Ta'rikh-i Yazd. The  passage in question runs as f01lows:~O~ 

[ P  191 ScctionJour 
Toghril's grant of Yazd to Abti M a N r  'Ah'  ad-Daula Far&nurz, and the comtructional works there 

of AbQ M a N r  and his descendants, down to the tim of the Atabegs 
When Toghril came to Isfahln, Abii Mansiir sent presents. In turn, Toghril sent [an envoy] to Abii 

Mansiir with the following message: "Although you come from a family of rulers, you do not possess much of 
an army. I, on the other hand, have 18,000 falconers alone, and I have with me an army too great to be 
numbered; and IsfahPn is now the place where my army is encamped. Hand over the city to me, and I will 
give you in exchange any place in 'IrPq ['Ajami] which you like". Abii Mansiir replied, "Give me the city 
of Yazd, and let me transfer my residence thither". Toghrll further gave his brother's daughter Arslan Khatun 
in marriage to Abii Mansiir, and wrote out an investiture charter which stated, " We have established Yazd 
as Abii Mansiir's centre for worship and pious exercises (Diir al-'IbiidalO'), and have despatched him to take 
up residence there ". 

Abii Mansiir came to Yazd with his retinue of Dailamis, and they constructed there a lofty palace. His 
four chief commanders-Abii Mas'itd Bihishti, Abii Ya'qiib, Abii Ja'far and Abii Yiisuf-constructed a 
fortified wall round the town, with four gates, each with iron doors. The first was called the Gate of Kiyi, 
the second the Gate of the Qatariyin,l06 the third the Gate of Mihrijird, and the fourth the Gate of the New 
Palace. These walls and gates were constructed [p. 201 in the year 432/[1040-41]. The name of each of the 
four commanders was inscribed on the door of the gates, together with the date.lo8 They also built the Friday 
mosque in the inner city.107 

Arslan Khatun built a mosque and minaret in Durda. It was the first minaret ever built in Yazd, and it 
has remained standing till the year 807/[1404-05].108 KiyP Narsii had a qanPt dug, known as the qanHt of 
Narsii-HbPd, and he founded the village of Narsii-abld.lOQ Abii Ya'qiib constructed a qanit  known as the 
Ya'qiibi qanit, and founded a village, also named after himself. KiyP Narsii also laid out a cemetery on the 

lo' Ibid., pp. 1 9 1 3 .  
lo' According to Ahmad b. Husain b. 'Ali KKtib's Ta'rlkh-i 

jadid-i Yard, ed. Afshar (Tehran 134511966), p. 59, followed 
by Muhammad Mufid MustauliBPfqi in hisJdmil-i Mufldf, cd. 
Afshar (Tehran 13412-421196143), vol. 111, p. 735, the namc 
DRr al-'IbPda became a synonym for the town of Yazd. 

lo' Could this name be a reminiscence of the followers of the 
leader of the Azraqi sub-srct of the KhawSrij, the famous 
warrior Qatari b. al-FujP'a? During the Caliphate of 'Abd 
al-Malik, the Azariqa controlled most of southern Pcnia, 
including Flrs and Kirmln, until Qatari was forced by 
internal division in his community to move northwards, via 
the fringes of the Great Desert, to Tabaristln and his find 
death in 701697-98, cf. G. Levi della Vida in EI1 s.v. It 
would not be at all surprising if Qatari at mme time in his 
career hrld or passed through Yazd. The namc of the Gate of 
the Qatariyln was certainly long-lasting in Yazd. It is 
mentioned several times in the Jdmi' al-khairdt, the Waqf- 
ndmn of Sayyid Rukn ad-Din Husaini Yazdi (d. 73n/1331-31), 
Vizier to the 11-Khanid Sultan Abil Sa'id (ed. M. T. Dlnuh- 

Pazhiih and I. AfshHr [Tehran 1341/196n], p p  66-7, etc.). 
This work, which enumerates all the charitable works done by 
the minister in his home town, mentions a large number of the 
places, gardens, qanits, etc., which appear in this passage by 
Ja'fari on the Kakayids. 

'" Amending the text here from dar to bar-a. 
lo' This information about Abii ManvOr FarPmurz's arrival in 

Yazd and the building operations of his four commanden is 
attributed in the two later histories uf Yazd, the Ta'rfkh-i 
jadfd-i Tazd and the J6mi'-i MuJdi, to the Amir Abii Ja'far 
'AIP' ad-Daula b. Majd ad-Daula Abii KPlijZr (sic); see 
further, below. 

'" However, Muhammad Mufid adds that in 83211428-29 the 
foundations and supports of the mosque showed signs of 
weakness, and the building became ruinous (J6mi'-i Mufidi, 
VOI. 111, p. 737). 

'O' According to Muhammad Mufid, op, cit., vol. I, p. 78, in his 
time the village of Narsfi-Sbld was largely inhab~tcd by 
Husaini sayyids. 



edge of the sandy desert,ll0 and built a lofty mausoleum there, [at the place] which is known today as " the 
highway of Fakhr-i Jallid ". KiyH ShujH' ad-Din built a madrasa and a mausoleum, also on the edge of the 
sandy desert, at the side of the place where there is the cool well of the desert fringe, dug out by Arnir Ahmad 
Tabrizi. LHlH RaihHn built a cemetery and a lofty mausoleum, adjacent to the refuse-dump, and the [other] 
amirs and commanders of 'AlH' ad-Daula for their part erected many buildings. KhwHja SawHb, who was 
major-domo of Arslan Khatun's palace, constructed the qanPt of Sawftb; the whole town of Yazd benefited 
from that water, and most of the buildings of the town were supplied with its waters. Two slave girls of Arslan 
Khatun, called Abr ( ? Abarr) and MubBraka, constructed two interconnected qanits, named after themselves. 

When the office of Sultan of the Seljuq dynasty passed to Sultan Malik-Shah b. Alp Arslan, 'NH' ad-Daula 
Abii Mansiir became the Sultan's courtier in IsfahPn, whilst his son 'Ali b. FarHmurz [p. 211 went to become 
Sultan Sanjar's companion in KhurbHn and became his son-in-law. When 'AIP ad-Daula Abii Mansiir 
F a r h u r z  died in Isfahiin, the Sultan granted Yazd to the former's son 'AlH' ad-Daula GarshHsp. Garshisp 
brought back his father's body to Yazd,ll1 built a madrasa with two minarets (the one thus called " the madrasa 
with two minarets "), a lofty mausoleum with a subterranean vault, and he buried his father there. Now, his 
still-intact body, exactly as it was, is laid to rest on a platform in that vault. This burial-place was constructed 
in the year 523/[1129]. Likewise, GarshHsp built a Friday mosque in the quarter of Durda, together with a 
lofty assembly-hall and a library. He brought water from the stream which flows in the qanHt of ZHrich to the 
mosque. One has to descend about seventy steps to this qanBt. 

Malik-Shah died in Baghdad. Warfare broke out amongst his sons Berk-yaruq, Mahmiid and Muhammad, 
and the fighting between them lasted for a considerable time. Muhammad b. Malik-Shah eventually secured 
firm control of the kingdom. After him, power passed to his son Abii I-Qkim Mahmiid; he became involved 
in warfare with his paternal uncle Sanjar, and fell into the latter's hands as a captive. Sanjar pardoned him; 
he gave him the hand of his daughter, together with an elephant with a golden litter; bestowed on him the 
town of KhuwPr of Ray; and then finally sent him back to IqfahHn. When Sultan Sanjar fought with the 
Khan of KhitP and the Seljuq army was defeated, about 50,000 of the Sultan's most prominent warriors were 
killed, and the pagans captured Malik THj ad-Din, ruler of SistHn, together with the Sultan's harem, and 
carried them off to KhitH; it was a year later before they were sent back. 'Ali [p. 221 b. Farimurz (read: 
GarshLp b. 'Ali) was killed in that battle, so Sanjar handed Yazd over to his daughters. Garshkp had been 
governor of Yazd for about forty years. The Garshbpi Garden is one of his surviving monuments, together with 
the market running round the two opposite ends of the old Friday mosque. After that, his two daughters 
ruled in Yazd. 

[ P  231 Section Jvc 
Mrntion of  the Afabegs of  Yazd ,  from Rukn ad-Din Scim and 'Izz ad-Din Langar down to Yliruf Shih 

b. Salghur Shcih, and fhair conrfrucfional works in Yazd  
After Garshbp's death, and when the Seljuq Sultanate had passed to Sultan Anlan b. Toghril, ~ a z d  remained 

in the hands of 'AlH' ad-Daula Garshbp's daughters. The Sultan ordered that one of the great commanden 
of GarshPsp's army should become Atabeg for the two daughters and look after the safety and security of the 
state. SO Rukn ad-Din SHm b. Langar was made Atabeg. He acted as Atabeg for a while, and was responsible 
for building a madrasa called " the madrasa of the Atabeg ". But he lacked the necessary competence and 
judgement for running the state, so the prominent commanders resolved to set up his brother '122 ad-Din 
Langar (or read with i dga t ,  'Izz ad-Din-i Langar?) as Atabeg. The latter was a brave young warrior, and 
during the period of Seljuq dominion had exercised many positions of responsibility; he had displayed great 
valour in the fighting with Mengii-bars, and had stormed and captured the walls of the city of ~hir~zfromhim."' 
He now took charge of the government of Yazd. . . . 

"* Sor-rfg. This appeam in the Jdmi' al-khairdt, pp, 34, 37, I 75, 
etc.. a, both Sar-rig and Ra's ar-Ramal, and is the name given 
to a quarter ouuidc the town. Muhammad Mufid, quoting 
from the Ta'rfkh-i jadid-i Tazd,  s a p  of the Masjid-i Jum'a of 
Sar-rig (a building dating from the early eighth/fourteenth 
century) that there was there a caravanserai with the cemetery 
adjoining it (Jdmi'-i Mum, VOL 111, p. 650). 
It will be remembered that 'Ali b. Faramun died in battle 
fighting for Tuturh b. Alp Amlan, ace above, p. 88. 

'I' Men@-bars had become ruler of Flrs after Sanjar had killed 
Qaracha Slqi in 5'1611 132, and had secured from Sultan 
Toghril b. Muhammad the position of Atabeg to his son Alp 
Arslan ($adr ad-Din al-Husaini, Akhbb ad-daula as-saljdqip,  
ed. M. IqbHl [Lahore 19331, p. 101). In 532/1 138, however, 
he was killed in the Battle of Panj-angusht, when the Seljuq 
DB'tid b. Muhammad and the ex-Caliph ar-Rashid were 
defeated by Sultan Mar'tid b. Muhammad, see Basworth in 
Cambridge Histmy oJ Iran, vol. V ,  p. 129. 
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The information in this passage-and indeed in all the local histories of Yazd--on the chronology 
of the Klkiiyid family is clearly confused, and one does not feel much confidence in the accuracy of the 
dates given in it. That  of 43211040-41 for the construction of the walls of Yazd is apparently too early, 
since the Klkiiyids did not transfer to Yazd from Isfahln till after 443/105 I (unless there is a conceivable 
explanation for this apparent anachronism in the suggestion made below, p. 93). I t  is otherwise 
unknown that Abii Mansiir Farlmurz suvived long enough to become the boon-companion of Malik- 
ShBh; at least, he is not heard of after 45511063 (above, p. 86). I t  is doubtless his son 'AlH' ad-Daula 
'Ali who is meant here. Moving on to the dynasty's last days, if a Klkiiyid was present at the Battle of 
the Qatwln Steppe, it was more likely Garshlsp b. 'Ali, and certainly not 'Ali b. Farimurz. With the 
confusing nomenclature of the KBkiiyids, arising from their use of a limited number of names and 
honorifics, it is not surprising that Ja'far b. Muhammad, writing three centuries or so later, should have 
been led astray. 

The local historians of Yazd who wrote after him, sc. Ahmad b. Husain b. 'Ali KHtib and 
Muhammad Mufid Mustaufi BBfqi, drew very largely on the original Ta'rikh-i Tazd. Naturally, 
Ja'fari's errors and incongruities are repeated and magnified, understandably in the case of Muhammad 
Mufid, who was writing two-and-a-half centuries after Ja'fari and some six centuries after the events 
described. I t  seems that Muhammad Mufid drew his material via Ahmad b. Husain rather than 
directly from Ja'fari. 

The confusing nomenclature and titulature of the Klkiiyids, already mentioned above, led these 
later historians into errors more serious than those found in the Ta'rikh-i Tazd of Ja'fari, in so far as we 
know the correct form of these names and titles from contemporary and near-contemporary sources like 
the Mujmal at-tawdrikh, AniishirvHn b. KhHlid and Ibn al-Athir. The chronology of reigns and the 
dating of events become even more aberrant, and it seems that there was a distinct decline in accurate 
historical knowledge about the Klkiiyids in the course of the generation or two separating Ja'fari from 
Ahmad b. Husain. 

Thus the first Klkiiyid known to Ahmad b. Husain is " Abii Ja'far 'A1H' ad-Daula b. Majd ad- 
Daula Abii KHlinjHr (read Kllij lr)  "; the Klkiiyids' and Biiyids' common Dailami origin and their 
kinship ties account perhaps for this hybrid name. In Ahmad b. Husain's account, it is this Amir who 
transfers from Isfahln to Yazd, where he henceforth establishes his Ddr al-'Ibddd and occupies himself 
with pious and charitable works; but the Seljuq Sultan responsible for this is transformed from Toghri'l 
-who is never mentioned at all in this connection-into Malik-Shih. I t  seems to have been Malik- 
Shlh and Sanjar who, to later generations in Iran, stood out above all other Sultans of the Great Seljuq 
dynasty. Muhammad Mufid follows his own account (derived from Ahmad b. Husain) of the transfer 
of the Klkiiyids to Yazd, with a lengthy digression on Malik-Shlh's relations with his celebrated Vizier 
NizBm al-Mulk, drawing on such sources as Zamakhshari's Rabi' al-abrdr, HamdallHh Mustaufi's 
Ta'rikh-i gueida, Mirkhwlnd's Raudat q-safd' and KhwHndamir's Habib as-siyar; this digression has no 
connection with the history of Yazd, but the author apparently felt that he could not pass by the Seljuq 
period without giving this story.ll8 The dating of the transrer to Yazd is placed by both the later 
historians of Yazd well beyond Malik-ShBh's actual death, to 50411 I 10-1 I ,  by which time this Sultan 
had been dead for almost two decades.114 

'AIB' ad-Daula's wife Arslan Khatun, constructor of a new mosque and minaret at  Durda in Yazd, 
and patron and employer of various other persons active in constructional and irrigation works in the 
town, is identified in the two later histories of Yazd with the daughter of hialik-Shlh's paternal uncle 
Sulaim~n-ShBh, given in marriage at the time of 'All' ad-Daula's transfer to Yazd as a token of the 
Sultan's thanks at the KBkiiyid's complaisance in the matter."' I t  is conceivable that there was some 
liaison arranged in Malik-SliZh's reign between a Klkiiyid and a Seljuq princess, the Sulaimln-ShBh 
named here presumably being Alp Arslan's brother Sulaimln b. Chagliri' Beg, a nonentity whom the 
Vizier Kunduri vainly tried to set up as Sultan on the death of Toghri.1 in 455/1063.11e But it is more 

3~drni'-i Muftdi, vol. I ,  pp. 45 K. ""a'rikh-i jadid-i Yard ,  pp. 60, 62; Jimi ' - i  M u m ,  vol. I ,  "' Tn'rikh-i jndid-i Yard,  p. 59; J imiC- i  Mufidi ,  vol. I ,  p. qq, vol. pp. 76, 79-90, vol. 111, pp. 644, 709, 712, 734-5, 737. 
11', PP. 734-5. 'la See Bosworth in Cambridge Htstory of Iran, vol. V ,  pp. 54-5. 



likely that this information relates to the marriage in 469/107&77 of 'All' ad-Daula 'Ali b. Farimurz 
and Chaghrl Beg's daughter Arslan Khatun (who would, of course, be Sulaimln's sister and not 
daughter), authenticated from its being mentioned by Aniishirvln b. Khllid and Ibn al-Athir (see 
above, p. 86). Arslan Khatun's life as consort in Yazd made a lasting impression on the historical 
consciousness of the Yazdis, and her public and charitable works are described at length in all the 
histories of the town, with many details in the Ta'rikh-i jadid-i Yazd and the Jim?-i Mufidi additional 
to those of the Ta'rikh-i Tazd. Thus it is said that she regularly distributed clothing to the indiqent, 
and each day held two communal meals, one for the upper classes and one for the lower, the highways 
and byways being scoured for those in need. She constructed the mosque and minaret at Durda, as 
mentioned by Ja'fari (above, p. 89), and the further detail is given that she had a band of tiles inscribed 
with h ~ r  titles placed round the minaret just below the muezzins' balcony and chamber (the qajiia-yi 
manir). According to Ahmad b. Husain, the minaret collapsed in 83211429. By Muhammad Mufid's 
time, the mosque itself was partly ruined, and another mosque built by Arslan Khatun in the inner city 
of Yazd had disappeared without trace.l17 The buildings of both Arslan Khatun and her husband are 
all placed by the two later historians of Yazd within the first third of the sixthltwelfth century. 

Ahmad b. Husain moves on now to speak about the Amir 'Ali-yi Garshisp 'All' ad-Daula, the son 
(understand " grandson ") of the original 'All' ad-Daula b. Majd ad-Daula Abii Kllijlr and Arslan 
Khatun, and also about the latter couple's daughter Ata Khatun. I t  is mentioned that this Amir 'Ali 
was Mu'izzi's mamdsh, and it seems that the historical 'Ali b. Farlmurz, who was certainly the patron 
uf Mu'izzi (see above, pp. 86-7), is meant here. Ahmad b. Husain goes on to say that Ata Khatun 
married Malik-Shih's son Mahmiid and had a son by him called Ata Khan. Malik-Shlh's historical 
son Mahmfid was, of course, raised briefly to the throne after his father's death in 48511092 by Malik- 
ShHh's widow Terken Khatun and her personal intendant or wakil, T5j al-Mulk Abii 1-Ghani'im; 
but this Mahmiid was only four years old at that time and died two years later.118 I t  seems obvious that 
Malik-ShHh's grandson, the later Sultan Mahmiid b. Muhammad, is really intended. Ahmad b. 
Husain's mysterious Ata Khan-whose existence is unattested in the more nearly-contemporary sources 
-is said to have resided in Yazd and to have been active as a builder there."@ Also mentioned at this 
juncture is a Terken Khatun (not to be identified with the famous wife of Malik-Shih, mentioned 
above, unless we have another conflation of persons and confusion of names, which is by no means 
unlikely), described as the daughter of Sultan Mahmiid and a slave concubine; Terken Khatun's hand 
was sought by one of the Seljuqs of Kirmin, but besides this marriage, she also built a madrasa, named 
aAer her, in Yazd.lm 

However, mention of Ata Khan and Ata Khatun fades out; the former is said to have been killed at 
Isfahln in the civil warfare between Malik-ShHh's sons Berk-yaruq and Muhammad.lal We now have 
fairly extensive mention of Amir 'Ali's son Farimurz, who must be identified with the Garshisp b. 'Ali 
of the earlier sources; confusion of the two personal names Garshisp and Farlmurz seems to have been 
chronic in the Yazd historians. Ahmad b. Husain and Muhammad Mufid simply repeat here sub- 
stantially the information of Ja'fari, that FarHmurz was Sanjar's boon-companion and married one of 
the Sultan's cousins ('ammzida) ; we know from Ibn al-Athir that Garshisp b. 'Ali was actually Sanjar's 
brother-in-law (see above, p. 88). There is no reference to Garshzsp's tribulations at the hands of 
Sultan Mahmiid b. Muhammad, but the information of the Ta'rikh-i Tazd that he died fighting the 
Qara Khitai is further retailed. He had, it seems, been a great builder in Yazd, laying out the Gard-i 
Faramurz or district of Fargmurz, still thus called and still populous in Muhammad Mufid's own da~-"' 
We are finally left with the story of the transition to Atabeg rule in Yazd, caused by the failure of the 
male line of the Kikiiyids there after Garshlsp b. 'Ali's death, this story being given in the same words 
as those of Ja'fari.1" 

'I' Ta'rlkh-i jadld-i Tazd, p. 60; Jdmil-i Mufldf, vol. I ,  p. 76. In* Ta'rrkh-i jodrd-i m r d ,  loc. cit. ; Jdmi'-i MtflAI, vol. 1, PP. a1-?f 
vol. 111, pp. 735-6. vol. 111, pp. 714-15. NO doubt the Gard-i Farlrnurz was# In 

"* See Bmvorth in Cambridp History o/Iran, vol. V ,  pp. 103-5. reality, named aher Aha MangOr Farlrnurz b. 'All' ad-Daula 
"' Ta'dh-ijamd-i Tard, pp. 6 2 4 ;  Jdmi'-i Mtfld, vol. I ,  pp. 80-1. Muhammad, the first Kaktiyid to settle at Yazd. 
lW T a ' d h - i j a d h '  Yard, pp. 63-4; Jdmia-i Mqfldf, vol. I ,  loc. cit. 1" Ta'rikh-i jodrd-i Tazd, pp. 65 ff.; Jdmi4-i Ml(lr& vol. I, 
"' T a ' W i  jadid-i Tazd, p. 65; J&ni9-i Mum, vol. I ,  p. 81. pp. 82 ff. 
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The value of the passage on the later KHkiiyids cited from the Ta'rikh-i Yazd lies as much in the rich 
information it gives on the topography of the town and on building activities there, as in its purely 
historical information; and this topographical information is amplified by that in the subsequent local 
histories. Before the establishment of the KHkiiyids there, Yazd had been a town of very moderate 
standing, making little impact on the wider scene of Iranian history. We do, however, learn from 
Istakhri (wrote c. 3401951) that in the fourthltenth century it was already a town with some fortifica- 
tions and a citadel (higir), this last having two iron gates, the BHb Izad and the BHb al-Masjid, this 
second one being adjacent to the Friday mosque. The KHkiiyids were thus not the first to build pro- 
tective walls round Yazd, although their ones were more elaborate than those previously existing.le4 
Much use was also already made of qanHts to provide Yazd with a water supply and irrigate its fields and 
orchards, so that despite its proximity to the Great Desert, it produced fruit of excellent quality, with a 
surplus for export. 

In  his useful notes to the Ta'rikh-i Yazd, Iraj AfshHr cites an article by JawHd Majd-zida SahbB, 
with a postscript by 'AbbHs IqbH1, which deals with the question of the gates of Yazd and of the four 
Amirs of Abii Mansiir FarHmurz who erected them.126 SahbH describes an inscription from one of the 
Yazd gates, that of Mihrijird; the gate itself has now been demolished, but parts of an iron plate from 
it have been preserved by the local authorities.lea One of these fragments has on it a Kiific Arabic 
inscription, which SahbH gives and which may be translated into English as follows: 

The Fortunate Amir Abii n-Najm al-Bihishti and the Victorious Amir Abii Ya'qiib, [that is] Badr and 
IshHq the two sons of Yinsl, clients of the Commander of the Faithful (may God prolong their existence!), 
ordered this to be constructed and erected in the year 432 / [ I o ~ * ~ I ] .  [This is] the work of Muhammad b. 
Abi IshHq al-Isfahini, the Blacksmith. 

In regard to this, Iqbi l  comments that Ja'fari's " Abii Mas'iid Bihishti" must be a mistake, and this 
seems probable; the present author suggests that al-Ms'u'd and al-Mucafar should be taken as they are 
translated into English above, sc. as descriptive epithets and not as personal names, echoing the well- 
known practice amongst the SBmHnids of referring to the Amirs in this fashion. Iqb i l  also adduces a 
relevant piece of evidence from Ibn al-Athir, who under the year 43511043-44 describes the fighting 
between Abii Mansiir Farimurz and the Biiyid Abii KHlijHr ' Imid ad-Din over the possession of two 
fortresses on the borders of KirmHn; in this warfare, the KHkfiyid army was defeated and the com- 
mander of the forces, the Amir IshHq b. YinH1, captured by Abii KHlijHr 'ImHd ad-Din.le7 One would 
very much like to see the inscription itself, since the text as given by SahbH contains several grammatical 
and textual incongruities. The date in the inscription accords well-perhaps too well-with that in the 
literary source of the Ta'rikh-i Yazd. We have noted that Abii Mansiir FarHmurz did not transfer his 
residence from IsfahHn to Yazd till more than a decade after then, but it is by no means impossible that 
Yazd was in KBkiiyid hands before 44311051, perhaps from the time when 'AlH' ad-Daula Muhammad 
minted a coin there, sc. in 421 11030 (see above, p. 77). Unfortunately, the literary sources are wholly 
silent about this. For the present, the question must rest undecided, but the present author feels that 
more evidence is necessary before we can posit an extensive building programme like that ascribed to 
the KBkiiyids and their servants in Yazd at a pre-44311051 date.l88 

Other sections of the Ta'rikh-i Yazd provide a certain amount of additional information on the 
constructional and irrigational activities of Abii Mansiir FarBmurz's amirs and courtiers. Amir 

"' Ki t tb  Mnsdlik a[-mnmdlik (Cairo 1381 /1961), p. 77; Ibn 
Hauqal, Ki16b S8ral al-ard, ed. J .  H .  Krarnen (Leiden 1938- 
39), vol. 11, p. 280; cf. LC Strange, 771c Lands of the Easlern 
Calibhatc, p. 285. 

"' The article appeared in T6dgdr 113, pp. 72-80. Unfortunately, 
I have not been able to see this article directly. 

"' Ahmad b. Husain says that "The names of these four corn- 
rnanden were incised in Kfific script on iron plater on the 
four gates " ( Tn'rikh-i jadfd-i T a t d ,  p. 61). 

"' Ibn al-Athir, vol. IX, p. 355. 
"' The most celebrated, and indeed, the only building which 

sirrvivcs today in Yazd from this period is the shrine of the 

Duvizdah Imam. Schroeder says thnt i t  is "for a historian, 
one of the most important buildings in Pcnia "; its impor- 
tance to the historian of Persian architecture lies in its use at an 
early date of squinch- to carry the dome on the main walls. 
The Kfific inscription on one of the building's panels shows 
that its date of construction war 42911037-38, i.e. shortly 
before Yazd became the new centre of the Kikiiyids. See 
A.  U .  Pope and Phyllis Ackerman, cds., Surury o j  Persian Art  
(Oxford 1938-3g), vol. 111, pp. IWI-oq (E. Schrocder), 
1179-80 (Pope), with plates in vol. VIII, pls. 273-4; and 
Pope, Parion Archilnlwe (London 1965), p, loo and fig. 
35'. 



Bihishti, whatever the correct form of his name may be, is obviously the constructor of the Bihishti 
Garden. Ja'fari says that " In  the year 747[/1346-471, Muhammad b. Muzaffar (sc. the founder of the 
Muzaffarid dynasty of southern Persia and Iraq) took possession of various properties outside the town 
gates, such as the quarter of the chest makers, the [street of the] hyacinths, the Bihishti Garden, the 
madrasa of the Atabeg SHm, the Khalaf madrasa, the street of [Muhammad] JalH1, the [SHhibi] 
hospital, the [quarter of] Ilchi Khan, the quarter of the KiyH Gate, the shrine of Sharaf ad-Din Khidr 
and the garden of the jujube trees ".lag In  his section on the qanHt of KhwHja Sawlb, the author 
mentions that in his time, sc. the early ninthlfifteenth century, it was dried up, and most of the water 
which had flowed from the town to the Bihishti garden no longer ran.lS0 With regard to Amir Abii 
Ya'qiib IshHq, Ja'fari mentions a Ya'qiibi cemetery outside the town and devotes a section to describing 
the Ya'qiibi qanit .  This ran outside the town, originating from the village of Mihrijird, and supplied 
sweet water to the Ya'qiibi garden, orchards and vegetable gardens. These latter tracts were contiguous 
with other stretches of cultivated land which were used for market gardening, those of MuryiibHd and 
SalghurHbPd; they were supplied with streams of running water, and had many irrigation contrivances; 
the vegetable patches grew carrots, turnips, cotton and millet.lS1 

Of the other qanHts built by notables of the KHkiiyid ruling class in Yazd, Ja'fari speaks in detail 
about those of Arslan Khatun's two slave girls, and that of Abii Mansiir FarHmurz's general KiyH 
Narsii. The qanHts of Abr and MubHraka were interconnected, and arose from the same source. The 
qanPt of Abr appeared on the surface in the quarter of the Zoroastrians, and this was a drawback, 
because the Majiis controlled the fountain-head where it rose to the surface. But the water was 
extremely sweet and light, and the cognoscenti of the waters of Yazd considered it to be the lightest of 
all. These two qanHts were still very much used in the eighthlfourteenth century, as attests the Jimi' 
al-khairit. Its author says that they are so well-known that he does not need to describe their courses in 
detail; and he also mentions a mill of MubHraka, near the Garden of Amir SHm.laa The Narsii-Hbld 
qaniit was built by the general Narsfi; its source was in the Mihrijird district, and it ran through the 
town, watering a large number of vegetable gardens en route, to the quarter of Nar~ii-HbHd.'~~ 

Lastly amongst this topographical information, one may note that the village which gave its name 
to the qanHt o i  Zlrich was one of those around which Muhammad b. Muzaffar built fortifications in 
74011 339-40. The other villages named are those of KhHtiinHbid, DailamHbHd and TurkHbHd, and the 
obvious inference is that these settlements date from Kgkfiyid times, the first being a foundation of 
Arslan Khatun, whose charitable and constructional activities have been extensively mentioned above, 
and the other two being settlements of the KHkiiyids' Dailami and Turkish t r00ps . l~~  

The opening sentences of Section Five of the Ta'rikh-i Yazd describe for us the final disappearance of 
the KHkfiyids of Yazd in the third quarter of the sixthltwelfth century, or rather, their metamorphogis 
into a line of Turkish Atabegs. This last process was a familiar one all over the Middle East at this time; 
one might, for instance, compare it with the succession of the Ahmadili Atabegs to the heritage of the 
Rawwadids in Azerbaijan. Indeed, many Muslim historians found it difficult to separate an original 
family or dynasty from its Atabeg epigoni. Through the marriage of Garshasp b. 'Ali b. FarHmurz's 
daughter to the first Atabeg Rukn ad-Din SHm, it became true that Klkiiyid blood flowed in the veins 
of these Atabegs of Yazd ; hence HamdallHh Mustaufi, reporting the death in battle against the Mongols 
at IsfahHn, whilst fighting at the side of the KhwHrazm-Shzh Jaliil ad-Din, of 'AIB' ad-Daula Ata Khan 
Yazdi, is careful to stress his ancestry back to the founder of the line, 'A15' ad-Daula Muhammad be 
D u s h m a n z i y ~ r , ~ ~ ~  

In Ta'dkh-i  r a z d ,  p. 33, repeated in Jdmi'-i iMuJTdi, vol. 111, la4 Ibid., p. 35. Zlrich was apparently a district as well a 

pp. 737-8, with more exact topographical details. village, for in ibid.. p. 150, we find mentioned " ~ i r i j z ~ b l d  or 
In Ta'rikh-i Tazd,  p. 154. ZPrich ". Ita qanst w y  still used in the eighth/burteenth 

ID' Ibid., pp. 137, 148, 151. 
century, see the Jdmi' a/-khkhnirdf, pp. I a, 176. 

'" Ta'rikh-i guzfda, cd. 'Abd al-Husain NavP'i (Tehran 13391 
ID' Ibid., pp. 151-a; Jdmi' al-khuirdl, pp. 14, 149. 1960), p. 499, abrid~ed translation by Browne and Nichohon~ 
ID' Ta'rfkh-i f i z d ,  pp. I 53-4. Gibb Mern. Ser., vol. XIV/r, (London 1913), p. "8. 
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Genealogical table of the KHkiiyids, showing their connections with the Biiyids, the Seljuqs and the 
Atabegs of Yazd 

MarzubHn 

I I 
Rustam DushmanzivHr 

I 
FulHn FulHna 

I 
I .  Muhammad, t433/1041-42 

I I 
Abii Ja'far Sayyida, t419/1028 = Fakhr ad-Daula, 

I Biiyid Amir of Ray and Jib21 

2. FarHmLrz 3. ~ a r $ h B s ~ ,  Abii b a r b  ~ulBAa = Majd ad-Daula, Amir of Ray 

I t44311051-2 Mas'iid of Ghazna I 
I 

4. 'Ali, t488/1og5 = Arslan KhHtiin bt. Chaghri Beg 

I FanH-Khusrau Abii Dulaf 
5. GarshHsp = Fulana bt. Sultan Malik-ShHh 

I 

Fulina Fulkna = Rukn ad-Din Slm, first 
Atabeg of Yazd 

I 
'AlH' ad-Daula Ata-Khan 





The Banii I l y ~ s  of KirmZn 

(320- 57 1932 -68) 

KirmHn is a somewhat isolated corner of the Iranian plateau, with its moun- 
tainous configuration and with the protective zone on the east of the Dasht-i 
Liit. The main access routes from the west to Kirmin are by land through 
FHrs, and the province has accordingly tended to be politically dependent 
on FHrs and the ruling power in south-western Persia.' However, at certain 
times it has enjoyed a measure of political independence. This was most 
notable during the Seljuq and ~ o n g o l  periods; for I yo years Kirmin was 
ruled by a separate branch of the Seljuq family, the descendants of Qiiwurd 
b. Chaghri Beg Da'iid (sc. from 43311041 to 582/1186), and then in the 
thirteenth century was under the rule of scions of the Qara Khitai, the 
Qutlugh-Khanids (sc. from 617/1222 to 703/1304). But in the tenth 
century also, KirmPn, poised between the empire of the Szminids in 
Khurisin and the possessions in western and southern Persia of various 
Dailami adventurers, was virtually independent under the Banii Ilyiis or 
IlyHsids, even thougll these last were nominally tributary to the Siminids. 

The Ilyisids have left little mark in the historiography of mediaeval 
Persia. The prime source is the Biiyid official and chronicler Miskawaih, 
who refers to events in KirmHn when they impinge on the history of the 
Biiyid dynasty; thus he gives detailed accounts of the expeditions against 
KirmHn by Mutizz ad-Daula in 3241936 and bytAdud ad-Daub in 3571768 
and the succeeding years. This material was utilized, in a slightly condensed 
form, by Ibn al-Athir, who also has additional information about the 
origins of Muhammad b. Ilyis's power in KirmPn, doubtless derived from 
the unspecified sources for KhurHsHnian history upon which he drew for 
the history of SamZnid and Dailami activity in Persia at this time. The 
Ghaznavid historian ' U tbi describes ' Adud ad-Daula's conquest of Kirmin 
and the deposition of Ilyasa' b. Muhammad b. IlyHs, but only as background 
to the story of Mahmiid of Ghazna's entente with Bahi' ad-Daula FirGz b. 
'Adud ad-Daula after the Ghaznavid conquest of Sistan in 373/1ooj. There 



is a fair amount of imhi' literature, collections of official correspondence, 
surviving from the early Biiyid period, and letters from the collections of 
'Adud ad-Daula's secretary 'Abd al-'Aziz b. Yiisuf ash-~hirizi (d. 388/ 
398) and of Abti IshPq Ibrihim b. Hi121 a$-$%? (d. 3841934) make refer- 
ence to the Btiyid expeditions of 360/970 and 3641975 against Kirmin (see 
below, p. I I 8, n. 40). Apart from one or two mentions of the Banii 11~2s in 
the Arabic geographers of the tenth century, this exhausts the contem- 
porary or near-contemporary sources on the family; when the later general 
historians, such as Hamdallih Mustaufi, Mirkhwind and Khwindamir, 
touch on the Ilyisids, they reproduce information from the above historical 
 source^.^ 

However, the local histories of towns and provinces often throw light 
on the wider historical scene. A rich genre of local historical writing, at first 
dealing with the jadci'il, excellences, of the place in question and with the 
prominent scholars and religious leaders who adorned it, and then dealing 
with the historical events affecting the place, has flourished in Persia down 
to the present day (the works of Sayyid Ahmad Kasravi on his native pro- 
vince of Azerbaijan and on Khtizistin can clearly be attached to this ancient 
t r a d i t i ~ n ) . ~  Historians of the eastern Islamic world have long recognized 
the richness of such sources as Narshakhi's Ta'rikh-i Bukhcirci, the anony- 
mous Ta'rikh-i Sistcin or Mu'in ad-Din IsfizM's R a u d ~ t  al-janncitff a@f 
modinat Harcit, which fill out by their intimate but significant details the 
barer bones of the general histories. Kirmin, culturally a region of second 
rank in the earlier Islamic centuries, did not apparently produce any local 
histories at that time; but in the twelfth century we find the commanding 
figure of Afdal ad-Din Ahmad b. Himid Kirmini (died before 61 1/1218), 
called by Bistlni-yi Pirizi (see below) 'the Baihaqi of Kirmin'. Amongst 
his three works on the history of Kirmin is the 'lqd al-'ulci li'l-rnauqif 
al-a'li, written for the Ghuzz chieftain Malik Dinir, who in 58211 I 86 seized 
control of the province from its last Saljuq Amir. As well as containing a 
history of the Ghuzz conquest, the third qisrn or section of the book has 
historical material on the earlier rulers of KirmZn and on the special merits 
and characteristics of the province. In this section there occurs information 
on the Ilyisids not found elsewhere, e.g. on Muhammad b. Ilyis's building 
activities in various towns of Kirmin (see below). The 'lqd al-'u[i was 
used by the nineteenth-century historian of Kirmin, ~ h m a d  ' ~ l i  Khin  
Vaziri, in his To'rikh-i Kirrnrin, known as the Ta'rikh-i Scila'r&y~ (thus 
named after the author's patron, the SPlir-i Lashkar Min i  Farmin-Farm% 
governor of Kirmln). In his excellent edition of this text (publications of 



the FarmPn-FarmiyPn Memorial Library No. I, Tehran I 34011 961 ), 
Muhammad IbrPhim Bistini-yi PPrizi adds further citations from the 
'Igd al-'ul~ to his extensive commentary on Ahmad 'Ali Khin Vaziri's 
text.4 

Numismatic evidence can often fill the lacunae of the literary sources, for 
coins are uniquely valuable in that they provide a direct, tangible link with 
the past. Unfortunately, no coins of the Ilyisids are known to be extant, 
although this does not preclude the possibility that Ilyisid coins might yet 
turn 

In the second half of the ninth century, Kirmln, together with the neigh- 
bouring province of Firs, was incorporated in the vast if transient military 
empire built up by the brothers Ya'qiib and 'Amr b. ~ a i t h .  In the opening 
years of the tenth century, Kirmin and FPrs passed from the SaffZrid Amir 
Tihir b. Muhammad b. 'Amr into the hands of the Saffirids' slave com- 
mander Subkari (? Sebiik-erie), who made himself independent there until 
defeated by Cali~hal  troops in 2981 91 I or 2991 912. ~ b b a s i d  rule was thus 
re-established in southern Persia, with 'Abdallih b. IbrZhim al-~isma' i  as 
governor.' For the brief period between 3011914 and 304/917, when the 
Saffiirids had been temporarily crushed and the S~min id  suzerains of Sistin 
were distracted by dynastic troubles in Transoxania and ~hurisiin: the 
Abbasids were even able to re-assert their authority in SistZn for a time. 
The then governor of FZrs, the slave general Badr b. 'Abdall~h al-Ham- 
mimi, sent to Sistin al-Fad1 b. Himid and the deputy governor of Kirmin, 
Abii Zaid Kh~l id  b. Muhammad; the latter in jo4/917 rebelled against 
Badr but was defeated and killed at DirZbjird in The governorship 
of FPrs and Kirmin subsequently passed to 'Abdallih al-Misma'i's son 
Ibrihim; during Ibrihim's tenure of power, an expedition was sent against 
the Kufichis or Quf? in KirmZn, and 5,ooo of that predatory race were 
deported to Firs. When Ibrihim died in 3 I 5 1927, al-Muqtadir appointed 
as governor of Firs the slave general Yiqiit, with Abii TZhir Muhammad b. 
' Abd a$-$amad as his deputy in KirmPn.1° In 3 18/93o the Caliph appointed 
his son Hiriin as honorary governor of Firs, KirmHn, Sistin and Makrin, 
but in the next year YZqiit again became executive governor of Firs, with 
his son Abii Bakr Muhammad appointed to Sistin. However, there is no 
record that any representative of the Abbasids was ever able actually to 
establish himself in SistPn at this time. The province was by now firmly in 
the control of a member of the Saffirid family, the Amir Abii Ja'far Ahmad 
b. Muhammad b. Khalaf b. Laith; in 317/929 Abii Ja'far Ahmad had been 



able to send an army into Kirmin with impunity, and had collected a 
million dirhams there.u 

It is in 3 171929 that Abii 'Ali Muhammad b. Ilyis is first mentioned. In 
that year, the Siminid Amir Nazr b. Ahmad was faced with the revolt in 
Bukhiri of his three brothers Yahyi, Manzir and Ibrihim, whom he had 
until then kept imprisoned there. Discontented and turbulent elements in 
the capital (according to Gardizi, fudu'liy~n 'trouble-seekers and meddlers9, 
and members of the army; according to Ibn al-Athir, 'Dailamis, 'Alids and 
' ~ y - a r ~ ' ,  i.e. volunteers and ghiizis) procla imed '~ahy~ as ~ m i r .  Muhammad 
b. IlyZs was one of Amir Nazr's commanders, and apparently of Iranian 
Soghdian origin (a1 mahall-i Sughd-i Samarqand, according to Ahmad 
'Ali Khin Vaziri); the family seems to have retained property and interests 
in Sughd whilst its members ruled in Kirmin. Muhammad b. Ilyis had 
incurred the Amir's displeasure and had been imprisoned, but through the 
intercession of the famous Vizier Abii'l-Fad1 Muhammad b. 'Ubaidallih 
Barami, had been released and sent on an expedition to Gurgin. He now 
joined the rebel Yahyi's side. As the rebellion lost its momentum and began 
to collapse, Yahyi went to Nishipir, but was barred from that city by its 
governor, the Dailami Mikin b. Kiki, at that time in the Siminid service. 
Muhammad b. Ilyis went over to Mikin's side, and took over the city 
when Mikin left for Gurgin, but he then admitted his former master Yahyi 
to Nishipiir and made the khutba there for him. Nasr b. ~ h m a d  regained 
control of his kingdom and marched on Nishipiir in 320/932. A general 
scattering of Yahyi's former partisans ensued.   he general Qaratigin 
Isfijibi withdrew to Bust and ar-Rukhkhaj in southern ~fghanistan; 
Muhammad b. Ilyis went to Kirmin and there established his authority.12 

The uncertainty prevailing in Kirmin and in southern Persia in general 
gave Muhammad b. Ilyis a useful opportunity.   his was a time when the 
remnants of Caliphal authority in Persia were crumbling under the upsurge 
of Dailami expansionism. In the years after 3 161928 Mardivij b. Ziyir and 
Asfir b. Shiriiya extended their power southwards through ~ i b i l  towards 
Isfahin and the borders of Khiizistin. In ~hi iz is t in  and Lower Iraq, 
Abbasid control was only exercised through such ~owerful  and indepen- 
dent-minded figures as Abii 'Abdallih Ahmad al-~aridi  and the Amir a/- 

LJrnariB Muhammad b. RiBiq. Y iq i t  remained governor of Firs, but was 
under increasing pressure from Mardivij and his associates, the three Boyid 
brothers. In 3221 934 Yiqiit was defeated by ' ~ l i  b. Biiya, the later ' h i d  
ad-Daula, and his capital Shiriz fell into Bayid hands; two years later he 
was killed in battle with Abii 'Abdallih Ahmad a l - ~ a r i d i . ~  



In 322/934 the SHmHnid N a ~ r  b. Ahmad took steps fully to restore his 
authority in outlying parts of his dominions, and he unleashed against 
Muhammad b. IlyHs the Dailami MHkHn h. KZki. Muhammad b. Ilyis went 
to I~fakhr  to seek help from Yiqiit, but failed to get it, and on returning to 
KirmHn was defeated by MHkHn and driven out to Dinawar in western 
Persia. MHkHn then took over Kirmin on behalf of the Commander-in- 
Chief of KhurHsHn, Muhammad b. al-Muzaffar b. Muhtiij. In the latter part 
of 323 193 5 and the earlier part of 3241 93 5 -6, MHkPn was summoned to 
join Muhammad b. al-Muzaffar b. MuhtZj for operations in Qiimis and 
Gurgin against Mardivij's brother Vushumgir; this departure allowed 
Muhammad b. 11~2s to return, and after prolonged fighting with the SimH- 
nid garrisons in KirmPn, his authority was restored there." 

But before the eventual triumph of Muhammad b. IlyHs, a new factor had 
appeared in KirmPni affairs in the shape of the dynamic and aggressive 
Biiyids.'Ali b. Biiya had seized Firs from YHqit (see above), and al-Hasan 
b. Biiya, the later Rukn ad-Daula, controlled I~fahZn and much of JibHl. 
The youngest brother Ahmad, the later M J i z z  ad-Daula, was in 3241936 
diverted by 'Ali towards KirmHn, at that time racked by strife between 
Muhammad b. I l y ~ s  and the SHmSnid commander Abo 'Ali Ibrihim b. 
Simjiir ad-Daw~ti, who had been left in KirmHn when MQkHn had departed. 
An army of 1,500 of the best Dailami troops and 5,000 Turks was sent with 
Mu'izz ad-Daula,16 with Ahmad b. Muhammad ar-Rizi, called Kiir-Dahir, 
as his secretary and lieutenant. The ~ i i y i d  forces reached SirajHn in western 
KirmHn, where Muhammad b. Ilyas was at that moment being besieged by 
IbrHhim b. Simjiir. The latter returned to KhurHsin, and Muhammad b. 
I lyb  also fell back to Bam, which being on the edge of the Great Desert 
was strategically well situated for a swift withdrawal to QiihistHn or SistHn. 
Muhammad b. IlyHs did, in fact, flee to SistHn without a fight. MJizz ad- 
Daula was already in firm possession of SirajHn, from whose population he 
exacted a large financial subvention for his army. He now placed one of his 
officers in Bam and turned to Jiruft in the southern part of the province. 
Murizz ad-Daula's entry of Jiruft had to be preceded by negotiations with 
'Ali b. az-Zanji, called 'Ali K.1iiya (? Guliiya), leader of the local Kufichis 
and Baliich. These dwellers in the mountains of southern and eastern 
Kirmiin, the Jabal al-Qufs and the Jabal BHriz of the geographers, had 
customarily paid some tribute to the ruler of KirmHn but had otherwise 
enjoyed virtual independence.16'Ali Guliiya agreed to pay an annual tribute 
to the Biiyids of a million dirhams, and an immediate, non-recurring pay- 
ment of ~oo,ax, dirhams, and to provide a hostage for good behaviour. 



~ccord ing  to Miskawaih, the secretary Kiir-Dabir advised Mu'izz ad- 
Dada  to make peace and wait for a favourable opportunity to catch 'Ali 
unawares and then dispose of him. So Mu'izz ad-Daula tried to surprise 
and overcome the rival leader, but' Ali's spies alerted him, and in the ensuing 
fighting, the Biiyid was severely wounded in the head and trunk, losing also 
his left hand and several fingers of his other one. 'Imid ad-Daula had to 
send a new force from Firs of 2,000 men in order to secure the withdrawal 
to Sirajin of the remnants of Mu'izz ad-Dada's army. However, 'Ali 
Guliiya recognized the superior might of the Biiyids; he tended the woun- 
ded Mu'izz ad-Daula in Jiruft and made peace with 'Imid ad-Daula. 
Muhammad b. Ilyis, then in Sistin, heard about Mu'izz ad-Daula's diffi- 
culties, and returned to KhannZb (on the road between Barn and Sirajin), 
but after several days' fighting, was defeated and forced to flee. With this 
victory behind him, Mu'izz ad-Daula was able to wreak his vengeance on 
' ~ l i  Guliiya, whom he now defeated in battle. 'Imid ad-Daula apparently 
decided that Biiyid resources could not at that point be diverted for the 
pacification of Kirmin and its unruly mountaineer and tribal elements; he 
recalled Mu'izz ad-Daula, who reluctantly returned to isfakhr, and 'Imid 
ad-Daula later sent his brother for operations against Khiizistin in 
326/937-8." 

A much less detailed, but varying and anecdotal, accouilt of Mu'izz 
ad-Daula's attempt to conquer Kirmin is given by Ahmad 'Ali Khin 
Vaziri, for which the only authority quoted is the late source of Khwlnd- 
amir's Habib as-siyar. He relates that Ibrihim b. Simjiir was sent by the 
Siminid Amir in 32o/g3z to recover Kirmin, but when Ibrihim reached 
Rivar, to the north of Bardasir, he heard of Mu'izz ad-Daula's expedition 
from Firs to Kirmin, and returned to KhurPsZn. Muhammad b. Ilyis's son 
SulaimPn, governor of SirajZn, abandoned that town to Mu'izz ad-Daula 
and fled to Bardasir. Sulaimin and Muhammad b. IlyPs were both besieged 
there, but in the end, Mdizz ad-Daula agreed to make peace, accepting 
tribute and the mention of the Biiyids in the Murbrr before ~uhammad's 
own name. He then returned to Shirnz.18 The vagueness of the account, 
and the impossibly early date of g2ol932 ('Imid ad -~au la  did not conquer 
Firs till two years after this, seeabove, p. I ro),makeit of dubious reliability; 
the mention of Sulaimin as governor of Sirajin suggests a conflation with 
the events leading up to 'Adud ad-Daula's conquest.   he only other 
possibility is that we have here the recollection of a Beyid expedition against 
KirmPn later in Muhammad b. Ilyis's reign, unnoted by ~iskawaih, and 
which led the Ilyisids temporarily to acknowledge Btiyid suzerainty (as is 



pointed out just below, 'Utbi and Maqdisi say that Muhammad b. Ilyss 
normally acknowledged the S~minids). Can this have any connection with 
the coin of' Adud ad-Daula apparently minted at Bardasir in 348 / 95 9 -60, 
mentioned above, n. 5 ? Mdizz ad-Daula did not die till 3 561967, but 
after 334/945 he was established in Baghdad as Amir al-Umari' and can 
have had no connection with affairs in KirmZn. 'Adud ad-Daula, on the 
other hand, was ruler of FPrs from 3381949 onwards. Could Mu'izz ad- 
Daula's name, already connected with KirmHn through the events which 
took place at the outset of Muhammad b. Ilyis's reign there, have been 
confused with that of 'Adud ad-Daula, when it was a question of events 
which took place much later? 

Finally, we may note in connection with Mu'izz ad-Daula's attempt to 
conquer KirmZn that the' Igdal-'uli speaksof his clashes with the Kufi~hZs:~ 
but the only fresh detail is that his battle with 'Ali Gultiya is said to have 
taken place at the head of the defile of Dar-i Firid or DilfHrid20 in the district 
of Sardiiya (i.e. to the south-west of the Ktih-i HazZr, the highest point of 
the mountains of KirmZn). 

For the next thirty years or so, the chroniclers record virtually nothing of 
affairs in KirmZn. It seems that Muhammad b. 11yis returned after the 
Biiyid withdrawal and made firm his rule there for the greater part of this 
period. He acknowledged the Snm~nids in the khurJa, but was regarded as 
de fact0 independent, and in 3481919-60 the Caliph al-Muti' sent him a 
banner and robe of honour, two of the insignia of independent political 
sovereignty." Afdal ad-Din Kirmini calls ~ u h a m m a d  b. 11yZs an 'ayyir 
and brigand, and says that he derived a steady income from despoiling 
caravans travelling from FZrs to K i r m ~ n . ~ ~  Information in the accounts of 
'Adud ad-Daula's final conquest of KirmZn certainly implies that he was in 
the habit of receiving a proportion of the profits from the Kufichis' pre- 
datory activities (see below), and it is very likely that a modus vivendi with 
these tribespeople was a prerequisite for the stability of Muhammad b. 
Ilyis's rule in KirmZn. 

On the credit side, the Arab geographers and Afdal ad-Din Kirmiini 
mention considerable activity by Muhammad b. I l y ~ s  in the way of build- 
ings and charitable works. In Bardasir or GuvHshir, the town where he kept 
his treasury and accumulated riches,a he built a mosque; he rebuilt the old 
citadel and laid out gardens there, with a deep well; and he built two new 
strong-points and a protective trench. There was one stronghold in the 
town on the summit of a hill, up to which Muhammad b. IlyZs used to ride 



each night and sleep there in the coolness. Someone is supposed to have 
inscribed on the doorway of one of his two new fortresses, the 'castle on 
the hill' (qal'a-yi kzih) the lines 

'Ibn Ilyis built you, and then someone else came along and occupied 
you. But that is the way of Time: it sweeps onward and then it brings 
things back. 

YOU were built by a man who, if we had said to him "You have been 
given eternal life", would have objected and claimed that he had been 
granted a further eternity after the first eternity.' 

Afdal ad-Din Kirmini says that he searched for the inscription, but could 
find no trace of it. At Zarand, two stages to the north-west of Bardasir, 
Muhammad b. IlyZs also built a castle. At the small town of Ghubairi, to 
the south of Bardasir, he built a market just outside the walls. Again, 
between the small settlements of Avirik and Mihrgird, to the north-west 
of Bam, he built a castle. At Khabis, too, on the edge of the Great Desert, 
he was active, and had his own name inscribed on the gates of the town; 
Afdal ad-Din Kirmini mentions this inscription as still existing in his own 
time two centuries later. Muhammad b. Ilyis's son Ilyasa' is described as the 
builder of the government headquarters, the Drir al-lrnrira, in Barda~ir .~~ 
Muhammad b. IlyZs also achieved some favourable mention in the 'Mirrors 
for Princes' literature; thus NizZm al-Mulk speaks of his nobility and 
merit.25 

The events leading up to the end of Ilyisid rule in Kirmin are given by the 
chroniclers under 3 561 967 and 3 571 968, the latter year being that of * Adud 
ad-Daula's conquest of Kirmin. The preliminary events to this must, 
however, clearly be placed at least two or three years before these dates. 
There had already been some ill-feeling between Muhammad b. Ilyis and 
his son Ilyasa*, and Ilyasa* had taken refuge with 'Adud ad-Daula, ruler of 
Firs since his uncle* Imid ad-Daula's death in 3381949, until the breach had 
been healed.26 According to Miskawaih, Muhammad b. Ilyis had over the 
years amassed a great quantity of wealth in his various castles scattered over 
Kirmin, above all at Bardasir, this wealth being the fruits of his predatory 
activities; he had 'behaved just like a brigand' (jar; rnajrri ba*dal-rnuta!ae- 
likin), and had allied with the Kufichi and Baliich bandits, dividing with 
them the proceeds of their depredations. Muhammad b. Ilyis was on his 
way to the districts of the Kufichis to pocket his share of the wealth from 
a plundered caravan, when he was afflicted by a paralytic stroke. He was 



therefore compelled to make arrangements for the succession to the amirate. 
Of his three sons, Ilyasa' was made commander of the army and walial-'ahd 
or heir, with Ilyis next in line. The third son, Sulaimin, was on bad terms 
with Ilyasa*. Muhammad b. Ilyis therefore decided that ~ u l a i m ~ n  should 
go to their native province of Sughd, and he gave him a document listing 
his buried treasures and deposits there. Yet Sulaimin refused to have his 
rights within Kirmin set aside. He set off ostensibly for ~ u g h d ,  but then 
turned aside to the Kufichis and claimed from them the plunder which his 
father had been in the course of collecting when the stroke had afflicted 
him. Having secured this, he raised a force from the ~uf i ch i s  and marched 
on Sirajin, the town where he had previously been governor. ~ u h a m m a d  
b. Ilyis sent against him his army, under the command of Ilyasa', with 
instructions either to let Sulaimin depart for Sughd or, failing that, to bring 
him back a captive. After stiff fighting, Sulaimin fled to ~ h u r Z s ~ n ,  and 
Ilyasa' seized Sirajin, plundering the town extensively until the chief Qadi 
and notables asked for pardon.27 

Ilyasa' should now have been in a strong position in Kirmin, but his 
relations with his father were poisoned by a conspiracy of a trio of enemies 
at court, comprising ' ~ b d a l l i h  b. Mahdi, called Busiiya; the [? Jewish] 
physician Isfi'il; and an architect called al-Marzubin. Muhammad b. 
Ilyis's old suspicions of his son were re-aroused. He dismissed Ilyasa' from 
command of the army and gave the office to one of his personal ghulims, 
Turmush Hijib; and by means of a ruse, he lured Ilyasa* unaccompanied 
into one of his fortresses, where Ilyasa* was seized and fettered. The mothers 
of Ilyasa' and Ilyis agreed that Muhammad b. Ilyis's judgement was 
impaired by his illness and by the maleficent influence of his three evil 
counsellors. During one of the periods of unconsciousness which period- 
ically came over Muhammad b. Ilyis, they released Ilyasa*, who was 
welcomed back by the army, by now weary of Muhammad b. Ilyis's 
capriciousness and despotic behaviour. Muhammad b. Ilyis had to accept 
this reversal of affairs, and agree to abdicate in Ilyasa' 's favour and depart 
for Khurisin. Ilyasa* allowed him to take with him all his wealth and 
possessions, which included roo loads of treasure, jewels and clothing, 
and to be accompanied by poo of his ghulims. The castle passed to Ilyasa' ; 
the three conspirators were captured and handed over to Ilyasa* 's secre- 
tary and Vizier, Abii Nasr Muhammad al-Bammi. Their wealth was 
extracted from them by torture and then they were put to death." 

Muhammad b. Ilyis travelled through Khabis and Qi'in and eventually 
r e ~ h e d  the court of MansGr b. Noh at Bukhir~,  where his son Sulaimin 



also was. He recovered somewhat from his affliction and became one of 
the % m a i d  Amir's boon-companions. He is said to have been active in 
urging Mansiir to launch an offensive against the ZiyPrids and Biiyids in 
northern Persia. His death is then placed by 'Utbi and Ibn al-Athir in 
Shawwil 356lSeptember-October 967, and by Miskawaih soon after 
Ramadin 3 571 August 968.29 

The young and inexperienced Ilyasa' was not long able to hold out 
against the overwhelming might of the ambitious and aggressive 'Adud 
ad-Daula, fresh from his conquest of 'Umin in 3561967. According to 
'Utbi, Ilyasa' was foolish enough to dispute with the Biiyid over some 
territory on the border of Firs and Kirmin; 'Utbi here quotes a saying, 
'The wild ass sought a pair of horns, but lost its ears in the process', 
referring to the dangerous situation in which Ilyasa' had now placed 
himself. Ilyasa' also gave refuge to certain of 'Adud ad-Daula's followers 
who had deserted their master, but he then maltreated them, believing 
their coming to have been a Biiyid ruse. For his part, 'Adud ad-Daula 
assiduously bought over members of Ilyasa' 's army and retinue, so that a 
thousand of his Dailami troops and many of his Turkish ones deserted to 
Firs. He then invaded Kirmin, occupying the capital Bardasir and seizing 
the several strong points within that town (Ramadin 357/August 968). 
Ilyasa', abandoned by much of his army, could only flee without a fight to 
the Szminid territories, his arrival coinciding (according to the chronology 
of Miskawaih) with his father's death in Bukhiri. 'Adud a d - ~ a u l a  made 
firm his power in Kirmin, which was now exhausted from all the troubles 
and warfare of the preceding years; according to Ibn ~ a u q a l  (wrote c. 
366/976), the revenues of Kirmin had become reduced and scattered 
because of these calamitiesao 'Adud ad-Daula also received a deputation 
from the Saffirid Amir of Sistin, Wali ad-Daula Khalaf b. ~ h m a d ,  who 
agreed to make the khu& in his territories for the Biiyids instead of for 
the Siminids, as had hitherto been the practice in Sistin; and he received 
from the Caliph al-Mug the formal investitute of Kirmin. He appointed 
his son Abii'l-Fawiris Shirzil (the later Sharaf a d - ~ a u l a )  nominal 
governor of Kirmin, with executive power in the hands of his general 
Kiirkira b. Jastin, and returned to his capital Shiriiz. ~cco rd ing  to 
Ahmad 'Ali Khin Vaziri (with the ultimate source unspecified), the 
Shfi Abii'l-Fawiris Shirzil made the khatihs of Kirmin introduce the 
cursing from their pulpits of the Umayyad Caliph Mu'iwiya. 11yasa' was 
well received in BukhirZ, but he later began to criticize the ~ P m ~ n i d s  for 
not helping him regain his principality. He was therefore expelled to 



Khwirazm, and at the same time Abii'l-Hasan Muhammad b. IbrZihim b. 
Simjiir seized the possessions and the ghulims which Ilyasa' had left at 
Khiist in Qiihistin before going on to the Siminid capital. In Khwirazm, 
Ilyasa' was stricken with ophthalmia and died there; according to 
Ibn al-Athir, this was divine retribution for his rebellion against his 
fatherF2 

This really marks the end of Ilyisid rule in Kirmin, although other mem- 
bers of the family continued to watch from beyond the borders of the 
province, hoping for a convenient opportunity to return. In 3 ~ 9 1 9 6 9 1 ~ 0  
Sulaimin b. Muhammad b. Ilyis persuaded the S im~n id  Manstir b. Niih 
to give him an army so that he could raise the Kufichis and Baliich and 
other elements in KirmHn unreconciled to Biiyid rule. A large force was 
assembled, but in a battle between Jiruft and Bam against 'Adud ad- 
Daula's viceroy Kiirkir, the invaders were defeated. Sulaimin, two of his 
brother Ilyasa' 's sons, Bakr and al-Husain, and a large number of the 
Khur~s~nian troops, were killed.3a The resistance of the Kufichis and 
Baliich continued, however, into the next year; this persistent opposition 
was the cause in the next years of a determined Biiyid onslaught on their 
territories and into the later Persian Makdn and Baluchistan, where 
Biiyid authority had never been recognized and where Islam itself was not 
universally prevalent. The Biiyid generals Kiirkir and 'Abid b. 'Ali 
marched to Jiruft, and then defeated a large concentration of the Kufichis 
and Baliich and the 'ManiijHniyya', i.e. the inhabitants of Maniijin between 
Jiruft and Hurmuz on the Persian Gulf coast ($afar gb/December 
970)"; they then proceeded eastwards into Tiz and Maken, and imposed 
the prescriptions of Islam there.  ina ally, 'Abid b. 'Ali turned against the 
the Juriimiyya (i.e. the people of the gnrmsir, the hot regions of KirmPn 
bordering the Gulf)" and against an associated group, the Jisakiyya, 
inhabitants of the island of Kish or ~ i s h m ; ~ ~  these groups were notorious 
for banditry and piracy and had also given aid to Sulaimh b. Muhammad 
b. Ilyis. From all these campaigns, large numbers of slaves were collected 
and sent to the markets of S h i r ~ z . ~  

Despite these draconian measures, the Baliich soon returned to their 
old activities and were terrorizing the caravan traffic across Kirmin to 
Khurisin and SistZn. Hence in Dhii'l-Qa'da 360/September 971 'Adud 
ad-Daula came himself to Sirajin to direct operations against them. 'Abid 
b. 'Ali was sent with an army of 'Dailamis, Jilis, Turks, Arabs, Kurds, 
Zutt and sword-bearing infantrymen'" into the Jabal Biriz region, where 



the Baliich believed that the rugged terrain made the access of a hostile 
army impossible. 'Abid nevertheless forced his way through, and in Rabir 
I 3611 January 972 decisively defeated them, slaughtering the fighting men 
and enslaving the women and children. 'Adud ad-Daula then deported the 
remnants of the Baliich from the Jabal BPriz and settled there peasants and 
 cultivator^.^ An expedition against the Juriimiyya, the inhabitants of the 
territories beyond the Jabal Quf~  towards the Tiz and Makrin coast, was 
led by 'Abid's brother. Supplies for this expedition were sent both by sea 
in ships from Sidf to Hurmuz and the coastland and by land on drome- 
daries, and a successful campaign mounted39 

It must be these series of operations which are referred to by Ibn 
Hauqal, for this information is not in Isyakhri and must, accordingly, 
relate to contemporary events. Ibn Hauqal says of the Baliich: 'The ruler 
has extirpated this running sore and broken their power. He searched out 
their dwelling-places, destroyed their lands and scattered them; then he 
took them into his own service and resettled them in various parts of his 
kingdom.' Some twenty years later, Maqdisi wrote that the Biiyid cam- 
paigns against the Kufichis and Baliich, and the requiring of hostages from 
them, had had some effect, in that caravans across the Great Desert, which 
had long been terrorised by Kufichi and Baliich marauders, were tolerably 
safe if they had an escort from the Biiyid Amir of Firs.'O 

The last appearance of a scion of the ilyisids was in 3641974- 5 .  Whilst 
'Adud ad-Daula was occupied with events in Iraq and 'Umin, and Firs 
was largely denuded of troops, one Tihir b. as-Simma led a rebellion in 
Kirmin of the Juriimiyya. Tihir was in communication with Yuz-Temiir, 
a Turkish commander of the Siminids who had fallen foul of Abii'l- 
Hasan Simjiiri in Khurisin; the two joined forces, although Yuz-Temiir 
was soon able to set aside Tihir as leader of the rebels. News of these 
events came to the Ilynsid a l -~usain  b. (?) Muhammad b. llyispl then in 
Khuis in ,  and he came to KirmPn and placed himself at the head of the 
Juriimiyya and other malcontents. But by now, 'Adud ad-Daula's Vizier 
Abii'l-Qisim al-Mutahhar b. 'Abdallih had completed his operations in 
'Umin and had returned to Firs. He was instructed by the Amir to deal 
with the KirmZn outbreak, and left Shiriz in Rajab j 6 4 / ~ p r i l  975. Yuz- 
Temur was caught unawares and defeated, and forced to flee to the citadel 
of Bam. He was besieged there by Abii'l-Qisim al-Mutahhar, and even- 
tually persuaded to surrender. The Ilyisid a l -~usain  had meanwhile 
assembled 10,ooo men under his command, but he was defeated at Jiruft 
and captured by the Biiyid Vizier. Nothing was subsequently heard 



of him, and with his presumed death, Ilyisid attempts to recover Kirmin 

Thus after the capture of al-Husain, the Ilyisids disappear from history. 
For the next eighty years, Kirmin remained an integral part of the Biiyid 
dominions, at times coveted by the Ghaznavids, but not finally relin- 
quished by the Biiyids until the Oghuz nomads under the Seljuq QHwurd 
b. Chaghri Beg Da'iid overran the province. 

A D D E N D A  

In his L Jd al-aB J, the thirteenth-century literary biographer ' ~ u f i  
has a section on the poetry of kings and great men. This includes an entry 
on al-Amir Abii 'l-Hasan 'Ali b. Ilyis al-Aghichi al-~ukhHri, described as 
a contemporary of Daqiqi and as being the mamdzib of many eulogists, as 
well as being an able poet himself. The editor Nafisi surmised that this 
'Ali b. Ilyis was the brother of Muhammad b. Ilyis and that the nisba of 
'al-Aghichi' implied that he was head of the SZminid palace ghul~ms (in 
fact, from the time of Ismitil b. Ahmad onwards, this office seems usually 
to have been held by Turks). Nafisi further surmised that ' ~ l i  (and there- 
fore Muhammad b. Ilyis) was a scion of the Siminid royal family, Ilyis 
being a grandson of the Sirnin-Khudi Ahmad b.  sad; it is certainly 
true that the name 'Ilyis' was found in the SimHnid family, and is rare 
elsewhere.& 

A source of the later eleventh century, the Qidi  Ibn az-Zubair's ~ i t a ' b  
adh-dhakhri'ir wa't-mhaJ has an interesting passage referring to the abdic- 
ation of ~ u h a m m a d  b. Ilyis and the assumption of power by his son Abii'l- 
Muzaffar Ilyasa'. The author seems to have written under the FZ!imid 
Caliph al-Mustan~ir (427-8711036-94), but to have had a background of 
earlier service under the Biiyids of southern Persia, and may thus have had 
access to Biiyid traditions concerning the Ilyasids whom they had supplant- 
ed in Kirmin." In the fifth chapter of the Kit& adh-dhakhri'ir wa't-tuhaf, 
that dealing with celebrated treasure hoards, is given an account of the 
treasures which Muhammad b. Ilyis had amassed in the citadel of Kirmiin. 
According to this, the deposed Amir took away with him to Khurisin a 
princely escort of goo ghulzms, 30 personal slaves or perhaps eunuchs and 
200 slave girls, and he still had, in addition to this, much property in Soghdia 
and treasure deposited there. Ilyasa' fell heir to a hoard of immense rich- 
ness; specifically mentioned are chests full of gold and silver objets d'art, 
a gilded dais and a bejewelled throne. These two last were stripped of their 



precious metals and jewels and burnt, together with the former Amir's store 
of clothing, symbolic no doubt of Ilyasa' 's renunciation of everything 
connected with the old rigime" 
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N O T E S  

I On the province in general and its rdle in history, see J. H. Kramers, 
EI1 s.v., and on the geography, ecology and demography of the region 
round the town of Kirmiin, see P. W. English, City and village in Iran: 
settlement andeconomy in the KirmZn basin (Madison, Wisc. 1966). 

2 The only relevant article in the Encyclopaedia of Islam is that of C1. 
Huart in EI1 s.v. 'Abfi 'Ali Muhammad b. IlyHss, brief and uninform- 
ative. 

3 See the remarks of C1. Cahen, Mouvementspopulaires et autonomisme 
urbain dam I' Asie muulmane du Moyen Age ( Leiden I 959) 76-7 
(originally in Arabica, V I  [ 19591 250-1 ), who sees in the lively genre 
of local histories in the Islamic world a sign of the towns' vitality and 
independent life. 

4 The 'Iqdal-'ula', known in several M s s (see Storey, Persian literature, 
Vol. I, Part I, 357, and Part 2, 1297), has been published at least three 
times in Tehran; the edition cited in this present article is that of 'Ah 
Muhammad 'Amiri Nisini (Tehran 131 1/1932). 

5 This absence of coins has been confirmed for me by Miss Helen 
Mitchell and Dr George C. Miles. Miss Mitchell, has, however, drawn 
my attention to an interesting Biiyid coin in the Ashmolean Museum, 
Oxford, dated 3481979-60 and minted by 'Adud ad-Daula, apparently 
at Bardasir. If the mint has been correctly read (the coin has in it a hole 
which partly obscures the mint name), we have what can only be inter- 
preted as a momentary extension in that year of Bijyid authority over 



Kirmin, possibly the result of a Biyid raid or invasion unmentioned 
in the historical and literary sources (see also below, pp. I 12-13). 
On this name, see Bosworth, 'The armies of the Saffirids', B S 0 AS, 
X X X I  (1968) 545-6. 
Ta'rikh-i Sistzn, ed. Bahir, 295-6; Ibn al-Athir, Chronicon, ed. Tom- 
berg, v I I I, 44-6; 'Arib, Tabari continuam, ed. de Goeje, 34-5, 69; Ibn 
Khallikin, Biographicaldictionary, tr. de Slane, I V, 3 3 3. 
Cf. Barthold, Ell Art. 'Ismi'il b. Ahmad'. 
Ta'rikh-i Sista'n, 302-6; Ibn al-Athir, v I I I, 59-60,77. 
Ibid., VI I I ,  117, 131. 
Ibid., v I I I, 164-5 ; Ta'rikh-i Sista'n, 3 13. 
Gardizi, Zain al-akhbzr, ed. Nizim, 29-30; Narshakhi, tr. Frye, The 
history of Bukhara, 95 -6, I 5 5 ; Ibn al-Athir, v I I I, I 54-7,207-8; Ahmad 
'Ali Khin Vaziri, Ta'rikh-i Kirma'n, 59-60; Barthold, Turkestan down 
to theMongolinvasion, 242; Spuler, Iran in fruh-islamischer Zeit, 90. 
Miskawaih, Taja'rib al-wnam, ed. and tr. Amedroz and Margoliouth, 
The eclipse of the 'Abbarid Caliphate, I, 282-4, 295-303, 339-50, tr. I V, 

320-2,333-43 ; 380-94; Ibn al-Athir, v I I I, 204-7,23 5-40. 
Ibid., V I  I I, 207-8, 227-8; cf. Nkim, El1 Art. 'Mikin b. K&i'. 
For convenience, the three Biiyid brothers are henceforth referred to 
by their honorifics, although these alqa'b were not actually bestowed by 
the Caliph until the Biiyids entered Baghdad in 3341946 (Miskawaih, 
I I, 85, tr. v, 88-9; Ibn al-Athir, V I  I I, 337). 
On the Kufichis and Baliich, whose fighting qualities are attested by 
more than one reference in Firdausi's Sha'h-na'ma, see Le Strange, The 
lands of the eastern Calkhate, 3 16-17,323-4, and fludcd al-'a'lam, tr. 
Minorsky, 65, 124, 374-5. Minorsky surmised that the Kufichis might 
possibly be of Brahui stock. It was some decades after this - apparently 
about the time of the Seljuq invasion of Kirmin in the mid-eleventh 
century - that the Baliich moved eastwards into their present home of 
Persian and Pakistani Baluchistan; cf. Frye, E12 Art. 'Baliizistan. A. 
Geography and history', and idem, 'Remarks on Baluchi history', 
Central Asiatic JournaI, v I (1961 ) 44 ff. 
Miskawaih, I, 352-6, tr. IV, 396-401; Ibn al-Athir, V I I  I, 242-4; Ibn 
Khallikin, tr. I, I 5 5-6 (biography of Mu'izz ad-Daula); Mafizullah 
Kabir, The Buwayhiddyncrsty of Baghdad (Calcutta 1964) 42-3. 
Ta'rikh-i Kirma'n, 61 -3. 
'Iqd al-'ula', 66; Ta'rikh-i KirmCn, 65-6. 
There are varying spellings of this name, detailed in igakhri, ed. de 
Goeje2, 165 note d. 
Maqdisi, ed. de Goeje, 472; Ibn al-Athir, V I I I ,  393; 'Utbi-Manini, 
at- Ta'rikh al- Yamini, I I, I I 6; Jurbidhqini, Tarjuma-yi Ta'rikh-i 
Yamini, ed. 'Ah Qavim (Tehran 133411955), 195. 
'Iqd al-'ula', 67; Ta'rikh-i Kirma'n, 60. It is also stated in Hamdallih 



Mustaufi, Ta'rikh-i gyida, ed. 'Abd al-Husain Navi'i (Tehran 13371 
196o), 380, that Muhammad b. Ilyis was originally an *ayyc2', and that 
his tyranny eventually led the people of Kirmin to overthrow him. 
Miskawaih, I I, 249, tr. V, 265-6, cf. H u d ~ d  al-'clam, 374. In Maqdisi's 
time (c. 375 /985), Bardasir was the administrative capital of Biiyid 
Kirmin and the place where the army of Kirmin was quartered (Maq- 
disi, 461 ) ; it remained the capital under the Seljuqs, acquiring, by an 
obvious process of identification, the additional name of '[the city of] 
Kirrnin', which it bears at the present day (cf. 'Iqd a2-'ula', 72-4; Le 
Strange, The lands of the eastern Cal+hate, 302 ff.). Bistini-yi PZrizi 
plausibly surmises that Muhammad b. I~YHS'S transfer of the capital 
from Sirajin, the chief city in the early Arab period, to the newer city 
of Bardasir, had the aim of removing his wealth as far away as possible 
from the Biiyid territories ( Ta'rikh-i Kirmcn, 62 n. 2). 

Maqdisi, 461-2,466; 'Iqd al-'ulci, 66-7; Ta'rikh-i Kirmcn, 60-1 ; cf. Le 
Strange, op. cit., 305, 308, 313. 
SLj,Zsat-nZma, ch. vii, ed. H. Darke (Tehran 134011962), 60, tr. idem, 
The book ofgovernment or rulesfor kings (London 196o), 49-50. How- 
ever, the anecdote on Mahmiid of Ghazna's punitive expedition against 
the Kufichis and Baliich (ch. x, ed. Darke, 80 ff, tr. 67 ff.) is clearly 
anachronistic in making the great Sultan and Muhammad b. IlyZs con- 
temporaries, as is noted by Darke. 
Miskawaih, I I, 250, tr. v, 266; Ibn al-Athir, V I  I I, 432; cf. H. Bowen, 
El2 Art. "Adud al-Dawla', and Kabir, The ~uwa~hiddyzasty of 
Baghdad, 43. 
Miskawaih, I I, 249-50, tr. v, 266-7; *Iqdal-'ul~i, 67-8; Ibn al-Athir, 
v I I I, 43 2. ' U tbi-Manini, I I, I I 7, and Jurbzdhqini, I 95, place Sulaiman's 
revolt in Sirajin after 1lyasa"s replacement of his father as ruler of 
Kirmin. 
Miskawaih, I I, 25 1-3, tr. V, 267-70; 'Utbi-Manini, I I, I 16-17; Jurbadh- 
qini, 195 ; '~~dal-*ulZ, 67-8; Ibn al-Athir, V I I I ,  loc. cit. ~ccording  to 
'Utbi, Turmush or Tuzmush and Bishr b. al-Mahdi (?  the brother of 
'Abdallih) became the young and inexperienced Ilyasa' 's advisers. 
Miskawaih, I I, 232-3, 253, tr. v, 246, 270; 'Utbi-Manini, I I, loc. cit.; 
Jurbidhqini, loc. cit.; Ibn al-Athir, V I  I I, 429,433 ; cf. Huart, 'Les 
Ziyirides', Mkms. de I'Acad. des Inscrs. et Belles-Lettres, x L I  I (1922) 
400- I. 

Ibn Hauqa12, ed. J. H. Kramers 3 I y , tr. Kramers and G. Wiet, Configura- 
tion de la terre (Paris 1964) I I, 309. He adds that some of the local 
officials in KirmZn had told him that for several years, the ~ ~ m i n i d  
Nasr b. Akimad had drawn half a million dinirs annually from Kirmin 
(as tribute from the Ilyisids?). 
Read by Spuler, Iran infiiih-islamischer Zeit, loo, as Korgoz, but the 
combination of this Turkish name with the Iranian one of JastHn makes 
this unlikely. 



~iskawaih,  I I, 25 3, tr. v, 270; 'Utbi-Manini, I I, I 17-19; Jurbidhqini, 
175-6; 'Iqd al-'&, 68 ; Ibn al-Athir, v I I I, 433-4; Ta'rikh-i Kirmcin, 
66-7; Spuler, loc. cit.; Kabir, op. cit., 43-4. Amongst the epistles of 
'Abd al-'Aziz b. Yiisuf is one in which 'Adud ad-Daula acknowledges 
Khalaf b. Ahmad's letter, and in turn sends a delegation to Sistin with 
presents (J. C. Biirgel, Die Hofkorre~~onden~ 'Ahud ad-Daulas und ihr 
Verhalmis gu anderen historischen Quellen derfruhen Biiyiden [ Wiesbaden 
19651, 52 n. I). [I now find that Muhammad b. 'Abd al-Malik al- 
Hamadhini, Takmiht ta'rikh at- Tabari, ed. A. Y. Kan'in (Beirut 1961 ), 
I, 200, gives Shawwil3571September 968 as the date of the coming of 
'Adud ad-Daula's general Abii Ahmad ash-Shirizi from Shiriz.] 
According to Hi151 b. al-Muhassin as-Sibi', citing one 'Abdallah al- 
Fasawi, 'Izz ad-Daula Bakhtiyir's son Niir ad-Daula Shihfiriiz was in 
390/10oo buried under the same cupola (qubba) as Sulaim~n b. Muham- 
mad b. Ilyis was buried ( Ta'rikh, in The eclkse of the 'Abbarid 
Caliphate, 11 I, 360, tr. VI,  387). 
Cf. Le Strange, The lands of the eastern Calkhate, 3 17. These Manii- 
jiniyya were probably the people of the mountainous region called the 
Kiihistin-i Abfi Ghinim, cf. ibid., 318, and Hudiidal-'Clam, 65, 124, 
374-5- 
According to Istakhri, 165, Ibn Hauqal, I I, 3 I I, tr. I I, 305, three- 
quarters of the province of Kirmin was garmsir, only the mountainous 
region around Sirajin being sardsir.Jurzimrj.ya is ludicrously misread and 
misinterpreted by Margoliouth, Eclkse of the 'Abbasid Cal+hate, I I, 297, 
tr. v, 321, as Khurramkya, but correctly read in ibid., I I, 357, tr. V, 392. 
Thus according to Le Strange, op. cit., 261 ; unless, perhaps, the 
Jisakiyya are the inhabitants of the hinterland of the modern port of 
Jask on the Makrin coast of the Gulf of Oman, cf. Admiralty handbook, 
Persia (1945 ) 507-8. 
Miskawaih, I I, 298, tr. v, 320-1 ; Ibn al-Athir, V I  I I, 448-9, 45 1-2; 
Ta'rikh-i Kirmcin, 68, citing the Takmiht al-akhbzr of the Safavid 
historian 'Ali Zain al-'Abidin Sh~rizi  (cf. Storey, Vol. I, Part 2, 1239); 
Kabir, op. cit., 44-5, who also cites the congratulatory letters received 
by 'Adud ad-Daula on his conquest of Kirmin and given in the Rasci'il 
of Ibrihim b. Hilil as-Sibi'. 
Ar-rrjcilas-sa~jiyya. Margoliouth, v, 322, translates this phrase as 
'veterans of Saif al-Daulah', and it could conceivably refer to troops 
who had passed from Hamdinid to Biiyid service. 
Istakhri, 104-5, and Ibn Hauqal, I I, 3 10, tr. I I, 305, explain that the 
Jabal Biriz had fertile soil and was well-forested. The region has, 
however, continued to be a haunt of brigands and robbers down to the 
present century; cf. P. M. Sykes, 'A fifth journey in Persia', Geographical 
Journal, x x v  I I I (July-Dec. 1706) 433. 
Miskawaih, I I, 299-301, tr. v, 321-3; Ibn al-Athir, V I  I I, loc. cit.; 
Spuler, Iran infruh-islami.rcher Zeit, 100-1 ; Kabir, op. cit., 45. 



40 Ibn Hauqal, 11, 310, tr. I I, 304; Maqdisi, 489. The Biiyid military 
operations of 360-11970-2 are referred to in a letter of 'Abd al-'hiz 
b. Yiisuf; and in letters of Abii IshPq Ibriihim +-S%i' there is mention 
of Biiyid activities in Kirmln and the extension of suzerainty over the 
ruler of Tiz and Makrin. See C1. Cahen, 'Une correspondance biiyide 
inedite', Studiorientalistici in onore di Gwrgrb Levidella Pi& (Rome 
1956) I, 88, citing Shakib Arslh's edition of Abii IshHq Ibraim's 
letters and also two unpublished letters; and Biirgel, Die Hofkorrespon- 
deq  'Adud ad-Daukas, 84-7, with a detailed account of 'Adud ad- 
Daula's conquest of Ki rmh  from the IlyPsids. 

41 Thus in Miskawaih, but Zambaur, Manuel, 216 (apparently following 
Sachau, 'Ein Verzeichnis Muhammedanische Dynastien', A P A  W, 
Phil.-Hist. K1. [1923], NO. I, pp. 10-1 I, No. 14), makes al-Husain a 
nephew of Muhammad b. I l y k  Since al-Husain is nowhere else men- 
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42 ~iskawaih, 11, 359-61, tr. v, 392-4; Ibn al-Athir, V I I  I, 482-3. 
43 Lubd  a/-alba'b, ed. Sa'id Nafisi (Tehran 1333 /1954), 32-3,623-4. 
44 See on the author and his work, Bosworth, 'An embassy to Mahmiid 

of Ghazna recorded in QPdi Ibn az-Zubayr's Kitc?b adh-dhakhz'ir 
wa't-ruhaf ', ]A 0 S, L X X X V  (1965) 404. 

45 Kit& adh-dhakhz'ir wa't-nr8aJ ed. Muh. Hamidullih ( Kuwait I 959) 
I 87-8. 



VII 

THE HERITAGE OF RULERSHIP IN EARLY ISLAMIC IRAN AND 
THE SEARCH FOR DYNASTIC CONNECTIONS WITH THE PAST 

The question of the continuity of rulership and governmental structures between the SHsHnid and 
early Islamic periods merits detailed study, but has not yet received it;  yet it is evident to the most 
superficial observer that this continuity was in many spheres a close one. Obviously, there was a 
violent change in the field of established religion and cult; the state church of Zoroastrianism was 
overthrown and the new faith of Islam introduced. Yet even here, it is not impossible to discern some 
elements of continuity. Islam could conceivably be viewed as a new, purified form of Zoroastrianism 
brought by a new prophet. AllHh and Iblis could be equated with Ahfira Mazda and Ahriman; there 
was a common belief in a creation story, in a resurrection, heaven and hell, and in angels and other 
spirits; both religions had the practices of worship and prayer and sacred texts; and the fatalistic 
aspects of Zurvanism, the form that Zoroastrianism took in the later SHsZnid period, was not unlike the 
determinist views that became influential, if not universally acknowledged, in early Islam. In the 
linguistic and cultural sphere, the Middle Persian or Pahlavi language disappeared as a spoken tongue, 
and outside certain peripheral areas where Islam was late in penetrating, and outside the surviving 
Zoroastrian communities, it disappeared as a literary medium. Even amongst the Zoroastrian groups, 
knowledge of Pahlavi had sharply declined by the end of the tenth century; in 978 we have the com- 
position of Kai KZ'fis b. Kai Khusrau's <aridusht-nima, the first Zoroastrian text in New Persian. But 
the themes of older Persian literature, such as the heroic ones that later reappeared in the numerous 
poetic epics of the tenth and eleventh centuries, and the thcmes of polite, urbane, and courtly literature, 
which reappeared in Arabic literature and in the Arab-Persian Mirrors for Princes, certainly survived 
to have a very marked influence on the whole course of Arabic and Islamic literature. 

It is, however, continuity in the governmental traditions of Islamic Iran which concerns us here. 
The theocratic ruler, as familiar in Persia as in the rest of the Ancient Near East, certainly disappeared. 
The Ahhasid Caliphs came to make their rtgimc increasingly theocratic in atmosphere, assiduously 
cultivating the ulema as supports of their throne, and adopting honorific titles or alqib which expressed 
their dependence on God or which grounded the stability of their rule in His guidance. This exaltation 
of the Caliph into an Imam or religious leader seems, however, to stem purely from an inner develop- 
ment within the Islamic community. The Abbasids came to power in 750 as ostensible supporters of 
the claims of the Ah1 al-Bait, the Prophet's family. Very soon after the Abbasid revolution, it becamc 
clear that Ah1 al-Bait was to be interpreted as meaning the descendants of the Prophet's uncle al-'AbbHs, 
and not those of his cousin and son-in-law 'Ali. Hence it became necessary to counteract the claims of 
the disappointed party of 'Ali, the Shi'a, by an equally vigorous proclamation of an Abbasid claim to 
divine favour. Professor Bernard Lewis has recently pointed out the messianic implications of the later 
application of the honorific nl-12lnn;tir to the second Abbasid Caliph Aba Ja1far.l 

It is more permissible to discern Persian influence in some of the external trappings of Ahbasid rule: 
the organization of the court on hierarchical lines, with a chambcrlain or hq'ib guarding the monarch 
from contact with the masses; the introduction of a harem system, with eunuch attendants and with 

This article is based substan~iall~ upon a paper rrad in June 1969 at a confrrrnce on " Statc and Society in Islamic Iran " 
SPonmred by the Near Eastern Centrr, I Inivenity of California, Los Angelcs, and the Society for Iranian Studics. The rcferenca have 
k e n  added rubsequcntly. 



the Caliphs ceasing to contract marriages with free wives after the end of the eighth century; the forma- 
tion of a regular circle of boon companions (nudamd') attendant on the Caliphs in their periods of relaxa- 
tion; and the requirement of the prostration or  taqbil on all those coming before the ruler's exalted 
presence (though this is equally reminiscent of the Byzantine proskynisis as of Persian models). Certain 
of these trends can be traced back in part to late Umayyad practice, and the interest of such forceful 
Umayyad Caliphs as Mu'Hwiya, '-4bd al-Malik, HishHm and MarwHn I1 in Persian stories and Persian 
practices is explicitly noted by the Islamic historians.2 

Perhaps the most obviol~s sphere where continuity of tradition with the Persian past can he traced is 
that of the actual go\rernrnental institutions and the practices of their personnel. The institution of the 
Vizierate, that of the Caliph's chief executive officer, has been the subject of much discussion. An 
Iranian specialist like Christensen endeavoured, in the early part of this century, to find the forerunner 
of the Vizirr in the SBs5nid chief minister, the Buzurg framidhir. But the subsequent researches of 
scholars like Goitein, Sourdel, and Bravmann have demonstrated the Vizierate to be instead a develop- 
ment of indigenous Arabic administrative traditions, just as the word wazir itself seems to be a native 
Semitic one, with the basic meaning of " helper, supporter in war " and with cognates in Hebrew, 
rather than a derivation from Middle Persian uilir " decree, judgement," which does not occur at all as 
the title of any known SHs5nid administrative o f f i ~ i a l . ~  In  all questions pertaining to the internal organi- 
zation of the SBsHnid empire, we are hampered by the paucity of contemporary Middle Persian sources, 
and our conseqr~ent dependence on post-Islamic Arabic ones. 

Yet if the Vizier himself was not necessarily a figure transported from the SPsHnid court, the financial 
and administrative organs over which he presided had many clear links with the Iranian past. The 
term for an  official register and hence for a government department, that of diwin, is almost certainly 
Persian. 111 the eastern lands of the Caliphate, a silver coinage on SHsHnid patterns continued to be 
minted by the Arahs till the end of the seventh century. Until the naql ad-diwh decreed by 'Abd al- 
klalik in 781697, records of financial and administrative transactions in Iraq and western Persia con- 
tinued to be made in the Persian language; the change was not made in eastern Persia till 1241742, in 
the Caliphate of HishHrn. Of course, thi3 change of language did not entail any change in personnel. 
The Persian secretaries and financial clerks had early adopted the language of their conquerors, and 
continued to stay at their posts, for it was long before the Arabs themselves acquired the expertise to 
cope with the complexities of administration and finance." 

The organization of the state postal service, the Barid, is attributed to the first Umayyad Caliph 
Mu'Pwiya, with improvements later made by 'Abd al-Malik. Such a postal system was known to both 
the Byzantines and the SisBnids, and was an obvious desideratum for a ruler trying to exert some sort of 
control over the peripheries of an empire composed of a loose assemblage of provinces. Karl Wittfogel 
has seen such a network as the concomitant of despotic, centralizing " hydraulic " so~iet ies .~ Although 
the term barid is itself of late Latin-Greek origin, the technical vocabulary of the service contained 
several Persian terms (as is shown by the tenth century author KhwZrazmi's section on the terminology 
of the Diwdn nl-Barid in his encyclopaedia of the sciences, the Mnfitih al-'ulim), and the popular mind 
ga\.e to the term barid a Persian e t y m o l ~ g y . ~  The postal service was to survive in the Caliphal lands and 
in those of the provincial dynasties ruling in Iran, until it was in the eleventh century abandoned by the 

' E.g., by Mas'Gdi, Murrij adh-dhahab, ed. and trans. C. Barbier 
de Meynard and Pavet dr Courtrille (Paris 1861-77), V,  77-8, 
VI,  83. 
' The question of the origins of the Islamic Vizierate is discussed, 

with an analpis o l  the varying views, by D. Sourdel in his La 
rizirai 'nbbiisidr dr 749 d 936 ( 1 3 2  d 324 de 1'Hlgire) (Damascus 
1959-60) I ,  pp. 41-61, to which sl~ould now be added the note 
ol X I .  ,j. Hrav~nann, " The Etymology of Arabic wazir," Drr 
I ~ l a m  XXIiL'lI ( 1961). 260-3, which convincingly propounds 
thc ~neaning giver1 above o f "  hclprr, supporter in war." 

' T l ~ e  prureu is dmcribed in detail by M. Sprcngling, " From 
Prnian lo  Arabic," .Irnrrica Jor~rnal for Smitic Languagts and 

Lilnafure LVI (1g3g), pp. 175-124, pp. 325-36. Sprengling'r 
account is confused, vcrbose, and idiosyncratic, but has much 
solid information and has not yet been replaced. 
Orienkd Dtspolum: a Campmatiuc Study of To& P o w  (New 
Haven, Conn. 1959). 
' Ed. C .  van Vloten (Leidcn 1895), pp. 63-4; trans. and com- 

mentary by C. I?. Bosworth, " Aha 'Abdalllh al-Khwlrazmi 
on the Technical Trrms of the Secretary's Art: A Contribution 
to the Administrative History of Mediaeval Islam, " Journal 
of the Economic and Social Hiftorv o j  tllr Orimt XII/P (1969)v 
141-3. 
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Great Seljuqs, much to the disgust of their celebrated Vizier, Ni@m al-Mulk; and the need for accounts 
of routes and the positions on them of staging-posts was an important stimulus to the development or  
Islamic geographical literature. 

By the ninth century, a symbiosis of the two cultural traditions, the Arab-Muslim and the Persian 
ones, had been largely achieved. We may accept Gibb's thesis that the Shu'iibiyya controversies of 
this century had a sociological as well as a literary aspect, and that what was really at stake was the whole 
direction of Islamic culture. Yet Gibb perhaps overestimated the success of the pro-Arabs' defensive 
reaction. The partisans of the 'Ajamis were successful to the extent that the resultant Islamic civilization 
was in many regards an amalgam of the two traditions, a coming together on equal terms, and was not 
entirely the absorption by the Arab-Muslim tradition of just those Persian elements that it consciously 
chose to accept, whilst rejecting the rest, as was Gibb's final conclusion.' 

Despite the bitterness of the Shu'iibiyya controversies, the Arabs had always recognized the grandeur 
and splendour of the ancient Persian civilization to which they had succeeded by conquest in the seventh 
century. The physical monuments ofthis culture, visible, for instance, in the THq-i KisrH at Ctesiphon, 
in the ruins of Persepolis or Istakhr, in the Achaemenid and SlsHnid rock reliefs and in the network of 
fire temples which still covered much of Persia in the first three centuries or so of Islam, were impressive 
enough. The Arabs of the JHhiliyya had recognized here an obvious superiority to their own degraded 
condition, as was likewise the case in regard to Byzantium; the external manifestations of Persian cul- 
ture, such as their palaces, their weapons, their household possessions, are referred to in terms of praise 
by the pre-Islamic poets, and it is only the (to the Arabs) incomprehensible language of the Persians 
(their stuttering or .hmluminiyya) or the mumbling (zamzama) of the Zoroastrian priests, which are 
referred to in derogatory terms. Only with the coming of Islam did the religious fervour of the Arabs 
create a feeling of hostility towards the Persians, their autocratic monarchy, their social system and their 
religion; the victory of the Arabs' Islamic religion over such a seemingly impregnable empire must 
surely have seemed a clear sign of the Arabs' superiority over the defeated nation.# Even so, an Arab of 
pure Qurashi paternal descent, but with a slave mother, like the Umayyad Caliph Yazid b. al-Walid b. 
'Abd al-Malik (reigned 126/744), could boast. 

I am the descendant of the Persian Emperor, my forefather was Marwin, and both the Emperor of Byzan- 
tium and the KhiqPn of the Turks were my  ancestor^.^ 

When local, autonomous dynasties arose in various parts of the Caliphate from the ninth century 
onwards, they often tried to establish a connection with the Arab-Islamic past by attaching themselves 
to some figure in the Prophet Muhammad's entourage, or to one of the early Muslims, or to some tribe 
of the Arab aristocracy. The process can be traced at both ends of the Islamic world, amongst both the 
Berbers and the Persians. From the early decades of the Arab conquests, the subject peoples had 
endeavoured to acquire some of the privileges of the Arab ruling class through theinstitution ofclientage, 
wali', a status which gave the maul5 little, if any, social standing, but which did afford some financial 
advantage, such as the possibility of registration in the diwin, among the Arab muqitila, for a pension.1° 

The Tlhirid family, who came to govern Khurasan during the years 205-259182 1-873 and who also 
held for much longer lucrative offices in Iraq like the military governorship of Baghdad and the 
governorship of the Sawld, were originally Persians from the district of Herat and PGshang in eastern 
Khurasan. The first known member of the family, Ruzaiq, great-grandfather of THhir Dhii I-Yaminain, 
was a maul6 of the Arab noble Talha b. 'Abdalliih, governor of Sistan from 621681-2 till 64683-4. He 

' H. A. R. Gibh, " The Social Significance of the Shuaiibiya," in Muhammad b. Habib al-Baghdidi, Kildb a[-rnrrhabbar, ed. I .  
Slrrdio orkntalio Ioanni Pmdtrren dicata (C:oprnhagen 1 9 5 3 ) ~  pp. I.ichtcnst8dtrr (Hydrrabad 1361/1gqa) ,  p. 3 1 ;  Tlia'51il1i, 
105-14, also in Sfrrdics on Ihr Cirrilirotion q/ lrlarn (].ondon 1962), 1,ojd'iJ a / -ma'b i j ,  rd. Abylri and Sairafi (Cairo 1~791rg60) .  
P P  62-73. p. 64-5, trans. Bosworth, The Book of Cr~riorrr and Enlcrlnining 
Cf. 1. Goldzihcr's chapter on " 'Arab und 'r\&am," in Muham- Infannation (Edinburgh 1968), p. 73. 
medani~chc Slrrdim (Halle 1 8 8 8 9 )  I ,  102-4, trans. S.  52. Strl.ll lo On the institution of nsald', see Coldziher, up. cit., I, 104 IT., 
(Imndon 1 6 7 )  I, C J ~ I O O .  trans. 1, I O I  fr. 
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therefore became entitled to use the nisba of " al-Kh~zH'i, '~ from '[alha's tribe of K h ~ z l ' ~ ,  a tribe 
considered more noble in some respects than Quraish itsell.'' Although the Tlhirids' claim to the 
designation " al-Khuzl'i " was in the early part of the ninth century attacked by an Arab poet like 
Di'bil b. 'Ali, himself genuinely from Khuzl'a and very proud of it, in the later years of the century the 
governor of Baghdad and scholar 'Ubaidalllh b. 'AbdallPh b. T lh i r  was known as " Shaikh of 
KhuzH'a " and acknowledged as the head of the tribe, because of the immense prestige of the Tghirid 
family.la 

The Tlhirids' connection through clientage to the Arabs was authentic enough; but the connec- 
tions claimed by some other Persian ruling houses were grotesque and far-fetched. 

In his panegyric on the Dailamis and his Biiyid masters, the Kitib at-Tijiift akhbir ad-daula ad- 
Dailamiyya,l3 Abii IshHq Ibrlhim as-Slbi' (d. 3871997) repeats a story that appears in other tenth 
century Arabic sources, such as Mas'iidi, Ibn Duraid, Istakhri, and Ibn Hauqal. According to this 
story, the Dailamis were originally from the South Arabian tribe of Dabba (Dailam and Jil being 
originally brothers), but had migrated as a result of tribal warfare in Arabia to northwestern Persia. In 
the course of time they had merged with the surrounding Persian population and so lost their Arabic 
language, but had retained their military qualities and the supreme Arabic virtues of hospitality and 
liberality.14 The Seljuq official Abii 1-'AIH' ibn Hassiil, hostile to the Biiyids and their eulogist, rightly 
pours scorn on this tale: that therc is no historical record of such a migration; that in the early Islamic 
period the Banii Dabba enjoyed the favour of the Umayyads and so had no reason to emigrate; and 
that Abii Ishlq Ibrlhim had deliberately chosen an Arab tribe whose genealogy was notoriously 
confused. If he had been able, Ibn Hassiil adds scathingly, he would have attached 'Adud ad-Daula to 
Quraish!ls 

The Chiirid Sultans assembled a vast if transient empire in eastern Persia, Mghanistan, and northern 
India in the second halfof the twelfth century and the early years of the thirteenth. I t  might be thougllt 
that this obscure family of mountaineers were the last Iranian dynasty to be able to fbrge any connection 
with the house of the Meccan Prophet; their homeland, Ghiir, was for long an enclave of paganism, a 
complete terra incognita to the Islamic geographers, until the Ghaznavids penetrated its fastnesses in the 
eleventh century and introduced Islam there.l0 Actually to trace a blood connection between a family 
from this remote corner of Afghanistan and the Arabians in their homeland was beyond the capabilities 
of the Ghiirids' most skilful panegyrist and court historian, Fakhr-i Mudabbir Mublrakshlh, who 
flourished in northern India under the last Ghiirids and their epigone, Sultan Iltutmish of Delhi. He 
had to trace the dynasty back to the tyrant of Iranian mythology, Azhd ZahHk, whose descendants were 
said to have entrenched themsclves in Ghiir when Zahlk's thousand-year-old dominion was overthrown 
by Faridiin.17 I t  was not beyond human ingenuity, however, to devise a historical connection between 
GhGr and the early Caliphate. The GhGrid historian MinhHj-i Sirlj  JiizjPni (d, in the second halfofthe 
thirteenth century) puts forward the view, which must have been formulated as the Ghiirids emerged 
into history and built up their empire, that the eponymous founder of the dynasty, Shansab or Shanasb 
(Gushnasp), was a contemporary of the Caliph 'Ali b. Abi Tl l ih  and received Islam from the Caliph 

" KhuzB'a had mlcd in Mecca after Jurhurn and up to the arrival 
IJC  the Kinini adventurer Qu*ayy, founder of Quraish fortunes 
in hlecra, and had thrn mergcd with thc incorners; hence the 
eulogists ofthe Tihirids could, by stretching a point, attach their 
patrnns to Quraish ilselr. 

la Ibn KhallikBn, Wafayil al-a'vnn, trans. Wm. MacCuckin de 
Slane (Paris 1842-71), 11, 80. 

l a  S o  longer extant except for an abridged section surviving in 
the klutnwakkiliyya Library in $an'%', Ms no. 145; see M. J. 
Khan. " A Manuscript of an. Epitome OF al-$Abi'a Kifdb 
d- Tiii," Arabica X I  I ( I  965), pp. 97-44, who is also preparing 
an edition and translation of thin fragment. 

I' Ta i ,  f. zb. The fact that ad-Dailam is said also to be the name 
of a water hole in the territory or the BanG ' A h  in western 
Arabia (cf. YPqGt. Mu'jam 01-buldin [Eeimt 1374-6/1955-7], 
11, 5141 ,  with ,i ~ l r i h ~ d  frtt111 '.-4nt:rra n~rntioning the hlwid 

ad-Dailmn) may have inclined contemporaries to give lome 
credence to an Arab origin for the Dailamis. 

'Vifdb tafdil al-AtrM 'a16 sd'ir al-qjnd, ed. 'AbbL al-'AzzHwi, 
Bclbtm IV (1g40), Arabic text, pp. 33-4, Turkish trsnl. by 
$erefeddin Yaltkaya, pp. 235-49. 
For the historical background here, we Bwworth, " The Early 
Islamic History of GhGr," Central Asiatic j'ottrol VI (t9611, 
I 1633 .  

I' Fakhr-i Mudabbir, cited from variour sourcea in ibid., p p  195- 
6 (including JGsjlni's Tabaqdt-i N4iri, ed. 'Abd e l - v a n  
Habibi [Kabul 1349-311963-41, 1, 318-19, tram. H. G .  
Ravcrty [London 1881-991, I, 300-9). I t  is ~o in ted  out in the 
article of Bwwortll that ZahPk, though a repugnant figure in 
the epic tradition of thc Persian lands Further wmt, war a mucll 
more favoured and popular penonage in Zflbulistln and 
raatern Afghar~irlan. 
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ill person. He received from 'Ali an investiture patent ('ahd) a ~ i d  a standard ( l iwJ') ,  which were jea- 
lously guarded within the ShansabHni family and handed down from generation to generation. As if 
this were not enough, the Ghiiri Amir Fiilld b. Shansab is made to take part in the Abbasid Revolution 
at Abii Muslim's side, and the ShansabHnis are later brought to the court in Baghdad of HHriin ar- 
Rashid to have their claim to the rulership (imdrat) of Ghiir confirmed.18 

Parallel with this movement to attach native Persian dynasties somehow or other to the Arab past 
or the family of the Prophet, with all the social and religious prestige that accrued from this linking, we 
can discern a much stronger trend, that of attaching Persian families to the Iranian epic past or to thc 
more recently historical SHsHnicl imperial past of their native land. The trend was stronger because it 
was clearly in practice much easier to adduce a plausible kinship connection. Instead of the tortuous 
contriving necessary to connect the distant northern and eastern fringes of the Iranian world with thr 
Hijaz, an easy transition could be made from SHs5nid days to the time of their successors of three or four 
centuries later in more or less the same territory. Some of these later Persian dynasties, such as the 
SHmPnids of Transoxania, sprang from the dihqdn class or landowning aristocracy and gentry, which had 
been influential in the SHsHnid empire as military commanders, provincial governors, and so on, and 
which had on occasions married into the royal house. 

In the case of certain minor Caspian dynasties, which survived in a very isolated and socially con- 
servative region to which Islam came only late, their origins can with fair plausibility be traced back to 
the late SPsHnid period. The BHduspHnids (45- 1 0061665-1 599) traced their origin to GZvbZra, who 
came from Armenia in the time of the last SPsHnid Emperor, Yazdigird I11 (632-65 I ) ,  and was by him 
appointed governor of the Caspian provinces. GHvbira's two sons DBbiiya and BHduspBn, established 
lines in GilHn and TabaristHn respectively, the first the petty dynasty of DPbiiyids (40-1441660- j61).lD 
The BHwandids (45-750/665-1349) traced their line back to one BZw, who was either the Ispahbadh of 
TabaristHn appointed by Khusrau Aparviz (591-628) or a leading Zoroastrian of Ray. In the case of 
both these dynasties, the great length of their period of survival, most unusual for the Islamic world, is a 
measure of the political isolation of the Caspian region.P0 The Afrighid KhwHrazm-ShBhs were likewise 
a dynasty that spanned the pre-Islamic and Islamic periods, and Khwlrazm was likewise a geographi- 
cally isolated province, in effect an oasis of settled land within the steppes and connected with the rest of 
the Iranian world only by the Oxus. According to the local author Biriini (d, ca. 1050) the progeny of 
SiyHvush b. Kai KH'iis had ruled in KhwHrazm since their arrival there ca. I 200B.C., and a younger line 
of these SiyHvushids, the Afrighids, ruled from ca. A.D. 305 till their overthrow by an internal rebellion 
in 995. Biriini, in fact lists twenty-two rulers of the Afrighids covering these seven hundred years. 
Although Qutaiba b. Muslim appeared in KhwPrazm in 712 and caused much destruction to the old 
KhwHrazmian culture, the Afrighids were left to rule as loose tributaries-a unique event in this period 
of the Arab conquests in Iran and Central Asia, and only explicable by the eccentric geographical 
position of KhwHrazm and Arab fears of dangerously-extended communication lines if a full military 
occupation of the province had been attempted.?' But even where dynasties arose from comparatively 
humble tribal backgrounds, as in the case of the Dailamis, or from downright plebeian ones, like the 
Saffirids, it was not too great a stretch of the imagination to believe that, in the chaos of the Arab in- 
vasions of Persia and the tragedy of the downfall of the SBsHnids, families having kinship connections 
with the royal house should nevertheless continue quietly to exist, until the inherent qualities of ruler- 
ship should come to the surface and have free play once more. 

On the intellectual plane, much of the Persian epic and the lore concerning the Persian emperors 
had, by the ninth and tenth centuries, been absorbed into the common fabric of Islamic civilization, 
especially when the Persian-inspired literary genre of adab and its principal exponents, the secretary 

" Jfizjini, op. cit., I, 31g-10, 314 IT,, trans. I, 31 1-16, cl. Boa- 
worth, art. cit. JinjHni may be depending here on Fakhr-i 
Mudabbir's genealogical work, the Shajara-y' m 6 b - i  Mubdrak- 
shdhl, on which see C. A. Storey, Persian Likmlure:  a Bio- 
biblio~raphical Surwy (London 1937-71 ), 111, I I 76. 

" Cf. Encyclopardia of lsldrn', Arts. s8.u. 
'' Ibid., Art. s.u.; J .  Marquart, Erddahr narh drr Geographis des 

PI .  Moses Xomac'i, In Abh, d m  Gdtt. C R ~ ~ N .  dm W u s . ,  N.F. III/I 

(Berlin I ~ O I ) ,  pp. 117-8. Marquart thought that the latter 
origin suggested for BPw was the correct one, and that he came 
from Varznin near Ray; the linc or Biwandid rulers docs not 
become fully atteated in the sources till the eighth century. 

" Cf. E. Sachau, " Zur Ceschichte und Chronologie von Khwb- 
razm." Sitzungsberichle der Wiener Akad. d u  Wiss . ,  Phil.-Hist. 
CI., LXXIII ( 1 8 7 3 ) ~  475-506; S. P. Tolstov, Auf den Spurm 
der allchoresmitchm Kultur (Berlin 1 9 5 3 ) ~  pp. no7 tT. 
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class, had been accepted into the cosmopolitan society of the Abbasid Caliphate. Stories of the old Per- 
sian heroes and kings had long been part of the common Near Eastern stock of tales and romances even 
hefore the coming of Islam. When Muhammad was struggling to make his fellow Meccans listen to his 
message, his potential audience kept being enticed away by the superior attractions of the storyteller 
an-Nadr b. al-Hgrith; an-Nadr had been in the Lakhmid capital of Hira and had learnt there tales of 
the kings of Persia and of Rustam and I ~ f a n d i y H r . ~ ~  Such emperors as Khusrau AniishirvHn and Khus- 
rau Aparviz, and at a slightly later date, the wise minister B u ~ u r g m i h r , ~ ~  begin to be familiar figures in 
Arabic adab literature; and anecdotes about their justice, magnanimity, wisdom, and so forth play an 
rven bigger part in the Arab-Persian " Mirrors for Princes " genre.24 Hence to trace one's ancestry back 
to these rulers did not automatically imply the adoption of an anti-Islamic stance. 

Where feasible connection could be made, a Persian dynasty might attempt to get the best of both 
worlds and establish links with both the Arab-Islamic past and the Iranian one. This can be illustrated 
with especial clarity from the history of the THhirids and the Btiyids. 

According to Mas'iidi, the THhirids claimed to be descendants of Rustam b. D H ~ t f i n . ~ ~  That they 
simultaneously claimed a connection on one hand with the Arab tribes of KhuzH'a and Quraish, and on 
the other with the ancient Persian emperors, is expressly stated in some satirical verses of their opponent 
Di'bil b. 'Ali (d. 248/860), written at the death in 2071822 of THhir Dhii 1-Yaminain: 

THhir has left us three marvels, which put everyone's wits into a whirl. 
Three wretched ones, with a common father and mother, but with distinguishing features to set each one apart. 
One group says, " My people is Quraish," but both the clients and those of pure blood refute this. 
Another group traces its genealogy to Khuzl'a, [although this is] a clientship old and well-known. 
A third group inclines towards the house of Kisri, but these are considered to be vile foreigners. 
We have been overwhelmed with the numbers of their genealogies; whereas, in fact, all are equally spurious.2@ 

The THhirids found a defender against such attacks as this in the Persian Shu'iibi poet 'AIlHn b. al- 
Hasan al-WarrZq, well-known as a doughty protagonist in the 'Ajami cause. Praising 'AbdallBh b. 
T ih i r  lor his Persian antecedents, he says: 

['Abdalllh is] a descendant of Rustarn, in the zenith of nobility, adorned with a diadem and crown, 
LVith the marks of abundant nobility and approbation upon him, because of his majesty. 

....................................................................................... 
Our forefathers are of the royal stock of Persia (Kisriwiyyit ubuwwafund), outstanding leaders, shining examples 

and generous souls.a7 

Culturally and intellectually, the TZhirids were highly arabized; they rank amongst the most 
munificent patrons of Arabic learning and literature of their day, and almost every member of the family 
was himself a competent poet or prose stylist in Arabic.28 Yet 'AbdallHh, established in his capital of 
Nishapur in Khurasan, a province where the older Persian social system, with its attendant heroic 
features of military prowess and hospitality long persisted, and where memories of old Persian glories 
were still fresh, cannot have been displeased to have been counted amongst the heroes and monarchs of 
ancient Iran; this ambivalent attitude towards the relative desirability of Arab or Persian lineage 
reflects the currents of thought and the uncertainties of this century of transition, in which the Persians 
had already reached the highest pinnacles of political influence in the state and were now challenging the 
social dominance of the Arabs. 

'' Ibn 1$1Pq. Sirat Rare1 Allih, ed. F .  Wllstenreld (Cottingen, 
1859-60), 1, 191, trans. A. Cuillaume (Oxlord, ~ g j j ) ,  p. 136. 

" It is poin~rd out by H. M a d  (Encyclopardia o/ I ~ l d m ~ ,  Art. 9.v.) 

that i t  is only in the tenth century that anrcdotm about 
Ruzurgmihr dcrivrd from popular tradition b e ~ i n  to appear in 
Islamic adab literature. 
Cl. G.  Richter, Studitn zrrr Gsrrhichta der dllrrm arabuchm 
Ffintmpiegel (Lirpzig 1932), pp. 33 tT. 

n6 Kitdb at-Ianbih wa-1-bhrdf, ed. Ill. J .  de Coeje (Leiden 1 8 9 4 ) ~  
p. 347, trans. Carra de \;aux (Paris 10g6), p. 446. 

" Diuvin. cd. and trans. L. Zolondek, Di'bil b. 'Al i :  The LiJi and 

Writings oj an Earb  'AbbLid Pott (Lexington, Ky. 1961), pp. 
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The fantastic story that the Dailamis were originally Arabs of the Ban6 Dabba or Banii Tamim ha? 
been mentioned above. Since it appears in sources written before the middle of the tenth century, thc. 
story must have gone into circulation at quite an early date, when the heroic age of Dailami expansion 
was hardly over. Abii IshHq Ibrlhim wrote his Tiji for 'Adud ad-Daula, aiming to justify his master's 
imperial policy and to vaunt the claim of the Dailamis, hitherto considered as crude barbarians, to be 
part of the comity of Islamic nations. By the time of the second generation of rulers, the boorishness of 
the first Biiyids had largely gone; 'Adud ad-Daula and his successors became warm patrons of Arabic 
literature and science, and it was at the Biiyid court in Shiraz that the greatest of Arabic poets, Mutan- 
abbi, spent one of the happier periods of his life. The Persian genealogy of the Riiyids is given by Hamza 
al-IsfahHni and Biriini in his Chronology of Ancient Nations. Biriini quotes the lost part of the Titji, that thr 
Biiyids' genealogy extends back to the SHsHnid Emperor BahrHm GGr (420-438). He was, however, 
sceptical about the Dailamis' care for keeping correct genealogies, and was not disposed to accept the 
Biiyid one beyond the father of Biiya, FanHkhusrau. Before they left Dailam to seek their fortirnes as 
condottieri in the disturbed Persian countryside of the early tenth century, the three Biiyid brothers 
were clearly of only middling status (mutawassit al-hil, in Ibn al-Athir's words), even though Abii 
IshHq IbrHhim says in the extant part of the Tiji that the Biiyids belonged to the ShirdhilHwand of 
LHhijHn, noblest of the four tribes of Dailam.20 

There are certain pointers that show that the Biiyids had more than a passing interest in the old 
Iranian past. Zoroastrianism continued in the tenth century to flourish in what had been the heart of 
Sfisinid Persia, Firs. The biography of the Sufi shaikh AbG IshHq IbrHhim KHzariini shows how strong 
the Zoroastrians were in Firs as late as the first quarter of the eleventh century. The Zoroastrians or  
KHzariin prevented the shaikh from building a mosque, having the backing of the Zoroastrian governor 
of the town, Khiirshid, himself high in the favour of the Biiyid Amir in Shiraz; they complained, too, 
about the shaikh's Islamic proselytizing activities and had him arraigned before the Amir and repri- 
manded.30 In the course of his antiquarian investigations, 'Adud ad-Daula visited the ruins of the old 
Achaemenid capital of Persepolis and had an inscription carved there to commemorate his visit; he 
also got a local Zoroastrian mdbadh to interpret for him the Pahlavi inscriptions there.31 'Adud ad- 
Daula was also harking back to ancient Persia when he used the imperial title ShChanrhCh " King o l  
kings," already attested on a coin minted in FHrs in 3591970, which depicts the Amir in a fashion resem- 
bling that of the SHsHnid emperors, and has a Pahlavi inscription " May the ShHhanshHh's royal 
splendour increase!" I t  was only in the Arab and more strongly orthodox Islamic region of Iraq that 
'Adud ad-Daula's grandson JalA ad-Daula ran into criticism in 42911038 when he adopted the title, 
for the ultra-pious considered that such a title belonged to God alone.32 

Mardiwij b. ZiyHr (d. 3231935) is one of the most flamboyant, even bizarre (in Minorsky's descrip- 
tion, " fantasque et barbare"), characters in the upsurge of the Dailamis. His conquests in northern 
and central Persia paved the way for the more lasting successes of the Biiyids, and 'Ali b. Diiya, ~ h c  later 
'ImHd ad-Daula, began in Mardiwij's service. The historians (who are, admittedly, generally hostile 
witnesses) allege that MardHwij dreamed of reviving the old Persian empire and religion, with himself 
as supreme ruler. At Hamadan and Dinawar, his troops made a special point of massacring the 
Muslim religious classes, ulema and Sufis alike. When he had gained control of much of western Persia, 
including Ray and Qazwin, he had made for himself a golden throne set with jewels, donned regal 

as T~'. 11, f. 3a; Birini, al-Athcir al-bo'qiya, ed. E. Sachau (Leipzig 
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Vrrhdllnis zu anderen historischen Qrtellen derfrilhen BGyidm (Wies- 
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clotlles, and had madc Tor himself a golden bejewelled crown, having previously enquired about the 
crowns of the ancient Persians. In  place of the rough familiarity and camaraderie of the Dailami 
soldiery, he would have his army drawn up in ranks before him, a t  a distance, as if he were a monarch 
distantly enthroned and out of contact with the masses; only his closest officers could address him. Fired 
by pseudo-prophesies and the encouragement of his advisers, he is said to have dreamed of conquering 
Iraq, rebuilding Ctesiphon and the palace of the KisrHs, and then assuming the title of Shihamhih. 
If these reports be t Je, it is not surprising that this apparent megalomania was cut short by his assassina- 
tion a t  the time when hc was celrbrating the old Zoroastrian feast of Sadhaq.33 

After the meteoric rise and fall of MardHwij, his family, the ZiyHrids, settled for a less ambitious role 
in northern Persia and in particular, in Gurgln and TabaristHn. Ririini wrote his Chronology of Ancient 
Pcoples at the court of Mardlwij's nephew QHbiis. b. Vushmagir, but he was unable to trace QHbiis' 
genealogy back farther than MardHwij's grandfather in GilHn, WardHnshHh, though he emphasizes the 
nobility of Qlbiis' ascendants on the female side, the Ispahbadhiyya line of B l ~ a n d i d s . ~ ~  A more 
elaborate genealogy appears, however, in the preface to the Qibfi-nima, written by QHbiis' grandson 
Kai KH'iis b. Iskandar. This makes QHbiis the descendant of Arghush b. FarhHdHn, king of GilHn in  
the time of Kai Khusrau, whose story is discussed, so Kai Ka'iis says, in the Book of Kings of one of Fir- 
dausi's predecessors, Abii I-Mu'ayyad Balkhi.36 This genealogy must have been elaborated after 
Biriini's time, that is, during the middle or later years of the eleventh century; it appears in later his- 
torians like Hamdalllh Mustaufi and MirkhwHnd. Furthermore, in a title-less manuscript work by 
Abii l-FidH,3' MardHwij's father ZiyHr is said to have belonged to the noblest of the four tribes of Jil, 
the royal one called ShHhanshlh-wand. 

The SHmiinids of Transoxania and Khurasan succeded to much of the THhirid heritage in the east, 
and like the THhirids, they represented the interests and aspirations of the local Iranian landed classes 
and also the cause of Sunni orthodoxy and obedience to the spiritual authority of the Abbasid Caliphs. 
Thc degree of arabization amongst the Siim2nids was less than that of the almost completely arabized 
Tlhirids. I t  is true that Arabic literature and the Arabic sciences flourished in the SHmHnid dominions, 
and Tha'Hlibi's section in the Yatimat ad-dahr on the poets and writers of Khurasan and Transoxania 
shows how brilliant this Arabic culture was. The Amirs themselves had scholarly interests, and Ahmad 
b. IsmH'il (907-914) is said to have been murdered by his Turkish ghullms because of his excessive 
frequenting of the company of the ~ l e m a . ~ '  Nevertheless, Bukhara was very distant from Baghdad, 
and the SHmHnids lacked the direct Iraqi connections of the Tfihirid family; hence the SHmPnids were 
also able to play an important part in the renaissance of New Persian language and literature which is 
apparent in the eastern Iranian lands from the later ninth ccntury onwards. 

We know of no attempt to connect the SlmHnids with the Arab heritage, but it was generally 
accepted amongst the SHmHnids' contemporaries that the family was of aristocratic, if not royal, 
Iranian origin. SHmHn-Khudl, the earliest attested member of the family, was a dihqin from the Balkh 
area of TukhlristHn, who in the eighth century was converted to Islam and served one of the last 
Umayyad governors of K h ~ r a s a n . ~ @  Biriini, followed by suhsequent sources such as Ibn al-Athir, says 
that there is " universal agreement " that the SHmHnids descend from BahrHm Chiibin. BahrHm 
Chiibin, son of BahrHm Gushnasp, led a revolt against the Emperor Hormizd IV  in 590 and temporarily 
occupied the imperial throne himself as BahrHm VI. His family of Mihrin claimed descent from the 
Arsacids, hence his bid for the throne and his displacement of the Sgslnids. The legitimate heir to the 
throne, Hormizd's son Khusrau Aparviz, regained the throne in the next year with Byzantine and 
Armenian help, and BahrHm Chiihin had to flee to Turkestan, where he was soon afterwards killed. 
His adventi~rous career made a deep impression on the Persian national consciousness, and gave rise to a 
popular romance in Pahlavi, details of which we know through mentions in Arabic and Persian sources 

" Mas'Odi, M u n i  adh-dhahab, I X ,  19-30; Ibn al-Athir, op. cit., School oiOricntal and African Studics, London, MS  16386. 
V I I I ,  144-5, 116; V. kli~iorsky, " La domination dm V. Rarthold, T r r r k c r h  Down to fhr Mongol lnuarion (London 
Dailamitrs,", in I ranicalRi~l  mnqdla-yi Minnrrky ( I thran 1964), 1918), p. 240. I t  was also under Ahmad b. Ism5'il that Arabic 
p p  I 7-18, 14. was once more madr thr languagr oi  official ~orra~ondence. 
d-d/h& al-btiq~ya, p. 39. On Ibid., pp. 209 l o .  
Tram. R. Levy, A Mirror for Pr iur r  (London 1951)- pp. "3. 
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and in Firdausi's ShZh-nima.30 Also in the upper Oxus region, the Amirs of Khr~ttal were in the twelfth 
century still deriving their origin from a notable figure of SHslnid times, the Emperor BahrHm Giir.'O 

It was obviously quite credible to contemporaries that a dynasty of dihqin origin like the SHmHnids 
should trace their beginnings back to the old Persian aristocracy. Of equal significance in considering 
the question of the need for Persian dynasties to set down roots in the past is the example of the SaffHrids 
ofSistan. Sistan and the adjacent regions of what is now eastern Afghanistan had contributed important 
strands to the formation of the Persian national epic, above all to those parts of the cycle connected 
with the hero GarshHsp and his descendant Rustam-i ZHI, the stable of whose horse Rakhsh was still 
shown at Qarnin in Sistan in Islamic tirnes.4' The SaffHrid brothers Ya'qiib and 'Amr b. Laith were of 
indisputably plebeian origin; Ya'qiib had been a coppersmith and 'Amr a stonemason or mule hirer. 
They were proud of their origin from the people, and claimed, with considerable justice, that they had 
reached their position of power by their own efforts, unassisted by noble birth or official influence; and 
they further claimed, again with justice, that they represented the interests of the people of Sistan against 
past exploitation by Caliphal and Tiihirid officials and tax-collectors. Their implacable refusal to 
accept the norms of Sunni orthodoxy and political practice, sc. obedience to the moral authority of the 
Caliphs and their legitimate representatives, exposed the SaffHrids to the hostility of the generality of 
Islamic historians; Ya'qiib and 'Amr on more than one occasion expressed their contempt for the Abba: 
sids and their fraudulent seizure of the Caliphate.42 The Saffiirids had thus no incentives for claiming 
any connection with the Arab past; the Arab ruling institution in Sistan had typified everything that 
Ya'qiib had been fighting against, and Ya'qiib openly showed this contempt for and impatience with 
Arabic learning on one occasion.43 

Moreover, it might be thought that the Saffiirids' frank proclamation of their lowly origins would 
preclude any connection being forged between them and the Iranian past, however suitable in such a 
deeply traditionalist province as Sistan a connection like this might seem. Yet this is what apparently 
happened at an early date in the circles around Ya'qfib. The  anonymous History of Sistan gives a 
lengthy genealogy tracing Ya'qiib back through the SHsHnids Khusrau Aparviz, KawHdh and Ardashir 
to Farid611 and Jamshid and the first man KayBmarth.44 The History of Sislan seems substantially to 
date from the second half of the eleventh century, so it is possible that this genealogy was invented in say 
the tenth century, when the Saffiirids had become respectable, and within their modest sphere of power 
in Sistan had achieved a recognized place in the Islamic states-system. Such Amirs as Ahmad b. 
Muhammad (310-521922-963) and Khalaf b. Ahmad (352-393/963-1003) were distinguished figures of 
their time, the latter being particularly famed for his scholarly  interest^.^' 

But there is a second piece of evidence which is incontrovertibly contemporary with Ya'qiib b. 
Laith. In  Ylqiit's biographical dictionary of scholars and writers, there is a fragment of verse, totalling 
twelve lines. It is quoted via the historian Hamza al-IsfahHni, and is by a poet of IsfahHn, Abii Ishlq 
IbrHhim b. Mamshldh, apparently one of Ya'qiib's panegyrists. The poet puts into Ya'qiib's mouth 
these words : 

I am the son of the noble descendants of Jam, and the inheritance of the kings of Persia has fallen to my lot. 
I am reviving their glory, which had been lost and effaced by the long passage of time. 
I am openly seeking revenge for them; although men have closed their eyes to recognizing their regal rights, 

I do not do so. 
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With me is the banner of K2wi ('alam al-Kdbedn), through which I hope to rule all the nations 
So say to all the sons of HGhim (sc. the Abbasids), " Abdicate quickly, before you have reason to feel sorry! 
We have gained power over you by force, with our lance-thrusts and cuts from our sharp swords, 
Our forefathers gave you kingly power, but you have never showed proper gratitude for our benefactions. 
Return to your country in the Hijaz, to eat lizards and graze sheep, 
For I shall mount the throne of the kings, with the aid of my sword blade and the point of my pen!" 

The poem seems to be a manifesto in verse of Ya'qiib's programme of conquest within the eastern 
lands of the Caliphate, a programme that was only halted by the check to his armies at Dair al-'Aqiil in 
2621876, when Ya'qiib was within fifty miles of Baghdad itself. Especially interesting is the reference to 
the ancient symbol of royal authority in Iran, the dirafsh-i kiviyin, the " imperial banner " of the 
Sisinids, captured by the Arabs at the battle of QZdisiyya. One should note too the sharply Shu'iibi 
sentiment in the allegation that it was the Persians and Khurasanians who brought the Abbasids to 
power, but were only rewarded by ingratitude, and also in the familiar stigmatizing of the Arabs as 
lizard-eating desert barbarians at the side of the ancient culture of the I r a n i a n ~ . ~ ~  I t  is a pity that we 
have no explicit information in the History of Sistan, which is normally extremely detailed about the 
early Saffirids and their campaigns, about the conscious adoption of an imperial plan of conquest; but 
there seems no reason to doubt the authenticity or contemporaneousness of the poem. Its significance 
to us here lies in its illustrating the point that, at  this period of Persian history, it was inevitable that a 
ruler who had become master of a great empire in the historically Iranian lands should be connected 
willy-nilly with the Iranian past and that his-victories should be sken as the preparation for a reconsti- 
tuting of that glorious past. 

I t  is not particularly surprising that ethnically Persian dynasties should, whilst remaining faithful to 
the religious connection with Islam, seek to establish links with the Iranian heroic past; more surprising 
is an instance of a minor Islamic dynasty which was indisputably Arab in origin abandoning its Arab 
genealogy in favour of a connection with the pre-Islamic Iranian monarchs. We would expect this 
curious process to take place in a peripheral region of the Islamic world, one far from the Arab cultural 
heartland of the Fertile Crescent and the Arabian peninsula but one coming within the orbit of Iranian 
cultural influence. The place in question is eastern Transcaucasia, where in the early Islamic centuries 
more than one line of Arab governors held such bastions of Arab power as Darband and Sharvin 
against the indigenous Caucasian peoples, the Turkish Khazars and the Scandinavian Riis. 

In Sharvin a line of Arab governors was established in early Abbasid times, the descendants of 
Yazid b. Mazyad from the Bakri tribe of Shaibiin. The eastern Caucasian shores of the Caspian Sea had 
been controlled militarily by the Skin ids  and had been imbued with Persian cultural influences. 
The Yazidid SharvPn-Shihs became autonomous and then independent of Baghdad, and at the same 
time became culturally more and more iranized. Whereas Arab names had been usual up to the reign 
of the Shih  Yazid b. Ahmad (381-4181991-102g), his sons and their descendants all took Persian names 
like Fariburz, Afridiin and Maniichihr, and memory of the family's Arab origin became obliterated. 
The process must have begun early. In  the first half of the tenth century Mas'iidi could state that the 
Sharvin-ShPh of his time, Muhammad b. Yazid, was " incontrovertibly " a descendant of Bahrim 
Giir, as was also the Avar prince of the neighbouring Caucasian principality of Sarir;47 all later his- 
torians, such as Rashid ad-Din and Miinejjim-Bashi', were convinced that the Sharvin-Shihs were 
descended from AnushirvPn the Such a process as this iranization of the Yazidids was, howcver, 
exceptional, outside the Caucasus-Azerbaijan area,'# and is explicable by the severance of political and 
cultural ties with the centres of Arab traditional life and thought. 

Ypqtjt, Irrhid al-arib, I,  312-3. We owe the unearthing of 
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Finally, it is instructive to see what happened when a ruling family of Turkish origin became 
established in the Iranian world and quickly became largely persianized in culture and outlook. The 
Ghaznavid Sultanate stemmed directly from the Sftmftnid Amirate, and can in many respects be 
regarded as its successor state. The  founder, Sebiiktigin, was originally a member of the SPm5nid 
military slave institution, and the civil and military institutions of the Sultanate were to a considerable 
extent modelled on their SBmZnid forerunners. Obsequious genealogists were unable to get round the 
fact of Sebiiktigin's pagan Turkish birth. According to his testament or Pand-nima, Sebiiktigin came 
from the tribe (properly, place) of BarskhZn on the shores of the Isiq-Kol where he had been captured 
by a neighbouring tribe and sold into slavery a t  Nakhshab in Transoxania. The autobiographical 
preface to the Pand-nima states that the Barskhin tribe was so-named because in ancient times, one of the 
rulers of Persia had settled in Turkestan and had become a ruler there. He was called Pirsi-khwin, that 
is, one who is literate in Persian, and this became contracted to Barskhin, which means " powerful " in 
Turkish.'O The Ghiirid historian JiizjZni quotes the Ta'rikh-i mujadwal of one Abii 1-Qisirn ' Imidi  
(which Barthold surmised was written in the early twelfth century) as giving a complete genealogy from 
Sebiiktigin and his father Juq or Qara Bechkem through six generations to Yazdigird 111; it was 
supposed that Yazdigird's daughter had fled to the steppes and married a Turkish chief there." I t  is 
possible that this genealogy was elaborated in the eleventh century, when the persianizing tendencies in 
the Ghaznavid empire had largely overlaid the Turkish past. 

In the first years of the empire, Mahmiid of Ghazna (388-421/gg8-1030) had been occasionally 
praised by his poets for his Turkish lineage as well as his alleged connection with the Iranian past. Thus 
the famous Arabic litttrateur and author of maqimit, Badi' az-Zamin al-Hamadhini, addresses 
Mahmiid thus: 

May God exalt whoever He wills! And may He increase me in faith! 
Is it Faridfin [whom we see] with his crown, or a second Alexander? 
Or has the circle of time brought back Solomon once more? 
The sun of Mahmfid has cast the stars of SHmHn into the shade, 
Atid the houqe of BahrHm has become subject to the son or Khaqin. 
Whenever he rides out on an elephant for warfare or for ceremonial purposes, 
Your eyes see a ruler (sull6n) on the back of a demon (shoilin). 
Is it from the heart of India to the plains of GurgHn, 
From the land of Sind to the farthest limits of Khurasan, 
In the plenitude of his youthful power and in freshly displayed glory, 
That you are in the saddle, when the withers of Saturn are shrunken and emaciated ? 
0 Yamin ad-Daula, the successor in time to Baghdad and GhumdPn, 
There are not two rulers in the west who do not obey you; 
If you so wish, they enjoy security, prosperity, and assured faith.b2 

This poem must be early in date (Badi' a z -Zamh  died in 398/1008). The great panegyrists of the early 
Ghaznavids much more frequently praise Mahmiid and his son Mas'iid as heirs of the Kisris. Thus we 
find them given such titles as Shihart~hih-i 'Alum (Farrukhi), Khurrau-i Marhriq, Khusrau Shihanshih-i 
Dunyi ('Unsuri), and Khudivand-i Khurkin va Shihamhih-i 'Iriq (Maniichihri). 

The great dynasties of Turkish chieftains which arose contemporaneously with the Ghaznavids, like 
the Qarakhanids, or shortly afterwards, like the Seljuqs, had not spent a formative period within the 
military slave institution or the cultural ambience of an indigenous Iranian dynasty, as had the first 
Ghaznavids. The Qarakhanids and Seljuqs were of free Turkish and not slave origin; they depended, 
at least initially, on a mass Turkish tribal backing and not on a dtracint professional army; and they 
continuously drew fresh replenishments of manpower from the Turks remaining in the Central Asian 

" sebbk~i~ in ' s  Pond-Mmo is given in the Majma' 01-amdb or the by Kishghari, Diwdn Irr#hdl at-7irrk. trans. B. Atalay (Ankara 
rourtrrnth-century historian Muhammad b. 'Ali Shabfinkira'i, lg39-41), 111, 417-18, facs. f. 625 
which h a  not yet been published. The Pond-ndma was, how- " TabaqHt-i NQiri, 1, 2 2 5 6 ,  trans. 1,67-70. 
ever, rxcerptcd and translntrd by M. Nazim, "The Pand- " Citrd in Tha'Blibi, Talimat ad-dahr, ed. Muh. Muhyi atl-Din 
NBmah o l  Subuktigin," JRAS ( 1 9 3 3 ) ~  605-18, see especially 'Ahd al-Hnmid (Cairn, 1375-711956-8). 1V, 296-7. 
PP 61-14, 6a1-3. Another etymology for Banghin ir given 
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steppes. Hence it was orlly natural that they sllould seek to derive their charisma of rule from the heroic 
Turkish past, and not from the indigenous traditions of their newly-acquired Iranian territories, where 
they for a long time felt aliens, as indeed they were. 

Such designations as " Qarakhanids " and " Ilek-Khanids " are, as is well known, the inventions of 
nineteenth-century Russian o r i en ta l i s t~ .~~  One of the names by which these incoming Qarluq tribal 
khans let themselves be known by was a - i  Afrasiyiib, that is, descendants of Afrasiyiib, the king of 
Tfiran in Iranian cpic tradition and the foe of Kai KH'fis; Afrasiy&b was apparently identified with 
the Turkish folk hero Alp Er T ~ n g a . ~ '  The Seljuqs also soon had genealogies constructed for themselves 
going back to Afrasiy~by and their descent from the noble Oghuz clan of QinPq was also stressed; accord- 
ing to Kishghari, this was the clan of the princes of the O g h u ~ . ' ~  The various sources dealing with 
Seljuq origins mention that the founder of the family, Seljuq b. Duqaq, known as Temiir-yaligh " iron- 
bow," had connections with, or was in the service of, the Khiiqiin of the Khazan, to whom they give the 
Turkish title of Yhbghu. The story further goes that Seljuq, the victim of envy and suspicion on the part 
of the Khazar king, struck the latter with his sword; this is cited to show the nobility and daring of 
Toghril Beg's forebears. The historicity of this Khazar-Seljuq link is not proven. The tale may have 
arisen in order to connect the Seljuq clan, part of a tribal group which was, amongst the Turks of Central 
Asia, at a particularly low social and cultural level, with a powerful and well-known group like the 
Khazars of South Russia.6e 

At all events, the era in which powen established in Iran on the ruins of the Abbasid Caliphate 
automatically tried to forge a connection with the glorious traditions of ancient Iran, draws to an end in 
the eleventh century. The Turkish dynasties, in whose hands the political destiny of Iran was to lie for 
some hundreds of years to come, were, it is true, gradually permeated by the superior culture of Persia; 
but this was a slow process, and the need quickly to find a place within the epic framework of the Iranian 
national tradition was no longer felt as pressing. 

" CT. Boaworth, Encycbpadio of I$ldm,' Art. " Ilek--nn." " See the dirurionm of Seljuq o r i ~ n r  in CI. M e n ,  " Le Malik- 
" v. Bahold ,  Hutoirr ah TWCJ #A& h C a h  (Pnrir 1945)~  pp. Nnrneh et I'hintoire dm originu reljukida," Orb, 11 (1949). 

70~84. 41 IT.., and Elmworth, 7k C h e d :  7 h &  b q#-@ 
" D i d n  lughdl ad-Turk, trans. 1, 55. a d  Eorm Iran gg4-1040 (Edinbuah 1963), pp. #I9 
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THE KOFICHTS OR QUFS IN PERSIAN HISTORY 

The south-eastern quarter of Persia, sc. the ~rovinces  of KirmPn, MakrHn and Baluchistan, has 
always played a smaller part in the country's history than have other, adjacent provinces such as FBrs or 
Khurasan. The extreme aridity of much of this region, making agriculture difficult and generally 
dependent on irrigation, the comparative lack of rich pasture grounds such as one finds in Khurasan 
and Azerbaijan, the extensive mountain ranges rising to over 14,000 feet, and the inhospitable coastline, 
with no major port today between Hormuz or Bandar Abbas and Karachi,' have all combined to make 
it a singularly unattractive region for intensive settlement, though MakrBn and Baluchistan have on 
many occasions in history formed an important corridor for the movement of peoples between the 
Iranian and Indian worlds. 

Although something is known about KirmBn in early Islamic times, since it was usually a depen- 
dency of the much richer and politically more important province of FHrs, the history of the lands 
further east, stretching through coastal MakrHn and inland Baluchistan to Sind (what is now politically 
Persian and Pakistani Baluchistan) is largely a blank at  this time. The province of Kirmsn stsicto s e m  
shared in the cultural and intellectual vitality of mediaeval Islam enough to contribute significantly 
to the vigorous genre of Persian local historiography, from Afdal ad-Din KirmHni in the 6th/12th-early 
7th/13th centuries down to Ahmad 'Ali KhHn Vaziri in the 19th century. The extremely thinly- 
populated region to the south and cast of KirmHn, however, evolved no traditions of urban life and 
consequent culture; today, Persian Baluchistan remains the most backward part of the ShBhanshBh's 
dominions, whilst in Pakistani Baluchistan a sense of political and cultural consciousness has only 
come to the surface, with attendant stresses, in the last decade or so. 

The lack of material for the early political history of the region is paralleled by an even profounder 
dearth of information on such matters as the ethnology, demography and linguistic situation there. 
We clutch at straws, but it is nevertheless possible to utilize the exiguous sources in order to throw light 
on certain aspects of these problems, and it is with one of these problems that we shall now be concerned. 

In the Arabic and Persian historical and geographical sources of the period between the 3rd/gth 
century and the decline of the Seljuqs in the 6th11nth century, we find scattered refercnces to a people 
of south-eastern Persia designated by the simple descriptive epithet of Kiifichis/Ktifijis " mountaineers ". 
The etymology is fairly clear. Kufij presupposes a non-attested Old Iranian form *kaufatiya-" moun- 
tain dweller " (c 0. Pers. kaufa-" mountain "), which was evidently a by-form of 0. Pers. ikau- 
fahiyo-, the name of a people in the Daiva inscription of Xerxes, mentioned together with the matiya- 
I' men of Maka " ( =  western MakrHn?).# N. Pers. Kiifij/KiSJich ( < KtiJajlKIlfnch, the unstressed, 
unstable a vowel becoming i before jlch) was arabicized to QiSJi?, with the usual Arabic alternation of 
k/q for Iranian k and the normal Arabic rendering of the Iranian unvoiced fricative t by the Arabic 
emphatic sibilant J ;  the form +KC$h (where the intervocalic a has dropped out altogether) was 
arabicized to Quf~. The Balfich likewise appear in the early Arabic texts as Bali?. *Kifch also yielded, 
in everyday Persian, with a fairly natural absorption of preconsonantal f by the prrreeding u, the form 
Kuch, often in the alliterative coupling Kich u Balich. However, we have enough information to show 
that, in dealing with the Kfifichis and the RalIich, we have before us two distinct ethnic and linguistic 
groups. 

' In clauical and mediaeval Islamic tirncv, it is true, the port of and now J .  Hanoman's discussion ofthe significance of the port 
X z ,  Ptolerny's Tflaa, on the shora of the prcsent-day bay of in the article cited in n. 6 below, pp. 572-4. 
Chah-bahUr in Persian MakrUn, wac apparently a flourish in^ ' See R. C. Kent, Old Pvsion gmrnmnr, trxb. lexicon' (New Haven, 
CntrepBt for the trade oTKirrnkn and Sistln. See on the recent rg53), pp. 151, 165. In respect or the initial d :  zero, dkorda- 

and ruins at X Z ,  T. H.  Holdich, " Not= on ancient and bba- seems to stand to *koufaCiyo- as 0. Pers. &agarto- (Kent, 
mediaeval Maltran ", CJ VII (,Jan.-Junc 1896), pp. 396-7, p. 173a) stands to Greek Sagnrtio. 
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Because of the close connection of the two peoples in the sources, it is necessary to say something 
first about the much more studied, though hardly better-known, Baliichis. We only know of these last 
in their present geographical habitat from historical and travellers' information of the last 150 years or 
so, whilst the equation of the homeland of the mediaeval Ktifichis with modern Bashkardia (see below) 
is tentative only, though probable. T o  the present writer's knowledge, the mediaeval historical and 
geographical texts contain no more precise infornlation about the possible migrations and movements 
of the Balkhis than what was gathered together seventy years ago by M. Longworth Dames, whilst the 
information on the habitat and mores of the Kfifichis is all set forth in the latter part of this chapter. With 
such a dearth of firm historical fact, the few scholars who have concerned themselves with these problems 
have tried to bridge the gap between the known, present-day position and the virtually unknown, 
historic past by utilising inter alia the indications provided by a study of the languages of the region. 

Already at the beginning or this century, Longworth Dames, an Indian Civilian who had a know- 
ledge of Baluchistan and the Baluchi language outstanding for his time, suggested that the Baliich had 
migrated across the central Persian deserts from northern or north-western Persia, in particular, from 
the Caspian region, at some time before the 4th/roth century, when we begin to hear of them in KirmHn; 
he noted that in Firdausi's Shih-nima, the Baliich are linked with the men of GilHn.3 More recently, 
R .  N. Frye has taken up these arguments and has suggested a migration across the northern part of the 
Central Desert, citing linguistic parallels between Baliichi and the BiyHbZnak Persian dialects.' Then, 
perhaps ~ ~ n d c r  pressure from the Dailami Buyids, the Ghaznavids, and finally the Seljuqs and their 
Turkmen follo:vrrs, the Balfich moved further eastwards-probably via the KirmBn-Bampur depres- 
sion-Maslikel route used some 1300 years before by Alexander the Great on his way back from India- 
into the largely empty region of what is now Baluchistan. Here they superimposed themselves upon an 
indigenous stock with Dravidian ethnic and linguistic connections, represented by the modern Brahuis. 
In  general, the Arab geographers of the 4th/roth century, and the anonymous Persian Hudid  al-'dam 
dating from the end of that century, locate the Baliich as dwelling just to the east of the important 
town in eastern Kirmln of Jiruft, in the steppe land (~ahrd) between the wooded Jabal BHriz and the 
southern fringes of the Dasht-i Liit; only Maqdisi mentions Baliichi-speakers much further east, at 
Panjgfir in what is now the eastern part of Pakistani Baluchistan (see concerning this last item of infor- 
mation, below). Uncertain or the ethnic affiliations of the Baliich, some sources consider them (and 
also the Kfifichis) as Kurds, and their nomadic and predatory way of life must have seemed very 
similar to that of the Kurds of the Zagros region, whose name was a byword for violence and banditry.' 

However, doubt has recently been thrown on the accepted view of Longworth Dames and Frye, that 
the Balfich moved southwards and eastwards from northern Persia in early Islamic times, by John 
Hansman in a detailed and closely-argued study which seeks to identify the MaganlMakan of the 
Akkadian and Assyrian tcxts with western MakrBn (sc. that part of the coastland now falling within 
Persian territory) and their bleluhha with eastern MakrBn (sc. that part of it now belonging to Pakistani 
Baluchi~ tan) .~  He propones that the Baliich are the later descendants of the ancient Meluhba, these 
last in turn to hr identified also with the Mleccha, mentioned in Sanskrit texts from ca. 600 B.C. on- 
wards as a barbarian people living beyond the Indus, i.e. to the west of the river. He cites Maqdisi's 
infolmation on Bannajbfir (modern Panjgfir) in the Rakhshan valley, described as the chief town of 
Makrsn and as being inhabited by a Baliichi-speaking people only nominally Muslim, as evidence 
that the Balfich were already established in eastern Baluchistan before the supposed migration eastward 
under Biiyid and Scljuq pressure.' But Maqdisi wrote ca. 3751985 and it is quite possible that advance 

a hf. Lnligworth Damrc, The noloch race (London, lgoq), 
and 61 '  art. " RaI6tistin ". 
' " Remarks on R~lurhi  hi~tory ", C:1J VI (1961), pp. 44-50. 

Thr irifi~rrnation r~rthr Ardhic geo~raphcn  on the haunts olthe 
KCfirl~ic and nalCrh ic subsumrd in W. Tornasrhek, " Zur 
histc~iisrll~n l'opographir von Persicn. I .  Die Strasscnziige der 
Tabula Prutrringana ", SBWA W, Phil.-Hisr. CI., CII ( r 8 8 ~ ) ,  
pp. 1 8 ~ g o ;  C .  LC Strangc, The lands o f  the Easfern Caliphate 
C.~rnhridgr, 1905). pp. 316-17. 313-4; P. Schwan, Iran im 
hfi t~elal ler  nath dm nrobi~thcn Ceo,craphtn (Lcipzig, 18+1gz6), 
pp. 261-6; and J .  Markwart, A catalogrrr o / ~ h c  po~lincial  capitals 

of Erdnshahr, ed. G .  Mnsina (Rome, 1 9 3 1 ) ~  pp. 74-7. 
' J.  Hansrnan, " A periplua of Magan and Melubha ", USOAS 

XxxVI (19731, PP. 554-87. ' Maqd~si,  Ahsan nf-tngd.rf~n, ed. M .  J .  de Gorje (Leiden, 1906!, 
p. 4 7 8  Hansman's linguistic connecting o l  these people3 I 9  

Meluhba-Balubbu-Bali~? (op. c i t . ,  pp. 568-70). The disparity 
in the vowels, r Venus u, in Mclcccha-Meluhha is, however, 
unexplained by thin. Also, if Baluchistan really was the home- 
land o l  the Baliich in clarical tirnm, we have the problem of 
accounting lor the diatpora of Baliich ar far north as Khurasan 
and the fringa o l  Traruoxania. 
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T H E  K ~ F I C H ~ S  O R  QUFS I N  P E R S I A N  H I S T O R Y  1 I 

elements of the Baliich could have reached the neighbourhood of Panjgfir by then. I t  is further dan- 
gerous to consider him as an expert on any languages of south-eastern Persia outside those familiar to 
the normal, bilingual Arabo-Persian scholar, sc. Arabic and New Persian (note also his information 
that the language of the Qufs and Balfich resembled that of the Sindis, below, pp. I 2-1 3) ; his " people 
speaking gibberish ", qaum ghutm, of Banjgfir might equally well have been Brahuis. 

We really know nothing of the Balfichi language before the mid-19th century, when such pioneer 
scholars as E. Pierce, Colollel E. Mockler and then Longworth Dames, published linguistic material. 
It is clear that the linguistic affinities of Balfichi are with &he Parthian language of northern Persia, 
and that it occupies a central position between Western and Eastern Iranian. Being very conservative 
compared with New Persian and Pashto, it looks like an older stage of the Middle Parthian of the 
3rd ccntury A.D. There are similar sound changes between Parthian and Balfichi, and the evidence 
suggests that the ethnic Balfich separated from the Parthians at  a stage before we know the latter, and 
that this separation took place in Khurasan rather than in north-western P e r ~ i a . ~  One puzzling ques- 
tion, whose solution one would like to know, is when the ethnic term " Baliich " first devcloped; 
Prye cites the various attempts which have been made at supplying an etymology for it, and is justifiably 
sceptical about them a1l.O In  contemporary usage in Bashkardia, balEch, as opposed to Balrichi, simply 
rneans " shepherd ", i.e. it is a common noun and not an ethnic designation.1° 

Returning to the Kfifichis, these are placed by those Arabic and Persian geographical sources 
which first mention them and the Baliich in the extensive, mountainous region lying between the Jabal 
BPriz and the Gulf of Oman. Thus Igakhri and Ibn Hauqal describe the country of the Quf: as 
bounded by thc sea on the south; the Baliich areas of Hormuz and Maniij5n (sc. the basin of the 
Riidkhlna-yi MinZb or MinBo, which runs down to the Gulf) on the west; the districts of Jiruft and 
RiidhbBr and the hill region called KiihistBn-i Abii Ghlnim (probably to be located in the upper 
reaches of the Rfidkhiila-yi Minlb basin, the modern Kfih-i Dashtagird) on the north; and al- 
Akhwlsh (the modern settlement of Khwlsh in the Sarl!add region, just to the south of the volcanic 
IGh-i Taftan, the highest peak in Baluchistan) and the desert on the east." The Hudad al-'dam, in its 
introductory section ($5) on the mountains and mines of the world, is especially detailed on the oro- 
~'"phy of KirmHn province. I t  describes the Kfih-i Kiifij as comprising a chain of seven mountains 
runnirlg from the Gulf of Oman to the neighbourhood of Jiruft, each with a chief of its own and well- 
nigh impregnable, and distinct from such hill regions as the KiihistBn-i Abii Ghlnim, the Kiih-i 
BSrijrin and the Kfih-i Sitn or " Silver Mountain ".la From all this there emerges, as Minorsky pointed 
ollt, that thr KGfichi country corresponded grosso mod0 to the ranges separating thc inland basin of the 
ldalil River, the Jaz hluryan swamp and the Bampur river from the sea, with mountains rising up to 
7000 feet and including tlie modern district of BashBkard or Bashkardia. The Hudtid al-'ilam's mention 
of KhwBsh as thc north-eastern limit of the Kiifichis presumably means that they controlled the 
stcppelands or thc Jaz hluryan depression and those mountains to the north of it like the Kiih-i 
BazrnBn .I3 

' IIIere, as in other linguistic matters discussed in this chapter, 
1 rcly on information generously given to me by Dr Ilya 
Gcnhevitrh. 
I c , Rrlna1.k~ on naluchi higtory ", p. 47. Hansman's article 

conlains an npp<.ndix by Sir Harold Balley in which he list3 the 
early linguistic rvidcnce for thc term Balilrh (on p. 586). 

I n  1. Gershcvitrh, " Travcls in Bashkardia ", JRCAS XLVI 
(195'))~ PI>. 219 20, and rf. his n. 15, noting the HlrdUd al- 
'd lnm's  statc~nr~l l  that t l ~ c  Balirrh are herdsmen. 

" Istakhri, KifdD Afnnrilik al-mnmdlik (Cairo, 1961). p. 90; Ibn 
Hauqal, K l d b  Srirnf nl-nrd, ed. .J. H. Krarnen (Leidcn, 1938- 
9), vol. 11, pp. 309-lo, Ir. Kramers and C. Wiet, Conjgrrration 
C In f.rrr (Paris. 1964). vol. 11, pp. 904-5. 

" Tr. bIinor.tky9 (I.ondon, 197n). pp. 65, r14, nor, 374-5. 
I n  Thrre ia a ~ o o r l  drsl ription of thr physical geography of thin 

r r ~ i o n  in Ad~nirnlly hn~ldhook, Pr~c in  (1945)~  pp. 98-107, with a 
usefill map, sce also W. B. Fishrr, in Cambridgr hirlary o j  Iran. 
Vol. I Thr  InndofIrnn. erl. Fiahrr (Cambridge, 1+8), pp. 81-7, 

2 

also with maps. O n  Bashkardia in pnrtirular, see Cershevitch, 
art. cit. (= JRCAS XLVI [ ~ g s g ] ,  pp. 213-24), with refcrcnces 
to the work of the very few European travellers in the region 
previously; and most recently, Franqois Balsan, fitrnngc 
Daloufchutan (Paris, ~gGg), which contains some exrcllent 
photographs. T h e  pioneer traveller in Bashkardia was in fact 
the Englishman E. A. Floyer, who wm a membcr or the Covern- 
mcnt Indo-European Telegraph staK stationed at  Jask on the 
Persian Gulf, and who travelled through Bashkartlia in 1876 
at  a lime when the inhabitants were still largely untamed; see 
his Unexplored BalUchislan. A suroqv, with obscrvntions asho- 
nomical, geographical, botanical, ctc. (London, 1882). Between 
Floyer and Dr and Mrs Ccrshevitch in 1956, there was 
virtually n o s n e  who has left published material except for the 
traveller A. Gabriel, see his I m  cuclljmtcn Orient, t in  Rcise- 
baricht uon Dr .  Alfoon, Gabriel (Munich-Berlin, rgng), chs. " I m  
Hemen von Rn*hPknrd ". 
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Did the Kiifichis formerly control a more extensive area to the north and west df this somewhat 
inaccessible and ill-favoured region? At the present time, the highland region of Bashkardia is sur- 
rounded on three sides (east, south and west) by Balkhis, since the latter extend along the MakrHn 
coastland as far west as MinHb. One might speculate that the Arab invasions of Kirman and the 
migrations of the Baliich might conceivably have pushed an indigenous mountain-dwelling people out 
of what the geographers classified as the " cold region " of KirmPn (the surdsir, Arabised plural form 
,wid), sc. the extensive mountain region dominated by the peaks of the Kiih-i HazHr and the Kiih-i 
LHlazir, into the "hot region " (the garrnrir, Arabized plural form jurim) nearer the coast, of which 
modern Bashkardia forms part. O n  the other hand, the sketchy information which we possess on the 
Kiifichis in the first century or so of Islam tends to locate them already in what are known as their 
later haunts, see below. 

For the preBiiyid period, data on the Kiifichis are indeed fragmentary, but they do tend to show 
that they were living in south-eastern Persia well before the Balfich are known there. When in 231644 
the Persian population of Kirmln were attacked by the Companion Suhail b. 'Adi and his Arabs, they 
summoned the help of the Qufs.14 Then in 311651-2, 'AbdallHh b. 'Amir b. Kuraiz, governor of Bqra, 
Khurasan and the east for 'UthmHn, left MujHshi' b. Mas'iid as-Sulami as his lieutenant in Kirmfin. 
After Mujishi' had subjugated the towns of SirajHn, Hamid, Jiruft and KirmHnIBardasir, he turned 
southwards towards Hormuz and came to the Qufs country, whither a large number of Persian refugees 
from the towns of KirmHn had fled; he scattered these fugitives, so that some fled along the coast of 
MakrHn and some took to the sea.16 

Then comes a lengthy silence until the time of the early SaffHrids (mid-3rd/gth century). The local 
historian of Kirmin Afdal ad-Din Ahmad b. HHmid KirmHni (wrote 58411 188) mentions that when 
Ya'qOb b. Laith occupied KirmHn, the people of Jiruft rebelled with the aid of the Kfifichis of Kfih-i 
Blrijin, sc. the Jabal Biriz; the Saffgrid amir, however, managed to capture the leader of the Kiifichis 
and imprison him a t  Bam.16 I t  seems to have been as a result of SaffHrid penetration of the Jabal Bgriz 
region that Islam was introduced into what had been until then a redoubt of surviving Zoroastrianism, 
see below p. 13. After the defeat of 'Amr b. Laith in 2871900, FHrs and KirmHn returned within a 
decade or so to Abbasid allegiance, hence in 3131925 we learn that the caliph al-Muqtadir's governor 
in Firs and KirmHn, IbrHhim b. al-Misma'i, conquered the region of the Quf? and took 5000 prisoners, 
selling them as slaves in FHrs.17 In all these instances, the vague usage of the term al-Quff, both for a 
region and for a people, or merely as a general name for " mountain people ", makes it difficult to 
know whether we are really dealing with the Kiifichis of the 4thIroth century geographers and the 
sources on Biiyid history, though this seems probable. 

In so far as the Kiifichis ever emerge into the clear light of history, it is at  this ~ o i n t ,  when their 
activities begin to impinge on the wider policies of the great powers of the Iranian world such as the 
Biiyids, the Ghaznavids and the Seljuqs. They appear above all as a bellicose and rapacious race of 
bandits, and this not only in the historical and geographical sources, but also in the Shih-nima of 
Firdausi, where the Kich u Balich are mentioned more than once for their hardihood and prowess in 
battle, e.g. as part of Kai Khusrau's forces, and for their skill in fighting with the daggers1@ The gee- 
graphers do, however, also mention that the Kiifichis practiced some agriculture, and had date palms 
and cultivated fields. Physically, they are described as swarthy-skinned and lean in build. In regard 
to language, it is interesting that Istakhri, Maqdisi and the Hudid al-'dam attribute to the Kfifichis, as 
also to the inhabitants of the Jabal BHriz and the Baliich, a special language of their own, in addition 
to Persian. Maqdisi says that the language of the Qufs and Balfich resembles that of the Sindis, a 

" Tabari. Ta'r ikh or-rusrrl rua-1-rnulJk, ed. dc Coeje r t  alii (Leiden, Ni'ini (Tehran, 131 111932)~  pp. 65-6. 
1 8 7 9 - I ~ O I ) ,  VOI. I ,  pp. 2703-4; Ihn al-Athir, a l - W m i l  f i  " Ihn al-Athir, vol. VI 11, p. 160. 
I-la'rlkh, ed. Beirut, 1385-711965-7, vol. 111, p. 43. In Sre the quotations in Markwart, A catalogue of Lhs provi*cin1 

" Balldhuri. Ful* 01-buld~in, ed. dc Goeje (Leiden, 1866). pp. capitals af E r h h a h r ,  p. 77, and in B. Spooner, " K&h u B0lech 
391-2, ed. Cairo, 1959, p. 383; Ibn al-Athir, vol. 111, pp. and Ichthyophngi ", Iran, 11 (1964), p. 53; and see further P. M. 
127-8. Sykcs, Ten thowand miles in Pnsia or right years in Irdn (l-Qndonl 

lo ' l q d  al-'ulti li-1-mauqif al-a'lti, cd. 'Ali Muhammad 'Amiri  go^), pp. g8-g. 
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comment which led Markwart, and following him Minorsky, to connect the language of the Kiifichis 
with the Dravidian language of the Brahuis.lD 

We can only guess at the linguistic situation of the Kfifichi region a t  this time, but it would be very 
rash to build much upon Maqdisi's information. I t  can hardly have been based on first-hand acquain- 
tance, for Maqdisi can have known nothing about the languages of Sind, and to posit any link with 
Dravidian languages is wild speculation. We can only cite what is the linguistic situation today, and 
here Dr Gershevitch is our sole authority; Bashkardian linguistic material was collected by Floyer in 
the 1870s and shipped by him from Jask to London, but totally lost in a shipwreck. Dr  Gershevitch 
found that, apart from having absorbed a few Brahui and a great many Arabic loanwords, the dialects 
of Bashkardia are purely Iranian, and fall into two distinct groups. One of these has pronounced 
Persic traits, as if it had originated from central FHrs, and one thinks of the possibilities of a plantation 
or enforced migration of soldiers, frontier-guards, etc. in the south-eastern province of the empire by the 
Achaemenids when Alexander was overrunning their territories, or even by Alexander himself; the 
wholesale movement of peoples was a time-honoured practice in the Ancient Near East, and has indeed 
persisted till modern times. The actual name BashBkardIBashkardia is not attested till the mid-19th 
century and the time of Pierce, etc., and nothing definite is known of its etymology or  meaning, if such 
even existed. Dr Gershevitch has nevertheless speculated that the name Bashgkard could come from 
the dominant Persian tribe (to which the Achaemenids themselves belonged) of the Pasargadae, 
seeing that Ptolemy, vi, 8, 12, speaks of IIaoapyLSat in the province of Carmania, sc. south-eastern 
Persia. Alternatively, he suggests that the latter may in reality have been BaoapyuSa~ confused with 
the better-known tribe of the Pasargadae, thus accounting for the initial 6-,  when one would have 
expected the quite distinct phoneme f i  of Iranian to have maintained itself in initial position. Bash- 
kardi has certainly retained some ancient Iranian words, not surviving elsewhere, in its lexicon. For 
instance, Dr Gershevitch again has identified the hardwood jag or jakh (thus in the two different dialect 
groups), now to be seen growing in Bashkardia, with the 0. Pers. yak& wood, used in the construction 
of Darius the Great's palace at Susa, and said to have been brought thither from GandFira and KarmHna, 
SC. the Hindu Kush region and KirmFin respectively.20 

The Jabal BBriz is mentioned as being until the early Abbasid period a stronghold of Zoroas- 
trianism, and as being only really penetrated by outsiders in the time of the Saffarids Ya'qiib and 'Amr 
b. Laith (see above); the ancient inhabitants of these mountains are probably to bc identified with the 
naplrby~ot who paid tribute to Darius and who supplied infantry contingents to Xerxes' army, accord- 
ing to Herodotus, iii, 72, vii, 68, 86.21 In the qth11oth century, the Kfifichis and Baliich seem to have 
been nominally Muslim, although in practice, their behaviour was characterised by a distinctly pagan 
savagery (see further below). Very curious is the information in Ibn Hauqal again about the Baliich: 

They claim to be of Arab origin. Amongst all the provinces of Khurasan, they have given their allegiance 
to the movement (da'wa) of the men from the Maghrib. One group of them, basing themselves on traditions 
current amongst themselves, relates that there are in their territories huge sums of accumulated wealth and 
precious treasures, and they assert that these are being stored up in readiness for the ImPm of the Age and 
his Master.02 

Ibn Hauqal was himself a FHtimid sympathiser, and his information on communities where FFitimid 
missionaries or dd'is had been at work was probably reliable. One might however surmise that these 
religious sympathies could more appropriately be imputed to the Kiifichis than to the inland Baliich. 
The Kfifichi territories apparently stretched down to the Gulf of Oman coastal strip, and one might 

Markwart, op. cit., p. 75; Minorsky, Hudtidnl-'dlam, p. 374. 
' See his " Sissoo at Susa (0. Pers. ,yak& = Dalbergia Strsoo 
Roxb.) ", BSOAS X I X  ( 1 9 5 7 ) ~  pp. 317-20, and XXI ( 1 9 5 8 ) ~  
P. 174. The linguistic material collected by Dr Cenhevitch in 
Bashkardia has as yet been only partly published by him; cf. 
A L ~ u l ' s  kc#, Studies in honour of S. H .  Taqizadch (London, 
1961), pp. 7 f d q ,  Indo-lranica, Mllanges prssenlls d Georg 
M w n r l i r r n e  (Wiesbaden, rg64), pp. 70-88, and W. B. 
Hennine m n o r i n l  uolumc, ed. M .  Boyce and I .  Gershevitch 

(London, 1970)- p p  161-74 Information is also quoted from 
him by Morgenstierne in the Hnndbuch a ! !  Orienfalistik, ed. 
B. Spuler, Scction I ,  vol. IV/I,  p. 178. 
Ibn Hauqal, vol. 11, p. 310, tr. vol. 11, p. 305; J. Marquart. 
Erddahr nach &r Geographic des Ps. Moses Xorenac'i, A C G W ,  
N.F. ITI/z (Berlin, I ~ O I ) ,  31. 

'' Ibn flauqal, vol. 11, p. 310, tr. vol. 11, p. 304, cf. de Coeje, 
M h o i r e  sltr 18s Carmalhcs du Bahrain el les Fatimidrs (Leiden, 
1886), p. 196. 
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expect Qarmati or IsmP'ili doctrines to have been carried to the MakrHn coastlands, which lay on 
the direct sea route between the Qarmati  centre of al-AhsH in  eastern Arabia and the IsmH'ili com- 
munities of Sind.a3 However, all forms of religion must have sat lightly on the Kiifichis, for it is as 
brigands and as harriers of the settled communities of KirmHn and  the SistHn fringes that we best know 

Maqdisi (who, as noted above, completed his geographical work, the Akan at-taqisim f i  ma'fifat 
al-aqilim, in sa. 3751985) has a classic description of the barbarism of the Kiifichis and Baliich, who in 
his time were terrorising the caravan routes across the great central deserts of the Liit and the Kavir. 
Ibn  Hauqal's information of a decade or two earlier that the Baliich were a pacific, pastoralist people 
who helped travellers rather than preyed upon thema6 does not accord with that of Maqdisi. The latter 
states, in his section on the Great Desert, which he himself had crossed 

The whole of it [sc. the Great Desert] is a fearful place, because of a people called the Qufs, who inhabit 
some mountains in KirmPn which adjoin the region of Jiruft. From these mountains, they sweep down to the 
Desert just like locusts. They are a race with no propensity whatsoever towards goodness; they have savage 
faces, stony hearts, fierceness and hardness. They never spare anyone, and are not satisfied with just taking 
money. Nor do they put to death with their weapons anyone they get hold of; on the contrary, they pound 
their heads with a stone, just as one kills snakes; you see them hold a man's head down on a flat stone and 
pound it with a stone until it is split open. I asked them why they did this, and they replied, "In  this way, 
we don't damage our sword blades! " Only rarely does anyone manage to escape from them. They possess 
places of concealment and impregnable mountains, and whenever they are cornered in one administrative 
region, they merely flee to another. They fight with [bows and] arrows and carry swords. The Balils used to be 
even worse than the Qufs, until 'Acjud ad-Daula destroyed them, and wrought damage amongst the Qufs also. 
He carried off as hostages 80 of their youths, and up to this present time, they are kept in imprisonment at 
Sh i rk ;  every so often these are sent back home, and another 80 taken in their place. 

The regions of Dailam adjoining the Great Desert are safe from them, but the fringes of KhurHsPn are liable 
to their depredations. However, provided that a caravan has an armed escort from the ruler of FPrs, they do 
not molest-it. Amongst the whore of God's creation, they have the most tenacious qualities of endurance of 
hungcr and thirst. Their staple food is only a modicum, such as nuts from the lotus tree, from which they 
derive n o u r i ~ h m e n t . ~ ~  They profess Islam, but are more savage against the Muslims than the Byzantines or 
Turks. When they take a man captive, they make him run with them 20 farsakhs or so, with bare feet and no 
food. They have no inclination for riding horses, and do not employ mounts at all; they go on foot essentially, 
except that sometimes they ride on swift camels. A Qur'znic scholar who had once fallen into their hands told 
me that " they came across some documents, and sought out amongst their captives someone who could read 
them. I informed them that I could, so they took me along to their chief. When I had read the document, 
he summoned me to him and began asking me about various things, till he got to the point when he asked me, 

What do people say about our mode of life, our brigandage and our killing? ' I replied that whoever does this, 
brings down inexorably upon himself the hatred of God and a painful punishment in the next world. He gave a 
choking gurgle, and fell down to the ground with a chalky-white face. Then he set me free, together with a 
group of other captives." I heard a body of merchants say that the Qufs have the practice of seizing only goods 
on which z d l t  has not been levied; they regard what they take of these as their rightful due.=' 

U The praent-day Baliichir of Baluchistan are l a r ~ e l y  Sunni, 
but the people of Baqhkardia are Shi'is, see Genhevitch, 
" Travels in Bashkardia ", p. aaa. The origin of these Shi'i 
sympathia is unknown, but thcy could well be of considerable 
antiquity, and not necessarily the result of the imposition of 
Shi'bm by the Safawids ac the official creed of their state, for the 
Safawids can never have exercised any influence in this remote 
corner of Pcnia, any more than thcy did in the nearby district 
of LPristln, very similar ta Bashkardia in topography and 
habitat, which Tor long remained Sunni, see J. Aubin, " La 
Sunnitm du Lirestiin ct la chute dm Safavidca ", REI XXXIl I  
(1965). PP. 151-71. 
A Prnian official who was sent to l7z  and the adjacent du- 
uicb by the QijBr government in 1865 haa a curious report 
about a tribe called the Zekeri, in Kiihwand and KashkGr: 
thsc were said to have no religion, to pumit incatuolu 

marriages, to have been founded by one DOhi, and to derive 
their name from their veneration of the male organ (Arabic 
dhakar " penis "). See A. H. Schindler, " Nota on Penian 
BclbchistAn. From the Pcnian of M i n a  Mehdy Khan", 
JRAS (1877)~ pp. 147-54. What truth there was behind thin 
story is hard to discern; one fcels that someone was perhaps 
playing upon the credulousness of the man from Tehran. 
Vol. 11, p. 310, tr. vol. 11, pp. 304-5. 
Schwarz, I ran im Mirlelolrsr, p. 264 n. 4, suggcats that there ia 
meant here the dried berries of z i f ~ p h r w  lor~u  (Penian kundr). 

" Maqdbi, pp. @&go, also given in the editor de Gocje's Sclaclionj 
from Arabic gaographical likralure (Leiden, 1907)~ pp. 63-5; the 
pauage u translated into German by Schwan, in op. ~it.9 
pp. 263-5. The text used as a basis for thc translation given 
here incorporata several of the additions and variants from the 
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T H E  K O F I C H ~ S  O K  QUF? I N  P E R S I A N  H I S T O R Y  15 

In his book, Maqdisi is often slighting and contemptuous of the Biiyids, and in one place attributes 
the general state of insecurity in the Great Desert as due to the weakness of Biiyid rule and lack of 
control over brigands. However, it was the Biiyid amirs Mu'izz ad-Daula and 'Adud ad-Daula who 
took draconian measures against the Kiifichis. Ahmad b. Biiya, the later Mu'izz ad-Daula, was 
diverted from Firs to KirmHn in 3241936 by his brother 'Ali, the later 'ImHd ad-Daula. The northern 
and western parts of Kirmin province fell to his forces, but when he reached Jiruft, he had to negotiate 
with a messenger from the " head of the Qufs and Baliis " 'Ali b. az-Zanji, called 'Ali K.  liiya (?Guliiya), 
who came from the family of ancestral chiefs in that region. I t  seems that these mountain folk had been 
accustomed to paying a certain amount of tribute to the ruling power in Kirmin on condition that they 
were lert alone. 'Ali Guliiya now offered to continue payment of tribute to the Biiyids, to give presents 
and to provide hostages, but Mu'izz ad-Daula treacherously attacked him. The latter was nevertheless 
worsted, and only subsequently did he manage to defeat the Kiifichi chief at the head of the gorge of 
Dar-i Fsrid or DilfZrid in the mountain zone connecting the central massif of the KirmZn sardsir with 
the Jabal Biriz. Even so, Mu'izz ad-Daula realistically recognized that direct, permanent control of 
the Kfifichi territory was i m p o s ~ i b l e . ~ ~  

For the next 30 years or so, the historical sources imply that the Biiyids left KirmHn alone. From 
e silentio evidence, it appears that the military commander Muhammad b. IlyBs, whom Mu'izz ad- 
Daula had temporarily expelled before he managed to defeat the Kiifichi chief 'Ali Guliiya, returned 
and reigned over Kirman as nominally a vassal of the SHminids, but in practice as an  independent 
ruler. Muhammad b. Ilyis had himself an element of the robber chief in his character, and he came to 
an understanding with the Kiifichis and Baliich; he received a share of the proceeds of their depreda- 
tions, and thereby amassed much treasure in his fortresses. I t  may be that the Biiyids, and especially 
the powerful amir of Firs and Khfizistin 'Adud ad-Daula, launched punitive expeditions against the 
Kfifichis and Baliich in these years which have not been recorded in the chronicles. Certainly the poet 
Mutanabbi, who was at 'Adud ad-Daula's court in ShirHz shortly before his assassination in 3541965, 
mentions in a verse of one of his 'Adudiyy5t, eulogies of the Biiyid ruler, that his patron is 

The one who offered cups of death and of wine [sc. to his foes on the one hand, and his intimates on the 
other], when he made the Qufs like yesterday, which has passed away totally.ng 

Muhammad b. IlyZs's son and successor after 3561967, Ilyasa', was improvident enough to clash with 
'Adud ad-Daula; a Bfiyid army invaded KirmHn and seized the capital of KirmHn town or Bardasir 
(357/968), and ended the brief rule in KirmHn of the IlyHsid  princeling^.^^ 

However, another son of Muhammad b. Ilyis, Sulaimiin, attempted with SimHnid help to make a 
revanche, and in 3591369-70 he allied with the local Kiifichis and Balfich. The IlyHsid forces were 
defeated, though resistance from the Kfifichis and Baliich continued for a year or so afterwards. This 
resistance, whose leaders included Abii Sa'id the Baliichi and his sons, determined 'Adud ad-Dada to 
take as drastic measures as possible against this running sore of the Kfifichis and Balfich. I n  360-11 
970-2 two campaigns wcre launched against them, and as a result, Biiyid authority was extended as far 
eastwards as Makrin. In  the first campaign, the Biiyid generals Kiirkir b. Jastin and 'Abid b. 'Ali 
marched southwards from Jiruft, defeating a concentration of the Kiifichis, Baliich and " ManiijH- 
n i ~ a  ", i.c. the tribesmen of the Maniijiin area, in Safar 36oIDecember 970; the Kiifichis were routed, 
with 5000 of their number killed, and two or Abii Sa'id's sons were killed also. Thc  Biiyid forces then 

contin~redJrom preuiour page] 
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Athir, vol. VIII, p. 585; Elmworth, op. cit., pp. 114-17. 
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turned eastwards through the Kiifichi country to TIz and MakrHn, establishing Islam there. In the 
second campaign, 'Adud ad-Daula came personally to SirajZn in order to direct operations; an army 
penetrated into the Jabal Bgriz, defeating the Baliich, slaughtering their males and enslaving the women 
and children (Rabi' I 361 /January 972). The remnants of the Baliich were deported from the Jabal 
BPriz, and peasants and cultivators settled in their place. A further invasion of MakrZn was launched, 
this time an amphibious operation, with ships coming from SirHf and Hormuz and with an army 
marching by the land.31 Ibn Hauqal refers to these operations when he says that the Bfiyid ruler had 
scattered them and laid waste their lands, taking some into his own service and settling others else- 
where.3a Doubtless, too, the practice of taking a periodic levy of hostages to ShirPz as sureties for good 
behaviour, referred to by Maqdisi (see above, p. ~ q ) ,  began now.33 

Although these victories of 'Adud ad-Daula were clearly considerable ones, the Kiifichis and Baliich 
did not of course disappear. The Baliich may at  this point have been impelled to move gradually 
eastwards from Kirmgn towards what later became Baluchistan proper, pressing into what had been 
till then ethnically Brahui or JhZt territory. Maqdisi's information about the two peoples indicates 
that their predatory activities had been reduced rather than suppressed completely. An anecdote 
in the Siyisat-nima of Nizgm al-Mulk describes how Sultan Mahmiid of Ghazna (388-421/gg8-1030) 
dealt with the spoliations of the KEch u Balfch, but since it contains at least one serious anachronism, the 
presence as a protagonist in the story of the Ilyisid amir Muhammad b. Ilyis, who died four or five 
years before Mahmiid himself was born, one can hardly treat it as serious his to^-y.34 Mahmiid did make 
one attempt to meddle in the affairs of the Kirmin Biiyids in 407/1o1&17, and his son Mas'iid briefly 
seized the province from the governor there of 'ImZd ad-Din Abii KZlijZr of FHrs, only to lose it in 
42511034.~~ The mention in the Ghaznavid historian Baihaqi of K.j.chi ( ? Kiifichi) infantrymen in the 
forces of 'Is2 (or Husain) b. Ma'dPn, who was opposing Mas'iid's nominee on the throne of Makrin, 
Aba 1-hlu'askar b. Ma'dZn, is unfortunately somewhat dubious; the correct reading could also be 
K,v.ji " Kiji ", i.e. troops from Kij or Kiz in what is now Pakistani Balu~histan.~e 

The Ktifichis continued to prey upon travellers through the Great Desert, though the establishment 
of a strong Great Seljuq power in KhurisHn and the autonomous Seljuq arnirate in KirmPn seem to 
have reduced their activities to more tolerable proportions. Our latest mentions of the Kiifichis refer 
to events in the mid-5th/1 I th century, when Chaghrl Beg and QZwurd were making firm their authority. 
Slsir-i Khusrau, in his IsmP'ili theological treatise the Kitib wajh-i din, speaks of the *Kanjina Turks 
(a bellicose people dwelling in the ButtamHn Mountains to the north of ChaghZniyHn and Khuttal on 
thc upper Oxus), the KE.in and the Arab Bedouins as the peoples par excellence having no knowledge 
of learning and living like savage beasts. In  his Safar-nima, however, he relates that he crossed the 
Great Desert when he returned from the Pilgrimage in 44411052, and found that the Amir Gilaki of 
Tahas was keeping such strict order in the whole region that the Kfifijin were powerless to molest 
 traveller^.^^ 

It must have been around this time that the Seljuq chief Qiwurd (d. 46611074) took measures in 
his ncwly-acquired principality of Kirmin to put the Kfifichis in their places. The historian of the 
Seljuqs oT Kirmiin Muhammad b. Ibrahim (wrote 102511616) relates how Qiwurd prepared an army 

a' lfidtawaih, vol. 11, pp. z ~ ) a ~ o l ,  tr. vol. V, pp. 320-3; Ibn al- 
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to overrun the garmir, in which lay much of the province's resources and revenues, but which since the 
time of 'Adud ad-Daula had relapsed into anarchy under the Bfiyid arnir's weaker successors. Realising 
that the inaccessibility of the Kiifichis' mountain haunts made direct assault difficult, he proceeded 
with guile and trickery. He  sent an envoy to the leader of the Kiifichis with robes ofhonour and presents, 
and formally invested him with the lands from Dar-i FHrid and Sar-i Bizanse to the coastland, saying, 
" I am a Turk, and the water and the climate of the garnuir are uncongenial to the physical constitution 
of myself and my followers; I must have a viceroy there on my behalf, and what more suitable viceroy 
could there be than you? " The seat of the Kfifichis is described as being in the B5rijHn Mountains, 
sc. the Jabal BHriz, and QHwurd now employed one of his trusted counsellors, who had previously been 
on nlissions to the Kfifichis, ostensibly to flee to the Jabal BZriz from QZwurd's supposed disfavour, and 
ingratiate himself with the Kiifichis as QHwurd's bitter foe. Having thus established a relationship of 
confidence, and having familiarised himself with the topography of the whole region, he then stole 
away to the Seljuq court, informing QHwurd of a planned great meeting and celebration of the Kiifichi 
chiefs at a certain time and place. The leader of the Kiifichis had boasted, " If he [sc. QZwurd] 
harbours these suspicious plans, we shall deal with him just as we did with Mu'izz ad-Daula, and I am 
not less than my forefather ", but QZwurd how marched out ofJiruft, swept down on the Kiifichi chiefs 
at their meeting place, and massacred them to a man.s9 

It seems nevertheless unlikely that so tough and resilient a people as the Kfifichis would ever be 
completely subdued. Regions like the Jabal BHriz have continued to be notorious haunts of robbers 
down to the beginning of this century,'O and since the latter half of the 19th century, there have been 
sporadic outbreaks of local unrest in Persian Baluchistan as the central government in Tehran has 
tentatively tried to impose central control.41 Although the term " Kiifichis " as the name for a specific 
people drops out of usage after the Seljuq period, the racial stock of these mountain people must long 
have continued to be an element in the demography of eastern Kirmin and IllakrZn. 
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PP  4-9, Grrrnan r6surnC in Houtsrna, " Zur Cachichte der '1 See Sykcs, Ten thouand miles in Persia, pp. 105-8, and Spooner, 
Selfiuq'n von Kerrnfin ", ZDMC XXXIX  (1885), p. 369; K ~ c h  u Baltich and Ichthyophagi ", po. 58-9. 
S~kea, Ten thoruand miles in P H ~ ,  pp. 100-1. 





A F G H A N I S T A N  



THE EARLY ISLAMIC HISTORY 

The province of Ghtir in Afghanistan has long been one of the least- 
known regions of the eastern Islamic world, and our knowledge about 
its history, its rulers and its peoples still has many gaps in it. In the 12th 
and early 13th centuries a local family, the Shansabfinis, spread their 
power beyond the confines of Ghiir and became an international force; 
but their florescence coincided with the appearance of two other dynasties, 
those of the Khwiirizmshiihs and the Mongols, who proved more powerful 
than the Ghiirids. Although the Ghiirids were to leave their mark on 
India, Ghiir itself now lapsed into obscurity, while its originally Iranian 
population became increasingly diluted with Turkish and Mongol 
pastoralists. 

In 661 the Chinese T'ang dynasty organised the "Western Lands", which 
stretched beyond Khotan to the Persian frontier, into sixteen provinces 
of their empire. The Emperors regarded these lands as peripheral and as 
inhabited by barbarians; and although we have some Chinese material 
on Tukhfiristin and on the Kabul and Gandhara areas, neither the 
Chinese administrative and geographical manuals nor the accounts of 
travellers like the Buddhist monk Huan-chuang throw any light on GhOr 
at  this period. The Arab and Persian geographers showed little interest 
in Ghtir. Until the 1 l th  century it was a pagan land. It had no important 
urban centres for trade and industry, and no commercial routes crossed 
it, thereby necessitating the enumeration of roads and staging-posts 
characteristic of much early Muslim geographical literature. The anony- 
mous author of the fludrid al-%lam (completed 982-3) lived in the ad- 



joining province of Giizgiin and served its princes, the Ferightinids. He 
asserts that they exercised suzerainty over Ghiir; but he shows no special 
concern to elucidate its ge0graphy.l The biographers had no interest in 
GhUr because it produced no Muslim scholar or religious figure of even 
minor fame. The most Sam'iini can do  is to name three scholars of 
Baghdad with the Iaqab "al-Ghiiri" and suggest that they were perhaps of 
Ghiiri origin; since they flourished in the 4th and early 5th centuries A.H., 
their forefathers may have been of servile origin, for pagan Ghiir long 
supplied Islam with  slave^.^ Without the history of the Shansabiini 
dynasty by their eulogist Minhiij ad-Din Jtizjiini, the Tabaqdt-i Ndjiri ,  
written in 1260 for Sultan Niisir ad-Din Mahmtid Shiih of Delhi, our 
knowledge of Ghiiri history in the early Islamic period would be meagre 
indeed. Even in the last century or so, travellers in Afghanistan have 
shown far less interest in the topography and antiquities of Ghiir than in 
those of the more accessible Sistan, Qandahar and Kabul regions. These 
last have the more obvious attractions of being historic corridors for the 
movement of peoples and ideas and of having connections with the 
classical Hellenistic, Buddhist and Indian worlds. Fortunately, the work 
of the French Archaeological Delegation in Afghanistan is now remedying 
this neglect of G h t ~ . ~  

Ghiir lies in the west-centre of what is now Afghanistan, and comprises 
the basins of the upper Heri Rud, the Farah Rud, the Rud-i Ghor and 
the Khash Rud, together with the intervening mountain  chain^.^ These 

' Tr. Minorsky, G. M.S. (London, 1937), pp. 110, 342. 
SamrPni, Kitdb al-ansdb, G.M.S. facs. (London, 1912), f. 413a; YSqiit, Mu'jam 

al-bulddn, ed. Wiistenfeld, 111, p. 825. 
It was not until the end of 1959, when this paper had been completed, that I was 

able to see a copy of A. Maricq and G.  Wiet, Le minaret de Djam. La dtcouverte de la 
capitale des Sultans Ghorides (Xlle-XlIIe sitcles) (= Mtms. de la Dtligation Archto- 
logique Francaise en Afghanistan, XVI) (Paris, 1959), in which the discovery of 
Firiizkiih is described. M. Wiet contributes (pp. 31-54) an admirable historical survey 
of the dynasty in Ghiir which will replace that part of M. Longworth Dames' article 
in E.I.' which deals with the main branch of the family in Ghtir. M. Maricq's 
researches into the topography and political divisions of mediaeval Ghiir, illumined 
by what most earlier European writers on the subject have lacked, i.e. personal 
knowledge of the terrain, now satisfy many of the questions Minorsky had to  leave 
unresolved in his survey of  GhOr, H. al-'a., 333, 342-4. In so  far as the authors are 
primarily concerned with the political and military history of the Ghiirid ernpire a t  the 
period of its greatest florescence, this present paper supplies a prolegomenon on  the 
early history of the region and, in particular, its religious and cultural development. 
4 The modern district of Ghiiri on the upper Qunduz, to the south-west of Khanabad 
and north of the Ghorband (cf. G.  Jarring, On the distribution of Turk tribes in 
Afghanistan, = Lunds Universitets Arsskrqt, N.F., Lund-Leipzig 1939, p. 16) is to be 
distinguished from the mediaeval province of GhOr. 



rise to over 10,000 feet and become considerably higher as they run 
eastwards to the Hindu Kush. Ghiir was difficult of access in mediaeval 
times and still is. The valley sides have deciduous woodlands and are 
often covered with mulberry and walnut trees, apricots and vines; they 
then rise steeply to the bare mountains. The valley bottoms are highly 
fertile, and already in the 10th century Isfakhri stressed the region's 
fruitfulness, with its streams, meadows and tillage. When in 1845 the 
French officer Ferrier penetrated into Ghiir - the pioneer traveller from 
western Europe in these parts - he recorded that "In the valley of the 
Heri-Rood we found a succession of camps and villages and cultivation 
of all kinds, with cattle, horses and camels in vast numbers on the 
pastures". Today wheat and barley can be grown on the higher ground, 
while irrigation channels in the river bottoms conserve the waters of the 
melting snows; here, semi-tropical crops like rice are grown.5 After the 
!vSongol invasions the pastoral element among the population increased; 
whereas in the Siiminid, Ghaznevid and Ghiirid periods the T2jik 
inhabitants had possessed herds and had enjoyed some fame as horse 
rearers, they had been primarily agriculturists. It seems that the language 
of these Tiijiks had considerable dialectical divergencies from the Persian 
spoken in Khurasan and from that familiar to the Ghaznevid Sultans; 
for his campaign of 1020 into Ghiir the Prince Mas'iid had to employ 
local interpretemO 

The accounts of the Ghaznevid campaigns in the early 1 l th  century 
confirm Yiiqiit's information that Ghiir had no towns of note, but only 
agricultural settlements and - most typical feature of the landscape - 
fortified places and towers ( q a ~ r ,  qal'a, hijdr, kzlshk) in which a "bad- 
tempered, unruly and ignorant" people (Hudfid al-'dam, 110) could 
defend themselves. Under the Ghaznevids and Ghiirids, the inaccessi- 
bility of these strongholds made them favoured places for immuring 
political prisoners.' The fortresses' commanding positions reflected the 
fragmentation of political power in GhUr during this early period, a 

I~takhr i ,  ed. de Goeje, 281 ; Ibn Hauqal, 2nd edn. of Kramers, 444; F. Spiegel, 
Erhnische Alterrhlrmskunde (Leipzig, 1871-8), I, 25-8; J. P. Ferrier, Caravan journeys 
and wanderings in Persia, Afghanistan, Turkistan and Baloochistan (London, 1856), 
pp. 238 ff.; G.  Le Strange, Eastern lands of the Caliphate (Cambridge, 1909, pp. 416-17. 
Ahmad Ali Kohzad, "Along the Koh-i Baba and Hari Rud", Afghanistan, VI-IX 
(Kabul, 1951-4), (6 parts) gives a good modern description based on the author's 
journey through GhUr on horseback. 
@ I $ t . ,  281 ; Aba'l-Fadl Baihaqi, Tdrikh-i Mas'ldi, ed. Ghani and F e ~ i z  (Tehran, 
1324). p. 1 17. 
' Baih., 12, 70, 229; YiiqM, 111, 168, 825; Tabaqdt-i Nai r i ,  ed. W. Nassau Lees 
(Calcutta, 1864), p. 27, tr. H. G. Raverty (London, 1881). 1, p. 1 15. 



process aided by geography. There was no obvious centre from which 
the region could be dominated by a single ruler. Firiizkiih, eventually 
the capital of the whole of Ghiir, was originally founded by the Ghiirid 
ruler Qutb ad-Din Muhammad (d. 54111 146-7) as capital of the petty 
principality of Warshiida on the Heri Rud allotted to him by his father.8 
So before the decay of the Ghaznevids and the rise of the Shansabiinis 
to more than local significance, Ghiir was a land of local chieftains, 
derebeys. 

The route down the Heri Rud is the most direct between eastern 
Afghanistan and Khurasan, but because of the wildness of Ghiir, its 
paganism and the predatory activities of its people, it was little used for 
through traffic in early Islamic times. The routes from Kabul or Ghazna 
to Khurasan normally made long detours, either northwards across the 
Ghorband and through Balkh or southwards across the rivers and plains 
of Sistan via Qandahar and B ~ s t . ~  Under the Ghaznevids, the conversion 
of Ghiir began, and the military might of the early Sultans enabled them 
to exert considerable influence within it; but the Ghaznevid official 
A bii'l-Fad1 Baihaqi's memoirs show that Sultan Mas'iid (42 1-321 1030-41) 
made his major troop movements between Ghazna and IChurasan by the 
"Bust road" or the "Balkh road". Indeed, the onset of winter weather 
made the transfer of large forces between Ghazna and Ghiir impossible.1° 
The central route through Ghiir was used only by small detachments of 
troops or to convey urgent messages or when some other important 
reason demanded speed; such occasions became more frequent as Seljuq 
pressure on Khurasan increased. After the final ruin of Ghaznevid power 
in the west at DendZnqZn in 1040, the defeated Sultan and his entourage 
fled through Gharchistiin and Ghiir to the castle of a friendly chieftain 
of northern G hiir, A bii'l-'Abbiis b. A bi'l-Hasan K halaf, whose father 
had gone over to Mas'iid's side when that prince had as governor of 
Khurasan led the Ghiir expedition of 411/1020 and had subsequently 
fought for the Sultan against the Qarakhanids (see below)." 

R Tab. N c i ~ . ,  48, tr. I, 339. The fact that Firiizkfih lies on the northern limits of  Ghfir, 
whcre it adjoins Charchistin, and not in the centre of Ghfir, is explained by Maricq 
and Wiet, op. cit., 61 ff.; see also below, n. 45. The eccentricity of this position caused 
many scholars in the past to dismiss the possibility of Firfizkiih's lying in the Heri Rud 
basin. 
@ Kohzad, op. cir., VI/1, 2 4 ,  gives the mileage of the northern route from Kabul to 
Herat as 830, the southern one as 727, and the central one through Ghiir as 540 
(across the Unai pass) or 628 (via Bfimiyiin). 
'" Tab. Nc~s . ,  113, tr .I ,440.  
11 Baih., 523, 536 (where the journey between Ghazna and Nishapur via the GhDr 
route is said to take 15 days), 538-9, 5434,  626, 633. 



As well as practising agriculture and banditry, the bellicose inhabitants 
of GhGr specialised in the production of weapons and war equipment. 
The mountain massif of the Pamirs, the Hindu Kush and their outliers 
are all highly metalliferous, and as the name of one of Ghtir's chief 
fortresses, Ahengeriin or  Pul-i Ahengerin, "Blacksmith's boundary", 
implies, iron must have been readily obtainable and so worked in Ghiir. 
The Hudud al-%lam records that "from this province come slaves, armour, 
coats of mail and good arms".12 When Mas'iid campaigned in Ghtir in 
1020, the chieftain Abti'l-Hasan Khalaf brought him shields and cuirasses, 
and when the stronghold of the chieftain Warmesh-Pat of Jurwas was 
captured, a tribute of arms was levied. Later he employed Ghfiri officers 
in his service as specialists in siege-warfare; in 1035 two of them directed 
the defence of Tirmidh against the sons of the Qarakhanid 'Alitigin with 
the aid of a powerful ballista ('arrdda). In the next century, the Shansa- 
bini  ruler of GhUr, 'Izz ad-Din Husain (493-54011 100-46) used to send 
the Seljuq Sultan Sanjar as annual tribute armour, coats of mail, steel 
helmets and other war material, together with some of the ferocious 
watchdogs bred in GhGr.13 

The isolation and backwardness of Ghtir is seen in the persistence there 
of paganism long after the surrounding territories had become Muslim. 
Jiizjini is certainly premature in asserting that there were already in the 
time of Ya'qiib b. Laith (later 9th century) rival parties of Muslims and 
pagans among the chieftains of Ghiir who were continually at  war. 
Describing it as a d6r kufr, Istakhri says he brings it into his purview only 
because there are a few Muslims there and because it is the biggest pagan 
enclave within the borders of Islam. He adds that the regions of Baghnin 
(in Zibulistin), of the Khalaj, of Kabul and [Zamin-] D5war are partly 

la v. al-'a., 110, 343; Ibn al-Athir, ed. Tornberg, IX, 155; Tab. Nes., 40, 356, tr. I, 
321, 11, 1047. The name "Ahenger~n" is found in other parts of the Central Asian 
massif, e.g. an Ahenger~n-JulgB between Tashkent and Andejan (Bibur-ndme, tr. 
A. S. Beveridge, London, 1912-21, pp. 90, 152, 161) and an Ahengeran in QOhistin 
(C. E. Yate, Khurasan and Sisran, Edinburgh, 1900, p. 127). Togan, "Die Schwerter 
der Germanen", Z.D.M.G., XC (1936), pp. 3 3 4 ,  suggests a connection between 
metal-working in the GhOr and Kabul areas and the skills of the Qarluq further north. 
la Baih., 115, 119-20 (= Tab. Nds., tr. I, 325 n. ff.), 466; Tab. Nd$., 47, tr. I, 336-7. 
For the GhOri dogs, see also NiqBrni 'Ark$, Chahir maqdla, ed. Qazwlni and Mu'in 
(Tehran,1333), p. 96, E. G. Browne's Revised translation, G.M.S. (London, 1921), 
68, and Muhammad b. al-Munawwar, Asrdr at-taubidfimaqcimdt ash-Shaikh AbiSa'id. 
ed. V. A. Zhukovsky (St. Petersburg, 1899), 237. 



Islamised, and that the rest of the people are musdlimln, i.e. in treaty 
relationship with the Muslims. The Hudud al-'dlam describes the Ghtiris 
as formerly pagan but now mostly Muslim. As Minorsky has pointed 
out, the stubborn resistance of the Ghtiris in the first half of the 1 l t h  
century against Ghaznevid attempts to control them shows that this 
claim was considerably exaggerated. Until this period, Ghiir retained 
its reputation as a pagan land which supplied slaves, mainly to markets 
in Herat and Sistan.14 

When in the 7th century the Arabs had secured Khurasan, they began 
to look northwards and eastwards. Although their main efforts were 
directed against Transoxania and the upper Oxus valley, the region to  
the east of Herat was also probed a t  an  early date. Tabari records under 
471667 that "in this year Ziyiid [b. Abihi] sent al-Hakam b. 'Amr al- 
Ghifiri  to Khurasan as Amir. He then raided the mountainous region 
of Ghnr and Fariiwanda, brought them into submission by force of arms 
and conquered them. He obtained from them captives and a large amount 
of plunder". This raid was apparently made from Merv or Herat.15 

The expedition of 1071725-6 was a larger-scale operation. The governor 
of Khurasan, Abti Mundhir Asad b. 'AbdallZh al-Qasri, first raided Ghar- 
chistzn and received the submission and conversion to Islam of its king. 
Then he attacked Ghtir, Jibdl Herdt, the land to  the south of Gharchistiin; 
the Ghtiris hid their possessions in an inaccessible cave, but Asad let 
down men in crates (tawdbit) on the end of chains and recovered these 
valuables.1° This success tempted Asad to  march into Ghtir a second 
time, and in 108-91726-8 he turned aside from a campaign against the 
Turks in Khuttal and invaded Ghtir.17 Sporadic raids, unnoted by the 
historians, no doubt continued throughout the Umayyad period. We do  

l4 I$?., 245, 272, 281 ; 1 Hauq.', 444; H. al-'a., 110, 3 4 3 4 ;  Tab. Nds., 38-9, tr. I, 
317-18. 
l6 Tabari, 11, 84; Ibn al-Athir, 111, 380, under A.H. 47, quoting Tabari but adding 
the detail, incredible for this early date, that the people of Ghiir had apostatised from 
Islam; cf. L. Caetani, Chronographia islamica (Paris, 1912 ff.), 111, p. 517. Ya'qiibi, 
Historiae, ed. Houtsma, 11, 264, mentions a raid of al-Hakam and al-Muhallab to 
Herat and GtizgBn, but does not assign a date to it. 
l8  Tab., 11, 1488-9; I.A., V, 102, under A.H. 107; cf. Caetani, op. cit., V, 1347. 
l 7  Tab., 11, 1496-7; I.A., V, 103, under A.H. 108: cf. Caetani, op. cit., V, pp. 1360, 
1372. In the verses of ThBbit Qutna given in Tabari, loc. cit., the poet speaks of this 
second raid by Asad as essentially one against Turks. Eulogising the Arab leader, he 
says: "Groups of the Turks who live between Kabul and Ghiirin came to you, since 
there was no place in which they might find refuge from you." It is thus possible that 
the regions of GfizgBn or BBmiyBn, rather than the purely Iranian region of Ghfir, 
were the scene of these operations by Asad. 



know that at some time before 1211739 Nasr b. Sayyir's commander 
Sulaimin b. St11 raided Gharchistiin and GhtIr.le But no permanent 
control, even of the lightest kind, was established over Ghiir at this time 
or in the succeeding century or so. The Arab commanders must have 
realised that a permanent occupation would be dificult and hardly worth 
the effort; there were much richer prizes to be gained in Transoxania and 
on the borders of India. Ghiir's value was as a reservoir of slaves, and 
these could best be obtained by occasional, temporary incursions. 

In the Caliphate of al-Ma'miin, it is recorded that when in 2051821 
'Abd al-Hamid b. Shubaib was appointed deputy in Sistan by the gover- 
nor of Khurasan and Sistan, Ghassan b. 'Abbid, the local Khawiirij 
were attacked and the provinces of GhUr, Hind and Sind continually 
raided.lg At the end of the 9th century the Simiinids expelled the 
Saffirids from Khurasan, made the less aggressive successors of Ya'qiib 
and 'Amr their tributaries and extended a tenuous suzerainty over the 
region to the east of Ghiir; but Ghiir itself was left untouched. We 
know only of one successful expedition in this period. This was led by the 
Amir Abii Ja'far, who came from the prominent Baihaq family of the 
Ziygdis and had been made governor of Baihaq in 3641974-5 by Abii'l- 
Hasan Simjiiri. He brought back many captives to Khurasan, and, like 
the earlier incursions, this was a slave raid in force rather than an attempt 
to gain a foothold in Ghiir.20 Sebuktigin, when governor of Ghazna 
and Zibulistin on behalf of the Sgminids, is said to have made several 
attacks on Ghiir across the southern frontier facing Zamindiiwar and 
Bust, and the existence of one punitive expedition, in which Mahmiid 
took part as a boy, has been uncovered by Nazim from the poetry of 
'Unsuri and Abii 'Amir an-Najdi. In gratitude for his victory in 3841994 
over the rebellious generals Abii 'Ali Simjuri and Fi'iq KhBsse, Sebuk- 
tigin was awarded the governorship of Balkh, BimiyBn, Ghiir and 
Gharchistin by the Sgmgnid Amir Niih b. Man~i i r ;  and Jiizjini's source 
could imply that a tribute of money and arms was already levied on the 
Shansabini chieftain of Ahengerin, Muhammad b. Siiri, in Sebuktigin's 
time.21 If any such control was in fact imposed, it can only have been 
'' Tab., 11, 1696;I.A..  V, 179, underA.H. 121. '' Tdrikh-i Sisrdn, ed. Malik ash-Shu'arg' Behar (Tehran, 13 14), 176-7. '' Gardizi, Zain al-akhbdr, ed. M. Nazim (Berlin, 1928). 46-7; 'Ali b. Zaid, known as 
lbn Funduq, Tirikh-i Baihaq, ed. A. Bahmanyar (Tehran, 13 17), pp. 129-30. Baihaqi, 
Tdrikh-i Mas'Cdi, 120, claims that Abii Ja'far made several incursions into Ghar. 
" Nazim, The li/e and times of Sulrdn Mahmridof Ghazna (Cambridge, 193 I ) ,  pp. 35-6; 
the anonymous Nasd'im al-ajhdr, kitdh -fi alqdb al-wuzard', Istanbul Persian Ms., 
Aya Sofya 3487 (cf. Storey, 1090), f. 74b; Ibn Hai~am, Qija$-ithdni, quoted in Tab. N ~ S . ,  
40, tr. I, 320. 
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transient; it was left to his son Mahmiid of Ghazna to send a strong 
army under two of his best Turkish generals, Altuntash and Arslan 
Jiidhib, against Ahengerin in 401/1011, the first of at least three expedi- 
tions into Cihiir during his reign (see below p. 127).22 The Ghijris in this 
period preyed on the caravans and travellers who passed just outside 
their frontiers, and levied transit dues on them, and it was this brigandage 
which enraged Mal~miid and drove him into punitive m e a s i ~ r e s . ~ ~  

Yet these major efforts were only an intensification of the smaller-scale 
warfare which must have gone on intermittently along the frontiers of 
Ghiir, the activities of ghizis and murcfbipjn. In the 10th and early 1 l th 
centuries, all the rhughiir facing Ghiir were ringed with ribiifs: at  Ribit-i 
Karwiin on the borders of Giizgin, at  Ribiit-i Bazi in Gharcliist2n, at 
nigh-i Wazir to the east of Herat. Maqdisi describes the southern 
frontier adjoining Zamindgwar as especially strongly defended with 
"fully-equipped [or "permanently-stationed"?] guards" (hurrds mirralta- 
b t n ) ;  at the ribiit of Dar-rang were kept arms, equipment and horses, and 
murdbitiin resorted to it from all parts.24 

We have no knowledge about what constituted the paganism of Ghiir. 
Ghiir never formed part of the Sasanid empire, whose eastern boundary, 
as Marquart showed (Ercfniahr, 64, 70), was normally at Tiilaqiin, not 
much beyond l'derv ar-Riidh; and the absence of any important trade 
route from the west militated against the religions of the Persian empire 
being brought to it." In the Shcfhnbme the forces of Ghiir are depicted 

" 'Utbi, at-Ta'riklz al- Yamini, with commentary by Shaikh Manini, (Cairo, 1286), 
11, pp. 122-5, Persian tr. by Jurbiidhqani, ed. 'AIi Qawim (Tehran, 1334), 199; 
I.A., IX, pp. 155-6; cf. Nazim, op. cit., pp. 70-3. This expedition may have been 
connected with events which werc taking place in the adjoining land o f  Sistan. 
According to the Tcirikh-i Sistcin, 358-9, the financial exactions of Ghaznevid oficials 
there combined with famine and plague during the years 400-2/1009-12 to  causc a 
rebellion against MahmGd. In the course of this the leaders (mashciyikh) of Sistan 
went in a deputation to GhGr for help. So the expedition against Ahengeran may have 
had a further aim, to discourage the GhGris from helping these rebels against the 
Ghaznevids. 
oa 'Utbi, loc. cit.; I.A., loc. cit.; 'Aufi, Jawcimi' al-hikciyit, in Elliot and Dowson, 
History of India, 11, pp. 195-6. 
24  IS^., 272; H. al-'a., 107; Baih., 115, 633, cf. Maqdisi, ed. de Goeje, 309; ibid., 305-6, 
following Marquart's reconstruction of "Dar-rang" from the text's w.r.r.n.k. ("Das 
Reich Zibul und der Gott Zbn vom 6-9 Jahrhundert", Festschrfi Edllard Sucharr, 
ed. G .  Weil, Berlin, 1915, pp. 270-1). 
a5 JGzjSni, in his legendary account of the Shansabani family's beginnings, speaks of  
a Jewish merchant in GhGr who made an agreement with Amir Banji (see below, p. 126) 
for the settlement of Jews within GhDr (Tab. Nci~., 36-7, tr. 1,313-14; cf. W. J. Fischel, 
"The Jews of Central Asia (Khorasan) in mediaeval Hebrew and Islamic literature", 
Historia Jlrdaica, VIJ, New York, 1945, pp. 40-2, who takes this story too seriously). 



as fighting on Afriisiyib's side against R ~ s t a m . ~ ~  Although Tukhiiristiin, 
Bimiyiin and Kabul were long strongholds of Buddhism, the same 
absence of routes and the mountainous topography prevented this faith 
from penetrating into Ghiir. However, the lands to the south of Ghiir, 
such as Zamindiiwar, Ghazna and Qusdir, adjoined the Indian world 
and until the 10th century were culturally and often politically part of it. 
Kabul, Ghazna and Bust were key-points in the commercial intercourse 
between the eastern Islamic world and India, and the geographers often 
designate them "the merchants' resort" or "the entrepat" (matjar, furda) 
for India. The first two towns had in early Ghaznevid times colonies of 
Indian traders permanently resident there.27 The Siiminid slave general 
Alptigin came to power at Ghazna in 3511962 after defeating Abii 'A17 
(or Abti Bakr) Lawik or Aniik (?); but this dispossessed native ruler (who, 
despite the kunya attributed to him, can hardly have been a Muslim) was 
later given military help from Kabul, at that time part of the empire of 
the Hindiishiihi Rajahs of Waihand, and the influence here of this power- 
ful Indian dynasty was not finally dispelled till Mahmiid's time.2e Zamin- 
diwar had once possessed a great shrine and pilgrimage centre devoted 
to the god Ziin or Zhiin, whose fame as the temple of Su-na penetrated 
even to China, but whose cult was clearly Hindu and not Buddhist in 
nature. Marquart plausibly suggested that the cult of Ziin might be 
connected with the famous shrine of the Sun-God Aditya at  Multan, and 
that the temple of Ziin still existed in the latter part of the 9th century 
when Ya'qiib and 'Amr b. Laith conquered the region as far as Kabul 
and Bimiyiin.29 The Arabian traveller Abii Dulaf (floruit mid-10th 
century) travelled within the Siminid dominions from Bukhara to 
Zamindiiwar and in his first Riscila seems to confuse reports of the House 
of Gold in Multan with those of the temple of Z t h 3 0  If any outside 

Ed. Turner Macan (Calcutta, 1829). I ,  296P6/8, tr. A. G. and E. Warner (London, 
1902-25), 11, 101. 

I$t., 245,280; 1 Hauq.', 450; Maqd., 303-4; H. al-'a., 1 11 ; Nazim, Sultcjn Mahmfid, 
163. " Tab. Nd$., 7-8, tr. 1, 71-4; Muhammad b. 'Ali ShabBnkBra'i, Majma' al-ansdb 

fi't-tawdrikh, Istanbul Persian Ms., Yeni Cami 909, ff. l64a ff. (an especially full account 
of Sebiiktigin's predecessors in Ghazna); Marquart, Erdn~ahr (Berlin, 1901), p. 298; 
Nazim, op.  cit., pp. 2430 ,  86 ff., Appx. I, 193; M. Longworth Dames, E.I.', Art. 
"Ghaznavids". 
'' "Das Reich Zibul", pp. 262-8, 2724 ,  288 n. 2;  cf. Alheruni's India, tr. Sachau 
(London, 1888). 1, pp. 116-17, and Ibn an-Nadim, Fihrist, (Cairo, 134% pp. 485-6. 
Minonky, E.I.', Art. "Ziin", summarises Marquart. 
'O Cf. Minorsky, Abi-Dulaf Mis'ar ibn Mtthalhil's travels in Iran (c. 950 AD) (Cairo, 
1959,  pp. 16-17. Abii Dulaf's facility in invention and in claiming to have visited 
places he had never really seen were notorious in his own day (ihid., 12); but he must 
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influences affected Ghiir, we might perhaps seek a diffusion-centre here. 
But we have no information on whether these Hindu influences came 
north-wards into Ghiir. The most that can be said is that the sources do  
reveal certain connections of the early Shansabiinis with India. According 
to 'Utbi, the chieftain Muhammad b. Stiri whom Mahmiid of Ghazna 
defeated and deposed was a "Hindu", but this may be merely a general 
term for "pagan", especially as the majority of the heathen whom 
Mahmiid came up against in his campaigns were of course Indians. 
However, Mustaufi and Mirkhwznd describe at  this point in their 
accounts of the Ghiirids the flight of Muhammad b. Siiri's grandson 
Sim to India, where he then took up residence in an idol-temple. His 
son Husain became a Muslim, went on to Delhi and grew rich as a trader, 
carrying goods between India and G h ~ i r . ~ l  These points do not add up 
to much, and unless more specific evidence comes to light, it is safest to 
argue from the silence of the sources that the paganism of GhQr was of 
an indigenous variety and without outside connections. It is significant 
that there is no mention in the accounts of the Ghaznevid campaigns in 
Ghiir of the religious cults of the Ghtiris, no stories of idol-breaking or 
the eradication of repugnant customs, even though for one of them, 
Mas'Od's campaign of 1020, we have an especially detailed eye-witness 
account. So far as we can see, Ghtiri paganism had little positive content, 
but expressed rather the cultural backwardness of the region and its 
isolation from the surrounding higher civilisations. 

The Islamic history of Ghtir really begins with Mahmud of Ghazna 
(389-4211999-1030). Nevertheless, in the Tabaqdt-i Ndjiri and in the 
works of the other great eulogist of the Ghtirids, Fakhr ad-Din Mu- 
birakshih, we see later efforts to give the Shansabznis a glorious past 
and connect them with both Islamic religious life and history and also 
the Iranian pre-Islamic past. Jtizjini first puts forward "as a x rea t  
probability" that the eponymous founder of the dynasty, Shansab, was 

have heard some local reminiscences of the shrine of Ziin, and it would be interesting 
to know how fresh these were in the minds of his Zamindiiwari informants. I have not 
been able to ascertain what conclusions, if any, the latest translator of andcommentator 
on the first Risdla, A .  von Rohr-Sauer (Des AbC Dulaf Bericht iiber seine Reise nach 
Turkesran, China und Indien, Bonn, 1939) has reached on this point. 
81 'Utbi, loc. cif.; Mustaufi, Tdrikh-i Guzide, G.S.M. facs. (London, 1910), pp. 406-8; 
MirkhwBnd, Raudar a$-$afi', ed. Riz2 Quli Khan (Tehran, 12704),  IV, p. 241 
(pagination supplied by me), cf. Tab. Nds., tr. I, pp. 322-3 n. 



contemporaneous with the Caliph 'Ali and was converted to Islam by 
the Caliph personally. He received from him a manshfir for Ghiir, and 
this charter was jealously handed down within the Shansabini family 
until the time of Sultan Bahrimshih of Ghazna (512-4711 118-52). Hence 
during the Umayyad period, according to Fakhr ad-Din, GhUr had the 
proud distinction of being the only land where 'AIi's name was retained 
in the khulba. Jiizjiini then turns aside to trace the family's origin to the 
tyrant of Iranian mythology, Azhd Zahik, whose descendants are said 
to have entrenched theinselves in Ghiir when Zahik's thousand-year 
dominion was overthrown by F e r i d i i r ~ . ~ ~  Returning to the Islamic theme, 
the Amir FUlZd b. Shansab is given a part in the Abbasid revolution at 
Abii 34uslim's side, and then there comes a more elaborate tale. The 
two rival families of Ghiir, the Shansabiinis and the Shithiinis (or 
Shishinis, in the pronunciation of the Ghiiris), both resorted to the court 
of Hiiron ar-Rashid, where Amir Eanji of the first family received a robe 
of honour, a standard and a patent of investiture with the rulership 
(imirat) of Ghiir, while his rival Shith b. Bahrim was awarded the 
military command (pahlava'ni) of the forces of Ghiir, "an arrangement 
which has continued like this till the present day".33 

From the religious point of view, these stories are clearly myths of a 
type familiar within the Islamic world. From the political one, the local 
origins of the Shansabinis are quite obscure, but they cannot have 
elbowed aside other chieftains in GhOr and consolidated their grip on the 
whole province until the second half of the 1 lth century at the earliest. 
A key to this story of the division of power may lie in events which 
JUzjBni reports from Sultan Saif ad-Din Muhan~mad's reign (556-81 
1161-3). He relates how the Sultan treacherously murdered his com- 
mander-in-chief (sepahsa'la'r), Warmesh b. Shish, but was in turn stabbed 

32 Fakhr ad-Din Mubirakshah and a M~mrah.ltah-i rdrikh-i N d ~ i r i  written in Sultan 
Mu'izz ad-Din Muharnr~ad b. Sam's reign, in Jab. Nd$., 28-34, tr. 1, pp. 300-10; 
Fakhr ad-Din and Tab. Nds .  in Mirkhwand, IV,  42, 241: Fakhr ad-Din in Mu'in 
ad-Din Zamchi, Rarrddr a1;ianncit f i  cirr~flf Herd,, India Office Persian Ms. 195, ff. 88b 
(quoting six verses of his metrical history of the GhDrids), 99a. On the name 
ShansabIShanasb (<Gushnasp), see Justi, Iranische.~ Nomenhuch, p. 282. Marquart 
was the first to point out the fact that the Ghiirids, despite the frequency of the name 
"SBrn" in their genealogy, did not derive their origin from Rustam's family, but from 
that of the tyrant Zahiik, a repugnant figure in the tradition of  the Iranian lands further 
to the west ("Das Reich ZAbul", pp. 289-90). CI. Huart ("Les ligendes tpiques dc la 
rdgion de Ghazna (Afghanistan')", Comptes-rvndirs lie I' Acad. des 1nscr.r. el Belles- 
I~ttres,  1916, pp. 579-87) and Minorsky ("Gardizi on India", B.S.O.A.S., XII, 1948, 
p. 625) have further cited the popularity of Zahik in the region of Ghazna and 
ZAbulistBn. 

Tab. Nd,r.,348. tr. 1. 311-16. 



in the back on the battle-field by Warmesh's brother Abn'l-'Abbis b. 
Shish, who had succeeded to the o%ce of sepahscfldr and is called 
"Pahlaviin-i Char  and from the Shishini family". It was probably a 
desire to explain these circumstances of the 12th century which led to the 
elaboration of the story about a division of offices in HiirGn's reign. The 
Shish2nis were obviously a powerful family in the middle of the 12th 
century, powerful enough through their military following and prestige 
to challenge the Shansabiini kings' authority in GhGr. Vde do not know 
how old the rivalry was, but the episode illustrates how tensions arose 
within Ghur as the Shansabiinis asserted their primacy and how this 
primacy was still being challenged at this late date." Finally, we may 
note a very popular legend which historians of the Afghans set forth. 
As Jiizjiini does not mention it, it probably grew up after his time, but 
i t  may be read in detail in Ni'mat AIIBh's Makhzan-i Afghani (written 
1021/1613). According to this, Islam came to the Afghans who Iiad 
settled in Ghnr after the dispersion of the Children of Israel, through the 
agency of Khiilid b. al-Walid. He wrote to their leader Qais announcing 
the appearance of the Seal of the Prophets, and Qais came with a band of 
fellow-chieftains to help Muhammad at Rdedina. The Prophet gave him 
the Islamic name of 'Abd al--Rashid and sent him back to evangelise 
G h i i ~ - . ~ ~  

Let us return to fact. After the expedition of 1010-1 1 Sultan MahmOd 
left teachers to instruct the people of Ghiir in the precepts of Islam.36 
He dethroned Muljammad b. Sari of Ahengeran and installed his eldest 
son Aba 'Ali; during Muhammad b. Sari's chieftainship, explains 
Jozjiini, the son had sought closer relations wit11 the Sultan, whereas the 

J L Ihid., 65-6, tr. 1, 366-7. The name Shith or  Shish also appears within the Shansabani 
roya! line ( ihid.,  41, tr. 1, 329). If it were possible to attach any significance to this 
alleged division of power, we would be reminded of the institution o f  double kingship 
found among certain Altaic peoples. Marquart did in fact suggest, on very slight 
cvidcnce, that there was some such arrangement in thc ncighbouring kingdom of  
Zibulistan, whose ruler had the title of  Zunbil/Znnbil, before the $affiirid conquest 
("Das Reich Zfibul", pp. 275-6). Although there were in eastcrn Afghanistan strong 
Turkish ethnic currents, such as the Khalaj and Oghuz nomads, relics perhaps of 
Ephthali~c doniinion there, GhDr was at this time a purely Iranian land, and a division 
of powcr in a politically-unified GhDr plays no part in JnzjBni's narrative except in 
conjunction with Warmesh's niurder. Maricq, Le rriinarct dc Djatn, pp. 61-3, has 
arrived at the samc explanation as myself for this projection-back of tllc Shansabllni- 
ShishSni rivalry; and hc has also nlade the vsluable idelltitication of the Shishini 
family of chiefs with the +Warmesh-pat of Jurwas in Baih., 116-19, thus elucidating 
Minorsky. H .  a/-'a.. 333. 

History of the  A f ~ h a n . ~ ,  tr. B. Dorn (London, 1829-361, I, pp. 37-9; 11, PP. 74 fF. 
I .A. ,  IX, 150. 



father had stood firmly for the independence of Ghiir. Abii 'Ali reigned 
until some time during Sultan Mas'iid's reign, when another member of 
the ShansabHni family set him aside. Jiizjiini praises Abii 'Ali as the 
Amir who firmly planted Islamic institutions in Ghiir: "As soon as the 
Amir AbG 'Ali became established in Ghtir, he conferred great benefits 
on the people and directed the erection of many buildings of public 
utility. He built Friday mosques and madrasas in the land of Ghiir and 
endowed them liberally with auqdJ He held the religious leaders and 
ulema in great respect, and considered it a duty of his rank to venerate 
hermits and ascetics. Thus the inhabitants of the regions of Ghiir dwelt 
in t r anq~ i l l i t y . "~~  

During the next century, Ghiir became a buffer-state between the 
Seljuqs and the truncated Ghaznevid empire. Ghiir, together with 
Sistan, Herat and Piishang, was allotted to Miisii Yabghu b. Seljuq when, 
after the victory of DendHnqiin in 1040, the Seljuq leaders partitioned the 
lands they had c o n q ~ e r e d . ~ ~  Whether Miisii Yabghu was in fact able to 
exercise any control over Ghiir and counter the influence from the east 
of the Ghaznevids is dubious. The 14th century historian ShabiinkHra'i 
implies that it was Ghaznevid influence which continued to predominate, 
for he states that Ghtir fell away when Sultan 'Abd ar-Rashid was 
assassinated by a usurper in 444/1053.39 This control may have been 
restored by the capable and energetic Sultan Ibriihim b. Mas'iid, but 
after his death in 49211099, the Ghaznevids declined and the Ghiirids 
overthrew them some 70 years later. 

We know nothing about the progress of Islam in Ghiir during the 
century or so after Amir AbC 'Ali's death, but it cannot have met with 
any prolonged resistance; local paganism can have had small emotional 
appeal or intellectual content with which to oppose the new faith. Even 
so, the spread of Islam through this broken and isolated region rr~ust 
have taken a certain amount of time. I suggest that in this work of 
evangelism, the Muslim sect of the Kariimiyya played an unspectacular 
but important part.40 This sect was Khurasanian in origin; its founder, 

Tab. NBs., 41, tr. 1, 329. Already by 1032 a Ghaznevid official had possessions in 
Ghiir (Baih., 326). 

'lmad ad-Din in BundBri, Z~rhdat an-nu~ra, ed. Houtsma (Leiden, 1889), p. 8; 
a\-Husaini, AkhhBr ad-daular as-Saljdqiyya, ed. M. Iqbal (Lahore, 1933), P. 17. 
Ghiir is not mentioned as part o f  MiisB Yabghu's share in Riiwandi, Rdhar a$-$udkr, 
ed. Iqbal, G.M.S. (London, 1921), p. 104. 
'' Majma' al-ansdh, f. 188a. 
' " T h e  remaining part of this study formed part o f  a paper read at the Tenth Congress 
of British Orientalists, Bangor, July 1959, as "The Karilmiyya and the conversion 
of Ghiir". 
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Muhammad b. Karim (the correct spelling of this name seems to be 
without tashdid ar-rd'), came from Sistan, but studied and taught for 
some time in Nishapur before his death in exile in 869. According to 
his orthodox opponents, he taught an extreme theological literalism and 
was guilty of anthropomorphism. After his death, the leaders of the sect 
appear frequently in Khurasanian political and social life as a violent 
and persecuting force against religious dissent; they gained the backing 
of many sections of the peasantry and the urban lower classes through 
their piety and ascetic lives. Moreover, they had some support and 
sympathy from Sebiiktigin and Mahmiid of Ghazna, and in the latter's 
reign they almost gained permanent control of Nishapur. This attempt 
was quashed, but the Karimiyya remained an influential element in 
'Khurasanian religious life down to the Mongol invasions. The Kari-  
miyya had an old tradition of evangelism in the lands on the upper Oxus; 
according to Shahrastini, Muhammad b. Karim's first activities after 
expulsion from his native Sistan had been amongst the peasants and 
illiterates of Gharchistin, Ghiir and the countryside of K h ~ r a s a n . ~ ~  It 
is therefore possible that the sprinkling of Muslims in Ghiir mentioned 
by the geographers of the 10th century were the fruits of his preaching 
and that in subsequent times the Kar5miyya kept up some connections 
with Ghiir. In his concern for the pacification of Ghiir, Mahmiid's 
relations with the Karimiyya in Nishapur may have suggested to him 
that here was a safe outlet for their missionary zeal. There are many 
parallels outside the Islamic world where an enthusiastic but doubtfully 
orthodox sect has been deflected to  work in remote, unevangelised areas : 
the work of the Monophysites in Nubia, Ethiopia and South Arabia, of 
the Paulicians in eastern Anatolia and the Balkans under the Byzantines, 
and, in more recent times, of the Old Believers beyond the Urals in 
Siberia, comes to mind. 

I have not so far found any direct evidence on the course of this activity, 
but the connection of the sect with the early Ghaznevid Sultans and that 
dynasty's concern - if only on the grounds of political stability - for the 
conversion of Ghiir are significant. Furthermore, we do have two 
interesting accounts of how the Ghtirid kings finally renounced their 
adherence to the Karimiyya in favour of the more orthodox Muslim 
law-schools. These are given by Ibn al-Athir under the year 59511 199 
and by Jtizjini.42 
41 Kirtjh 01-niilal wa'n-nihal, ed. W. Cureton (London, 1846), p. 20, tr. T. Haarbrucker 
(Halle, 1850-I), 1 ,  pp. 29-30. On the origins and early history o f  the sect, see Bosworth, 
"The rise of the Karamiyyah in Khurasan", Mltslitn World, L/I (Jan. 1960), pp. 5-14. 
4 I Tab. Nds., 77-80, tr. 1, 384-5; I.A., XII, 101. The episode has been treated, in a 



Jiizjini states that GhiyZth ad-Din Muhammad (d. 59911202-3) and 
his brother and successor Mu'izz ad-Din Muhammad (d. 60211205-6) 
both inherited the Karilni tenets which their dynasty had always held 
and which had always been the majority faith of their subjects. The 
two sources relate the story of the two rulers' conversion in different 
ways, but agree that the main stimulus came from the Shafi'i faqih 
Shaikh Wajih ad-Din Abti'l-Fath Muhammad b. Mahmiid al-Marvar- 
radhi (Jtizjini, 77, has Wahid ad-Din Muhammad-i Marvazi, with the 
variant Marvarriidhi). According to Ibn al-Athir, Shaikh Wajih ad-Din 
came to the Ghiirid court in 1199 through the agency of the court poet 
Fakhr ad-Din Mubarakshah, exposed the errors of the Kariimiyya and 
converted G hiyith ad-Din to his own rite. The Sultan then built madrasas 
in his dominions for the Shsfi'is and built a mosque for them at Ghazna 
(this may have been the first Shafi'i one there since the destruction of 
Ghazna by 'Ah' ad-Din Jehin-Stiz). Then Tbn al-Athir gives another 
explanation, that the two brothers were converted through the pressure 
of social and religious circumstances when they conquered K h ~ r a s a n . ~ ~  
"They were told then that 'all the people of this land [sc. Khurasan] 
condemn and despise the Kargmiyya. I t  would be advisable for you to 
give up their doctrines'. So they both became Shafi'is." From his 
hlesopotamian homeland, Ibn al-Athir had difficulty in harmonising 
accounts of events in the far east of the Islamic world, and he adds yet 
another report, that Mu'izz ad-Din became not a Shifi'i but a Hanafi; 
this is confirmed by the story in Jiizjani that he became a Hanafi when 
he began to rule in Ghazna (sc. in 56911 173-4) and saw that all the people 
of Ghazna and the surrounding territory were Hanafis. It therefore 
seems that the brothers' abandonment of Karimi doctrines was connected 
with the extension of their power into the Khurasan and Ghazna regions. 
They burst out of the confines of Ghtir, where the Karimi divines had 
had paramount authority in religion, into the wider world. They came 
into contact here with the two chief law-schools of Sunni Islam in the 
east, and they may have felt that the Karimi tenets were intellectually 

briefer manner than here, by Kopriiliizade M. Fuat, "XIInci aslrda bir Tiirk filologu: 
Fahreddin Miibarekvah ve eseri", Turk dili ve edebiyati hakkinda ar,~$trrmalar, 
(Istanbul, 1934). pp. 132-4, and by Maricq, Le mit~aret de Djam, pp. 49-50. 

The Ghijrids occupied Herat in 57111 175, and shortly afterwards their suzerainty 
was recognised in Kerman. Ghiyath ad-Din began the conquest o f  Khurasan as soon 
as the Khwarizmshah Tekesh died, and occupied Nishapur in 59611200 and Merv and 
Serakhs the next year (Tab. N c i ~ . ,  73-5, tr. I, pp. 377-8, 380-1; cf. M. ~ongworth  
Dames, E.I.', Art. "Qdrids", and Wiet, Le minaret de Djam, pp. 38-43). 



somewhat disreputable and too closely linked with their backwoods 
origins. 

Jiizjini's account of Ghiyith ad-Din's conversion is adorned with a 
more miraculous element: Shaikh Wajih ad-Din is involved, but the 
immediate cause is the Sultan's vision in a dream of the Imam ash-Shifi'i. 
The change, he goes on to relate, angered the numerous ulema of the Karii- 
miyya. One of them, the Imiim Sadr ad-Din 'Ali b. Haisam Nishiptiri, 
who was mudarris of the Kariimi madrasa at Afshin or Bashin in 
Gharchistin, censured the Sultan in some verses, and as a result, had to 
withdraw to Nishapur for a year before he recovered favour. This 
Imim's Nishipiiri origin, and the fact that he chose that city for his 
temporary exile, show that the Kargmiyya were still important and still 
producing their own divines there, despite the report in Ibn al-Athir 
about the low prestige of the Karimiyya in I C h ~ r a s a n . ~ ~  

But if the Karimi doctrines could not in Khurasan retain an intellectual 
repute comparable to that of the Hanafi or Sh5f'i rites, in Ghiir itself 
their hold on both the populace at  large and on other members of the 
Ghiirid dynasty was little diminished. Again under 59511199, Ibn 
al-Athir records a great fitna at  Ghiyith ad-Din's military headquarters 
and capital at Firtizkiih in G h i ~ r . ~ ~  Its cause was the Sultan's favour 
towards the Shifi'i faqih and philosopher Fakhr ad-Din Riizi (543-6061 
1148-1209), who had been attracted to the court by Ghiyiith ad-Din's 
well-known munificence towards scholars and literary men. According 
to 'Aufi, Rizi gained there the title Malik a l - k ~ l i i r n . ~ ~  The Sultan built 
for him a madrasa in Herat where Rizi's teaching attracted many 
hearers, but drew down on his head the wrath of the Kariimiyya, who 
were very numerous there, and of the Ghiiris in general, headed by the 
Sultan's cousin and son-in-law, Malik Diyi' ad-Din Muhammad (ruled 
in Ghiir and Zamindiwar 599-6031 1203-7 and 61 1-1 211 214-1 5 with the 
title 'Ali' ad-Din). Rizi was well-known as a bitter opponent of the 

4 4  Mirkhwlnd, IV,  p. 244, merely records that Ghiylth ad-Din became a Shlfii' 
because of the Shlfi'is' purity of life and e~nphasis on traditions from the Prophet. 
45 On Firiizkiih, cf. Tab. N@., 91, tr. I, pp. 4 0 3 4 ;  ICohzad, A[qhanistan, VII/I 
(1952), pp. 51-3. Dames, E.I.', Art. "Firiizk6hW followed Holdich in identifying it with 
Taiwara on the Rud-i Ghor in the southern part of the province. Maricq has now 
shown that the 200 ft. tall Minaret of Jam standing on the right bank of the Heri Rud 
between Chisht and Ahengerin marks the site of the Ghiirids' fortress-capital. The 
neglect until now of this minaret by European travellers has arisen from the fact that in 
recent times the route through the Heri Rud basin has made a detour out of the river- 
valley and along an affluent, and has thus by-passed the site (Le minaret de Djam, 
PP. 13-20, 55-64). 
48 'Aufi, L~rhdh a/-albcih, quoted by Kopruliizade, op. cit., pp. 130-1. 



Karimiyya. Ibn al-Qifti says that they threatened to have his life in 
revenge for his attacks on them and that it was said to be they who 
finally poisoned him; certainly, Rizi  left instructions that he was to be 
buried in his house rather than publicly, lest the Herat mob mutilate his 

Rizi  and the ulema of the Kariimiyya, Hanafis and Shifi'is gathered 
at the FirOzkOh court. In a theological disputation, Riizi attacked a 
Kariimi divine well-known for his piety and learning, the Qiidi Majd 
ad-Din, known as Ibn a l - Q u d ~ a . ~ ~  In reply, Malik Diyi' ad-Din 
Muhammad accused Riizi of zandaqa and falsafa, and Ibn al-Qudwa 
denounced him from the pulpit, attacking at  the same time the teachings 
of Aristotle, the infidelities of Ibn Sini  and the philosophy of al-FPribi. 
The population was so roused that they rose and bloodshed was only 
averted by the arrival of troops from the Sultan's palace. Ghiyiith ad-Din 
had to promise to remove Rizi  from their midst and send him back to 
H e r a t . 4 V h e  episode probably dates from just after the Sultan's con- 
version to the Shifi'i madhhab, when he wished to encourage the great 
philosopher but was apprehensive lest he alienate the popular support 
of the Ghtiri people, upon whom the military strength of the dynasty 
largely depended. 

In this survey of the religious history of GhOr at  this period, we may 
finally note that the Karimiyya were strongly opposed to the Biitiniyya; 
it was their fervour in rooting out Ismii'ili sympathisers in Nishapur at 
the beginning of the 1 l th century which so commended them to Sultan 
Mahmtid.jo Now Ismii'ili'dd'is from Alamot penetrated into GhOr in 
the latter years of the Sultan 'AIP' ad-Din Husain JehPn-Stiz's reign 
(5445611 149-61), were sympathetically received by him and started to 
work in the countryside. But his son Saif ad-Din Muhammad (556-81 
1161-3) ordered on his accession a massacre of all Ismi'ili adherents in 
CihOr: "Wherever he smelt the odour of their seductions, throughout all 

4 7  Ta'rikh al-hukamd', ed. J. Lippert (Leipzig, 1903), pp. 291-2; Subki, Tab~qdr 
ash-Shcifi'iyyat al-kubrd (Cairo, 1323-4), V, p. 35; cf. Ibn KhallikPn, tr. de Slane, 11, 
p. 653. 

He is described as an adherent of the Haisamiyya branch of the KarPrniyya. 
Muhammad b. a l -Hai~am is mentioned by Ibn Hajar in his Lisdn al-mizdn (Hydcrabad, 
1329-31). V, pp. 353-6, and ShahrastPni, Kitcih al-milal wa'n-nihal, pp. 80 ff., tr. 1, 
pp. 120 ff., as a leader of the sect after Muhammad b. KarPm's death and as their 
mutakallim, elaborating their founder's doctrine of tajsim. Fakhr ad-Din RBzi himself 
in his I'tiqddcit fjraq 01-muslimin wa'l-mushrikin (Cairo, 1356), p. 67, describes the 
Haigamiyya as one of the seven branches of the KarBmiyya. 
'@ I.A., S.V. 59511 199. 
'O See Bosworth, "The rise of the Karamiyyah in Khurasan", pp. 10-1 I .  



the land he ordered the slaughter of the heretics. He despatched the 
whole of them to Hell, and thus by means of the sword purified the 
territories of Ghiir, which were a mine of righteousness and orthodoxy, 
from the pollution of the Qarmathian evil."51 It  is in persecuting activity 
such as this that one would expect to find the Kar2imi leaders prominent. 

The silence of later sources shows that in the chaos caused by the 
Mongol invasions the Kargmiyya gradually lost their separate identity 
in Ghiir and the surrounding regions. The historian of Herat, Mu'in 
ad-Din Zamchi, writing in 1492, characterised the people of Ghiir as 
notoriously stupid but impeccably pure in their faith and hatred of 
i n n o v a t i ~ n . ~ ~  As in Nishapur two centuries previously, the sect's appeal 
to the unsophisticated mountain folk of Ghiir lay primarily in the godly 
lives of its imams and the straightforward literalism of its teachings; 
yet if, as I have suggested, it brought Islam to this remote corner, its 
achievement was a not unworthy one.63 

" Tab. N ~ s . ,  pp. 63, 65, tr .  I ,  pp. 363, 365. The references in the Siyciset-ndme of 
NiGm al-mulk, ed. Qazwini and Chahsrdehi (Tehran, 1334), pp. 218, 230-1, to the 
activities of Ismi'ili dci'is in GhGr a t  the beginning of the 10th century are too vague to  
be relied upon. '' Rarc#rit al-janndr ,fi au~cif Herrir, f. 88 b. 
68 1n an excursus, "Die Lage der Ariaspen", pp. 166-72 of his Wehror und Arang, 
~nlersuchungen zldr mythischen rrnd geschichtlicken Landeskltnde von Osrirnn (ed. H. H. 
Schaeder, Leiden, 1938), Markwart examined the information given in classical Greek 
sources on the geography of the Heri Rud basin above Herat. He concluded that in 
the last period of the Achaemenids, the population of Ghiir was largely sedentary, 
and that i t  recognised the authority of the Persian emperor or  his viceroys only 
nominally. On p. 171 n. 1 Markwart mentioned briefly Islamic sources concerning 
Arab and Ghaznevid raids on Ghiir. 



THE TITULATURE OF THE EARLY GHAZNAVIDS 

During the course of the 4th/1oth century, honorific titles became 
widespread in the Islamic world, not merely for independent rulers, 
but also for provincial governors and military commanders, and finally, 
for the civilian officials of the diwdns. Previously, the principal honorifics 
known in Islam had been those adopted on their accessions by the Abba- 
sid Caliphs, titles which usually expressed either dependence on God or 
else the desire for divine aid in the businesses of ruling or of war; see 
the interesting study of A. Abel, Le Khalife, pre'sence sacre'e, Studia 
Islamica, VII (1957), 29-45, in which he traces the changing pattern of 
Abbasid titulature as i t  was faced with the threats of the Ism2'ilis and 
FZtimids. J. H. Kramers made an important study of those titles which 
were compounded with the element din "religion". He noted that they 
were especially popular in eastern Islam; that the word din is connected 
with Middle Persian dEn and ultimately, with Old Persian daEnd "reli- 
gion" ; and that the twin concept of dai~la "secular power" is also linked 
with the exalted ideas of kingship prevalent in ancient Persia. (Kramers, 
Les noms mztstdmans compose's avec din 53-4, 56-61). 

Kramers' list here of 94 titles, drawn mainly from the period up to the 7th/12th 
century, has now been added to  by A. Dietrich, Z2t den mil ad-din zusammenge- 
setaen aslamischen Personennamen, ZDMG, C X  (1960), 43-54, who brings 92 further 
titles, mainly from the period after the 7th century. See also the recent general 
work of Hasan al-BgshZ, al-Alqdb al-isldmiyva fi t-ta'rix wa'l-wathd'iq wa'l-dthdr, 
who gives an historical survey of Islamic titulature (with particular reference to 
the dynasties which reigned in Egypt) and then (Part 11, 118-544) an analytical 
list of honorific titles and forms of address. 

It is therefore tempting to see the frequent adoption in the 10th century 
of these honorific titles as a recrudescence of older Iranian ceremonial 
and titulary practices. In  these last, a theocratic view of the God-Empe- 

Those works most frequently cited are usually referred to by author and/or 
title alone, or by abbreviations. Full bibliographical details will be found a t  the 
end of the article. 
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ror's power was expressed, and many of the Islamic titles likewise give 
their holders cosmic r6les in upholding the common fabric of religion and 
empire. The Sasanids had a wide variety of titles which they bestowed on 
particular classes of society, e.g. on those of the military commanders 
and the Zoroastrian priesthood. Christensen quotes Sir Aurel Stein that 
the title dar-andarzbadh "counsellor, organiser of the court" designated 
in the 5th century the Emperor's chief minister, and he points out that 
this title is analogous to the Islamic ones given to Viziers (L'Iran sous 
les Sassanides2 [Copenhagen 19441 400 ff., 409-11 ; see also G. Widengren, 
The sacral kingshi9 of Iran, in La regalit2 sacra [Supplement to Numen, 
Leiden 19591 249-50). Moreover, i t  was the Dailami dynasty of the 
Buyids who played a prominent part in the process of the adoption of 
honorific titles, assuming ones which were highly reminiscent of Sasanid 
usage like Shihanshih "Emperor of emperors" and Malik aZ-mulQk 
"King of kings". The former title became so intimately connected with 
the Buyids that Baihaqi often refers to the dynasty as Shihanshihiyin 
(Baih. 41, 400, 438). The Buyid family were in origin military advent- 
urers from the geographically inaccessible and culturally backward 
Caspian highlands, where Islam had only recently penetrated and where 
Zoroastrianism and other pre-Islamic beliefs lingered on; and the Buyid 
period has been seen in the general context of eastern Islamic history 
as one in which older Iranian ways enjoyed a certain resurgence. In  
particular, V. Minorsky has stressed the "Dailami interlude" in Iranian 
history as a distinct and important entity and as a period meriting 
sympathetic study. 

For eastern Islam, the Abbasid Caliph in Baghdad was the prime fount 
of honours and titles. These were granted in return for presents of cash 
and luxury articles, and such payments came in time to be regulated 
according to a definite tariff. There is a discussion in Baihaqi 293 on 
what was the customary rate ( r a m )  for the presents to be sent to the 
new Caliph al-QZ'im on his accession in 42211031; on this occasion, 
Mas'fid of Ghazna expected in return Caliphal confirmation of the lands 
which he held. During the 10th century, and under the tutelage first of 
their Turkish slave generals and then of the Buyid Amirs, the Abbasids 
were reduced to the position of faine'ants, deriving what regular income 
they had in the form of grants from the Amirs, who were nominally 
their subjects but in fact their masters. The degradation of the Caliphate 
is a constant theme of contemporary writers, and Abii Dulaf Mis'ar b. 
Mllhalhil in his famous ga~ida as-Sisciniyya humorously enumerates the 
Caliph al-Muti' (334-631946-74) as one of the fellowship of professional 
beggars (mukaddGn) : 



"Another of our members is the mainstay of religion, al-Mutic, whose fame is 
well-known ; 

He begs his bread in periodic instalments from Mucizz ad-Daula" 

(ThaCSlibi, Yatima, 111, 357, 371 ; Mez, Renaissance 135-6). 
Why were these titles so keenly desired ? The wish to appear important 

in the eyes of one's fellow-men is a universal one, and Qalqashandi 
traces the use of laqabs back to Abraham, the "Friend of God", and the 
Patriarchs (Subh, V, 440) ; but in the mediaeval Orient, in particular, 
the standing of a man (unless he were known to be an ascetic or Siifi) 
was in large part judged by his outward appearance and dress, by the 
deference which had to be shown in addressing him and by the closeness 
of his relationship to higher authority. The possession of robes of honour, 
sonorous titles and other insignia of office or military rank became, 
to use a contemporary expression, status symbols, outward and visible 
signs of a man's value to the state and society. These attitudes have 
persisted down to our own times. An English traveller in the Nishapur 
district towards the end of the last century relates an amusing incident 
in which he was asked by the headman of a village publicly and ostenta- 
tiously to present him with a robe of honour ; the headman himself supplied 
the robe, and the whole pantomime was meant to increase his esteem in 
the eyes of the villagers (C. E .  Yate, Khz~rasan and Sistan [Edinburgh 
 goo] 4x5). I n  the mediaeval Islamic east, the emphasis on publicising 
oneself and one's rank clearly goes back to the Byzantine and Sasanid 
empires which had ruled over the region in earlier centuries, and in which 
ceremonial and the sense of social hierarchy had been strongly developed ; 
and in the Islamic period, the use of laqabs was consciously linked with 
the Persianised east, as the term al-alqib al-mashriqdyya, used in dis- 
paraging reference to them by Maghri bi writers, shows (Goldziher, 
'Ali b. Mejmrin al-Magribi und sein Sittenspiegel des iistlichen Islam. 
Ein Bettrag zur Culturgeschichte, ZDMG, XXVIII [I8741 , 306-10). Thus 
subjects sought after respect and deference by acquiring titles, and 
rulers sought similarly to boost their reputations and to share indirectly 
in the religious and moral influence of the Abbasid Caliphs. 

For the religious prestige and charismatic power of the Caliphs of 
Baghdad was still great, despite their reduced material circumstances. 
The importance of the cachet of orthodox, Sunni approval even influenced 
the Buyids in their keenness to acquire their titles from the Caliphs. 
despite the fact that they themselves were Shi'is. Certainly, they were 
usually careful not to go too far in offending the Abbasids' sentiments; 
they were, for instance, careful to place the Caliphs' names on their 
coinage, and avoided putting on it the common Shi'i formula "'Ali is 
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the Friend of God" ('AZI Wali Alldh). Powers newly-established on the 
fringes of the Islamic world, such as the Turkish Qaraxanids and 
Selcuqs, were also desirous of opening relations with Baghdad as soon 
as possible (see below, 222, 227). However, the spiritual claims of the 
Shi'i Fiitimids, who from the time of the Mahdi 'Ubaidalllh (d. 3221934) 
had arrogated to themselves the title of Caliph and whose court in Cairo 
came to eclipse in splendour that of Baghdad, cast a shadow over the 
religious authority of the Abbasids. The power of the Fltimids challenged 
that of the Abbasids in the realm of the granting of titles and honours, 
for the former also granted them to their clients, and it  was possible for 
the Arab rulers of northern Syria, the Cazira and the Arabian peninsula, 
strategically placed as they were between the two spheres of influence, 
to play off the two sides in their demands for honours and consideration. 

All these factors explain the urge for titles visible during the 10th 
century and after, and show how they inevitably became cheapened. 
The poet Abfi Bakr Muhammad b. al-'Abbgs al-XwZrizmi says in a 
satire : 

"What do I care that the Abbasids have thrown open the gates of kunyas and 
laqabs ? 

They have conferred honorifics on a man whom their ancestors would not have 
made doorkeepers of their privy. 

This Caliph of ours has few dirhams in his hands, so he lavishes Eaqabs on people" 

(Tha'dibi, Yatima, IV, 130 = Mez, Renaissance 87). At the opening 
of the 11th century, Birfini moralisingly observed in his Athir ad-biqiya 
that when the Abbasids started indiscriminately rewarding courtiers, 
friends and enemies with vain daula titles, extending even to triple ones, 
their empire perished : "In this way, the matter became utterly opposed 
to common sense and clumsy to the highest degree, so that he who 
mentions them gets tired before he has scarcely commenced, he who 
writes them loses his time and writing, and he who addresses them 
runs the risk of missing the time for prayer" (Chronology 129). Hi151 
as-SZbi' has a long passage in his Kitdb al-Wuzari' (Cairo 1958) 166-74, 
in which he denounces the proliferation of titles and pompous forms of 
address, chiefly on the ground that they cause a blurring of social dis- 
tinctions: "Since they became equalled out and levelled down, ranks and 
degrees have inevitably become debased". He goes on to say that the 
Caliph al-Qii'im complained that there was no rank or designation left 
which corild be given to a deserving person (lam tabqa rzrtba li-mustohiqq) 
(abid. 169). By the end of the centnry, the process of debasement was 
complete, and the resulting worthlessness of titles is described scathingly 
by NizZm al-Mulk: "Nowadays, the meanest person has ten titles, and 



if any one of them is missed out in addressing him, he becomes angry 
and abusive" (Siyisat-nima 158). 

The Samanids of Transoxania and Xurasan, whose practices the 
Ghaznavids followed in many ways, observed the older custom and 
were abstemious in the use of titles. Normally, the Amirs were addressed 
simply by their kunyas during their lifetimes, and after their deaths 
they were referred to by an epithet like as-Sa'z'd "the Fortunate one" 
or ar-Ridi "the Well-pleasing one". However, numismatic evidence 
suggests that other epithets may have been used by the Amirs during 
their own lifetimes, if only perhaps for the sikka: on coins of Niih b. 
N a ~ r ,  after death called al-Hamid, appears the legend al-Malik al- 
Mll'ayyad; on those of 'Abd al-Malik b. Niih, after death called al- 
Mu'ayyad, that of al-Malik al-Muwaffaq; on those of Mansiir b. Niih, 
after death called as-Sadid, those of al-Malik al-Muzaffar and al-Malik 
al-Mu'azzam ; and on those of Niih b. Man~iir, after death called ar-Rida', 
that of al-Malik al-Man~tZr (Lane Poole, B. M. Catalogue, 11, 100, 105-6, 
109-10, 115-16, Nos. 375, 391-2, 403-4, 407-9, 420, 425; Hasan al-Basha, 
al-Alqcib al-islimiyya 497, quoting Dorn, Inventaire des monnaies des 
Khalifes orientazcx et de plusieurs autres dynasties [St. Petersburg 18771 
123, 125). But the only fully-authenticated assumption of a laqab by 
one of the Samanids during his own lifetime was in 3gol1ooo when the 
last of the dynasty, the fugitive Isma'il b. Niih (d. 39511005) assumed the 
title al-Muntasir ('Utbi, I, 320; Curb. 141 ; IA [Cairo], VII, 204, year 
390 = Tornberg, IX, 111). An authority quoted by Spuler says that the 
Samanids used the title Shihanshcih, but no verifiable reference is given 
by this authority (Iran in friih-islamischer Zeit 359-60); moreover, 
Niqiim al-Mulk's assertion that Niih b. Mansur (366-871967-97) had this 
title is unconfirmed by any other literary or any numismatic evidence 
(Siyisat-nima 158). The Samanids were in effect independent rulers, 
although their nominal dependence on the Caliphs was shown in the 
title Mall16 Amir al-Mrt'minin which appears on some of their coins 
(cf. B. M. Catalogue, 11, 96, 102, 111, Nos. 352, 379, 411 ; Oliver, JRASB 
[1886], 129). 

Nevertheless, they did award laqabs to their generals and governors, 
acting here as independent sovereigns. Hence of their Turkish military 
commanders in Xurasan in the second half of the 10th century, we 
find Abii I-'AbbSs TTgsh HLib  with the title Hz~sa'm ad-Daala (frequently 
found on Samanid coins, e.g. 8. M. Catalogi,e, 11, 113-14. NOS. 416, 419) ; 
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Abi  1-gasan FZ'iq XZS?a with that of 'Amid ad-Daula; Abii I-Fawsris 
Begtuzun with that of S in in  ad-Daula; Abii I-Hasan Simciiri with that 
of Nisir ad-Daula; and his son Abii 'Ali Simciiri with that of 'Imid 
ad-Daula. The Amir Niih b. Man~iir  also gave the title N@ir ad-Daula 
to the commander of the ghZzis of Buxara, Abii 'Abdallsh b. Haf~  
(Biriini, Chronology 130; 'Utbi, I ,  155, 271; Curb. 79, 121; Gard. 48-9, 
53; Sam'Sni, Ansab f .  323a; IA [Cairo], VII, 108-9, year 371 = Tornberg, 
IX, 8-9; CfizcSni tr. 44-5). 

Unfortunately for the Samanids, their Turkish slave generals wished 
to follow the prevailing trend and acquire more grandiose titles. In  
381/991 Abii 'Ali Simciiri made himself master of Xurasan, appro- 
priated all the state revenues there and assumed the lofty designation 
of Amir al-Umari', al-Mu'ayyad min as-Sami' "the Divinely-aided 
Supreme Commander" ('Utbi, I, 155; Curb. 80; Gard. 53. Barthold's 
statement that it  was the Samanid Amir who granted the titles [Turke- 
stan 2531 should therefore be corrected; 'Utbi and Gardizi state clearly 
that it was self-assumed, talaqqaba bi-, xwishtan-ri . . . laqab kard). 
Furthermore, in return for help against the Qaraxanid invader Bughra 
Xan Harfin or Hasan, Abii 'Ali in 992 demanded of Niih b. Man~iir that 
he be addressed as an equal, by laqab and kunya, and not as a subordinate, 
and he also claimed the title of Maulk or Wali of the Commander of the 
Faithful. The Amir was obliged to concede this, although as 'Utbi says, 
1 (  his only relationship of dependence (walk') was to the Samanids" 
('Utbi, I, 173-4; Curb. 86). The local rulers in CaghZniyZn of the Al-i 
Muht5c were vassals of the Samanids, and the last known ruler of this 
line, Abfi 1-Muzaffar Ahmad b. Muhammad, had in the early years of the 
11th century, when the poet Farruxi was a t  his court, the honorific 
Faxr ad-Darnla; it  is unknown whether this title was acquired directly 
from the Caliphs or whether it was bestowed by one of the last Samanids, 
the nominal suzerains of the MuhtZcids (Farruxi, Diwin 177, 221;  cf. 
Niz~mi 'Arfidi, Cahir maqila 58-65, tr. 39-45, 122-3). 

The founders of the Ghaznavid kingdom, Abfi Man~fir Sebiiktigin 
and his son Abfi 1-Q~sim Mahmfid, received their first laqabs from their 
Samanid masters. According to Biriini, Chronology 130, Sebiiktigin had 
originally the honorific of M11'in ad-Daztla, but it  is not known when 
this was conferred. The description in Baihaqi 99 of the Ghaznavid 
kingdom as Mu'ini may be an echo of this. It is not recorded that 
Alptigin, Sebuktigin's old master, had any laqabs, and the one coin of his 



whose attribution is certain (cf. Thomas, JRAS [1848], 295 ff.) gives no 
help here. In 3841994 Sebuktigin and Mahmiid helped Niih b. Man~iir 
score a mighty victory over the rebellious generals Abii 'Ali and FB'iq. 
As a reward, he gave Sebuktigin the title Nisir ad-Daula and Mahmiid 
that of Saif ad-Daula (Biriini, Chronology 130 ; 'Utbi, I, 193 ; Curb. 93; 
Gard. 56; IA [Cairo], VII, 164, year 384 = Tornberg, IX, 72; Ciizcgni 8, 
tr. 75. Baih. 200 places the Amir's award of the title SaYf ad-Daula 
b e f o r e  the battle with Abii 'Ali, at  the time wheu Mahmiid was 
entrusted with a military command in Xurasan). The sources differ 
over the exact form of Sebuktigin's title; in Biriini and Gardizi it 
appears as Ni;ir ad-Din wa'd-Daula (and in the much later source of 
Ciizcsni 8, tr. 75 as Nisir Din Allih). 

Uncertainty such as this is, of course, of frequent occurrence from the 
11th century onwards. Often the components din and daula seem inter- 
changeable; the two words may be combined in a title to give a verbal 
effect of parallelism and alliteration, and in inscriptions, the exact form 
of a title may be altered to fit the space available or for artistic effect. 
But the daula titles are first in chronological appearance; it is only 
with the Selcuqs that the din ones become preponderant, although the 
Ghaznavids continued, on the whole, to favour the older, daula ones 
(cf. Kramers, Les noms mzls~ulmans compose's avec din 59 ff.). 

A very early appearance of a daula title was when the Caliph al-Muktafi honoured 
his Vizier Abti 1-Husain al-Qssim b. 'UbaidallZh with the title W a l i  ad-Daula, 
and this appears on coins from zgr/goq. A generation later, in 3191931, al-Muqtadir 
awarded the title ' A m i d  ad-Daula to  Abii 1-Husain's son, the Vizier al-Husain b. 
al-QZsim, and ordered tha t  he should be addressed by his k u n y a  (F. Rosenthal, 
EIa Art. "Dawla"; Miskawaih in Eclipse of the 'Abbasid Caliphate, I ,  223, tr. IV, 
2 5 0 ) .  

With regard to Sebuktigin's title. Nisir ad-Daula is probably the ori- 
ginal form, and the din component may have been added to it in popular 
usage soon after his death or even during his lifetime. A marthiya on 
Sebuktigin's death by Abii 1-Fath Busti, quoted by 'Utbi, begins "I 
said when Nssir ad-Din wa'd-Daula died, 'May his Lord bestow His 
favour on him when He raises him to life again!' " ('Utbi, I,  263 ; Curb. 
118; Ibn Xalliksn, 111, 338). This change in the title, reflecting as it 
does Sebuktigin's rdle in furthering God's work, may well be an aspect 
of the cult of him as the Amir-i 'Adil which sprang up very early (see 
the anecdotes on his piety and justice in Baih. 202-4, 450-1, and those 
listed in Ni?Qmuld-Din's Introduction to the Jawdmi'u'l-hikdydt 199). 
Echoing Sebuktigin's fame as precursor of his son in raiding India, Niram 
al-Mulk gives him the title of Nijir  ad-Din and says that it was awarded 
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to him by the Caliph for his exploits there (Siyisat-nima 126). Unfor- 
tunately, there is no epigraphic evidence on the exact form of the laqab. 
Sebiiktigin's tomb at Ghazna has on it  a Kufic inscription and its work- 
manship seems to be contemporary with his death, but only the kunya 
and ism, Abii Man~iir Sebiiktigin, are given, together with the military 
title al-Hicib al-Acall "Most exalted general", the form of address which 
he had had as one of the Samanids' commanders (Flury, Syria [1925], 
62-5). 

We have seen that Mahmfid himself received the title Saif ad-Dada 
from Amir Niih, and this laqab, together with his ism, the name of the 
Caliph and that of the Samanid Amir, appear on the coins minted by 
him at Nishapur during his governorship of Xurasan. A dirham from 
Nishapur dated 3851995 attributes to Mahmfid, if its legend has been 
read aright, the title AbC Laca' "Father of refuge", a title otherwise 
unknown and probably therefore to be considered suspect (Thomas, 
JRAS [1848], 307, No. 8 = B. M. Catalogue, 11, 131, No. 458). In 3891999 
Mahmiid turned against the Samanids on the double pretext of avenging 
the deposed Amir Abfi 1-HBrith Man~fir b. Nfih (387-91997-9) and of getting 
the Caliph al-Qgdir's name placed in the xutba in the Samanid territories. 
The Samanids had refused to recognise the succession in 3811991 of 
al-Qadir, considering him a mere tool of the Buyids, and had continued 
to acknowledge his deposed predecessor at-TB'i' (Hi151 as-Sgbi' in Eclipse 
of the 'Abbasid Caliphate, 111, 340-5, tr. VI, 365-70). Despite Mahmfid's 
arguments in the fath-nima to al-Q~dir ,  he had in fact been quite content 
to follow the lead of the Samanids in acknowledging at-TB'i' and not 
al-QBdir; the coins minted by him a t  Nishapur before 389 all bear a t  the 
side of the names of himself and the Samanid Amir that of at-TB'i' 
(Thomas, JRAS [1848], 271-2 and 307, NO. 8 = B. M .  Catalogue, 11, 
131, No. 458; Oliver, JRASB [1886], 134). 

But now, in return for his recognition of al-QBdir, Mahmtid received 
a charter (manshiir) granting him Xurasan, a standard, a splendid 
robe of honour, and his first titles from Baghdad, those of Yamin ad- 
Daula and Amin al-Milla, stressing his r61e as a mainstay of the Caliphate 
and as a trusty defender of orthodox religion ('Utbi, I, 317 ; Curb. 138 ; 
Gad.  62; Ibn al-Cauzi, VIII, 53, year 421; Ibn XallikBn, 111, 337, 339). 
The title Yamin ad-Dazrla became the favoured one for Mahmiid, very 
common on his coins and much used by the historians, from 'Utbi 
onwards, when referring to him. From amongst his laqabs, the poets 
'Unsuri and Farruxi use those of Yamin ad-Daula and Amin al-Milla 
almost exclusively in their eulogies. Farruxi addresses the Sultan only 
Once by his later title Niqgm ad-Din (Diwdn 33)) and may perhaps on 



another occasion allude to that  of Kahf ad-Daula wa'l -Islim (Diwin 172: 
Kahf-i Mzrslimini) (see for these later titles, below, 219). Yamin ad- 
Daula and Amin al-Milla were also used as laqabs by a t  least one later 
member of the Ghaznavid dynasty, sc. BahrZmshZh b. Mas'iid b. Ibrshim 
(512-47/1118-52) (Gulam Mustafa Khan, A history of Bahram Shah 
of Ghaznin, Islamic Culture, XXII  I [1g49], 79-80). 

Gardizi also adds that Mahmiid obtained the title Wali Amir al- 
Mzr'minin, and this indeed appears on a coin from Nishapur dated 389 
(Ahmed Tevhid, Miize-yi Hiimiyiin, Meskiikit-i qadime-yi islimiyye-yi 
qataloghu, I V  [Istanbul 1321/1g03-4], 42, NO. 70). This formula, with 
either the element Wali or Mauli,  had already been used by the Samanids 
and by Mahmiid's rivals in the dismemberment of the Samanid empire, 
the Qaraxanids (see above, 214, and below, 222). An anecdote given by 
'Aufi purports to tell how Mahmiid disliked being addressed from 
Baghdad as Maltla' Amir al-Mu'minin (taking Maul i  here in its sense 
of "client, dependent"), and so got the first element changed to Wali 
("confidant, close friend"). What looks like a variant of the story appears 
in Daula?shSh, who quotes from the Tic  al-futch (of 'Un~ur i?  Cf. Ngzim, 
Sttltdn MahmCd I). In this version, the Caliph offers the title Wali Amir 
al-~l4t~'minin, but Mahmiid considers this to be ambiguous and wants 
it  changed to Wili  Amir al-Mzc'minin "Governor on behalf of the 
Commander of the Faithful" ('Aufi 269-70 = NizAmu'd-Din, Introduction 
181 ; Daulatshah, Tadhkirat ash-shu'ari', ed. M. 'AbbZsi [Tehran 13371 
19581, 40). Daulatshzh's story has more circumstantial detail than 
'Aufi's, e.g. that Mahmiid's envoy to Baghdad was the author Abfi 
Rlansir Tha'alibi, and that the Caliph was reluctant to grant the Sultan 
anv titles because the latter was a mere banda-zida; nevertheless, these 
stories must be treated as apocryphal, since no definitely contemporary 
sources mention the incident. Nor can such exact shades of meaning be 
read into the 11th century usage of these various derivatives of the 
root wald. Certainly, contemporary usage of Mauld shows that it fre- 
quently implied mastery and grandeur, and it  is, for instance, used with 
this denotation in the titulature of Mahmfid's coeval, the Fatimid 
Caliph al-Hgkim (Hasan al-BZshB, al-~lqib'al-islimiyya 208-11. 516-22). 
However, because of its ambiguity, Qalqashandi recommends that the 
term Maul i  is best avoided in correspondence (Sfdbh, VIP 31-2). 

Further titles expressing Mahmiid's zeal in the cause of orthodox 
religion, those of Nizim ad-Din and N i ~ i r  al-Haqq, came to him from 
Baghdad in 40311012-13 after the execution a t  Bust of the unfortunate 
Fgtimid di ' i  Tgharti (Ibn al-Cauzi, VIII,  53, year 421; IA [Cairo], VII1 
271. year 404 = Tornberg, IX, 171 ; Ciizcani 8, tr. 75. On the case of 
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TZharti, see Bosworth, The rise of the Kardmiyyah in  Khurasan, MW, 
L [1960], 10-11). In  41711026 Mahmfid made his famous expedition 
against the idol-temple of Somnath, and was rewarded by the Caliph 
with fresh honours. He himself received a t  Balx the title Kahf ad-Daula 
wa'l-Isldm (Baih. 49 gives this as Kahf al-Isldm wa'l-Muslimin); his 
son Mas'iid, those of Shihib ad-Daula and Camil al-Milla; his other son, 
Muhammad, those of Calil ad-Daula and Camil al-Milla ; and his brother 
Abfi Ya'qfib Yfisuf b. Sebiiktigin, those of 'Adud ad-Daula and Mu'ayyid 
al-Milla. In this way each one of them had mentioned in his titles both 
the dynasty's secular power and also its support to the faith. I n  addition, 
the Caliph sent the Sultan a charter confirming his possession of Xurasan, 
India, Nimrfiz (sc. Sistan) and Xwiirizm, and promised to agree to the 
nomination of whichever heir Mahmfid should chose (Gard. 87-8). 

In later times, Mahmfid was referred to as the great Gh5zi or warrior 
for the faith $ar excellence; but the evidence of contemporary official 
documents and of numismatics shows that Ghizi was not used as an 
official title during his own Lifetime, even though it  is to a moderate 
extent applied to the Sultan by his panegyrists 'Unsuri (Diwin 2, 160) 
and Farruxi (Diwin 30, 46, 149, 207,394). The old Iranian title Shih- 
anshih appears in Mahmiid's reign, but again, only in eulogistic, poetical 
usage as a general, regal term. Farruxi applies it  not merely to Mahmfid 
but also to his brother Yfisuf b. Sebuktigin ; when ManfiEihri describes 
Mas'iid b. Mahmfid as Shihanshih-i 'Iriq, he seems to be employing 
the phrase to combat Buyid pretentions in western Persia ('Un~uri, 
Diwin 82, 96; Farruxi, Diwan 2, 13, 93, 209, 258, 307, 419; ManiiCihri, 
Diwin 20, 69, tr. 170, 204). I t  may be briefly noted that the designation 
al-Malik al-Manynr appears on a fals of Mahmfid minted in the region 
of Ghazna in 40511014-15; this seems to be an isolated imitation of 
Samanid practice (see above 6), and the designation was not, so far as 
is known, used for any other purpose (Thomas, JRAS [1848], 333, No. 54 
[incompletely described] = B. M. Catalogzac, 11, 152, NO. 515). 

I t  is perhaps appropriate to mention here that the regal inscription on the so-cal- 
led "Tower of Mnhmfid" near Ghazna may no longer be adduced as evidence for 
Mahnlbd 's  titles. This inscriptior1 was first examined by the British officer J.  A. 
Rawlinson during the First Afghan War of 1839 and published in JRASB, XI1 
(I%),  77. Succeeding generations of scholars have depended on the transcription 
given there, together with the corrections of Flury in Syria (1925), 65-8; but 
recently, Mme. J .  Sourdel-Thomine has shown clearly that the tower is to be 
attributed not to  Mahmfid, but to  Yamin ad-Daula BahrgmshBh, who ruled a 
century later (Deux kinavets d'kpoque seljoukide en Afghanistan, Syria, XXX 
[1953], 1 10-2 I). Thus the title Ghdzi al-Maghdzi Amir al-Mu'mznin, which appeared 
On a part of the tower which has since perished, cannot now be attributed t o  
Mahmfid. As Mme. Sourdel-Thomine points out, ibid. 113, n. 3 ,  the formula is 
incomprehensible and was almost certainly wrongly transcribed. 



So far we have touched only on the Islamic titulature of Mahmfid and 
his father, for it  is upon this that we are best-documented. The Ghazna- 
vids' opulent court life and ceremonial and their encouragement of 
Islamic learning and literature, shows that they were undoubtedly, in 
Spuler's phrase, "kulturell iranisiert" (Iran in  friih-islamischer Zeit III. 
The culture of the early Ghaznavids is evaluated a t  length in my doctoral 
thesis The transition from Ghaznavid to Seljuq rule in  the Islamic East 
[Edinburgh 1961, unpublished]). But they were still Turks, and the 
predominance of Turkish ghulims in the army, especially in the higher 
ranks, meant that the Sultans still used their ancestral tongue in day-to- 
day dealings with their Turkish commanders and courtiers. Certainly 
Mas'iid, and a fortiori his father, always used Turkish when speaking 
informally to these classes: cf. Baih. 163, 166, where Mas'iid speaks 
Turkish to one of his ghuldm generals in the presence of some TZcik 
offenders in order to frighten them, and ibid. 450, where Sebiiktigin 
speaks in Turkish when secret communication is required. 

Unfortunately, the Islamic sources are rarely explicit about the Turkish 
side of the Ghaznavid heritage. We know that Mahmiid was praised 
by his court poets for his Turkish lineage. Badi' az-ZamBn HamadhZni 
says : 

"The sun of Mahmfid has overshadowed the stars of SBmZn, And the house of 
BahrZm has become subject to the son of the XZqBn" 

(Tha'slibi, Yatima, IV, 296, see also Noldeke, Uber das Kitcib Jamini 
des Abd Nasr ~Mz~hammad ibn 'Abd al-dabbdr al-'Utbi, SBWAW Phil.- 
Hist. Cl., XXIII  [1857], 83-4). On the other hand, the fictitious genealogy 
elaborated for the Ghaznavids, probably during the course of the 11th 
century, links them with the Persian Sasanid past, and not with some 
ancient, princely family of the Turks, an affiliation which would have 
been just as easy to make and more plausible (Nazim, The Pand-Nimah 
of Subl~ktigin, JRAS [1933] , 609-1 I ,  tr. 62 1-2 = ShabZnkZra'i, Macma' 
a2-ansib f f .  167a-167b; Abii 1-QBsim Muhammad b. 'Ali 'ImZdi, ?'a%-2 
mucadwal in Cfizcgni 6, tr .  69-70). That Mahmiid was addressed as "the 
Amir of Xurasan, Mahmiid Qara XZn" in a letter arriving in 418/1027 
from the ruler of QitZ (sc. from the dynasty in China of the West Liao, 
who appear in Islamic history a century later as the Qara XitBy) is an 
interesting usage of Turkish qara "black" > "powerful" as a designation 
implying respect and honour, but it cannot, of course, reflect the practice 
of the Ghaznavids themselves (Gard. 87; Minorsky, Sharaf al-Zamifl 
TUi r  Marvazi on China, the Turks and India [London 19421 19, 79; cf. 
0. Pritsak, Qara. Stndie zur tiirkischcn Rechtssymbolzk, in 60. dogldm 
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yrk miinasebetiyle Zeki Velidi Togan'a armatan [Istanbul 19551 243). 
If the early Ghaznavids had been in the habit of using Turkish titles, 
it seems unlikely that the Islamic sources would be entirely silent. But 
the establishment of the dynasty within the borders of the Islamic world 
as a successor-state to the Samanids, placed the Sultans on a different 
footing from the Qaraxanid rulers, who remained in closer contact with 
the Central Asian steppes. Thus there was amongst the Ghaznavids no 
double system of Turkish and Islamic titulature, the system which, as 
Pritsak's researches have shown, existed among the Qaraxanids. 

Considering the extent of Mahmiid's achievement, the titles of which 
he disposed a t  the end of a reign of some thirty years were modest, 
especially when compared with those of his squabbling and often mutually 
hostile Buyid rivals, who felt the need to buttress their power with 
grandiose official titles like Malik al-Umam "King of the nations" and 
Shihanshih. I t  seems, indeed, that the desire for these titles and for 
the prestige which they gave varied inversely with the effective power 
of the holders. 

The title Shdhanshdh was applied to  'Adud ad-Daula as early as 3631973-4 
(Hasan al-BZshZ, al-Alqdb al-isldmiyya 353, quoting the RCEA, V, No. 1831), 
and it is found on the coins of Rukn ad-Daula in 3741984-5 (Zambaur, WNZ [rgo4], 
86-7, Nos. 104-6). Titles of this type were, however, considered by the theologians 
as objectionable (cf. Qalqashandi, Subh,VI, 16-1 7 with supporting hadiths). M e n  
in 42311032 the ruler of FZrs and XiizistZn, Abii KBlicZr b. SultZn ad-Daula, sought 
to assume the titles as-Srclldn nl-M~.~a?znm and Malik nl-Umam, i t  was protested 
that such titles belonged to  the Caliph alone, and the second one had t o  be toned 
down to Malik ad-Daula; five years later, the assumption by the Amir of Baghdad, 
Cal2l ad-Daula, of the titles Shdhanshdh al-Acznm and Malik al-Mulfik also met 
opposition (Ibn al-Cauzi, VIII,  65, 97-8, years 423, 429; IA [Cairo], VIII,  16, 
Year 429, cf. 48, year 440 = Tornberg, IX ,  312-13, cf. 374; H. F. Amedroz, The 
assumption of the title S d h a n d d h  by Ruruayhid rulers, Num. Chron. 4th Series, 
V [1905], 393-0, using Sibt b. al-Cauzi and Dhahabi; Mez, Rerraissance r 35-6). 

Because of Mahmiid's moderation in regard to titles, i t  is unlikely that 
the anecdote given by NizZm al-Mulk, repeated in briefer form by 
'Aufi, has any historical foundation. In it, Mahmiid complains to the 
Caliph that he has only one laqab, whilst the Qaghan of the Qaraxanids 
has been given three; but the Caliph will not give the Sultan anything 
more than a grudging second title. His defence is that the Qaghan is an 
ignorant and unlettered Turk, and so needs these factitious adornments 
(Siydsat-nima 153-8; 'Aufi 270-1 = Nirlmu1d-Din, Introduction 181). 
It seems undoubtedly true that the Caliph was somewhat abstemious 
in granting Mahmfid laqabs, even if he was not as niggardly as the above 
tale suggests. Some explanation for this may lie in the facts just indicated, 
that Mahmiid's power was too real to require being propped up by a long 



string of titles. This is what Farruxi asserts in a qasZda addressed to 
Mahmfid : 

"Your name drives out and overshadows the names of all other kings; after this, 
the Shah-ndma loses its supremacy. 
0 noble one, Lord, you have no need for any laqab; your own name is greater and 

more exalted than three hundred laqabs. 
Wherever one speaks the name "Mahmiid", people know who is meant, because 

of the immense scope of your activity and the nobleness of your deeds. 
I am convinced that  there cannot be any laqab better than the name "Mahmiid"; 

this saying is self-evident and well-known to  every person. 
Your name is linked with your own nature and your nature is bound up with 

your name; bravo for a name and a nature coupled together and pregnant with 
meaning! 

There is no doubt that  the glory which every [ordinary] monarch derives from 
his laqab would appear mere dishonour to  you" 

(Diwin 81-2). Moreover, the Caliphs were under close Buyid surveillance 
and had to be circumspect in their dealings with the Buyids' rivals, the 
Ghaznavids. Yet the basic reason seems to be that the early Ghaznavids 
were continuing, as in many other things, the tradition of the Samanids, 
and were content with modest titles. 

The Qaraxanid Qaghan who first moved against the Samanid empire, Bughra 
Xan HZriin or Hasan (d. 382/992), seems to  have assumed his titles of Shihdb ad- 
Daula and Zahir ad-Dacwa of his own accord; such is the assumption in Bircni, 
Chronology 131, cf. Pritsak, Von den Karluk zu den Karachaniden, ZDMG, CI (1951)~ 
297-8. Soon afterwards, other members of the Qaraxanid dynasty are found with 
a profusion of laqabs which may have derived from the Caliph or may again have 
been self-assumed. R. Vasmer attempted to  sort out the multiplicity of titles found 
on the coins of the early Qaraxanids in his article Zur Miinzkunde der Qard&iniden, 
MSOS, XXXIII (1930)~ Westasiatische Studien 83-104. From as early as 390/1000 
the family's coinage bears the name of the Caliph al-Qgdir and the legend Maul& 
Amir al-Mu'minin (Barthold, Turkestan 271-2 ; Pritsak, Die Karachaniden, Der 
Islam, XXXI [1953-41, 27). 

Finally, in regard to Mahmiid's titles, we may mention the question 
of the title Sultin. Barthold, I'zrrhestan 271, and Kramers, EI1 Art. 
"Sult3n1', decisively refuted the assertion of several sources (e.g. IA 
[Cairo], VII, 184, year 387 = Tornberg. IX, 92, and CBzcPni 8-9. tr. 
75-6, none of these, however, being contemporary) that Mahmfid was 
the first ruler in Islam to style himself thus, and showed that Sultin 
was already used in the 10th century for even petty, local rulers. Accord- 
ing to Qalqashandi, the first award of the title Sultin, which he says is 
one of the laqabs of the military, was to the Vizier XPlid b. Barmak by 
HSrfin ar-Rashid (Subh, V, 447-8). Of the contemporary ~haznavid 
sources, 'Utbi frequently refers to Mahrnfid as "the Sultan", but this 
does not imply that this was an official designation; he also uses other 
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inflated phrases for Mahmiid, such as al-Amz'r as-Sayyid al-Malik al- 
Mu'ayyad, Malik ash-Skarq bi-Canbaihi and Malik ash-Sharq wa-Sayyid 
al-Gharb wa-Huccat Allih fi 1-Ard, which were not official titles in the 
sense that the laqabs from the Caliph were ('Utbi, I, 31, 11, 355). In  
parallel with the title Malik ash-Sharq i t  is notable that Xzcsrau-yi 
Mashriq is a favourite title for Mahmiid with the poets. In Baihaqi the 
title Sultin is frequently used in referring to the ruler, and extended 
forms like Sultin-i A'zam, Sultin-i Buzurg or as-Sultin al-Mzc'azzam 
are used, for example, in the headings of official documents and treaties 
dating from 1029-30 and 1035, which Baihaqi quotes verbatim (2, 127, 
138, 470; these phrases are often also linked with the designation Wali 
an-Ni'am). But for ordinary court and familiar usage he normally speaks 
of "the Amir". In  his section on the Ghaznavids, Gardizi invariably 
uses the title Amir when referring to Mahmfid and other members of the 
royal family, and this title is generally reserved for them alone; the 
generals and commanders are simply called Hicib, except that Mahmfid's 
favourite AyZz b. Aimaq is once called Amir, perhaps because of his 
particularly close relationship to the family. The sole time that Gardizi 
uses the title Sultgn is when he refers to the reigning sovereign, under 
whom he was writing, as Sultin-i Mu'azzam 'Abd ar-Rashid; this is 
also how Baihaqi refers to the reigning monarchs, Farruxzgd and Ibrii- 
him b. Mas'fid (Gard., 61, 93; Baih. 110, 114, 136, 178, 378, 380 and 
passim). The poets use the title Szrltin incessantly, but in their verses 
it is merely one amongst other regal titles employed, like Xudivand, 
Xusrau and Shilzanshih. 

The official adoption of the title Sz!ltin may well have been prompted 
by the extensive use which the Selcuq Sultans made of it  from 1038 
onwards (see below 226 f . ) .  The evidence from Ghaznavid coins confirms 
that the title did not achieve full official status till the middle of the 
11th century. Thomas, JRAS (1848)) 343 lists a fals with the name "Mas- 
'Gd" and the titles as-Sultin al-Mu'azzam Malik al-'Alam, but the coin 
is worn and dateless and should probably be ascribed to Mas'cd I11 b. 
Ibrghim (qgz-508/1099-1 I 14). According to Zambaur, WNZ (1914). 
130-1, NO. 454, the word appears on a coin as early as Mas'fid's reign 
(4z1-33/1030-41), but I cannot, as does Zambaur, accept this as evidence 
for the early appearance of the title. The coin itself has no decipherable 
date or mint, and on the reverse, Mas'fid's kunya Abii Sa'id and the 
single laqab Nisir Din Allih appear, but not his ism. The word sultin 
(without the definite article) appears on the obverse above the tauhid. 
Sorely this should be taken not as a title, but as the original sense of the 
word, the abstract "power, authority" ? In its position on the coin 



i t  forms an exact parallel with the term 'izz "might" on a dirham of 
Mahmfid, that of ~ a f r  "victory" on a dinar of Mas'iid, and the very 
common 'ad1 "justice" which appears, for instance, on several of Zam- 
baur's dirhams of Mahmiid and Mas'iid (B. M. Catalogue, 11, 156, NO. 
521 ; Khedivial Library Catalogue 333 ; Zambaur, WNZ [1g14], 128-30, 
Nos. 440-5, 447, 450, 453). The earliest coin known to bear the legend 
as-Szlltdn al-Mz~'agzam as an official title is one of Farruxzad in the 
Hermitage Museum at  Leningrad; in the early part of the next reign, 
that of Ibriihim b. Mas'iid, the title becomes standard (Sourdel, Inven- 
taire xiii-xiv, citing Markov, Inventory-catalogue of the Muslim coins in 
the Impelial Hermitage [St. Petersburg 1896-8, in Russian] 189, No. 38). 

On Mahmiid's death in Ghazna in 421/103o, the throne passed for a 
few months to the less experienced and effective of his two sons, Abii 
Ahmad Muhammad. In addition to the two laqabs which he had received 
from the Caliph in 1026 (see above 218)~ Muhammad is given by the 
Mztcmal at-tawirix, Mustaufi and Saif ad-Din Fadli the further one of 
'Imid ad-Daula (Mzrcmal at-tawdrix 428; Guzida 402, tr. 80; Athir 
al-wuzard' f. 87b). I t  is uncertain whether this was acquired when 
Muhammad first gained the throne or during his second brief Sultanate 
in 1041 (see below 230)~ but the latter is perhaps more probable; Farmxi, 
whose Dfwdn contains 43 poems dedicated to Muhammad and who 
seems himself to have died before Muhammad's second reign, only 
applies the laqabs of 1026 to Muhammad. The repetition of the phrase 
Qzttb-i Ma'dli in three of Farruxi's odes to Muhammad (Diwin 91, 102, 

271) may conceivably point to a further laqab of his, but no further 
evidence for this exists. At some equally unknown time, Muhammad's 
son Ahmad received the title Mu'ayyid ad-Daula (Ciizcgni 11 n. 2). 

In the latter part of 1030, Mahmiid's other son Abii Sa'id Mas 'iid came 
to power. A second kunya is attributed to Mas'iid in a qasfda of Man& 
Eihri (Diwdn 57, tr. 196), where he describes the Sultan's palace as 
having "A monarch enthroned in its centre, whose beloved is victory 
(zap) and whose kunya is Abfi 1-Mu~affar", but this patronymic is not 
mentioned elsewhere. Already in 1026 Mas'iid had received two titles 
from the Caliph, given by Gardizi 87 as Shihdb ad-Daula and Cam1 
al-Milla (see above 219); in Baihaqi 588 they are given as Shihib ad- 
Dado and Qtrtb al-Milla. His father's death found Mas'iid in the far west 
of the Ghaznavid empire, in the region of western Persia and its cities 
of Ray, Isfahan and HamadBn, which had just been conquered from 
the Buyid Macd ad-Daula and the Kgkfiyid 'A~B' ad-Daula. He hurried 
eastwards in 1030 and when at Nishapur, received the Caliph's envoy 
(Gard. 95-6; Baih. 44 ff.). Whilst still at Isfahiin, he had written to 
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Baghdad setting forth his claim to the throne. Now, in return for Mas'iid's 
recognition of al-QZdir in the xutba, the envoy brought rich presents, 
together with what was to be an important ideological weapon for 
Mas'iid's coming struggle with his brother, a resplendent string of fresh 
laqabs. These nu'4t-i sultini are given by Baihaqi as N&ir Din Allih, 
Hifiz 'Ibid (or 'Ubbid) Allih, al-Muntaqim min A'di' Allih and Zahz'r 
xalijat Allih Amir al-Mzc'minin. Mas'iid's joy was such that he com- 
manded that these marks of Caliphal favour, which extended to him 
emphatic recognition as Mahmiid's true successor, should be extensively 
publicised in the region of Xurasan and TuxZristZn, for he was hoping 
to win these over to his own allegiance: "The Sultan ordered that des- 
patches should be sent to HerZt, Piishang, Tiis, Saraxs, NasZ, Abiward, 
Bgdghis and Ganc Rustsq announcing these latest actions on the part 
of the Caliphate. They put up copies of the patent of investiture and of 
the Caliph's letter, and set forth the Sultan's laqabs, so that the people 
might address this mighty ruler by them and proclaim them in the 
xutba" (Baih. 48-9). 

The propaganda value of these titles and the moral advantages of 
possessing Caliphal favour at  critical times such as in this succession 
dispute, are well demonstrated here, and in this instance Mas'iid was 
obviously aware of the advantage which he had gained. Ibn XallikZn, 
111, 343 also stresses how the Caliph's favour caused people to rally to 
Mas'iid's side at the expense of his brother. The news of the Caliph's 
awards must have travelled eastwards very rapidly, for Farruxi alludes 
to the laqabs and to the Caliph's support for Mas'iid in an ode which 
he wrote whilst still at Muhammad's court in Ghazna, inciting Mas'iid 
to return and claim his father's power. He addresses Mas'iid (who must 
at the time have been somewhere between Nishapur and Ralx) thus 
(D iw in  302) : 

Ndsiv-i din-i Xuddy u htZfi?-i xalq-i Xuddy ,  nd'ib-i paighambar u pusht-i 
A miv al-Mu'minin 

"Supporter of God's religion and protector of God's creation, vicegerent of the 
Prophet and mainstay of the Commander of the Faithful" 

All these laqabs appear frequently on Masctid's coins : cf. Thomas, JRAS (1848), 
335-7, 340-2, NOS. 58-60, 67-73, JRAS (1860) ,  167-8;  B .  M .  Catalogue, 11, 155-7, 
NOS. 520, 5 2  I ,  523 ; Additions to th.e Oriental Collection, I ,  219 ,  No. 521'; Sourdel, 
Inventaire 52-63. Variants of the title N d ~ i r  Din Alldh are given in Guzida 401, 
tr. 80 (Ndsir a d - D a d a )  and Athdv al-wuznrd' f .  87b ( N a y  a d - D a ~ l a ) .  

A further proof of the importance of these honours in the sphere of 
diplomacy occurred a year or so later, when the Caliph al-QZdir died 
and his son al-Qs'im bi-amri'llZh succeeded, and Mas'iid's allegiance 
had to be renewed. One of the Sultan's stipulations for this renewal 



was that the Caliph should not communicate directly with the Qara- 
xanids in Transoxania and Eastern Turkestan, and in particular, that 
new laqabs and robes of honour should not be forwarded to them except 
by the intermediacy of the Ghaznavids (Baih. 291; for a consideration 
in greater detail of this episode, and on the general topic of the Sultan's 
relations with the Caliphate, see the author's study, The Imperial policy 
of the early Ghaznavids, in Islamic Studies, the Journal of the Central 
Institute of Islamic Research [Karachi], 113). At this time, the northern 
fringes of the Ghaznavid empire along the upper and middle Oxus and 
in XwBrizm were being strongly coveted by the Qaraxanids. I t  was 
therefore the Sultans' policy to keep the two most powerful members 
of the dynasty, Yiisuf Qadi'r XBn of Xotan and Kgshghar (d. 1032) and 
'Ali b. Hasan Bughra Xgn, known as 'Alitigin, of Buxara and Samar- 
qand, divided and mutually hostile, and to cut them off from direct 
contact with and support from the Caliphate (on the relations of the 
early Ghaznavids and the Qaraxanids, see Barthold, Turkestan 263-304 
and Ngzim, Sultin Mahmed 47-56). 

After receiving the laqabs a t  Nishapur, Mas'iid received no further 
ones from Baghdad; nor does it seem that he ever sought for more, 
although the accession of al-Qii'im would have been an appropriate 
time for this. Zambaur, WNZ (1914)~ 133, No. 458, considered that a 
dirham dated 42311032 and minted at  HamadBn revealed a new title 
for Mas'iid, but his tentative interpretation of a somewhat unclear 
legend as al-Hifiz I thir  Alldh "le gardien des libkralitbs de Dieu" is 
unconvincing; it is safer to treat it as being the well-known H i f i z  'Ibid 
Allih. 

In the second half of his reign, Mas'iid's control over the outlying 
parts of the empire grew weaker under the attacks of the Qaraxanid 
Boritigin (the later Tamghat XBn Ibriihim, d. 106$), of rebellious 
vassals in XwZrizm, and above all, of the Oghuz in Xurasan. The power 
of the Ghaznavids in the west was decisively broken in I040 by the 
victory of the Selcuqs at DandBnqHn, and there were few successes in 
Mas'iid's last years to make him rejoice or seek fresh laqabs. The power 
of the Selcuq family and their nomadic followers was in the ascendant, 
and the invaders themselves quickly saw the value of Caliphal support. 
As early as 426/1035, when large Turkmen groups crossed the Oxus 
into Xurasan. the Selcuq leaders Toghril, Caghri and MOsl Yabghu 
styled themselves Mawclli Amir d-Mu'minin, perhaps not fully aware 
of the implications involved and yet realising that this claim brought 
them in some way closer into the world of Sunni Islam which they were 
just entering. Furthermore, when Toghril first occupied Nishapur in 
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1038, he assumed the title as-SultEn al-Mu'azzam (which does not, 
however, appear on his coins till after 43811046-7, cf. Sourdel, Inventaire 
xvi-xvii), received with respect an envoy from the Caliph and sent back 
an envoy of his own to Baghdad (Baih. 470; BundZri, Zubdat an-nupa, 
ed. Houtsma in Recueil de textes relatifs ci l'histoire des Seldjoztkides, I1 
[Leiden 18891, 7-8; IA [Cairo], VIII, 25, year 432 = Tornberg, IX, 328; 
cf. C1. Cahen, Le Malik-Nkmeh et l'histoire des origines selj~ikides, Oriens, 
I1 [1949], 57-9, 62-3). Thus began the r61e of the Selcuqs in Islamic 
history as liberators of the Caliphs from the Shi'i Buyids and as the 
secular arm of the orthodox Sunni revival. 

Amongst the Buyids, it was the practice for Viziers and senior officials 
to have honorifics and titles hardly less exalted than those of the Amirs 
themselves. Biriini stigmatises the Buyids' excesses here as worse than 
those of the Caliphs whom they imitated, and calls the titles given to 
Viziers like Kiff al-Ku f i t ,  al-Kifi al-A uhad and A zthad al-Kufit as 
"nothing but one great lie" (Chronology 131. Cf. Mez, Renaissance 86-8, 
96). Especially favoured were bombastic dual titles like Dh4 r-Riyisatain 
and DhG I-Kifiyatain, which imputed to their holders equal prowess 
in the spheres of Sword and Pen, and those like Shaix ad-Dazilatain 
and Nizim al-Hadratain, applied to officials equally in the confidence 
of the Buyid Amirs and Abbasid Caliphs. 

See on these dual titles, Goldziher, Uebev D~ealtitel, WZKM, XI11 (1899), 321-9 
esp. 326-9, French rCsum6 by G.-H. Bousquet, Etudes islamologiques d'Ignaz Gold- 
zilier. Trarluction analytique ( I  11) ,  Arabica, VI  I ( I  960), 254-5. Titles in Hadralain 
became especially common later amongst the Selcuqs, e .g .  Thiqat at-Hadratain 
for a person in the confidence of both Sultan and Caliph. 

The early Ghaznavids scorned such rank verbiage for their servants. 
Their Viziers were usually referred to simply as Xwica or Xwica-yi 
Lhrzztrg, and in the time of Mahmiid and Mas'iid, Xwica was regarded as 
an exalted title; cf. Baihaqi 357, who complains that a t  the time he was 
writing (sc. ~ogg) ,  the title had become disused. The famous Vizier Abii 
1-QBsim Ahmad b. Hasan Maimandi (d. 42311032) was later frequently 
called Shams al-Kufit because of his administrative and secretarial 
excellence, just as the equally celebrated Vizier of Faxr ad-Daula, the 
S5hib IsmZCil b. 'AbbZd (d. 3851995) was called K i '  anl-Kzcfdt. The title 
Shams al-Kufit was certainly coined during Maimandi's own lifetime, 
but was used as a purely informal expression of praise and not as an 
official designation. 'Utbi, Gardizi and Baihaqi never attribute it to him, 



but usually refer to him simply as ash-Shaix al-Cali1 or Xw&a-yi Buzurg. 
The honorific Shams al-Kllfit is found, as one might expect, in the 
panegyrics addressed to him by Farruxi (Diwcin 24, 155 and passim), 
but not, curiously enough, in those dedicated to him by 'Unsuri and 
ManBCihri. I n  the eulogies of the latter two poets, no titles more compli- 
cated than those of Xwica, Wazir and 'Amid are given to Maimandi 
and to the successor as Vizier after his death, Ahmad b. 'Abd a$-Samad. 
Farruxi also gives the title Sayyid al-Kzfit to another of Mahmiid's 
Viziers, Hasanak (Diwin 194-5). 

Consequently, we do not come across any of the early Ghaznavids' 
officials with formal Zaqabs such as their Buyid counterparts possessed. 
Is  is not until Maudfid b. Mas'iid's reign that we have what is apparently 
the first example of an official receiving a laqab from the Caliph in Bagh- 
dad. One Bfi Sa'id 'Abd al-Ghaffsr, a friend and contemporary of the 
historian Abfi I-Fad1 Baihaqi, was much employed on diplomatic missions, 
and after one of these embassies to the Caliph he was rewarded with the 
title Hamid Amiv al-M~c'minin (Baih. 110). In the reign of IbrZhim b. 
Mas'iid we hear of a court official, a nephew of Baihaqi's old master in 
the Diwin-i RasG'il, Abii Na~r- i  Mishkan, who was called Thiqat al-Mulk 
TZhir b. 'Ali b. Mishkan; the adoption of such titles in the latter half of 
the 11th century must be attributed to the influence of Selcuq practice 
(Cahir maqila 72, tr. 51). 

What the early Ghaznavids did do was to single out their great com- 
manders and governors by a form of address (m:lxitabn) which conveyed 
the idea of intimacy with the Sultan or the enjoyment of his trust. This 
was formally granted to the holder and used in official and personal 
communication with him. The Xw5rizmshah Altuntash, an old and 
trusted ghzclim commander whose service to the Ghaznavids went back 
to Sebiiktigin's time, was addressed by Mas'fid as Hdcib-i FGdiZ, 'Amm 
"Excellent Commander, Uncle". In 1032 Altuntash was killed fighting 
the Qaraxanid 'Alitigin, and Mas'fid's young and favourite son Sa'id 
was appointed XwZrizmshZh with Altuntash's son Harfin as his deputy 
(xalifat ad-dir). In the patent of investiture, Sa'id was given a lagab. 
but HZrb got the mz~mitaba of JValad, Ma'tamad "Son, Trusted Servant" 
(Baih. 83, 328, 355). 

Viziers and civil officials also got mttx@abas indicating various degrees 
of honour. For his part in the battle a t  Dabfisiyya in 1032 against 'Mi- 
tigin, Ahmad b. 'Abd as-Samad was granted the mtmitaha of Shaix. 
Mzcctamad, and then when he was chosen to succeed Maimandi as Vizier, 
that of 'Amid "Mainstay, support" (Baih. 354). This title of 'Amid was 
the highest one to which a civil official in the Ghaznavid administration 
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could attain, being reserved for such personages as the Vizier, the 'Arid, 
the civil governor of Xurasan and a few others in the top rank of the 
bureaucracy. It seems originally to derive from Abbasid practice, and 
often appears as an element in the nomenclature of Buyid officials. 
From Baghdad it passed into Samanid usage, and Narshaxi mentions 
the Diwin of the 'Amid al-Mulk as one of the government departments 
at Buxara in the time of N a ~ r  b. Ahmad (301-311913-43); it seems here 
to have been the Department of the Chief Secretary, corresponding to 
the Ghaznavid Diwin-i Rasi'il (Barthold, Turkestan 229-30. Schefer's 
text of Narshaxi is corrupt here; cf. R. N. Frye, The history of Bukhara 
[Cambridge, Mass. 19541 123-4. On the 'Amid, see Cahen's article in E12).  
The term 'Amid al-Mzrlk is not attested in the contemporary historical 
sources on the early Ghaznavids, but Farruxi does use the title for two 
high officials to whom he addresses gasidas, the 'Arids Abii Bakr Qiihis- 
tZni and Abii Sahl Zauzani (Diwin 197, 320). The governor of Xurasan, 
Abii 1-Fad1 Siiri b. Mu'izz, is usually given in Baihaqi the title 'Amid, 
and Abii 'AbdallZh Husain MikZli, who came from the prominent Nisha- 
pur MikZli family of administrators and scholars and who at one time 
held the riyisa of his home city, is given the title Xwica 'Amz'd. 
When in 1033 Abii Sahl Hamdawi (or Hamdiini) was appointed civil 
governor of Ray and CibZl, he was given the muxitaba of ash-Shaix al- 
'Amid. The Vizier Ahmad b. 'Abd a:-Samad was annoyed that this 
high title should be given to him, but the Sultan explicitly instructed 
that "the form of address 'Amid must be employed, because our power 
is greater than that of the Buyids, and our servant is greater than the 
Sahib Ibn 'AbbZd" (Baih. 287, 390). I t  was obviously felt that an official 
sent to the far west of the Ghaznavid empire should have a designation 
which would put him at  least on the same level as the officials of the 
neighbouring Buyids. 

From citations such as these, we can see the basic simplicity of the 
practice of the early Ghaznavids in regard to the titles of their officials 
and governors, as in regard to their own titulature ; and this simplicity 
forms a contrast to the usages of their Buyid contemporaries and Selcuq 
successors. 

The superscription of the letter which the Selcuq leaders wrote in 1035 when 
they were seeking Mascfid's Vizier's intercession, Hadrat ash-Shaix ar-RaJis al-Cali1 
as-Sayyid M a u l ~ n d  is perhaps a foretaste of the luxuriance of later Selcuq titulature 
(Baih. 470 : note the appearance of the characteristic Selcuq title Hadva "Presence"). 

In amplification of the information on the Ghaznavid dynasty given 
by Zambaur in his Manuel de gknkalogie et de chronologie pour l'histoire 



de Z'IsZam (Hanover 1927) 282-3, and by Halil Edhem in his Diivel-i 
islcirni ye (Istanbul 134511927) 448-54, some further details are given 
here on the chronology, names and titles of the Sultans up to the reign 
of Ibrghim b. Mas'iid. Other genealogical tables can be found in Lane 
Poole, The Mohammadan dynasties (London 1893) 285-90; in Justi, 
Iranisches Namenbuch (Marburg 1895) 444; and in Cambridge History 
of India, 111: Turks and Afghans (Cambridge 1928) 688. 

Abii 1-Fath Maudfid b. Mas'iid (432-41/1041-50) succeeded his murdered 
father and revenged his death by killing his uncle Muhammad b. Mahmiid, 
who had been placed on the throne for a brief second reign by Mas'fid's 
rebellious generals (CiizcZni 15, tr. 95 attributes to Maudiid the kunya 
Abfi Sa'd [ ?  Sa'id]; it is possible that he had two k,zcnyas, as not infre- 
quently happened). According to Gardizi I IO (cf. Athdr al-wuzard' 
f .  87b), Maudiid had the laqabs Shilzdb ad-Din wa'd-Daula and Qutb 
al-Milla, and some of Maudiid's coins bring the further titles Camril 
ad-Dada and Faxr al-Umma, with the variant Qz~tb ad-Din for the one 
given by Gardizi (Thomas, JRAS [1848], 348, No. 87; B. M. Catalog~de, 
11, 163-4, Nos. 536-7, 541-2 ; Sourdel, Inventaire 63-5). 

Maudiid's son Mas'fid 11, a small child, reigned only for a few days 
in 341/1o50, and then one of Mas'iid 1's sons, Abii 1-Hasan 'Ali, ruled 
for another short period in the same year with the laqab Bahd' ad-Da14la. 

Ciizc2ni 16, tr .  99-100 gives a very brief and confused account of the reign of 
Masciid I1 and that  of his uncle Abii 1-Hasan 'Ali. Their exact lengths and chrono- 
logy are still uncertain, and no coins from them seem to  be extant, a t  least in the 
British collections. In  the Mucmal at-tawdrix's tables of the Ghaznavid Sultans, 
405, 428-9, Mas'iid I1 is not mentioned. Ibn B2b2 mentions the five-year-old 
Mascild b. Maudiid as being left in Ghazna as his father's regent whilst MaudCld 
was away campaigning, and being set aside by Abii 1-Hasan 'Ali. Maudiid's brother 
'Abd ar-Rashid was also involved in these intrigues and was jailed when Maudiid 
returned and resumed power. Rut  Ibn RZbZ goes on to  say tha t  Maudiid died, at  
the age of 29, on Wednesday, 21st Racab 441, and tha t  (Abd ar-Rashid ascended 
the throne on 27th Shacb2n 441 (K.  Ra's mdl an-nadim ff. ro8a-b). On this recko- 
ning, the ephemeral reigns of Masciid I1 and A b i ~  I-Hasan 'Ali must be placed 
within the five weeks' interval between the two dates (CiizcZni Eoc. cit. makes the 
total for the two reigns two months). 

The next Sultan, Abii Mansiir 'Abd ar-Rashid b. MahmCid (441-41 
1050-3) is given by Gardizi the titles of Szrltdn-i Mu'azzam 'Izz ad-Dallla 
wa-lain al-iMilla Saif Allah Mlr'izz Din Allrih. Ibn al-Athir adds those of 
Shams Din Allih and Saif ad-Darrla, with a reported variant of the 
latter as Camil ad-Dalrla; and the ICf~tcmal at-tawirix, Mustaufi and 
Saif ad-Din Fadli add that of illacd ad-Dada (Gard. 63, who is the 
authority for the kunya; IA [Cairo], VIII, 53, year 441 = Tornberg, 
IX, 382 ; Ciizciini 16, tr. 98 ; M~tc~nal at-tawdrix 429 ; Guzida 403 ; tr. 81 ; 
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Athir al-wuzari' f . 87b). 'Abd ar-Rashid's reign was violently terminated 
in 1053 by the usurpation of a former gltulim 'of Sultan Mahmiid called 
Toghri'l, usually given in the sources the epithets Mal'Qn "Accursed" 
or Kifir-i ni'mat "Ungrateful". He massacred the Sultan and several 
other members of the royal family and ruled in Ghazna for forty days 
before the legitimate line was restored, the people having refused, it is 
said, to tolerate the rule of a non-Ghaznavid (K. Ra's mil an-nadim ff .  
zo8b-~oga; IA [Cairo], VIII, 61-2, year 444 = Tornberg, IX, 398-401; 
Cfizcgni 17-18, tr. 99-100). A dirham coined by Toghri'l is extant, the 
only coin of his which seems to be known; it has no date or mint, but 
bears the legend "Qiwsm ad-Daula Abii Sa'id Tughril", showing that the 
usurper had thought it necessary to assume a laqab as one of the appur- 
tenances of kingship (Sourdel, Inventaire 67). 

Another son of Mas'iid I now succeeded, Abii Shuc2 Farruxzzd, who 
reigned 444-5111053-9 with the laqabs Camil ad-Dada and Kamil 
al-Milla (M~~cmal at-tawdrix 429; Gtrzida 404, tr. 81; Kthir al-wztzari' 
f .  87b; Thomas, JRAS [1848], 353-7, Nos. 97-107; B. M. Catalogue, 11, 
166-7, Nos. 546-8; Sourdel, Inventaire 68). According to the K. Ra's mil 
an-nadim f .  zogb, Farruxzad died on 27th Safar 451. On his death began 
the forty years' rule of Abii 1-Muzaffar Ibrshim b. Mas'iid I (451-921 
1053-9g),'during which a modlrs vivendi was reached in the west with the 
Selcuqs and a period of prosperity and peace began for the Ghaznavid 
empire, now reduced to eastern Afghanistan and northern India. Numis- 
matic and literary sources give his titles as as-Sztltin al-A'zam (or al- 
Mzr'a;;awt), Zahfr ad-Daztla, Zahir al-Milla, Nisir (or Nusir) ad-Daula, 
Ndsir (or Nusir) al-A4illa, Nizijn ad-Dazlla, Radi ad-Din, Sayyid as- 
Sal@in, Malih al-Isldm and Qihir al-Mzilzik, to which epigraphic evi- 
dence from the region of Ghazna adds those of Mu'ayyid ad-Din, Mzl'ilz 
al-M~islintin and Malik Riqib al-Umam (Mucmal at-tawirix 429; CDzcini 
19, tr. 102-3 ; G1;zida 404, tr. 81 ; Athir al-zvlrzari' f .  88a; Thomas, JRAS 
[1848], 358-66, Nos. 108-32; 13. M. Catalogrte, 11, 168-72, NOS. 550-9; 
Additi0n.s to the Oriental Collection, I,  239-40, NOS. 55Bd, e, f ,  560k ; Zam- 
baur. WNZ [1904], 84, No. 93; Flury, Syria [1925], 70-5; Sourdel, Inven- 
laire 70-80). Thc K. Ra's mil an-nudim f ,  21oa puts Ibrzhim's death 
in Dhii 1-Qa'da 492. I t  thus appears that the territorial shrinkage of the 
Ghaznavid empire was not accompanied by any diminution in the Sultans' 
claims and titulature; indeed, with the successors of Mas'iid I,  these 
titles grow richer and more prolific. 

A diver~cnt chronology for these later rulers is found in the Axbdv ad-daula 
0s-.fialciiqzyya of Sadr ad-l)in Husaini, ed. M. IqbSl (Lahore 1933)) 14-15. Maudiid's 
(leal11 is placecl in Habi' 11 440/Sept. 1049; no tnention is made of Masciid I1 and 



Abii 1-uasan 'Ali ; Toghri'l's usurpation is placed in 442/1050-I, and his assassination 
and the accession of FarruxzZd in Dhii 1-Qa'da 443/March 1052; and FarruxzZdls 
death is placed on 16th Safar 451. 
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THE IMPERIAL POLICY OF THE EARLY 
GHAZNA WIDS 

The concept of the  state as a self-perpetuating organism has 
been familiar t o  western Europe since the  Renaissance and the  
growth of nation states. The  crucial factor has been the transition 
from the idea of a political grouping as  the ruler's private patrimony, 
entailing the dissolution of the bonds of unity on that ruler's 
death, t o  the idea of the  nation state as an  entity with a political, 
social and cultural life of its own, able through its own momentum 
to  survive successive changes of ruler or government. Prerequisites 
for this continuity are that  the machinery of government, even 
though it may derive its authority from the ruler, should have some 
degree of independent life and, above all, tha t  there should be a 
tradition of service and feeling of corporate loyalty amongst the 
personnel of the government machine, the  civil service. The  
existence of institutions such as these has, amongst other factors, 
made possible the territorial empires of the European powers, 
which have been able, through their continuity of policy and 
personnel, to  span all the continents of the world. The  theoretical 
aspect of these points has also been elaborated in Europe since the  
Renaissance. This has been the development of one of the two 
strands of meaning in the old Roman concept of imperium, that  of 
territorial dominion (the other being that of governmental power, 
the practical considerations of which have been mentioned above), 
into a justification for territorial aggrandisement.' 

Except for Byzantium, with its traditions inherited from 
Imperial Rome, self-perpetuating empires such as those mentioned 
above could not have existed in medieval Europe. In the Islamic 
Middle Ages, the Caliphate of the Urnayyads and the early 
'Ahbasids stretched over three continents, from Spain in Europe 
through North Africa t o  the Near East and Central Asia. Since 
the cultural traditions of the Caliphate and the administrative 
personnel who ran it for their Arab masters came largely from the 
older civilisations of Byzantium and Persia, there is much to be 
said for  Toynbee's view tha t  the 'Abbasid Caliphate was a 



reconstruction of what he calls the  old 'Syriac society' of the 
Semitic and Iranian Near East.' Yet this empire was only 
tenuous1y held together through the  loyalty to the  Caliphs of local 
governors and military commanders : there is little trace of any 
firm community of interest between rulers and ruled or  of the 
existence of any organic administrative institutions. Not  surprising- 
ly its unity was short-lived. It was not  until fairly recent times 
that  the Ottoman Turks succeeded in creating an empire which, 
again, spanned three continents and three cultural worlds : the 
Balkan Christian, the  Perso-Turkish and the  Arab ones, and which 
survived for  five centuries before the economic and political 
pressures of Christian Europe brought about its collapse. 

Thus if we speak of the  G a z n a w i d  S u l t ~ n s  as rulers over an 
empire, we are using the term loosely, for, except for the motive 
of territorial aggrandisement, this empire must in many ways be 
differentiated from the ones which we have just mentioned and 
which arose in comparatively recent times. I t  is certainly a 
convenient term for the assemblage of territories built up by 
Sebuktigin and MahmOd, and as a geographical term has something 
t o  commend it. A t  Mahmad's death in 421/1030, his possessions 
extended from Hamadan on the western rim of the Iranian plateau 
t o  the region of Delhi in the east, and his armies had further 
penetrated into India as  far as Benares and Kathiawar.' These 
territories straddled two alien civilisations, the Irano-Turkish 
Muslim one and the Hindu one, and the task o i  welding together 
these two wholly disparate cultures, if i t  had ever been envisaged 
by the Ghaznawids, would have required centuries for its 
accomplishment. 

The  lands over which the  Gbaznawids exercised either full 
control or else suzerainty may be divided into three groups. 
Firstly, there was the central core under direct rule by the Sulgin 
or his governors, sc. Afghanistan, b u r a s a n  and u w ~ r a z m .  
Secondly, there were several dependent dynasties on the fringes 
who sent tribute t o  Qaznah, such as the Kaknyids of Isfahan, 
Hamadan, Dinawar and Shabar-Uwast  ; the Ziyarids of Tabaristan 
and Gurgan ; the local rulers of o a g h ~ n i y ~ n  and u u t t a l  on the 
upper Oxus ; and the local ruler of Makran in the south of the 
modern Bsluchistan and the adjoining part of Persia. Thirdly, 
there was the Dar al-Harb of India, several of whose princes paid 
tribute, and which was regarded by the Sultans as their milch-COW, 
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an inexhaustible source of treasure and slaves. In sheer extent, 
the assemblage of so many territories compels admiration, and it  
was the scale of Mahmad's operations which struck so many 
contemporaries and contributed af ter  his death t o  the growth of 
the legend of Mahmud as the  great G a z i .  

Yet there is little t o  show that the  early G a z n a w i d s  regarded 
their territories as anything more than personal patrimonies, con- 
quered by their own swords and t o  be enjoyed as much as possible 
whilever they lived. That  they should be passed on intact t o  their 
successors was desirable but  not a prime consideration. For 
indeed, there was insufficient continuity of administration and the 
diwiins or departments of state lacked sufficient independent life 
for a firmly-established, permanent empire t o  hold together of its 
own momentum. The  death of the sovereign was inevitably a 
critical juncture, for  any uncertainty about the succession meant 
a weakening of control a t  the  centre and a chance for ambitious 
local governors or commanders t o  asaert themselves. 

Although Sebii ktigin had made considerable conquests of his 
own on the north-west frontier of India from the Hindashahi Raja 
Jaypal, and had annexed the regions of Bust and Qusdar ( u u z d a r )  
t o  the south-west of a a z n a h ,  he had continued to regard himself 
as a governor on behalf of the Sarnanids, and not as an independent 
s o ~ e r e i g n . ~  Sebiiktigin died in 3871997, and despite the evident 
decay of the Samanids under the  double pressure of their own 
rebellious generals and of an external enemy, the Qarakh~nids,  i t  
does not seem that  he envisaged his heirs setting up as an 
independent dynasty. H e  did not bequeath his lands as an 
undivided inheritance, but as governorships t o  be held by various 
members of his family, continuing the  practice of the last years of 
his lifetime, and thereby implying that  an at-least nominal depend- 
ence on the Samanids should continue. His brother Bughrac.haq 
was to  remain governor of Herat  and Pahang .  Of his sons, 
Abii'l-Qasim Mahmild was t o  continue as military commander in 
Quriisiin ; Aba'l-Muzaffar Nasr was t o  remain a t  Bust ; and a 
younger one, Isma'il, was t o  have Ghaznah and B a l b .  Mahmcid, 
the most experienced and capable of the sons, was dissatisfied with 
his share, and as events fell out, was able t o  establish his primacy 
and secure his father's capital Qaznah. Even so, he had a t  one 
stage been quite willing t o  leave B a l h  or ILhuraszn to  Ismii'ilw6 

A similar situation arose on Mahm~ld's death in 421/1030. 



During his thirty years' reign, the G a z n a w i d  empire had expanded 
enormously. His son Mas'nd had for long been ofKcial wal3-'ahd, 
but shortly before his death, Mahmad had transferred the succes- 
sion to  his other son Muhammad. Muhammad had a powerful 
group a t  court to  forward his interests, and Bayhaqi also speaks 
of the physical deterioration and declining powers of judgment 
then visible in the Sultan, the results of advancing age and a 
lifetime of furious activity : "His constitution gave way and in 
the greatness of his nature a weakening faculty of judgment was 
apparent"." The decision t o  change the succession puzzled many 
contemporaries, for Muhammad had little military skill and had 
had no administrative experience beyond governing the province of 
Gozgan ; whereas Mas'ad had fought in places like Ghar  and had 
recently been left in the newly-conquered provinces of western 
Persia as governor. It was inevitable that  Mas'iid should prove 
the stronger and establish his rule over the whole of the empire ; 
but in the course of the process he was quite ready for a division 
of power with his brother, himself to  have the new conquests 
in the west and the title of Sultan, and Muhammad to have 
maznah ,  u u r a s s n  and India.' Moreover, expecting a struggle, 
Mas'ad was also prepared to  cede the province of IQuttal on the 
upper Oxus to the Qarahan id  'Ali b. Hasan Bu&rii B a n ,  known 
as 'Alitigin, in return for military help.8 

Towards the end of Mas'ad's reign, the Seljiiqs overran 
Uur8s8nl  SistSn and much of what is now western Afghanistan. 
The Ghaznawids were still left with their Indian possessions and 
much of northern and eastern Afghanistan, the  provinces of 
Tukharistan, B a d a b & ~ n ,  Kabul and ZiibulistSn and Balkh did not 
fall to  the Seljuqs till 1059. Nevertheless, Mas'ad's nerve failed 
completely, and in 43211040 he decided t o  cede B a l h  and 
T u b ~ r i s t m  t o  the Q a r ~ b ~ n i d  Beritigin (the later Tam&& 
m a n  Ib r~h im) ,  hoping that he would thus clash with the 
Seljaqs. and then the Sultan planned t o  abandon a a z n a h  
altogether, retiring to  India.' Thus he was ready to  sacrifice 
much of what remained of the a a z n a w i d  edifice of power, which 
was still an impressive one, leave the ancestral capital of Gbaznah 
and turn to  ghazw in India, hoping to  expand his power in the 
turbulent and uncertain obtaining there. Mas'Cid'~ 
successors did manage to  retain Qjaznah and eastern Afghanigtan 
as well as India, and after a modus vivendi had been achieved with 
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the Seljuqs, the truncated Ghaznawid empire settled down t o  a 
period of moderate prosperity. 

The attitudes described here of the early Sultans towards the 
fate of their possessions hardly seem t o  be those of the empire- 
builder who wishes t o  leave his gains intact for his successor and 
ensure that they pass into the most capable hands. One aspect 
of the climate of opinion in the Islamic world emphasised the 
transience of human affairs: according t o  this, the  true believer 
was he who lived each day as if i t  were his last.'' The  imperfection 
of human creation was exemplified in the ups-and-downs of 
political and military power, the very word dawlah implying 
changes of fortune. The  acquisition of political power had in i t  
an element of luck, as the maxim al-dawlah ittifiiqiit hasanah'' 
implied, and might as inexplicably be taken away. It was not 
safe t o  count upon the preservation of anything beyond one's own 
lifetime ; moreover, it was felt that a man had a responsibility t o  
carve out a stake in life for himself, and ought not to expect t o  
step straight into a handsome inheritance from his father. 

One must further remember that  Sebiiktigin and Mahmad were 
ethnically Turks, and for Sebiiktigin a t  least, the memory of his 
early life in the Central Asian steppes amongst his people of the 
Barsban  must have been still fresh.'' Turkish was the language 
which they used for conversation with their Turkish slave 
commanders and soldiers, and a t  the court of Mas'ild, Turkish 
poetry, probably poetry of  popular origin rather than the product 
of literary circle?, was known and recited.18 The Islamic sources 
for the early maznawids  arc rarely explicit on the Turkish back- 
ground of the Sultans, but this influence cannot have been 
negligible. The  attitude of Sebiiktigin and Mahmad, that their 
conquests had been won by their own military skill alone and 
might not be lasting achievements, may  also have been influenced 
by conditions amongst the Altaic peoples of the Central Asian 
steppes, where nomadic empires of immense breadth might be 
constituted through the energy of an  outstanding leader, an Attila 
or Chingiz Khan. Such empires might then collapse utterly on the 
death of their founders. Alternatively, they might be divided out  
among several sons, each retaining a share of the paternal inherit- 
ance, but with the rcsponsibility of building it  up by his own 
dynamism into a further steppe empire ; the classic example of 
this is the division of Chingiz Khan's empire among his four sons.'" 



In the light of these considerations, it  is proposed in this 
11 article to  use empire" as a geographical term, denoting the 

assemblage of territories under the rule of one man, and not as a 
political term denoting a grouping which is self-perpetuating over 
a considerable period of time and whose component parts have an 

0. organic community of interest. Similarly, imperialism" is used 
to  denote the aggressive policies of the Sultans and their use of 
orthodox religion and the moral authority of the Caliphate as a 
justification for these, so that orthodoxy in religion becomes 
identified with loyalty to  the dynasty. 

I1 
Much of the energies of Sebiiktigin, of Mahmod and, to the 

extent that distracting conditions in the rest of the empire allowed 
him, of Mas'ad, were directed towards expansion into northern 
India. The driving factor here was financial gain, the tribute to 
be taken from the native princes and the spoils of war. Religious 
zeal, the urge to implant Islam in pagan lands, was not a dominant 
motive ; indeed, it  was not a noticeable motive in the Indian 
campaigns as a whole. There were no serious attempts to convert 
forcibly the Indian population a t  large, whose overwhelming 
numbers, compared with those of the Gaznawid invaders, would 
have made any such endeavour hopelessly impracticable ; and the 
a a z n a w i d  armies contained large contingents of Indian troops who 
were allowed to retain their own Hindu religion.16 

I t  is true that Mahmild led his expedition of 3%jlOG6 against 
Multan in the name of religion and the  re-establishment of Sunni 
orthodoxy. The long-established Muslim colonies in Sind and 
Multan had a t  an early date been the scene of a successful 1sm~' i l i  
da'wah, and towards the end of the 10th century, the ruler of 
Multan recognised not the  Abbasid Caliph but the Fatimids of 
Cairo." Although the local ruler Abil'l-Futoh, Diiwad b. Nasr 
had had friendly relations with the aaznawids ,  Mahmad never- 
theless marched against him. In 'Utbi's worjs, "He [.&. ~ a h n ~ ~ d ]  
was unable, in the interests of religion, to endure that he should 
remain in power, seeing the vileness of his evildoing and the 
abomination of his a@air".I7 But the fact that the inhabitants of 
that prosperous city had to pay a heavy fine, allegedly of 20 
million dirhams, to save it from being sacked, indicates that 
enforcement of orthodoxy could also be highly profitable.'8 Nazim 
and Habib are basically correct when they say that M a h m ~ d  was 
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no fanatic in religion ;I9 but in some ways, the absence of a motive 
of burning religious zeal makes his cold-blooded manipulation of 
religion for pure reasons of state all the less excusable. 

It is thus impossible t o  see in the Qaznawid raids into India, 
at least in the early period, any planned policy of colonisation and 
settlement. Provided that the stipulated tribute of bullion, slaves, 
elephants, fine textiles and valuable commodities like indigo came 
in regularly, northern India was left t o  its indigenous Rajput rulers 
and the population left freely t o  exercise their own religion. Only 
the most important centres, such as Lahore, had permanent 
garrison forces, comprising some regular Turkish troops, but 
mainly ghszis, - attracted t o  India from all parts of eastern Islam 
by the prospects of plunder. The  turbulence and indiscipline of 
these garrisons was a perpetual source of worry t o  the S u l t ~ n s ,  but 
in the absence of any permanent civil administration, they were the 
only fixed points d'appui for Qaznawid power in India. 

Towards the end of his reign, Mahmad tried to  establish a 
more permanent form of control over the Panjab, with a division 
of responsibility there. The military command remained in the 
hands of Turkish &ulilm generals, based on Lahore ; but a t  their 
side was set up a civil administration under a Persian official, the 
Qadi Bo'l-Hasan 'Ali - S h i r ~ z i ,  for whose capabilities the S u l f ~ n  had 
a high regard. The  intended division of functions was clearly laid 
down in the instructions sent out early in Mas'ad's reign from 
Qaznah t o  the  Qadi : "Your job is management of the finances 
there (kat&udii'j-i midi) and you have nothing t o  do  with the 
military command or the army. [The new Commander-in-Chief] 
Ahmad [Yinaltigin] will himself carry out  the duties required of 
him ; he will exact the stipulated taxes and tribute from the 
native princes [mdlhii-yi takkuriin (t'hakuriin dlxL4) ba sitanad az  
bara j  u muwada'iit] and then go out on plunder raids and bring 
back large sums to  the treasury". But it soon became clear that 
northern India was insufficiently pacified for this rudimentary civil 
administration to  function, nor were there adequate means of 
controlling personnel there. The  Qadi and the Commander-in- 
Chief were unable t o  agree over the demarcation of their respective 
spheres. Ahmad Yinaltigin r~sed the &zis of Lahore and the 
money whi;h he had kept back from the princes* tribute and 
from the plunder of his raid on Benares to rebel against the Sultan 
in A.C. 1033. The rebellion was suppressed, but northern India 



remained in  a turbulent s ta te  and the experiment of dual admin- 
istration was abandoned for the  rest of the reign.a0 

I t  may well be argued tha t  expansion into India was the true 
historical mission of the Uaznawids ,  for  the seat of their power at  
Q a z n a h  was on  the eastern rim of  the  Hindu Kush mountain 
massif, overlooking the plains of India, and the  Arab  geographers 
describe its strategic and commercial rdle as the merchants' resort 
and entrepdt (mat jar ,  furdah) for the  Indian trade." W h e n  they 
lost their lands in the  west, the  a a z n a w i d s  were able t o  exist for 
a fur ther  century as a power turned purely towards India ; and 
their neighbours and rivals in Afghanistan, the  G ~ r i d s ,  established 
through their slave commanders a Muslim dominion in India of an 
extent hitherto unknown. 

111 
From the time when Mahmad became Commander-in-Chief 

for the  Samanids in a u r a s a n ,  the Qaznawids were also attracted 
westwards and felt a rival pull in tha t  direction. India was viewed 
as a source of money and manpower, and as such, not  designed for 
permanent occupation. It was otherwise with the lands in the 
west. Such regions as K h u r ~ s ~ n ,  &warazrn, Sistan and Jibal were 
lands of  long-established Muslim settlement and culture. They 
were crossed by some of the arterial trade routes of Asia, such as 
thar one running from Baghdad through Rayy and along the 
southern edge of the Elburz t o  D u r a s a n  and Transoxiana, that 
one connecting the Siberian and Russian steppes with U w a r a z m  
and Ui i r a san  and that  one connecting ~ u r ~ s T i n  with Kirman, the 
Persian Gulf and Oman. They were regions of long urban tradi- 
tion, with cities made prosperous by their own crafts and industries 
o r  by the caravan transit t rade;  often these cities were set in rich 
agricultural oases which had complex systems of land division 
and irrigation. India might provide spectacular, if erratic, hauls 
of treasure, slaves and elephants, of a richness which dazzled 
contemporary Islam ; but the riches o t  the Iranian lands gave a 
steady and substantial taxative yield which was very necessary 
for the maznawids ,  keeping up as they did a large standing army." 
I t  is these considerations which explain the G a z n a w i d  policy of 
swallowing up or reducing t o  tributary status lesser Iranian 
dynasties, such as the Ma'munid ~ m a r n z m & ~ h s ,  the  Saffsrids of 
Sistnn, the Ziriirids of the Caspian coast, the Boyids of Kirmsn and 
Rayy, and the Musafirids, Rawwadids and other petty Daylami 
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and Kurdish dynasties of Jibii!. 
Whether the SuItgns themselves consciously assigned priorities 

to the two spheres of expansion for their empire is difficult t o  sap. 
Mas ad regarded the carrying-on of &azw in India as one of the 
main duties laid upon him as his father's heir (see below, 20-21). 
In 42511033-4 he led an  army against the fortress of S.r.s.ti*, a 
stronghold which his father had been unable t o  take, and captured 
it ; and he unsuccessfully besieged another one." In  the winter 
of 42911037-8 Mas'bd insisted on personally leading a n  expedition 
to the so-called "Virgin Fortress" ( Qal'at al-' Adhra') of Hgnsi, 
some 70 miles t o  the north-west of Delhi, in fulfilment of a 
religious vow he had made, even though the situation in u u r g s ~ n  
and the west was highly menacing. The  discussions between the 
Sultan and his ministers concerning the advisability of this expedi- 
tion, as reported by Bayhaqi, show clearly how a cleavage of views 
existed between the Sultan, heir t o  the &zT-tradition of his father, 
and his advisers from the Persian bureaucracy, highly conscious 
of the age-old task of Iran to  preserve its north-eastern frontier, 
a u r a s a n  and the Oxus, against the barbarians of the steppes, in 

this case, the 0&uz." Some indication of the royal family's own 
views is given in what Mas'nd's aunt,  Hurra-yi Quttal i ,  wrote to 
him when her brother M a h m ~ d  died : that  Qaznah, commanding 
as it did the Indian plain, was the core (a$)  of the empire, and 
next in importance came Uuras i in  ; all the rest was subsidiary 
(far'). Shortly afterwards, Massad himself said tha t  he regarded 
the central lands of the empire, K h u r a s ~ n ,  India, Sind, Nimraz (sc. 
S i s t ~ n )  and mwiirazm as the core, and the  recent conquests in 
central and western Persia as of secondary importance." 

It is the maznawid attitude towards expansion in the  Islamic 
lands of the west which may be regarded as the expression of 
imperialism proper, for the aim, so far as can be seen, was a 
permanent occupation and the diversion of the financial yield of 
these provinces to the G a z n a w i d  exchequer. The pursuit of 
this policy brought the Sultans geographically nearer t o  the seat 
of the 'Abbgsid Caliphs in Baghdad, and their attitude towards the 
Caliphate el~lcidates much of their policy in this direction. 

Like their predecessors the Sgm~nids  and their fellow-Turks, 
the Qarahanids  and Seljuqs, the Qaznawids were staunch Sunnis 
of the Hanafi rite. The 'ulamii' of f iurasan and Transoxiana were 

- -  - . _  . -. - - . -. - - - - - 
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'Srsvati or Sarauti (?), modern SarsBwah, near Saheranpur in India (Ed.). 



leading exponents of Sunni orthodoxy, and from these regions-- 
whose cultural and intellectual vitality may perhaps have resulted 
from their contiguity with pagan Central Asia-came some of the 
most learned theologians, traditionists, jurists and philosophers of 
Islam. But whereas i t  is recorded that  on certain occasions, rulers 
from the S a m ~ n i d  and Q a r ~ b ~ n i d  dynasties were attracted by the 
doctrines of the extremist 1 s m ~ ' i l i  S i ' a h  (e.g. the  S ~ m a n i d  Amir 
Nasr b. Ahmad, who in 331i942 was forced t o  abdicate, and the 
~ a r ~ b ~ n i d  Ahmad b. u i d r  a ~ n ,  who in 48811095 was executed 
through the efforts of the orthodox ' ~ l a r n ~ ' ) ~ ~ ,  no  such breath of 
scandal was ever linked with the a a z n a w i d  Sultans, and the whole 
dynasty, down t o  its extinction by the  marids, presented a solidly 
a n t i - S i ' i  front. 

From the general attitude of orthodoxy which characterised 
these Turkish dynasties, i t  seems that  these steppe peoples, coming 
freshly into the Islamic world, tended t o  identify themselves with 
the orthodox religious and political institutions, i.e. Sunni Islam and 
the Baghdad Caliphate, as speedily as possible.27 Moreover, the 
traditional zeal of the  convert helped them t o  find a certain moral 
justification for clashing with older-established dynasties nearer the 
heartland of the Caliphate (e.g. the B ~ y i d s )  whose Islam was tinged 
with S i ' i s m  or some other suspicious colour. These Turkish 
dynasties of the 11th century, together with succeeding ones, 
adopted the Hanafi madhab,  which was particularly influential in 
the eastern Islamic world, where it  was often allied with the 
M ~ t u r i d i  kalam. It is often asserted that the Hanafi school was 
the most liberal of the rnadahib  and as such commended itself to 
the Turks and Mongols;ad but whilst the Hanafis were on some 
points less strict than the other law schools, this assumptiotl should 
not be taken as proven. 

The  Qaznawids' orthodoxy showed itself in three directions : 
(a)  in the suppression of heterodoxy within their own 

dominions ; 
( i i )  in the maintenance of friendly relations with the 'Abbasid 

Caliphs ; and 
( i i i )  in the use of the advancement of the true religion and the 

liberation of the Caliph as motives for imperialist expansion 
westwards. 

These three strands are t o  some extent interwoven, but we shall 
now examine them separately, in particular the second and the 
third ones. 
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IV 
Within their dominions, the Qaznawids were prepared t o  leave 

the 'Alids and the moderate, Ja'fari Ski'ah, those t o  whom the 
theologians ascribed tashayyu' basan, in peace, provided that they 
never meddled in political affairs. O n  these terms, the Sultans 
would treat the  leaders of the &i'i community with respect." 
But towards the extremist &?ah, the Rawafid, and the  1sm~'i l is  or  
Biitiniyyah, the Sultans were implacably hostile. In the course of the 
10th century, Isma'ili dii'fs had made considerable progress in 
Q u r a s ~ n  and Transoxiania, taking advantage of social discontent 
and of older, anti-Islamic currents of protest. These Isma'ilis owed 
allegiance t o  the  Fatimid Caliphs in Cairo, and although the 
political pretensions of the  F ~ t i m i d s  were hardly a practical threat 
in the distant dominions of the Ghaznawids, this allegiance to an  
outside power, and one, moreover, hostile t o  the Baghdad Caliphs, 
gave the Sultans adequate motive for repressive action (see below, 
26 ff.). Within N i & ~ p ~ l r ,  Mahmad used as a weapon against the 
Biitiniyyah the leaders of the Karzmiyyah, a sect accused by their 
theological opponents of anthropomorphism, and c-haracterised by 
their intolerance and fierce persecuting Eventually, later in 
his reign, Mahmild was compelled t o  take action against the  Kariimi 
leaders and deprive them of the power which they had been 
abusing, but until that time, he had encouraged their harrying of 
Ism3'ili ~ympathisers .~ '  

Because of their support for the orthodox ulema, the a a z n a w i d s  
did not generally look with much sympathy on the dervishes and 
the Sufis. Whilst they were not insensible t o  the appeal of saintly 
men, as the visits t o  M a h m ~ d  of the Ni&%pur & a y h  Abil Sa'id 
Muhammad al-K_rgo&i '(d. 406/1015-16) show,a' they were 
suspicious of Safi & a y b s  who collected round themselves large 
bands of followers from the artisan and lower classes, fearing that  
they might provoke social unrest. Thus in one episode from the 
life of the famous mystic s a y &  AbG Sa'id b. Abi ' l -Dayr  
al-Mayhani (d. 440/1049), the orthodox ' u l a m ~ '  accuse him of 
fomenting fitnah in N i s _ h ~ p ~ r ,  and secure the Sultan's permission 
to inflict the ultimate penalty of the SJari'ah, the  hanging 
of the S h a y h  and his followers.a3 

v 
From the outset, the Gaznawids  had a tradition of friendly 

relations with the 'Abbasid Caliphs. Whereas both the Samsnids 



and the Qarahanids  a t  times harboured pretenders to  the Caliphate, 
the Qaznawids never did this : when the fugitive pretender Aba 
Muhammad 'Abd A l l ~ h  a l - W ~ h i q i ,  who claimed t o  be a descendant 
of the Caliph a l - w ~ h i q ,  came t o  his dominions, Mahmad 
imprisoned him till he died." Moreover, the S ~ m ~ n i d s  had reiused 
t o  recognise the accession in 3811991 of the Caliph al-Qadir, 
regarding him as a tool of the Bayids, and they continued till the 
end to  recognise his deposed predecessor al-Ta'i'. After his great 
victory in Q u r a s ~ n  in 389/999, Mahmad claimed in his fath-namiih 
t o  the Caliph that  it had only been the S ~ m ~ n i d s '  refusal to 
recognise al-Qgdir that had led him reluctantly to  take up arms 
against Despite Mahmod's arguments t o  the Caliph, he had 
in fact been content until then to  follow the Samanids' lead in 
acknowledging not a l -Q~dir  but al-Tg'i', as the coins minted by him 
up to  389 A.H. all 

The subsequent course of Mahmad's relations with the Caliph 
has been outlined by NZ=im, sultan Mabrnird, 164-5, who has 
discerned a pattern of great respectfulness in the early years, which, 
however, became less marked as the Sultan's reign progressed. 
This change, he says, is seen in his increasing slowness in forwarding 
fath-niimahs and presents after his victories. Nevertheless, the 
Sultan was usually respectful. 

The 'Abbasids were especially sensitive where their great rivals, 
the F~ t im ids ,  were involved. They must have felt the contrast of 
their own miserable state, reduced as they were to Bahdad  and 
its environs, eking out an existence on the pensions allowed them by 
the Bayid Amirs, a t  the side of the splendour of F ~ t i m i d  Cairo 
and the flourishing economic and cultural life of the Fatimid empire. 
Hence when in 40311012-13 the Fatimid Caliph al-Hakin1 sent an 
envoy to Mahmiid's court, one T ~ h a r t i ,  Mahmad had him arrested 
and executed, even though the wretched man had come openly 
and pacifically. As a result, in Jurb~dhqgni 's words, "When the 
news of the execution of the envoy from Egypt reached Ba&hdad 
and the firmness of the S u l t ~ n ' s  faith became known, the tongues 
of calumniators and the reproofs of censorious ones were silenced, 
and his name was always mentioned with praise and honour a t  
the court of the Commander of the Faithful"." 

Mahmcid again gave full satisfaction over the affair of Hasanak's 
robe of honour. Hasanak was a member of the prominent N i&gp~r  
family of the Mik~ l i s ,  and had been from boyhood a high favourite 
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a t  court. After the disgrace of Ahmad b. Hasan Maymandi, he was 
appointed Vizier. T h e  year before he  was invested with the 
Vizierate, he had gone on the  Pilgrimage, and because of the 
unsettled s tate  of the bandit-infested routes across the Nejd, he had 
returned through the F ~ t i m i d  territories of Palestine and Syria. 
Whilst there, he had been injudicious enough t o  accept a Uil'ah 
from the Fatimid Caliph a l - Z ~ h i r  and to  accept letters of friendship 
f a r  conveyance t o  M a h m ~ d .  T h e  possibility of diplomatic ex- 
changes between the G a z n w i d s  and his F ~ t i m i d  enemies alarmed 
the 'Abbgsid Caliph, and in 41411023 he accused Hasanak of 
Karmathian, i.e. I sm~ ' i l i ,  sympathies. T h e  Sultan regarded the 
charge as ridiculous, and privately called the Caliph a doting old 
fool (&tarif-shudah), - but  t o  appease him, the  offending &il'ah was 
sent back t o  B a g h d ~ d  for b ~ r n i n g . ~  T h e  charge of Karmathian 
sympathies was revived in the  next reign, that  o f  Mas'ad, and 
obedience t o  the Caliph's demand for Hasanak's head was the  
ostensible reason for his eventual hanging. In reality, Hasanak's 
death was in retribution for the support which he  had given t o  
Mas'ud's brother and rival, Muhammad, and came immediately 
from the conspiracy of his enemies a t  court  ; if the Sultan had 
wanted t o  save Hasanak from the  wrath of the Caliph, he could 
certainly have done so, just as his father had done.'" 

The political and military enfeeblement of the 'Abbgsid 
Caliphate was such that  there were no  material reasons why 6 0  

powerful a dynasty as the m a z n a w i d s  should defer t o  it a t  all. 
Contemporary literature is full of this theme, that  the Caliphs are  
now reduced t o  the status of pensioners of the Btiyids, with their 
very lives threatened by the turbulence and anarchy of their own 
capital." After the death of al-Muti '  in 3631974, the Caliphs even 
ceased for  170 years t o  mint their own coins. 

However, the moral authority of the Caliphs as Imams of the 
Sunni com~nunity was still great, and it survived this period of 
material degradation, until under the later Seljaqs, the Caliphate 
gradually acquired once more an appreciable degree of political 
influence. I t  was the Caliph who had the power t o  legitimise 
de factop ower by the award of a patent of investiture. In the 
Islamic world, power was usually acquired by force of arms or  other 
violence. Although from the time of the Saffarids i t  had lost its 
validity, the fiction was still maintained in the eastern Islamic world 
that all lands were held of the Caliph and that  all local rulers were 



his vassals. In practice, this had become reduced t o  the recognition 
of the Caliph in the b u t b a h ,  the Friday sermon made in the joint 
names of the Caliph and the local ruler, and on the sikkah, the 
coinage, and the tiriiz, the embroidered textiles produced in the 
06cial  workshops, on which the Caliph's name preceded that of 
the local ruler or  governor. W i t h  those rulers who were Shi'i -- in 
religion, even these marks of respect might be absent. Many of 
these Shi'i -- powers recognised the  Fatimids as their spiritual over- 
lords, and it  was a supreme indignity for  the 'Abbasid Caliph 
when in 45011058 he was compelled t o  abandon his capital to  the 
Turkish general Basgsiri, who then pronounced the &utbah at 
Ba&dad in the Facirnids' name.41 

The  Caliphs gave the seal of Sunni orthodoxy and legitimacy to 
the secular ruldrs of Islam by sending them a formal document 
granting them their lands ('ahd, r n a n s h ~ r ) .  Usually, such a grant 
was also accompanied by the  other insignia of royalty, a standard 
(liwn'), robes of honour (h i l ' ah ,  t a d r i f a t ) ,  and above all, by an 
award of honorific titles (alqab). In the  10th and 11th centuries 
there was a rising tide of demand for  these titles, until title was 
piled on title arld they became inevitably cheapened. Niggm al- 
Mulk denounces the working-out of this historical process, 
attacking the frenzied demand for honorifics on the ground that 
their indiscriminate use blurs social distinctions and degrees: 
11 Nowadays, the meanest person has ten titles, and if any one of 
these is missed out  in addressing him, he becomes angry and 
abusive".42 I t  was the Caliph who had the right in the first place 
t o  grant these titles, which were normally compounded of the 
elements -din, -dawlah, -millah, -ummah or -dunya. Such honours 
had, of course, to  be paid for, and the income from their sale made 
UP an important part of the Caliphs' finances a t  this The 
prestige of the Caliphs as grantors of thesz titles was such that the 
Daylami Bayids, although S i ' i  in faith, always sought their honorific 
titles from the 'Abbasid Caliphs, and even when they assumed titles 
which were, t o  the pious, theologically objectionable, such as SJhhiihan- 

' 4  

&ah, Emperor of emperors", sought Caliphal approval for this.'" 
Furthermore, they always placed the Caliphs' names on their 
coinage, and avoided putting on i t  the 'Alid formula " 'Ali is the 
Friend of God" ('Ali Waliy Allah) which less-inhibited S i ' i  
princes often employed.46 

The early maznawids  cultivated the Caliphs in order to 
secure the latter's moral support and approval. After his victoty 
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in 3891999 in U u r a s a n ,  when the &utbah was a t  last made in 
al-Qadir's name, the Caliph sent Mahmad a rnandiir  for u u r ~ s ~ n  
and the titles of Yamin al-Dawlah wa AmTn al-Millah, expressing 
Mahmad's r61e as champion both of the Caliphate's secular 
interests and of the faith, and of Waliy Amir a l - M u ' m ~ n i n . ~ ~  In 
39211001 the Caliph, fearing the ambitions of the rival claimant t o  
the Caliphate, al-Wii&iqi (see above, p. 12),  nominated his son 
Aba'l-Fad1 Muhammad as his waliy-'ahd, with the honorific a l -mal ib  
bi'llah. He wrote t o  Mahmild announcing this decision and enjoin- 
ing him t o  include his heir's name in the & u ~ b a h  and on the 
coinage after his own, and Mahmfid's coins show that  this was in 
fact done.47 After the execution of T ~ h a r t i ,  a grateful Caliph sent 
Mahmiid the further titles of Niqzim al-Din and Nagir al-Haqq." 
In 41711026 Mahmod made his expedition across India ir.to the 
KatVhiaw%r penksula to  the idol temple a t  Somnath. The deed fired 
the imagination of the Islamic world, and the Caliph sent Mahmad 
the titles of Kahf al-Dawlah wa'l-Isliim, with further laqabs for  his 
brother and two sons, each of them receiving one title stressing the 
dynasty's secular power and another one stressing its upholding of 
orthodox religion. In addition, the Caliph sent Mahmad a mandi i r  
confirming his possession of DurBsan,  India, Nimraz and 
Khw~razm, and promised to  agree to  the nomination of whichever 
heir the Sultan should choose.4B 

The ~uccession crisis on Mahmad's death in 42011030 brought 
the importance of Caliphal backing t o  the  forefront. Muhammad, 
the official waliy-'ahd, succeeded in Qaznah with the support of 
the military commanders and civil of5cials. Mas'ad was far away 
in western Persia, having been left there by his father  t o  goverr~ 
the provinces newly-conquered from the Bnyids of Rayy, the 
K ~ k ~ y i d s  of Isfahan and the Mussfirids of Tarom. H e  was remote 
from the centre of power in the a a z n a w i d  empire, and it  was not 
surprising that Muhammad should have resisted all attempts at  a 
compromise and division of power (see above, pp. 3-41. T o  redress 
this geographical disadvantage, Mas'ad attempted t o  secure recogni- 
tion from the Caliph as his father's true heir ; his brother does 
not seem to  have had time t o  make any diplomatic approaches t o  
Baghdad. - Before leaving Isfahan, Mas'ad wrote t o  the Caliph 
asking for this recognition, a patent of investiture and the insignia 
of royalty, sc. a standard and honorific titles. The Caliph's 
favourable reply brought great joy to  Mas'nd a t  Rayy: "He 



commanded that  they should blow trumpets and beat drums, and 
read it  out  in the public gatherings. They took copies of that reply 
and sent them to  Isfahan, T ~ r o m ,  the region of J i b ~ l ,  Gurgan, 
Tabar i s t~n ,  Nishapar - and Herat,  in order that  the people might be 
convinced that he was the Commander of the Faithful's deputy 
and his father's heir."" 

The  Caliph's envoy Bo Muhammad H a h i m i  made contact 
with Mas'ad a t  Nis&ipar in zh_aLb3n 4211August 1030, where a 
splendid reception was arranged for him. H e  brought rich presents, 
including robes of honour, one being in the 'Abb~s id  colour of 
black, pieces of unsewn cloth and ten richly-caparisoned horses. 
But i t  was the patent of investiture (manJhiir namah) and the 
honorific titles which most delighted Mas'ad. These last are given 
by Bayhaqi as Ndgir Din Allah, Hgfiq 'Ibad Allah, al-Muntaqim 
min A'dii' Allah, Z a h i t  &halifat Allah Amit  aal-Mu'minin. Mas'ad 
regarded these awards as  important weapons in the struggle against 
his brother, giving him, in the eyes of the pious, a moral advantage. 
He,  therefore, again ordered that  copies of the manshiir and details 
of the laqabs should be sent t o  the cities of B u r a s a n  and Ba&&is 
and publicised there, so that the people might rally t o  his side.61 

A year later, in 422,1031, the Caliph al-Qadir died and his son 
al-Q%'im succeeded. By now, Mas'ud was firmly on t h e  throne, 
and had removed by exiling or execution many of the Mabmiidiyan, 
those who had been his enemies under the old rbgime. H e  felt 
himself t o  be in a strong position, and this is reflected in the terms 
which he imposed in return for recognition of the new Caliph. 
W h e n  he first heard of al-Qadir's death, he decided to  keep 
the news quiet and t o  continue the butbalz in the dead 
Caliph's name, and this seems to  indicate that the Sultan was 
delaying full recognition of the new Caliph and using this as a 
negotiating weapon. The reception of the envoy, the Faqih 
Abii Bakr Muhammad b. Muhammad al-Sulaym~ni al-Tasi, was 
made as magnificent a9 possible in order t o  impress the Caliph's 
representative with the power and might of the B a z n a w i d  Sultans. 

Mas'ad made three conditions in return for  his recognition of 
the new Caliph : 

(1) that he should receive a fresh rnandfir for  all his 
territories ; 

(2) that the Caliph should not have direct diplomatic relations 
with the Qaznawids' enemies, the Q a r ~ k h ~ n i d s ,  and in 
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particular, that he should not send them honorific titles 
and robes of honour except through the intermediacy of 
the a a z n a w i d s  ; this demand would continue the practice 
which had obtained during Mahmnd's reign ;" and 

(3) that the Caliph should agree to  Mas'ad's plans for i n -  
perialist expansion in the west (see below, p. 26 ff.). 

These stipulations show that: the Sultan regarded his empire as the 
dominant power in the eastern Islamic world, for  the claim t o  act  
as channel of communication between Baghdad and the Qaral&nids 
was a bold one, dictated by his fear of such shrewd and capable rivalp 
as "Alitigin of Samarqand and B u b z r a  and Qadir D a n  Yes"£ 
of Ka~hghar  and U o t a n .  The  sonorous list of territories which 
Mas'ild enumerated in his request for a patent of investiture was 
doubtless designed t o  impress the Caliph with the extent of his 
empire : "Kburassn, Uwarazm,  Nimriiz, Zabul is t~n,  the whole of 
India, Sind, a a g h ~ n i y % n ,  K_buttal~n, Quba&iyan, T i r m i a ,  
Qusdar, M a k r ~ n ,  W ~ l i s & t ~ n ,  K i k ~ n ~ n , "  Rayy, J i b ~ l ,  Isfahan, the 
whole of the territory as far  as the upland of Hulwgn, Gurgan and 
Taharist~n." 

Finally, a dazzling array of presents was sent back t o  
the Caliph. According t o  the Vizier Maymandi, the customary 
scale (rasm) for presents to  the Caliphate was 20,000 mans 
of indigo for the Caliph personally and 5000 mans for his 
court circle, together with all the presents of cash given by the 
great men of the G a z n a w i d  state on the day when the hutbah  
in the new Caliph's name was first made, and any other precious 
articles which the Sultan might like to  add. There was also a 
recognised tariff for envoys, and the Vizier suggested 100,000 
dirhams and a robe of honour. Mas'ad exerted himself in displaying 
to the Caliph the extent of his wealth, and in the end sent t o  
Baghdad 100 pieces of cloth, 10 of then] woven with gold ; 50 
vesicles of musk ; 100 cakes of camphor ; 200 pieces of finest muslin 
veiling ; 30 Indian swords ; a robe of gold 1000 mi&qiils in weight, 
embroidered with many pearls, 10 jacynths and 20 Badakh&~n 
ruhies ; 10 m u t r a l i  horses caparisoned with silk and 5 Turkish 
slaves. The envoy received from Mas'od a gold-embroidered robe 
of honour weighing 500 mithqiils, of the type usually given t o  
fuqahd' ; a mule ; 2 horses ; 100,000 dirhams, and 20 valuable robes. 
T o  this, the Vizier personally added a mule, 500 dinars and 10 

This display had its intended effect, and in 42411033 the envoy 



al-Sulaym~ni came to Mas'ad a t  N i h ~ p a r  bringing presents of 
robes of honour and horses, together with the requested man&fir- 
ndmah in the customary black silk pouch. Mas'ild's rule aver 
the provinces inherited from his father, acquired by himself or 
whose conquest was being planned (malakathii-yi mawrii&-u 
munkasib-tr i indih ba-tiizagi girad) was confirmed, and Massad 
made a declaration of policy emphasising his rhle as the deiender 
of religion against heretics and 1sm~'i l is  : "They brought forward 
the turban and sword and the  Sultan declared, 'This turban which 
I am ahout t o  put on with my hand must be wound on by the 
Supporter of Religion ( N ~ j i r - i  Din)'. H e  put it on his head after 
the crown. H e  drew the sword and said, 'The Zaniidigah and 
Qarnrnitah must be uprooted, and the sunnch of my father Yamin 
ad-Dawlah wa'l-Din thereby observed ; moreover, other regions 
which are in the hands of enemies must be seized by the might of 
this :word."'6 This episode marks the zenith of Mas'ad's power, 
before the threat  from the Turkmens had begun t o  cloud the 
latter half of his reign. 

One problem remains t o  be resolved. The Austrian numis- 
matist Zambaur noted tha t  coins were minted by Mas'ad at 
NiGapfir and Hamadan as late as 42411033 which still bore the 
name of the Caliph al-Qadir, who had died a t  the end of 422/1031. 
H e  could only suggest that  some reason indiscernible t o  us lay 

I * behind it  : Le fait  qu'il y a dans le lot prgsent trois pieces avec 
al-Qadir, hmises apres sa mort, nous force a y reconnaftre aussi 

?1'56 The une intention politico-religieuse qui nous reste cachke . 
only solution seems, indeed, t o  be tha t  Massod, although he had 
placed the new Caliph al-Qs'im in the Butbah,  nevertheless 
deliberately refrained from placing his name on the coinage, whilst 
awaiting the favourable outcome of his demands on the Caliph. 
That  the trust between Mas'ad and Baghdad was far  from complete 
is shown by the Sultan's parting action when the two Caliphal 
envoys left  for  home in Muharram 4231December 1031-January 

b ' 1032 ; he sent a secret agent (munhi) with them t o  report every- 
thing that happened, great or small."67 The Caliph's envoy did 
not return t o  Mas'ild till Rabi' I1 424lMarch 1033,88 and it  may be 
that only then, when the Sultan was assured of his desires, did he 
let al-Qa'im's name appear on the coinage ; other Qaznawid coins 
known from 424 A.H. and  thereafter bear al-Qa'irn's narneq5' 
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V I  

W e  have seen tha t  t he  G a z n a w i d s  assiduously cultivated good 
relations with the  ' A b b ~ s i d  Caliphs, seeking t h e  moral advantages 
which came from Caliphal support. It is true, as we have observed, 
that there were few concrete military o r  political benefits t o  be 
gained from this policy, for the  Caliphate's material power was at  

this time negligible. T h e  S i ' i  Buyids had the substance of 
power in most of Iraq and western Persia. Consequently, they 
were, for instance, able t o  encourage the public celebration, even 
in the Caliph's own city of Baghdad, of such &i'i festivals as the 
10th of Muharram mourning for al-Husayn and the G a d i r  
U u m m  c o m r n e m o r a t i ~ n . ~ ~  They were able t o  impose public 
officials on the Caliph, although the  Caliph might a t  times rebel 
against this." 

O n  the other hand, there were limits t o  the pressure which the 
Bayids could exert on the  Caliphs and t o  their interference in their 
few remaining functions. It was not in their own interests t o  
reduce the Caliph t o  ut ter  abjectness. In the first place, i t  would 
have aroused too much sympathy from the  Sunni  powers, and 
perhaps actual intervention by them ; and secondly, the 'Abbasids 
were needed by the Bayids for their an t i -F~ t imid  policy. Although 
the Bayids and the  F ~ t i m i d s  had some S i ' i  tenets in common, 
the clash of political interests in the area of Syria and al-Jazirah 
overshadowed this. Hence the Caliph was able in 401/1010-11 t o  
persuade Bahii' al-Dawlah t o  send an army against the 'Uqaylid 
ruler of Mosul, Q i r w ~ s h  b. al-Muqallad, who had declared his 
allegiance t o  the F ~ t i m i d s ;  and several prominent 'Alids were 
among the 'ulama' of Ba&dad who in 402,1011-12 signed the famous 
manifesto against the  Fatimid claim t o  descent from the Prophet's 
daughtersB2 In fact, the Caliph al-Qiidir did not find the Bayid 
yoke totally intolerable. After 'Adud al-Dawlah, the old Daylami 
fierceness of the dynasty mellowed somewhat, and the family 
became increasingly fragmented and rent  by internal quarrels. 
Whereas in the middle years of the 10th century, several Caliphs 
had died violent deaths and had followed each other in quick 
succession, al-Qadir and al-Qa'im had a combined reign of 84 
years and died in their beds. A major reason for  the  Caliphs' 
insecurity now was not so much the threats from outside forces, 
hut tllc social and sectarian tu r~no i l  within Ba&dad itself, arriving 
f r o m  the rival factions of Sunais and a i ' i s ,  the Turkish and 



Daylami soldiery, and the  'ayyars, ruffians and mobsters ; and i t  is 
an unusual year in which the  historians do  not record a disturbance 
of some kind in the capitaLe3 

Nevertheless, i t  was an undisputable fact t ha t  the Caliph was 
not  a free agent and was t o  some extent  under the  tutelage of the 
Shi'i Bayid Amirs. This fact meant tha t  there was always some 
sort  of pretext ready to  hand for the Bayids' Sunni enemies, who 
could claim tha t  there was a need t o  "liberate" the Caliph. 
Mahmad's relations with the Buyids were generally correct, if not 
cordial. Until the  last year of his reign, he had only one serious 
clash with them, that  is, in Kirmiin. H e  had been unable t o  resist 
meddling in a succession dispute there. W h e n  in 407/1016-17 the 
governor of K i r m ~ n ,  Qiwiim al-Dawlah Aba' l -Faw~ris ,  had un- 
successfully rebelled against his brother Sul tHn al-Dawlah, ruler 
of Fars, he had fled t o  Bust and sought Mahmad's help. Mahmad 
sent an army, but  had no  immediate success in reinstating his 
proteg&.'"part from this, relations with the Boyids went 
tolerably smoothly, and in Mas'od's reign, the  Amir  of Iraq, Ja ld  
al-Dawlah, claimed that  Ma hmad had tacitly renounced his am bi- 
tions in K i r m ~ n  (see below, 31-32), and indeed, Mahmiid made no 
attempt t o  intervene there when, towards the end of his reign, 
warfare again broke out  in K i r m ~ n  over a succession d i ~ p u t e . ' ~  

K i r m ~ n  was cu t  off from the  G a z n a w i d  dominions by the 
deserts which adjoined its eastern acd  northern frontiers, and it 
was not a province of outstanding richness. Central  Persia offered 
much more glittering prizes for a determined aggressor, since it 
held cities of great economic and commercial importance such as 
Rayy, Isfahan and Qazwin. Access t o  i t  from a u r i i s ~ n  was not 
difficult, especially as the Caspian provinces of G u r g ~ n  and 
T a b a r i s t ~ n  were in friendly hands, those of the  maznawids '  
tributaries, the Z iy~r ids .  T h e  region between the provinces of 
U u r ~ s ~ n  and Jibiil had been the scene of much fighting between 
the Bayids and S~miinids ,  the latter of whom had expended much 
treasure in trying t o  capture RayyBe6 

If fur ther  pretext werc required for intervention in the Bay id 
provinces, the Sultans could not only cite the position of the 
Caliph in Ba&dad but also their interests in keeping open the 
route across Persia and Iraq for the  Pilgrimage. Each year, 
&ur?is~n and the east sent a large concourse of pilgrims to  the 
Hiiaz, for  the leadership of which the  Q a z n a w i d  ruler usually 
nominated one of the prominent figures of his kingdom. ?'he 
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internecine strife among the  Bayid family caused frequent warfare 
and unrest within their own lands. Also, as a result of their 
weakness, they were unable t o  assert their authority over the 
rapacious Bedouins of the  desert adjoining Iraq, who regularly 
preyed on the pilgrims' caravans across the  Nejd ; the chroniclers 
frequently report tha t  the pilgrimage t o  Iraq and u u r a s a n  could 
not be made that  year. 

Complaints were made t o  the G a z n a w i d  Sultans about this, 
with the aim of recalling them t o  their responsibilities in this 
direction. Ibn al-Jawzi records under 412/1021 that  

"The Pilgrimage of Iraq had been held back in the years 
410 and 411. When  the year 412 came round, a group of 
people sought out  Yarnin al-Dawlah Aba'l-Q~sim Mahmad b. 
Sebiiktigin and said t o  him, 'You are the Sultgn of Islam and 
the most powerful of the monarchs of the earth. Every year 
you conquer a fresh portion of the territory of the un- 
believers ; but  the divine reward for opening up the road t o  
Mecca would be greater, and this affair has greater claims on 
your attention. Badr b. Hasanayah (Hasanawayh) [sc. the  
Kurdish ruler of the district of Hamadan and Dinawar, reigned 
369-405i979-1014] has for twenty years facilitated the pilgrims' 
caravan by giving money and counsel, and each single person 
of your entourage is greater than him in prestige. So attend 
to  the interests of God, H e  is exalted, and devote some part 
of your attention t o  this topic' 

Three years later, the Pilgrinlage of D u r a s a n  had t o  return by a 
roundabout way through the Fatimid territories of Syria and 
al-Jazirah (see above, p. 13). In 419/1028 some of the Qllriisan 
pilgrims made the journey t o  Mecca by travelling through Kirman 
to M a k r ~ n  and the Persian Gulf and taking ship for  Jeddah from 
there, because the landroute across northern Persia was blocked.68 
Such considerations as these could well furnish occasions for the 
Sultans to  intervene further west, and it is specifically recorded 
that in 42411033 an army sent by Mas'ad captured and executed 
the Daylami local ruler of the region of Sawah and Qum, 
Sh_ahrna& b. Walkin ; he had rebelled, and had also illtreated 
the pilgrims of U u r ~ s a n ,  taking from them transit dues above the 
recognised level.eB On a t  least two o c c a ~ i o ~ l s  Mas'tjd further 
adduced the necessity of opening up thc Pilgrirr~age route when 
he boasted of projected conquests in the west (see below, 
p. 27). 

Towards the end of his life, in 420/1029, Mal~mad departed 
from his general policy of non-intervention in the Bayid lands by 



his expedition to  Rayy, which ended in the deposition of its ruler, 
Majd al-Dawlah Aba Talib Rustum b. 'Ali. Until the previous 
year, Rayy had been effectively ruled by Majd al-Dawlah's mother 
Sayyidah, who had kept her son away from actual power. When 
called upon by her death t o  assume direct authority, Majd 
al-Dawlah was unable t o  keep order. The  Daylami troops got out 
of hand, so that he very foolishly called in Mahmad's help. 
Previously, Mahmad had been content that  the strategically 
important and economically valuable city of Rayy should remain 
under the rule of Sayyidah. W h e n  asked by the Vizier Maymandi 
why he had not intervened there before, Mahmad had smiled and 
said that  if a man had been ruling there, he would have had to 
keep an  army permanently stationed a t  N i & ~ p u r  ; whereas, 
whilever a woman ruled there, he did not regard the Briyids of 
Rayy aa a threat to  K h u r ~ s 3 n . ' ~  

Although Mahmad came t o  Rayy a t  Majd al-Dawlah's invita- 
tion, i t  seems that he was already meditating an attack on the city 
during Sayyidah's lifetime." The invitation gave him the 
opportunity of sacking the city, slaughtering large numbers of its 
citizens and carrying o E  rich treasures. Even Mahrnad felt that 
some justification was required for this frightfulness, and that 
justification was found in religion : the need t o  cleanse Rayy and 
Jibs1 of the heresies of the Batiniyyah. Mu'tazilah and Mazdakites, 
whose growth there had been encouraged by Majd al-Dawlah's 
own laxity of belief and practice. Whereas Mahmad had during 
the course of his reign grown more and more dilatory in sending 
presents and accounts of his victories t o  the Caliph, a fath-niimah 
now came directly from the Sultan's camp near Rayy, giving an 
extensive analysis of Mahrn~d ' s  motives and the jbstification for hi6 
actions. The document is here quoted in full, for it shows to 
perfection how skilfully the Sultan could utilise the excuse of 
religion for what was an act of nakcd aggression: 

"A letter reached the Caliph from the Amir Yamin 
al-Dawlah Abii'l-Qasim Mahmad, with the contents as 
follows :- 

'Greetings t o  our lord and master, the 1 1 n ~ m  al-Q~dir  
bi'llah, Commander of the Faithful. The  letter of the slave has 
come from his military camp on the outskirts of Rayy, 1st 
Jumada 11, [4]20. God has cleared away from this region the 
hands of the oppressors and has cleansed it of the activity of 
the infidel Betiniyyah and the evil-doing innovators (da'wat 
al-Batiniyyat al-kafnrah wa'l-mubtndi'at al-fajarah). The 
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sacred presence has already received news about the exact 
nature of that  upon which the slave has been concentrating 
his efforts, his struggle in carrying on warfare against 
the infidels and those who are in error, and  his sub- 
duing of the  sect of the evil-doing Batiniyyah which had 
grown up in U u r a s a n .  T h e  city of Rayy was their particular 
place of refuge and the  place where they openly preached 
their infidelities. Also, they were linked up with the  innovat- 
ing Mu'tazilah and the  extreme a i ' a h ,  who controverted 
God's W o r d  and the Sunnah. They openly revile the Com- 
panions and hold infidel and antinomian doctrines Their  
leader was Rustum b. 'Ali the Daylami [sc. Majd al-Dawlah]. 

The  slave got his armies ready and appeared in Gurgan, 
halting t o  spend the  winter there. Then from there he moved 
slowly t o  Dgm&%n, and sent the general 'Ali with the  
vanguard of the  army t o  Rayy. Rustum t?. 'Ali came for th 
from his lair, seeing n o  way out  but t o  surrender. H e  and the  
leading figures among the  B ~ f i n i y y a h ,  who were his military 
commanders, were seized, and then the  banners [of the  
Sultan], following after the  vanguard, appeared in the neigh- 
bourhood of Rayy on the  morning of Monday, 26th J u m a d ~  I. 
The  Daylamis came forth, acknowledging their misdeeds and 
themselves bearing witness t o  their unbelief and extremist 
S i ' i  tenets. The  fuqaha' were approached for a ruling 
( f a t w d )  on their position, and they all agreed that  they had 
gone outside the sphere of obedience and had joined the ranks 
of the malefactors, remaining stubbornly in their refract- 
oriness ; hence it was licit to kill, mutilate and bnnisll them, 
according t o  the degree of their offences. And if they were 
not t o  be ranked among the heretics (ah1 al-il$iid), what were 
they then, considering tha t  their doctrines and beliefs com- 
prised three types, the adherents of each of which will have 
blackened faces on the Day of Resurrection-that is, ordinary 
Bi ' i sm (01-tashayyu'), extremist S i ' i s m  fal-rafd) and 
1sm~'il ism ( a l - b s n )  ? 

These fuqahii' alleged that  most of the people did not  
perform the Muslim worship nor pay the poor-tax, nor did 
they acknowledge the prescriptions of Islamic law, making no 
distinction between what was lawful (haliil) and what was 
forbidden (horam). Indeed, they openly proclaim ~nsul t ing  
accusations and revile the Companions, and profess all these as 
a veritable religion. The best of this bad lot are the 
Mu'tazilah. Those of them who are Batiniyyah do not believe 
in God, H e  is exalted and praised, His angels, His scriptures, 
His prophets, nor the Last Day. They consider all religions 
as fabrications (maui i r iq)  of the learned men (or, "of the 
philosophers", al-hukiima'), and believe in the doctrines of 
antinomianism, considering licit the community of goods and 
women. 

The  fuqahii' considered that  Rustum b. 'Ali had been 
comparatively restrained, and  in this direction was to  be 



distinguished from his predecessors, except that  he had under 
his care over 50 free women as  wive^, who had borne him 33 
children, boys and girls. W h e n  he was being questioned 
and reproached about this s ta te  of affairs and was told that 
anyone who allowed practices like this was going far beyond 
what was lawful, he replied that  all these women were con- 
sidered as his legal wives, and their children as his children, 
tha t  i t  waJ: traditional and customary amongst his predecessors 
t o  marry this number of women, and tha t  in this respect he 
was simply following their practice." 

A certain district of the countryside around Rayy 
harboured a number of the  Mazdakites, who ostensibly profess 
Islam, but nevertheless openly reject the  Muslim worship, the 
poor-tax, fasting and ritual ablutions, and who ea t  the flesh 
of dead beasts.73 It was decided tha t  the interests of godly 
religion would best be served by distinguishing the Biitiniyyah 
from them. So  in a burst of violence, they were crucified 
along the main street of the city, remaining there whilever 
they [sc. the Qaznawid army] were in occupation there, and 
their property was divided up as plunder. They had previously 
offered an immense sum of money as a ransom for their safety, 
but  they were told tha t  i t  was their lives which were going to 
be taken, and tha t  they were not t o  be bargained for. Rustum 
b. 'Ali, his son and a group of the Daylamis were carfied off 
to & u r ~ s ~ n ,  together with the  leaders of the Mu'tazilah and 
extremist B i ' i s ,  so that  the people might be free of their 
disruptive influence. 

Then Rustum b. 'Ali's treasure-houses were examined. 
They brought t o  light nearly 500,000 din3rs' worth of jewels, 
over 260,000 dinars in coinage and 30,009 dinars' worth of gold 
and silverware. There were over 5,300 pieces of cloth and 
20,000 din%rsl worth of sets of woven and regal clothes. Fifty 
loads of books were carried off, but  as for  the  books of the 
Mu'tazilah, the  philosophers and the extremist Shi'is, they 
were all burnt underneath the scaffolds of the who had 
been crucified, because they were the basic works of heresy. 

Hence this region has been cleansed of the Ismii'ili dii'is 
and the Mu'tazili and extremist S i ' i  leaders, and the cause of 
the  Sunnah has been helped t o  victory. T h e  slave has carefully 
set forth exactly what God gave him the power t o  do, in making 
the cause of the conquering dynasty [sc. the 'Abbasid 
Caliphate] victorious' ". 

VII 
At the outset of his reign, Mas'itd owcd a particular debt of 

gratitude to  the Caliph a l - Q ~ d i r  for the latter's prompt recognition 
of him ae his father's heir. Moreover, the acquisition of Rayy, the 
subjugation of various lesser Kurdish and Daylami chieftains in 
Jibs1 and the tributary status imposed on ' ~ 1 % '  al-Dawlah b. 
Kakaya, made the G a z n a w i d s  a real power in western Persia, 
holders of a salient driven up  against the Bayid dominions. The 
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new Sultan was not a man of his father's calibre, and this soon 
became a topic of conversation amongst his advisers." His  
ambitions were as great as his father's had been, but  he lacked 
some of Mahmad's strength of will and execution, and had an 
inferior sense of judgment. T h e  Qaznawid empire was by now 
too big for one man effectively t o  control, and there were disrup- 

tive elements loose in i t  : a first wave of the oghuz ,  -. the so-called 
1, I I r ~ q i "  ones, had already burst across Persia, and a second wave, 
that of the Seljuqs and I n ~ l i y a n ,  was pressing hard on the 
Gbaznawid defences in northern B u r a s s n .  The  new conquests 
in the west could only be held whilever the  communications 
between m u r a s a n  and Rayy remained in the  Qaznawid hands, 
and by the middle of Mas'ad's reign, the Turkmens were making 
the journey exceedingly hazardous. 

Nevertheless, in the early part  of his reign, Mas'ad seems t o  
have entertained grandiose hopes of further expansion westwards. 
The Caliph was t o  be freed from Bilyid control ; a grand attack 
was to  be launched against the Fatimids ; and the offensive was t o  
be resumed in the  holy war against the Byzantines, who, under 
the energetic Macedonian emperors, had been pushing back the 
frontier of Islam in northern Syria. W h e n  a t  N i & ~ p G r  the 
Caliph recognised Mas'ad's claim, he confirmed t o  him the  lands 
newly-conquered in western and central Persia and any other lands 
of the east and west which he might conquer in the future." In 
his letter t o  Qadir u ~ n  Yasuf explaining the events which led 
t o  his seizure of power, Mas'iid said that af ter  his father's death, 
the Caliph was writing t o  him contitlually, urging him t o  hasten to  
Ba&diid and free him from the abasement t o  which the  "base-born 

' 1 rabble" (literally, crowd of tails, rumps',, gerriih-i a d n a b )  had 
reduced him. Furthermore, he continued, the divisio imperii 
which he had suggested t o  his brother was intended t o  free him 
for warfare in the west against Ram and Egypt, a task which the 
Caliph had expressly laid upon him." 

As soon as he was firmly established on the throne, Mas'ad 
adopted a threatening attitude towards the Buyids. The old 
arguments about the need t o  clear the Pilgrimage route were raised, 
but it was K i r m ~ n ,  where his father had already interfered, that 
presented an obvious point of attack. Mas'ad voiced his threats 
thus : 

4 ' 
Let him [sc. the Caliph's envoy al-Sulaym~ni]  com- 



municate [to the Caliph1 that an attack on KirmZn is going to 
be made from the direction of Sistan, and on Oman from 
the direction of M a k r ~ n ,  and the Qar~mi t ah  overthrown. An 
army of unlimited size has already been gathered together ; we 
need more territory, and the army must willy-nilly be used 
for this purpose. Were i t  not out of respect for the seat of 
the Caliphate, Baghd~d would certainly have been attacked 
and the Pilgrimage route cleared. For my father, when at 
Rayy, had to  leave this task unfinished ; and after his death, 
if I had not been compelled to  return eastwards t o  Qurisan, 
I would today undoubtedly be in Egypt or Syria. Also, my 
children have arrived a t  the age when they need employment, 
and another one will soon reach this;  i t  is necessary to  find 
them some official position. 

W e  have friendly relations with the Bayids and do not 
seek to harm them in any way ; but they must be more careful 
and must restore the Caliphal presence to  its rightful position 
of respect. Further, they must open up the Pilgrimage route, 
since the people under my rule have been enjoined to  fulfil 
their obligations properly in accomplishing the Pilgrimage, and 
for this reason, they will be going under the leadership of one 
of my commanders. So take note, we have come to  t h ~ s  
decision, and if they do not make an effort in this direction, we 
shall use force ! For God, His name is exalted, will ask us 
about this [on the Last Day], because we have a t  this moment 
not only the prestige but also the complete equipment and 

" 77 armaments, and an army without number . 
The pretexts were thus the supposed weakness of the Bayid rule 
in Kirman and the consequent sufferings of the population. Abii'l- 
Fawaris Q i w ~ m  at-Dawlah's nephew Aba Kdijar had now succeed- 
ed to  the united rule of U a z i s t ~ n ,  Fars and Kirrn~n,  with the 
laqab ' I m ~ d  al-Din. Mas'ild now hoped to  take advantage of - 

disorder in KirmZn and also to revenge himself on ' I m ~ d  al-Din for 
his help to  and sheltering of the Kakoyid 'Ala' al-Dawlah. His 
~ l a n  also envisaged an attack across the Persian Gulf from the 
coast of M a k r ~ n  to  Oman. Oman had been under Bayid rule or 
suzerainty since the time of Mu'izz al-Dawlah and his nephew 
'Adud al-~awlah.7' At  the beginning of Mas'ad's reign it was 
governed by a local leader, Abo'l-Qasim 'Ali b. al-Husayn b. 
Mukram (or Mukarram), as a vassal of the Bilyids, but the region 
was much troubled not only by the Karmathians whom Mas'ad 
mentions in his letter to  the Caliph, but also by the Yfiawarij of 
the Ibgdiyyah sect in the Jabal Akhdar.'O -. Mu'izz al-Dawlah's 
army took over Oman by sailing down the Persian Gulf from 
Ubulla and across from Siraf on the coast of Fars ; but the ethnic 
and economic connections of the Makrrn coast with Oman have 
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always been close, and i t  was not impossible that  the maznawids  
should successfully mount an expedition from there against Oman, 
even though they were essentially a land power with little maritime 
experiencem80 Tha t  the Qaznawids might have ruled in Arabia 
remains, however, one of the unfulfilled possibilities of history. 

A Qaznawid army, the one that  had been previously used t o  
set Mas'ad's nominee Aba'l-Mu'askar on the throne of M a k r ~ n ,  
did successfully occupy K i r m ~ n  in 42411033. Jalal al-Dawlah wrote 
to Mas'ad protesting against this aggression and complaining that  
it was a breach of the non-aggression policy which had tacitly 
existed between himself and Mahmad : 

"The Amir of Bahdad ,  who had been In friendly relation- 
ship with the late Amir [sc. Mahmiid], undertook a lengthy 
correspondence and exchange of views on this topic, sending a 
messenger and speaking reproachfully. The reply came back 
that 'that province [sc. Kirman] adjoins m y  own territory on 
two sides ; it was in a neglected state and the subjects were 
complaining volubly about the evildoers. I t  was a duty 
incumbent upon me t o  deliver the Muslims, and, moreover, the 
Commander of the Faithful sent me patent of investiture. This 
patent recommended that  since the province in question was 
in a miserable condition and without a ruler, we should 
annex it.' 

The Amir of Baghdad spoke reproachfully about this 
affair t o  the Caliph, and became desperate. The Caliph replied, 
'There is no need to  speak a t  length about this. Bahdad ,  
Kafah and the Sawad, which come under my responsibility, 
are not kept in a peaceful enough state for you to  be able t o  
speak about Kirman. Thus this matter was cut short, and a 
state of emergency and distress remained. They [sc. the  
Bayids] were afraid that they would not be able to  recapture 
Kirmzn, because our armies in the region of Hamadan were 
gathering strength, and they were in fear and trembling lest 
even Ba&dad should slip froin their hands".81 

As events turned out, the maznawid hold on K i r m ~ n  only lasted 
a few months. Their rule and, in particular, their financial exac- 
tions, speedily became odious to  the local people. They called in 
the Bayids again, and an army under 'Imad al-Din's vizier A ~ Q  
M a n ~ a r  al-'Adil b. Mafinna expelled the Qaznawid forces.82 Only 
in regard to the complaints about the Pilgrimage route did Mas'ad 
gain some satisfaction: the Caliph wrote back that he had 
ordered (1) the Bayids to  put the route in order and to  repair the 
cisterns along it, and that  the caravan from Khurasan and Trans- 
oxiana could now proceed. Mas'rid thereupon appointed one of 
his leading officials, a w r j a h  'Ali M i k ~ l i ,  as Sal i i~  of the Pilgrimage 



(Amir a l -~a j j ) . "  
VIII 

Our  sources on the relations between Qaznah and Baghdad 
become silent in the latter half of M a s 4 ~ d ' s  reign, that is, after 
1034. Diplomatic exchanges may have continued on a reduced 
scale, but the major issues of the earlier part of Mas'ad's reign, 
the succession question and the recognition of Qaznawid ambitions 
in the west, had now been settled. The  Sultan became increas- 
ingly preoccupied with the ravages in &urasan of the Seljaqs. 
Through the combined pressure of Ibn Kakaya's resurgent power 
and of the Turkmens, the Qaznawids were gradually squeezed 
out of Rayy and western Persia; communications between 
Uurgszn  and the west and between a u r a s a n  and Uwarazm 
became hard t o  maintain, and this must have made direct relations 
with B a & h ~ d  more d iscul t .  

The picture built up by the Sultan of himself as a just ruler 
and as protector of the Muslims must also have been somewhat 
tarnished in the Caliph's eyes by an episode like Mas'ijd's sack 
of Amul in Gurgzn in the winter of 42611034-5. Bayhaqi says that  
Mas'ad made the paradise of Amul into a hell, and that a 
stream of people went from there t o  Ba&d;ad and t o  Mecca to 
complain of the Sultan's tyrannyna4 

W e  do  not have any record in Bayhaqi of a communication 
from Mas'ad t o  the Caliph after his decisive defeat by the Seljuqs 
a t  D a n d ~ n q ~ n ,  although he did write t o  the Qa raban id  A r s l ~ n  
u a n  S u l a y m ~ n  b. Qadir U a n  Yasuf explaining the circumstances 
of the disaster and seeking help against the S e l j ~ ~ s . ~ ~  The loss of 
uu ra s i i n  meant that  Mas'ad's grandiose plans, his dreams of 
conquests in the west and liberation of the Caliph, were now 
irretrievably lost. There were no longer any pressing reasons for 
either party t o  seek close relations with the other ; for the next 
century or so, the future of the Iranian world lay essentially with 
the Seljciq~.*~ 
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A TURCO-MONGOL PRACTICE AMONGST 
THE EARLY GHAZNAVIDS? 

In the last decade of the 10th century, the Slminid empire in Transoxania 
and Khurasan was in extremis, weakened by incursions of the Qarakha- 
nids from the direction of the Syr Darya basin and by the strife of rebel- 
lious slave generals in Khurasan. The Amir NiiIj b. Man~i i r  (366-871 
976-97) had in 3841994 been obliged to call in Sebiiktigin, the Turkish 
slave governor of Ghazna, to intervene in Khurasan against the rebels 
Aba 'Ali Simjiiri and Fl'iq KhBs~a; and after his victory over them, 
Sebuktigin had been rewarded with the governorship of Balkh, TukhB- 
ristiin, Bgmiyiin, Ghiir and Gharchistiin, while his son Mahmiid had 
been given Abii 'Ali's old position as commander-in-chief of the Siimiinid 
armies in Khurasan.' 

Sebiiktigin died in 3871997 and left the provinces of Ghazna and Balkh 
to his younger son Ismii'il. Sebiiktigin had six sons, of whom the two 
eldest, Mahmiid and Na$r, were by a different mother from that of the 
third son, Ism8'iI. A fourth son, Yiisuf, was only a child when his father 
died and was later brought up by Mahmtid together with his own children. 
Of two other sons mentioned by JiizjBni, only the names, Hasan and 
Husain, are known, and presumably they failed to reach a d ~ l t h o o d . ~  
Thus in effect, IsmB'i1 was the youngest adult son. Judging by Sebiikti- 
gin's last wishes, he did not envisage that his family should set up at  this 
point as an independent dynasty, despite the Siminids' evident decay. 
He did not leave his territories as an undivided inheritance, but as gover- 
norships to be held by various members of his family, continuing the 
practice prevalent during the last years of his life. His brother Bughra- 
I For these events, see Barthold, Turkestan dowri to the Mongol invasion,' GMS 
(London, 1928). 26 1-6, and M. NB&im, The life and times of Sul)dn Mabmlid of Ghazna 
(Cambridge, 193 1). 3845 .  

Jiizjani, Tnbaqdt-i Ndfiri, tr. H. G. Raverty (London, 1881-99), I, 75; Mubammad 
b. 'Ali ShabBnkBra'i, Majma' al-ansdb fi'r-tawdrikh, Istanbul Persian Ms. Yeni Cami 
909, f. 170b. 



chuq was to remain at  Herat and Piishang. Of his sons, Mahmiid was to 
command the army in Khurasan, Nasr to have Bust and Ismii'il to have 
Ghazna and Balkh.3 In allotting Ghazna to Ismii'il, Sebuktigin may have 
been influenced by the fact that Ismii'il was his son by a daughter of his 
old master and predecessor in Ghazna, Alptigin, and so felt that it was 
more fitting that a descendent of Alptigin should rule there; and no spe- 
cific overlordship was given to Ismii'il. Nevertheless, the apparent pref- 
erence for IsmB'il over the much more experienced Mahmiid, puzzled 
Muslim historians of the Ghaznavids. In the event, Mahmiid was able 
to  defeat and depose IsmB'il, becoming undisputed master of all the 
Ghaznavid territories. 

In similar fashion, Mahmiid in his own last days nominated as his 
successor in Ghazna his son Muhammad, governor of Giizgiin, to the 
exclusion of the other brother Mas'iid. Unfortunately, it is not clear which 
of the two sons was the elder, or  whether they were born from the same 
mother. However, it was as a scholar and patron of the arts that Muham- 
mad impressed contemporaries; 'Utbi praises his literary attainments 
and says that it was Prince Muhammad who encouraged him to use 
Arabic as the language of the Y ~ r n i n i . ~  Mas'iid was the soldier and man 
of action, accompanying his father on many of his expeditions. One of 
Baihaqi's informants, for instance, describes the bravery of the "lion- 
hearted youth" in Ghiir in 405/101415, when a single arrow of his killed 
the commander of a tower whose defenders had been causing the Mus- 
lims much trouble, thereby demoralising the pagan Ghiiris and driving 
them to s ~ r r e n d e r . ~  Mahmtid had made him governor of Herat and 
wali-'ahd or heir, but towards the end of his life, relations between the 
Sultan and Mas'iid deteriorated, and the succession was transferred to 
Muhammad. When Mahmiid died in 421/1030, Muhammad succeeded 
in Ghazna, whilst Mas'iid was left in the far west of the empire, in Jibal. 
However, he came westwards, and his superior military reputation caused 
all support for Muhammad to evaporate, so that he was forced to aban- 
don the throne to Mas'iid. 

Towards the end of his life, MahmGd's powers were failing,6 yet there 

"Utbi, at-Ta'rikh al- Ynmini (Lahore, 1300/1883), 1 10 ff. ; JurbBdhqBni, Tarjuma-~i 
ta'rikh-i Yamini, ed. 'Ali Qawim (Tehran, 133411955). 1 19; Ibn BabB al-QBshani, 
Kit& fa's d l  an-nadim, Istanbul Arabic Ms. Turhan Valide 234, f. 204b. 
4 'Utbi, with commentary of Manini (Cairo, 128611869), 11, 233-7; cf. JOzjBni, 
tr. I, 88. 

Baihaqi, Ta'rikh-i Mas'di, ed. Ghani and FayyaQ (Tehran, 132411945). 114. ' Baihaqi, 80, says that towards the end of M&rnOd's life, "his constitution gave 
way and in the greatness of his nature, a weakening faculty of judgement was apparent". 



is no reason to doubt that he fully intended Muhammad to succeed him 
in the heartlands of the empire, Ghazna, Khurasan and India. To con- 
temporaries, the decision seemed mystifying, for Mas'iid was so obviously 
the superior in the political and military capability. According to JiizjBni, 
the Chief Secretary, Abti Nasr-i Mishkiin, showed bewilderment, but 
the Sultan told him, "I am aware that in every respect Mascud excels 
Muhammad, and that after my time the sovereignty will fall into the 
possession of Mas'iid; and 1 use so much ceremony now that this poor 
Muhammad may during my lifetime experience a little honour and gra- 
tification, which, after I am gone, will not be left to him".' Mahmtid 
was no sentimentalist, and this explanation is feeble and unconvincing; 
the decisions of both Sebuktigin and Mahmiid to leave the central lands 
of their empires, assembled by so much military effort and expertise, to 
the obviously weaker of the possible heirs, is not easily explicable in 
either case. 

I suggest that a possible explanation may be found in the Turkish past 
of the Ghaznavids. The Ghaznavids became speedily Persianised, and 
readily adapted themselves as monarchs in the traditional Perso-Islamic 
mould. Furthermore, the written sources for their history are all Arabic 
and Persian Muslim ones, and are largely silent about the Ghaznavids* 
Turkish steppe origins. Yet the legacy of this steppe background cannot 
have been negligible; the early Sultans all spoke Turkish as the language 
of ordinary intercourse with the Turkish soldiers and courtiers who sur- 
rounded them. According to his own words in his Pand-nima, Sebiiktigin 
originated from the region of Upper Barskhan (or, as Ksshghari spells 
it, ed. Kilisli Rif'at Bey, 111, 30814, Barsghln), on the shores of the lsi'q- 
 GO^.^ The Hudud a/-'ilam, 98, places it in the Khallukh country, so it is 
probable that Sebuktigin himself was of Qarluq origin. 

Tn this pagan steppe past may perhaps be found a clue to the succes- 
sion arrangements of Sebiiktigin and Mahmiid. In ancient Mongolian 
customary law, a system of ultimogeniture prevailed: the major part of 
the paternal inheritance went to the youngest son, who was guardian of 
the domestic hearth, the otchigin, "prince of the fire" (chigin/zhigin< 
Tkish. tigin), and the older sons were entitled to indemnities during their 

' Jiizjiini, tr. I, 92-3; cf. ShabBnkHra'i, ff. 182a-b. 
Nazim, "The Pand-Ngmah of Subuktigin", JRAS (1933), 610, tr. 621 ; this origin 

from the Barskhiin region is confirmed in Ibn BgbB, f. 203b. 



father's lifetime. A classic instance of this procedure occurred in the 13th 
century when the inheritance of Chinggiz Qa'an was divided among his 
four sons: the youngest, Tolui, was the otchigin, and received the family's 
ancestral lands in the Onon and Kerulen valleys in Mongolia, whilst 
Jochi, Chaghatai and dgedei received appanages in the more distant, 
recently-conquered terr i tor ie~.~ 

The institution seems also to  be found in Turkish life. Kotwicz sug- 
gested that the Turkish name "Kiiltigin", familiar from the Orkhon 
inscriptions and from later usage, is not a personal name but a title, and 
he connected it with kiil "ashes", giving the complete meaning "prince 
of the ashes" = "guardian of the hearth in the Qaghan's family, the 
younger son". He also saw the first element in the Turkish tribal title or 
office of kiilarkin (the kiidharkin of the Oghuz whom Ibn Fadlan met).1° 
Dr. J. A. Boyle has reminded me (1 1.7.61) that 'Uthmfin b. Ibrghim, the 
last of the Qarakhanids (d. 60911212-13) had a brother (presumably 
a younger brother) with the name or title OtiginIOt-tigin. referring to 
his translation of Juwaini, History of the World-Conqueror (Manchester 
1958), 11, 395; and the Qarakhanid confederation arose originally out 
of the Qarluq from whom, as we have seen, Sebuktigin probably came. 
Dr. Boyle also observes that "the fact that ot-tegin itself is a Turkish 
expression would seem to indicate that the practice also is Turkish, in 
origin at  any rate". Certainly, the transmission of an inheritance un- 
divided to the eldest son was little familiar to Central Asian peoples; 
chiefs often took the view that leadership should come through personal 
merit and not through birthright, and that all children should have a 
chance to achieve success. It is possible that the memory of steppe CUS- 

tom may have remained in the minds of Sebuktigin and Mahmiid, even 
though the sources provide no direct evidence for this surmise. 

' B. Vladimirtsov, Le rkgime social des Mongols, French tr. (Paris, 1948), 60-1, 72; 
Barthold, Histoire des Turcs d'Asie Centrale (Paris, 1945), 129; R. Grousset, L'en~pire 
des steppes4 (Paris, 1952). 316-19. In the bibliography of H. F. Schurmann's recent 
book, The Mongols of Afghanistun @he Hague, 1962). on p. 413, appears an article 
by T. Aoki, "Ultimogeniture in ancient Mongolia" [in Japanese], Nairiku Ajiya no 
Kenkyk ('Tokyo, 195% 167-216; this has not been accessible to me. Schurmann also 
notes traces of ultimogeniture among the present-day Hazaras of the Hazlrajat and of 
Yiik-Aulang (op. cit., 147, 157,207,243 -4), but these practices must date from Mongol 
ethnic movements into the region from the 13th century onwards. 
'O W. Kotwicz, "Contributions B I'histoire d'Asie Centrale, ii. La signification du 
titre KuI-tiigin, iii. Titres arkin et tagin", Rocrnik Orientalistyczny, XV (1939491, 
185-90. The element kiil also occurs as the laqab of a Qarakhanid ruler in Bukhara, 
Qadlr Khan JibrB'il Kiilartigin (492-51 1099- 1 102). see Narshakhi, Ta'rikh-i Bukhdrd, 
ed. M. RiQawi (Tehran, 1939). 16, tr. Frye, The history of Bukhoro (Cambridge, 
Mass., 1954). 14-15, 114 n. 66. cf. also 72. 146 n. 259. 



EARLY SOURCES FOR THE HISTORY OF 
THE FIRST FOUR GHAZNAVID 

SULTANS (97'7-1041) 

I T is proposed here to deal with the chief literary historical sources for 
the reigns of Sebiiktigin, Mahmiid, Muhammad, and Mas'iid (366- 
432/977-1 o ~ I ) ,  in particular, the histories of 'Utbi, Gardizi, and 

Baihaqi, all three of whom were to a considerable extent eyewitnesses of 
the events they recorded. Some attention is then given to later works and 
compilations which clearly incorporate contemporary materials. I t  is not 
intended to consider here the poetry of the period, although this contains 
many historical allusions. Poets and literary men either like Abii'l-Fath 
Busti worked in the bureaucracy and were thus in the centre of things, or 
else like 'Unsuri were attached to the court circle as official panegyrists 
and thus fo~lbwed the sultans round on their progresses and campaigns. 
Muhammad Niizim used the DiwBns of 'Unsuri and Farrukhi in his book, 
The LiJe and Times of Sul@n Mahmzid of Ghazna (Cambridge, I 93 I ) ,  and, 
more recently, Ghulam Mustafa Khan has used the early Ghaznavid 
poets and the later, court poet of Bahriimshiih b. Mas'iid b. IbrZhim, 
Sayyid Hasan, to most useful effect in his exhaustive article, 'A History of 
Bahramshah of Ghaznin', Islamic Culture, xxiii ( I 949), 62-9 I ,  I 99-235. 
Certainly, the verses of writers like Badi' az-ZamBn HamadhBni, 'Unsuri 
Balkhi, Farrukhi SistBni, and Maniichihri Diimghiini merit serious study 
by historians, especially now that most of them are available in Persian 
printed editions. Unfortunately, the Diwiin of 'Unsuri, as we at present 
have it, is far from complete, and the verses of other prominent contem- 
porary poets, such as 'Asjadi Marvazi, Ghadii'iri RBzi, Manjik Tirmidhi, 
Labibi, Zainabi 'Alawi, and a host of lesser writers mentioned in the 
tadhkirat ash-shu'ar~' literature, are almost entirely lost. 

A fair amount has been written in the past about the literary historical 
sources for the Ghaznavids. The pioneer conspectus is in Elliot and 
Dowson's Histoy of India as told by its own Historians, vol. ii, The Muham- 
madan Period (London, I 869, reprinted with commentary, Aligarh, I 952). 
Elliot introduced his translated extracts with some comments on the 
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author and his work, in which his critical attitudes are at times aberrant. 
He states that a knowledge of the Yamini was a t  one time considered 
a great desideratum in Europe, 'but it is now found to contain but little 
which is not accessible through other channels'. Later Muslim historians, 
he says, have extracted all the meat from it, although he concedes that 
'it must continue a work of authority and an object of curiousity [sic], as 
the original source from which later writers have drawn much of their 
information respecting Mahm6d's campaigns' (p. 15). His judgement on 
Baihaqi is rather patronizing: 'Although tedious, the work is eminently 
original, and it presents such a reflex of the doings and manners of the 
time that its minutiae and trifles frequently constitute its chief merit. The 
writer may not inaptly be described as an oriental Mr. Pepys' (p. 57). 
But he did recognize the great value of the Mujalladit and the attractive- 
ness and judiciousness of Baihaqi as an historian. In  addition to these com- 
ments, Elliot devotes a special appendix to the historians ofthe Ghaznavids, 
concentrating here on the later, derivatory writers like Rashid ad-Din, 
Mirkhwznd, Khwgndamir, the author of the Ta'rikh-i Alfi, Firishta, &c. 
(PP. 429-33). 

Barthold's bibliographical introduction to his Turkestan down to the 
Mongol Invasion2, G.M.S. (London, I 928), remains, of course, a model of 
its kind. In pp. 18-24 he deals with the Ghaznavid sources succinctly but 
thoroughly. NBzim's chapter on 'Authorities' (Sul!dn Mahmzid, pp. I -I 7)' 
is especially full on the non-contemporary, later works which deal with 
the Ghaznavids, most of them written in India; and he also has a useful 
survey of the authorities now lost or only known in brief citations. Finally, 
the excellent annotated bibliography at the end of B. Spuler's Iran in 
friih-islamischer Xeit (Wiesbaden, 1953), PP. 532-94, and those in Z. V. 
Togan's Tarihde usul (Istanbul, 1950)~ pp. 203-4, and J. Rypka and 
others, Iranische Literaturgeschichte (Leipzig, I g59), pp. 565-641, contain 
much information relevant to the study of the early Ghaznavids. 

It  is regrettable that much of the rich historiography of the Bfiyid 
period has perished, since the histories of the Biiyids, S~miinids, and 
Ghaznavids in the eastern Iranian world were in the last decades of the 
fourthltenth century and the opening ones of the fifthleleventh one con- 
siderably interwoven.' However, we possess the great general history of 
the Biiyid official Abii 'Abdallzh Miskawaih (d. 42 I I I O ~ O ) ,  the Tajirib 
a/-umam wa ta'iqib al-humam (the last part, dealing with the Biiyids, ed. and 

' On the historians of the Btiyid period, see Bart- and CI. Cahen, E.I.a, art. 'Buwayhids', biblio- 
hold, Turkutan, pp. 7-8, 32; Margoliouth, Lcc~urcs graphy. 
on Arabic Hubrianr (Calcutta, 1g30), pp. I 28-48; 
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tr. by H. F. Amedroz and D. S. Margoliouth in The Eclipse of the 'Abbasid 
Caliphate [Oxford, I 920-11, i-ii, iv-v), and some citations from other 
works. 'Utbi and Tha'Hlibi quote from the K. at-tlij f i daulat ad-Dailam of 
IbrHhim b. HilHl as-S8bi' (d. 384/994), written for the BGyid Amir THj 
al-Milla 'Adud ad-Daula Fanskhusrau.1 Its exaggerated, eulogistic style 
provided a model for the Yamini (see below, p. 6), and stimulated the 
official of the Ghaznavids at  Ray, and later of the Seljuqs there, AbG'l- 
'AlH' b. Hassiil (d. 450/1058), to write a refutation of as-Siibi"s propa- 
ganda for the Biiyids.2 Another member of the Siibi' family, Hi151 b. 
al-Muhassin (d. 448/1056), wrote a continuation of his uncle Thiibit b. 
SinZn's history, but only the part dealing with the years 389-931999- 1003 
is extant.3 However, this short section contains important information on 

- 

how Mahmiid gained power in Khurasan and includes the text of his 
fath-nima to the ~ a l i ~ h a l - Q H d i r  after his great victory in 3891999 over 
the SiimZnid Amir and his Turkish ghulim  general^.^ The anonymous 
author of the Mujmal at-tawdrikh wa'l-qi!a! (wrote 5201 I I 26) cites for his 
account of Mahmiid of Ghazna's conquest of Ray from Majd ad-Daula 
the work of that latter ruler's last vizier, Abu Sa'id Mansfir al-Abi, 
possibly a Ta'rikh ar-Rayy or else a continuation of the TZji.5 

The importance of the Ta'rikh al-Yamini of AbG Nasr Muhammad b. 
'Abd al-JabbHr al-'Utbi has been recognized in Europe since the end of the 
eighteenth century when Silvestre de Sacy analysed its contents, using 
the Persian version of Jurbiidhqiini (see below) (Notices et extraits des 
manuserits de la Bibliothique Nationale, iv [ I  7981, 325-4 I I ) .  The Arabic 
original was not widely known in the West until the middle of the nine- 
teenth century, when Sprenger published a lithographed text at Delhi in 
I 847, and Noldeke used four Vienna manuscripts to examine the relation- 
ship between the Arabic and Persian versions ('Uber das KitLb Jamini 
des Abfi Nasr Muhammad ibn 'Abd a1 gabblr a1 'Utbi', Sitzungsber. Wiener 
Akad. Wiss., ~hi1.- '~ist .  Cl., xxiii [1857], I 5-1 02).  

' According to Cahen, loc. cit., the beginning of 
the Tiji has recently been discovered in the Yemen. 

a This refutation is his TaJdil al-Atriik 'ah si'ir 
01-ajm-d, Arabic text and Arabic introd. by 'AbbBs 
al-'AzzBwi, together with a Turkish translation by 
Serefeddin Yaltkaya in Belleten, iv (1g40), 235-66+ 
51 pp. Arabic text. There is a biography of Ibn 
Hasstil in Tha'llibi's Tatimmat al-yatima, ed. Abbas 
Eghbal (Tehran, 135311934), i. 107-12, under the 
heading al-Ustldh Abii'l-'AIH' Muhammad b. 'Ali 
b, al-Husain Safi al-Hadratain. 

Ed. Amedroz, Tht Historical Remains o/ Hilil 
a$-Sibi' (Leiden, ~goq) ,  and again in Eclipse o/ the 

'Abbasid Caliphate, iii. 334 ff., tr. vi. 359 ff. 
Ibid. iii. 341-5, tr. vi. 366-70. The text of 

another important fath-mima, this time announcing 
Mahmiid's victory at  Ray over the BGyid Arnir 
Majd ad-Daula Rustam in 420/1ozg, occurs in the 
general history of Ibn al-Jauzi, al-Mwtaqam fi 
ta'rikh of-multik wa'l-umam (Hyderabad, I 35731 
1938-41), viii. 38-40. 

Ed. M. S. Bahlr (Tehran, 131811939), pp. 403- 
4. Ytiqiit mentions al-Abi in his entry on Aba (in 
north-western Persia) in the Mu'jam al-buldin 
(Beirut, 1374-6/1955-71, i. 50'51 
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The exact date of 'Utbi's birth is not known, but he came from an Arab 
family settled in Ray. The connexions of the 'Utbi family with Khurasan 
and Transoxania and the opportunities for employment in the SZmgnid 
empire attracted him eastwards. He entered the SZmgnid bureaucracy, 
where his relatives were well entrenched, becoming Sdhib-Barid of 
Nishapur; then he served as secretary first to the general Abii 'Ali 
Simjfiri and then to the ZiyZrid QZbiis b. Wushmagir. When the SZmgnids 
were patently in decline, he transferred to the service of Sebuktigin, where 
he worked alongside Abfi'l-Fath Busti and enjoyed the patronage of the 
vizier Ahmad b. Hasan Maimandi. He became Sdhib-Barid of Ganj- 
RustZq in BZdghis for Mahmiid, but was dismissed through intrigues by 
the local governor. He remained in retirement till his death in the latter 
half of Mas'fid's reign.' Thus, like Baihaqi, 'Utbi brought with him into 
the Ghaznavid empire a rich background of administrative experience in 
Khurasan and the old SZmZnid lands.2 

The %mini covers the reign of Sebuktigin and that of Mahmiid up to 
41 111020. For the remainder of the reign, we have to rely on Gardizi, 
supplemented by backward glances from Baihaqi's Ta'rikh-i Mas'lidi. 'Utbi 
used Arabic for his book, at the request of Prince Muhammad (whose 
scholarly interests and attainments are emphasized in the Yamini) and so 
that Mahmfid's exploits might be publicized in the Arabic-speaking lands 
of the Caliphate. I t  will be remembered, too, that Maimandi was at this 
time promoting the official use of Arabic rather than Persian. The florid 
(according to Storey, 'turgid') style of the book is freely interspersed with 
verses from the Arabic poets and by 'Utbi himself. The style of historians 
of the preceding two generations, such as Miskawaih, al-Jahshiygri, and 
as-Sfili, had still been comparatively simple, but 'Utbi used for his book 
the epistolary style favoured by writers like the SZhib IsmZ'il b. 'Abbgd 
and Abfi'l-Fath Busti. He says explicitly that the T@i of Ibrahim as-Sgbi' 
was his model, but 'Utbi carried the euphuistic style to a new peak. His 
book was as much admired in the eastern Islamic world for its style as for 
its subject-matter, and according to as-Subki, in KhwZrizm and the 
frontier lands of the east it was held in higher esteem than were al- 
Hariri's Maqcimdt in Egypt and Syria. 'Utbi must therefore be considered 
as a pioneer exponent of the inshd' style which became all but universal 
in the official chanceries and in literary circles in general in Seljuq times 
and after. 

The Yamini is a panegyric, yet as Barthold noted (Turkestan, p. ~ g ) ,  

' Thus in Storey, Persian Literature, p. 250; Manini (see below), ii. 356 ff.; see also the section 
-ording to q-Safadi in C.A.L. Suppl. i. 547, on him in Tha'ilibi's rotimat ad-dahr (Cairo, 1375- 
'Utbi died in 41311022. 7/1956-8), iv. 397-406, and Nazim, E.I.', art- 

We depend for knowledge of 'Utbi's life largely 'al-'Utbi'. 
on his autobiography at the end of the ramini, ed. 
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'Utbi does not gloss over the darker sides of Ghaznavid rule: the exactions 
in Khurasan of the Vizier IsfarB'ini; the ravages there of famine, which 
were aggravated by fiscal oppression; the reign of terror set up in 
Nishapur by the Sultan's protCgC and head of the Kargmiyya sect, Abti 
Bakr Muhammad. I t  is thus not true, as NBzim asserts (Sul!an Mahmzid, 
p. 5), that 'Utbi tells us nothing of the 'dumb million' of subjects, but his 
information here must be integrated with scattered items from other 
sources. The greatest handicap in using the ramini lies not in any bias, 
which can be detected and controlled, but in the inexplicitness arising 
from the author's aim at literary effect rather than at  the conveyance of 
information. 'Utbi is very sparing with dates and with geographical and 
other details of Mahmiid's wars. The accounts of the Indian campaigns 
are especially vague. He does not seem ever to have visited India himself, 
and the freshness of first-hand experience which we find in Baihaqi is 
quite absent. Nijldeke pointed out that 'Utbi is more interested in events 
in the western parts of the empire than in those on the other side and that 
later historians like Mirkhwiind and Firishta are often fuller on the Indian 
campaigns. 

The literary excellence of the Yamini ensured a wide diffusion of the 
work, and manuscripts of it are accordingly numerous.I Several com- 
mentaries on it were also written, but it seems that they all dealt with the 
text from a linguistic and philological point of view rather than from an 
historical one. That of Majd ad-Din al-Kirmgni is extant in an Istanbul 
manuscript, Liileli 2068. There are several manuscripts of the long and 
detailed commentary by Hamid ad-Din Abii 'Abdallgh an-Najiiti, the 
Basi~in al-fudali' ma-rcyi!zin al-'uqali', completed in 72 I / I  32 I .  This last 
formed the basis for the Azhari shaikh Ahmad al-Manini's commentary 
al-Fath al-wahbi 'ali ta'rikh A b i  N a ~ r  al-'Utbi, which was printed at Cairo 
in I 28611 86g.2 A Persian version was made as early as c. I 206 by Abii'sh- 
Sharaf NBsih JurbZdhqZni (Persian, 'GulpiiyagBni'), probably for one of 
the Atabegs of Azerbaijan. Jurbiidhqgni's simplified version retains some 
of the florid metaphor of the original, including the Arabic poetry quoted 
therein, but he omitted the autobiography which 'Utbi appended to the 
original. The Yamini was extensively for Mahmiid's reign by later his- 
torians such as Ibn al-Athir, Mirkhwgnd, and Khwiindamir; Rashid 
ad-Din's section on the Ghaznavids is lifted almost verbatim from 
Jurb~dhq~ni ' s  translation.' 

' Cf. C.A.L. i. 382-3, Suppl. i .  547-8. Fatih 4410, are not given by Brockelmann, and 
H ~ J J ~  Khalifa, ed. Fliigel, vi. 514-15, lists five should be added to his entry. 

commentators; on the manuscripts of those corn- See the Introduction by Ahrned Ateg to his 
mcntaries now extant, see C.A.L., locc. citt. The edition of theJ6mi' at-tawirikh, vol. ii, pt. 4, 'Sultan 
Istanbul manuscript Nuru Osmaniye 3357 is an Mahrnud ve devrinin tarihi' (Ankara, 1957); the 
autograph of Najsti; two further Istanbul manu- borrowing ends on p. 2 I r of this edition. 
scripts of the Basitin al-Ju&li', Veliyettin 2432 and 
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The Zain al-akhbt ofAbii Sa'id 'Abd al-Hayy b. ad-Dahhgk b. M a h m ~ d  
Gardizi, a general history of Persia from legendary times onwards, is 
a valuable authority for the history of Khurasan down to the eleventh 
century and for the history of the early Ghaznavids. The author must 
have been connected with the Ghaznavid court or administration (see 
below), although the extant portion of Baihaqi makes no mention of him. 

- 

His dates are unknown: all that can be said is that he was a native of the 
Ghazna-Gardiz area, as his nisba and perhaps the name 'Ibn ad-Dahhsk' 
show;' that during Mahmiid's reign he was usually close to the sultan; 
and that he dedicated his history, being probably an  old man at this time, 
to Sultan Zain al-Milla 'Abd ar-Rashid b. Mahmfid (441-411 050-3). 

Only part of the Zain al-akhbir is extant-the work seems to have had 
little influence on later historiography, and citations from it in later 
writers are infrequent-but we do possess, in addition to the historical 
narrative, chapters on the festivals and eras of various peoples, on classical 
scientists and philosophers, and on the sciences, customs, and beliefs of 
the Turks, Greeks, and Indians. The sources used by Gardizi for pre- 
Ghaznavid history and for his accounts of non-Muslim practices and 
cultures have attracted the attention of scholars, in particular of Barthold 
(cf. Turkestan, pp. 20-2 I ; 'Zur Geschichte der Saff~riden', Noldeke- 
Festschrft [Giessen, I 9061, i. I 7 1-6 ; E.I.', art. 'Gardizi') and of Minorsky 
(cf. Marvazi on China, the Turks and India [London, I 9421, introd. ; 'Gardizi 
on India', pp. 625-7). Most important is Gardizi's use of the lost Ta'rikh 
u~l t i t  Khurcirtin of Abfi 'Ali al-Husain b. Ahmad as-Salliimi, an historian 
and poet of Baihaq who flourished in the middle of the tenth century and 
whose fortunes were connected with those of the governors of Khurasan 
Abii Bakr Muhammad b. Muhtiij Chaghiini and his son Abfi 'Alin2 
Gardizi also refers to the work of the SZmiinid vizier Abii 'AbdallZh 
Muhammad Jaihsni (flourished early tenth century), whose lost Kitdb 
al-mastilik wa'l-mamtilik has been extensively quoted by later writers. 
According to Minorsky, Gardizi's chapter on the sciences and customs of 
the Indians has Jaihlni as its source; Gardizi refers to his work as the 
Kitib-i tamirikh of Jaihlni. In the course of his narrative of S~m5nid 
history, Gardizi refers in glowing terms to JaihZni's capability as a vizier 

' On the popularity of the name 'ZahBk/oahhik' 
(<Azhi-Dahik) in the region of ZfibulistHn, see Cl. 
Huart, 'Les Legendes tpiques de la region de Ghazna 
(Afghanistan)', Comptes-rendus de 1'Acad. des Imcrip- 
tiom et Belles-kffres (Paris, 1916), pp. 584-6, and V. 
Minorsky, 'Gardizi on India', B.S.O.A.S. xii (1947- 
81, 625. 

a Tha'ilibi, ratimaf ad-dahr, iv. 95, tr. Barbier de 
Meynard, 'Tableau litttraire du Khorasan et de la 
Transoxiane au rve sieclc de I'htgire', S.A., str. 5, 

no. I ( 1 8 5 3 ) ~  p. 2 12 (cf. also Tha'Hlibi, Tafirnmat 
al-yatima, ii. 108-9); Ibn Funduq, Ta'rikh-i Baihaq, 
ed. A. Bahmanyir (Tehran, 131711938), p. 154. 
Fragments of Sallzmi's work have been found in 
Manini's commentary on the Yamini; cf. 0. B. 
Frolova in In Memory of Aca&mician I. J .  Kratclrkousky 
(Leningrad, 1958)~  pp. 36-43 [in Russian], de- 
scribed by M. Canard in his review in Arabua, vii 
( 1 9 6 0 ) ~  1054.  
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and to his great learning; he relates a story of how he allegedly inquired 
about administrative practices in all parts of the world, from China to 
Rtim and the land of the Zanj, and then adopted the best of them for use 
at Bukhara. Furthermore, Gardizi knew Birtini personally, and his 
chapter on the festivals of the Indians is demonstrably based on Biriini's 
India ('Gardizi on India', pp. 626-7). 

Gardizi's account of the Ghaznavids goes down to Maudiid b. Mas'iid's 
seizure of the throne from Muhammad in 433/1041. His information on 
the origins of Ghaznavid rule in Ghazna is very sketchy; observations on 
the rise of Alptigin and Sebiiktigin (the intervening governors are not 
mentioned) occur in the narrative of the history of the later SZmZnids. 
His connected account of the Ghaznavids begins only with Mahmiid's 
investiture in 391 1999 with the governorship of Khurasan by the caliph 
al-QZdir (p. 62 of Nazim's text). I n  his preface to the account of Mahmiid's 
reign, Gardizi describes his qualifications for the task, in that he had been 
a first-hand observer of many of the events involved: 

I propose to begin now on the history of Yamin ad-Daula, may God have mercy 
on him, in a brief and concise manner. For, in comparison with all the other 
reports I have read about, a new factor comes into consideration when I treat of 
his reign. I have derived knowledge about the previous events either by hearsay 
or by reading books; and it may well be that the authors and relaters of these 
compositions and accounts have made omissions or have inserted extra matter. 
They may have been out to secure an unusual effect by their words or to make the 
book sought after. But in regard to the greater part of these events which I a m  
about to relate, I can say that I witnessed them personally-what Amir Mahmiid 
did in India, how he conquered fortresses in SistZn, Khurasan, and Iraq, what 
fearsome deserts, mountains and passes he traversed, what battles he fought, what 
mighty rulers he humbled. No one has ever witnessed or heard about the like of 
these campaigns and stratagems, for indeed they were superhuman feats. . . . Out  
of all the reports about the rule of this dynasty, may God establish it for ever, 
I have selected the most attractive and memorable parts and set them down here. 
So far as possible, I have condensed them; if I had explained them a t  length, the 
work would have grown too big (pp. 61-62). 

We are not therefore surprised that the account of the Ghaznavids is 
a chronicle of bare events, without the analyses of motive and the critical 
comments on events which we find in Baihaqi; nowhere does the author's 
personality or attitude to events come through. However, the narrative 
is often quite detailed. I t  supplements 'Utbi, who does not deal with the 
last decade of Mahmfid's reign. His accounts of the two short reigns of 
Muhammad are thk only contemporary ones we have, and the only other 
source with substantially new material here is Shabznkzra'i's Majma' 
"1-anscih (see below, pp. r 8-20). Gardizi is careful to give dates for the 
events he records (not always accurately, however; cf. p. 108, where the 
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date 430 for Mas'iid's winter stay in Nishapur should be 431). He writes 
dispassionately, without fulsome praise of the sultans and without savage 
condemnation of the Seljuqs and their ravages. The  Persian style is 
usually simple, though not without difficulties, in part caused by the 
lacunae of the two manuscripts. Bahiir calls the style 'mature and flow- 
ing', and attaches the work to the oldest period of Persian prose, with 
stylistic affinities to the Siimiinid vizier Bal'ami's translation of Tabari.1 
The  Zain al-akhbdr has thus a n  honoured place as an  example of straight- 
forward historical style of the eleventh century. 

We possess various partial printed editions of Gardizi, including that of 
Nazim (Berlin, 1928), who only, however, includes the chapters on the 
Tiihirids, Saffiirids, Siimiinids, and Ghaznavids, and the edition is in 
many ways unsatisfactory (e.g. he makes little sense of many of the names, 
especially Turkish ones). An edition of the whole is to be desired, even 
though we depend on what is in effect a unique manuscript; it seems 
unlikely now that further ones will turn 

The  Ta'rikh-i Mas'iidi of Abii'l-Fad1 Muhammad b. Husain Baihaqi 
(385-470/995-1077) gives us a unique insight into the working of the 
Persian bureaucracy which ran the Ghaznavid empire. None of the com- 
pilers of biographical dictionaries deals with Baihaqi, for he spent most of 
his working life on the periphery of the Islamic world in Ghazna, but 
considerable biographical details can be gleaned from his own writings. 
Moreover, since he came from the oasis of Baihaq (modern Sabzawgr), 
Ibn Funduq in his Ta'rikh-i Baihaq devotes some space to this illustrious 
son of his home town.3 

After an education in Nishapur, Baihaqi entered the Ghaznavid ad- 
ministration during Mahmiid's reign. He began in the Correspondence 
Department (Diwdn-i Risilat) and remained there, first as assistant to the 
chief secretary, Abii Nasr-i Mishkzn, and then after his death in 1039, to 
the new head of the department, Abii Sahl Zauzani. Finally, in 'Abd 
ar-Rashid's reign, he himself became head of the Diu~dn. Soon afterwards 
he fell from grace, and in the end retired after some forty years of active 
service. He was thus one of the many Khurasanian civil servants whom 
the Ghaznavids attracted to their capital and who gave the administration 
there such a strong Khurasanian and Siimgnid imprint. 

Baihaqi put together his experiences and memories in a series of 
volumes called collectively the Mujalladdt. According to Ibn Funduq, 

' Sabk-shimin- yi tu'rikh-i ta/awwur-i nathr-i F&iZ manuscripts and for the work SO far done on 
(Tehran, 1 3371 1958), ii. 5-51. Gardizi's text. 

a See Storey, pp. 65-67, for a description of the pp. 20, I 75-8. 
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there were originally over thirty volumes. During the course of his career, 
Baihaqi took copious notes and often made copies of official and diplo- 
matic documents for his own purposes. These papers went back as far as 
4og/1018-19, and he began in his retirement to put them in order and 
write them out properly. Baihaqi's own, original work in the MujalladJt 
accordingly covers forty-two years, down to 45 1 /105g. Events down to the 
year 409 had been dealt with by another historian in Ghazna contem- 
porary with Baihaqi, Mahmiid Warrzq, whom he calls 'trustworthy and 
authoritative', but on Mahmiid Warrzq's death his sons prevented 
Baihaqi from using their father's work more extensively, on the pretext 
that it had not yet been copied and made widely enough known (Ta'rikh-i 
Mar'fidi, ed. Ghani and Fayygd [Tehran, I 3241 19451, pp. 26 1-2). Whether 
this work of dissemination was ever done seems dubious, for the history 
has been lost without trace. 

Nevertheless, Baihaqi's intention was to produce a history of the whole 
Ghaznavid dynasty down to the accession in 451 /105cj of Ibrahim b. 
Mas'iid, as the general title Ta'rikh-i dl-i Sebiiktigin implies ; so he borrowed 
from Mahmiid Warrzq for the reign of Sebiiktigin and for the earlier part 
of Ma1)miid's reign. The  divisions dealing with the various reigns seem to 
have had separate names, e.g. Ta'rikh-iNd:iri, T.-i Yamini (cf. T.-i Mas'iidi, 
Pn 26), 7.4 Mas'iidi. Only the section dealing with the reign of Mas'iid, 
i.e. part of vol. 6, vols. 7-9, and part of vol. 10 (so Morley in the title of 
his Bibliotheca Indica edition [Calcutta, I 8621, Barthold, Turkestan, p. 22, 

and Storey, p. 253; according to Sa'id Nafisi, E.I.2, art. 'Bayhaki', ~01s. 
5-10 complete) are extant. The last year of Mas'iid's life is not treated in 
them, and there is a lacuna covering several months in the years 424-5.' 
At least twenty-five volumes of the Mujalladit have therefore been lost. 
This probably happened fairly quickly. Ibn Funduq, pp. 20, 175, Saw 
various volumes in a library a t  Sarakhs, in the library of the Khatiin 
Mahd-i 'Iraq rnadrasa in Nishapur and in private libraries, but not 
a complete set. The lack of incentives for copying such a gigantic work, 
whose subject-matter was in any case of comparatively local interest, and 
'he destruction of books in Khurasan and Afghanistan by such vandals as 
'he G ~ U Z Z  of SanjarBs reign, the Ghiirids, the ~ h w ~ r i z m s h ~ h s ,  and the 
Mongols, amply explain this regrettable loss." 

Baihaqi was also the author of a work on the secretary's art, the <inat 
~l-kuttib. Ibn Funduq is the sole author who mentions it, and it is probably 

this work that he quotes in his biographical notice of Baihaqi several 
I On the exact extent of this lacuna, we two Ma'& are almost all of Indian pro\?enance, and 

ditr.rcnt views in S. H. Hodivala, in I,&,- many of them seem to Come from a common 
 hula^ (Bombay, 1939), pp. 1614 ,  and original. Cf. Sa'id Nafisi in E.1.'; Storey, PP. 252-4; 

edition of Baihaqi (Tehran, , 3 1 9  and the introductions of Fay+ and Naliri to their 
3a!194(3-53), i. 512. editions of the text. 

The surviving manuscripts of the Ta'rikh-i 
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interesting reflections on the position and obligations in the state of the 
secretary class. 'A. A. FayyLd mentions some leaves of a majmzi'a in a 
private library in Tehran, giving definitions of terms of kitdba, and attri- 
buted to Baihaqi; these leaves may have come from the <inat al-kuttib. 
Baihaqi seems also to have been the author of the Maqdmdt-i Abzi Nay-i 
Mishkdn, a collection of reminiscences and episodes which he took down 
from his old master in the Diwdn-i Risdlat. These Maqdmdt are explicitly 
quoted by later writers such as 'Aufi and Saif ad-Din Fadli (see below, 
pp. 16, 2 1-22). I t  is perhaps this work which Baihaqi refers to in his 
Ta'rikh-i Mas'ridi, p. 154, as the Maqdmlil-i Mahmtidi.1 

The uniqueness of Baihaqi's work has been rightly insisted on by earlier 
authorities like Elliot and Dowson (History of India, ii. 56-57) and Barthold 
(Turkestari, pp. 22-23) ; a comparison of its style and structure with that of 
other contemporary sources, 'U tbi 's inflated periods and Gardizi 's jejune 
chronicle, immediately shows this. Baihaqi wrote with an eye on posterity. 
He anticipates criticism of the work's excessive size by asserting the para- 
mount claims of completeness and of justice to all concerned in the 
events: 'I want to bring this history to a satisfactory conclusion and to 
bring out all the curious and obscure points, so that no aspect of events 
may remain hidden. If this book becomes Iong, and my readers grow 
weary, then I crave their indulgence not to consider me as a tiresome 
person' (p. I I ) .  The freshness of his ideas on historiography is seen in the 
contempt which he expresses for the arid chronicles which are, in Colling- 
wood's phrase, mere 'scissors-and-paste history', where 'so-and-so king 
sent so-and-so general to some war or other; on a certain day they gave 
battle or made peace; this one beat that one or that one this; they 
proceeded there' (p. 354). 

Baihaqi's work is a dynastic history because the Ghaznavid sultans and 
their empire provided him with a satisfactory chronological and territorial 
framework; it is not a panegyric. When he wrote, he was a retired civil 
servant, enjoying his old age and without material reasons for writing 
exaggerated praises of his old masters. Hence in the Ta'rikh-i Mm'zidi he 
states that his aim is not to praise the greatness and courage of Amir 
Mastiid, since these are well known and contemporaries have been able 
to witness it for themselves ; instead, 'my aim is to write a history which 
will be of permanent value, and to raise up a mighty monument, whose 
fame will endure till the end of time' (p. 96). He does not fail to record 
Mas'iid's obstinacy and errors of judgement in dealing with the Seljuqs 
in Khurasan. He knows that his account of the sultan's avarice at Amul 

' On the fragments of Baihaqi extant in other bibliography, hh&- i  gumshuda-)ri ~ b t i ' f - ~ a p 1 - i  Baihaqi 
works, see Nafisi in E.I.'; the present writer has not (Tehran, I 3 I 51 I 936). 
been able to see the work of Nafisi listed in his 
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in Gurggn in 42611035 is very unflattering: 'It comes very hard for me 
to let my pen set down such words, but what can I do? One must not 
show partiality in writing history' (p. 462). I t  was alien to Baihaqi's nature 
to be unfair, even to his opponents. Although he had suffered personally 
at the hands of Abii Sahl Zauzani and his partisans, and says that 'evil and 
malevolence were engrained in his nature', he wanted to be fair to him 
and avoid charges of prejudice and parti-pris (tarassub u tarabbud) from 
readers who might think him a vindictive and cantankerous old man 
(PP. '54, '78-9, cf. 109). 

In laying down his principles of historiography, Baihaqi shows an  
insight into historical method and Quellenkritik; his attitude testifies to the 
high level of Khurasanian culture a t  the time, in that it produced so 
judicious a scholar. Baihaqi enunciates these principles at  the beginning 
of the tenth volume of the Mujalladit. The thirst for historical knowledge, 
knowledge about the past, is a universal one, he says. But this knowledge 
can only be acquired by personal effort, entailing much travel f i  talab 
al-'ilm, or else by reading it in books. Man's wisdom and critical faculties 
are therefore most important: 

Your informant must be a trustworthy and veracious person, but your own 
wisdom must also testify that the statement is true and must give sanction to that 
saying of God's which they speak about, ' Give no credence to any reports which 
offend against your judgement.' A book should be such that the reader's intelli- 
gence does not reject the reports set forth in it; that anyone who hears it credits it; 
and that wise men, when they hear it, should accept it. 

Unfortunately, he continues, the majority of common people are stupid, 
and, instead of the truth, prefer incredible nonsense, stories about demons, 
fairies, evil spirits of the desert, hills, and seas, fishes as big as islands, and 
the turning of men into animals: 

The number of people who can distinguish the truth and reject the false is very 
small. . . . In undertaking to write this history, I have laid down for myself as 
a guiding principle. that whatever I write shall be based either on personal observa- 
tion or on reliable informants known to me personally (yi az  mu'ciyana-yi man yci a z  
sami'-i durust a z  mardi thiqa) (pp. 666-7). 

Baihaqi was a personal witness of many of the sultan's campaigns, for 
the Diwins were peripatetic and accompanied the court. Where he had 
no first-hand knowledge, he could often find someone else in the bureau- 
cracy with the requisite information; thus he got an eyewitness account 
of Prince Mas'iid's youthful bravery in Ghiir from the dabir 'Abd al- 
Ghaffar fifty years after the event (pp. 109-10). In the course of his duties, 
Baihaqi had frequently to make copies of official documents and com- 
munications to outside powers, and was thus well placed for giving the 
exact texts of these in his history. His work is, indeed, most valuable as 
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a source for Ghaznavid external relations, in particular those with the 
Qarakhanids, ZiyHrids, and the Baghdad caliphs. Unfortunately, when 
Baihaqi fell from favour during the reign of 'Abd ar-Rashid, he was 
deprived of his official records, so that in some cases he was unable later 
to quote texts verbatim. If he had been able to keep his own exact copies 
of state papers, his history, so he says, would have had a different com- 
plexion. He had to spend years searching for the text of Mastiid's 
bai'at-ndma to the new caliph al-QZ'im (422-671 I 03 1-75' before he came 
across it in the hands of Abii Nasr-i Mishkzn's children (pp. 287, 294). 
When he was dealing with regions of which he had no direct knowledge, 
he was careful to go to the best sources; the account of Khw2rizm in 
vol. 10 of the Mujalladdt is taken from Biriini's history of his native 
province (p. 667). 

The style of the Mujalladdt is difficult. At this time, Arabic influences 
were penetrating into Persian prose. The strongly orthodox Sunni policy 
of the Ghaznavid sultans was bringing them into contact with the Abbasid 
caliphs in Baghdad and with their culture, and embassies were often 
exchanged between the two dynasties. I t  is well known that when 
Maimandi became Mahmiid's vizier in 40511014, he reintroduced the 
use of Arabic into the Diwdns, whereas his predecessor Abii'l-'Abbfis Fad1 
b. Ahmad IsfarH'ini (whom 'Utbi stigmatizes as qalil al-bidd'a f i'l-lind'a, 
'poorly-endowed with secretarial skill') had made Persian the adminis- 
trative language.' Baihaqi's style is perceptibly more complicated than 
that of earlier prose writing, and gives the impression of being the tech- 
nical and erudite Persian of the Diwdn-personnel. Syntax and word-order 
are loose but complex, with frequent ellipses and parentheses and much 
subordination. There are many Arabisms and sometimes even the word- 
order is reminiscent of Arabic. Baihaqi often adorns his narrative with 
verses or anecdotes from the pre-Islamic or Muslim Persian past, and 
these add to the prolixity of his style. But the Mujalladdt are an interesting 
example of what BahHr calls the second great period of New Persian prose 
writing, in which the works of Baihaqi and his master Abii Nasr-i 
Mishkln, the Qibzis-nima, and the Siydsat-ndma are out~tanding.~  

Abii'r-Raih~n Muhammad b. Ahmad al-Biriini (362-6. 4421973- 
c. 1050) was the most distinguished scholar of the early Ghaznavid 
period, in Barthold's view perhaps the greatest Muslim scholar ever. 
He came from Khwlrizm and was born in the environs (rabad, birin) of 

' 'Utbi, i i .  170-1 ; Jurbidhqzni, Tarjurna-yi Nazim, E.I.', art. 'al-Maimandi'. 
ta'rikh-i Yomini, ed. 'Ali Qawim (Tehran, 13341 ' Sabk-shiruisi, i i .  62-95. 
1955)~ p. 219; cf. Barthold, Turkeston, p. 291, and 
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its ancient capital KZth. Despite modern Turkish attempts to claim him as 
a Turk, he was almost certainly an Iranian. His early life was unsettled. 
He seems to have been first connected with the ancient Afrighid dynasty 
of KhwZrizmshZhs. When they were overthrown by the ~a 'm i in id s ,  he 
moved to GurgZn for a while, and there wrote his al-hhir al-biqiya for 
QZbiis b. Wushmagir. Returning to his homeland, he served the new 
dynasty of KhwZrizmshPhs in several diplomatic missions. After Mahmiid 
of Ghazna in 4081 I o I 7 dispossessed this dynasty, Biriini was carried off by 
the acquisitive sultan to his capital. According to YZqiit's biography of 
him, he was saved from death a t  Mahmiid's hands as a suspected heretic 
by his great knowledge of astronomy, and it was probably as court 
astrologer that he spent the remaining thirty-odd years of his life at  

Unlike many of his contemporaries, Biriini was no sycophant. His 
dedications to Mahmiid and Mas'iid are couched in what for the age are 
reasonable terms (the dedication of his Kitrib al-jamihir to the later sultan 
Maudiid b. Mas'iid is, however, more fulsome). Mahmiid's role as the 
great Ghgzi does not seem to have impressed him; no doubt he had seen 

- 

enough of the wastefulness of militarism. Of the sultan in India he says: 
'Mahmiid utterly ruined the prosperity of the country, and performed 
there wonderful exploits, by which the Hindus became like atoms of 
dust scattered in all directions and like a tale of old in the mouth of the 
people. ' 2  

Biriini's al-Athir al-biq&a 'an al-qurtin al-khiliyn, 'Chronology of ancient 
nations', as Sachau called it, was written before Biriini came into contact 
with the Ghaznavids; its information on the eastern Iranian world relates 
chiefly to his native KhwZrizm. The Tahqiq m i  li'l-Hind was the outcome 
of his visits to India in the wake of Mahmiid's armies. Its section on the 
Hindiish~hi rulers of Kabul (tr. Sachau [London, I 8791, ii. I 0-14) is 
a precious source on the history of this area before it was annexed by the 
first Ghaznavids, and has been much used by historians to elucidate the 
history of this important Indian dynasty.' w e  would very much like to 
have in our hands two other works of Biriini listed by Ygqiit, irshid, vi. 
3 1  I ,  the Ta'rikh ayyim as-Sul!in Mahmtid wa akhbir abihi, and the Kitib 
al-musimara fi akhbir Khwiricm. The latter is the history of Khwsrizm 
which Baihaqi used extensively for his account of Mahmiid's conquest of 
the province (Ta'rikh-i Mas'ddi, pp. 665-80). 

' On BirGni's life, see YPqQt, Irshcd, vi .  308-14; Dynasty o f  the Hindu Kings o f  Kbbul', J.R.A.S. ix 
S. P. Tolstov, AuJ den Spuren dcr oltchoresmLchcn (1848) ,  177-96; b y  Sir M .  A. Stein, 'Zur Geschichte 
Kultur (Berlin, I C J ~ ~ ) ,  PP. 253, 287-91 ; D.  J. Boilot, der $Phis von Kabul', Festschrift Rudol/ von Roth 
E.I.', art. s.v. (Stuttgart, 1893); and by  H .  C .  Ray, The Dynastic 

Albcruni's India, tr. Sachau (London, I ~ I O ) ,  i .  History ofNorthern India (Calcutta, 1931-6) ,  i ,  ch. 2, 

2 2 ;  see also his Introduction, pp. viii-xvi. 55- I 06. 
' e.g. by E. Thomas, ' O n  the Coins o f  the 
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V I I  

The investigation of the citations from contemporary sources in later 
works is less straightforward. Niizim has noted many of these borrowings 
in his bibliographical introduction to Sultdn Mahmzid, and this may form 
a basis for further research. Some individual works have been examined 
from this point of view. M. Nizimu'd-Din's Introduction to the jawdmi'u'l- 
hikdya't of Muhammad 'Aufi, G.M.S. (London, I g2g), examines the sources 
of 'Aufi, who wrote this work of his under Sultan IltutmishI ( ?  Iletmish) 
of Delhi (reigned 607-331 12 1 1-36), in a most exhaustive way. Special 
note should be taken of his borrowings from the lost parts of Baihaqi's 
Mujalladdt and from the Dastzir al-wuzard', a manual for viziers allegedly 
composed by Sultan Ibriihim b. Mas'fid; this last work is not mentioned 
in any contemporary source, but Ibriihim's known interest in adrninis- 
tration and just rule makes his authorship of it not impossible.2 

The several anecdotes on the Ghaznavids in Fakhr-i Mudabbir 
MubgrakshBh's Addb al-mulzik wa-kggat al-mamlzik (thus in the India Office 
manuscript; in those of the British Museum and the R.A.S. Bengal, 
Adib al-harb wa'sh-shajd'a)) have been translated and annotated by Miss 
I. M. Shafi in her article 'Fresh Light on the Ghaznavids', Islamic 
Culture, xii ( I  g38), I 89-234. Like 'Aufi, Fakhr-i Mudabbir wrote under 
Sultan Iltutmish; but he claimed personal descent from the Arnir 

- 

Bilgetigin, one of Sebiiktigin's predecessors in the governorship of Ghazna 
and father-in-law of Mahmiid, and therefore a connexion with the 
Ghaznavid dynasty. According to Niizim, Sul.tin Mahmzid, p. 9, the anec- 
dotes relating to Mahmfid seem to have been taken from Baihaqi or from 
some similar contemporary source; but the military nature of these 
episodes may point to an origin outside the civilian Baihaqi's work. 

Minhiij ad-Din b. Siriij ad-Din JfizjBni also came from a family con- 
nected by marriage to the Ghaznavids. He wrote his Tabaqit-i Nd!iri in 
657-811259-60 for Sultan Niisir ad-Din Mahmfid b. Iltutrnish. An 
especially valuable feature of his account of the Ghaznavids (tr. H. G. 
Raverty, Bibliotheca Indica [London, I 881-991, i. 67-1 I 5) is the relation he 
gives of the early Turkish ghulim governors in Ghazna and of Sebiiktigin's 
antecedents. JGzjiini quotes here from the part of Baihaqi 's Mujalladdt 
which dealt with Sebiiktigin, the Ta'rikh-i Ni!iri, in which Baihaqi 

' Dr. J. A. Boyle has reminded me ( I  I July 1961) 
that the spelling Iletrnish or 11-Etrnish now seems 
likely, and quotes Hikmet Bayur in Belleten, xiv 
(~g-jo), 567-88; for the older view, see Barthold, 
'Iltutmfl', Z.D.1Zf.C. lxi (1907)~ 192-3. 

See the laudatory obituary notice of Ibrlhim 
in Ibn al-Athir, ed. Tornberg, x. I 10-1 I ( = Cairo, 
1348-531191~34, viii. 147-8), and the many anec- 
dotes a b u t  his justice in the various Persian adab 
and ~,ri!uat-ndrna works. 

' There appear to be some differences between 
the India Office Persian MS. 647 (= Etht 2767, 
~01s. 1493-6) and the British Museum one (Hieu, ii. 
487-8). The 1.0 .  one lacks Shafi's anecdote No. 17 
(p. 231 = B.M. MS. f. 184b), but elsewhere has 
additional sections, and on ff. pa-31a an anecdote 
absent from the B.M. text on the Sharif AbG'l-Fara~ 
Siddiqi, minister to Sultan Ibrihim and the author's 
great-grandfather on his father's side. 
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claimed to have been given information by Mahmtid himself on his 
father's steppe origins, and from the Ta'rikh-i mujadwal of the ImZm 
Abfi'l-QZsim Muhammad b. 'Ali 'ImZdi; both these works are now lost. 
When dealing with the succession to the throne on Mahmtid's death, he 
quotes from Abti Nasr-i MishkZn, presumably via his Maqimit (tr. i. 
67-69, 92). The author 'ImZdi seems to be identical with the Amir 
Mahmfid 'ImZdi b. al-Imiim as-Sanjari al-Ghaznawi quoted in the section 
on the Ghaznavids in the anonymous Mujmal a t - t a~ i r ikh .~  

In many ways, Mahmtid of Ghazna, with his system of government, is 
the hero of the Siyisat-nima of Niziim al-Mulk (408-8511 01 8-92), but in 
contrast to the works previously mentioned in this section, none of the 
great vizier's sources for the Ghaznavids are discernible. Indeed, the 
sources as a whole for this important work have not yet been properly 
investigated, and we lack even a good critical text, even though transla- 
tions have been made into a t  least five modern languages.2 

It  is proposed to deal finally with four lesser-known works, none of 
them available at  present in printed editions, which contain information 
on the Ghaznavids apparently deriving from contemporary or near- 
contemporary sources: I bn BZbii's Kitib ra's m i l  an-nadim ; Shabiinkgra'i's 
Majma' al-ansib ; the anonymous Nasi'im al-a~izir; and Saif ad-Din Fadli's 
Atluir al-wutari'. 

V I I I  

Little is known about Abfi'l-'Abbiis Ahmad b. 'Ali b. Baba al-QiishZni 
except that he wrote his book in Arabic, the Kihib ra's mil an-nadim, 'the 
boon-companion's stock-in-trade', during the reign of the caliph al- 
Muqtafi (530-5511 I 36-60) . 3  Ygqfit, Zrshid, i. 230-2, has an entry on him, 
calling him a grammarian (lughami) and saying that he was known as 
Lawah or Ibn Lawah ( ?  1.w.h) ; but he knows nothing about him except a 
few of his verses and an anecdote of his quoted at  third-hand. Ibn Biiba 
seems to have been more a nadim himself than a grammarian pure and 
simple. V. A. Hamdani says: 'It seems that the author belonged to the 
class of professional cntertainers in Iraq, whence he travelled to fiurHsZn 
where he had cause to deplore the prostitution of his profe~sion. '~ 

As might be expected from its title, the I; ra's mil an-nadim is a work 
containing material useful for nudami' and musimirzin: the names of famous 

' h l r ~ m a l  at-tawirikh, p. 405; see the editor terciirnesi', Tiirkiyat Mecmuasi', xii ( 1 9 5 5 ) ~  231-56. 
BahHr's Introduction, pp. l i m - h i ' ,  and Rarthold, "ee G.A.L. i .  420, Suppl. i. 586; Brockelmann 
Turkestan, p. 24. calls him 'Ibn Bibs'  in the first entry and 'Ibn 
' On the various editions we possess or the SiyisaL- BTni' in the second. 

~ m ,  see I. Kafesoglu, 'Biiyiik SelCuklu Veziri 'Some Rare Manuscripts in Istanbul', J.R.A.S. 
xizkmii'l-~iilk'iin eseri SiyLetnAme ve tiirkse (1938), p. 563. 
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horses and swords, people who were buried alive but escaped, men who 
in the J~hi l iyya had the name 'Muhammad', the lives of famous gram- 
marians, &c. The  last part of the book, however, is a history of the 
Caliphate and the provincial dynasties of Islam down to the fifthleleventh 
century (ff. I 66a-2 I oa of the autograph manuscript of Istanbul, Turhan 
Valide 234. Cf. Hamdani, op. cit., p. 562, for a brief analysis of this 
manuscript; two others are known). Ibn  Biiba closes by saying that he has 
decided to devote a special work to his contemporaries, the Seljuqs, 
'which will describe how their power originated, how their followers con- 
quered Khurasan, Iraq, Rfim, Syria, the land of Fiirs and the Hijaz, and 
how their dominions expanded stage by stage and year by year. Because 
of this intention, we have not mentioned it [sc. the Seljuq dynasty] here' 
(f. n ~ o a ) .  

The section on the Ghaznavids (ff. 203a-21oa) goes u p  to the reign of 
hlas'id I11 b. IbrShim (492-508/1ogg-I I 14). The  only authority which 
he mentions here (specifically, for Mahmiid's birth-date) is Baihaqi, 
Sil~ib ta'rikhihim (f. 204b). H e  gives a succinct account of Sebuktigin's 
n l i c f n ~  and of the Turkish governors who preceded him in Ghazna, with 
t Ill, c l ; ~  tcs of their death or deposition. H e  is the only authority who corro- 
bol-atrs Sebiiktigin's Pand-nima (see below, pp. 19-20) concerning the 
latter's origin from the Barskhiin region of the Semirechye. This account 
of. the Turkish governors is the earliest we possess. Ibn Bsba seems to have 
been especially interested in political and constitutional aspects. He is 
particularly full on the relations of the early caliphs with the Abbasid 
caliphs; with the succession disputes on the deaths of Sebuktigin and 
Mal!mid; and with the murder of 'Abd ar-Rashid and the usurpation 
of power by the slave Toghril (4441 1053). His mention of the legitimist 
feeling which this last episode provoked is interesting (f. 209a). I t  seems 
unlikely that Ibn BZba, who was probably an  'Iriiqi, could have had 
access to the originals of Baihaqi's Mujalladit. I t  is possible that he took 
his information from an intermediate work which had utilized Baihaqi 
and which could also provide some material on the Ghaznavid sultans of 
the latter half of the eleventh century. 'Imiidi's Ta'rikh-i mujadwal n~uSt 
be considered a likely source here, especially as the Mujmal at-tawlirikh, 
as we have secn above, p. I 7, quotes 'ImSdi for the Ghaznavids, and its 
anonymous author came from Jibs], the part of Persia adjoining Iraq' 
I bn BSba 's probable homeland. 

Muhammad b. 'Ali b. Muhammad Shablnklra'i (d. 75911358) Was 
a poet and litterateur of Kurdish origin. He wrote under the patronage 
of GhiyPth ad-Din Muhammad b. Rashid ad-Din, vizier to the TI-Khznid 
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sultan Abii Sa'id, and in 73311332-3 dedicated to him the first version of 
his Majma' al-anrcib fi't-tawfirikh. This is a general history in Persian, begin- 
ning with the Creation ; the author prefixes to it (K I ga-I 8b of the Istanbul 
manuscript Yeni Cami 9091) a 'description of the various human races', 
including the Chinese, Turks, Indians, Habasha, and Zanj. He gives 
especial prominence to the history of his native region, southern Persia, 
with sections on the rulers of KirmZn, Hormuz, and Yezd, the rulers of 
the ShabZnkZrayi Kurds and the Atabegs of Fgrs (ff. 2oa, 2 I 2b-23ga). I t  
is thus to some extent a special history of this r e g i ~ n . ~  

Morley considered the work of little value, except where the author 
dealt with events near his own time (Catalogue of the R.A.S. Arabic and 
Persian Manuscripts, p. 29), but the section on the Ghaznavids (= ff. I 64a- 
18ga of the Istanbul manuscript) is certainly of importance. I t  begins with 
Alptigin and ends with the deposition of Khusrau-ShZh by 'Ah' ad-Din 
Ghiiri, after which comes an appendix on the Slave Kings of Delhi. 
ShabZnkZrayi is important for giving the fullest account which we possess 
of the period between the governorships of Alptigin and Sebuktigin in 
Ghazna. Jiizjsni has a certain amount on the Turkish governors during 
this period, but many sources jump directly from Alptigin to Sebuktigin 
without mentioning the three governors who came between them. 

ShabZnkZrayi also gives the only text in extenso which we possess of 
Sebuktigin's Pand-nima (ff. 1 6 7 a - 1 6 g a ) .  This is a brief 'Mirror for Princes', 
in which Sebiiktigin first tells of his steppe origins and early life, and then 
passes on to giving advice for his son Mahmiid on the business of kingship. 
It  was allegedly written for Mahmiid when, at  the age of seven, he was 
appointed governor of Ghazna whilst his father was away attacking Bust. 
That a Turkish barbarian could have put together this sophisticated little 
epistle, which contains so many of the aphorisms and counsels of the 
longer and more elaborate Persian 'Mirrors for Princes', is most unlikely. 
Either it was composed for Sebuktigin by one of his Persian advisers, or, 
more probably, it was composed after his death, perhaps during the course 
of the eleventh century, and retrospectively attributed to him. This pro- 
cess has frequently happened where the counsels or opinions of a prominent 
figure are involved ; the Siybat-nima was, at  the very least, 'edited' after 
Niziirn al-Mulk's death, and his so-called War@& or Nariyih are clearly 
not from his own mouth and were only compiled in the ninthlfifteenth 

' Analysed in F. Tauer, 'Les Manuscrits persans 
llistoriques des bibliotl~eques de Stamboul', Archiv 
Orienidlni, i i i  (1g31) ,  95-96. Several of the extant 
manuscripts, which are not numerous, are defective 
and, in particular, lack the section on the Ghaz- 
navids (see Storey, pp. 84-85, and NHzim, Sulfin 
Mahrmid, p. I I ) .  For his book, NBzim consulted the 
Paris Bibl. Nat. MS., Supplement persan 1278 
(= Rlochet, i. 269), but complained that its defec- 

tiveness and confusion made it impossible to use 
extensively. However, the Istanbul manuscript, 
which dates from the fifteenth century, is an excel- 
lent one and probably the best of those in existence. 

There is an analysis of the subject-matter in 
Rieu's Cafalogguc of the B. A{. Persian Manurcrt$ts, i. 
83-84, but the manuscript he is describing is a very 
confused and chaotic one. 
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century, although the subject-matter seems to come from genuine family 
tradition and near-contemporary written materials. The elaboration of 
the Pand-nima may thus be part of the growth of the legend of Mahmiid 
as the great GhZzi and of his father as the Amir-i 'Adil, showing that their 
comportment as rulers accorded with the ideal of Perso-Islamic kingship.' 

Shabgnkiira'i further describes such interesting episodes as Sebiiktigin's 
regulation and reform of the iq@-system among the Turks in ZHbulistgn 
(discussed in the present writer's 'Ghaznevid Military Organisation', Der 
Islam, xxxvi [1g60], 72-73). He gives accounts of the campaigns of 
Sebiiktigin and Mahmiid in Khurasan, Transoxania, SistBn, and western 
Persia, but India is given little attention; the author is not interested in 
the Ghaznavids as an Indian power. Particularly noteworthy is the long 
section on Muhammad's short sultanate of 42 I / I  030, the intrigues leading 
up to it, and the vengeance later taken by Mas'iid on those involved in it. 
The motives of the generals and courtiers who manipulated events at this 
time are skilfully analysed (ff. I 8 I b- I 85a). Apart from a brief account of 
the Seljuq irruption into Khurasan, the reigns of Mas'ud and his successors 
are only cursorily treated. 

ShabSnkHra'i does not in this section name any sources, but the detail 
on the succession dispute after Mahmiid's death, the analyses of the rival 
sides' motives, and the descriptions of correspondence which passed 
between them, all show that ShabHnkHra'i was using a source well based 
on official records and knowledge from bureaucratic circles. I t  could be 
from the lost part of the Mujalladit which dealt with the end of Mahmiid's 
reign and the ensuing one of Muhammad. The hostile attitude towards 
the Mas'tidiycn, those who gained ascendancy in the state after Mastiid's 
accession, and the friendly one towards the old, trusted counsellors like 
the Khw2rizmshah Altuntash, reflect clearly the sympathies of the estab- 
lished bureaucracy as we know them through Baihaqi and his master AbB 
Nasr-i Mishkiin. The account of Sebiiktigin and his predecessors may be 
from Mahmiid WarrHq's history (see above, p. I I )  or from ' Imdi 's  
Ta'rikh-i rnujadwal. 

I t  is convenient to consider together two Persian biographical works on 
the lives of viziers, the anonymous Nasi'irn al-ashir ( 7  ishlir), 'Breezes of 
relationship', and the better-known Athit- al-wu~ard' of Saif ad-Din Wjj i  
b. Niziim Fadli. The first of these bears the sub-title Kitib f i alqib al-WUZ~T~' .  
It was written in 72511325 and is known in the unique manuscript of 
Istanbul, Aya Sofya 3487, where it is bound together with a Kitibfi'l- 

' The text of the Pond-mima (from the Paris manuscript), together with a translation, is given by 
Nazim in J.R.A.S. ( I C J ~ ~ ) ,  PP. 205-28. 
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mawi'iz and forms ff. 54a-I I I a  of the whole volume ( 2 0  x 14.5 cm. ; black 
ink with red headings ; spidery naskhi with sparing consonant points ; I 5 
lines per page).I After an introduction of generalities on the vizierate, the 
biographies proper begin with those of the viziers of the Orthodox Caliphs 
[sic]. The viziers of the Abbasids end on f. 7 I b (where nearly three blank 
pages follow) with the vizier Mu'ayyid ad-Din b. al-Qassiib, who held 
office in the period 590-21 I I 94-6 under an-Niisir. Then come the viziers 
of other dynasties, beginning with those of the SHmHnids (f. 73b ff.). The 
section on the Siimiinid viziers deals with the last years of the dynasty, 
the Qarakhanid invasion, and the rise of Sebiiktigin's power in Khurasan 
(ff. 73b-75"). That on the Ghaznavid viziers treats a t  some length of 
Isfarii'ini, Maimandi, and Hasanak, with shorter notices on the viziers 
after Mahmiid's death (ff. 75b-7gb). No sources are mentioned in this 
section, but the account of the arguments set forth when Hasanak was 
chosen to succeed Maimandi is very similar, in parts word for word, 
to that in Baihaqi, pp. 366-7, and must be taken from there or from 
a common source. 

We have more explicit information in the Athir al-wuzari' about a con- 
nexion with first-hand Ghaznavid sources. Saif ad-Din Fadli was an 
official of the Timiirids in Khurasan during the latter half of the fifteenth 
century; for one period he acted as vizier to Sultan Abii'l-Ghiizi Husain 
BiiyqarH. His work is conceived on a larger scale than that of the Nasi'im 
al-ashir, with a long section on the Ghaznavid viziers (K 87b- I I 5a of India 
Office Persian MS. I 569 [= Ethd 62 I ,  cols. 252-31). He begins with Abii'l- 
Fath Busti and ends with the minister of Ibrshim b. Mas'iid I and his son 
Mas'iid 111, 'Abd al-Majid b. Ahmad b. 'Abd as-Samad. The fullest treat- 
ments are those given to the great Maimandi (ff. 8ga-I I ~ a )  and to Hasanak 
(ff. I I I a-I I qa). In the section on Maimandi, the author quotes specif cally 
from the Maqfimit-i Abn Nay-i Mishkin on the vizier's disgrace and dismis- 
sal, and the language, style, and treatment are similar to those of Baihaqi. 
As in the Nasfi'im, the story of Hasanak's rise to office is related at length. 
Fadli gives it on Abfi Nasr-i MishkHn's authority, but his version is fuller 
than that of the Nasd'im or Baihaqi (ff. I I la-I I 3b). 

V. A. Hamdani has pointed out the close dependence of the Athir as 
a whole on the Nasi'im, extending at  times to verbal quotation." This may 
be clearly seen by comparing the respective sections on the SHmHnid 
viziers (Athfir, ff. 85b-87b), where Fadli is the briefer of the two; but in his 
section on the Ghaznavid viziers he has added much fresh material, 
apparently from contemporary sources which were still available to him 

' The manuscript was briefly noted by P. Horn analysis. 
in his 'Persische Handschriften in Constantinopel', 'Some Rare Manuscripts in Istanbul', p. 563. 
Z.D.M.C.  liv (ICJOO), 505, no. 991, but without 
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in the fifteenth century. It may also be noted that KhwPndamir (d. 
? 94211535-6) drew heavily on the Jvasd'lm for his own book on the lives 
of viziers, the Dastzir al-wuzard'; judging b y  the extracts on the Ghaznavid 
viziers translated in Elliot and Dowson, History of India, iv. 148-53, the 
borrowing was verbatim.' 

For the Nasi'im and the Athir, see Storey, p. 1090, and on the latter of the two, NZzim, Sullin 
M a h d ,  pp. I 1-12. 
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NOTES ON T H E  PRE-GHAZNAVID 
HISTORY OF EASTERN AFGHANISTAN 

T He pre-Islamic and early Islamic history of what is now eastern and 
southern Afghanistan contains many obscurities. Literary sources 
are sparse. The  pre-Islamic confederations and empires which ruled 

over the region have left no royal annals in literary form, although it is 
true that they have left us valuablc epigraphic and numismatic material. 
The  eastern region of Afghanistan, or a t  least the Ksbul valley, was until 
the seventh century A.D. strongly Buddhist, and this and the more 
southerly province of Z5bulistZn, the region around Ghazna, were visited 
by the Chinese Buddhist monk and traveller Hiuen-Tsang in the early 
seventh century. 

Accordingly, we havc in the account of Hiuen-Tsang's journeyings a 
first-hand source on the region.' Unfortunately, the difficulties of apply- 
ing information in Chinese sources to the study of the non-Chinese parts 
of Asia are notorious; they are the exasperation of the student of early 
Central Asia and Siberia, another region where literary sources, apart 
from the Chinese annals and a few references in Byzantine and other 
western Asiatic sources, are almost rvholly lacking. T o  the Sons of Heaven, 
all the lands to the west and north of thcir empire were an outer darkness. 
The annalists doubtless made an honest attempt to render non-Chinese 
names and terms into their own language, but the nature of the Chinese 
ideograms and our imperfect knowledge of the pronunciation of earlier 
Chinese make the interpretation of Chinese sources very speculative. 

Eastern Afghanistan was geographically much closer to the Indian than 
to the Chinese world, and we have much evidence of Indian religious and 
cultural influences penetrating the Kabul valley and Zabulistiin until as 
late as the tenth century, when Alptigin and the first Ghaznavids over- 
threw the Hindiishahi Riijiis of Kabul and Waihind.2 But again, there are 

Tr. Stanislas Julien, Alimoires sur les contries 
occidentales (Paris, I 857). The section relating to 
Afghanistan is examined by A. Fourher in his 
"Notes sur I'itineraire de Hiuen-tsang en Afgha- 
nistan", Etudes osiatiqrres publibs d L'occasion du cingf- 
rinquiirne annicersaire de l'Ec01e Jranfaise d'Exfrime- 
Orientpnr ses mernbresef ses collaborateurs (Paris I gz5), i. 

Cf. Hudtid a l - 'dam,  ed C'. Minorsky (London 

1937), p. 9 1  (written in 982), on NangrahBr, the 
modern region ofJalHlZbid, showing that its ruler 
wasostensibly Muslim, but had over thirty wives, and 
that the rest of the people were idol-worshippers; 
and ibicl., p. I I 1 ,  on Kgbul and its importance as a 
pilgrimage ccntre for Indians. For the Hindcshlhis, 
see H.  C. Ray, The dynactic history of northern India 
(early mediaeval @riod) (Calcutta 1931-6), i .  55 Ff. 
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difficulties of interpretation for the modern student. The Hindus showed 
little intellectual curiosity in the lands outside their own sub-continent; 
their historical sense was deficient, and the historian of early India faces 
basic problems in the construction of a satisfactory chronological frame- 
work for events. I 

Thus the historian of eastern and southern Afghanistan must rely 
essentially on gleanings from two major groups of source-material. The 
first group is that of the Islamic literary sources, which give us information 
about the state of affairs on the eve of the Arab raids north-eastwards 
from Sisttin. These sources are by no means numerous. The Arab 
chroniclers concerned with the Iranian east were primarily interested in 
Khurtistin proper, the north-eastern corner of modern Persia, together 
with Transoxania and the lands along the upper Oxus (Chaghiiniyiin, 
Khuttal, Wakhsh, and Tukhtiristtin), i.e. those lands which had been an 
integral part of or in close relationship with the Stisanid empire to which 
the Arabs had fallen heir. The main early Arabic source giving detailed 
information on the Arab raids of the Umayyad period into ar-Rukhkhaj 
and Zamindtiwar (sc. the region of Qandahiir) and into Ziibulistiin, is 
Baltidhuri's Futzih al-buldin (ninth century), and additional material can 
be found in the histories of Ya'qiibi (end of the ninth century) and 
Tabari (early tenth century) .2 

Of Persian histories, Gardizi's Zain al-akhbdr (mid-eleventh century) 
has a considerable amount of unique information on the Saffarid cam- 
paigns in eastern Afghanistan and on the Turkish slave governors in 
Ghazna a century or so later; as a local man, we may attach particular 
credence to Gardizi's information on affairs in the Ghazna-Gardiz area. 
A source which has become utilizable by orientalists only in the last three 
decades is the anonymous Ta'rikh-i Sistin (basically stemming from the 
later eleventh century) ; 3  this gives valuable information, probably from 
local traditions, on southern and eastern Afghanistan from the first Arab 
invasions to the middle Ghaznavid period. Were it not for this work, the 
events in this region during the two centuries between the early Arab 
invasions and the rise of the Safftirids would be almost wholly veiled from 
us. The dynamism of the two Saffiirid brothers from SistBn, Ya'qfib and 
'Amr b. Laith, brought them almost to Baghdad in the west, and in the 
othcr direction, eastwards through Afghanistan along the historic route 

' A. L. Rasham notes that 'It is perhaps unjust the information of the Arabic sources in his sections 
to maintain that India had no sense of history what- on Zamindawar and ZHbulistHn in Eridahr nach 
ever, but what intercst she had in her own past was der Geographic dcs Ps. Moses Xorenac'i, Abhandlungcn 
generally concentrated on the fabulous kings of a dcr Kgl. Gesellschafl dcr Wisscnrchafkn zu Goffingcn, 
legendary goldrn age, rather than the great empires Phil.-hist. Kl., N.S. iii/g (Berlin, I ~ O I ) ,  37-40. 
which had risen and fallen in historical times' (The 3 Ed. Malik ash-Shu'arH' BahHr (Tehran, 13141 
Wonder That Was India [London, I 9451, p. M). 1935). ' J. Marquart has conveniently pieced together 
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taken by the modern Lashkargsh-QandahZr-Ghazni-KSbul road1 to 
Kgbul itself. Their campaigns in the east are documented in the Arabic 
sources of Mas'fidi's Murijj adh-dhahab and I bn al-Athir's al-KJmil f i't-ta' 
rikh and in the Ta'rikh-i Sistlh, but the picture is not as complete as we 
should like. The  history of the region becomes reasonably well-known 
only in the second half of thc tenth century, when first Alptigin, slave 
governor for the Sgmsnids, and then Sebiiktigin and the Ghaznavids, 
became established in Ghazna. 

The  other group of source-material holds perhaps the greatest hope for 
future revelations of Afghanistan's early history. I t  comprises the material 
evidence of the past in the shape of archaeological discovery. The French 
Archaeological Delegation in Afghanistan (D. A.F. A.) has now been work- 
ing in the country for some forty years, and within the last decade the 
I talian Archaeological Mission has also begun work; both groups have so 
far worked mainly in eastern Afghanistan. The  results already achieved in 
such places as BSmiySn, Begriim, Surkh Kotal, Hadda, Ghazna, Mundigak, 
Lashkar-i Riizgr, &c., show that the country offers remarkable treasures 
for the general archaeologist and for such specialists as epigraphists and 
numismatists. The  Afghans themselves are commendably aware of their 
country's potentialities for the scholar and archaeologist, and the Afghan 
authorities do much to facilitate research and exploration.2 Hence through 
the disciplines mentioned above, a beginning has been made on the re- 
construction of important periods in Afghanistan's pre-Islamic past. 

The  inscriptional discoveries of recent years have been particularly 
significant. They have come both from the northerly Hindu Kush region 
and from the more southerly one of ZSbulistiin and Zamindiiwar. Many 
of these are in Greek characters or in scripts clearly deriving from the 
Greek alphabet, testifying to the spell which the post-Alexandrian 
Hellenistic civilization of Bactria and Arachosia still exercised on the 
waves of invaders from the Central Asian steppes. These recent discoveries 
include the inscriptions of Surkh Kotal or Baghlgn, near the modern 
town of Pul-i Khumri in northern Afghanistan, which were found in the 
nineteen-fifties by D.A.F.A. (see below) ; the bilingual Greek and Ara- 
maic inscription of the Mauryan emperor AJoka found just outside 
Qandahsr in 1958;' and the Hephtalite one of Uruzgan in western 
ZZbulistZn found by Dr. A. D. H. Bivar in 1953.4 I t  is clear that a scholar 

Accepting the arguments of A. Bornbaci that 
this was in fact the historic route, against the view 
of A. Foucher that i t  went up the ArghandZb river 
valley and across the HazlrajZt mountains to 
Klbul;  see Bombaci, 'Ghazni', in E a ~ t  and West, 
N.S. viii/g (Rome, 1957), 254, and also A. J .  
Toynbee's chapter, 'The Arachosian corridor', in 
Bctuven Oxru and jurnna (London, I 96 I ), pp. 53 ff. 

The prcsent writer would likr to place on record 
his own gratitude to Kgbul University and its staff 
for the help and racilitics cxtmdrd to him during 
a visit to Arghanistan in May-.Junr 1964. 

Cf. 1). Schlumberger, &c. ,  'Une hilingtle 
greco-aramtrnne d'Aaoka', 3. A .  ccxlvi ( I  g58), 1-48 
' Sre the account in his artirlr 'Thr Inscriptions 

of Uruzgan', J.R.A.S. (1954), p p  1 12-18. 
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travelling in Afghanistan who keeps his eyes open and who takes advan- 
tage of scraps of local information, has a good chance of making valuable 
discoveries. 

For the linguist, the most exciting of these inscriptional discoveries 
comes undoubtedly from Surkh Kotal. During 1957, D.A.F.A. discovered 
in the excavated ruins of a Kushan religious sanctuary there a inono- 
lithic inscription in a script derived from the Greek cursive used in Iran 
during the Parthian period. Surkh Kotal, in fact, lies in what was the 
classical Bactria and the later Islamic province of TukhZristZn. The  
sanctuary was begun apparently by the Iiushan king Kaniska, who 
reigned probably in the second century AD.'  The language of the inscrip- 
tion gives us the first text in a new Middle Iranian language, called by 
the inscription's discoverer, the late Andrl  Maricq, 'ktko-tokharien', and 
by Professor W. Henning 'Bactrian'; it seems that the latter term is most 
likely to become the cstablished one. According to Henning, the language 
occupies an intermediate position, liilguistically as geographically, be- 
tween Pashto and Yidgha-Munji (languages still spoken today in Chitrgl 
and on the other side of the Pakistan border in the extreme north-east of 
Afghanistan respectively) on the one hand, and Soghdian, KhwZrazmian, 
and Parthian on the other.2 

It  will be seen that we are therefore getting a certain amount of light 
thrown on thc history of pre-Islamic Afghanistan, but much remains ob- 
scure. The successors of the Kushans in eastern Afghanistan were the 
Hephtalites, called in Indian sources by the misleading name of Sveta 
Hfinas, 'White Huns'. For the history of this confederation of peoples, 
which was probably Indo-European in leadership but which may well 
have contained ethnically Turkish elements, we possess the monograph 
of R. Ghirshman, Les Chionites-Hephtnlites,3 which he based on thc literary 
sources for SZsZnid history and for the Arab invasions of KhurBsZn and 
T u k h ~ r i s t ~ n ,  on some Chinese information and on the important numis- 
matic evidence on thcir rulers and their chronology. The power of 
the Hrphtalitcs in the upper Oxus vallcy and in northern Afghanistan 

Such is the traditional dating, acccpted by 
Bivar in his 'The  Kaniska dat ing from Surkh 
Kotal', h'.S.O.A.,S. xxvi (1963), 498-502. thc latcst 
contl-i1111tion to the topic; b i ~ t  t h r  whole qucslion 
or thr placing o l  thc Kaniska r r a  is cxtrcmcly com- 
plcx ant1 diflicult. 

T h e  litrraturr on  this inscription, its historical 
signiheancr and its langr~agc, is all-rady quite cx- 
Ir~isivr. 'l'hc wo1.k~ or salirnt iniportancc a rc  those 
orhlar icq,  'Inscriptions d c  S l ~ r k h -  Kotal (Baghlsn). 
1.a grantlr inscription d r  Kaniska C I  I'6tl.o-tokharien, 
I'anri(-nnr langlrr rle la Ractrianr', J.11. ccxlvi 
( I?#) ,  345 ~ 4 4 0 ;  o f  Hrnning ,  ' T h r  Bactrian in- 
~rrrption',  B.S.0.A.s. xxiii (1960), 47-55; and  of  
E. Rrnvrnistc, 'Inscriptions d r  Ractrianc', J.A. 

ccxlix (1961). r 13-52. T h e  spc.culations of H. 
H r ~ n i b a c h  in his monograph Die hhrliika-Inschrifl 
Irorl S~crXh hbtnl: Ein <ezcgnis des jungeren Alithraisrnus 
aus Iran (Wicsbadrn, 1960) a r c  effectively disposed 
of by I. Grrshevitch in  his rrview i n  B.S.O.A.S. 
xxvi ( I  963), 193-6, itsclran important contribution 
to the solution of problems raised by the inscription. 
I?rr~.thcr niatrrial in  the Bactrian language is a t  
prcsrnt held by Henning, bu t  has not  yet been 
pul~lishril .  

Memoires d r  la D.A.F.A., vol. xiii (Cairo, 
1940). Ghirshnian argues convincingly that  the 
Hrphtal i t rs  were in  fact only one element of t h e  
Chionitc confrdcration, perhaps the ruling house. 
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succumbed to the Arab invaders of KhurZsZn in the latter half of the 
seventh century, but a southern kingdom, based on Ziibulistgn, lasted 
much longer than this. I t  probably dissolved into a network of local chiefs 
and rulers, epigoni of the Hephtalites in  south-eastern Afqhanistan, and the 
history of these local chiefs merges into that of the first Muslim raiders into 
the region, the sources for which were outlined above, pp. 13-14. The 
Arabs' raids were aimed more a t  exacting tribute, plunder, and slaves than 

- 

a t  establishing a permanent military occupation, and in general, the local 
rulers preserved their authority. I t  was these same rulers whom the 
SaffZrids in the later ninth century, and then in the next century, the 
Turkish ghulZm commanders of the SZmZnids, Qaratigin Isfijiibi, and 
his successors a t  Bust1 and then Alptigin and his successors at  Ghazna, 
faced with their troops. 

We have some scraps of information about the immediate predecessors 
of the Ghaznavids in those sources describing the dynasty's rise in eastern 
Afghanistan. The  dynasty's founder Sebiiktigin, father of the great Sultan 
Mahmfid, was of course only the last of a series of Turkish slave governors 
who had for fifteen years ruled in Ghazna, nominally on behalf of the 
SZmZnid Amirs of KhurZsZn and Transoxania. But whom did these in- 
coming Turks displace a t  Ghazna? I t  seems that the indigenous local ruler 
there was one Lawik. O f  the authorities either themselves of early date or 
enshrining early information, the Siydsat-nima of Niziim al-Mulk (end of 
eleventh century-beginning of twelfth century), the $baqdt-i Afd!iri of JGz- 
jZni (thirteenth century) and the Majma' al-ansib fi't-tawtikh of Muham- 
mad ShabZnkZra'i (fourteenth century)' mention Lawik,and Jiizjgni gives 
him the Islamic kunya or patronymic of Abii Bakr ; however, Shab~nkBra'i 
says he was a pagan. I n  the manuscripts of the Tabaqdt-i Afisiri, a variant 
of the name appears as Aniik, but this is probably a scribal error. One can 
make sense only by equating it with Turkish eniik, 'cub of a lion, hyena, 
wolf or dog' (KZshghari, Diwin lughit at- Turk, tr. Atalay [Ankara, 1939- 
431, i. 72;  Brockelmann, Mitteltiirkischer Wortschatz [~uda~est-Leipzig, 

Two of these, Baituz and Toghan, were in Bust 
during the middle years of the tenth century. 
Baituz was the original patron of the celebrated 
stylist and litttrateur AbQ'1-Fath Busti, but was 
displaced from Bunt by Sebiiktigin; a coin of 
Baituz dated 3591970 h a  now been found a t  
Lashkar-i BbBr. See J.-C. Gardin, Lmhkari Bazar. 
II. Las trouwilles, cdramiqws el mmaiss & h h k a r i  
B u a r  el & Brut, Mtmoi ru  de  la D.A.F.A., vol. 
xviii (Paris, 1963), pp. 170-1, and Bosworth, The 
C k d :  thrir empire in Afghanishn and 8 a s h  Iran 
* l o p  (Edinburgh, 1963), pp. 37, 100-101. 

a O n  ShabinUra' l  (d. 75911358) and his book, 

nee Bosworth, 'Early Sources for the History of the 
First Four Ghaznavid Sultans (g77-1041)', Islamu 
W r l c r b ,  vii11-2 (1963), IS-20. The text of 
ShabHnk~ra'i's section on Sebiiktigin and his prede- 
cessors is now p r i n t 4  by Sa'id Nafisi in his Dar 
pirimfin-i Ta'rikh-i Baihaqi (Tehran r 349/1963), 
20-35, from a manuscript of unspecified provenance. 
A further source, the Kitrib ra's mil an-nadim of Ihn 
BZbi al-QZshZni (written in the middle years of the 
twelfth century, see Bosworth, op. cit., pp. 17-10), 
deals briefly with the predecessors of Sebiiktigin in 
Ghazna, but does not specifically mention Lawik. 
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I 9281, p. 22),  as in fact A. Bombaci has recently done, taking Aniik to be 
a local Turkish chief.' Since we do know of the presence ofTurkish nomads 
in eastern Afghanistan in pre-Ghaznavid times, the suggestion is not im- 
possible, but it is improbable; Lawik seems to be the more likely form. 
According to Habibi, Pashto wa Lowikin-i Ghazna, p. 38 (see on this work, 
below, pp. 18 K),  there was a Persian poet at  the court of the Delhi Sultan 
NHsir ad-Din Mahmfid Shiih (644-6411246-66) who held the position of 
Mustaufi or Accountant-General and who was called Malik al-Kaliim 
Fakhr al-Mulk 'Amid ad-Din Lawiki. Habibi surmises that this man 
might possibly be a descendant of the Lawik of Ghazna and his family. 

Niziim al-Mulk, Jiizjsni, and Shabiinkiira'i relate how Alptigin, when 
he first arrived a t  Ghazna from Khuriissn in 3511962, clashed with 
Lawik, besieging him in the citadel of the town for four months before 
capturing the fort. The Siyisat-nima then says that Lawik withdrew to 
Sarakhs (sc. to northern Khuriissn), which is patently absurd; possibly 
we should read something like the Jurwas mentioned in Baihaqi, Ta'- 
rikh-i Mas'zidi, ed. Ghani and Fayyiid (Tehran, 1324/1945), p. I 16, and 
in Yiiqiit, Mu yam al-buldin (Beirut, I 374-611955-7), ii. I 30, a place in 
Ghiir. According to Shabsnksra'i, Lawik drew military aid from the 
direction of India. I t  seems, however, that the family had popular support 
within Ghazna. Lawik or his son returned (the sources imply that there 
were during this period two Lawiks, father and son, and Jiizjiini gives the 
latter the kunya Abii 'Ali) during the governorship of Ishiiq, Alptigin's less 
capable son, and in 3531964 recovered Ghazna, holding it for a year until 
Ishiiq came back with help from the Siimiinids. A decade or so later, 
the people of Ghazna were chafing under the rule of a drunken and 
obnoxious Turkish governor, Bori or Boritigin (the texts have the ortho- 
graphy Piri or Piritigin for this name), and they invited Lawik or his 
son to return. He came with an army which included the Hindiish~hi 
Kiibul-Shiih's son (according to Niz5m al-Mulk, this last was Lawik's 
son-in-law), but was defeated at  Charkh in the L6gar valley between 
Kabul and Ghazna by Sebiiktigin, who put both of the attacking leaders 
to death (366/977).2 I t  is abundantly clear that Lawik and his family had 
much influence in Ghazna, and possibly in nearby Gardiz also; Gardiz 
did not fall to the Turkish incomers till 3641974-5 or thereafter, for the 
governor Bilgetigin, Bori's predecessor, was killed during the siege of  it,^ 
' 'Introduclion to the Excavations at Ghazni', 

Earl and CVcst, N.S. X / I - 2  (1959), 4. 
Siysat-nima, ed. H. Darke (Tehran, 13401 

1962), pp. 145-7, tr. idem, The Book of Government 
or Rules .for Kings (London, I g60), pp. 1 16-- 17 ; 
?abnqil-i NrQiri, ed. Habibi (2nd edition, Publica- 
tions of the Afghan Historical Society No. 76, 
Kabul, 1342-311963-4, 2 vols.), i. 226-7, tr. H. G. 
Raverty (London, I 88 I -gg), i. 7 I -73 ; Majma' al- 

ansZb, Istanbul Persian MS. Yeni Cami 909, ff. 
164a et seqq.; cf. M.  Niizim, The Lye and Times of 
Sullin Alahmtid of Chazna (Cambridge, 1 9 3 1 ) ~  pp. 
25-27, and Bosworth, The Chaznauids, pp. 37-39. 

3 Ibn Biibii, op. cit., Istanbul Arabic MS. 
Turhan Valide 234, ff. 203b-204a; Fakhr-i Mudab- 
bir, .4dib al-mulrik wa kiJiyat al-maml~ik, India 
Office Persian MS. 647, f. 75a. 
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and the town could conceivably have been used by Lawik and his son 
as a base for their revanches. The  existence of what might be termed a 
'legitimist' feeling in Ghazna certainly creates a predisposition in favour 
of our regarding Lawik as a member of a local family of standing and 
perhaps of some antiquity. 

As for Gardiz, we hear about its local ruler in Saffiirid times. According 
to Gardizi, ed. Nazim (Berlin, 1928), p. 1 I ,  Ya'qiib b. Laith in 2561870 
or just before that year marched from Sistiin to Panjwiiy and TiginZbgd 
(in the region of Qandahgr),' and defeated and killed the ruler of Zamin- 
diiwar, the Zunbil or Ratbil. H e  then took Ghazna and demolished its 
shahrastin or citadel'z and besieged Gardiz. The  ruler of Gardiz is named 
as AbG Mansiir Aflah b. Muhammad b. Khiiqiin; he eventually sur- 
rendered, giving pledges for good behaviour and promising a tribute of 
10,ooo dirhams per annum. Ya'qiib then carried on to wrest Biimiygn 
from its ruler, the ShEr, and plunder its idol-temple. 

From the early Ghaznavid period we have a further piece of informa- 
tion about the rulers of Gardiz, again in Gardizi's Zain al-akhbir, pp. 95-96. 
I n  42 I 11030, Mahmiid of Ghazna's son Mas'iid was disputing the suc- 
cession with his brother Mul>ammad, and a t  this time one Abii Sahl 
Mursil b. Mansfir b. Aflah Gardizi brought from Baghdad for Mas'iid 
a n  investiture patent and the insignia of Caliphal recognition. This AbB 
Sahl Mursil was a member of the court circle a t  Ghazna, and it seems 
likely that the descendants of the Gardiz family mentioned in Saffarid 
times had rallied to the side of the Ghaznavids and had become influential 
in their service. The  chronological gap between the mentions of Abfi 
Mansiir Aflah and Abii Sahl Mursil is one of 160 years, which scems an 
excessive distance for three generations alone to span, but it is not 
impossible that one or more names have dropped out of the chain of 
filiation, or perhaps that we should read 'Abii Sahl-i Mursil' with an 
i d q a  of rclationship. The occurrence of the elemcnts 'Mansfir' and 
'Aflah' in both names and the common connexion with Gardiz can hardly 
be fortuitous. 

An ifitcresting new piece of evidence which would connect this local 
family of Gardiz with the Lawik of Ghazna has recently been brought 
forward by the well-known Afghan scholar, historian, and poet, 'Abd 
al-Hayy Habibi Qandahari in his monograph Pashto wa Lowikin-i 
Ghazna, yak tohqiq-i jadid dar ta'rikh-i adabiyyat-i Pashtn ma ta'rikh-i Ghanml 
Pashlo and L v k s  of Ghazna (Publications of the Afghan Historical Society 

' See on the first of these two places, Mir Husain 1cj58], i i .  462) rrmains to be identified. 
Shsh, 'Panjwayee-Fanjuwai', AJQhanisfan, xvii/g 2 According to Baihacli, Ta'rikh-i Al~-~'lidf, P. 26r 
(Kgbul, 1962), 23-27; the site of Tiginzbid, still quoting the historian of Ghazna MahmGd Warr2q, 
mentioned in the early 13th century (cf. Juwaini, Yatqcb and 'Amr afterwards rebuilt the ~01'0 an( 
To'rikh-i Jihin-GurhQ, tr. J .  A. Boyle [hlanchester shahrasfh  of the town. 
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No. 69, Kabul, 1341 /1962), although it must be stressed a t  the outset 
that there is now no means of controlling or checking this evidence, as 
will appear from what fo1lows.I 

When Habibi was in exile in Pakistan in the nineteen-fifties, there were 
in a Siifi'khinqi/z in Karachi some BalGchi murids who came from the 
district of DEra Ismii'il Khiin. Amongst these murids there appeared a 
small manuscript in Persian containing several tales revolving round the 
miracles (knrinzit) of Shaikh Sakhi Suriir of R4ultSn. This Shaikh lived 
in the sixthltwelfth century, and was an  acquaintance in Baghdad of 
of 'Abd al-Qiidir Jiliini and Shihhb ad-Din Suhrawardi; he was buried a t  
DEra Ghiizi Khiin in the Panjab, where his tomb became a celebrated 
pilgrimage place. Habibi was able in 1957 to examine the manuscript. 
He concludes that the paper and thc calligraphy point to a date of 
c. goo/1500 for thc copying of the manuscript; the literary style points to 
the Ghaznavid or Ghurid period for thc date of composition. Since both 
the beginning and end of the manuscript were missing, the names of 
neither author nor copyist could be ascertained. After handling it in 
1957, Habibi lost track of the manuscript; the head of the khinqih died, 
and Habibi's own transcripts and photographs were confiscated by the 
Pakistani police and thereby lost to him. Although the work was pri- 
marily hagiographical in tone, thc anecdotes in the manuscript also con- 
tained matcrial of historical interest. Of one of these anecdotes, on f. I gb, 
Habibi did manage to rctain a record, and on p. 46 of his monograph he 
givcs the text of it, with his own corrections to the original: 

In the history of Ghazna by Hasan-i Saghiini is a story from Abfi H imid  
az-ZB~vuli. According to this, there was a grcat mosque (nzaGid) in the town of 
Ghazna, by the Riimiyiin, gate, which was known as the mosque (mazgit). of 
Aflah Lakvik. This had been a grcat idol-temple (but-khina), which Wujwir 
Lawik had erected in honour of the Ratbil and the Kiibul-Sh5h. 

Whcn his [sc. Wujwir Lawik's] son Iih5n5n was convcrtcd to Islam, he was 
nevcrthclcss disinclincd to destroy the idol of Lawik, so he buricd it beneath 
the ground in tllc temple,  lacing it in a silver casket. The Kabul-Shiih sent the 
fol lo~vin~ linc of poetry, in the Khxlaji language (lisin-i K/l.l.jbya) which the 
Lawik hncl spokcn. 

[Hcrc follo\vs a linc of verse in an apparently unknown language, which 
Habibi, ho~z,cvcr, reads as very archaic Pnshto, yielding the following meaning:] 

'Alas! Thc idol of 1,awik has becn intcrred beneath the earth of Ghazna, and 
the I-nwiyzn fi1mily have given away [the crnbodiment of] thcir kingly power. 
I am going to scnd my own army; do not yourself follow the same way of the 
Arabs [sc. thc rcligion of Islam].' 

KhZnBn latrr rrvcrtcd to the faith of the Hindiiyin-ShPh. When his grandson 

' Oricntalists arc in Ijabibi's debt not only for the important Tabaqit  as-Slijiyya of Khwgja 'AbdailZh 
rdition of the Tohogi t - i  JV&iri mentioned ahovc, Ans5ri Harawi (Publications of the Afghan His- 
P. 179 n. 2 ,  hr~t a l ~ o  for an csccllcnt edition of thr torical Society No. 72, K ~ b u l ,  1341/1962).  
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Aflah succeeded to power, he demolished the idol-temple of Lawik and built a 
mosque there instead. 

The story continues in this wise. When SultSn Sakhi Suriir arrived at this 
mosque, he exclaimed, 'I smell an idol!' He looked diligently and eventually 
uncovered the idol of Lawik, still laid in its silver casket. He smashed it to pieces 
and gave the precious metal for building a mosque. Thus by means of this miracle 
by that Saint of God, the smell of unbelief and Hindu idolatry passed from the 
town of Ghazna. 

Habibi supplies a copious commentary to this story, the salient features 
of which are as follows. 

Hasan-i Saghiini is the famous Indian traditionist and lexicographer, 
Radi ad-Din al-Hasan b. Muhammad as-Saghiini (d. 650112 52)) author 
of two important dictionaries, the Majma' al-bahrain fi'l-lugha and the 
unfinished al-'Ubib at-tikhir wa'l-lubib al-fikhir, which was much used by 
later Arabic lexicographers (and also by Lane for his Arabic-English 
Lexicon).' According to Habibi, an Istanbul manuscript of the 'Ubdb con- 
tains marginal glosses in Persian dialect, the lisin-i Gharnawiyya, words 
and expressions which Saghiini himself had heard in Ghazna.' The 
BBmiyiin gate of Ghazna is one of the four gates mentioned by Maqdisi 
in his Ahsan at-taqistm, ed. de Goeje (Leiden, 1906)) p. 304. 

I t  is the designation of Aflah (the text writes Aflakh) with the title, 
presumably a dynastic one, of Lawik that enables Habibi to connect these - 

two names which are mentioned in connexion with the early history of 
Gardiz and Ghazna respectively. The title Lawik occurs again as part of 
the designation of Aflah's grandfather Wujwir, a name which Habibi con- 
nects with the district to the west of Ghazna, on the borders of Ziibulistgn 
and Ghfir, and which is known variously as Wujiir/WujiristBn (cf. 
JGzjzni, 7abaqit-i JVi$ri, i. 333, 346, 351, 353, tr. i. 334, 357, 366, 369) 
or Hujwir (cf. the name of the author of the Kashf al-mahjcb, the biographer 
of the Siifis ofKhuriisan and the east, 'Ali b. 'Uthmiin al-Hujwiri), modern 
Wajirist~n.3 Habibi regards Ratbil as the correct form and not Z~nbil 
(as is maintained by Marquart in his article 'Das Reich Zjbul und dcr 
Gott k i n  vom 6-9 Jahrhundert', Festschrifl Eduard Sachau [Berlin, 19 1519 
pp. 248-92, connecting the title with the god Ziin or Zhiin whose shrine 
lay in Zamindiiwar in pre-Islamic times); he cites Arabic poetic and 
lexicographical shawihid and gives an etymology from Indian Przkrits 

' Cf. Brockelmann, Gcschichfe dcr arabisthcn 
Literafur (Leiden, I 937-4g), i. 444, Supplement, i .  
614. 

a According to ibid., i. 444, there are two manu- 
~ r i p t s  of the ' U b c b  in Istanbul, Aya Sofya 4702-4 
and Kopriilii 1551-3; Habibi does not specify 
which of the two he means. 

J Dr. D. N. McKenzie, who was kind enough to 
read through the draft of this article with the 

expert eye of an Iranian linguistic scholar, suggests 
the possibility of this region WujfirlHujwir, kc.9 
being connected with the modern Wazir Pathans. 
In favour of a possible migration of the Wazirs to 
the T6chi valley, he cites the fact that Waziri 
Pashto is a fairly aberrant dialect, but the whole 
of the early history of the Pathan tribes is too 
shrouded in mystery for any firm conclusions to 
be reached. 
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languages.' Khindn he links with the element Khdqdn in Gardizi's name 
Abii Mansfir Aflah b. Muhammad b. KhBqBn, taking the form Khdndn 
as the correct one. The  mention of the idol-temple being erccted in honour 
of the Ratbil and the Ksbul-ShFih, and the existence of an  idol of Lawik 
himself, point, he says, to a cult of these local rulers as divinely appointed. 
The title Sultin here given to Shaikh Sakhi Suriir is an  honorific one, 
indicative of the great fame he enjoyed in his day. 

One of the most intriguing features of the anecdote is undoubtedly the 
line of verse in the lisan-i Kh.l.jiyya, which Habibi interprets as very early 
Pashto. The present writer has no linguistic competence to comment on 
this, but it does raise some historical questions, in particular, the question 
of the Khalaj. These are mentioned in several early Islamic sources (e.g. 
in I bn Khurradzdhbih, Istakhri, I bn Hauqal, the Hudzid al-'darn, 'Utbi's 
Yamini, and the Szjisat-nami) as pastoral nomads in eastern Afghanistan; 
often they are coupled with the Oghuz Turks. I n  early Ghaznavid times 
these tribesmen were recruited into h4ahmGd's armies. Information about 
the Khalaj has been gathered together by Professor V. Minorsky in his 
commentary on the Hudzid al-'dam, pp. 347-8, and in his article 'The 
Turkish Dialect of the Khalaj', Bulletin of the School of Oriental Studies, x 
( I  940-2), 41 7-37. This is not the place for considering whether the 
Khalaj really were Turks; the question is examined by the present writer 
and Sir Gerard Clauson in their article 'Al-XwBrazmi on the peoples of 
Central Asia', to be published in Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society ( I  965). 
The authors here incline to the view that the Khalaj were not ethnically 
Turks, but were dtbris left by such earlier invasions as those of the Sakae, 
the Kushans, and thc Hephtalites.2 I t  would thus be perfectly feasible for 
thc Khalaj to have spoken a basically Indo-European and not a Turkic 
language at  this time. Unfortunately we do not know with certainty what 
stage of its evolution Pashto had reached in the eighth and ninth centuries. 
Also, therc must have been other Iranian languages still flourishing in 
eastern Afghanistan a t  this time. The last millenium has seen the spread 
of Ncw Persian and Pashto a t  the expense of other Iranian languages, 
but wc still havc today remnants of two languages of the South-East 
Iranian group, Parlchi in a few villages to the north of KBbul, and 
OrmuFi in thc L6gZr valley and a t  KZvigurBm in WaziristZn. I t  seems to 
thc present writer quite feasible that the listh-i Khalaj&ya mentioned in 
the anecdotc should be some Iranian language other than Pashto, but 
the dificulties of identifying a language from a single line of poetry, 

' Against the form Rnlbil, i t  should benoted that p. 215,  where in an account of Ya'qtib b. Laith's 
thr manuscript of the 7-a'rikh-i Sislin consistently campaigns against the Zunbil in ZamindHwar, the 
J P ~ I ~ R  <tmhil, often with rr~ll consonant pointing; see opposing Turks and Khalaj seem to be considered 
Malik ash-Shu'ar5'Bah~r'srdition, pp. 21 3-14, n. 2. as two distinct groups. 

An additional piece ofcvidence comes from ibid. 
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whose text has doubtless been much corrupted in its transmission, are 
obvious. 

From this story, Habibi reconstructs the picturc of the coming of Islam 
to the Ghazna region. I t  was first accepted by Khiiniin as a result of the 
Arab raids from SistZn, but when the raiders returned to their base, 
Khiiniin apostasizcd. His son Muhammad permanently accepted the new 
faith, and the latter's son Aflah is the Amir of Gardiz in Saffiirid timcs 
mentioned by Gardizi. Lawik is a general designation or title of the family, 
borne by all its members, and the family must have had links with the 
adjacent regions of Kiibul and Zaminds~var  and their rulers the KBbul- 
Shzhs and the Ratbils or Zunbils. 

I I I 

Undoubtedly, Habibi's account fits in with many of the tantalizing 
fragments of information on the Ghazna region which wc possess. I t  means 
that the coming of Islam to eastern Afghanistan must have been quite 
early, even if it took a long time for the new faith to vanquish the indi- 
genous beliefs and customs and secure a firm hold on the population. 
Certainly, the region of Ghiir to the west of Ziibulistiin remained a pagan 
enclave until the Ghaznavid campaigns of the fifthleleventh century; sce 
Bosworth, 'The early Islamic history of Ghiir', Central Asiatic Journal, vi 
( I  $I) ,  I 23 ff. When in 2551869 the son of the Zunbil escaped from his 
captivity in the citadel of Bust, he fled first of all to the region of ar- 
Rukhkhaj and Zamindiiwar, and quickly collected a large force against 
Ya'qfib b. Laith; sympathy for the local dynasty was obviously strong 
there.' Likewise, we have seen that popular sympathy and support for 
Lawik lingered in Ghazna during the time of Alptigin's successors 
(above, p. 17). 

On the other hand, the detailed narrative of the Ta'rikh-i Sist6n for 
events in the eighth and ninth centuries shows the vigour and dynamic 
of the Arabs in Sistiin, whose ambitions reached northwards into Khurgsgn 
and eastwards into Zamindiiwar and beyond. The  driving force behind 
much of this activity was supplied by the local Khiiriji elements in 
Sistiin, for when the Khawarij of Iraq, A h w ~ z ,  and FZrs were scattered 
in the time of the Umayyad viceroy al-Hajj$ b. Yiisuf, many ofthem with- 
drew eastwards to Kirmiin, Sistiin, and Sind. Thus the Ta'rikh-i Siftin, 
pp. 156 ff., documents the career ofthe Khiiriji leader Hamza b. '~bdal lzh ,  
who rebelled in I 8 I 1797 and eventually compelled the Caliph Hzrhn 
ar-Rashid to recognize him as local governor in Sistiin. As is well known, 
the Saffiirid brothers themselves arose from the ferment of KhHriji and 
orthodox Sunni elements clashing in Sistan during the early and middle 

1 Ta'rikh-i S i s ~ i n ,  pp. 214-15. 
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years of the thirdlninth century, and Ya'qtib and 'Amr seem originally 
to have had KhHriji sympathies.' Now the KhawHrij were religious radi- 
cals and very active propagandists for their sectarian beliefs. We know 
that they early passed from Kirmiin into Sind, where the Muhallabis 
fought them, and their route may have been either through what is now 
Baluchistan or through southern Afghanistan. I t  would in any case not 
be strange if KhHriji zealots carried their faith northwards into eastern 
Afghanistan in the pre-Saffiirid period.2 

In the Peshawar Museum (Inscription No. 49) is an  inscriptiorl of very 
early datt: attesting the presence of Islam in the T6chi valley of WaziristHn 
(in modern Pakistan, but with easy access across the present Afghan 
border from the direction ofKh6st and Gardiz). I t  is in two languages, with 
the upper text in Arabic and the lower one in Sanskrit writtcn in the 
%radii script. The Arabic text records the construction of a building- 
presu~nably a mosque-in JumHdH I 243/September 857, but what looks 
like the name of the buildcr and dedicator cannot easily be deciphered. 
This must without doubt bc one of the earliest Islamic inscriptions known 
in the sub-continent. Since it was first published by M. H. Quraishi in 
Epigraphia Indo-Mosle?nica, ed. G. Yazdani (Calcutta, 1925-6), pp. 27-28, 
no satisfactory rendering of the crucial part of the inscription, the dedi- 
cator's name, has Scen made. 

Some time ago, Dr. A. D. H. Bivar suggested to the present writer that 
part of the yet undeciphered text should be read as f i burr 'Urnin 'in the 
land of Oman'. Thc connexion between Oman and WaziristHn is not an  
immediately obvious one, but Dr. Bivar's view becomes perfectly intel- 
ligible if we take into account the widesprcad activities of the KhawHrij 
as discussed above. Being remote from the central government of the 
Caliphate in Damascus or Baghdad, parts of the Arabian peninsula like 
Oman were obvious places of refuge for the Khaw~r i j .  T o  this day, the 
IbZdiyya, lineal dcscendants of the early Islamic sect of the Khawiirij 
with the same namc, are a substantial clement of the population of Oman. 
The relations, political and economic, of Oman and the oppositc Persian 
coast of M a k r ~ n  have always bccn close. Until 1958, when it was ceded to 
Pakistan, the little port of Gwiidar on the coast of Baluchistan was under 
Omani sovereignty. That  there should be contact between KhHriji 
elements on both sidcs of the Persian Gulf, perhaps entailing some coming 
and going of pcrsonnel, would not be strange and would account for the 

Cf. Rarthold, 'Zrlr Geschichte dcr Saffzridcn', account the copious material in the Ta'rikh-i Sislin, 
in Orifntalistirrh Stridren ru Th. &oldeke gewidmet unpublished till after his death; a modern synthesis 
(Giessrn, I 906), i. I 7 1-9 1.  Barthold makes good of what is known about the early Saffirids is very 
use ofcardizi (parts ofwhose work he had already much a dcsideraturn. 
published in the volume of texts accompanying the The &did nl-'ilarn, p. gr, notes that the in- 
original Russian version of his Tr'rkeston down to the habitar orGardiz were adherents of the Khawirij. 
Along01 Inoarion), but could not or course take into 
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mention of Oman in the inscription. However, this inscription has by no 
means yielded up all its secrets. The present writer's colleague Dr. M. A. 
Ghul has suggested that the phrase interpreted by Dr. Bivar as [ f i] ban 
'Umcin might be part of a personal name, perhaps that of the erector of 
the inscription, . . . ibn 'Amrncir, and this looks palaeographically quite 
possible. But in whichever way we read the phrase, the whole inscription 
testifies irrefutably to the presence of Islam on the North-West Frontier 
a t  least one or two decades before the appearance of the Saffiirids in 
eastern Afghanistan. 

The story on the Lawiks of Ghazna communicated by Habibi would, 
if it could be further authenticated, carry our knowledge of the coming of 
Islam to eastern Afghanistan a considerable step further; it is unfortunate 
that the manuscript in question has now been lost sight of. In default of 
the appearance of some lucky literary find of the same nature as Habibi's 
discovery, and its examination by experts on the languages and history of 
the region, it would seem that the archaeological researches of the French 
and Italians hold out most promise of further contributions to our know- 
ledge of the early history of eastern Afghanistan. 





An Embassy to Mahmiid of Ghazna Recorded in Qgdi Ibn az-Zubayr's 
Kitib adh-dhakhg'ir wa't-tuhaf 

I. THE FIRST VOLUME in the "Amb heritage" 
(a-Turdth al-'ArabZ) series of texts, published 
under thc nuspiccs of thc I<uwait government, is 
the Kitab adh-dhakha'ir wa't-tuhaf of the Qiidi 
Ibn az-Zubayr, expertly edited by Professor 
Muhammad HamidallBh.' As its name implies, 
this work discusses the presents exchanged by 
rulers, and also other topics, such as lvcdding 
and circumcision fcnsts which were celebrated 
on a munificent scale; fanious discoveries of 
treasure; the \venlth left as inheritances by promi- 
nent leaders and rulers; etc. AIost of the iriridents 
and examplcs citctl comc from ' A b b ~ i d ,  Bnyid 
or FBtimitl history. At the erid of the book are a 
few additions (ziydd~t) by a Riarnlnk author, 
Shihiib ad-Din Ahmad al-Awhndi (d. 811/ 
1408-9, according to Ibri al-'Imfid and SakhBwi), 
mainly culled from Rlas'fitli's M u r ~ i j  adh-rlhahab. 

Virtually nothing is known of Qii<li Abn'l- 
Husnyn Ahmnd b. :tz-Zubayr, and what little 
information we can gather romcs from internal 
evidcrice i11 his book. I t  secms that hc was a Shi'i, 
ant1 was first of all in the scrvice of the Bfiyid 
Amir of 'Iriiq, Fiirs and Kirnliin, 'Imkd XI-Din 
Ah i~  KBlijRr al- AIarzubiiri (41540/102448). Then 
aftcr the overthrow of the Rnyitls by the Scljuqs, 
he migratrtl to the more rongrnial atmosphere of 
Egypt anti cntrretl thc sclrvice of the Fiitimid 
Caliph :LI AIustar~sir (427-87/1036-34). From his 
official nritl tliplomatic* c~upcrience, I ~ I I  :IZ-Zribayr 
must have hat1 rxterlsivc A~~owlcrlge for writing 
about thc rxchnngr of prcsmts bct~vern r~ler .9 ,~ 
and when hc deals with c v r n t ~  of his owri time, 
much of his ~nnterinl is rlcarly fimt-hnntl. The 
Kitdb arlh-rlhahhn'ir rnust havc. h c r ~  written in 
thc mitltllc tlct-nclc.: of I hc, 5th/l  l t h I-rr~tury; 
)!a~nitlnll:S\~ .;r~ggr$ts n t l n l t b  :rror~r~tl 4fi:1/1070 -1. 
-- -- 

' KIIWIII t 1959, pp 25 + 307 
'For a general treatment of this topic- in r:irly Isla~n, 

see Bo~worth, Encycl of I*lonr' Art. "Hiha i l l .  The 
Celiphnte to 1258". 

The book is explicitly cited by such later Egyptian 
authors as Riaqrizi i ~ i  his Khilat, ancl by Ghuznli 
in his llfaldli' al-butlfzr, ch. xxxviii, "Rare and 
costly presents and luxury articles", but does not 
otherwise seem to have dchievcd much renown. 

Despite a similarity of title, QBdi Ibn az-Zu- 
bayr's work is clearly riot identical with the anony- 
mous work, krlown orily in a Cotha has., called 
the Kitdb adh-clhalchdi'ir wa't-tuhaf fi bi'r as- 
sand'i' wall-hiraf, described by Goldziher iri his 
Abhandlungen zur arabischcn Philologie. 11. Das 
Kiflib al-Afu'ammarin des Abil Hcitim al-Sidis- 
tcini (Leiden 1899), LXXVII-LXXIX, cf. Brock- 
elmann, Geschichte cler arabischen Lite~alur, 11, 
384; Goldziher placed the composition of this 
work in the time of the Ottoman occupation of 
Egypt. Qadi Ibn nz-Zubayr's book does not in 
fact appear in Brocltelmann. The unique ills. 
of it, from which FIanlidallt%h worked, is in the 
library a t  Afyon Icarahisnr in Turkey, and he 
surmises that it may origirially have bcen part 
of the library there of Ccdik Ahmad Pasha, 
Vizier to AIehmecl the Conqueror from 878/1473 
to 887/1482; it was copied by the well-known 
Mamlnk historiari Ibn D ~ q r n R q . ~  
11. QBdi Ibn az-Zubnyr's fourth chapter is 
headcd al-A~ydm al-mashhzidn wa'l-ijlinld'dt fill- 
awq8t al-ma'htida wa'l-nln?lfifil al-nlahsh~da, and 
tlrsc-ribcs the lavish rccbeptionu aritl cclcbrations 
staged by rulers for thc hcnrfit of important am- 
bassadors. Oti pp. 151-3 hc citrs an cmhassy 
from the Caliph al-Q8tlir (381-4221991-1031) 
to Sultan WInhmnd of Cihaxna (388-421/998- 
1030); a tr~nslat,ion of thiq pnqyage is giver1 below. 

. .. . . . . - - 

3 0 1 1  whom rer . I .  I'~(1erre1, i n  Rnr!/cl.  oj Idam' ,  3 . v . ~  

n~ld  E .  A~lltor,  "Sornc u~l~ut)linhrtl RollrceR for the 
Rnhri period", in Strtdie.9 i n  I ~ l n m i c  histor!/ and civiliza- 
tion, e d .  U .  IIeyd (Jeru~alem 1061), 27-.Ul. 



might be proclaimed heir t o  the Caliphate (wali men, who overpowered her and raped her. The  
al-'ahd), and took place in the year . . . [here a Sultan made enquiries about the man in question 

. . 

lacuna amounting to four words]. and then summoned him. When confronted with the 
"When I approached the town where the Sultan woman's accusation, the man-who had the legal 

was, I encountered a vast  body of his troops, too s ta tus  of muh.san4-admitted to  the  fact. The  Sultan 
numerous to be counted, and all fitted out with the thereupon ordered him to be stoned and then burnt  
most splendid uniforms and outfits, and the finest alive, and he waited till this was really done. Then 
weapons and equipment, t ha t  I have ever seen. I 
entered the town itself, and found the army drawn 
up on parade. I came to a big group of elephants, 
and around them were Indian troops whose number, 
I was told, was 30,000. I passed through them and 
met a large number of young Turkish slave troops 
(ghilmdn), employed ~ E I  guards in the halls of the 
palace (bi-rasm al-hujar), all fully equipped and 
carrying arms; I was informed that  there were 
some 10,000 of them. 

"On reaching the gate [of the palace], I noticed 
152 two great dragons (linninayn), the biggest known of 

their kind, each guarding one of the halves of the 
gate, and held there by iron chains. I entered, and 
found the forecourt thronged with wild beasts, 
chained up on b0t.h sides in lines facing each other. 
I made my way through t.hem, noting first of all 
lynxes in their natural state,  and then panthers 
likewise, all in great numbers. Finally, I reached 
Mahmiid himself, a fine figure t.o see, inst.alled in his 
full court, in a hall richly furnished a ~ ~ d  equipped. 
He was seated on his throne with all the great men 
of state standing before him in two ranks, all in 
their finest clothes. 

"I handed al-Q8dir bi'llih's let,t,er to him. Then 
he got up ready to ride to the place where the proc- 
l a m a t i o ~ ~  of the Caliph's message was to take place, 
and lie ordered me to ride wit,h him. His horse was 
brought t,o the door of the throne room, and he 
mounted. When he rode through t.he midst of those 

he ordered the man's possessio~~s to  be sold oK and 
the money given to the woman in compensation for 
the crime which he had committed against her. 
When all this was over, he rode on." 

111. Several points are involved in the question 
of the historicity of this account. We know that 
Mahmiid was very keen to maintain close rela-, 
tions with the 'Abbkid Caliphs. Their spiritual 
authority, as heads of the Sunni world, was re- 
quired by the Sultan to give legitimacy to his 
sovereignty over the great empire which he had 
built up, and to provide moral and diplomatic 
support against hostile powers like the Qarakha- 
nids north of the Oxus and the Bayids in western 
Persia. For his part, al-QZdir was anxious to culti- 
vate relations with the great Chiizi-Sultan, whose 
victories in heathen India were resounding 
throughout the Islamic world and whose political 
support might be a useful lever againqt the BQyid 
Amirv who controlled 'Iriiq and held the Caliph 
in t ~ t e l a g e . ~  

The year in which al-Qiidir proclaimed his 

Tlie relevance here of the phrase wa-kdna muhsana" 
is connected with the doctrine of the Shari'a on zanci', for 
rape is counted as zind', arid punishment for this de- 

wild beasts, they all roared and rubbed their faces pends on whether the rcini is nlz~haan or not. The latter 
in the dust, abasing themselves before him. The  t.wo term is explained by J. Schacht, in his Encycl. o j  Islam' 
dragons became restive, t.he soldiers shouted out ,  Art. "Zin8"' thus: "By muhqan t.he law means in this 
the elepha~ltfl knelt down in obeisance and t,he horses case every individual who has reached years of discre- 
neighed. It was just. aa if t.he Day of Resurrect,ion tion, is in possess io~~ of his faculties, is free and haa had 
were suddenly upon r ~ s ,  and I felt the ground sexual intercourse in a legal marriage". Fiqh and many 
t.remble! We rode along together. The troops, mean- tradition8 distinguish bet.ween stoning and flogging a8 
while, had split into t.wo det,achments, one in frout 
of us and one behind, the dist.ance between the two 
grnups heing more t,han a bowshot.. The Sult,an t.here- 
fore rode separat.ely from hie corlrt.iers, and only I 
accompanied him. 

153 "When we were some way along the road, a 
woman st.oppec1 him and petitioned him for help. IIe 
looked her up and down and asked her what t.he 
trouble wm. She told him thaL she was t,he daughter 
of one of his respect.ahle, modest-living subjects 
(mastliri ra'iyyntihi). She had gone out on eome 
errand and had been accosted by one of the Sultan's 

t.he appropriat.e penalty for t.he muhaan and the ghayr 
muhsan, but  there are variations amongst. t.he dimerent 
madhhib  concerning the appl ic~bi l i ty  of these penalties. 

' T h e  course of Chasnavid-'Ahbiisid relations is 
examined in detail by Bosworth in his article "The 
imperial policy of t.he early anennwids" ,  Islamic 
Studies, Journal o j  the Central 1n.qtitrtte o j  Islanric IZe- 
search, I/3 (Karachi 19(i2), 49-82, see also idem, The 
Ghnznnvida, their ~n tp i r e  i n  Afghanistan and eastern I ran  
994-1040 (Edinburgh 1963), 46, 5 1 4 ,  and M. NRgim, 
The lije and times o j  S111wn M a h m ~ d  of Ghazna (Cam- 
bridge 1931), IfCkl, 164-5. 



eldest son al-Ghiilib bi'lliih as his heir is recorded 
in the general historians under 391/1001. In this 
year, they say, al-Qiidir took from the notables 
and religious leaders of Khurasan, as the Pil- 
grimage of Khurasan and the east passed through 
Baghdad, a pledge of allegiance (bay'a) for his 
son Abii'l-Fad1 Muhammad, then eight years old. 
The stimulus to this action was the pretensions 
of one 'Abdallfih b. 'Uthmin al-Wathiqi, who 
claimed to be a descendant of the Caliph al- 
Wiithiq, and who had been flitting around the 
courts of the eastern Islamic world boasting that 
he was going to raise an army, march on Baghdad 
and overthrow al-Qiidir; eventually, Mahmiid of 
Ghazna imprisoned him till he died. Mahmtid 
now agreed to place al-Ghilib in the khurba 
of his dominions, and he also acknowledged him 
on his coinage. Al-Ghilib died eighteen years 
later, and another son, Abii Ja'far 'Abdalliih, 
eventually succeeded ns al-Qi'im bi-amri'lliih.8 
The embassy described in the Kitfib adh-dhakhd'is 
must therefore be presumably placed in or shortly 
after 391/1001, arid must represent the formal 
approach to the Sultan for recognition of al- 
Ghiilib 019 wah al-'ahd; it is unfortunate that there 
is a lacuna in the MS. at  the point where the date 
is mentioned. None of the specifically historical 
sources seems to mention this embassy. How- 
ever, the name of the envoy, Abii'l-'Abbb at- 
Tasi, is reminiscent of that of an envoy em- 
ployed some thirty years later by the 'Abbiiaids 
in an embaqsy to the Ghaznavids. In 422/1031 
the new Caliph al-Qi'im sent an envoy to Ms-s'ad 
b. Mahmiid, seeking to have his own succession 
to the Caliphate recognised and proclaimed in 
the Ghaznavid territories. This man, who was 
given a spectncular reception well calculated to 
impress him with Ghaznavid might, was called 
the Faqih Abii Bakr Muhammad b. Muhammad 
as-Sulaymfini at-Tosi. The nisba at-Tiiai com- 
mon to both men suggests the possibilities either 

"U tbl-Maninl, at-Ta 'rikh al- YamlnI (Cairo 1286/ 
1869), 11, 110-12; Ibn al-Athlr, al-Kdmil, ed. Tornherg, 
IX ,  117-18, 220 = ed. Cairo 1348-63/192+34, VII ,  210, 
302; Ibn el-Jawzl, al-M~inlaqam (Hyderobad 1357-9/ 
1938-41), VTI, 215, 292; c f .  Boeworth, "The imperial 
policy of the Ghoznawids", 60, 63. 

that one person only was in fact involved, or that 
we have here father and son, both employed in 
the diplomatic service of the Caliphs.' 

The actual description of MGmtid's court, the 
thronging of the Indian troops, thc richly- 
equipped Turkish palace guards, the pomp and 
protocol involved in the envoy's reception by the 
Sultan, all accord well with what we know of the 
sumptuous court life and cultural splendour of the 
early Ghaznavids. Bayhaqi's work contains sev- 
eral very detailed descriptions of the receptions of 
envoys, and his verbal delineations of the palace 
ghuldms' uniforms and equipment, and the spa- 
cious lay-out of the reception halls and courts of 
the royal palaces, have recently received striking 
confirmation in the investigations of the D616- 
gation Archhlogique Frannpaise en Afghanistan 
at  Lashkar-i Biiziir and Bust and of the Italian 
Archaeological Mission at  Ghasna.8 Thus Bayhaqi 
describes the reception by Mas'iid in Muharram 
423/December 1031 of the Caliphal envoy at the 
'Abd al-A'1B palace a t  Balkh, in which 4,000 
palace guards lined the way to the Sultan's 
throne, all in uniforms of Shushtari brocade and 
with maces as  weapon^.^ Qadi Ibn ax-Zubayr's 
mention of the palace ghd6ms as specially de- 
tailed for duty in the halls (hujas) of the Sultan's 
palace is reminiscent of 'Abbbid terminology; 
the gujariyya were ghuldms recruited by $- 

Mu'tadid for service in the audience halls of the 
Caliphal palace a t  Baghdad.1° 

The mention in the Kitdb adh-dhakhd'ir of the 
dragons guarding the gate, and the wild beasts 
lining the forecourts, would seem to introduce an 
element of the traveller's romance, and thie may 
well be so. But that we have a substratum of 
truth here is not unlikely. Elephants were cer- 
tainly regularly stationed at  court on ceremonial 
occasions. Bayhaqi mentions the large number of 
- 

'See Bayhaql, Ta'rikh-i Mas'tidi, ed. Ghanl and 
Fayyg? (Tehran 1324/1945), 280-94, 389-72; ~osworth, 
op. c i t . ,  64-6; R. Gelpke, Sultan Maa'rld von d a z ~ ,  Die 
drei erelen Jahre seiner Hcrrrchaft (@i/la~+C84/1wS) 
(Munich 1967), 107-15. 
' See Bosworth, The Qhaznavids, 136 8. 
' Ta'rikh-i Mas'rMz, 287 ff. 5 Gelpke, 108 ff. 
ID Cf.  D. Sourdel, Eneycl. of Islam* Art. "@lulBrn. i .  

The Caliphate". 



elephants a t  the reception of thr liaqih AbG H ~ k r  
Muhammad at-Tiisi, and speaks of the trcmcn- 
dous din at that time, "The sound of tnimpets 
and drums and brass platcs hung from the elc- 
phants bursting forth, just as if it wcre the Day 
of Resurrection". That there ~vcrc othcr wild 
b~as ts  at court is also probable, for the Sultnrls 
rcgularly used panthers and lynxes for hunting, 
a ~ ~ d  amongst the presents givcn to Rl'w'iid in 
427/1035 hy his son-in-law thc local rlilcr of 
Chnghd~liyEn nrcre panthers.ll 

Thc episode which concludes &%tli Ibn az- 
Zubayr's account, that of the outraged Ivoman 
appealing to AIahmfid for rcdrcss, is, of course, 
rcminisccnt of the stories about thc rigorous jus- 
tice of Srbulitigin a11d RInhmiid which grcw up 
vcry c-nrly aroluld thcsc two pcrsonngcs. Such 
stories nppcar in f<ay IIiZ'iis's (I)db?is-~~61na, in 
NizRm :\l-AIulli's Siyfisol-nri~~la, in 'Awfi's Ja- 
I U ~ J I L Z '  al-llikriydt, ctc., but this must be one of the 
cnrliest rccordcd ones; wheiher it contains somc 
nuclcus of fact is impossible to verify.12 

Thc whole of this xct.ourit of the cmhassy to 
i\Ial)nliid in the Kitdb adh-dhakhn'ir, whilst it 
ca~lnot bc t~hcrkcd in thc historical sources, 
would appc:u to c~ishrine a genuinely historical 
episode. When QBdi Ibn nz-Zubayr coniposcd his 
booli, he was writing only sixty ycars or so aftcr 
thc cvcnts nllcgeclly described, although hc was, 
it is Iruc, writing in distant Egypt, and the somc- 
what irlc.rcrliblc tlctnils about the wild beasts may 
reflect this rcniotcncss, togcthcr with thc gcncr:~l 
tendency to attribute ~vondcrs to thc Indian 
world ant1 its fringcs. Apart from this story of thc 
cn~bnssy, thcrc is only one othcr ~~efcrcncc to thc 
Ghaznavids in thc Kildb ur-lh-dhahhd'ir, on pp. 
191-2, mhcrc is mentioned a priceless niirror- 
stand nintlc from rubies t~npturccl in 407/1016-17 
froin nn itlo1 tcmplc a t  A1:~t'hCn-a (i\[uttm) in 
India; thc immcnsc booty of jc~vels, cltc., txkcn 
from hcre is described in detail by 'Utbi in his 
Yamini.I3 

l 1  Ta'rikh-i filas'tidi,  258-9, 495. 
l 2  Scc Bosworth, "hlnhrnntl of Chazna iri colltcrn- UN'VEw'T' 01' 

porary ryes nr~d  in later Persian litcrnt.ure", Iran, -- 
Journal o j  the Urilish Inslilulc o j  Persian St~irliea, IV 'Wf. Nii/.irn, Sul!tin AdahnrQrl, 107-8; the Muttra  
(London 1966). expedition actuully look place in  409/1019. 





XVI 

MAHMUD OF GHAZNA IN CONTEMPORARY EYES AND IN LATER 
PERSIAN LITERATURE 

The following is a slightly condenred version of a lecture given at the Rritish Institute of Persian Studies in 
Tthran on May  6th 1964;  the refmnces have been added later. 

I. Mahmid and His Empire in the Contemporary Sources 
Although the chief authorities for early Ghaznavid history, 'UtbI, Gardizi and Baihaqi, were 

contemporaries of Mahmiid (reigned 998-1 030) and his son Mas'iid (reigned I 030-4 I ) and although 
they were in the official service of the Sultans, they show a considerable degree of objectivity and 
impartiality.' Certainly, they stress the undoubted magnificence of the Sultans' court and their way 
of life: the concourse of scholars and literary men surrounding the monarchs, with such poets as 
'Unsuri, Farrukhi and Maniichihri, and a polymath like Biriini; the fine palaces and gardens laid out 
at Ghazna, Bust, Balkh and Herat; the wonderful 'Ariis al-Falak mosque and madrasa built by 
Mahmiid in Ghazna from the spoils of India; and so forth. 

But they also allow us to see a darker side to this. The Ghaznavid empire was essentially a military 
machine, geared primarily to the exploitation of India. Even though the Seljuqs in the middle decades 
of the eleventh century stripped the Ghaznavids of their possessions in Persia and western Afghanistan, 
the empire was still able to survive for over a century as a power in eastern Afghanistan and northern 
India, with twin capitals at Ghazna and Lahore. However, this military machine required immense 
amounts of money to keep it going. According to Gardizi's G i n  al-akhbC, Mahmiid once reviewed 
54,000 regular troops at the parade-ground or lashkar-gih of ShBh-BahZr just outside Ghazna, and it is 
recorded that the elephant-stables or pil-khlina at Kabul housed 1,670 elephants of war. I n  addition to 
the regular troops, there were the ghizis,  the volunteers and fighters for the faith, who did not receive 
regular pay but were entitled to shares in the plunder. But all the professional, salaried soldiers, 
together with their mounts, elephants and equipment, had to be maintained in times of peace as well 
as war. The booty of precious metals, weapons, slaves, etc., which was brought back from India was 
immense in quantity, but it came in erratically. Hence the central administration had to rely also on 
the taxation of the settled lands in Afghanistan and Khurasan, and the sources show us how hard the 
incessant demands for money pressed on the local  population^.^ 

Yet before detailing some of the information in the sources concerning financial oppression, it is 
necessary to make some qualifications. The Islamic historian is incessantly confronted with accounts 
of the devastation and ruin of some town or region by trampling armies, oppressive taxation or natural 
calamities like famine, plague or earthquake. Nevertheless, we often find that a few yean later, these 
places are flourishing once more, with walls rebuilt and inhabitants returned and agriculture and 
commerce resumed. This can be in part explained by the great resilience of Islamic society; only 
disasters of the first magnitude, such as the Mongol invasions of the thirteenth century and the campaigns 
of Tin~fir a century and a half later, seem to have inflicted lasting damage on Islamic society. I t  is also 
probable that the habit of outwardly living near the subsistence level and of concealing true wealth and 
Prosperity from the government and its agents, was widespread; thus people may have had some 
reserves with which to start life again after a major disaster. Finally, one must take into account 
fatalistic religious views on the impermanence of worldly wealth and success, and a feeling that govern- 
ment was necessarily harsh yet preferable to mob-rule or anarchy. 

' On these writen, lee Elmworth, " Early murcer for the hitory ' CT. i h ,  " Chazncvid military organhtion ', L)rr Islm 
of the first four Ghaznavid Sultaru (977-1041) ", Islamic XXXVI (r960), pp. 37-77. 
Qu"k!Y VII (1963), pp. 3-14, 
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Concerning the attitudes of the ruler and  the ruled, Sir Hamilton Gibb and Harold Bowen have 
made some pertinent remarks here. They refer specifically to Ot toman Turkish administration in the 
eighteenth-century Arab world, but  their judgement has validity for other parts of the Islamic world 
and for other periods: 

" The conception of authority implied in the minds of the subjects themselves an assertion of power accom- 
panied by a certain measure of harshness and violence. . . . The prevalence of such a conception of authority 
may, at first sight, be put to the account of long centuries of misrule and oppression, supplemented by the 
tradition of quietism which was inculcated by the religious authorities and, by an acquired habit of stoicism. 
passing into fatalism. But this explanation by no means covers all the facts. I t  seems rather to be a development 
of the basic idea that authority confers privilege, and three elements in particular may be discerned as contri- 
buting to its general acceptance. One was the purely selfish element of material ambition, common to men 
in all grades of society. . . . There was none so low as might not hope, by some turn of fortune's wheel, to be 
set in a position of authority, however subordinate, and so to share in its perquisites. A second element was 
derived from the unstable and transitory nature of most forms of authority. Those whose turn had come 
enjoyed an opportunity which would probably be brief and therefore to be made the most of. The victims of 
their extortions would be the first to exclaim at their folly if they neglected to do so, and the demands of equity 
were met when the deposed tyrant was called to account and deprived of his wealth and sometimes of his life by 
his successors or superiors. Yet public opinion recognized certain limits to tyranny and exploitation. One may 
even speak of '  permissible extortions ' or ' recognized abuses ' . . . in the sense that they had become traditional 
usages. Moreover, public opinion required the abuse of authority to be offset by other qualities, such as 
liberality, accessibility, bravery and a certain magnanimity. When these qualities were lacking, or when 
tyranny violated the unwritten laws which governed the exercise of authority, the limits of quietism were 
reached, and vengeance was demanded and exacted."a 

Whilst the prevalence of oppressive rule in the Islamic world may accordingly be an  extenuating 
factor, the exploitation of the population of the Ghaznavid empire seems to have been carried to an 
extreme degree. I n  the earlier part of Mahmfid's reign, Khurasan, which had not long passed out of 
the hands of the SHmHnids of Bukhara, was ruled with great harshness by the Vizier Abii'l-Fadl 
IsfarH'ini, who was, it is true, being continually pressed by the Sultan for money to finance the Indian 
campaigns. 'Utbi  records in his Ta'rikh al-Yarnini that IsfarH'ini extracted continuously and put 
nothing back: " [Affairs in Khurasan] were characterized by nothing but tax-levies, sucking dry and 
the lust for increased revenue, without any constructive measures ". After some years of this, there 
was nothing further to be got, " Since in Khurasan, after water had been thrown on her udders, not a 
trickle of milk could be extracted, nor any trace of fat ". Land went out of cultivation, pcasants fled 
from their villages to the mountains and a life of' banditry, and the officials were unable to collect the 
required amount of taxation. When in 1006 the Turkish Qarakhanids invaded Khurasan from 
Transoxania, Nishapur raised no resistance, and a considerable group of the notables of the province 
actually favoured the invaders. Natural catastrophe followed. I n  1 0 1  r there was a terrible famine, and 
people were reduced to cannibalism; 'Utbi says that it was unsafe lor people to go outdoors singly or 
after dark, lest they be attacked, killed and eaten. 

During the reign of Mas'fid, Ibn al-Athir records that the Ghaznavid military commander and 
civil governor at  Ray in northern Persia so exasperated the people there by their confiscations and illegal 
levies, that they became strongly anti-Ghaznavid, whereas only a short time previously they had 
welcomed deliverance from the turbulent soldiery of the Bfiyids: " Tgsh-Farrlsh had filled the land 
with injustice and tyranny, until the people prayed for deliverance from them and their rule. The land 
became ruined and the population dispersed ". Khurasan under Mas'iid was ruled from Nishapur by 
the civil governor or 'Amid, Abii'l-Fad1 Sfiri, and Baihaqi comments unfavourably on his exactions' 
For the MihrgHn festivities of 1031 Sfiri brought to the court such fabulous presents that the Sultan 
exclaimed how he wished Tor a few more servants like him. But the head of the Correspondence 
Department, Abii Nasr-i MishkHn, denounced SOri as a tyrant, who only handed over to the Sultan a 
half of what he took from the people. As a result, Abii Nasr went on to say, the notables of Khurasan 
were correspondir~g with the Qarakhanids in Transoxania with the aim of diverting the Seljuq nomads 

8 O t t o m a  S&ry and Iha U'nt, vol. I, i (Oxbrd 1g50), pp. ao5-6. 
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into Khurasan. Baihaqi himself voices the opinion of the high officials in Ghazna when he insists that 
Siiri's policies were a direct cause of the loss of Khurasan to the Seljuqs; the people there were ready 
for any change of government, in the hope that it might prove less harsh4. 

11. Mahrntid's Reputation in the Islamic World of His Time 
The Sultan nevertheless achieved a great contemporary repute in the Islamic world at large. 

This came primarily from his Indian campaigns, which accorded well with the Islamic ideal of the 
ruler who carries jihid into the pagan lands, the Ddr al-Kufr. During the two and a half centuries of the 
Abbasid Caliphate, the boundaries of the Islamic world had expanded comparatively little in com- 
parison with the initial vitality of the new faith under the Orthodox Caliphs and the Umayyads. I t  is 
true that Islam was making important gains in the steppes of Central Asia and South Russia. Early 
in the tenth century, the kingdom of Bulghir on the middle Volga became Muslim and thus came to 
form the northernmost outpost of the Islamic world. During the middle years of that century, the 
Qarakhanids, who probably belonged to the Qarluq branch of the Turks, became Muslim; their 
leader Satuq Boghra Khan adopted the Islamic name of 'Abd al-Karim. At the end of the century, the 
Oghuz tribes in the region stretching from the lower Syr Darya to the Volga, gradually adopted Islam, 
so that the Seljuqs, when they entered the Muslim lands of Khwirazm and Transoxania, were at least 
nominally Muslim. All this work of evangelism was done peacefully and unobtrusively by dervishes 
and other religious enthusiasts, and did not accordingly catch the imagination of the Islamic world 
as a whole. 

To offset these successes, the central lands of the Caliphate were in the latter part of the tenth 
century and the early part of the eleventh one under considerable pressure. The energetic Byzantine 
emperors of the Macedonian dynasty (867-1057) began to recover ground lost to the Arabs three 
centuries before: Cyprus, Crete and much of northern Syria were recaptured, and Greek armies almost 
reached Jerusalem.6 The blows inflicted on Muslim confidence in these regions are reflected in the 
pessimistic and troubled atmosphere of the blind poet Abij'l-'AlB' al-Ma'arri's work, and the picaresque 
hero of al-Hariri's rnaqirnit, Abii Zaid as-Sariiji, is depicted as a refugee from his home town of Sariij 
in northern Syria, whence he had fled before the advancing Byzantines. 

To balance the reverses in Syria, there came the news of spectacular victories in the Indian sub- 
continent by Mahmiid and his father Sebiiktigin. Mahmiid built up an image of himself as the faithful 
supporter of the Abbasid Caliphs. Like most of the Turkish dynasties which came into the Islamic 
world, the Ghaznavids were orthodox Sunnis of the Hanafi rnadhhab or law school. It must be conceded 
that the first Ghaznavids showed a certain eclecticism here; the anonymous Ta'rikh-i Sistin describes 
Sebiiktigin as favouring the conservative, literalist Karri~niyya sect, and Mahmiid himself showed 
some sympathy for it.' There are also accounts in later sources, sc. the biographical dictionaries of Ibn 
Khallikan and TBj ad-Din as-Subki, of how Mahmfid, under the influence of the ShHfi'i scholar 
al-Qaffil ash-Shishi, later became a ShZfi'i, but the dynasty as a whole favoured the Hanafi rnadhltab. 

At the beginning of his reign, Mahmiid was especially needful of Caliphal support to legitimize his 
power, secured only after a succession dispute with his brother Ismi'il. He also needed Caliphal 
confirmation of the status quo in the north-east of the Iranian world, where he had divided with the 
Qarakhanids the former SLminid dominions. Although in this age of Biiyid domination in Iraq, the 
direct political authority of the Abbasids was small, their moral and spiritual influence was still great. 
They could legitimize power by sending to a newly-established ruler an investiture patent (rnanrhir) 
and the insignia of royalty, which included honorific titles (alqdb, sing. laqab). Thus after his victory 
in Khurasan in 999, Mahmiid received from Baghdad the titles Yarnin ad-Daula " Right Hand of the 
State ", Amin al-Milla " Trusted One of the Religious Community " and Wali Arnir al-Mu'minin 

' Boaworth, The Chornav ih :  Thcir Empire in Afghonirtan and ' To'rikh-i S i r f in ,  ed. Malik ash-Shu'ari' Bahir ('Tehran 1314- 
&fkm Iran 9.94-1040 (Edinburgh 1963), pp. 8 5 4  1935). p .  339; cl. Bosworth, " The rise ol the Karimiyyah in 
' W. W .  Rarthold, Turkertnn Down to fhc Mongol Invasion (London Khurasan ", Murlim World 1. (1950)~ PP. 8-9. 
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" Confidant of the Commander of the Faithful "; and after the Indian campaign of 1026, which 
culminated in the sack of SomnHth, he received the further one of Kahf ad-Daula wa'l-Iskim " Refuge 
of the State and of Islam ".@ 

For his part, Mahmiid was careful to send presents to the Caliph from the plunder which he had 
gained, and it was from this source that elephants were once again seen in Baghdad for the first time 
since the Saffarids had in the later ninth century sent thither beasts captured in eastern Afghanistan. 
He  also forwarded regularly proclamations of his victories (fath-nrhrar) ; the texts of two of these, the 
first describing Mahmiid's victory of 999 in Khurasan and the second his conquest of Ray in 1029, are 
extant in the surviving fragment of Hi121 b. al-Muhassin as-Sibi' 's chronicle and in Ibn al-Jauzi's 
al-Munta~arn respectively. Moreover, the Sultan ostentatiously avoided all dealings with the Abbasids' 
great rivals, the FZtimid Caliphs of Egypt and Syria, and in I O I  3 he summarily executed an envoy sent 
peacefully to him by the Caliph al-HZkim in Cairo.lo 

But it was the victories in India which blazed forth the fame of Mahmiid throughout the Islamic 
world, so that crowds ofghdzis and volunteers flocked to his banner from all parts of the eastern Islamic 
world, eager to share in the fabulous plunder of India. Almost every winter, the Sultan led an 
expedition down to the plains of India, and in the course of these his armies penetrated as far down the 
Ganges as Benares and as far south as Kathiawar and Gujerat. From the temple of SomnZth alone, 
Mahmtid is said to have carried off 2 0  million dinars' worth of plunder, and the precious metals thus 
gained were used to beautify the palaces and public buildings erected in the capital Ghazna and 
elsewhere. They also enabled the Sultans to maintain a high standard of gold and silver coinage, 
thereby facilitating trade and commerce across the Ghaznavid empire. In  regard to slaves, 'Utbi says 
that they were so plentiful after the Kanauj campaign of 1018, when 53,000 captives were brought 
back, that slave merchants converged on Ghazna from all parts of eastern Islam and slaves could be 
bought for between two and ten dirhams each." 

There is no doubt that in the eyes of contemporaries, Mahmtid's empire was the greatest in extent 
and power known since the early Arab Caliphate, and his hammering of the infidels was accounted 
supremely worthy of such a great Islamic ruler. We see the Sultan's fame displayed in a curious episode 
recorded by Cardizi under the year 1026: 

" Ambassadors came from the QitH Khan and the Uighur KhHn to Amir Mahmfid and brought good messages 
and reported readiness to place themselves at his service. They prayed, saying, ' We want good relations 
between us '. Amir Mahmiid gave orders that they should be received honourably, but then he answered their 
messages, saying, ' We are Muslims and you are unbelievers; i t  is not seemly that we should give our sisters and 
daughters to you. If you become Muslims, the matter will be considered '. And he dismissed the ambassadors 
honourably ." 

These embassies and the letters which they brought are described at greater length in Marvazi's 
7aba" i' ai-hayawin (early twelfth century), with a reference in the letters to Mahmiid's Indian conquests. 
The QltZ are of course the K'i-tan or Liao dynasty of northern China, who were probably of Mongol 
stock, and the Uighur Khan would be one of the Turkish rulers of what is now Sin-kiang or Chinese 
Turkestan; clearly, Mahmiid's fame had penetrated as far east as the borders of China." 

In the west, the Chaznavids appear to have harboured grandiose dreams of marching on Baghdad, 
liberating the Caliph from the tutelage of the Biiyids, of extinguishing the rule of that Shi'i dynasty and 
then of preparing an attack on the Abbasids' rivals, the Fifimids. This was not an entirely vain project 
for the campaign undertaken by Mahmiid during the last year of his life (sc. in 1029) brought Ghaznavid 
arms to the borders of Azerbaijan and Kurdistan and compelled several Dailami and Kurdish lo.cal 
rulers to acknowledge temporarily the suzerainty of the Sultans. Indeed, Mas'iid, who was continuing 
the campaign in the west, asserted that if his father had not died at this point and if he had not been 
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compelled to march eastwards and wrest the throne in Ghazna from the hands of his brotherMuhammad 
he would have penetrated into Iraq to Baghdad and beyond.lS 

111. Mahmcd in Later Persian Literature 
In general, it was the popular impression of Mahmiid as a great fighter for the faith and as the 

despotic ruler of an immense empire, which came to the forefront in literature and legend after his death. 
In those Arabic and Persian historical sources of the twelfth and early thirteenth centuries which 
emanate from the Seljuq lands of Iraq and Persia, sc. the works of 'Imid ad-Din al-Kitib al-Isfahini, 
Zahir ad-Din Nishlpiiri, RHwandi and Sadr ad-Din al-Husaini, we predictably find a hostile picture 
of the Sultan, as the enemy of the Seljuqs when first they entered Khurasan in the last years of his reign. 
All these sources cite as a particularly treacherous act Mahmiid's inviting Arslan Isri'il b. Seljuq to his 
court and then seizing and imprisoning him in a fortress in India." 

However, outside this sphere of pure historiography, a generally favourable view of Mahmiid 
prevailed. He even appears as a scholar; it is said that he composed Persian poetry, and 'Aufi quotes 
specimens of this in his anthology the Lubdb al-albdb. Also, Hijji Khalifa lists in his Kahf a<-bunin a 
book on Islamic law, at- Tafridfll-furi', which is attributed to Mahmiid.16 The Sultan is frequently cited 
in the Nqihat-nima or " Mirrors for Princes " genre of Islamic literature. Thus the Qib&-ndma of Kai 
KH'iis (1082) has three relevant anecdotes, including one about the Biiyid Queen-Regent of Ray and 
Jibil, Sayyida, who refuses to pay tribute to Mahmiid. She warns him that he will suffer a catastrophic 
loss of prestige should his expedition, directed as it is against a mere woman, fail. Another story 
concerns a tyrannical governor of Nasi in northern Khurasan, who is denounced to the Sultan by one 
of the women of that town; the moral here is that Mahmiid should only claim authority over those 
regions which he can personally control.16 The several anecdotes in the Siydsat-nima of Nizlm al-Mulk 
(end of the eleventh century-beginning of the twelfth one) already show that legends were growing up 
round Mahmiid as the ideal of a pious, just Sunni ruler. This conception of the Sultan harmonises with 
the policy of the great Seljuq Vizier, who was concerned to buttress the fabric of the orthodox Sunni 
state against IsmZ'ilism and radical Shi'ism, and who desired to model the Seljuq empire on the 
centralized, authoritarian Ghaznavid one. Hence NizHm al-Mulk's heroes and exemplars are forceful 
monarchs like the Bfiyid 'Adud ad-Daula (949-83) and Mahmiid of Ghazna. As a parallel to Kai 
Ki'iis's anecdote on the woman of Nasl, there is one in the Siykat-ntfma concerning a complaint to 
Mahmiid about the brigandage of the Qufs and Baliichis and the consequent punitive expedition by 
the Sultan." 

In the Chahdr maqdla of the Ghiirid writer Nizlmi 'Ariidi Samarqandi ( I  I 77) we find the earliest 
version of the story about Mahmiid's relations with Firdausi. The tale runs that Mahmiid and his 
Vizier Ahmad b. Hasan Maimandi wished to reward Firdausi handsomely for his supreme achievement 
in the Shdh-ndma; but Maimandi's enemies at court persuaded the Sultan to give a present of a mere 
Io,ooo dirhams for the epic, on the grounds that Firdausi was a Shi'i and a Mu'tazili. The disappointed 
Poet thereupon departed for the court of the Blwandids in Tabaristin, where he began to compose 
satires about Mahmiid and his parsimony. In the end, the Sultan relented and sent a fitting gift of 
60,000 dinars' worth of indigo; but by the time that the caravan bearing this reached Tiis, Firdausi 
was already dead.18 A considerable number of the anecdotes in 'Aufi's Jawimi' al-hikQit (early 
thirteenth century) likewise revolve round Mahmiid and his father Sebiiktigin and their ministers; 
amongst other things, the impartial justice of Mahmiid, extending even to reproof of his own family, is 

One would expect that stories about Mahmiid would figure prominently in the work of 
the poet SanH'i, coming as he did from Ghazna, but the early manuscripts of the Hadiqat al-haqiqa 
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(completed I 131) have very little mention of him. Such stories only appear in later manuscripts; they 
include the one about the oppressed woman of Nasii, obviously taken either from the Qibu-nima or 
from some common source. 

I t  is in the poetry of Farid ad-Din 'Attiir (died between I 2x0 and 1230) that we have the most 
detailed and the most clearly-delineated picture of Mahmiid as a despotic ruler and fighter for the faith. 
The theme of Mahmiid in 'AttHr's poetry has recently been skilfully treated by a Swiss scholar, Dr. 
Gertrud Spiess, and the following analysis is based essentially on her d i sse~ta t ion .~~ By 'AtfHr's time 
we are far from the historical Sultan. In  his work, historical correspondences are very slight, and only 
a limited range of historical figures appear. These include Mahmfid's favourite AyHz; one Hasan, 
probably the minister Hasanak MikHli, who also appears in some of 'Aufi's anecdotes; the religious 
ascetic KharagHni; a Zoroastrian called Pir; an unknown scholar called Sadid 'Anbari; and the 
famous Siifi Shaikh Abii Sa'id b. Abi'l-Khair Maihani. 

Following Spiess, one may consider 'AttHr's treatment of the Sultan under two headings, the first 
concerned with Mahmiid himself, the second with his relationship to AyHz. 

'Ar!ir1s picture of the Sultan as despotic monarch 
In the formation of this picture, several component motifs can be distinguished. 
Firstly, Mahmfid is reproached for his pride and ambition and his reliance on military might; the 

conclusion from these reproaches is that, whatever pretensions to greatness a ruler might make, true 
sovereignty belongs to God alone. Thus in the IlMi-nima, Mahmiid is reproached by an old peasant 
woman in whose hut he rests during hunting. There is a play here on the two meanings of mulk, the 
Arabic one of " kingly power ", and the Persian one of"  a variety of pea " (still used in some modern 
Khurasanian dialects), for the old woman is cooking peas; she asserts that her mulk is a hundred times 
better than Mahmfid's, as it excites no enemies or complaints of oppression. There is a parallel to this 
motif in the first book of Sa'di's Culistin, where it is said that a certain ruler saw Mahmiid in a dream, 
his corpse decayed and eaten away, but his eyes ceaselessly rolling round in their sockets because he is 
unable to endure the thought that others are now ruling over his empire. 

Secondly, Mahmiid is reproached for his tyranny and injustice, and we may compare here the 
strictures of the contemporary sources mentioned in the first section of this paper. 

Thirdly, Mahmfid is reproached for fanaticism. In  the Ilihi-nima again, this fanaticism is depicted 
as being SO great that he refuses to recognize any merit in a pious, charitable act done by a non-Muslim; 
he tries to buy from the Zoroastrian Pir the bridge which the latter has built, unwilling that a non- 
Muslim should have done this. 

Fourthly, and pace the previous motif, Mahmfid is highly praised as a leader ofjihid and as the 
destroyer of idols in India, his rBle here being compared with the Prophet's cleansing of the Ka'ba after 
the conquest of Mecca. The idol at the shrine of Somnzth is equated in many sources with the pagan 
Arabian goddess AIIHt; this equation is made, for instance, in the Wqlat-nima, which is probably 
attributable to 'Aftlr. It should be noted, however, that 'Att2r also puts forward the view that some 
non-Muslims are as willing to sacrifice their lives for their faith as are the Muslim warriors, and that 
Muslims can learn from their constancy. 

Finally, Mahmiid is praised as a just and benevolent ruler. In  the Musibat-nima there is the story of 
a captured Hindu boy who is brought to Mahmiid and highly honoured by him; the boy is consequently 
reduced to tears, because previously he had had a false idea of the Sultan. In this episode, 'A!tHr 
compares Mahmfid to God, who dispenses grace and becomes beloved of mankind. In this same Poem 
too, an old woman offers a cow to Mahmiid; he miraculously makes it  flow with unceasing milk, and 
this symbolizes divine power, for when man is ready to offer all to God, he is richly rewarded. 

'Attir's picture of the relationship of Mahmtid to Ayiz 

The mentions of AyHz amount to approximately half of all 'Att~r 's material on the Sultan. In 
later Persian literature, Ayaz is made into an idealized or symbolical figure, e.g. in Sa'di's Culktin and 

M&mGd mn &ma bri Fmidu'd-din 'A!& (Bascl 1959). 
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Burtin he is the symbol of true love; in 'Aufi's Jawimi' al-hik@it, especially rich in material on AyHz, 
he is the model of loyalty and wisdom; in the Mathnawi of JalHl ad-Din Riimi he is the Perfect Man. 
There arose special romances woven round the lives of the Sultan and his catamite, like the Mahmtid u 
Ayiz of Abii'l-Hasan ZulHli (died 16rg), and in the work of the same title by Fakhr ad- Din 'Ali Safi 
(died 1532) we have a full-scale epic about the two.21 

The historical Abii'n-Najm AyHz b. Uymak is known mainly from Gardizi, from Baihaqi and from 
ShabHnkHra'i's Majma' al-anrib. He seems to have been of humble Turkish origin, from the Yimek 
tribe, although nothing is known of his beginnings. According to Ibn al-Athir, he died in 1057. He  
seems to have played some political r61e in the troubled events after Mahmiid's death in 1030, when the 
succession was disputed between Mahmiid's two sons Mas'iid and Muhammad. He espoused the 
former's cause, and left Ghazna to join him at Nishapur. In 1031 the Vizier Maimandi thought AyHz 
a fit person to be governor of Ray, but the Sultan thought him too inexperienced as a commander and 
administrator. However, a qqida or ode of Farrukhi's praises AyHz as Muhmiid's faithful slave and 
companion in war, and says that for his fidelity (sc. support in 1030?), Mas'iid granted him the revenues 
of Bust, MakrHn and QusdHr ( = the northern part of modern Ba luch i~ t an ) .~~  In the second discourse 
of the Chahdr maqila, there is an anecdote about Mahmiid's passion for AyHz, which also contains a 
physical description: " I t  is related that Ayiz was not remarkably handsome, but was of sweet 
expression and olive complexion, s~metrically formed, graceful in his movements, sensible and deliberate 
in action, and mightily endowed with all the arts of pleasing, in which respect, indeed, he had few 
rivals in his time ".23 

Ayiz's part in the works of 'AttHr may-be considered under four headings. 
Firstly, Ayiz appears as the archetype of a true and faithful servant, foregoing many honours and 

dazzling prospects of advancement so that he may remain by Mahmiid's throne, just as the true devotee 
seeks nearness to God rather than earthly allurements. Concerning his implicit obedience, there is a 
story in the Musibat-nima that AyHz had in his hands a ruby-encrusted bowl of priceless value, yet at the 
Sultan's command he dashes it to the ground, where it shatters into a hundred pieces. The onlooking 
courtiers criticize Aylz for this act of wanton destruction, but he then reproves them, chiding them for 
laying greater store by the vessel than by obedience to the Sultan's command. Furthermore, various 
episodes stress how closely linked was AyHz with his master. In the Musibat-nima there occurs the story 
that Mahmiid fell ill and lay unconscious for three days, and that AyHz likewise fell into a coma at his 
side, because their lives and souls were so closely linked. In the Ilihi-nima appears the tale that in 
Heaven, Mahmiid presides, as King of the World, over an assembly of the great ones. Each is given a 
wish, but Ayiz chooses only to be the target for Mahmiid's arrows, so that he may be always in the 
Sultan's eye. Here the unity of Mahmtid and AyHz is compared with the unity of God and His 
worshipper, to the point that when Mahmiid says he needs AyHz's companionship in the next world, 
AyZz is immediately ready to go with him. 

Secondly, the idea of humbling Mahmiid's pride is demonstrated in the depiction of AyHz as really 
being king over Mahmiid, because he possesses Mahmiid's heart. 

Thirdly, Ayaz sometimes appears as the lover of a third person, usually (to give a complete antithesis) 
a beggar. There is also a story in the Mzqibat-nima of a woman who loves AyHz to the point of death. 
She declares that her love is greater than Mahmiid's because she is ready to die for it, whereas he is not 
ready to sacrifice his throne and power-the conclusion here being that the real lover cannot serve two 
masters, his heloved and the world. 

Fourthly, Mahmiid himself appears as the devoted lover. In the Musibat-nima and the Mantiq 
at-.lair, Ayiz is i l l  and the Sultan sends a messenger to enquire after him. But although the messenger 
speeds along, he only arrives to find Mahmiid already there: the Lover and the Beloved are always in 
union. Indeed, unity leads to a fusion of the two, so that only the lover remains. In  a story inserted in 
both thc Musibat-ndma and the I1Mi-ndma, Mahmiid, in a drunken state, kisses and washes AyHz's feet. 
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On waking, he regrew this act of derogation, but in reality, he has been alone, and has kissed his own 
heart. 

It does not seem necessary here to carry the picture of Mahmiid beyond the thirteenth century. 
Already within 200 years of his death, the essential image of the great Sultan was fixed in the popular 
mind, and in the Orient at least, it has endured substantially down to o w  own century.2' 
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THE ARMIES OF THE SAFFARIDS 

It is not too much to describe the SaffZrids of Sistin as an archetypal 
military dynasty. In  the later years of the third/ninth century, their empire 
covered the greater part of the non-Arab eastern Islamic world. In the west, 
Yacqiib b. al-Laith7s army was only halted a t  Dair al-'Aqiil, 50 miles from 
Baghdad ; in the north, Ya'qfib and his brother 'Amr campaigned in the 
Caspian coastlands against the local 'Alids, and 'Amr made serious attempts to 
extend his power into Khwiirazm and Transoxania ; in the east, the two 
brothers pushed forward the frontiers of the DEr al-Islam into the pagan 
borderlands of what are now eastern Afghanistan and the North-West Frontier 
region of West Pakistan ; and in the south, SaffZrid authority was acknowledged 
even across the Persian Gulf in 'Um5n.l This impressive achievement was the 
work of two soldiers of genius, Ya'qiib and 'Amr, and lasted for little more 
than a quarter of a century. It began to crumble when in 287/900 the Sam5nid 
Amir Ismi'il b. Ahmad defeated and captured 'Amr b. al-Laith, and l i  years 
later, the core of the empire, Sistin itself, was in Siminid hands. Yet such was 
the effect in Sistin of the qaffirid brothers' achievement, and the stimulus to 
local pride and feeling which resulted from it, that the Saffirids returned to 
power there in a very short time. For several more centuries they endured and 
survived successive waves of invaders of Sistin-the Ghaznavids, the Seljiiqs, 
the Mongols-and persisted down to the establishment of the Qafavid state in 
P e r ~ i a . ~  

Furthermore, the constituting of the empire of the early Saffiirids ma.rks a 
clear break with the preceding history of the Caliphate. Other families, like 
the Aghlabids in Ifriqiyya and the Tihirids in Persia, had already established 
hereditary and virtually autonomous lines in the provinces which they were 
governing on behalf of the Caliphs. But these governorfl, and likewise Ahmad 
b. Talan a little later, were all careful to respect the constitutional doctrine 
that their power was only a delegated one, and were assiduous in placing the 
'Abbisids' name before their own in the khulbu and on the coinage. Thus it is 

This fact is unmentioned in the written sources, but there e x i ~ t s  8 clirhem of 2951907-8 
minted in 'Umin and acknowledging the Amir Tihir b. Muhammad b. 'Amr ; e further dirham, 
dated 20/903,  was mentioned by Markov (R. Vasmer, a uber die &fiinzen der SeffRrirlen Und 
h e r  Gegner in Fire und HurHein', Numi~ld ieche  Zedtachrift, LXITI, 1930, 152-3, No. 80). 

a Virtually our only sources for these later Saffgrida are a brief section in Jiizjini's Tdnrldl-i 
Ndeirf (ed. 'Abd 81-Hayy Habibi, Kabul, 1342-3/1963-4, I, 275-86, tr. H. G. Reverty, London, 
1881-99, 1, 183-202). where he calls them ' the kings of Nimriiz ', and the Ihyii' al-rndlik of the 
%Grid deecendant Shiih Hueein b. Malik Ghiygth al-Djn (recently edited by Meniichihr Sitfide, 
Tehran, 1344/1965). 
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dubious whether we should consicler these lines of governors as fully independent 
dyna~ties .~ 

Ya'qiib and 'Amr, for their part, had little respect for these constitutional 
ideas and did not hesitate openly to  display their contempt for the Caliphs. 
They would a t  tinles obtain investiture diplomas for their territories, and woulcl 
send tribute to Iraq, but this was only because i t  suited their purpose. In 
265/879, a t  the opening of his amirate, 'Amr sought a nzanshtir from al-llu'tamid 
in return for an annual tribute of 20,000,000 dirhams ; 'Amr knew that Caliphal 
approval would have a significant moral effect in so strongly orthodox a pro- 
vince as Khuriisiin, where the 'ulama' were influential and ghizi elements 
numerous.4 'Amr also publicized his campaigns against the 'Alicls of Tabaristiin 
and against the pagans of eastern Afghanistan, sending rich and exotic presents 
from the plunder taken there. Yet Ya'qiib and 'Amr were always aware that 
it was naked force, and not moral considerations, which underlay their power. 
In an anecdote given by Niziim al-Mulk, Ya'qiib boasts to the Caliph's enr-oy of 
his humble origins and of his achievement of power through his own valour, 
and not through birth, as had the 'Abbiisids. When in 285,4398 '*4rnr receiveti 
from al-Mu'tadid's envoy the investiture patent for Transoxania, he exclaimed, 
' What am I to do with this? This province can only be wrested from Ismii'il 
b. Ahmad's hands by the aid of 100,000 drawn swords ' . 5  It is also said that 
'Amr was the first provincial ruler to place his own name in the khu!bn, until 
then only read in the name of the Caliph, but the narrative of the Ta'rikh-i 
SbGn and other sources such as Narshakhi show that Ya'qiib placed his own 
name in the khutba of his territories from c. 253/867  onward^.^ There are, 
indeed, abundant signs that the Caliphs and the Saffiirids never trusted each 
other for a moment. The investiture diplomas were swiftly cancelled when 
Saffirid fortunes drooped, when there still seemed chances of restoring the dis- 
possessed Tiihirids to Khurisiin, or when the rising power of the orthodox and 
obedient Siimiinids could be set against the ~affirids.  For his part, Ya'qiib 
emphatically expressed his mistrust and hatred of the 'L4bbasids : ' He used 
often to say that the 'Abbisids had based their rule on wrong-doing and trickery 
-" Haven't you seen what they did to Abii Salama, Abii Muslim, the Barmaki 
family, and al-Fad1 b. Sahl, despite everything which these men had done on 

Sce the commentu regarding the constitutional position of the Tiihirids by E. von Za~ubaur 
in his ' Contributions & la numisrnatique oricntale : nlonnaics inhdites ou rares des dynasties 
musillmanes de la collection de I'auteur ', Wiener Ni~mistnatische Zeitschrift, XXXVII.  1905, 119 ff., 
and also those of 0. Grabar, Th,e coinage of the TlilCnids (American Numismatic Society Notes and 
Monographu, No. 139), New York, 1957, 51-6. 
' Ta'rikh-i Ststin, ed. Malik al-Shu'ari' Bahir, Tchran, 1314/1935, 234 ; cf. Tabari, ed. de 

coeje and othera, rrr,  1932 ; Ibn al-Athir, 4. Tornberg, vrr, 226 ; Gardizi, Zain al-akhbdr, ed. 
M. Nizim, Berlin, 1928, 14, ed. Sa'id Nafisi, Tehran, 1333/1954, 115. 

' Nizim el-Mulk, Siyiiaat-mima, ch. i i i ,  ed. H. Darkc, Tehran, 1340/1962, 24, tr. idem, The 
book of government or rulw for kinga, London, 1960, 18-19 ; Gardizi, ed. Niizim, 18, ed. Nafisi, 
118 ; Ibn Khallikkn, tr. de Slane, rv, 32tL7. 

cf. W. Barthold, Turkeatan down to the Mon,gol invnsion,. London. 1928, 220, citing Ibn 
Mu'in, Firdaua al-tatuc?.rikh ; and R. Levy, The social atructurc of Islam, Cambridge, 1957, 370. 
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the dynasty's behalf? Let no one ever trust them ! " '.' It is very likely 
that the anti-Caliphal attitude of the Saffirid Amirs, and their unashamed 
proclamation of the superiority of force over the ethical values which were 
supposed to underpin the temporal authority delegated by God to man, account 
for the hostility shown towards them in almost all the Sunni Muslim ~ources.~ 

The dominant motive behind Ya'qiib's actions, in addition to this hatred of 
the 'Abbisids, seems to have been a sheer love of military conquest. The sources 
show an unusual interest in Ya'qiib's personal character, indicative of the 
impression which his military and imperialist ventures made on contemporary 
Islam. They agree that Ya'qiib's nature was an introspective one, and that he 
revealed his inner thoughts to no man. He spent most of his time in seclusion 
from his retainers, and made all decisions without reference to anyone else. 
Normally, only his brothers and his aide-de-camp (given by Mas'iidi the title 
of al-'Aziz), who had his tent just behind Ya'qiib's own one, had direct access 
to his presence. He rarely smiled or laughed, and the Ta'rTkh-i SistZn 
specifically comments on an occasion when Ya'qiib was actually moved to 
merriment. His sole amusement, it was said, lay in watching the training and 
play (which included such things as mock battles) of his young ~ l a v e s . ~  

Ya'qiib was therefore an utterly dedicated military commander, whose 
genius in this field has not been given due acknowledgement.1° His lowly 
beginnings as a coppersmith had inured him to a life without luxuries, and he 
never acquired a taste for these. By his simple way of life, he set an example to 
the rest of his troops, discouraging the accumulation of impedimenta which 
would encumber his army on the march and detract from its mobility. He slept 
on an old saddle-cloth, resting his head on a shield and using a rolled-up banner 
as his pillow. His food is described as rough-and-ready (alwen ghal;?), and 
consisted of the staples of Sistan diet : barley bread, rice, leeks, onions, asa- 
foetida, and fish. According to Mas'iidi, 20 sheep were killed in the army camp 
each day and cooked in five great brass cauldrons. Ya'qiib partook of this 
mutton, together with khab?sa (a jellied concoction made of grape juice or dates 

7 Ta'rikh-i ~Szktdn, 267-8. 
The l'a'rikh-i Siatdn-almost a special history of tho gaffarids, since a third of the whole 

book is devoted to them-is an exception to this rule of hostility. Also, Mas'idi's Shi'i 
sympathies inclined him to give a more balanced picture ; it is unfortunate that tho fuller account 
of the careers of Ye'qiib and 'Amr, which he gave in his Akhbdr al-za&n and Kitdb al-aual 
(cf. MurCj al-dhahab, ed. and tr. Barbier de Meynard, VIII, 65), has not eurvived. 

ibid., VIII, 50-1 ; Ta'rikh-i Sieldin, 270 (another occasion when Ya'qfib, described as nsually 
' stern-faced ' (turueh-rCy) smiled, is mentioned by Ibn Funduq, Ta'rikh-i I l a i h ,  ed. Abmad 
Bahmanykr, Tehran, 1317/1938,152). 

lo Except perhaps by Noldeke, in his claeaic essay ' Yakrib the Coppersmith, and his dynasty', 
in S k e t c h  from Emtern hietory, Edinburgh, 1892, 176-200, at pp. 188-9, where he considers 
Ye'qiib as an outstanding general and describes briefly the organization of his armics. 
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and starch) and fa,ldhaj (a dessert of starch and honey), and the rest was divided 
amongst his personal slaves and retainers.ll 

Ya'qiib maintained a strict discipline within the army. When he was 

campaigning in Tabaristiin against the 'Alid Di' i  al-Kabir al-Hasan b. Zaid, 
Caliphal envoys accompanying Ya'qfib's army were amazed a t  this discipline, 
for Ya'qfib was able to prevent his soldiers from plundering anything a t  all 
from al-Hasan's camp after the latter had fled in defeat. Mas'iidi also describes 
how once when campaigning in Fgrs, Ya'qiib gave a sudden order for the beasts 
to stop pasturing and prepare to move ; a man immediately snatched the fodder 
from his horse's mouth. Furthermore, a high officer came rushing up in an 
emergency naked except for his armour ; he had been bathing his body when 
the call to arms had sounded. Ya'qiib was fearless in war. A great scar down his 
cheek was the legacy of a serious wound suffered whilst fighting the Khawirij. 
The blow cut away part of his face, so that i t  had to be sewn back and Ya'qfib 
fed for 20 days through a tube into liis mouth ; he nevertheless carried on 
fighting. His opponent in the Caspian provinces, al-Hasan b. Zaid, called him 
al-SandGn ' the Anvil ' on account of his fortitude in battle.12 The ardour of the 
Saffiirid army under his inspired leadership was recognized even by his oppo- 
nents. The Siimiinid Ibriihim b. Ilyiis b. Asad, Commander-in-Chief of the arnly 
of Khuriisiin for Muhammad b. Tiihir, was expelled from Har i t  in 253/867 and 
then defeated in battle a t  Piishang by Ya'qiib. He retreated to Nishiiptir, and 
advised Muhammad to conciliate the Saffiirid : ' It is pointless trying to fight 
against this man. He has an army which inspires terror, and the soldiers have 
no compunction about killing. They fight effortlessly and without regard for 
anything; they have no other occupation in life but wielding the sword, and 
one mig& well say that they have been brought up from very birth for warfare. 
Moreover, the Khawiirij have joined up with Ya'qiib and placed themselves 
under his command (see below, pp. 541 ff.). The wisest course would be for you 
to conciliate him, in order to ward off the evil effects of him and his Khiiriji 
troops, for he is a determined man, skilled in the ar t  of leadership, with essen- 
tially the outlook of a gltiizi: '.I3 The capture of the Tihirid capital Nishiipiir in 
259/873 caused an important group of local commanders and soldiers of fortune 
in Khuriisiin-including Ahmad b. 'Abdulliih al-Khujistiini, later to be the 
Saffirids' rival for control of Khurisin-to submit to Ya'qiib, and some of 
them entered his service permanently.14 

Similarly, 'Amr's military abilities emerge from the history of his cam- 
paigning~ and eventual triumph over a series of rivals for power in Khurksiin. 

" Ml~rGj al-dhnlmh, vlrr, 52-4 ; S i y E s a t - e m ,  ch. iii, ed. Darke, 24, tr., 18 ; Ibn KhallikHn, 
tr., IV, 321. 

l a  Mw.rtij nl-dhn.hh, vlrr, 46-7, 51-2 ; Ibn al-Athir, vrr, 226 ; Ibn KhallikHn, tr., Iv, 304. 
l a  Ta'rikh-i Sisttin, 208-9. 
I' ibid., 224-5. These men arc callcd here ' thc S~lgktiw of KhuriisLn ', and the editor BahHr 

is surely right to see in the Pcrsian ~ z l ~ k  an origin from Arabic su'lck ' vagabond, desperado, 
bri~antl  ' ; hut the inclusion ~ r n o n g ~ t  them ar?.lfikG,n making pcace with Ya'qiib of the aristo- 
crattic SAmiinid IhrAhim b. Ilyiis b. Asad  suggest^ that  the Persian word had a less pejorative 
meaning than thc Ambic term. 
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Ibn Khallikiin, quoting the historian of Khurisiin Sallimi (whose lost Ta7rTk?~ 
zcwlit Khur6sin was also an important source for Gardizi's information on the 
Tihirids and Saffirids), emphasizes 'Amr's administrative and organizational 
skill in regard to his army, his care that i t  was regularly paid and that its 
equipment, mounts, and weapons were always in good fighting trim (see further, 
below, pp. 549-50).15 

It is well known that Ya'qfib b. al-Laith first came to prominence initially 
as a rank-and-file member, and then as a leader, of one of the bands of volunteers 
or vigilantes which had arisen in Sistin and Bust to  combat the local Khawirij.16 
These are designated in the sources as muttawwi'a,17 or, with a rather more 
condemnatory shade of meaning, as 'ayzja'riiv~.l8 Exactly what was the social 
composition of these 'ayycrs, and exactly what was the common purpose or 
motivation, the 'asabiyya, which bound them together, are things which we 
woulcl very much like to  know. Though ostensibly standing for law and order, 
and on the side of Sunni orthodoxy against the Khiiriji sectaries, they were 
more often than not a turbulent, even a revolutionary element in the social and 
political structure of Sistin, above all in such towns as Zarang and Bust. A 
life of irresponsibility, combined with a little brigandage, would always appeal 
tto the bolder spirits ancl vagabonds of society ; but the ranks of the 'ayya'rs 
must also have been swelled by such groups as landless or runaway peasants and 
by former soldiers and gEzis (a soldier who had been contemptuously discharged 
as too old for active service led an 'ayyir revolt in Sistin against the Siminids, 
see below, p. 539). We need to view the 'iy6ra of Sistin as part of a social 
phenomenon common to much of the central and eastern part of the medieval 
Islamic world, above all, to its towns, where social ferment was most marked ; 
the Sistin 'nyy6rs must accordingly be linked with the jftyin, ahdith, rund ,  
shultrir, etc. of other towns and regions. Much fascinating material on these 

l6 Cardizi, ed. NBzim, 16-16, ed. Nafisi, 116-17 ; Ibn Khallikiin, tr., IV, 322. 
'' For the background of the Khlriji activity in Sistiin and eastern Iran, see Boeworth, 

6Sieldn under the Araba, from the Ialnmic conqueat to the riae of the SaJS6rida (30-250/651464) 
(Ietituto Italiano per i l  Metlio etl Estremo Oriente. Centro Studi e Scavi Archeologici in Asia. 
Reports and Memoirs, XI), Rome, 1968, 87 ff. 

l7 < mutdawwi'a ' those who perform a supererogatory or gratuitous act, those who exceed 
what is obligatory on themselves in fighting '. Cf. Lane, Arabic-English lexicon, E.v., and Sam'ini, 
Kildb al-ansib, facsimile text, London, 1912, f. 534a, 0.v. ' al-Muttawwi'i ' : ' This niaba come0 
from d-mu41awuriLa. These are the people who devote themselves to holy warfare and raiding, 
who station themselves in ribits along the frontiers, who assume the duty of raiding and who hurl 
themselves against the enemies in the lands of unbelief, becauee they regard a11 these things a8 
obligatory upon themselves ; then they return home '. 

la '-4'ir and the frequentative form 'ayyiir have the basic meaning of ' someone who (or 
some animal which) goes to and fro or circulates about, briskly end energetically ', hence also 
' sharp-witted, keen ', cf. Lane, e.v. In early Arabic usage it can be used either in an approbatorY 
or a condemnatory manner, but later comes to be applied to rogues, vagabonds, bandite, and those 
who live by their wits in general, with a depreciatory overtone. 
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bands has been assembled and analysed by C1. Cahen,lg but a great deal about 
them remains a puzzle. 

Ya'qfib entered the service of the leader of the volunteers of Bust, Siilih b. 
al-Nadr (or al-Nasr) al-Kinini. According to the Tn'rskh-i STstEn (admittedly 
a source hostile to Siilih and partial towards the Saffirids), when Silih was 
recognized as Amir of Bust in Muharram 238lJune-July 852, ' all the strength 
of his army came from Ya'qiib b. al-Laith and the 'ayyirs of Sistin ' . *0  How- 
ever, there are indications in the other sources that the Ta'rikh-i SSstEn in- 
flates Ya'qfib's importance a t  this time. When in J u m i d i  II/October 858 
Siilih lost the amirate of Sistin, i t  was not Ya'qfib who succeeded to power 
there immediately, but another military leader, Dirham b. al-Nadr (or al-Na?r). 
Ya'qiib's turn did not come till nearly three years later, when he was hailecl as 
Amir in Zarang in Muharram 247/April 861.21 

Hence it was the 'ayyirs who formed the backbone of Ya'qfib's personal 
force when he first came to power. The 'ayyirs had for some time been one of the 
two dynamic groups in the political life of Sistiin (the other being that of the 
Khawarij), and were to remain so for a t  least two centuries to come. In parti- 
cular. the 'ayyfirs were always the spear-head of local resistance in Sistin against 
the domination of outside powers. This was seen in the early years of the tenth 
century, when the Siiminids occupied Sist51l in 298/911, deposing and carrying 
off into captivity the Saffirid princes Muhammad and Mu'addal b. 'Ali b. 
al-Laith. In  299/911-12 one Muhammad b. Hurmuz, called Mauli Sandali, 
raised the 'ayy6rs of the villages on the eastern side of the Zirih lake and led a 
movement for the restoration of the young Saffirid 'Amr b. Ya'qfib b. Muham- 
mad b. 'Amr b. al-Laith, apparently the only survivor then in Sistin of the 
direct lines of Ya'qilb or 'Amr. The SHmHnids suppressed the rebellion in 
301/913, and the 'ayy6r leaders were executed in Samarqand ; but less than a 
year later, the 'cr~lytirs of this same district killed the deputy of the Caliphal 
governor al-Fad1 b. Hamid, who a t  this point had managed for a brief while to 
restore 'Abbiisid authority in Sistin. Again, in 304/917 'ayyir support was 
decisive for the proclamation as Amir in Zarang of a local commander, Kathir b. 
Ahnrad b. Shahfilr, and in the following year, Kathir's forces defeated an army 
sent out by the Caliphal governor in Firs, Badr b. 'Abdullih al-Hammimi.22 
When a crntliry later Sistin came under Ghaznavid rule, the 'ayyErs led local 
ol)po"tion to the alien invaders. Mas'fid of Ghazna's '{mil or civil governor in 
Sistiin, 'Aziz h. Muhammad Fiishanji, and the military commander Qadi', took 
draconian measures against them : ' The turbulence caused by the 'ayyrirs now 
decreased bocausc the Hijib [QadL'] had several people torn in half. Then 
'A7.i~ arrested the smhnngs and flogged them, and either beheaded their leaders 

'' In hi8 Moicig~mrnt,q popitlnir~s ~t nittonomisme iirbnin dnns 1'Asie m~isztlmnne d~ moyrn dge, 
1fli(lcn, 1959 (origitlally in Arnbica, v-vr, 1955-0). 

20 Tn.'rikh-i Sistfin. 192. 
'' cf. Bouworth, ~ Y i ~ h i n  i t n d ~ r  t h ~  Amh.9, 112-18. 
22 (:artlizi, etl. Niizim, 2 3 4  ; Tn'rikh-i Sistdn, 297-301, 303-4,  306-7 ; Ibn al-Athir, V l I I ,  

52-3,77. 
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(naqibln) or had them torn in half. Through these exemplary measures, things 
were brought under control. He also levied heavy fines and mulcts on the 
sarhungs of the capital (sc. Zarang) and on the prominent men of the country 
districts (mihturin-i rQstii) '.23 

Mention of the sarhungs raises a further problem, that of the relation of 
these sarhangs to the 'ayyirs. In modern Persian, sarhang denotes the military 
rank of colonel, and one possibility is that these sarhangs of Sistin were officers 
or leaders amongst the general body of 'ayycirs. It is certain, from the passage 
of the Ta'r'ikh-i S;is,%n cited above and from other mentions in the sources, that 
the sarhangs had a higher rank or position amongst the military than the mass 
of 'ayyirs. In his section on the early career of Ya'qiib b. al-Laith, Gardizi says 
that ' He passed from the trade of coppersmith to being an 'ayyir, and then 
became busy with robbery and brigandage on the roads. Then he became a 
sarhung and acquired a body of cavalry, and in this way, gradually attained the 
position of amir. First of all, he held the position of sarhang of Bust under 
Nasr b. Silih [read Silih b. Nasr], and then rose to be Amir of Sistin '.24 In the 
account of Ya'qiib's negotiations with the Khawirij of Sistin, the position or 
rank of sarhung appears as one between that of a one-horse trooper and an 
amir.25 Among the elements of the army giving allegiance in 311/923 to the 
Amir Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Khalaf b. al-Laith, a descendant in the female 
line from Ya'qiib and 'Arnr b. al-Laith, are enumerated ' the MawilT, the 
Sarhunga'n, and the A w c i n  '. The editor of the text of the Ta'rTkh-i STst& 
Malik al-Shu'ari' Bahir, glossed these sarhangs as being ' freed slaves, leaders 
of the mob, and the hardy and brave one-horse troopers', 26 but this seems to be 
pure conjecture. The supporters of Tihir b. Khalaf b. Ahmad, who were 
besieging the Amir Khalaf himself in the fortress of Tiq  near Zarang in 391/1001, 
are described as ' the army, the sarhangs, the 'ayyirs, and the town mob '.27 

If any conclusion can be drawn from these citations, it would appear that 
the sarhangs were a group separate from the 'ayyirs in general, but perhaps 
recruited in part from 'ayyirs who had shown outstanding leadership qualities 
or prowess in battle. 

The A ~ d q c i n  ' free men ' mentioned as a constituent element of the Saffirid 
forces of the early fourth/tenth century were doubtless free soldiers of good 
family, the sons of dihqins and landowners, and other adventurous spirib 
attracted by the rich opportunities for plunder furnished by the early Saffirid 

Ta'rikh-i SGtZn, 363 ; cf. Boaworth, The Qhazmvih ,  their empire in Afghanistan and 
eastern Iran, Edinburgh, 1963, 89-90. 

Gardizi, ed. NBzim, 11 ,  4. Nafiei, 112. 
Ta'rikh-i Siukin, 205 ; the complete paseage is given below. 
ihid., p. 312, n. 1. 

a7 ibid.. 349. 
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campaigns. According to Mas'iidi, Ya'qiib had a fixed procedure for the ad- 
mission of recruits into his army. When a man presented himself before the 
Arnir, his skill a t  handling weapons was tested and he was questioned about his 
antecedents and previous service with other commanders. If Ya'qiib was 
satisfied with him, the recruit was required to hand over all his own equipment, 
his weapons and his mount ; these were sold by an official specially charged 
with this duty and the resulting sum was credited to the recruit in the Diw6n. 
He then received a completely new set of equipment, clothing, provisions, etc., 
from the Amir, and was supplied with mounts and beasts of burden from the 
Amir's stable. If he was dismissed or left Ya'qiib's service, he had to return all 
these, but received back from the DiwEn his original wealth deposited there, 
together with any excess of pay which he had earned.28 

As was noted above, Ya'qiib's career began as one of the volunteers and 
'ayyirs who were combating the Khawirij in Sistin. In the pre-Saffirid period, 
leadership in the fight against these sectaries had often devolved on the 'ayyirs 
by reason of the Arab governors' military ineffectiveness in Sistin. The leader 
of the 'ayycrs of Bust, Silih b. al-Nadr, came to Zarang in 239/854 protesting to 
the governor Ibrihim b. al-Hudain al-Qiisi, on behalf of the Tihirids, and to the 
orthodox 'ulawui' and fuqak' ,  that his sole quarrel was with the Khawirij, 
who had killed his brother Ghassin b. al-Nadr.29 When he was himself acclaimed 
Arnir of Sistin in 247/861, Ya'qfib immediately plunged into continuous war- 
fare with the Khawirij, who were masters of much of the countryside around 
Zarang. An attack by the Khiriji commander Asadiiya on one of the gates of 
Zarang, the Dar-i Ta'im, was driven off by Ya'qiib in 249/863. Two years 
later, in 251/865, Ya'qiib defeated the leader of the Sistin Khawirij, 'Ammir 
b. YHsir, a t  Nishak, killing 'Ammir ; after this, ' the Khawirij all became 
discomfited and fled to the hills of Isfidr and the valley of Hindqinin '.'O 

Despite these onslaughts on the Khawirij, there was a certain ambivalence 
in Ya'qiib's attitude towards them. Certain of the orthodox Sunni sources, 
hostile to the Saffirids, imply that Ya'qfib had himself been a Khiriji in his 
youth, and it is quite possible that the line between 'ayyir bands and Khiriji 
bands was not always a completely hard and fast one. Nizim al-Mulk, obsessed 
as he was by the threat to the fabric of the Great Seljiiq empire from the 
extremist Shi'i Assassins, even makes Ya'qiib a convert to I s m i ' i l i ~ m . ~ ~  The 
KhawHrij were one of the most vigorous elements in the population of Sistin, 
and their traditional martial qualities and their willingness to fight to the death 
for their exclusivist beliefs, made a total victory over them difficult to achieve. 

Mu,rCj aal-dhahh, VIII,  47-9. 
Tn'rikh-i Siatiin,, 195-7. 

30 ibid., 205, 207, of. R ~ R O  209. 
31  Si?/ i isnt-ndm, oh. iii, e d .  Darke, 20, t,r.. 16. 
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Yatqiib was realist enough to see that a policy of conciliation and the diversion 
of KhBriji energies into external expansion might well be the solution to the 
problem of the KhawLij in Sistin. Hence we can discern how, side by side 
with the suppression of minor Khiriji outbreaks. a programme of conciliation 
was put into effect. 

As soon as he became Amir of Sistin, says the Ih'rikh-i S i s ~ n ,  ' Ya'qib 
sent a messenger to the Khiriji leader 'Ammir saying, " The burden of leader- 
ship which you have taken upon your shoulders was previously borne by 
Hamza b. 'Abdulllh 32 in such a way that he never made an attack on this city 
(SC. Zarang) and never harmed any of the people of Sistiin. His quarrel was 
with the official representatives of the government, whereas you act in an 
oppressive way. The Sagzi people were perfectly safe from him. The governor- 
ship of Sistin was in the hands of outsiders, but the population of Sistan was 
left in peace because of [the governors' pre-occupation with] Hamza's rebellion. 
After this came the time of Bii Ishiq and Bii, 'Auf,33 and their warriors (reading 
ghzcziit-ishEn., as suggested by Bahir) were occupied with warfare in the lands 
of unbelief. Now things have a different complexion : if you want to bring 
about peace, put away thoughts of setting yourself up as a Commander of the 
Faithful [of the K h a ~ i r i j ] , ~ ~  ancl come and link your army with us. For we 
have striven with a good resolution, that we shall never deliver Sistin into 
anyone else's hands again ; and if God Most High grants us His assistance, we 
shall promote the interests and prosperity of Sistin as far as we ~ossibly can. 
If, on the other hand, you reject this proposal, then nevertheless, do not 
oppress anyone in SistHn, and follow the example of the earlier generations of 
Khawirij ". 'Ammiir sent the reply that he would look into the but 
meanwhile, he would not harm Ya'qfib or any of his subjects any further '. 
Ya'qiib's overtures did not, it seems, ultimately commend themselves to 
'Ammar. Ya'qiib had to march against him four years later, and 'Ammir's 
head was exposed on the walls of Zarang by the Dar-i Ta'Hm and his body 
suspended upsicle clown a t  the Dar-i Akir.35 

However, Ya'qiib's appeal may not have gone unheeded by others of the 
Khawirij. In the year following his message to 'Ammir, w. in 248/862, Ya'qfib 
sent letters to the leaders of the KhawHrij through the intermediacy of his 
commander Azhar b. YahyH b. Zuhair b. Farqad. As a result, 1,000 of the 

Referring to Hamza b. 'Abdullkh or h. Adharak, leader of the great Khiriji rebellion in 
Siatkn and eastern Iran, which lasted for over 30 years till I;Iarnzale own death in 213/828 and 
which more than anything else weakened severely the Caliphel control of those regions. gee 
G .  Scarcia, ' LO scambio di lettere tra Hirfin el-Rdid e Yarnza al-)_IBribi ~econtlo i l  " Ta'rib-i 
SisGn " ', Annuli dell'lstituto Univetsitario Orientale di  Napoli,  NS, xrv, 121, 1984 (' IScritti in 
onore di Laura Veccia Vaglieri, 11 '), 623-45, and Bosworth, Riatin under t h ~  Araha. 91-104. 

BC. Abii Iabiq IbrLhim b. 'Urnair al-JBshani and Abii 'Auf h. 'Abd al-Rahmiin 
( 9 )  Bazi', who eucceeded Hamza ae leaders of the Khawkrij, see Ta'rikh-i Siatin, 180 ff. 

3' In hie correspondence with the '.4bblsid Caliph HErfin al-Rashid. Hamza described him- 
aelf a8 ' the Servant of God Harnza, Commander of the Faithful' ; see Scarcia, art. cit., 6359 64l~ 
and Boeworth, hYi8tCn under the Arab8, 98. 

a6  Ta'rikh-i Sisldn, 202-3.205. 
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Khawlrij came over to Ya'qiib's side. He gave their leaders robes of honour, 
and promised that he would promote those who were sarhangs to amirs and those 
who were one-horse troopers to sag.hangs, and would make the infantrymen 
into cavalry troopers. He also promised favour or promotion for every soldier 
in whom he noted some special skill or act of valour. The KhawBrij, it  is 
narrated, were won over by these promises ; a considerable proportion of 
them stayed with Ya'qfib and eventually, the greater part of them rallied to 
Ya'qiib's ~ i d e . 3 ~  

In 259/873 there occurred a serious rebellion in the regions of Badghis and 
Gharchistan, to the north of Hariit, led by one 'Abd al-Rahim or 'Abd al- 
Rahmiin. This 'Abd al-Rahim had styled himself ' Commander of the Faithful ' 
of the Khawirij, and in imitation of the 'Abbasids, had adopted the loqab of 
nl-iMutnwakEi1 'alG 'IlGh. His seat of power a t  Karfikh was still predominantly 
Khariji over a century later, according to the geographer Maqdisi (wrote c .  
375/985).37 'Abd al-Rahim had 10,000 supporters from the Khawilrij of 
Bidghis and adjacent parts of Khurisiln, but in a battle in the snows of tlie 
Paropamisus Rlountains, Yn'qiib defeated him. 'Abd al-Rahim surrendered and 
received ama'n. He was made governor for the Saffirids of the town of Isfiziir 
and of the Kurds who nomadized in the surrounding steppes, but within a year, 
the Khawiirij had killed him (because of his collaborating with the Saffirids?) 
and had elected Ibriihim b. Akhdar as their head. Nevertheless, Ibrahim in 
turn submitted and was made governor in 'Abd al-Rahim's stead. He was 
welcomed into Ya'qiib's service, with a promise that he would be made to feel 
at  home : ' Then Ya'qiib said, " Be of stout heart, you and your partisans ; 
the greater part of my army and of my commanders are [originally] Khawirij 
too, and you will not feel strange amongst them " '. Ibrihim was urged to 
bring over more of his followers to Ya'qiib, who promised to assign them allow- 
ances and places on his DTwfin. Ya'qiib stressed the importance of the district 
of Isfizar as a thaghr or frontier region (it faced the mountainous region of 
Gher in central Afghanistan, which was still pagan in early Ghaznavid times '), 
and said that he needed a reliable person to guard it whilst he was away cam- 
paigning outside Sistin. He also appealed to Ibriihim as being a fellow-country- 
man (ham-shakri) of his, and observed that since so many of Ibrihim's partisans 
were from Baskar in Sistin,30 he would certainly not discriminate against them 
or oppress them in any way. Ibrihim was impressed. He went away and then 
returned with all his army. Ya'qiib gave robes of honour to all the leaders, and 

ihid., 204-5. Regarding the position of anrhng.9 anlongst the Khawirij, there is mentioned 
under the dc~ignation ' garhang of the KhawBrij ' a certain Ghinim Baskari. who fought in 
FLrs drlring Ya'qBh'u uecond expedition to KirmZn and Fiirs and who captured Muh~mmad b. 
Whit ~ t *  Sirrif in 282/876 (ibid., 229). 
'' Ahann ol-tnqdsijn, ed. de Goejr, Lridrn, 190G. 323. 
" on Ghiir, Bo~worth, ' The early Islamic history of GhCr ', Central deintic Jour>rnl, 

vl. 2, 1961, 116-33. 
" Thia place is sever81 time# mentioned in the Ta'rikh-i Sistdn, but the exact form of the 

name i~ unrertain : variants like Baskh and Lashkar also appear. 



ordered the head of his Department of Military Affairs, the 'Arid, to inscribe the 
soldiers' names in the Diwcin-i. 'Ard and assign them stipends according to their 
rank. Henceforth, they formed a special contingent within the Saffiirid forces 
a t  large, with the designation of the Jaish al-Shur~it*~ and with IbrBhim b. 
Akhdar as their commanding general.41 

It is thus clear that the armies of the &st Saffiirids contained a high pro- 
portion of Khirijis or ex-Khiirijis in their ranks, and it is not a t  all surprising 
that some of the sources should view Ya'qiib and 'Amr (whose policies were 
in general strongly anti-'Abbisid) as themselves tainted with Khiirijism. This 
utilization of the Khawiirij of eastern Iran by the Safflrids channelled off into 
external warfare much of the sectaries' bellicose energies, and as an active body, 
the role of the Khawiirij in eastern Iran was now finished. Scarcia has rightly 
noted how mention of the Khawiirij henceforth drops out completely from 
the narrative of the Ta'rikh-i SistEn, whereas for the previous period it is 
extensively concerned with their activities ; this cannot be The 
Arabic and Persian geographers of the fourth/tenth century continue to men- 
tion communities of Khawirij in Sistin, Kirmin, Bldghis, and other parts of 
KhuriisBn, 43 but these are obviously qa'ada, passive believers and sympathizers, 
and not activists. By the end of that century, these Khiriji communities can 
have been little distinguishable from their Sunni neighbours ; according to 
Yiiqiit, citing Istakhri, the Khawirij of Sistin were notable for their probity in 
commercial dealings, for their piety and devotion, and for their distinctive 
dress (unfortunately, this is not detailed).44 

During the course of the third/ninth century, the armies of the 'Abbisid 
Caliphs, and following them, the armies of provincial governors and military 
leaders, were transformed. In earlier times, the Caliphs had depended on the 

'O The Khawirij  u d  the term Shurdt ' Sellers ' to  describe themselves, sc. sellers of their 
souls to  God in return for the promim of Paradiee, echoing Qur'anic phraseology in which the 
believers d l  or barter (ehard) their share of the present life for the hereafter, cf. Qur'Ln It, 203/206, 
IV, 76/73. 

Tabari, 111, 1882 (who is apparently m o n g  in saying tha t  'Abd al-Rahim was killed im- 
mediately on Ya'qiib'sdefeating him in battle) ; Gardizi, ed. Nivim, 12. ed. Nafiei, 113 ; Ta'rckh-i 
SGtdn, 217-18 ; 'Aufi, Jatmimi' d - h i k ~ y d t ,  partial facsimile text, Tehran, 1336/19.56, 143-4, 
and in M. NiqQmu'd-Din, Introduction to the Jadmd'u'l-~ik6ydit of Mzckrnrnad al-'Awfi, London, 
1929, no. 718. 

'a ' Due precimzioni sul Hirigismo siatanico ', A I U O N ,  N8, xv, 1966,3034. 
48 cf. Ibn Rusts, d-A'@ al-nufiea, ed. de Goeje, Leiden, 1892, 174, tr. G. Wiet, Lee atoura 

p r k i e w ,  Cairo, 1956, 202 (Khewirij a t  Juwain and Kurunk in Sistin) ; I~ takhr i ,  Kitlih rnaecilik 
d-manaiilik, ed. de  Goeje, Leiden, 1927, 166 (Bern), 226-7 (Kariikh and Astarabiykn in Bkdghis) ; 
Ibn Hauqal, KiMb g i r d  d-ard,  ed. Kramere, Leiden, 19384,312, tr .  Wiet, Conjiguralion de latel're, 
Paris, [1985], 306 (Barn), 424-5 (Kariikh and Astarabiy&n), 439 ; HudCd d-'Zlam, ed. Minorsky, 
London, 1938, 104 (Iefizir), 126 (Bam); Maqdiai, 306 (Farah and %rnawLdh in SisGn), 323 
(Sistiin, Kariikh, and Astarabiyin), 469 (Bam). 

Yu3am d-buZdiin, ed. Wiietenfeld, Leipzig, 1866-73, 111, 42 ; cf. B. Spuler, Iran in  fruh- 
bhmiucher Zeit, Wieebeden, 1952,170. 
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Arab warriors or muqitih and then, after the 'Abbisid Revolution, on their 
Khurisinian guards. But from the Caliphate of al-Mu'tasim (218-27/833-42) 
onwards, the core of the Caliphal army was a praetorian guard of slaves (ghilma'n, 
mamiilik). These were mainly Turks from the South Russian and Central 
Asian steppes, but also included such varied races as the Berbers, Nubians, 
Armenians, Greeks, and Balkan Slavs.*= Local commanders and governors, such 
as the Tihirids and &mad b. Ttiltin, speedily imitated the Caliphs, believing 
that a people like the Turks had innate qualities of pugnacity and valour ; 
moreover, since they were unhampered by local ties or vested interests, it was 
supposed that they could give a more concentrated loyalty than could local 
troops. 

Ya'qfib and 'Amr b. al-Laith had as the nucleus of their army some of the 
most vital elements from the Iranian peoples of Sistin and eastern Khurisin, 
including 'ayyzrs, Khiirijis, and recruits from the indigenous landed classes. 
The enthusiasm aroused by the Saffiirid brothers' triumphs caused mercenary 
soldiers to flock to their standard, and Ya'qfib and 'Amr had no problems of 
fmding man-power for the armies which they hurled successively into the field. 
Accordingly, there was no overriding necessity for replenishing the forces 
with slaves purchased from outside, and the slave element in the Saffiirid 
armies, at least, until the end of 'Amr's amirate, was probably a subordinate 
one. 

Nevertheless, slaves were inevitably acquired in the course of warfare, if only 
from the armies of defeated opponents. 'Arnr's rivals for power in Khurisin, 
such as Rifi' b. Harthama, certainly had their own contingents of g h ~ k i m s . ~ ~  
Also, the SaffLid expeditions into the D6r al-kufr of eastern Afghanistan 
were, like those of the earlier Arab governors of Sistin, richly productive of 
captives who were sold as slaves. Such was the origin of the slave commander 
Sebiik-eri (Subkari), who in the years after 'Amr's capture, aspired to the role 
of king-maker amongst the Saffirid princes ; he became virtually independent 
ruler of Firs until his capture and his death in Baghdid in 305/917-18. The 
conventional version of this man's name is ' Subkari ' (adopted, for instance, by 
Vasmer, Walker, and Spuler), but it is hard to see any sense in such a rendering. 
I t  is more probable that we have here a Turkish name like Sebiik-eri ' Beloved 
man ', for the man in question was captured in Zamindiwar or Zibulistin by 
Ya'qiib during an expedition of 255-6/869 against the fugitive son of the 
Zun,hil or local ruler of these regions ; in the course of these operations, an 
extensive haul of beasts and prisoners was taken from ' the Khalaj and Turks ' 
who herded their flocks on the plateaux and hills between Kabul and Bust." 
Thus de Slane was unconsciously on the right track when he interpreted the 

'"ee Oaman S. A. Iamail, ' Mu'tagim and the Turks ', BSOAS, X X I ~ ,  1, 1966, 12-24, and 
for thie whole proceea of change, h v y ,  The social structure of Islam, 407 ff., and Sourdel and 
Boaworth, E l ,  aecond ed., 8.v. &him. 

'' cf. Ta'rikh-i Riatdn, 262-3. 
" ibid., 215. 
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j-I + of Ibn Khallikin's text (which must either be a dittography or 

perhaps ' Sebuk al-Saffiiri ') as ' Sebuk as-Sebukri 
From such sources as these, Ya'qiib acquired a body of slaves whom he 

employed as an blite force and as a personal bodyguzrd, their role thus corre- 
sponding to that of the palace ghufims (ghulinziin-i sariy) of the Siminids and 
Ghaznavids. Ya'qiib's interest in the training of his young slaves is noted by 
Mas'tidi (see above, p. 536). The first firm date for the existence of Ya'qiib's 
ghuZ6m guard is 259/873, when Ya'qiib overthrew Muhammad b. Tihir and 
entered his capital of Nishapiir. Thc notables and 'ulami' of Nishiipiir regarded 
Ya'qiib with suspicion because he had no charter from the Caliph to legitimize 
his rule. He therefore resolved to impress them by his military might, and 
paraded 2,000 of his ghuliims in two ranks before the throne on which he sat 
to receive the notables of the town ; these ghulems were resplendently fitted out 
with gold and silver shields, swords, and maces captured from the Talirid 
treasury and armoury. This body of gl~ul&ns is obviously identical with the 
dlite force of 2,000 troops, hand-picked by Ya'qiib, which Mas'fidi describes. 
Half of these had gold maces and the rest silver ones, and they were paraded on 
ceremonial occasions, such as for festivities or when it was desired to impress 
enemies. The phrase used here uln-innanza' duribat ha'dhilb al-n'mida 'zbddatan 
li 'I-nnwi'ib ' these maces were only made so that they could be a source of 
strength in times of disaster ' may imply that the maces were for ceremonial 
purposes rather than for actual fighting, and could be melted down in times of 
need. 

According to the Ta'rzkh-i SSstin, 'Amr's grandson Tiihir b. Muhammad 
inherited on his succession to the amirate in 287/900 a well-filled treasury and 
10,000 palace ghuZ6rn.s ' as well as those employed on outside duties ' (dGn 
bir4nT).j0 This number seems rather high, although it is likely that the pro- 
portion of slaves in the Saffirid army increased in the course of the fourth/ 
tenth century, as the Amirs' dominions shrank to little more than Sistin itself 
and the incentives for free recruits to present themselves diminished. As we 
saw above, the Mawili: or slaves were one of the three main constituent elements 
of Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Khalaf b. al-Laith's army, and it was, indeed, the 
Amir's own ghukims who in 352/963 murdered their m a ~ t e r . ~ l  Symptomatic of 
decreased control over their armies by the Amirs of this century was the growth 
of private body-guards around the great commanders and nobles, a practice 
not mentioned in the times of Ya'qfib and 'Amr. TLhir b. Abi 'Ali, a descendant 
of Ya'qGb's and 'Amr's brother 'Ali b. al-Laith and regent in Sintiin during 

Ibn Khallikin, tr.,  IV, 333. 
'* Ta'rikh-i Siatiin, 222 ; MurCj nl-dhuhab, vnr, 49-60 ; cf. Gardiai, ed. Nizim, 13. ed- 

Nafisi, 114. The correspondence between the arrangements for this ceremonial levbe and tho80 
of the Ghaznavida in their palacee at Ghazna and Bust, RE known to ue from literary aources like 
Baihaqi and from the murals of the palace at Lashkar-i Bizir, is etriking ; eee Bo8worth~ 
The Qhaznavide, 104,135 ff. 

B0 Ta'rikh-i Siatdn, 257. 
" ibid.. 326. 
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Khalaf b. Ahmad's absence between 353/964 and 358/969 on the Pilgrimage, 
had a Hijib al-Hujjcib, who himself had 500 ghukims, all with ornamented belts.52 

The Saffiirid slave troops must have included men of several different 
nations. In welcoming troops of any ethnic complexion, slave or free, the 
Amirs were simply following a trend of the times. The armies of the 'Abbisids 
were already multi-racial, and a peak of diversity was reached in such armies as 
those of the Fiitimids, Ghaznavids, and Great Seljfiqs.j3 Under Ya'qfib and 
'Amr, there was a group of Arabs ; their commander Iyiis b. 'Abdullih later 
left Sistiin for Kirmiin in 293/906 in disgust a t  Tihir b. Muhammad b. 'Amr's 
neglect of the once-mighty Saffirid e m ~ i r e . ~ 4  There was also an Indian con- 
tingent, although as with the Arabs, we know little more about these troops 
beyond the name of their commander, T.ribi1.s This man had been commander 
of the Indians in Ya'qfib's time, and in the conf~ised period from 306/919 to 
310/923, during which the commanders Kathir b. Ahmad b. Shahffir and 
Ahmad b. Qudam were successively raised to pourer in Sistan, he and the Indian 
troops played a significant role. That there were, moreover, black slave troops 
is likely ; Khalaf b. Ahmad had black eunuchs as harem attendants and two 
Zan@s are mentioned as being amongst the out.standing warriors and cham- 
pions (nzubu~izin) of his 

VII 

Like the professional armies of other contenlporary Islamic powers, the 
Saffiirid army required a lengthy train of baggage and milita'ry stores. Where 
siege warfare necessitated their presence, such engines of war as malzjaniqs and 
'awiZda,s (mangonels and catapults) were also taken along.57 According to 
Fakhr-i Mudabbir Mubarakshih, the kitchen whicli 'Amr took with him on his 
campaigns in Bhuriisan against Ismi'il b. Ahmad required 1,000 camels to 
transport it. Mas'fidi says that Ya'qfib had 5,000 Bactrian camels, and 10,000 
asses, greyish in colour and called (5'afir'i after their master ; he preferred these 

5 2  ihid., 332. This HCjih 01-Hujjch is specifically distingriished from the SipalrsCk7r or Co~ll- 
mandel3-in-Chief of the army in general ; possibly he was conl~nander of the slave troops. 

K3 ~ f .  1. Hrbek, 'Die Slawen im Dicnste der Fktimiden ', Archit) Orirntdlni, XXI ,  4, 19.53, 
-543-81 ; Rosworth, ' Ghaznevici nlilitary organisation ', D P ~  Islam, X X X \ . I ,  1-2, 1960, 37-77 ; 
idem. E I ,  second ed., 0.v. &ulCm ( 5  ii. Persia). 

'' To'rikh-i Sistcn, 259. Iyis's actual words to  Tlthir as he departed were ' We carved out 
this cmpirc hy our  words, bllt you are endt.avor~ri~ig to holcl it by frivolous nmnsemcnts. Kingly 
power cannot hc: ~~etaincd by  port and play ; i t  can only be maintained through justice, religious 
sanction, state~manship, oratory, the whip, and the sword '. This IyAs is apparently identical 
with the Abii Qiibfis who is mentioned by Tabari a s  seeking refugo a t  the  C:aliphal court ; al- 
Muktafi rcfuscd Tiihir's request for him to  be extradited to  Sistkn (Tabari, III, 2265 ; Ibn al- 
Athir, VII, 377-8). 

'6 Profe~sor Sir Harold Bailey tells me tha t  there is no obviously suitable Indian name which 
woul(l fit this, although the second element could be from -oira- ' hero '. 

" Tn'rikh-i Sistzn, 307, 309, 346, 350. 
b' cf. ihid., 2R3 ; 'Uthi, nl-Tn'rikh nl- Yamini, with commentary by Manini, Cairo, 1286/1869, 

1, 100-1 ; and Ibn al-Athir, VIII, 417, where Khalaf b. Ahmed catapults sacks full of vipers 
(SisGn was notorious for the virulence of its makes) out on to the forces besieging him. 
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two types of animal to mules as beasts of burden, because unlike mules they 
could be left to pasture freely when the army halted. When on the march, 
Ya'qiib made extensive use of spies and patrols.5e 

Since their territories were contiguous with the Indo-Afghan borders, it is not 
surprising that the Saffiirids had some acquaintance with the use of elephants 
in warfare, although they did not themselves employ them to a significant 
extent. The full tactical exploitation of elephants in battle was to be a feature of 
Ghaznavid military practice.59 When fighting in al-Rukhkhaj or Arachosia 
against the Zunbil in 250/864, Ya'qfib encountered elephants in the opposing 
army, but managed to rout them after a furious attack led by Ya'qiib per- 
sonally and 50 of his picked warriors. Amongst the plunder gained, Ya'qiib 
found ' Turkish horses ' and elephants. The Ta'rzkh-i S8slrin relates that he 
finally rejected the elephants, on the grounds that they were inauspicious 
beasts, since they were linked in pious minds with the Abyssinian Viceroy 
Abraha's expedition against Mecca in the so-called ' Year of the Elephant '! 
Ya'qiib certainly did not have a pious mind and was hardly likely to be swayed 
by superstitious reverence ; the story simply shows that he could envisage no 
use for them in his own army. The Saffiirids of the later fourth/tenth century 
did, however, use elephants in warfare-this was the period when Sebiiktigin 
was first employing them in eastern Afghanistan-and both Khalaf b. Ahmad 
and his opponent al-Husain b. Tiihir used them in the course of the succession 
struggle between them in Sistiin (361/972).60 

VIII 

The mustering, equipping and organizing of a fighting force such as the 
Saffiirid army required administrative expertise. In  the 'Abbisid Caliphate of 
the third/ninth century, this administrative backing was centred on the 
Diwin al-Jaish, a department which had already reached a considerable level 
of complexity. An important study of this has been made by W. Hoenerbach, 
drawing on the section of Qudima b. Ja'far's Kilrib al-kharGj wa-gan'at al-kitda 
concerning the DiwZns of the 'Abbisid bureaucracy as they were in the Cali- 
phate of al-Muqtadir (295-320/908-32)." The importance of Qudima's infor- 
mation, as Hoenerbach observes, is that he deals with the practice of this 
government department, and not simply with the theory, as is the tendency, for 
instance, in Miwardi's al-AhkGm al-sul@niyya. Also, in the historical intro- 
duction to  his study, Hoenerbach stresses the continuity of the 'Abbisid 
DiwGn of the Army with earlier institutions of similar function, which may even 
reach back to S idn id  times (see also below, p. 550, on the Saffirid 'ard and its 

" Fakhr-i Mudabbir, Ad66 a l - m d ~ k ,  India Office 647, ff. 103a-b ; Mas'iidi, Mq~rfij 
al-dhhab, VIII, 55 ; Ta'rikh-i Siatdn, 268. 

" cf. Boeworth, 'Ghaznevid military organisation', 61-4, and idem, E l ,  eecond d . 9  8.v. 
f i l (8  ' Ae beeeta of war '). 

'O Ta'rikh-i Sidcin, 206-8, 336, cf. also 347. 
'' ' Zur Heeresrenvaltung der 'Ahhireiden. Rtudie iiber Abulfarak QudLm~ : diwoin al-&iJ', 

Der Ialam, xxrx, 3, In%), 257-00. 
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roots in the past). This 'Abbiisid administrative organ, like the 'Abbiisids' 
slave guard, was the model for the governors and amirs who succeeded to the 
'Abbisid heritage in the provinces. 

Ya'qiib must have set up an office to deal with military affairs soon after 
he obtained the amirate of Sistiill and began expanding northwards and east- 
wa.rds into the adjacent parts of Afghanistan. The Khiriji followers of Ibrahim 
b. Akhdar, who formed the unit within Ya'qfib's army known as the Jais7~ 
al-Shurlt, were registered in Ya'qfib's Dlzunn-i 'Ard and allotted stipends from 
it (see above, p. 544). Ya'qiib inherited an administrative organization in Zarang 
when he took over the Diy al-Imira there from the Arab governors who had 
ruled Sistiin on behalf of the Tiihirids and their predecessors in Khuriisiin ; the 
official registers and personnel to keep them would be talten over en bloc. I n  
Khurasiin, officials of the former Tiihirid administration passed into Saffirid 
service ; this was the case with the poet of Baihaq, Abii Ishiq Ibriihim al- 
Mughaithi. 62 

Under 'Amr, the administrative organization of the Saffirid empire was 
put on a more durable basis, for its sphere of operation was now territorially 
very extensive. We have noted Salliimi's praise for 'Amr as an administrator 
and military organizer.63 Salliimi, as quoted by Gardizi and Ibn Khallikin, 
further gives an interesting account of 'Anir's financial ability and his care for 
the timely payment of the troops. According to this information, 'Amr had 
four treasuries, one of arms and the other three of money, and these always 
accompanied him on his campaigns. The first of the financial treasuries com- 
prised revenue from the land-tax and other imposts, and was used for the 
army's salaries. The second comprised revenues from the Amir's personal 
properties and estates (the rn4il-i khiifs), which was used for court expenses, 
food, etc. The third comprised revenues from occasional and extraordinary 
levies (ahdzth) and confiscations of the wealth of soldiers who had gone over to 
the enemy ; from these, special rewards were given to outstandingly brave 
soldiers and payments made to envoys and spies.B4 

The army's pay was normally issued in allotments (raznqlt, 'atciyi, bhtgeni) 
every three months, although extra payments might be made after some 
conspicuous success ; thus in 275/888, after his second occupation of F i rs  
and a peace settlement with the Caliph, 'Amr distributed 2,000,000 dirhams to 
his army. The period of three months or 90 days for a ra,zqa corresponds to that 
of the free cavalrymen (fursin min nl-ahrrir) of top standard ( ja f ly id)  in the 
'Abbisid armies.e' The pay was given out by the head of the Diwin of the 

Ibn Funduq. To'rikh-i Bnihnq, 151-4. 
'Tardizi,  ed. NBzirn, 15, ed. Nafisi, 116 ; Ibn KhallikBn, tr., IV, 322 ; and see above, p. 538. 
'' (:ardixi, lor. pit. 
'' Ta'tikh-i Sistcn, 246 ; Hi161 al-Skbi', Kit66 al-ioirzor6', cited in  IIoenerbach, art. cit., 

279. The Siimiinidn, successors to the SafFBrid heritago in KhuriisBn, paid their troops every four 
month8 or 120 daym, arcording to Khwiiraxrni, Mojitih a l - ' ~ c l l m ,  ed. G. van Vloten, Leiden, 
1895, 65. For Bfiyid practice here, see Bonworth, ' Military organisation under the BGyida of 
Persib and Iraq ', Orirna, xvrrr-xrx, 1965-6, [pnb.] 1967, 164-6, and for the Ghaznavid one, 
i d ~ m ,  ' (:haznevitl military organisation ', 7 1 4 .  



.irmy, the 'Ari(7, a t  the periodically-held general inspections of the army 
('uT$, sing. ' @ I $ ) .  (The office of Ra'zs-i Lashkar, mentioned in 358/969 during 
the amirate of Khalaf b. Ahmad, is probably another designation for the 
'Arid's office.)66 

'Arnr b. al-Laith was always careful to  be personally present a t  the 'ar$. 
At the Nauriiz one, two drums were beaten as a signal for the army to assemble. 
Then the '.iri$ Sahl b. Hamdiin sat down with a sack of dirhams emptied out 
before him, and his assistant had the register in which the names of the soldiers 
and their pay entitlements were written. 'Arnr was the first to step forward. In 
his case, as in everyone else's, physical appearance, arms, equipment, and mount 
mere inspected. The 'Arid then paid out 300 dirhams to 'Amr, who placed the 
money in a purse down the leg of his boot and exclaimed ' Praise be to God, for 
the Lord Most High has bestowed on me the privilege of obedience to the 
Commander of the Faithful and has made me worthy of his favour ! '. 'Amr 
then sat down on a near-by eminence and watched the rest of the army being 
inspected and paid. Ibn Khallikin compares this procedure with the 'rrrd 
under the Siisinid emperor Khusrau Aniishirvin, and Barthold commented that 
the resemblance between the two procedures could hardly be coincidei~tal.~' 
There were also reviews of the army held before important battles.6a 

A close scrutiny of the physical characteristics of the soldiers presenting 
themselves for inspection (the h u h  al-rzjil) was an essential part of the 'irrd. 
According to Miiwardi, ' If the soldier bears a well-known name and is of honour- 
able status, it is unseemly that his physical characteristics and distinguishing 
features should be recorded when his name is entered on the DSw6n register. 
But if he is one of the underlings, his physical characteristics and distinguishing 
features are noted, including his age, stature, colour, physiognomy, and any- 
thing setting him apart from others, lest there be a coincidence in names ; 
and when he is called forth to be paid, one of his detachment commanders or 
officers must accompany him and vouch for him '." QudHma b. .Tadfar details 
extensively the physical points of age, appearance, etc., which should be noted.'O 
In Muslim India many centuries later, the Mughal emperor Akhar rigidly 
enforced the system of detailing physical features, even down to the shape of 
ears and the presence or absence of moles, in the army rolls (the term used for 
' roll ' was chihra, literally ' face ').'I 

All this was necessary to prevent interlopers and substitutes (dukhaE', 

Ta'rikh-i SCqtdn, 332. 
O7 Gardizi, ed. Niizim, 16, ed. Nafiei, 117 ; Ibn KhallikBn, tr., IV, 3 2 2 4  ; Blcrthold, Ti~rkeatan 

down lo the Mow01 invasion, 221. Sahl b. Hamden ie not mentioned in the Ta'rikh-i Rbtdn, but 
w- perhaps a brother of the Muhammad b. Hamdin b. 'Abdullf~h, governor of ZBbulistin and 
prominent in evente at the end of 'Amr'e reign, see ibicl., 259-60. 

Ibn Khallikin, tr . ,  IV, 314. 
" Al-AbkGm d-mlMniyya, ed. M. Enger, Comtitvtionea politicat?, Bonn, 1853, 352, tr. E. 

Fagnan, Lea atduta gouvernementauz, Algiers, 1915, 4 3 9 4 .  
Hoenerbach, art. cit., 269-74. 

7' W. Irvine, ' The army of the Indian Moghule : it0 organisation and administration ' t  

JRA.9, 1896.549-GO. 
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budali') from insinuating themselves on to the pay-rolls ; n-e possess from 
Bfiyid times instances of the lengths to which people were prepared to go in 
order to achieve this.72 Whilst Ya'qiib and 'Amr maintained their tight grip 
over military affairs and administration, there was little scope for abuses to 
creep in ; but after 'Amr's capture, in the early years of Tahir b. Muhammad b. 
'Amr's reign, some rcprehensible practices do seem to have arisen. At any 
event, the slave commander Sebiik-eri (Subkari), who had secured an ascendancy 
over the new Amir Tiihir and his brother Ya'qiib, managed to play on the fears 
of the army that an 'arc1 was imminent and that some of the troops would then 
be struck from the registers and lose their pay entitlements ; in this way he 
brought about the death of a rival for influence in the state, Muhammad b. 
Hamdiin b. 'Abdullf~h.73 

The soldiers who flocked to Ya'qfib's and 'An~r's standard were naturally 
drawn by hopes of plunder, in addition to regular pay allotments. It will 
suffice to give two or three examples of the vast cluantities of booty which fell 
to the Amirs as they expanded westwards to Fars and AhwZz and eastwards to  
the borders of India. In  254-5/868-9 Ya'qiib invaded Kirman and Fars, 
defeating the Caliphal governor of Firs, 'Ali b. al-Husain b. Quraish and his 
general Tauq b. al-Mughallis. He brought back to Sistan of beasts alone 5,000 
camels, 1,000 mules, asses and herds of Arab horses, together with 30,000,000 
dirhams, of which 4,000,000 dirhams and 40,000 dinars had been extracted from 
the luckless 'Ali b. al-Husain.71 Out of the castle of Sa'idabZd a t  RZmjird near 
Istakhr, which belonged to the adventurer &lul~ammad b. WZsil a l - H a n ~ a l i , ~ ~  
Ya'qiib in 263/876 brought coinage, gold and silver vessels, rich fabrics, etc., 
the transport of which kept teams of camels and asses busy for 30 days.76 
From raids into the pagan lands of the Kabul river valley and eastern Afghani- 
stan, Ya'qfib in 257/871 sent 50 gold and silver idols to the Caliph al-Mu'tamid 
for display a t  Mecca ; and in 283/896 a sensation was caused a t  Baghdad when 
there arrived presents from 'Amr captured in Zamindiiwar and the Indian 
borderlands, including a copper idol in a woman's shape, with four arms and 
two girdles of silver set with jewels, and with smaller, bejewelled idols before it, 
the whole being mounted on a trolley suitable for pulling by animals.77 

I t  was not therefore surprising that besides such presents as these, the 

See Bosworth, ' Military organisation under the Blyids of Persia and Irnq ', 163. The 
prevention of falae musters was, of course, equally the reamn for the Mughal Akhar's measures, 
cf. Irvine, art. cit., 647-8. 

" Ta'rikh-i SielrZn, 250-60. 
" ihid., 214 ; Ibn KhallikLn, tr., IV, 309-10 ; cf. Tabari, 111, 1705, and Ibn al-Athir, VII, 131. 
" Perhapn the Muhammad b. WBgil who had rebclled in Rust in 224/839 against the Tiihirid 

governor there, Sayy&r b. Nagr b. Mangiir (Ta'rikh-i SGtiin, 188). 
'' ihid., 226, 230 ; but the figure of 500 camels and 500 asses for the beasts comprising the 

teams is surely exaggerated. Cf. also Tabari, 111, 1889, and Ibn al-Athir, VII, 191, where the figure 
of 40,000,000 dirham8 is givcn for Muhammad b. WB~il's private fortune, looted by Ya'qtib. 

" Tahari, Irr, 1841 ; Mae'fidi, Muriij al-dhalrab, vnr,  126-6 ; Tn'rikh-i Sietdn, 216 ; cf. J. 
Marquart,, Eriin,tnhs nach der Qeographie d a  Pa. Moem Xoranac'i (Abh. der Konigl. Gesell. der 
Winsenechaften zu GGttingen, Phil.-Hist. KI., NF, 1x1, 3), Berlin, 1901, 295-6. 
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Saffirid Amirs were able to undertake to  pay to the Caliphs, when relatioils 
between the two powers were amicable, tribute on the scale of 20,000,000 dirhams 
per annum (as in 265/879, by 'Amr on his accession) or 10,000,000 dirhams per 
annum (as in 275/888, by 'Amr in return for a fresh investiture diploma). 
Even during the period of decline in Saffirid fortunes after 'Amr's capture, the 
general Sebiik-eri promised 16,000,000 dirhams per annum in return for his 
investiture by al-Muqtadir of Firs,  Kirmin, and Sistin (297/909-10).78 More- 
over, Ya'qfib's generosity is praised by the Ta'rzkh-i STstEn, which says that 
his gifts were never less than 100 dinars and might reach up to 100,000 dinars. 
Despite the comparative failure of Yacqiib's last year or so, he left in the trea- 
sury a t  the time of his death what is variously given as 4,000,000 or 800,000 
diniirs, and 50.000,000 dirhams. On 'Amr's capture in 287/900 by the Siminids. 
his successor TiLhir found in the treasury a t  Zarang 36,000,000 dirhams, together 
with a quantity of dinars and jewels ; Tihir got through this in a short space of 
time, and by 293/906 the treasury was completely empty.7g 

At the time of the early Saffiirid conquests, a further system of paying the 
new and costly professional armies had evolved in Iraq and the adjacent parts 
of western Iran, This was the system of the iqta' or land grant, or more exactly, 
of the iq2CL' al-istighhl, in which the grantee acquired virtually hereditary 
control over an estate or district, with immunitary rights which enabled him to 
bar the representatives of the state and appropriate the kharij for himself. 
Even during the hey-day of the Biiyids, in the later fourth/tenth century, 
iq@' tenure was not necessarily the dominant one over the whole of Iraq and 
western Iran, but the system was sufficiently widespread to cause major social 
and tenurial changes in the countryside.80 The system spread only slowly into 
eastern Iran, and did not become general there until the Seljiiq period. The 
evidence for the Siminid and Ghaznavid periods seems to be that the iq@' 
system was not entirely unfamiliar, but was not a t  all widespread.el However, 
with their overrunning of F i rs  and Ahwiz, the Saffirids took control of regions 
where the iqtn' was a well-established institution, and some process of adap- 
tation by the Amirs seems to have taken place. Thus when Tihir arrived in 
F i rs  in 289/902, shortly after his accession, he expelled the Caliphal governor 
who had returned there after 'Amr's capture and then established himself at 
Shiriz. There he distributed a large number of iqtdcs and generous pay allot- 
ments ('atiyyat-he), so that ' the whole of the army became content with these 
iqta"s and this pay '.82 

7B Ta'rikh-i BistEn, 234, 246, 295. cf. Ibn al-Athir, V I I I ,  42. 
'O Ta'rtkh-i Siatdn, 257, 263, 280 ; Mas'iidi, M t ~ r ~ i j  al-dhnhnb, VIII, 46 ; Ibn Khallikkn, trap 

IV, 319-20. 
e0 See on these changes, Cahen, ' L'Cvolution de I1iqta' du I X ~  1 1 1  X I I I ~  sibcle ', Annalca : 

l?conorniea, SmiCt6, Civiliadiom, vrrt, 1953. 30 ff. ; A. K. S. Lambton, Landlord and pewant in 
Peraia, London, 1953, 50-1 ; Bosworth, ' Military organisation under tbe Biiyids of Persia and 
Iraq ', 159-161. 

@' See a discussion of this problem by idem, in Phdhbgiae Turcicae Fundam~nta, 111, ch. on 
' The Turks in the Ialamic landu up to the mid-l lth century ' (forthcoming). 

Ta'rikh-i Risfdn. 274. 
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Ys'qiib inspired his troops by his decisive leadership and the plunder which 
his exploits brought in. When he died, his ujtcsiyjn or testament indicated that 
he wished his brother ',41i to succeed to the amirate. The sources do not accord 
to 'Ali a role of much significance under Ya'qfib ; he is mentioned as governor of 
Harit after Ya'qiib first captured i t  in 253/867.83 Although 'Ali enjoyed the 
greater influence and acceptance within the army, 'Amr had the issue of the 
succession brought to arbitration, and from these proceedings lie emerged 
victorious and received the bni'a or homage of the army. The chagrined 'Ali 
was later in treacherous communication with 'Amr's rival for control of Khurii- 
sin, Ahmad b. 'Abdulliih al-Khujistiini, and in 276/890 escaped from captivity 
to join Ri.fi' b. H a r t h z ~ m a . ~ ~ ,  On 'Amr's capture, the army took the initiative 
and chose 'Amr's grandson Tiihir as interim Amir, but when 'Amr's incarcer- 
ation loolred like being permanent, disputes over the succession arose within 
the army. There was one group for the de facto holder of power, Tiihir b. 
Muhammacl b. 'Amr, and another for al-Laith b. 'Ali b. al-Laith, as being the 
son of Ya'qfib's designated successor 'Ali ; but the growing influence in the 
state of Sebiik-eri, who hoped to be the real power behind Tiihir's throne, 
helped TBhir's cause to prevail.B5 

As the personal prestige and military successf~~lness of the Amirs declined, 
purely financial considerations came to determine exactly where the army would 
place its support. I11 296/908-9 al-Laith b. 'Ali b. al-Laith successfully led an 
advance from Bust and captured Zarang from Tiihir. He had been governor of 
Yakrgn two years previously, and had collected there three years' tribute ; he 
had given a little of this to TBhir, but had kept the greater part for his own 
purposes. He could now use these resources to finance an army, whereas 
Tihir was in a state of bankruptcy ; whilst continuing to spend 5,000 dirhams 
a day on his household expenses, he was reduced to melting down his gold and 
silver ornaments and dishes for minting coins with which to pay his troops. 
Conseq~~entl~,  ' the people's hearts were won over by nl-Laith, because he had 
large quantities of dirhams, dinlrs, and jewels, and he lavished these upon 
them '. Tillir was forced to flee to Sebiik-eri a t  Nil) on the edge of the Dasht-i 
LPt. Al-Laith's military position was further strengthened in 297/909 when his 
brother Mu'addal returned to Sistiin with extensive revenues from Kabul, 
Bust, and al-Rukhkhaj, and by means of these he further strengthened his 
control over the troops,8"eanwhile, Sebiik-eri had won over the Saffirid forces 
in 3'i.r~ from their allegiance to Tlhir and his brother Ya'qilb, adducing their 
~pendt~llrift and feckless ways and inability to rule. He paid over to the troops 
a large sum and tllereby secured the bai'a to himself ; Tlhir was deposed from 

8vibitl., 208. 
hid. ,  234 (tlhcre i~ an unfortunate lacuna in the  text  where details of the  a,rbitration are 

given), 2.36--7,247. 
ibid., 257-8. 
ibitl., 280-4. 287. 



his amirate, and he and Ya'qib were handed over to  the Caliph in Baghdid.87 
However, the financial situation in Sistin deteriorated after al-Laith's defeat 
and capture in F i rs  by Sebiik-eri (298/910). The last Amir of the direct line of 
al-Laith, the brave but inexperienced Muhammad b. 'Ali b. al-Laith, had in 
298/911 to face the invading Simiinid forces of Ahmad b. Ismi'il with an army 
that included levies of peasants (hashar-i rQst%'Z), as well as regular cavalry and 
infantry. The impressment of an unpaid peasant rabble was an old military 
practice in the Iranian world and can be traced back a t  least to the Sisinids. 
Their fighting value, other than as mere cannon fodder, was always dubious, 
and Muhammad b. 'Ali b. al-Laith's hashnriyZn broke in battle and fled before 
the Siimiinid general Husain b. 'Ali al-Marwarridhi, leaving behind 3,000 
dead.8s 

Finally, with regard to the numerical strength of the eaffirid armies, we 
can glean only stray items of information from the accounts of campaigns and 
battles. The armies employed by Ya'qiib and his opponents within Sistin, 
when he was struggling for the control of the province, were modest in size. 
S;tlih b. al-Nadr occupied Zarang in 239/854 with a force of 4,000 cavalry and 
infantry, later augmented by 300 deserters from the force of Muhammad b. 
Ibriihim b. al-Huclain, son of the dispossessed Tihirid governor. When Ya'qfib 
rnarc.hed to  Bust against SBlih in 249/865, he took with him 2,000 ~avalrymen.~' 
However, once Ya'qiib and 'Arnr launched out beyond their native province, 
the armies were organized on a grander scale and substantial numbers were 
involved, for instance, in the fighting in F i rs  and Ahwiz. In the battle of 
261/874-5 between Ya'qfib and Muhammad b. Wasil a t  al-Baidi' near Shiriz, 
Ya'qfib had 15,000 cavalry against Muhammad b. Wi+il's 30,000, but he man- 
aged to defeat the latter by the stratagem of an attack from the rear. At the 
battle of Dair al-'Agiil in the next year against al-Muwaffaq, Ya'qiib had over 
10,000 cavalrymen. In 297/910 al-laith b. Ali b. al-Laith took 7,000 cavalry 
with him to F i rs  in order to punish Sebiik-eri for his treachery towards the 
Saffiirid princes TBhir and Ys'qiib b. Muhammad b. 'Amr.90 Tho numbers of 
troops used in the foorth/tenth century, when Saffirid power had shrunk 
were probably morc modest, although Khalraf b. Ahmsd raised a force of 4.000 
of his ghzrltims plus 5,000 local Sagzi troops when in 384/994 he sent his son 
Tihir against Ki~-rnBn.~l 

ibid., 28.7-6, rf. Tabari, 111, 2283, ant1 Ibn al-Athir, \ -I l l ,  43. 
7'a'riklr-i Si.ql211, 290-1. 
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF PERSIAN CULTURE UNDER THE 
EARLY GHAZNAVIDS* 

The Ghaznavids were a dynasty of Turkish slave origin who, in the last quarter of the tenth century, 
established themselves in what is now eastern and southern Afghanistan, a t  first as local governors on 
behalf of the SHmfinid Amirs of Transoxania and KhurlsHn, a i d  then as independent sovereigns. I n  
the course of a thirty-two years' reign, from 3881998 to 42111030, the greatest ruler of the line, the 
dynamic Sultan Yamin ad-Daula Mahmiid b. Sebiiktigin, extended his empire by force of arms until it 
stretched from western Persia to the Ganges valley of India, thereby earning a n  immense contemporary 
renown as the champion of Sunni orthodoxy and the hammer of the pagan Hindus.' This vast empire 
was entirely a personal creation, and it endured for only a decade after his death; in 431/104o his 
western conquests fell into the hands of a wave of Turkmen nomads from the steppes, the Seljuqs and 
their fellow-tribesmen of the O g h u ~ . ~  However, Mahmiid's descendants kept possession of eastern 
Afghanistan, Baluchistan and north-western India for a further century and a quarter, although this 
truncated empire became necessarily oriented more towards the Indian than to the Persian world.3 

This present paper deals not with the early-Ghaznavid Sultans themselves or their policies, but with 
one aspect of their age, that is, the stimulus which the constitution of the Ghaznavid empire on the 
eastern fringes of the Iranian world gave to Perso-Islamic culture in that region. But before embarking 
on a discussion of this t o ~ i c .  it will-be useful to bear in mind certain other facts. A consideration of 

< z 

almost any aspect of inner Asia, including this region where the Iranian and Indian worlds meet, 
requires a close reference to geography and topography. I t  may seem surprising that any degree of 
political or cultural unity is possible at all in Afghanistan, the Ghaznavid heartland, for the northern 
part of the country, in particular, is a meeting-place of great mountain massifs and bare upland 
plateaux. Yet the measures of unity achieved by the great empires which have straddled this rigion, 
and the crossings of it by groups so widely-separated in time as the first Indo-European invaders of 
India and the armies ofTurkish conquerors like Timfir and Bzbur, show that the central ganglion of the 
Hindu Kush and the Pamirs have never been a serious barrier'to the passage of armies or  people^.^ T o  
take the Pamirs as a specific example: although these mountains rise to over 25,000 ft., there has been 
in historical times a cdntinuous 1o;al movement of ~ e o ~ l e s .  with attendant cultural influences. from the . . ,  
valleys on one side to those of the other, and the results can be seen today in the linguistic geography of 
the region. Closely-related Iranian languages appear on both sides: Wakhi, Munji and Shughni on 
the Oxus headwaters, Yidgha in ChitrH1. One finds lexical correspondences between the totally 
unrelated Wakhi on the upper Oxus and Burushaski in Hunza and Nagir a t  the extreme northern tip of 
West Pakistan, and between the only distantly-related Indo-Iranian languages of Iranian Wakhi and 
Dardic Khowiir in Chitrll. As Benveniste rightly says, ". . . O n  dtcouvre dans les langues trks variCes 
qui se parlent entre le Turkestan oriental, le Pamir et l'Hinduku9, beaucoup de mots communs, des 
emprunts mutuels, une incessante circulation lexicale reliant des aires trts distantes ou separees par de  
rudes  obstacle^."^ Modern Persian has filtered across the Pamirs and has become the language of 

The followinq is basrd on a lecture given at the Oriental Institute, Oxford, on October 30th 1964; the referenca have 
added later. 

becn 
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literacy and official usage in parts of Hunza, including amongst the Buriisho, whose own language is of 
course a non-literary 0ne.O 

In pre-Islamic times, semi-nomadic confederations like the Kushans and Hephthalites or White 
Huns straddled the plateaux and fertile valleys of eastern Afghanistan, linking this region with their 
Central Asian homelands. On  the religious plane, there were strong Buddhist elements in northern and 
eastern Afghanistan, and these regions were thus linked with Tibet and China on the one hand and 
with Buddhist northern India on the other. All over the western parts of Central Asia, Buddhism 
decayed during the course of the seventh and eighth centuries, a process accelerated by the appearance 
of the Arabs and their new, assertive faith of Islam, although the great Buddhist centre of BHmiyZn does 
not seem to have become definitely Muslim till the early SaffZrid period, i.e. the later ninth century, or 
even later.' Links with the Indian world nevertheless continued after the decay of Buddhism. Eastern 
Afghanistan was not properly secured for Islam till the end of the ninth or more probably the tenth 
centuries, and for the preceding two or three hundred years it was ruled by local princes, epigoni of 
the Hepthalite rulers of ZZbul. These were most likely themselves ethnically Iranian, but had close 
connections with India. This is clearly demonstrable in regard to the HindiishHhi dynasty of Kabul and 
the upper Indus valley, whose power was uprooted by Sebiiktigin and his son Mahmiid. The local 
rulers of Ghazna during the first half of the tenth century, the shadowy Lawiks (displaced by the 
incoming Turkish slave commander Alptigin in 3511962) were related to the HindiishHhis. Nor is it 
unduly hazardous to link these Lawiks with the Zunbils who ruled in ZHbulistHn and ZamindHwar, the 
region stretching between Ghazna and Bust, in the pre-SaffHrid period, and who for long formed a 
powerful barrier against Muslim expansion there.8 Zamindiiwar had in the sixth and seventh centuries, 
if not indeed down to later times than this, a great shrine and pilgrimage centre devoted to the god Ziin 
or Zhfin, the Su-na of Chinese Buddhist travellers in these parts. The origins and nature of this cult 
are highly obscure, except that it was clearly not Buddhist or Zoroastrian; Mar uart plausibly argued 1 that the cult of Ziin might be connected with the shrine of the Hindu Sun-God ditya at MultHn, and 
recently, Bussagli has suggested links with the pre-Buddhist religious and kingship practices of Tibet.@ 

Thus i t  was really only in the tenth century that eastern and southern Afghanistan, the area between 
Zamindlwar and Kabul, was fully Islamized and integrated with the Muslim lands farther west. It is 
true that SistBn, in south-western Afghanistan, was invaded by Arab armies as early as the Caliph 
'Uthmin's reign and speedily Islamized, as the early appearance of scholars and traditionists with the 
nisba of" as-Sijistpni ", and the transfer thither of the Arab politico-religious disputes between Khlriji 
sectaries and orthodox Sunnis, show.1° Soon after the first appearance of the Arabs in SistHn, their 
forces passed through Bust into ZamindZwar and clashed with the local ruler there, the Zunbil; but 
these were exploratory and plunder raids only. Two centuries later, the Saffgrids Yaaqiib and 'Amr b. 
Laith penetrated as far as Kabul, but these raids too were primarily for ~ l u n d e r  and slaves. It is far 
from certain that the Lawiks of Ghazna were Muslims, despite the Islamic names given to them in the 
sources. As for the region of Ghiir in central Afghanistan, this was a pagan terra incognita until the 
Ghaznavid expeditions there in the early eleventh century." 

a Cf. D. L. R. Lnrimer, The Bunuharki Language, vol. I (Oslo 
19-35-38), introd., p. xlviii: " When literate Burfisho, and 
there are not many of them, have occasion to write, they do so 
in Persian for choice, or in Hindustani." The main external 
linguistic influence on Burushaski has, in ract, bcen from the 
Dardic ShinP of Gilgit. although there are appreciable numbers 
of Wakhi speakers now settled in Hunza; see ibid., vol. I, 
introd., pp. xlix-li. 
' The contradictory evidence on the convenion of RBmiyPn and 

its ru lm,  the Shin, is discussed by G .  Scarcia in his articlu 
" Nota alla voce I BLmiyln r della nuova edizione dell' a Enc. 
de I'IslAm * ", Annali dell' Islilrto Uniuersilnrio Orientale di Napoli 
N.S. XI11 (1963), pp. ngg-302, and " Sull' ultima B islamizz- 
azione r di Bamiyan ", ibld. XVI (1g66), pp. 279-81. 
' See Barworth, El' Art. " Hindbsihis  "; and " Notes on the 

pre-Ghaznavid History of Eastern ATghanistan ", Islamic 
Qltrn*rly I X  (1965), pp. 1r4-q. 

a See J. Marquart and J. J. M. de Croot, " Das Reich ZLbul und 
der Cott Zfin vom 6 g  Jahrhundert ", F~slrchriJl EduardSachu, 
ed. C .  Weil (Berlin 1 9 1 5 ) ~  pp. 262-8, 272-4, 288 n. % MM. 
Bussagli, " Cusanica et Serica. I La fisionomia religioaa del dio 
Zun (o Shun) di ZBbul ", Riuirta dcgli .Studi Orientali XXXVII 
(1g62), pp. 84 ff. The cult of Ziin has- recently bcen a- 
haustively investigated by Scarcia in his article "Sulla 
rcligione di Zlbul. Appunti per servire all0 studio del ciclo 
epico sistanico ", Annali dell' Istitub Uniunsifario Orbnhb di 
Napoli N.S. XV (1965), pp. I I+=,. 

lo See on Sisttin in the early-Islamic ~ e r i o d ,  Bosworth, Shldn u n h  
l k  Arabs, from the Islamic conquest b thr rue o/ the $affdrih 
(3~-~50/651-86,) ,  Reports and Memoin of the Centre for 
Studiu and Archaeological Excavations in h i a ,  lnstituto 
ltaliano per il Medio ed Eatremo Oriente (Rome 1968). 

I' see idem, " The Early Islamic History of ChGr ", Cen:mhal A h k  
Journal V1 (1961), pp. 1 2 6 5 .  
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When in 287/900 'Amr b. Laith was defeated in  KhurPsin by the SHmHnids, the succeeding 
SaffPrids were speedily reduced to the status of a minor, tributary dynasty in SistZn alone, and eastern 
Afghanistan fell under SZmPnid suzerainty. The process, begun briefly by the first SaffPrids, of drawing 
this region into the Perso-Islamic world, was continued under the political and military leadership of 
Turkish slave commanders of the SZmHnids, who assumed de facto power on the peripheries of the 
SHmHnid empire. Qaratigin Isfijlbi and other Turks established themselves in the south at Bust, and 
Alptigin and eventually Sebuktigin at Ghazna and Kabul, pushing back Indian influence down the 
Kabul river valley and then launching raids on the plains of northern India. Sebuktigin's governorship 
merged into the beginnings of the Ghaznavid empire, which speedily united Afghanistan with KhurLBn 
and central Persia as far west as JibPl and the borders of Dailam. 

Ethnically, Afghanistan had long been predominantly Iranian. There were some elements on the 
plateaux of southern and eastern Afghanistan, named in such sources as Istakhri, Ibn Hauqal, the 
Hudgd al-'dam and 'Utbi, as being Turkish tribesmen of the Khalaj and Oghuz groups; these may well 
have been human debris left behind by nomadic confederations who had held the region. These 
Turkish groups survived intact into the Ghaznavid period and were enrolled into the Sultans' armies; 
the Khalji Sultans who ruled in Delhi at the opening of the fourteenth century derived from them, and 
the name " Khalaj " may further survive in that of the modern Ghilzai Afghans.12 Linguistically, 
Afghanistan was likewise predominantly Iranian, the main exceptions being the Dardic and KHfiri 
groups of languages and peoples in the valleys and mountains to the north of the Kabul river, the 
modern NiiristZn (KHfiristZn) and Chitrll. These two groups were probably more territorially extensive 
in earlier times than they are today, for the trend in Afghanistan during the tenth and eleventh centuries 
was towards linguistic uniformity, with the New Persian or Flrsi branch of north-eastern Iranian 
emerging as dominant over the other Iranian languages. The age of the SZmPnids saw the forging in 
KhurlsPn and Transoxania of New Persian as a fine instrument for literary expression, early seen in the 
verse of Riidaki, Daqiqi, Firdausi and others, and in the court literature of the early Ghaznavid poets. 
SO far as our knowledge of Pashto, the other great representative in Afghanistan today of the eastern 
Iranian linguistic family, is concerned, everything before the sixteenth century remains undocumented 
prehistory, despite recent pronouncements from Afghanistan which would push back our knowledge of 
written Pashto several centuries to the Ghiirid period;lS but the hypothesis may tentatively be put 
forward that the beginnings of Pashto should be traced to the language of such early Iranian invaders 
of Afghanistan as the Sakas.14 

The spread of FPrsi in Afghanistan is a little-known process, yet there are indications that the 
Ghaznavid period was an important one here. Admittedly, there are only one or two pointers. One 
concerns the remote and backward region of Ghiir. When in 41 111020 Mahmiid's troops invaded 
Ghiir, the leader of the expedition, Prince Mas'iid, had to take with him interpreters; clearly, standard 
Fgrsi had not yet penetrated to this province.lb The next century saw the remarkable rise to power in 
eastern Iran and Afghanistan of the Ghiiri chieftains of the ShansabPni family, but there is no mention 
in any literary or historical source of any linguistic aberrancy in their native territory. Like the Ghaz- 
navids whom they supplanted, the Ghiirids had their court poets, and these wrote in Persian. What, 
then, could the old language of Ghiir have been? The late Prof. V. Minorsky once mentioned to the 
Present writer that one fantastic theory had linked it with Burushaski. More feasible is the suggestion 
of Prof. Georg Morgenstierne,la that it was one of the south-eastern Iranian group of dialects which 
have gradually been eliminated from Afghanistan by the spread of FHrsi and Pashto. Parlchi (in a few 
villages to the north of Kabul) and Ormuri (in the L6gar valley and at KPnigurPm in Waziristan) may 

" See on the Khalaj V. Minorsky, " The Turkish Dialect of the question, as is pointed out by C. Morgemtierne, Ef' Art. 
Khalaj ", BS0.S X (1939-qa), pp. 417-37; and also Bosworth " A r e i n .  iii PaGto literature ". 
and Sir Gerard Clauson, " Al-Xw%razmi on the Peoples of 14  hi^ is the suggntion made to the present author by Dr. 
Central Asia ", JRAS (1965), p. 8, expressing some doubt on A. D. H. ~ i ~ ~ ~ .  
the original Turkishness of the Khalaj. 
until the recently-discovered anthology of early A b i ~  I-Fadl Baihaqi, Ta'rikh-i Mnr'Qdi, ed. Ghani and Famad 

poetry, the P@ khaz,jno " Secret treasury " of Muhammad (Tehran 13~4/'945)9 P' "71 Rusrian tr' A' K' 
Hatak, has been critically investigated by speciRlis~ in pasht0 I s m a  y03*y04r (Tashkent 'g6')1 p. "9' 

~hilolok/, i t  would s u m  wisest to auspend judgement on this I' In a letter dated July 15th 1964. 
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represent the last remnants of some of these dialects. A second pointer, admittedly a tenuous one, may 
lie in a study of present-day isoglosses in Afghanistan. Ghazna and Kabul are still salients of Persian 
speech in eastern Afghanistan, separated by a wedge of Pashto in the L6gar and Wardak valleys. This 
may be due to the influence in medieval times of Kabul and Ghazna as centres of Persian culture and 
learning, their effect still significant over the centuries, whereas farther south, so far as we can see, 
Pashto has extended westwards through QandahHr (a place of comparatively recent importance and 
of lesser cultural significance) towards FarHh and IsfizHr or SabzawHr. This, however, is speculative; 
we may have a firmer base for speculation when data has been assembled by the Linguistic Survey of 
Afghanistan at present being undertaken by Kabul University under the general guidance of Prof. 
Morgenstierne. 

I1 
I t  has just been suggested in general terms that the establishment of the Ghaznavid empire brought 

the central and eastern parts of the Iranian world under a single political authority and at the same time 
gave a fillip to the supremacy of Perso-Islamic culture on the far eastern fringes of that world. This thesis 
now requires elaboration. 

In  many ways, the empire of Mahmiid was a successor-state to that of the SHmHnids in Transoxania 
and KhurGHn. Mahmiid and his father Sebuktigin both began their careers as military commanders of 
the SHmHnids, only abandoning their masters when it was evident that the SHmHnid empire was 
disintegrating under the internal stresses set up by rebellious generals and by external pressure from 
beyond the Syr Darya by the Turkish Qarakhanids. T o  the very end, Sebuktigin clung to his legal and 
official status as a slave provincial governor on behalf of the SHmHnid Amirs, and he never formally 
claimed the independence which he in reality enjoyed; the inscription on his tomb at Ghazna names 
him as al-Hijib al-Ajall " Most exalted commander ", and not as Amir. Dowri to 3891999, Sebuktigin 
and his two sons IsmH'il and Mahmiid all acknowledged the SHmPnids on their coins.17 

From the point of view of administrative structure and techniques, the continuity of the Ghaznavid 
empire with the SimHnid one can clearly be demonstrated. Ruling from BukhHrH, the SimHnids 
evolved a highly-developed system for administering their territories, drawing taxation from the 
agriculture and industry of the oases of KhurHsHn and Soghdia, and controlling the long-distance 
caravan trade between the Islamic lands and the Far East; above all, the Amirs grew rich on the traffic 
in slaves from the Turkish steppes. According to the historian of BukhHrH, NarshPkhi, the SHmCnid 
administration comprised nine separate diwinr or government departments, including not only the basic 
financial, secretarial and military ones, but also departments responsible for espionage and police 
services and for the postal and intelligence network. Administrative techniques were advanced, and 
Abii 'AbdallHh Muhammad al-KhwHrazmi in his dictionary of technical terms, the Mgfitih al-'ulim 
" Keys of the sciences ", mentions that the SHmHnids had twenty-six different kinds of official registers 
for recording financial and other business. The ultimate model for all this administrative structure was, 
of course, the Caliphal administration in Baghdad.lB 

The first Ghaznavids developed an administrative system in Ghazna which was based on that of the 
SBmPnids, firstly because they knew of no other model to take, and secondly because there were no 
strong Islamic administrative traditions in the Ghazna region for them to build on otherwise. There 
must have been some coming and going of Simlnid officials from BukhPrH or NishHpfir during the yean 
when Turkish slave governors were ruling in Ghazna on behalf of the Amirs. During ~ebuktigin's 
tenure of power (36&87/977-g7), we can see the emergence of three basic government departments, 
those of finance, correspondence and military affairs, under the Vizier, Chief Secretary and 'Arid 
respectively. The organization of the Diwdn-i Risdlat or Correspondence Department was the work of 
one of the most noted literary stylists of the age, Abii I-Fath 'Ali al-Busti, known for his scintillating use 
of paronomasia and other rhetorical devices as the Sdhib at- Tajnis, and the friend of Badi' az-zamin 
al-Hamadhini, Abii Man?iir ath-Tha'ilibi, Abii Bakr al-KhwPrazmi and the SHhib Ismi'il b- al- 
'Abb5d.lm Under Mahmiid, the Ghaznavid empire expanded enormously, and the machinery of 

'' Ci. Baworth, 7% ChozMoidr, Thai? Empire in A j g h u L a n  and 1' See 7 h  G h a z d ,  pp. 27-34. 
L k h  Iran gg1--1040, pp. 41, 44-7; and h, " The Titula- 
lure ofthe h r l y  Chaznavib ", Orinu XV (196a), p. 117. 1' Cf. J. Fuck, EI' Art. " al-Buati, Abir'l-Fatb "a 
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government inevitably grew more complex. Two new diwiru appear, one a subdivision of the Vizier's 
department, an accoun'ting office under the Mustaufi, and the other that of the Ishrtlf, responsible for 
communications, postal services and espionage-a very necessary department for such a far-flung 
empire, whose Sultan was a despot ruling by fear rather than by consent.20 

Continuity with Simlnid administrative practices was ensured by a continuity in many cases of 
actual personnel, for the Ghaznavids inherited many members of the old SimHnid bureaucracy. Some 
of these merely remained at their posts in the Diwcin of Khuris ln at Nishlpiir when Mahmiid took over 
there. Other Persian officials migrated from Transoxania when the Qarakhanids moved in and allowed 
much of the old Slmlnid administration to run down and fall into disuse; a continuator of Narshakhi 
says that taxation and expenditure everywhere decreased when the Qarakhanids came.21 The power 
of the new and dynamic Ghaznavid empire to attract able men extended all over the Iranian world. 
An anecdote in Chapter XLI  of the Siykat-ncima of Nizlm al-Mulk describes how a group of unemployed 
Biiyid officials and secretaries in Ray contemplate emigrating to Khurisin, where they believe that 
Mahmiid's well-known appreciation of scholars will bring them recognition and employment.a2 
Although this particular story is of dubious authenticity, we do have definite instances of men passing 
from Biiyid into Ghaznavid service. The Qidi Abii 1-Hasan 'Ali Shirizi, head of the civil administra- 
tion in northern India during the reign of Mas'iid b. Mahmiid, came originally from Biiyid circles. 
However, it was the SHminid bureaucracy which provided by far the greatest number of Ghaznavid 
officials. Mahmiid's Vizier Abij 1-'Abbis al-Fad1 IsfarH'ini had been a secretary in Siminid 
Khurzsin, as had been the father of the Vizier of Mas'iid and his son Maudiid, Ahmad b. 'Abd 
a+-Samad; and the list could be prolonged.23 

Since the Ghaznavid empire depended so much on the Simlnid inheritance for its political struc- 
ture, it is not surprising that literary, cultural and artistic trends under Mahmiid also followed the 
patterns established in the eastern Iranian world by the Siminids. I t  was the court of Bukhiri  which 
gave material backing for the literary florescence of New Persian, whilst at the same time remaining a 
great centre for the traditional Arabic theological, legal and philological sciences. Tha'ilibi's praise of 
Bukhiri at this time, prefixed to the fourth section of his literary anthology, the Yatimat ad-dahr f f  
mahisin ah1 al-'qrr " The unique pearl concerning the elegancies of contemporary people ", is well 
known: " In the time of the Siminids, BukhirH was the meeting-place of all nobility, the centre of all 
authority, the place where the outstanding people of the age congregated, the rising-place of the stars 
of the learned scholars of all the earth and the place of pilgrimage for all the brilliant men of the time."a4 
But lesser courts of eastern Iran also contributed to this cultural revival by providing patronage and 
shelter for scholars. Amongst the Ziysrids in Gurgln and Tabaristln, the Amir Qibiis b. Vushmagir 
himself achieved repute as a poet and prose stylist, as the subsection on him of the Yatimat ad-dahr shows.46 
The poet Farrukhi Sistiini, eventually one of the adornments of Mahmiid of Ghazna's court, won his 
initial fame at the petty court of the Muhtiiji Amir of Chaghlniyln on the upper OX US.^^ The unknown 
author of the geographical treatise, the Hudtid al-'ilam " Limits of the world ", seems to have worked in 
GGzgln, the small principality of the Farighiinid family in north-western Afghanistan. 

It was therefore unlikely that Mahmiid would allow his own court to fall short of the standards set 
by the Siminids and by these minor Iranian princes. New buildings in Ghazna were financed out of 
and adorned by the spoils of India, such as precious metals, and the finds of the Italian Archaeological 
Mission in Afghanistan at Ghazna show that Hindu statues and other objects were incorporated into the 

'' a. M. Ni~irn, 7hs Li/r and Timas of Sulm M h u d  of Ghazna 
(Cambridge 1 9 3 1 ) ~  pp. 126-50, where he surveys the adminis- 
trative aystern, to be supplemented by reference to Baaworth, 
O P  tit., pp. q b 7 .  " Hulmy oJBukhara, tr. R. N. Frye (Cambridge, Mau. 1954, 
D. '3% . ad- " Ed. H. Darke (Tehran 1340/196n), pp. 21 1-14, tr. Darke, 

Bwk of Cavrrnmmt ar Rub fm Kings (London 196o), 
P P  172-5. 

" &worth, op. cit., pp. 57-9. 

Tatimat ad-dahr, vol. IV ,  cd. Mub. M 4 y i  ad-Din 'Abd 
al-Mamid (Cairo 1375-77/1956-58), p. 101, tr. in E. C. 
Browne, A Literary Hislory of P a h ,  vol. I (London and Carn- 
bridge 1902-nq), pp. 365-6. 

Talimat ad-dahr, vol. IV,  pp. 59-61; cf. Brown, op. cit., vol. 11, 
pp. 102-4. 

'' Cf. Nizimi 'Anidl Samarqandi, Chah&~ maqdla, revired tr. by 
E. C. Browne, Cibb Memorial S m a ,  XI/* (London 1 9 3 1 ) ~  
PP. 39-45. 
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fabric of palaces as trophies of war.17 O n  the intellectual level, libraries and mosques in Ghazna were 
enriched by the spoils of KhurHsZnian and other Persian collections. The library of the madrasa 
attached to the splendid mosque built by Mahmiid, called the 'A& al-Falak or " Bride of Heaven ", 
was fitted out in this way. When Mahmiid captured Ray from the Biiyid Majd ad-Daula in 420/102~, 
fifty loads of heretical books of the Bitiniyya and Mu'tazila were burnt, but the more harmless ones were 
spared and carried off to G h a ~ n a . ~ ~  The rich collections of Ghazna doubtless perished in the sackings 
and burnings of the Ghfirids and Mongols a century or two later. 

Yet it was not enough to found libraries; great luminaries of the literary and scientific worlds had to 
be brought to Ghazna if it was to become the Baghdad of the east. The polymath Abii r-RaihHn 
al-Biriini, after working in his native land of KhwZrazm and then wandering to the ZiyHrid court in the 
Caspian coastlands, returned to KhwHrazm and the patronage of the Ma'miinid ShHhs of GurgHnj. 
When Mahmiid's troops marched into KhwHrazm in 408/1o17, al-Biriini joined the exodus of scholars 
from there to Ghazna, apparently of his own freewill. At Ghazna he finished his days as a kind of 
scientific adviser cum court astrologer to Mahmiid, his son Mas'iid and then the latter's son Maudiid.2m 
I t  was through this position that al-Biriini was able to accompany Ghaznavid armies into India, delve 
deeply in Sanskrit and the PrHkrits tongues of northern India and acquire a unique knowledge of Indian 
religious and social practices, all of which he put into his magnum opus on India, the Tahqiq m i  li /-Hind. 
It is indeed fortunate for human knowledge that a man with such an omnivorous and all-enquiring mind 
should have found himself placed in Ghazna at a time when Muslim arms were making their first 
major break-through into the plains of northern India. For facilitating this alone, we should be grateful 
to the early Ghaznavids. 

However, not all scholars were entranced by the prospect of life at Mahmiid's court. As E. G. 
Browne truly noted, " Sultan Mahmiid has often been described as a great patron of letters, but he was 
in fact rather a great kidnapper of literary men, whom . . . he often treated in the end scurvily 
enough ".30 A story in NizHmi 'Ariidi's Chahd~ maqdla, which may be apocryphal but which neverthe- 
less reflects Mahmiid's strong-arm methods, describes how he sent an ultimatum to the Ma'miinid 
KhwHrazm-ShHh Abij 1-'AbbHs Ma'miin, demanding that the Shah send to his court certain famous 
scholars. One of these, Ibn Sin; or Avicenna, had been reared in an atmosphere sympathetic to IsmP'ili 
Shi'ism, and he did not relish a summons to the conservative and orthodox Islamic milieu of the 
Ghaznavid court; he preferred to flee across Persia and end his days as Vizier to the KHkiiyid ruler of 
IsfahHn, 'AlH' ad-Daula M ~ h a m r n a d . ~ ~  

The cases of Ibn SinH and one or two others with heterodox sympathies were probably exceptional. 
Mahmfid cultivated the image of himself as a Maecenas, and scholars and literary men made their way 
to Ghazna from all over the eastern Islamic world. In particular, the Ghaznavid court acquired a group 
of fine Persian poets, presided over by 'Unsuri, who allegedly had the title of Amir ah-Shu'a~4 Poet 
Laureate. The comparative cultural poverty of the region of Ghazna and ZHbulistHn is shown by the 
fact that no major figure of this group of court poets seems to have been a local man: Farrukhi came 
from SistHn, 'Unsuri from Balkh, Manfichihri from D~mghHn, GhadH'iri from Ray, and SO om3' The 
volume of verse turned out must have been very great, much of it being panegyric addressed to various 
members of the royal family, to high officials and to military commanders, and what we have left of it 
today is generally of a high literary standard. The style is comparatively simple, certainly when corn- 
pared with the intricacies of Seljuq and later Ghaznavid verse, and the use of imagery and the depiction 
of nature are usually fresh and delicate.aa The literary forbears of this eulogistic and lyrical poetry were 
such SHmZnid poets as Abii I-Hasan Shahid of Balkh, Abii Bakr Khusrawi of Sarakhs, AbG I-Hasan 

" Cf. U .  Scerrato, " The First Two  Excavation Carnpaigna at 1' Cf. D. J. Boilot, El' Art. S.V. 
Ghazni, 1957-58 ", ~ m l  and N.S. x / I - ~  (16597, PP. so A ~i~~~~ Hislory 4p,,,ia, vo~ .  11, pp. 954. 
3 T 4 0 ;  and A. Rombaci. Art. " Ghaznavidi ", in Enciclopedia 
umrw$a& dell' arfe VI (Venice-Rome 1958), pp. 6 1 5 .  " Chohdr maqila, Browne's revised tr., pp. 05-90; cf. * Lim 
Bornbad. " La I Swsa  del Cielo , ". Studi oriantdisfici offerti a Hirlov 01 Pnsia* vol' 'It pp' g6 - 
Francesco Gabrieli (Rome 1964), pp. 11-34; Bosworth, " T h e  " Boaworth, 7hc Gharnauids, p. 193. 
Impvial Policy of the Early Gaznawids ", Islamic Studies, a, J. ~ ~ ~ k ~ ,  ~ ~ ~ i , ~ b  Lilna,urgarhMU (Lcipzig 1959), p ~ .  '79-5. 
J o u r d  of h Cmrrd  Inrlirute of Islamic Research I/3 (Karachi 
'962). PP. 7 0 4 .  
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Kisl'i of M e w  and, above all, Riidaki. Most of these poets were dhawn I-lisinain, equally proficient and 
productive in Arabic or  Persian, and we can thus trace the stylistic origins of early Ghaznavid poetry 
through the SHmHnid poets to the Arabic q ~ i d a . ~ '  Unfortunately for purposes of comparative and 
stylistic study, we have extant today only a small part  of this early Ghaznavid poetry, the visible tenth, 
as it were, of a poetic iceberg. T h e  only diwlfnr which we possess in anything like completeness are those 
of 'Unsuri, Farrukhi and Maniichihri; the other poets are known only through fragments or citations. 
This is in contrast to the later Ghaznavid period, from which we have several more or less complete 
diwinr, such as those of Mas'iid-i Sa'd-i SalmHn, Abii I-Faraj Riini, Sayyid Hasan and 'UthmHn 
Mukhtlri. 

Because of these movements of men, ideas and literary concepts eastwards to Ghazna, the Ghaznavid 
empire gradually became integrated with KhurhHn and the eastern Iranian world in general. Once 
this seed was implanted, Ghazna and eastern Afghanistan began to develop a Persian culture of their 
own, a culture which survived the Ghiirid take-over of the Ghaznavid empire in the mid-twelfth century 
and endured right down to the Mongol invasion, when Ghazna's r61e as a historic centre ended for ever. 

I11 

So far, the implanting of outside ideas within Afghanistan during Mahmiid's reign has been discussed. 
Although it has been noted above that the region of Ghazna and ZFibulistln was not, a t  the opening of 
the eleventh century, culturally so richly developed as say Transoxania or  KhurHsln, Afghanistan as a 
whole was not entirely a cultgral desert. I t  was pointed out a t  the beginning of this paper that it lies a t  
the meeting-point of several civilizations, those of Iran, of India, of the Central Asian steppes and of 
China and Tibet. And since the Hindu Kush and the Pamirs have never inhibited the movement of 
people and ideas across the heartlands of Asia, and since some at  least of these peoples and ideas have 
halted within Afghanistan, it would be surprising if the region had nothing whatever to contribute to 
the flowering of Perso-Islamic civilization during Mahmiid's reign. 

I t  is suggested that such a contribution may in fact be traced in the stimulus given to popular epic 
literature and romances during the early Ghaznavid period. O u r  surviving information relates wholly 
to such literature in Persian, but there are indications that a similar literature existed also in Turkish, 
probably in a less-polished literary form and circulating a t  an oral level. I t  is easy to forget that the 
Ghaznavid Sultans, though speedily Persianized in culture and outlook, were ethnically Turks, not far 
removed in time from the Central Asian steppes. Sebiiktigin was born in paganism, apparently a t  
Barskhln by the rslq Go1 of the modern Soviet Kirghiz R e p u b l i ~ . ~ ~  Persian and Arabic dominated the 
bureaucracy, the religious institution and the world of scholarship, but Turkish remained an everyday 
languagr for the Sultans and their intimates, certainly down to Mas'iid's reign and probably longer. 
The army was the great and enduring stronghold of Turkishness, being in large part composed of Turks 
from the steppes, and there were always new arrivals from this quarter thus keeping up the barbarian 
and unsophisticated element in the ruling i n s t i t u t i ~ n . ~ ~  These Turks must have brought with them 
their tribal legends, stories and poetry. The  Persian poet Maniichihri mentions Turkish poetry in one 
of his own verses; this would doubtless be popular poetry and not the product of cultured circles such as 
Maniichihri and his colleagues formed. An interesting point here is that Maniichihri speaks of poetry 
in both " Turki " and " Ghuzzi ", a very early division of the Turkish dialects into an eastern, Qarluq 
and Uighur group, and a western, Oghuz and Qipchaq one, a division laid down, with supporting 
phonological evidence, in Mahmfid Khhghari's Diwin l u ~ h i t  at-lurk thirty or forty years later.37 

Mahmiid of Ghazna's name is linked in popular imagination with that of Firdausi, author of the 
supreme version of the Persian epic, the Shih-nima or Book of Kings. A well-known version of the 
relations between the two men is that given by Nizlmi 'Ariidi: that Firdausi spent twenty-five years 
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on his masterpiece, that he brought it to the Ghaznavid court, but that Mahmiid repulsed him and 
offered only a miserable present. The poet then wandered westwards to the court of the BHwandids in 
Tabaristfin. I n  the end, runs the story, Mahmiid recognized Firdausi's genius and wished to atone for 
his shabby behaviour by sending a magnificent gift of 60,000 dinfirs' worth of indigo; but when this 
amved at Tiis, the poet was already dead.3e The truth of the matter remains unclear. Arberry thinks 
that Firdausi made an unfortunate choice in offering what he calls " his vast epic in praiseof Zoroastrian 
Persia " to Mahmiid, " the fanatical conformist ".30 Admittedly, the Shih-nima is not Islamic at all in 
its inspiration, but neither is its ethos specifically Z o r ~ a s t r i a n , ~ ~  and the Ghaznavids were not averse to 
being connected with the glories of old Persia. When obliging genealogists concocted a pedigree for the 
dynasty, they were unable to get round the fact of Sebiiktigin's pagan origin, but they did manage to 
connect him with the last SHsHnid emperor, Yazdagird 111, whose family had allegedly fled into the 
Central Asian steppes after the Arab invasions and had settled there, intermarrying with the local 
T u r k ~ . ~ '  Rypka's reconstruction of the relations between Sultan and poet as being dependent on 
Ghaznavid political policy, firstly pro-Iranian against the Turkish Qarakhanids, and then pro-Arabic 
as links were strengthened with the Baghdad Caliphate, is attractive but hard to prove. He is right, 
however, in regarding the Shih-nima as the climax of the " feudal epic " which had arisen from the 
SfimHnid milieu, and in regarding the epics of the succeeding Ghaznavid period as constituting a new 
genre, the " romantic epic ".42 

It is the r61e ofAfghanistan in general and blahmiid's own court in particular as the nurturers ofthis 
6 a romantic epic " that requires further examination. The probable survival of a popular Turkish 
literature amongst the extensive groups of Turks in the Ghaznavid court and army has just been 
mentioned. Some of these Turks became Persianized, but most of them must have been eager for 
literature and poetry to suit their own tastes. Their attitudes and requirements may well have affected 
the nature of this epic and romantic literature in Persian. Within this literature, two streams of develop- 
ment may be discerned. One follows directly on from Firdausi, but with a romantic element injected 
into the epic, pushing the heroic element further and further into the background; the other stream ir 
that of purely romantic and lyrical idylls in verse. But a stimulus to both was, it is suggested, a contribu- 
tion of the early Ghaznavid period to Persian literature. 

For the Shih-nima was in many ways a culmination. If literature is to be regarded as the expression 
of a society, then the Shih-nima must obviously be attached to the old Persian landowning classes of 
eastern Iran, the dihqzns. This class maintained its power and influence in KhurHsHn, Transoxania and 
Khwfirazm until the downfall of the SHmHnids. The tenth century geographers expatiate on the heroic 
virtues still cultivated by the people of these regions-the munificence of their entertainment ofstrangen, 
their general liberality, and their military prowess. Thus Maqdisi describes the people of KhwHrazm 
as " men who practice hospitality, with great appetites, courageous and impetuous in battle ".4a Pride 
in the Iranian past, its heroes and their achievements, lived amongst this class, for the spirit of this past 
long survived the strong social and cultural pressures of Islam; Zoroastrianism itself persisted in 
the more mountainous and inaccessible regions of Persia, and it was, after all, in the ninth century, two 
centuries after the coming ofIslam, that much of the Middle Persian and Zoroastrian literature known to 
us today was copied. I t  was for an important KhurLHnian dihqzn, Abii Mansiir b. 'Abd ar-Razzfiq of 
Tiis, that translations into New Persian were made in 3401951 from the Pahlavi texts of the national 
epic, and these texts were later utilized by Firdausi and perhaps by his predecessor Daqiqi.44 
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But from 3891999 onwards, KhurHsHn was in the hands of the Turkish Mahmiid of Ghazna, and 
Transoxania in those of the' Qarakhanids. Supreme political leadership in eastern Iran passed out of 
native Persian hands, and although the dihqin class was still for a time influential at  the local level, the 
long-term trends of the new period were definitely unfavourable for it. Under the Ghaznavids, 
KhurHsHn was ruthlessly exploited by successive Viziers and governors, themselves hard-pressed by the 
Sultan their master, who was avid for money to finance his campaigns in India and elsewhere. A 
disastrous famine, followed by plague and much rural depopulation, is recorded for 401/1ot I.  Two or 
three decades later, the depredations of the Seljuqs caused a disruption of trade and agriculture; land 
values in such places as the Nishapiir and Baihaq oases plummeted, with ruinous effect on the fortunes of 
the dihqln and small landowner cla~ses.~6 By the time of the Mongol invasion, the term dihqin had 
declined into the simple meaning of " peasant ".4e The decreased taste for purely heroic epics of the 
Shih-nima type may therefore be a consequence of the gradual ruin of the Iranian landed classes, 
although the diversion of this taste into new literary patterns was probably also a result of an increased 
sophistication and refinement of manners in early Ghaznavid times, expressed in a preference for the 
romantic over the heroic. 

In fact, the example of the Shih-nima released a spate of Persian epic poems which has continued 
almost down to the present day. The late Maryan Molt quoted the early twelfth century anonymous 
Persian history, the Mujmal at-tawirikh, in which the Shih-nima is called the tree and all the other poems 
its bran~hes.~'  The Shih-nima and most of its successors are based on national traditions current in the 
eastern Iranian world, in particular, those centred on the regions of SistHn, ZHmindaGar and ZHbulistHn. 
These regions had long been famous for breeding hardy and pugnacious fighting men; Rustam is 
described as " the ZHbuli hero ", gurd-i Zivuli, not only in the ShM-nima, but also in the Middle Persian 
historical epic of 400 years before, the Kimimak-i Artashir-i P i p ~ k i n . ~ @  The Shih-nima centres of course 
round Rustam and his father Zgl, but the slightly later Garshkp-nima, which will be considered presently, 
and a host of later poems, revolve round Garshasp, the Avestan KpHspa, " He who has lean, swift 
horses ", and a forebear of Rustam. These poems in which GarshHsp and his family, rather than 
Rustam, are featured, are specifically attached to Sistan and ZFibulistHn; and there was, according to a 
lost Kitib-i Garshlirp by Abii I-Mu'ayyad Balkhi, cited in the Ta'rikh-i Sistin, a fire temple at Karkiiya 
near the capital Zarang, which was dedicated to GarshHsp and had a cult in his honour.4o 

Under the early Ghaznavids, these regions of southern and eastern Afghanistan were for the first 
time in centuries the heart of a vast empire, and they supplied troops for armies which campaigned 
from the lower Oxus to the Ganges; contingents of Afghans (thus named in 'Utbi's at- Ta'rikh al-Yamini: 
a/-AfghinG~a) are specifically mentioned, as are the archers and infantrymen of SistHn.'O One might 
have expected that the exploits of Mahmiid and his troops would have stirred popular imagination to 
the extent that epics on his campaigns might have been composed and the whole topic grafted on to the 
existing Iranian epic tradition popular there. Yet we have no surviving contemporary epics woven 
round the figure of the warrior-Sultan. I t  is true that there is mention of a metrical composition, the 
T q  al-firttih " Crown of victories ", dealing with Mahmiid's exploits; since the poet 'Unsuri praises this 
work highly, NHzim thought that this was probably written by himself.61 Whoever wrote it will prob- 
ably never be known for certain, since it is not extant. I t  was not until well after Mahmiid's death that a 
considerable literature, half romantic epic, half hagiography, grew up round Mahmfid and his son 
Mas'fid as champions ofIslam against the infidels in India. In  this literature, historical fact diminishes 
as the miraculous religious element increases. This is seen in the legends accumulating round the 
exploits of the semi-legendary Ghaznavid soldier SipahsHlHr Mas'iid Ghszi, allegedly a nephew of 
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Sultan Mahmfid; these legends were brought together in the early seventeenth century by the Mir'it-; 
Mosg&ii of 'Abd ar-RahmHn Chishti.59 

The absence of any contemporary literature specifically crusading in tone and glorifying Mahmfid 
as the spearhead of Islam in India seems to confirm the impression from the historical sources, that 
Mahmiid was not a fanatic bent on imposing Islamic religion on the Hindus, but was activated more 
by an imperialist love of power and a lust for gold. What does occasionally seem to have happened is 
that actual incidents or names of people involved in the Sultan's campaigns were transplanted into the 
epics of a few decades later. Thus in the Farimurz-nimar (at least two epics with this title are known), 
probably dating from the latter part of the eleventh century, one of Farlmurz b. Rustam's enemies is 
called JaipH1, this being the name of the Hindiishiihi RZjP of Waihind and the western PanjHb, the 
great opponent of Sebiiktigin and Mahmiid." The Sultans who succeeded to Mahmiid and Mas'iid 
were also concerned with expansion into the plains of India, for a continuous stream of plunder was 
necessary for the economic well-being of the empire. I t  was the exploits of a later Ghaznavid, Mas'iid 
I11 b. IbrZhim b. Mas'fid I (492-508/1099-1 I 15)  which formed the occasion for the composition of a 
remarkable panegyric in Persian on the military achievements of the whole line of Sultans. This was 
written in the mutiqarib metre (that employed in the Shih-ntima) and inscribed on slabs forming part ofa 
dado round the main courtyard of the palace at Ghazna completed for Mas'iid I11 in 50511 112. Of it, 
Prof. Alessio Bombaci, director of the Italian Archaeological Mission's excavations at Ghazna, says, 
" The epic tone is inspired by two ideals clearly set forth in the very few verses that have survived: the 
Islamic ideal celebrated in the work of Mahmiid and the ideal of legendary Persian tradition embodied 
in the obvious adherence to the pattern of the Firdausian epic. Hence, the characteristics of the 
champion of the faith are confused with those of the Iranian-hero ".54 Here, it would seem, is the 
  rani an epic genre at last specifically adapted to the greater glory of the Ghaznavid dynasty, but a 
century had to elapse after the most spectacular conquests, those of Mahmfid, before this poem was 
put together. 

The list of successors to and imitations of the Shih-nima in the eleventh and twelfUl centuries is long. 
I t  includes the Garsh&p-ntima, the interminable Barz&ntima, which runs to over 65,000 couplets; the 
Shahnyir-nima; the Bahman-nima; the Farcimurz-ntimas; and the Kkh-nima.66 To  this period belongs 
also the JahCngir-nima, probably by Q&im MHdih of Herat, of very strong Islamic religious inspiration; 
but the genre continues into Mongol and Timiirid times and beyond. Most of these authors are either 
unknown or else are very shadowy figures. One of the manuscripts of the Shahr9tir-nima attributes the 
poem to the Ghaznavid court poet Farrukhi; if this is correct, it must have been the first of the post- 
Firdausian epics to have been composed, clearly ante-dating the Carsh&p-ntima.6'I Except for one OT 

two, all these epics are localized in the Sistiin-ZamindHwar-ZiibulistHn region, as being the home of 
Rustam and his line. Their aim is to supplement and fill out the work of Firdausi, who had by no means 
exhausted the whole contents of the national epic, but their emphasis tends to be much more on the 
miraculous and incredible aspects of the heroes' exploits, exploits which take place in remote lands like 
India, Malaysia, Byzantium or some vague " western lands ", where the atmosphere is thick with 
marvels and portents. Moreover, their ethos becomes definitely Islamic, whereas the earliest epics, the 
Shih-nha and also the Carshirp-ntima, have a monotheistic ethos which could be indifferently Islamic or 
Zoroastrian. 

Our concern here is with the Ghaznavid stimulus to this epic literature, and of especial interest to 
is the epic which comes forty years or so after the ShM-nima and is very definitely rooted in the region of 
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Ghazna and ZHbulistHn, the Carshisp-nima. In  this instance, the author is indisputably known. 'Ali b. 
Ahmad Asadj Tiisi (d. t .  47311080) is celebrated as the author of the oldest known New Persian vocabu- 
la~y ,  the Lughat-i Furs, and Henri Mass6 considers his literary talent as little inferior to that of Firdausi.5' 
Asadi Tiisi wandered extensively from his KhurPsHnian home, and in 456-5811064-66 composed his 
epic at the court of the Amir of NakhchevHn in ArrHn. Its inspiration, nevertheless, is strongly Zibuli. 
GarshHsp is the ancestor of Rustam, and his family lives in ZHbulistPn; and ZahHk, a tyrant reigning 
for a thousand years in the ShM-nima, appears in the Garshisp-nima in a favourable light, ruling as a 
legitimate king with the approval of the nobles of G h a ~ n a . ~ ~  Only a few decades later than Asadi Tiisi's 
time, we find the ShansabHni rulers of Ghiir tracing their ancestry back to ZahHk, with the story that 
ZahZk fled into the fastnesses of Ghiir for refuge when Feridin overthrew his rule.6B The namz Zahiik, 
Arabized into ad-Dahhlk, seems to have been popular in ZHbulistHn at this period; it was borne by the 
father of Gardizi, the early Ghaznavid historian. I t  seems that Asadi Tiisi used local traditions and 
artificially attached them to the mainstream of the Iranian epic by conveniently marrying Jamshid to a 
daughter of the king of Zzbulistiin. The Carshisp-nirna therefore reflects popular beliefs of the Ghazna 
area, and it does not seem unreasonable to view the elaboration of these beliefs into a form utilizable by 
the poet as an expression of local pride in the region's r61e as the centre of the Ghaznavid empire. 

It was mentioned (above, p. 40) that there is a second stream of development within Persian litera- 
ture from early Ghaznavid times onwards, that of the poem or tale treating of romantic love and 
suffused with a lyrical strain. The best-known example of this is the romance of Vis u Rimin by Fakhr ad- 
Din As'ad Gurgsni, written in the hazaj metre around 44211050 for the Seljuq governor of Isfahiin and 
based, according to Minorsky, on a much earlier Middle Persian version, used by Gurglni either in the 
Pahlavi or in an early Firsi t r a n ~ l a t i o n . ~ ~  

However, primacy in time goes to others. The court poet 'Unsuri wrote a romance in the rnutaqirib 
metre, Wimiq u 'Adhri', based on a much earlier Persian romance allegedly dedicated to the SkHnid 
Khusrau Aniishirvzn. This work of 'Unsuri is, unfortunately, only known through a few citations in 
works on rhetoric and style and in the later Ottoman Turkish versions of LHmi'i and JHmi'i.B1 But there 
has recently come to light in an Istanbul manuscript the important Persian romance of Warqa u Culshih 
by 'Ayyiiqi, an obscure figure otherwise unknown except for two citations in Asadi Tiisi's Lughat-i 
The late Ahmed Ateg showed that these citations from a mid-eleventh century author, the style of the 
romance, the use of the mutaqirib metre, not used for romantic subjects after the early Ghaznavid period, 
and the actual dedication of the work as a MihrgHn present to " Sultan Abii 1-Qkim Mahmiid ", make 
its attribution to Mahmiid of Ghazna's court circle quite certain. The theme is based on the unhappy 
love-life of the early Arabic poet 'Urwa b. HizHm al-'Udhri, which early gave rise to a cycle of popular 
romances in the Islamic world. The theme of the two lovers separated by death, but with GulshHh 
miraculously restored to life and reunion with his beloved by the Prophet Muhammad, passed via Spain 
into medieval French literature as the romance of Floire and Blanchefleur. 'Ayyiiqi's version of the 
popular romance was probably the first verse one. Ateg further underlined the importance of Warqa u 
Guhhch for Turkish literature; the subject appean early in popular literature, and in the fourteenth 
century a version in classical Turkish was made by Yiisuf-i MeddHh.8S 

Can we then see a strand of Turkish influence, stimulating the composition of this early Ghaznavid 
work? Such an influence seems not unlikely. The numerous Turkish courtiers, soldiers and domestic 
slaves in Mahmiid's retinue at Ghazna have already been touched upon, and their presence implies a 
receptive audience for both epic and romantic literature of a type familiar to the Turks in their Central 
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Asian homeland, the type of epic woven round tribal origins which crystallized later into the O-ghur- 
nimo. 

I t  is known that, well before Firdausi's time, the Iranian national epic made a great impression on 
the Turkish mind in Transoxania and elsewhere. I t  was because of this that the Turks identified their 
national hero Alp Er Tonga with the AfrLiyHb of the Iranian epic, Kai Khusrau's enemy. Colnse 
quently, the Qarakhanids styled themselves " the House of AfrHsiyHb ", and a genealogy was ater- 
compiled for the Seljuqs tracing the family back to AfrP~iyfib.~~ Conversely, the Turanians of the Iranian 
epic, by which name were originally meant the Indo-European nomadic peoples of the steppes like the 
Scyths and Massagetes, were identified with the contemporary Turks who had by then taken over the 
steppes. But the Turks also attached themselves to the Arabo-Islamic past by weaving Turkish tales 
round such events as the part of Abii Muslim in the 'AbbHsid Revolution of 132/750. Abii Muslim 
became a figure venerated by the Turks of Central Asia, and according to Vambtry, this reverence was 
still discernible amongst the Turkmens and Uzbeks during the last century. Eventually, Turkish 
tradition made the KhurHsHnian Abii Muslim into a Turk himself, attaching him to the Oghuz tribe. 
Amongst several epic prose tales in Turkish attributed to one Abii THhir-i Tiisi is a historical romance 
on the Abii Muslim story. One manuscript says that the story-teller was blind, kargozi, but blind bards 
and story-tellers are common figures in all literatures and one should not perhaps take too much notice 
of this. One point that is always mentioned in the tales attributed to Abii THhir-i Tiisi is his connection 
with AIahmiid of Ghazna's court, the Sultan being his patron and listener to his tales. The language of 
these tales, according to the manuscripts, was originally Persian, but Turkish versions must speedily 
have followed. Characteristic of these tales is the miraculous and magical element, with much inter- 
vention by fairies and demons, all this appealing, it would seem, to the unsubtle Turkish mind. 
Although there are anachronistic features in the stories attributed to Abii THhir-i Tiisi which clearly 
belong to Seljuq and even later times, it is the conclusion of our greatest authority on the Abii Muslim 
cycle, Mme. Irene Mtlikoff, that Abii THhir-i Tiisi was a historical figure, who flourished at Mahmiid's 
court and whose renown lasted well into succeeding centuries.@= 

I V  

To sum up, there was a definite resurgence of Persian culture in the early Ghaznavid period, and 
there are a few small indications that the age was also not without significance for the development ofa 
nascent Turkish literature and culture. This Persian culture, arising in the first place out of the 
SHmHnid and KhurHsHnian inheritance, began in Mahmiid's reign to have a life of its own and to 
evolve along distinctive lines. Of significance in this process are firstly, the tastes of both the Sultan's 
Persian officials and advisers and his Turkish soldiers and courtiers, and secondly, the enduring local 
traditions of Zgbulistin, the geographical heart of the Ghaznavid empire, now linked politically with 
the wider Persian world. The literature surviving today from the early Ghaznavid period is not 
extensive, compared with what we know was in fact written. One thinks of the works of many poets, 
known only by the mention of their names in such works as the tadhkirm, of al-Biriini's lost history of his 
native KhwHrazm, of the missing volumes of the bureaucrat Abii 1-Fadl Baihaqi's enormous Mujalladit, 
and of other works which would doubtless throw light on the history and culture of these far eastern 
fringes of the Islamic world. Yet there is enough literature surviving to show how the cultural trends 
went, and it is hoped that the prwent sketch of this evolution has thrown some light on Persian culture 
at this time. 

" See Barthold, Histairr &J T m s  d'Arw Canhab (Paria 194.5). Aba Mwlim, Ir e P o r k - h u h  , du Khorawan dam la hadition ( P i p  
PP. %-70~ 84- Mo- i ran is rvu  (Paris 1962), i n a d .  
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'Ubaidallsh b. Abi Bakra and the 
"Army of Destruction" in ZBbulistBn (791698) 

The revolt of 'Abd ar-Rahmiin b. al-Ash'ath al-Kindi and the 
so-called "Peacock Army" in the latter years of 'Abd al-Malik's 
Caliphate is a well-known episode of Umaiyad history which was 
treated a good while ago by J. W E L ~ U S E N ~ )  and J. PBRIER,~) and 
has been examined recently by L. VECCLA VAULIERI~) and 'ABD AL- 
AMEER 'ABD DIXON.~) However, little has been written about the 
events which provoked al-Hajjiij, governor of Iraq and the East at 
that time, into sending Ibn al-Ash'ath to Sistgn in the first place: that 
is, the expedition into eastern Afghanistan which was led by the Arab 
general Abii Hiitim 'Ubaidalliih b. Abi Bakra and which came to be 
called, from the ensuing dbbgcle, the "Army of Destruction" (Jaish 
a l - F ~ n i ' ) . ~ )  The present author has previously dealt briefly with this 
last expedition as part of the general history of the Arab presence in 
southern and eastern Afghanistan in his SistZn under the Ards,  from 
the Islamic conquest to the rise of the SaflZrids (30-2501651-864), 
Iatituto Italiano per il Medio ed Estremo Oriente, Reports and Me- 
moirs, Vol. XI  (Rome 1968). This study now aims a t  examining the 
episode more closely and a t  bringing out the significance of these 
events in the process of the expansion of Islam in this remote part of 
Asia. 

' ) D m  wabische Reich und aein S t w z  (Berlin 1902), 144-67, Eng. tr. M. a. 
Weir, The Arab kingdom and ite fall (Celcutte 1927), 232-61. 

Vie d'al-Hadjdjddj ibn Youaof (41-95 de l'hdgire = 661-714 de J.-C.1, 
d'apr4.e h eourcer, arabee (Paris 1004), 164-204. 

XIa  art. "Ibn el-hh'eth". 
') The Umayyad C d i p h d e  65-861684-705 ( a  study) (London 

1971), 161-68 (eee on thie work the review of Boaworth, Iebmic  Qwwterly, 
XV/4 (1971), 20G10).  

') Curiouely enough, only the comparatively late Pereian eource of the 
Ta'tikh-i 8iuMn eotually stetem that the Arebe after the defeet came to apply 
thia deeignation to 'UbaiddlBh b. Abi Bekre'e ermy. 
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Th ethnic and political background of southern and eastern Afgha- 
nistan in the early Islamic period has been discussed in detail in the 
above-mentioned monograph, and especially at pp. 37ff., so that  only 
the salient facts need to  be repeated here by way of introduction. For 
the first two or three centuries of the Muslim era, the history of these 
regions, so far as i t  is know to  us, is the history of the clashes between 
the invading Arabs and the local rulers, the Zunbils of Zamindgwar 
and Zii,bulistBn, and their kinsmen the Kiibulshghs of Kabul, who were 
almost certainly epigoni of the Hephthalite kingdom established south 
of the Hindu Kush in pre-Islamic  time^.^) The ethnic affiliations of 
the Zunbils and their people need not, however, concern us here. Most 
of the confederations of Inner Asian peoples arose from nomadic 
groups and came to  include the debris of various peoples and groups,') 
and the Hephthalite confederation was probably no exception to  this 
rule. The Arabic sources describe the Zunbil's followers as Turks, but 
since they applied this vague term to  all their enemies on the eastern 
Iranian fringes, including the remnants of the northern Hephthalite 
kingdom in Bgdghis and Tukhgristgn, no exact significance should be 
attached to  the name "Turk" here. The term had, indeed, been used 
by Arabic writers in pre-Islamic times and by the Mukh&rarnEn, 
those of the interim between the Jghiliyya and Islam, when none of 
them can have had the slightest contact with genuine T u r k ~ . ~ )  

The most easterly permanent base of the Arabs was a t  Bust in 
southern Afghanistan, from where plunder raids were undertaken into 
the Zunbils' territories. These raids occasionally reached as far as 
Ghazna and Kabul, without, however, achieving any lasting effect. 
Tribute was exacted sporadically from the Zunbils, but in the absence 
of permanently-garrisoned bases and an occupation force, i t  was 
easy enough for these local rulers to  withhold payment when there 
was no Arab army in the vicinity. Slaves constituted the principal 
product of these raids; thus the famous Syrian traditionist Abii 
'Abdalliih Makhiil ad-Dimashqi (d. 1181736 or somewhat earlier), the 

') On the southern Hephthdite kingdom of ZBbul, see the standard work 
of R. GHIRBHMAN, Lm Chionita-Hephtalitea (Cairo 1948), 104ff. 

7, The historical processes at work here have been well treated by 0. PRITBAX 
in his "Titulaturen und Stamme8namen der altiiischen Vijlker", Ural-alttiische 
Jahrbiicher, XXIV/l (1962), 61 ff. 
t 1. ') T. KOWALBKI, in hie article "Die iiltesten Erwiihnungen der Tiirken in 
der arebiechen Literatur", Korosi-Ceoma Archivum, I1 (1926-32), 36-41, 
pointed out that the phreae at-Turk wa-Kabul occurs in ancient poetry es a set 
expression for eomething like Ultima Thule. 
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teacher of a1-Auzii'i, had been captured in the region of Kabul and 
brought into Islam.@) 

'UbaidallBh b. Abi Bakra's expedition of 791698 was prompted by 
the fact that the Zunbil had for some time back paid no tribute. This 
was not surprising, in view of the troubles faced by 'Abd al-Malik in 
the first half of his reign, such as the bids for power by rivals like the 
anti-Caliph 'Abdalliih b. az-Zubair and 'Abd al-Malik's own kinsman 
'Amr b. Sa'id al-Ashdaq, and the factional strife stirred up by sectaries 
like the Khawtirij, especially as down till 781697-8 these last effectively 
controlled much of southern Persia, sc. FBrs and Kirmtin, the pro- 
vinces through which ran the communications with Sisttin. It was in 
this year 781697-8, the one which saw the death of the most redoub- 
table of the leaders of the Azraqi sect of the KhawBrij, Qatari b. al- 
Fujl'a, that al-Hajjiij became governor of Iraq and the East, appoin- 
ting al-Muhallab b. Abi Sufra as his deputy in Khurasan and 'Ubai- 
dallBh b. Abi Bakra as his deputy in SistBn (see below). 

Despite his family's maul6 origins (detailed below), 'Ubaidallgh 
was accounted one of the outstanding leaders of the Arabs and one of 
the most faithful adherents of the Umaiyad cause in the Abii Bakra 
family's centre a t  Bagra.l0) His father, the Companion Nufai' b. 
M a s a ,  derived his luqab of Abii Bakra from the fact that when the 
Prophet had besieged Tti'if in 81630, Mr&ammad had proclaimed that 
any slave who came over to his side would be freed; Nufai' therefore 
descended the walls of the town by means of a pulley (bakra). Masfi, 
the father of Abii Bakra, was apparently an Abyssinian slave (habashi), 
but once the family started going up in the world during the period of 
the Islamic conquests, the numerous sons of Abii Bakra started the 
story that Nufai' was really the son of al-Hlrith b. Kalada ath- 
Thaqafi, "the physician of the Arabs".ll) The claim that the family 

') See IBN SA'D, KitdGb al-Tabaq&t al-kabir, ed. E. Sechau et dii (Leiden 
1904-40), VII/2, 161, and IBN KHALLIJ~N, Wafayat al-arydn, Eng. tr. M.G. de 
Slane, Ibn Khollikan'e biographical dictiona.ry (Paris-London 1842--7 I), 111,437. 

lo) 'Ubaidalliih ie sometimee found in the Bources under the name of "Ibn 
Meertih", usually with a pejorative or ineulting intent, e.g. in B A L X D ~ I ,  
A w d b  d-aehraf, IVb, ed. M. Sohloesainger (Jerusalem 1938), 162, end TABAR~, 
Ta'rikh o r - r d  wa-l-rnuhZk, ed. M. J. de Goeje et alii (Leiden 1879-1901), 11, 
801 = ed. M*. Abfi 1-Fatjl Ibr6hi.m (Cairo 1960-9), VI, 164. 

") BALZDHWRI, op. cit., I, ed. MI&. Hamidelliih (Cairo 1969), 602, lVb, 162; 
IBN QUTAIBA, Kitdb aZ-Mafarif, ed. Tharwat 'Ukkhha (Cairo 1960), 388-9; 
TAB&, kc. cit. Al-H&th b. Kalede is the eubject of a long biography in IBN 
AB! USAIBI'A'B 'U@n d-in&' fi @qat d-@.ibbdB (Cairo 1299/1882), I, 109-13, 
eee ale0 F. SEZQIN, Q d i c h k  dce orobiechan S c h r i f t t w  (Leiden 1987-701, 
rII* 203-4. 
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of Abii Bakra was descended from al-H5rith b. Kalada and therefore 
from the Banii 'Il5j b. Abi Salama of Thaqif was attacked a t  an  early 
date, and the Abbasid Caliph al-Mahdi later disallowed the affiliation, 
together with that  of the family of Ziygd b. Abihi to  Abii Sufy5n.12) 
The mother of Abfi Bakra seems really to have been the Iraqi-Persian 
slave Sumaiya, the notorious whore of TL'if and mother also of 
ZiyBd b. Abihi; this putative relationship with Ziy5d helped 'Ubai- 
ballBh to secure an important office during MuC5wiya's Caliphate (see 
delow, p. 272173). 

Abii Bakra had managed to  marry a free Arab woman of the Banii 
'Ijl, and she was the mother of 'Ubaidal15h.13) The latter nevertheless 
retained a very dark and swarthy complexion, recalling his Abyssinian 
descent; this dark colouring and the family's servile origins were 
natural targets for satirists.14) 'Abd al-Malik used to say of 'Ubai- 
dallgh, "the dark one is the leader of the people of the East", al-adgham 
saiyid ah1 al-mmhriq.16) As the latter part of the Caliph's words imply, 
'Ubaidallgh was also famed for his bravery in battle and, above all, 
for his liberality, being one of the ajwid al-'Arab, according to  MUHAM- 
MAD B. GB~B.") His generosity is, indeed, the subject of many of the 
anecdotes in B A L ~ D H U R ~ ~ S  section on the Abfi Bakra family in the 
Ansib d-ashrZ/.l7) The family had settled in Basra and had played an 

la) IBN AT-TIQTAQ~, Kiab al-Fakhri (Cairo 131711899), 162, Eng. tr. C. E. J. 
Whitting (London 1947), 175. IBN DURAID, Kitdb d-IshtiqSiq, ed. 'Abd as- 
SalBm Muh. H&rfin (Cairo 137811968), 306-6, rejects this claim also, and quotes 
some verses of e Baqran poet which proclaim that clientship to  the Prophet is 
more noble than descent from the Bmii 'Iliij ; see also GOLDZIHER, Muhammeda- 
nische Studien (Halle 1888-9), I, 137-8, Eng. tr. C. R. Barber and S. M. Stern, 
Muslim stwlies (London 1967-72), I, 129, and EIa art. "Abii Bakra9* (M. T. 
HOUTSMA-C. PELLAT). 

'7 IBN SA'D, VII11, 138; BAL~DHURP, Amdb, I, 603 ; KHALIPA B. K H A I Y ~ ,  
Kitiib at-Tabaqdt, ed. Suhail ZakkBr (Demescus 1966), I, 483-4, No. 1641. 

14) See the verses of WBthile aa-Sadasi quoted in BALXDHURZ, Amdb, I, 
604-5, where 'Ubaidalliih and his family are celled "the children of a stinking 
Nubian black", and the anecdote in IBN SA'D, VIIIl, 138, where 'Ubeidalliih is 
insultingly called a habmhi. 

16) IBN QUTAIBA, loc. cit., and also in BAL~DHURP, Aneab, I, 606, with al- 
 wad for al-adghurn. Adghrrm is properly en adjective applied to a horse with e 
face and muzzle darker than the rest of its body, so that farm adghum is the 
equivalent of the arebised Persian term daimj, see Lian al-'arabl, XV, 93, and 
below, n. 60. 

la) Kit& d-Mt&abbw, ed. I. Lichtemtaedter (Hyderabed 136111942), 160, 
Bee elso KHAIR AD-DIN AZ-ZIRIKLP, al-A'I&ma (Damescum N.D.), IV, 346. 

") AneBb, I, 489-606. 
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important part in the early development of the town, laying out, for 
instance, the public baths there.18) 'Ubaidalliih built himself a house 
in the Sikkat Samura of Basra, upon which he expended 10,000 diniirs; 
his commercial interests extended to a herd of 800 water buffaloes in 
the lower Iraq marshlands.l0) His relationship with Ziyiid b. Abihi 
through his grandmother Sumaiya brought him an official post from 
the hands of Ziyiid when the latter became governor of Iraq and the 
East, even though the two families of Ziyiid and Abi Bakra had been 
on cool terms since the latter had testified to the charge of adultery 
brought against ZiyBd's patron al-Mughira b. Shu'ba during 'Umar's 
C a l i ~ h a t e . ~ ~ )  'Ubaidallkh was sent to Fiirs to take charge of the sup- 
pression of the sacred fires of the Zoroastrians there, and the con- 
fiscation of the fire temple treasures; in less than a year he had alle- 
gedly amassed 40 million dirhams from this office.Z1) 

I n  511671 he was appointed governor of Sistgn under Ziyiid, and 
held this post for two years until his superior's death. He is said to have 
taken strong measures against Zoroastrianism in Sistiin and also to 
have raided into the territories of the Zunbils and KBbulshBhs, ex- 
tracting tribute from them. This experience of the far eastern fringes 
was indeed the basis for his appointment to Sistiin again some twenty- 
five years later, when the argument was brought forward to the Caliph 
that 'Ubaidalliih was familiar with the special conditions obtaining on 
the extreme eastern borders of the Islamic ~ o r l d . ~ 2 )  The Basran poet 
Ibn Mufarrigh al-qimyari was invited by 'UbaidallBh to Sistiin 
during these years 51-31671-3 of his first governorship there, and 
received much largesse from him ; fragments of laudatory qagidas 
addressed to 'Ubaidalliih are preserved in the AghEni article on Ibn 
Mufarrigh, in which 'Ubaidalliih's patronymic of Abii HBtim gives 
much scope for word-play with the name of the archetype of Arab 

la) See ibid., I ,  602, and BALADHURE, FaCh a l - W n ,  ed. de (Xoeje (Leiden 
1886). 364. 

lo) Idem, Aneiib, I, 497, 499. 'UbaidalllLh's house waa still standing in Beere 
e century later, when the Caliph el-Mrrhdi demolished it end other houses in 
order to enlarge the great moeque there (idem, Futtih, 349). 

'O) see H. LAMMEN@, "Ziu ibn Abihi, vice-roi de l'Ireq, lieutenant do 
MoCBwie I", in lhia SUT le sthie dee Omayyadee (Beirut 1930), 46-6. 

'l) B-~mrf, A d b ,  I, 494; JXHI~, Kitdb al-Hayawan, ed. 'Abd tls-8a18m 
HBran (Cairo 1360-64/1938-46), IV, 479-81; a. H. SADIOHI, Lee mzcvemnt8 
rdigicw iraniena au 11' et au X I 1 8  uduk dc l'hkgire (Paris 1938), 17. 

") BK~DHURI, Put*, 397; BOBWORTH, Satdn under thc AI-abe, 21, 24, 42; 
SADIQHI, op. cit.,  17-18. 
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generosity, Hiitim of T a ~ y i ' . ~ ~ )  During the Caliphate of 'Abd al-Malik, 
'Ubaidalliih was one of the notables of Basra approached by the Caliph 
to raise the city on his behalf against Mus'ab b. az-Zubair, brother of 
the anti-Caliph in the Hijgz. He accordingly fought alongside the 
Umaiyad Khiilid b. 'Abdallgh b. Khglid b. Asid and the head of the 
Bakr tribe in Basra, Miilik b. Rlisma', in the ranks of the pro-Umaiyad 
forces (the so-called Jufriyya) a t  the battle of al-Jufra in the environs 
of Basra (691688-9 or 70/689-90).24) After Basra passed into 'Abd 
al-Malik's control on the killing of Mus'ab (72/691), 'Ubaidalliih hoped 
to achieve the governorship of the city, but failed to secure that 
prize. 25) 

'Ubaidalliih again became governor of Sistgn, this time under al- 
Haj jiij's general overlordship of the East, in 781697-8, as part of a 
general reshuffle by 'Abd al-Malik, in which the previous governor of 
Khurasan and the East, Umaiya b. 'Abdalliih b. Khiilid al-Asid, lost 
his job and al-Hajjiij took over responsibility for the entire Caliphate 
from Iraq ea~twards.~6) The previous governor of Sistgn had been 
Umaiya b. 'Abdalliih's own son 'Abdalliih. He had-raided from Bust 
into the Zunbil's territories, but on coming up against stiff opposition 
had settled for a payment of 300,000 dirhams' tribute in return for a 
promise that the Arabs would not raid into Zamindiiwar again whilst 
'Abdalliih was governor in S i ~ t i i n . ~ ~  )'Ubaidalliih arrived in SistBn to 
find that the Zunbil had once more withheld tribute. He wrote to al- 
Bajjiij, who wrote back ordering him to march into the Zunbil's terri- 
tories and not to desist from attacking until he had laid waste the 

28) AB 6 L-FARAJ A L - I ~ F ~ N ~ ,  KiMb al-Agh&ai (Biiliiq 1286J1868-9). 
XVII, 71-3; C. PELLAT, "Le poote Ibn Mufarrig et  son oeuvre", Mdhngeu 
Louis Massignon (Dama,scus 1966-7), 111, 197-8, 219, 228-9. 

") Naqii'i& Jarir  wa-1-Farazdaq, ed. A. A. Bevan (Leiden 1905-12), 11, 761, 
1092 (where read 'UbaidallBh for 'AbdallBh); BLLXDHURI, Ansdb, IVb, 166; 
T-aRI, 11, 799-801 = VI, 163-4; IBN AL-ATHIR, al-Kdmil fit-to'rikh (Beirut 
1386-711966-7), IV, 307-8. These sources give verbatim the hlghly imulting 
speech of Mug'ab hurled against the pro-Umaiyad leaders, impugning their 
lineage, etc.; 'UbaidallBh is naturally attacked for his descent from Sumeiye, 
"the son of a bitch to whom the hounds come repeatedly", and from the slave 
Masrub. The whole episode of the Yaum al-Jzrfra is discussed by 'ABD DIXON, 
The Umyyad Caliphate 65-861684-705, 128-31. 

B~L;~DHuRI, Anedb, IVb, 164. 
") For the exact circumstances of this reshuffle, see BOSWORTH, SbBn  under 

the Arabe, 62-3, and M. A. SHABAN, The 'Abblisid revolution (Cambridge 1970), 
54-45. 

") B N A D H ~ ,  Put*, 390. 
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land, had destroyed the Zunbil's strongholds, had slain his warriors 
and had enslaved his progeny.28) Hence towards the end of the first 
year of 'Ubaidalliih's governorship, the Arabs broke the existing state 
of peaceful relations, mugdlaha, on this plea of non-payment of tribute. 

The fullest documentation of the ensuing campaign of the "Army 
of Destruction" is that of BALADHUR~ on the authority of M~DB'INI 
and others, firstly in his Futiih al-b~ld6n,~o) but above all in his Ansd 
al-ashrdf, in the part published by Ahlwardt as Anonyme arabische 
Chr~nik.~O) TABAR?~ account runs parallel to that of B A L ~ D H U R ~  and 
is almost as detailed, but is based on ABC MIKHNAF; it does not, 
however, include the poem of A'shii Hamdiin given in the AnsEb a2- 
ashrdj and which provides valuable additional evidence on 'Ubaidal- 
liih's actions during the campaign (see below).31) The other Arabic 
sources add little. IBN QUTAIBA'S KitGb al-Ma'drif, in its section on 
Abii Bakra and his family, has only a bare rnention.32) The anonymous 
Ta'rikh al-khulafci' published by Gryaznevich has a more detailed 
account, which epitomises that of BALIDHUR~ and TABART without 
obviously stemming from one rather than the other.33) KHAL~FA B. 
KHAIYHT records some of the bare facts of chronology, but makes 
'Ubaidalliih's son Abii Bardha'a the leader of the "Army of Destruc- 
t i ~ n " . ~ ~ )  Others of the standard historical sources, like YA'QCB~, 
D ~ A W A R ~ ,  MAS'CDI and the K i t a  al-Imdma wa-s-siyisa, do not 
mention the episode a t  all. The anonymous Persian local history of 
SistBn, the Ta'rikh-i Sistdn, which dates basically from the latter half 
of the 5th/l l th  century, confusingly distinguishes between two episodes 
of fighting involving 'Ubaidalliih's forces. I n  the first one, 'UbaidallBh's 
troops are led by al-Huraish b. Bistiim at-Tamimi against the Khiiriji 
sectaries of the Zarang district, and during the course of this Shuraib 
and 'Abdalliih b. 'Abbiis b. Rabi'a, b. el-Hkith b. 'Abd al-Muttalib are 
eeid to have been killed; it is this force which the author dubs the 
Jaieh al-Fund' or "Army of Destruction". The other expedition is led 
by 'Ubaidalliih himself against the Zunbil, and in the course of it 

'9 Idem, Am&, in Anonyme arabische Chronik, ed. W. Ahlwerdt (Greifeweld 
1883). 311; Tasml, 11, 1036 = VI, 322; IBN AL-ATHIR, IV, 460. 

") Ful.iih, 399, Eng. tr. P. K. Hitti end F. C. Murgotten, The origine of 1h8 
IsZumk stole (New York 1916-24), 11, 668-9. 

'O) Antmyme arabbche Chronik, 3 1 1-18. 
") TABART, 11, 103-9 = VI, 322--4. 

Ed. 'Ukkbhe, 288-9. 
U, Ed. P. Gryeznevich (Moecow 1967), 27%80 = ff. 129b-1308. 
") To'rikh, ed. Suheil Z&&r (Dameecue 1967-a), I, 366, 369. 
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'Ubaidalliih has t o  buy off the Zunbil in order to  extricate his army, 
dying himself shortly afterwards. Clearly, there has been some con- 
fusion of the expedition against the Zunbil and one of the many ex- 
peditions necessary against the Khawiirij, perpetual bugbears of the 
Arab governors in Sistgn; in any case, the Ta'rikh-i Sist6n adds 
nothing here to  what is found in the Arabic sources.36) 

When he set off eastwards, 'Ubaidalliih left behind his son Abii 
Bardha'a Umaiya or al-Mughira as civil governor in Zarang, the 
capital of Si~tiin.3~) 'Ubaidalliih's army comprised in the main Iraqi 
troops from Basra and Kiifa, although BALADHUR~ alone mentions the 
presence of some Syrian troops (see below). 'Ubaidallgh personally 
led the Basran troops and was commander-in-chief of the whole 
expedition. The Kfifans were led by the Ta i '  or Successor Shura* b. 
Hlni' al-Hiirithi ad-Dabbi or ad-Dibiibi (not to be confused with the 
similarly-named but semi-legendary qtidf of Kfifa, Shuraih b. al- 
Hiirith al-Kindi). Shura* b. Hiini' had in the early part of his life been 
a fervent supporter of the Caliph 'Ali and the Alid cause. He had led 
troops for 'Ali against Mu'iiwiya before the confrontation of S iEn  
and against the KhawBrij after Nahrawgn, and a t  the arbitration of 
Adhruh had gone with 'Abdalliih b. 'Abbiis and Abii Miisii al-Ash'ari 
a t  the head of 'Ali's force of 400 rnen.3') At the time of ZiyBd b. Abihi's 
arrest of the conspirator and proto-martyr of the Shi'a, Hujr b. 'Adi 
al-Kindi (51/671), he had been one of the notables of Kiifa testifying 
against Hujr, but had later written to  Mu'iiwiya retracting his testi- 
m ~ n y . ~ ~ )  Thereafter he seems to fall out of mention until his re- 
appearance in Sistiin with 'Ubaidalliih; by this time, he must have 
been an old man of seventy or so. 

The Muslim amy marched into ZamindBwar or ar-Rukhkhaj (the 
classical Arachosia), but found i t  barren and foodless. The time was 
presumably the summer of 791698, since verse 12 of A'shB Hamdiin's 
poem (see below, p. 281) alludes to the scorching heat which the Arab 
troops had to endure. I n  ZBbulistBn, the region of Ghazna and Gardiz, 
they took a considerable plunder of cattle and other beasts and des- 
troyed various strongholds. But the tactics of the Zunbil were to fall 
back before the Muslims, thus luring them on into an increasingly 

86) Ed. Malik aah-Shutarfia Behar (Tehran 1314/1936), 110-12. 
") Ta'rikh-i Satdn, 1 1 1.  
") TABAR!, I, 3269-61, 3364, 3367 = IV, 666-6, V, 67, 69; IBN A L - A T H ~ ,  

111, 280, 282, 329, 333, 373. 
") TABARP, 11, 1 3 6 7  = V, 270-2; IBN AL-ATHIR, 111, 483--4; LUMENS, 

"Zi&d ibn Ab'lhi", 9 G 7 .  
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inhospitable and foodless terrain, for the Zunbil's forces devastated 
the countryside aa they retreated and thereby deprived the invaders 
of food and fodder. According to  BAUDHUR~ in his Futiih al-balddn, 
the Muslims penetrated almost to  Kabul, but the vagueness of this 
designation in early Islamic usage (see above, p. 269) does not compel 
us to take this literally and assume that they reached the town of 
Kabul. The account in TABAR~ of A B ~  MIKHNAF says that the Muslims 
got within eighteen farsakhs of the the Zunbil's capital, and by this we 
should understand the Zunbil's summer capital, which lay in the cooler 
uplands or sardsir of Ziibulistiin (probably in the Ghazna region), his 
summer capital being in the garmsir or warmer region of Ziimindiiwar, 
the region of Qandahiir.30) The tactics of the Zunbil now paid off. In  
their lightning strikes across the Syrian or Egyptian Deserts, or along 
the North African coastlands, the Arab cavalrymen had always bene- 
fited from their extreme mobility, the ability to dash forward when 
unimpeded or to retreat when checked. But in this unknown region 
of eastern Afghanistan, the advantages of mobility were small, and 
the Arabs found themselves pent up and foodless in a region of narrow 
valleys and passess. Shuraih b. Hlni', meanwhile, had been urging on 
'UbaidallBh the advisability of turning back, since the army had 
acquired a reasonable amount of plunder, but 'Ubaidalliih had refused. 
Now the Zunbil showed his hand. His "Turks" appeared and blocked 
the Muslims' advance through a valley, being joined by the Zunbil in 
person shortly afterwards. 

'Ubaidalliih a t  last realised the parlousness of his situation, and 
prepared to treat willy-nilly with the Zunbil. He offered the latter 
600,000 or 700,000 dirhams, together with three of his own sons, 
Nahiir, al-$ajj8j and Abii Bakra, and others of the Arab leaders, as 
hostages, and promised to swear a solemn engagement never to raid 
the Zunbil's lands whilst he remained governor of Sistgn, if only the 
Muslims would be allowed to withdraw peacefully. S h u r a ~  had 
counselled retreat previously, but he felt a t  this turn in events that 
withdrawal would be dishonourable and would be a crushing humili- 
ation a t  the hands of the pagans. BALADHURI and TABAR~ put into 
Shuraib's mouth eloquent protests, in differing words but with the 
same meaning, that he was now aged, had seen his sona die before him, 
and a s s  only looking forward to the death of a martyr. In  the words 
of the Anaa'b al-&ehrti/, 

Om) BOBWORTH, S W n  under thc Arabs. 36. 
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Fear God, He is exalted and magnified ! Fight against the enemy 
and do not purchase for yourselves unbelief by a sacrifice of your 
faith and an additional payment of 500,000 dirhams [or, i t  is said, 
700,000 dirhams]. Do not hurl a group of Muslims against the 
unbelievers and then lay upon them the condition that  they are 
not to fight the pagans or levy tribute on them, simply to avoid 
a death which will ultimately come t o  you anyway. Moreover, 
you do not know exactly how explosive will be al-Hajjaj's reaction 
of anger . . . By God, my life is coming to its end and ebbing away, 
and I have been exposed t o  death in battle in more than one place, 
yet God, He is exalted and magnified, has so far refused to  grant 
me my wish of a martyr's death.40) 

As well as these pious platitudes, which one would expect later 
historians hostile to  the memory of al-Hajjsj and his subordinates, 
to place in the mouth of someone like Shuraih and which are therefore 
suspect, Shuraih put  foreward a more practical argument: that  an 
ignominious withdrawal on the Zunbil's terms would enrage al-Hajjej, 
so that the latter would undoubtedly deduct the half-million or so 
dirhams promised to  the Zunbil from the Muslim troops' 'a@' or 
stipends. But with even more practicality, 'Ubaidall&h retorted that  
"Being deprived of our pay alloment is better than peri~hing!"~') 

'Ubaidallgh poured scorn on Shuraih's determination to  fight, 
calling him a dotard, and he denounced him to  the Zunbil as rebellious 
and disobedient to  his superior officer. B A L ~ D H U R ~  says that Shura* 
was followed into battle by a group of Yemeni tribesmen of Hamdan 
and Madhhij (both of which tribes were strongly represented in Kiifa), 
together with troops from the two amszr of Basra and Kiifa and from 
Syria. TABART says that  "there followed him a smallish (ghair kathir) 
group of volunteers (mut+awwiCa; in B A ~ D H U R ~  we have the phrase 
jamci'a muttawwica mmin Madhhij wa-Hamdcin) and those elements who 
were more dashing and more zealous of their honour (furs& an-n6s 
wa-ah1 al-hi/@)". Both authors put into Shura*'s mouth, as he marched 
to his death, several lines of rajaz poetry in which he details his long 
service, going back to the First Civil War, and his weariness with life. 
Tho intransigents fought on until all but a handful were killed. 'Ubai- 
d a l l ~ h  meanwhile is reported to have enjoyed, together with his 

'O) BAL~~DHUTU, in Anonym arabimb Chnmik, 313; e ehortened vereion of 
the speech in idem, Fa*, 300. 

") Anonym arabische Chronik, 312, TABART, 11, 1037 = VIP 323. 
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family, the hospitality of the Zunbil, and to  have been made much of 
by that  ruler and his retainers.d2) 

The remnant of the "Army of Destruction" now set off homewards 
to  Bust and Sistiin, suffering terrible privations from the lack of food 
and fodder. They were reduced to  eating their own mounts, and IBN 
QUTAIBA relates that  a single loaf of bread cost 70 dirhams.43) Many 
died of thirst crossing the "Desert of Bust", presumably the Rigistiin 
or sand desert south of QandahBr;44) only 5,000 finally reached Bust. 
When 'Ubaidallgh had seen the army's sufferings, he had bought up 
what food he could find from the surrounding countryside. He had 
sold grain at a dirham for a qafiz measure, and straw for a dirham a 
sieve-full, and when famine and disease grew rife, he had procured 
unripe fruit for sale in the army bazaar, saying that  i t  would be good 
for the sick amongst them. According to TABAR?, the army was met 
by a relief force sent from Bust bringing food, but  the starving troops 
of the "Army of Destruction" fell upon the food with such avidity 
that  many of them died, their digestions unable to  cope with i t ;  hence 
the survivors were fed with small quantities of easily-digestible food 
until their stomachs were able to take a normal diet.46) 

'Ubaidalliih himself died, either from grief at the disaster which 
had overtaken his army, or from an ear affliction. He died at Bust, 
and the Ta'rikh-i Sisten says that  his tomb there was still visible when 
the author wrote (sc. in the later 5 th/ l l th  century). 'Ubaidalliih had 
appointed his son Abii Bardha'a as his successor in Sistiin until the 
central government could be informed, and the Ta'rikh-i SistZn 
states that  Abii Bardha'a marched out against the Zunbil and made 
contact with him, but came to terms and returned to  Sistiin; this ex- 
pedition is not, however, mentioned in the older Arabic sour~es.~") 

On hearing the news of the catastrophe, al-Hajjy instructed al- 
Muhallab to appoint someone temporarily to Sistgn, and the latter 
sent thither Waki' b. Bakr b. Wii'il al-Azdi. Abii Bardha'a nevertheless 
managed to  placate Waki' with a gift of 300,000 dirhams and other 

'l) Anonym arabimhe Chronik, 313-14; TABARI, 11, 1037-8 = VI, 323. 
Amongst thoee killed with Shure* were, according to KHAL~FA B. KEA.IY~T, 
Ta'rikh, I, 366, the Hbhimi ' A b d ~ l l ~ h  b. 'AbbBe b. Rebice b. el-H8rith b. 
' Abd el-Muttelib. 

") Kitdb al-Ma'dlrij, 289. 
") BATZDHURX, FulGh, 399. 
") Idem, A d b ,  in Anonyms arabische Chronik, 314; TashRr, LT, 1038 

VI, 323. 
") Togdkh-i Sietdn, 112. 
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presents, so that he actually remained in Sistiin until the arrival of 
Ibn al-Ash'ath (80/699).47) The story of these events in southern 
Afghanistan now merges into the well-known and amply-documented 
episode of the despatch and subsequent rebellion of the "Peacock 
Army" (Jaish at-TawGwis), the force sent al-Hajjaj to restore the 
Muslims' position and to  repair the damage to  their prestige. 

A salient feature of the account of the expedition of the "Army 
of Destruction" in the Ans6b al-ashrcif of B A ~ D H U R ~  is the author's 
inclusion there of nineteen verses from a poem referring to the cam- 
paign and written by A'shk Hamdiin.48) Three of these verses are 
further quoted by IBN QUTAIBA in his article on the Abii B a k r a f a m i l ~ , ~ ~ )  
and a twentieth verse, absent from these first two sources, is given by 
Ji i~15 in his Kit63 al-Hayaw~in.~~) The whole poem is reconstructed by 
R. GEYER in his edition of the verses of various poets known by the 
lqab of al-A'sh5.61) 

Abii 1-Musbah 'Abd ar-Rahmkn b. 'Abdalliih, called "A'sh5 of 
Hamdiin" to distinguish him from the several other poets with the 
sobriquet of al-A'shG "the night-blind one", was a Kiifan poet who 
all through his life proclaimed his fervent adhesion to the cause of 
Yemen or the South Arabs, to which his own tribe of Hamdiin of 
course belonged, and with somewhat less intensity, to the cause of 
the Alids. Hence he participated in such anti-Umaiyad movements as 
the anti-Caliphate of 'AbdallBh b. az-Zubair in the Second Civil War, 
and after the victory in the west of the Marwiinids, the cause of 
Mus'ab b. az-Zubair in Iraq. After the death of his Zubairid patrons, 
however, his views were flexible enough for him to serve in government 
forces sent against the Khawkrij in Persia (c. 72-41691-3) and in an 

47 )  KHAL~FA B. KHAIYZT, Ta'rikh, I ,  287; BALLDHWRX, in Anonym arabi8che 
Chronik, 317-18. 

"8) Ibid., 316-17. 
") Kitdb al-Mat&rif, 289. 
60) Ed. Harfin, I ,  135. 

Qdichte von AM B&r M a i d n  ibn Qais al-A'&&, nebst Sawmalungen von 
Stiicken anderen Dichler dm gleichen Beinomem, Gibb Memorid Series, N.S. VI  
(London 1928), Arabic text, 317-18. Neither the poem itself nor any mention 
of 81-A'shh's pert in 'UbaidellBh's expedition is included in the section on him 
in the Aghdni, ed. Balaq, V, 146-61 = ed. DBr 81-Kutub (Cairo 1346-11927-), 
VI, 32-62; this section he9 been t rmleted and annotated, end the poems of 
d-A'sh& found in other eources appended to it, by amD0 EDLER VON G O ~ A  
in his Freiburg i. B. Inaugural-Dissertation, Der Ag;dinfurtikel iiber 'A'da uon 
Hamdan (Kirchhein N.L. 1912), with the poem in queetion trensleted a t  pp. 
81-3. 
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expedition to MakrBn or southern B a l ~ c h i s t a n . ~ ~ )  He now accompanied 
the "Army of Destruction" during its vicissitudes in Afghanistan, 
probably in a semi-official position as a propagandist and mouth-piece 
for the army, a r6le frequently filled by the politically-conscious poets 
of the Umaiyad period.63) We may be sure that he was attached to 
Shuraih's Kiifan contingent, though whether he was one of the diehards 
who fought to the end against the Zunbil is unknown. At all events, he 
survived to  take part in the expedition of the "Peacock Army" a year 
or so later under the banner of Ibn al-Ash'ath, a leader whose Yemeni 
pride echoed that of his own and who was, moreover, a relative to al- 
A'shii on his mother's side. His anti-Umaiyad sentiments now had 
free rein : he eulogised Ibn al-Ash'ath in verse, but after the defeat at 
Dair al-Jamgjim, he was captured and brought before al-Haj jiij, who 
had him executed forthwith (821701 or 831702). 

It was not surprising that al-A'shii's experience under 'Ubaidalliih 
b. Abi Bakra's command subsequently drove him into rebellion 
together with Ibn al-Ash'ath. 'Ubaidalliih was, it was true, accounted 
a Thaqafi by lineage, one of the group of Ma'addis or North Arabs who 
secured an ascendancy in the Arab empire during al-HajjBj's domi- 
nation of affairs, but genealogical divisions alone would not have 
sufficed to mould the hatred of 'Ubaidalliih expressed by al-A'shii in 
this poem.64) The latter's denunciation of the commander of the 
"Army of Destruction" must have had more specific grounds, appar- 
ently his treatment of the Arab warriors during the calamitous retreat 
through eastern Afghanistan, with its attendant horrors of famine and 
disease. But i t  is best to let the poem speak for itself: 

1. What is this insistent pain in the heart, and what is the reason for 
your copiously-flowing, commingled tears? 

2. Have you heard about the army which was completely shattered, 
and which was struck down by the disturbing turns of fickle 
fortune? 

" )  See R. BLAOH~ERE,  Hiatoire de h litttrature arabe dea ovigineu d la fin du 
X V 8  uidcZa de J.-0. (Peria 1962-66), 111, 616-18, end E I ~  8.v. (A. J .  WENSINOK 
end a. E. VON GRUNHIBAUM). 

*) See BLAO&RE, op. cit., 111, 6 4 6 6 1 .  
") It mey well be thet the divieion of Qeie end Yemen, North end South 

Arebe, which undoubtedly exieted in the Umeiyed period, end eepecielly after 
the Becond Civil War, wee leee geneelogicel end ethnic than ideologicel : eccording 
to M. A. SHABAN in hie recent book Ialamic k t o r y  A.D. 600-750 (A .H.  132)p 
a inlerprctdion (Cambridge 197 l ) ,  120-1, the eeeentiel difference wee one 
of attitude tower* expaneionism and tower* general financiel end sociel polioy 
throughout the empire. 
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3. They were bottled up in Kabul, being reduced to eating their 
mounts, in a most wretched situation and the worst possible of 
camping-places. 

4. No army in any of the lands ever met such a fate; for such victims 
as these, say to  the lamenting women, "Be choked with your 
tears ! " 

5. Ask 'Ubaidalliih, "How did you consider these men, these 20,000 
with their mailed horses, armed with their panoply of weapons?' 

6. A picked force, which the Amir chose for their firmness in battle, 
a contingent of noble souls66) from the two garrison cities (sc. Barjlra 
and Kiifa). 

7. You were given command over them and appointed as their Amir, 
yet you have brought them to destruction, whilst the war is still 
fiercely blazing ! 

8. You kept on staying amongst them, like a father, so they imagined, 
yet you are shattering them to pieces and acting like someone 
irresponsible and uncomprehending. 

9. You are selling to them during the campaign a qafiz [of grain]6e) 
for a whole dirham, whilst your army is murmuring about where 
the blame should be placed. 

10. You have withheld from them their rations of milk and barley, 
and you have been trafficking in grapes which are still unripe. 

11. You have ill-treated them mercilessly by lashing their skins with 
whips, unjustly and vindictively, showing no restraint. 

12. The earth is a desert waste, which is scorching up even the chamel- 
eons of the earth around you; they have been split open, and have 
not been able to bring forth young.67) 

66) Muzallaj as well as meming "Vile, mean, contemptible" could also 
mean here "exiguous, few in number", hence ghair m w l l a j  "a sizeable [force]", 
though the translation here "far from contemptible" > "noble" gives better 
parallelism with the j a W a  of the first hemistich. 

") The qafiz of capacity waa essentially an Iraqi meaaure, varying in later 
times (together with the larger measure of capacity, the k w )  in the different 
cities of Iraq. In  the first Islamic century, we can only assume that 'UbaidallBh's 
qafiz wes similar to that fixed by al-HajjBj, which W. Hrwz computed as being 
4.2126 litres, see hie Istamische Mmae und Qewichte umgerechnet irn lnetrischen 
System, Handbuch der Orientaliatik, Erghnzungsband 1, Heft 1 (Leiden 1966), 48. 

") This is the moat difficult verse of the whole poem, partly because of the 
wide range of meanings of Mfiw, which might also mean, inter alia, "darkening", 
11 

Conceeling its burdens" or "unsympathetio", end partly because of uncertainty 
in the vocalisation of eeveral of its worde; von Goutta has question marks after 
three of the Arabic worde in the verse. The syntax, too, is capable of more than 
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13. Hence the warriors have been falling down dead from starvation, 
whilst you, their contemptible commander, are repletebe) and 
have become corpulent and wide-haunched. 

14. With weakened leg-tendons and the veins across the abdomensg) 
concealed (sc. by the folds of fat), as if between the fleshy lips of 
a darkish-coloured ass.60) 

15. You imagined that you will not be punished for what has befallen 
them, but God will give just deserts to the one who is in charge of 
an army.61) 

16. Until when they and their steeds perished, you wished to retreat, 
but what a time then for retreat! 

17. S h u r a ~  refused to  be driven along in such abjectness and repreh- 

one interpretation. Geyer'e text vocalises hwrabd'ahli, which would mean "its 
[sc. the earth's] despoiled ones", and could possibly refer to 'UbaidallBh'e 
eoldiers, plundered unmercifully by their commander through his profiteering 
activities, though it is then difficult to find an appropriate sense for the rest of 
the verse. Ahlwardt, however, in hie text in the Anonyme arabiache Chronik, 
vocalises Jairbd'ahd "the chameleons of the earth", and this hes been followed 
here. But an equally possible translation might be: "The land is a remote, un- 
inhabited place, which is burning with heat around you; the cha~neleons of the 
earth have been split open and have not been able to bring forth young". For 
this, kdfira must be taken in the sense of fi8dn al-'arabl, VI, 463: al-kiifir min 
al-ard is a region remote from any population, with virtually no-one dwelling 
there or peesing through it; one must read tu&mamu (for tat&arramu); and in 
making "the chameleom of the earth" e fresh subject, one needs of course to 
read hirba'uhd with a slight alteration to the consonantal ductus. It seems 
impossible to achieve certainty here, and authorities on ancient poetry whom 
I have consulted, sc. my colleagues Dr M. A. Kafrawy and Dr A. S. Radwen, 
were unable to make any definite judgement. 

Geyer hee an obvious mieprint here, ~ha'bdnu for the shub'iinu correctly 
given by Ahlwardt. 

") Al-h&libdn refers either to the v m  deferene (es the etymological meaning 
of the word, "the two carriers of milky liquid", i.e. semen, would lead one to 
expect), or, m here, to the two veins running down the abdomen on each side 
of the navel. 

") Daizuj is said to be mu'wab from Persian doiza (earlier form de'm < 
daizuka-, duiCaka, daiCloka "dark grey, aah-coloured") in f i s h  al-'arabl, 111, 
96-6, defined there ee "a mixed colour between two coloure". It is probable 
that we have here a satirical reference to 'UbaidalllbhBe own swarthy skin. (1 am 
grateful to Dr D. N. MecKenzie for information here and in note 63 below on the 
Pereian etymologies of theme worde.) 

01) Mzdlij, Literally, "one who sets off in the early part of the night", the 
favoured time for an m y  to eet off through the deeert. 
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ensible behaviour, when the soldiers' fate in the Booke2) had not 
yet been assigned. 

18. You remained, after these losses, with a small force who, if they 
had marched through a dusty plain, would not have raised a cloud. 

19. Do not tell the people about everything which happened to you, 
and if you are asked about the affair, stammer confusedly. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

20. As for the wretched Abii Bardhaca, whom you introduced amongst 
us, he is viler than a beardless63) eunuch! 
The poem thus throws some light on the opportunities for profit 

which a commander enjoyed in circumstances where the army could 
not live off the land but was compelled to seek its needs in the army 
bazaar (s@ al-jaish) controlled by the commander. The rigours of 
campaigns like this on distant frontiers were a t  this time contributing 
much to the disinclination of the muqa'tila to leave Iraq for the front. 
It may have been some show of reluctance which compelled 'Ubai- 
dallgh to exercise the savage discipline amongst the troops of which 
al-A'shB complains. The soldiers' discontent increased shortly after 
the episode of the "Army of Destruction" when al-Hajjsj added to the 
hardships of campaigning in remote lands the prospect of the troops 
being kept there in permanent garrisons, far from their homes and 
families (tajmir a,?-bu'zith). It was the instruction to this effect issued 
to Ibn al-Ash'ath which sparked off the revolt of the "Peacock Army", 
seen clearly in Ibn al-Ash'ath's comparison of al-Hajjsj with Pharaoh 
as someone who tyrannically kept his army in distant  garrison^.^^) 
Indeed, the whole episode of the "Army of Destruction" and the 
feelings which i t  engendered, above all amongst Yemeni elements of 
the Arabs, is clearly relevant to ct consideration of tribal factions and 
of the hatreds aroused against el-Hajjiij during the early Marwiinid 
period. 

") This seems to be the import of the phraae guhzlf kitdbihim, i.e. the leaves 
of the Heavenly Book in which men's ections are recorded by the two angele, as 
is set forth in Stirat al-Infiwr = lxxxii, 10-11. 

BB ) Raidhaj, from Persian rEdak, Pahlavi rWak < *raituka-, meaning basically 

"young, youth"; rdakdn are linked with sdqiydn in poetry of the Bthlllth 
century Ghaznavid author Manfichihri DBmghBni, see H. W. BAILEY, "Iranian 
studies. 11", BSOS, VII  (1933-6), 70-2. HBriin, the editor.of the most recent 
text of J~HIZ ' s  KiHb at -Hayadn,  where thie line occurs in a section discnesing 
eunuchs, re& raidhaj aa h izaj ,  ee in verse 14 of el-A'ehB's poem, with the 
meaning "a dark-coloured eunuch". 

") BALXDHUI~~, Ane&b, in Anonyrne arabirche Chronik, 326-6; T A ~ ~ R I ,  11, 
1054 = VI, 336; BOBWORTH, Sbhn  under the Arabr, 68-9. 
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AL-XWARAZM~ ON THE PEOPLES OF CENTRAL ASIA 

1. INTRODUCTION 

THE PASSAGE TREATED HERE occurs in the seventh fagl, "Concerning words which are 
frequently used in reference to conquests, expeditions and historical accounts of the Arabs 
during Islam," of the sixth bib of the first maqdla of al-Xwiirazmi's Mafdtih al-'ulirn 
(pp. 119-20 of the edition of Van Vloten, Leiden 1895 = p. 73 of the edition of Cairo 
1342/1923-4). The whole fajl was published in the original and translated by J. M. Unvala 
in his article, "The translation of an extract from Mafiitih al-'Uliim of al-Khwiirazmi" in 
the Journal of the K.R. Cama Institute, XI, Bombay 1928, 76-110. However, Unvala was 
primarily an Iranian scholar and his commentary on the fajl is oriented primarily in that 
direction. He was on weaker ground when dealing with Central Asiatic and especially 
Turkish topics: and this fact, together with the lapse of nearly 40 years since Unvala 
prepared his article, warrants a reconsideration of the brief section on Central Asia in the 
light of more recent researches. 

11. AL-XWARAZM~~S KNOWLEDGE OF THE PEOPLES OF CENTRAL ASIA 

Almost nothing is known about the life and career of Abti 'Abdalliih Muhammad 
al-Xwiirazrni, but his only known. work, the Mafdtih al-'uliim, is dedicated to Abti'l-Hasan 
'Ubaidalliih al-'Utbi, Vizier to the Siimiinids, and this dedication and certain internal 
evidence enables us to date its composition to shortly after 977 (see on this work, Bosworth, 
"A pioneer Arabic encyclopedia of the sciences: al-Khwiirizmi's Keys of the sciences," 
Isis, LIV, 1963, 97-1 11). From his intimate knowledge of administrative procedures and 
the various official registers in use, he must have been connected with the Siimiinid 
bureaucracy. It is therefore probable that al-Xwiirazmi was familiar with the topography 
and ethnography of the Siimiinid empire and its tributaries, and would be cognizant of the 
administrative problems involved in exercising authority over the borderlands adjoining 
the Central Asiatic steppes and mountain massif. More exactly, he might be expected to 
know something of the tribal affiliations and social organization of the Turkish-speaking 
peoples on the northern and eastern frontiers of the empire, roughly corresponding to the 
Syr Darya valley and the Pamir-Tien Shan ranges. 

Of which Turkish-speaking or other peoples might al-Xwiirazmi have had some 
knowledge? We are unhappily very ignorant of the earliest history of the Turkish-speaking 
peoples. The evidence is scanty and widely scattered, and there is, as yet, no general agree- 
ment regarding its interpretation. The latest attempt to summarize this history very briefly 
is in Clauson, Turkish and Mongolian studies, London 1962, Ch. 1. 

The name "Turk" did not appear in history till the middle of the 6th century A.D., 

when a tribe which called itself Turku destroyed the "empire" of the Juan-juan (the possible 
identity of this people with the Avars is still hotly debated) and established an "empire" 
of  its own. This "empire" at its greatest extent reached temporarily from the Great Wall 
of China to the Oxus and existed intermittently from the middle of the 6th century till the 
middle of the 8th. There were of course Turkish-speaking peoples many centuries before 
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this; the difficulty lies in determining which of the various peoples mentioned before this 
date in the Chinese records, the most important and almost the only ones relevant for this 
remote period, answer to  this description. The Chinese historians of the T'ang dynasty 
believed that the Turku were "descended" from the Hsiung-nu and so they presumably 
believed that the latter were Turkish-speaking; but there is no general agreement that the 
Hsiung-nu were Turkish-speaking and evidence to the contrary has recently been put 
forward by E. R. Pulleyblank in "The consonantal system of Old Chinese", Asia Major, 
N.S. IX, 1963, 239 ff. 

Be that as it may, the Hsiung-nu, whose serious history goes back to the beginning of 
the 3rd century B.C. (and their mythological history a great deal further), were unquestion- 
ably in close contact with Turkish-speaking peoples from the earliest period, and there can 
be little doubt that when they made their great raid into Europe in the 4th century A.D., 

the horde of the Huns (leaving ethnology aside, there is now no doubt that the names 
Hsiung-nu and Hun are identical) included a number of Turkish-speaking elements. 
Moreover, in the immediately following centuries other waves of Turkish-speaking peoples 
found their way from the eastern Asiatic steppes to the west. What is impossible is to 
determine to which wave individual Turkish-speaking peoples belonged. These included in 
the earliest period the Bulgiir, the tribe which the Byzantine historians called Saviroi and 
the Muslim historians Suwiir, and several Oguz tribes, whose name, with the sound change 
z > r characteristic of the language of the Bulgsr and their modern descendents the 
Chuvash, forms part of the names of the Onogoroi, Saragouroi, Outourgouroi and 
Koutourgouroi mentioned by 5th century Byzantine historians. Basically, all the Turkish- 
speaking tribes which found their way to the west were nomadic herdsmen, but some seem 
to have settled on the land as agriculturists, or at any rate to have dominated agriculturists 
of other ethnic stocks so effectively as to force them to assume their name and language. 
The position is greatly complicated by the fact that the Tiirku had played such an important 
political r6le during the 6th and 7th centuries that several peoples who were neither 
ethnically Turkish nor Turkish speakers called themselves, or were called by their neigh- 
bours, "Turks." For example, in some Byzantine sources "Tourkoi" means "Magyars" 
and it is probable that in some Muslim authorities the term "Turk" is equally inaccurate. 

There were certainly people who were Turks, or who were called Turks, settled peace- 
fully within the borders of Siimiinid Transoxania and Afrigid Xwiirazm, probably before 
the Islamic conquest of these regions in the 8th century, and R. N. Frye and A. M. Saylll 
have suggested that the penetration was profound and continuous from the late 6th century 
onwards (the date of the greatest Tiirku expansion to the west), see "Turks in the Middle 
East before the Saljuqs", JAOS, LXIII, 1943, 194-207. In the 9th and 10th centuries there 
was also considerable pressure from genuine Turks outside the borders of Islam who were 
still nomadic. Prominent among these peoples were the Oguz and later the: QrpEaq. These 
were a later wave of Oguz than the "Ogur" of the 5th century; and owing to long contact 
with Tranian-speaking peoples and detachment from their Turkish-speaking relatives 
further east, had developed dialects sufficiently different from the standard Turkish of the 
Uygur of Sinkiang and the subjects of the Qaraxanid dynasty to the north and west of the 
Uygur, for Mahmfid al-Kaggari, writing in the middle of the 1 I th century, to make a clear 
distinction between "the language of the Turks" and "the language of the Oguz and 
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Q~pEaq". These two peoples were often described as Turkmen. The origin of this designation 
has been much debated, but having regard to the fact that the people to whom it was 
applied were in close contact with Iranians, the simple explanation that it is "Turk" with 
the Persian suffix -m& "like", is probably correct. It seems at first sight a little ironical 
that people who really were ethnically Turks should be described as "like Turks", but the 
name no doubt goes back to a period when the Muslim term "Turk" still meant the 
historical Turku and had not yet become a vague generic term. 

By the 8th century at the latest, an Oguz confederation had established itself in the 
region of the Aral Sea and Syr Darya, and this migration brings them into the purview of 
Islamic writers. The first mention of the Oguz in Islamic literature seems to be in the 
historian al-Baliiduri (d. 892) who says that Tiihir b. 'Abdallih raided the land of the ~ u z z  
during the Caliph al-MuLtasim's reign (sc. 833-42) (Futiih al-bulddn, Cairo 1959, 420); and 
Tabari mentions an attack of the Toguz-Oguz on USriisana in 820-1 (Annales, 111, 1044). 
Marvazi, writing c. 1120 but drawing on information which probably went back to the 
early 10th century, says that the pasture grounds of the Oguz march with Xwiirazm and 
Transoxania (Minorsky, Marvazi on China, the Turks and India, London 1942, 29). 

A century and a half later, in al-Xwiirazmi's own time, the northern borders of 
Transoxania were dotted with ribdls or fortresses against the "Turks". These were especially 
thick in the province of USriisana, the region to the south of the Syr Darya whose chief 
town was Xuganda (the most recent and thorough survey of this region is N. Negrnatov's 
Istoriko-geograj7chesky ocherk Usrushany s drevneyshikh vremen do X v.n.e., in Tadzhikskaya 
Arkheologicheskaya Ekspeditsiya, M.I.A. XXXVII, Moscow-Leningrad 1953), and in the 
province of Isfigiib to the north of the river. The geographer Maqdisi (wrote c. 985) speaks 
of the towns Bariikat and Balig as "two frontier posts against the Turkmens" (lagrin 'ali 
'I-Turkmdniyyin); these Turkmens had been converted to Islam "out of fear", but still kept 
up their old predatory habits (Ahsan at-taqdsim, 274). This seems to be the earliest mention 
of the Turkmens under this name, though within a few decades it was generally applied to 
the Oguz and QipEaq groups, for example, in the Gaznavid historians Gardizi and Baihaqi. 
(On the possible application of the term "Turkmen" to other Turkish groups, see f .  
Kafesoglu, "Turkmen adi, manasi ve mahiyeti," in Jean Deny armagani, Ankara 1958, 
121-31, French rCsumC in Oriens, XI, 1958, 14650.) 

Sauriin, on the middle Syr Darya to the north-west of Isfigiib, is described by Maqdisi 
as a frontier post against the Oguz and Kimek. The whole course of the river from there 
down to the Aral Sea was in Oguz hands and remained pagan till the 12th or even 13th 
century; it was from here that the ~wiirazm-Siihs of Atsiz and his line recruited many of 
the pagan QipEaq troops whose excesses in Persia made the Sahs so unpopular. The Oguz 
and later the QipEaq ranged westwards from Xwtirazm as far as the Volga. Ibn FaQlan met 
Oguz tribesmen on his journey towards the Emba river and BirOni records that in the 
10th century the Afrigid ~wiirazm-Sihs led an expedition, called Fagbiiri, "the King's 
expedition," into the steppes each autumn (The chronology of ancient nations, tr. Sachau, 
London 1879, 224). The mention of the Kimek is interesting and their being linked with 
the Oguz confirms what Marvazi, tr. Minorsky, 32, says of the close proximity and 
relationship of the two peoples. According to Gardizi, the Q~pEaq were originally one of 
the seven tribes of the Kimek. The name Kimek does not occur in KBSgari, but may be 
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identical with Yemek, the tribe mentioned next to  the Oguz in his chapter on the geography 
of the Turkish tribes. In the Diwdn lugdt at-turk, tr. Atalay [all subsequent references are 
to this edition], 111, 29, the word Yemek is listed among the words beginning with y-, so 
cannot be a scribal error for Kimek, as Yasmil is for Basmil (this word is so spelt in the 
MS. even when listed among the words beginning with b-), but it might be a later form. 
According to KaSgari, loc. cit., the Yemek were "a tribe (gil) of Turks and according to us 
('indand) Q~pEaq, but the Q~pEaq Turks reckon themselves a different confederation (hizb)". 
This suggests a change in the relationship between the two tribes, but tribal relationships 
among the Turks were so fluid that the point is not important (see further, Barthold, 
Encycl. of Islam,l arts. "Kimak", "KipEak"). What is certain is that in the I l th century 
the Kimek drop out of mention, but the Q~pEaq are in turn described as harrying the 
borders of Xwarazm in Baihaqi, Ta'rix-i Mas'zidi, ed. Gani and FayyrIQ, Tehran 1945, 86, 
tr. A. K. Arends, Tashkent 1962, 104 (events of 1030). 

With regard to the tribal groups of the eastern Turks, who in al-Xw2razmi's time 
occupied such regions to the east of Transoxania as Fargana and the Semirechye, explicit 
information is lacking for the third quarter of the 10th century. A consideration of these 
groups is, of course, bound up with the question of the origins of the Qaraxanids, who 
appeared on the northern borders of the Samanid empire in 992. The Sgmanids had long 
had dealings with the Qaraxanid family and with the Qarluq tribes, not only by way of 
military expeditions (in 943 the son of the Turkish Xaqan was a prisoner in Samanid hands, 
Ibn al-Atir, VIII, 310), but also by way of commercial relations and Muslim missionary 
activity, this last leading to the conversion of a large number of Turks in 960, doubtless 
including the Qaraxanids (Ibn al-Atir, VIII, 396). That the Qaraxanids were themselves 
Qarluq has recently been strongly maintained by 0. Pritsak, whose efforts have thrown so 
much light on this shadowy but important Turkish dynasty (especially in his "Von den 
Karluk zu den Karachaniden", ZDMG, CI, 1951, 270-300); but this identification can still 
not be regarded as wholly proven. 

Finally, can any pattern be discerned in al-Xwiirazmi's choice of terms to discuss? 
It is difficult to see one. The terms in question are variously Turkish and Iranian ones. 
The Iranian ones IxSid, AfSin and Bagpar relate to the past rather than to his own time, for 
the Arab conquests and then the centralizing policies of the Samanids had ended the day 
of local rulers in Sogdiana and the outlying parts of Transoxania. Mention of the Hayiitila 
or Hepthalites takes us back to the pre-Islamic past of Central Asia, but it is true that the 
Hepthalites (or more correctly, the Chionites, for Ghirshman's researches have shown that 
the Hepthalites were one component of the Chionite people, perhaps the ruling house) 
made an ethnic and political impression on what is now Soviet Tadzhikstan and northern 
and eastern Afghanistan which lasted well into Islamic times. As an Islamic geographical 
term, Haital (rectius *Habtal) was for long synonymous with the regions of Tuxaristan 
and BadaxSgn to the south of the upper Oxus and those of Caganiy~n, QubBdiyBn, Xuttal 
and Wax3 to the north of it; and Biriini speaks of "Walwalig, the capital of Tuxaristan, 
which in the days of old was the country of the Haital" (quoted in Minorsky, Hudiid 
QI-'ilam, 340; see also Ghirshman, Les Chionites-Hephtalites, Cairo 1958, 58-60, to be 
considered now in the light of V. A. Livshits, Sogdiyskie dokumenty s gory Mug, II, 
Yuridicheskie dokumenty i pis'ma, Moscow 1962, 53 ff., Document V4). Al-XwBrazmi's 
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Turkish terms Ciabbiiya, InBI-tigin and Tarxin are especially associated with the Oguz; 
but he also mentions the Qarluq, and his SuwBr-tigin is probably to be connected with the 
old Turkish people of the SuvBr, who appear however in the Islamic geographical sources 
very far from Fargina, in association with the BulgBr on the middle Volga. 

"AI-Farigina are the people of Fargina. Al-IxSid is the ruler of FargBna, and 
al-Suwirtigin is under him. Al-AfSin is the ruler of USriisana. Al-HayBtila are a tribal 
group (gil min al-nis) who were formerly powerful and ruled over Tuxiristan; the Xalag 
and Kangina Turks are remnants of them. XBqin is the supreme ruler of the Turks; Xan 
means chief, and Xgqin means XBn of Xins, i.e. chief of chiefs, just as the Persians say 
SBhBn~iih. Gabbiiya is the ruler of the Oguz, and the ruler of the Xarluxiyya is similarly 
called Gabbiiya. InBl-tigin is the heir (wali 'ahd) of the Gabbiiya; every chief of the Turks, 
whether he be a king or a local landowner (dihqin) has an IniI, i.e. heir. SubBSi means 
commander of the army (jihib al-gaii). Al-TarxBn means noble one (al-iarif); its plural is 
al-Taraxina. Bagbiir is the ruler of China; bag means king and bQr means son in Sogdian, 
Chinese and pure Persian, i.e. Pahlavi." 

IV. COMMENTARY 
IxSid 

Unvala derives this, not from OP xiiyaliya (> MP and NP Sib "king"), but from 
xfaeta- "shining, brilliant", via Sogdian, and Spuler, Iran in friih-islamischer Zeit, 30, 356, 
favours this too; but an etymology from the former is much the more probable. The 
former word is certainly the origin of the Turkish title Sad, used in Orkhon Turkish for a 
rank bestowed on senior members of the royal family under the Qagan, and doubtless 
going back to late 6th century Tiirkii usage. We meet with the title Ixiid in the accounts of 
the Arab conquest of Transoxania, for the local rulers of Sogdiana were known by it; 
Maqdisi, 279, says that the IxJid, king of Samarqand, had his castle and residence at 
Miymurg in the Samarqand oasis. The title does not occur as such in the Sogdian documents 
(first quarter of the 8th century) found at Mount Mug, but V. A. Livshits has suggested, 
op. cit., 50, that the Aramaic ideogram MLK' "king" common in these documents repre- 
sented Sogdian 'ySed. 0. I. Smirnova gives a list of the IxSids of Sogdiana during the 
period 650-783 in her "Sogdiyskie monety kak novy istochnik dlya istorii Sredney Azii", 
Sovyerskoe Vostokovedenie, VI, 1949, 356-67. The IxSid of Sogdiana was still disaffected 
towards the Arabs during the Caliphate of al-Mahdi (775-85) (Ya'qilbi, in Barthold, 
Turkestan, 202). The local rulers of Fargina likewise bore the title IxSid, although it seems 
that they were little more than primi inter pares amongst the other dihqins (Hudiid al-'dam, 
116, 355); according to Ibn al-Atir, V, 344, it was the IxSid of Fargina who called in the 
Chinese army which invaded Transoxania and was defeated in 751 by the Arab general 
Ziyid b. Silih. In the 10th century, Muhammad b. Tugg, whose family had been in the 
service of the Abbasid Caliphs and their Viziers, became governor of Egypt, and founded 
there a dynasty which lasted till the coming of the Fitimids. In 938 he sought from the 
Caliph al-RSQi the title of IxSid, claiming to be a descendant of the ancient princes of 
Farkgna, and his line is generally known as the Ixgidids (cf. C. H. Becker, Encycl. of Islam,' 
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art. "Iwidids").  So far as is known, Muhammad b. Tugg was a Turk and not an Iranian, 
but he may well have come from FargBna, for that region furnished large numbers of men 
for the Abbasids' guards; it is to designate these troops that the Arabic broken plural 
al-Fardgina is first found in the sources. An interesting parallel to this late appearance of 
the title Ixiid is the title of the Turkish Viceroy in Egypt in modern times, Khedive 
(Xudaiwi), which started life as the Sogdian title ywt'w, one of the titles which also occurs 
in the Mount Mug documents. 

Suwir-t igin 

Unvala could only suggest an etymology from MP and NP suwdr "rider, cavalryman", 
but the spelling with sdd makes this unlikely. The element tigin is quite straightforward. 
In Orkhon Turkish tigin meant "prince", the legitimate son of a Qagan, that is it was 
acquired by birth and not by grant of the sovereign. But as adult tbgins often held adminis- 
trative, viceregal, posts, the term became by degrees attached to an office and tigins were 
no longer necessarily the sons of Qagans. The frequency with which the element -tigin is 
found in the onomastic of Turks in the service of the Caliphate, the SBmBnids, the Biiyids, 
etc., points to the fact that this stage had been reached by the end of the 9th century. It is 
the element Suwdr which makes this title an intriguing one. The whole title may mean 
"Prince SuwBr" or "the Prince [administering] SuwBr". If the latter is the case, it could 
well be evidence that a section of the Suwar Turks had been dropped off in Fargana on the 
road to the middle Volga, where there were undoubtedly SuwBr in the 10th century. These 
SuwBr are associated with the BulgBr by the Arab geographer Istaxri in his Kitdb masdlik 
al-mamdlik, 225 (written c. 951) and by the anonymous author of the Hudiid al-'darn, 103, 
cf. 461, written 30 years later. Suwar and BulgBr were populous and flourishing towns 
lying to the south of the later Kazan, and coins with Islamic legends were minted at SuwBr 
as early as 948-9 (I. Hrbek, Encycl. of I s l a n ~ , ~  art. "Bul&Br"). It has been put forward by 
Clauson, Turkish and Mongolian studies, 20, that this Turkish people of the SuwZir (men- 
tioned by KBSgari, I, 30 and elsewhere), the Sabiroi (pronounced Saviroi) of the Byzantine 
chronicles and the tribe which the Chinese called the Hsien-pei, are all the same, and this 
hypothesis would be strengthened if we could posit a migration across Central Asia which 
reached the Caucasus in the 5th-6th centuries (the date of the earliest Byzantine references) 
after depositing some of the Suwar in FargBna. Finally, we may note the appearance of the 
Personal name W a ~ i f  b. Suwirtigin in Hiliil al-SBbi0s Kitib al-wuzard', Cairo 1958, 101,256; 
this man was a secretary in the Caliphal administration and a partisan of Ibn al-Mu'tazz, 
who in 908 made an abortive attempt to seize the Caliphate for himself. The name "Wa~if" 
points to the man's servile origin, and it may well be that he came from FargBna, for that 
region, as has been noted, provided large numbers of Turks and others for the service of 
the Caliphs. 

Unvala correctly gives the etymology of this from MP Piiin, found in Persian epic lore 
as the name of a Kayani prince (cf. Justi's long entry, Iranisches Namenbuch, 252-3, s.v. 
Pisina). The title was no doubt used in other parts of the north-eastern Iranian world, but 
the AfSin of UStGsana, Haidar b. Kg'os, achieved fame in the early 9th century as one of 
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al-MuLta$im's generals and the vanquisher of the Xurrarni rebel BZbak. The story of his 
trial and execution is described in detail by Tabari, 111, 1303-18, tr. E. Marin, The reign of 
al-Mu'ta~im (83342), New Haven 1951, 11 1-23, and Browne, Literary history of Persia, I, 
330-6. Haidar claimed to be a descendant of the old kings of Persia; accusations at his 
trial included the one that he had flogged two Muslims for turning an idol-temple in 
USriisana into a mosque, thus violating Haidar's pact with the kings of Sogdiana to leave 
the people to their own religion, and the further one that he himself had in his palace pagan 
idols and books. However, AfSins seemed to have survived in USriisana for another 50 years. 
In 893 the Siimiinid Amsr Ism2'il b. Ahmad dethroned the local dynasty of AfSins and 
incorporated the province into his empire; a coin of this last AfSin, dated 892, is extant 
(Barthold, Turkestan, 211, 224). The AfSin mentioned among the Turkish commanders in 
Alp Arslan's army during the Mantzikert campaign of 1071 must have been a Turk who 
had taken this ancient title as a personal name (Ibn al-Alir, X, 285). 

Hayd/ila, Xalag, Kangina 
The Haital/Habtal loom quite largely in the Islamic historical sources for the eastern 

Iranian world. As the Arabs pushed eastwards, they met the Hepthalites. Tabari, I, 2885, 
under the year 31/651-2, records that al-Ahnaf b. Qais defeated near Nishapur an army of 
"the Hayatila of Herat", and on reaching Tuxiiristiin, they came up against the Hepthalite 
king Tarxiin Nizak. The Hepthalite kingdom disintegrated in the latter part of the 7th 
century, but left important ethnic elements in northern Afghanistan, and the more southerly 
branch of the Chionites, called by Ghirshrnan the Zabulites, remained powerful in south- 
eastern Afghanistan until the time of the SaffZrids and early Gaznavids (cf. Ghirshman, 
Les Chionites-Hephtalites, 96-134). Ghirshman's conclusion is that the ruling stratum of 
the Chionites were Indo-Europeans, originally speaking a "Tokharian" language, but 
becoming more and more Persianized under the effect of Siisiinid contacts; this does not, 
of course, exclude the presence of other nationalities in the body of the confederation. 

We are thus led on to al-Xwiirazmi's statement that the Xalag and Kangina Turks are 
remnants of the Hepthalites. The Arabic + can as easily be read Xallux as Xalag; 

Minorsky, in a detailed study of the origins and history of the Xalag, thought that Van 
Vloten was probably correct in adopting the reading Xalag ("The Turkish dialect of the 
Khalaj", BSOS, X, 1939-42, 426 ff.). However, we do know of Xallux/Qarluq in 
TuxZristiin (Hudiid al-'dlam, 108, 338), so an interpretation as Xallux cannot be wholly 
disregarded. The 10th century Arab geographers say that the Xalag were Turks, that they 
had early crossed to the south of the Oxus and that they nomadized along the plateaux of 
eastern Afghanistan between Bust and Kabul. KSgari mentions the XalaE in his long 
article on the Tiirkmen (111, 412-16), but regards them as separate from the main body of 
Tiirkmen, and can only offer fanciful legends for the origin of the name. The Xalag thus 
have a somewhat equivocal position as Turks, and although at-Xwiirazmi calls them 
"Turks", his statement that they were remnants of the Hepthalite confederation strengthens 
the suspicion that he was here using "Turks" in the vague and inaccurate sense referred to 
above, and that the Xalag were not ethnically Turks at all. This suspicion is much 
stronger in regard to al-Xwiirazmi's "Kangina Turks". In Islamic sources, the Kanbina 
are usually linked with the Kumidi or Kumigi, and both peoples are located in the Buttaman 



Mountains at the heads of the valleys running down to the Oxus through cag8niyiin and 
Xuttal. In the tiaznavid period, they frequently harried the Sultans' possessions along the 
upper Oxus (cf. Bosworth, The Ghaznavids: their empire in Afghanistan and eastern Iran 
994-1040, Edinburgh 1963, 239). The Kumigi were almost certainly not Turks, but the 
remnants of an old-established Central Asian Iranian people, probably the Sakae, for 
Ptolemy mentions a Saka tribe of KGmEdoi. The Hudiid al-'dlam, 120, cf. 361-3, distinguishes 
between the Kumigi and the Kangina, and says that the latter are now reduced to a small 
tribe; nevertheless, the probability is that the Kangina too were Saka remnants which had 
been absorbed into the Hepthalite confederation and had persisted during Islamic times in 
the mountainous and inaccessible lands of the upper Oxus. 

Xiqin, Xin 

There is no evidence to support al-Xwiirazmi's distinction between Xdqdn and Xi11 
and his implicit parallel of the Persian terms Sdhinfdh and Sih. In Orkhon Turkish a 
Qagan (this is the normal Turku spelling, but the characters in the "runic" script could 
equally represent the form Xagan, and this may have been intended; the word is certainly 
pre-Turkii and possibly a pre-Turkish loan-word, although evidence here is lacking except 
that initial x- is non-Turkish) was essentially an independent ruler not owing allegiance to 
anyone, but occasionally in the early period a Qagan with wide dominions might appoint 
one or even more of his close relations to be a "small Qagan" under him. In these circum- 
stances it would be true to say that the great Qagan was in effect a S~hanSiih and the small 
Qagans in effect b h s .  But the supposed antithesis between qagan and qan as between 
S'dhinS'dh and Sdh is unreal. The title Qan is found in the Tonyuquq inscription, the oldest 
Turku inscription (c. A.D. 716), in contexts where Qagan might have been expected. It was 
perhaps a less dignified title than Qagan, but etymologically, there is no possibility of 
gagan being an elative form of qan. On the contrary, qan was almost certainly merely a 
crasis of qagan, perhaps a dialect form. 

A later form of Yabgu. Etymologically, the word is an old, pre-Tiirku title going back 
to the Yueh-chih, and if, as seems likely, the Yiieh-chih, Wu-sun and related peoples were 
"Tokharian" speakers, the title Yab& may be "Tokharian", although there is as yet no 
conclusive evidence for this. It is therefore almost certainly Indo-European rather than 
Turkish in origin, but whether it is "Tokharian" or Iranian is still uncertain (this latter 
view has recently been affirmed by R. N. Frye, "Some early Iranian titles," Orbns, XV, 
1962, 3568). In KgSBari, 111, 32, it is spelt yavgii, and this is also the spelling of the 
Qufadgii bilig. This may in fact always have been the Turkish spelling, since in the "runic" 
(T~rku)  alphabet the same letter was used for b and v. Either sound would have been 
represented by b in Arabic, in which language v does not occur, and in any event the 
sound change v > b is a common enough one in other languages. Amongst the Tiirkii, the 
title was one of rank and not of birth; the Yavgu ranked immediately after the Qagan and 
before the Sad. The initial sound change in an Oguz context of y- > g-, which we have 
here in al-Xwiirazmi's form Gabbiiya, well fits the statement of KiSgari, I, 31, that the 
Oguz made this sound change; this must be one of the earliest confirmations of it. The 
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title was borne by Turkish princes in post-Hepthalite Tuxaristan, appearing on their coins 
(Ghirshman, Les Chionites-Hephtalites, 50-l), and the Islamic sources attest to al- 
Xwirazrni's correctness in connecting it with both the Qarluq and the Oguz. In the early 
Abbasid period, al-Mahdi received the submission of inter alia the Yabgu of the Qarluq, 
and in 81 1 al-Ma'm0n was obliged to conciliate this Yabgu in Transoxania and seek his 
support (Barthold, Turkestan, 202; Spuler, Iran in friih-islamischer Zeit, 55). Further 
historical references to the early Yabgus are given in Justi, Iranisches Namenbuch, 107, 
Markwart, Wehrot und Arang, 143, n. 3, and Frye, History of Bukhara, 107-8. We also 
meet the title amongst Ibn Fadlin's Oguz, who were under a Yabgu, this man having the 
prestige and moral authority of a tribal chief (tr. Togan, Ibn Fadlins Reisebericht, 28, 140-1, 
tr. A. P. Kovalevskiy, Kniga Akhmeda ibn-Fadlan o ego puteshestvii nu Volgu b 921-922 gg., 
Kharkov 1956, 128, 188). At the beginning of the 11th century, when the Oguz were 
becoming Islamized and the Salguqs were about to burst into the Islamic world, we meet 
the Oguz Yabgu again as ruler from Yangikent near the Syr Darya delta, and the title was 
shortly afterwards assumed by members of the rival Salguq family (cf. Pritsak, "Der 
Untergang des Reiches des Oguzischen Yabgu," Fuad Koprulii armaganl, Istanbul 1953, 
397-410). 

Al-Xwarazrni's explanation here is very odd. Etymologically, lniil is a deverbal noun 
from *~ni - ,  the unrecorded basic form of man-, "to trust, rely on," and should mean 
"reliable, trustworthy", but is never recorded as being used as a noun/adjective in this 
sense. The word is attested as a title in the 10th century. In 921, Ibn Fadlin met the "Lesser 
Yini1" (Yindl al-Sagir) amongst the Oguz, one of the commanders beneath the SiibaS1. 
In the Uygur texts from Turfan, the title appears as a high one. The younger brother of 
someone (probably of the Qagan, but the text is damaged here) is called in the third Pfahl, 
line 4, of F. W. K. Muller's "Zwei Pfahlinschriften aus den Turfanfunden", AKPAW, 
Berlin 1915, 23, Tengride bolmif inal "the Inal who came into existence in Heaven"; and 
several people called lnals are mentioned in the following lines, coming after the legins 
(princes), tengrims (princesses) and sanguns or senguns (generals). According to J. R. 
Hamilton, Les Ouighours a l'kpoque des Cinq Dynasties, Paris 1955, 142, this inscription 
should be dated 947, less probably 1007. As a personal name, we find in Miskawaih, the 
historian of the Persian Biiyid dynasty, one Muhammad b. Yinil al-Targumin "the 
Interpreter", apparently a Turk in the service of the Biiyids and perhaps used as a liaison 
officer between the Turkish and native Dailami elements of the Biiyid army (Eclipse of the 
'Abbasid Caliphate, 1, 376, 407, 408, tr. IV, 423, 451, 452, years 937 and 939). In the period 
of the Salguq irruptions into the Islamic world (the first half of the 1 Ith century), we find 
much mention in Baihaqi of the Yiniliyin, a group associated with the Salgiiqiyin and 
headed by Ibrihim IniI, described as Togril Beg's uterine half-brother. This group cannot 
be a tribal one, and Minorsky has concluded that amongst the Salguqs, the family of the 
Oguz Yind had a special place and special rights; these would explain the later pretensions 
to power of Ibrihim Inil  ("AinaIIu/lnaIIu", Rocznik Orjentali~tycny, XVII, 1951-2, 1-11; 
cf. also CI. Cahen, "Le Malik-Nameh et les origines Seljukides," Oriens, 11, 1949, 57-81. 
KiSgari, I, 122, defines indl as "a word for any youth who is the son of a princess (xdtCn) 
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and a commoner (siiga)", and in I, 361, he mentions one Tapar as "a son of Inal t)z of the 
kings of Q~pEaq". To  add to the confusion, RaSid al-Din and Abii'l-GBzi say that among 
the Qlrglz the title Inal corresponds to pddiiih amongst the Mongolians and Tagiks (cf. 
Radloff, Versuch eines Worterbuch, I, 1441). It looks as if al-Xw8razmi's InBl-tigin were a 
proper name, and the statement that inal means "heir" must be due to some misunder- 
standing. 

Siibaii 

In his account of his travels to BulgBr, Ibn FadlBn mentions the Sihib al-Gbii of the 
Oguz whom he met, and this is obviously an attempt to render into Arabic the Turkish 
title sii-bail "army commander"; this man was, amongst the Oguz, military leader of the 
tribe and it was to him, and not to the Yabgu or titular head, that Ibn Fadlfin presented 
his credentials from the Caliph and handed over rich presents (tr. Togan, Reisebericht, 
28-30, 141-2; tr. Kovalevskiy, Kniga Akhmeda ibn-Fadlan, 129). The eponymous ancestor 
of the Salguq Turks, Salguq b. Duqaq, is given by KgSgari, I, 478, the title Siibaii (rendered in 
the Arabic and Persian sources as Qd'id al-gaii or Muqaddam al-gaiS, cf. Sadr al-Din Husaini, 
Axbciral-daula al-Sal@iqiyya, Lahore 1933,2). Amongst the early tiaznavids we find a Turkish 
general with Siibast as a personal name (Baihaqi, Ta'rix-i Mas'iidi, passim, cf. Arents's 
translation, 659, n. 24; Ibn al-Ajir, IX, 327; Husaini, 5-9). The title must soon afterwards 
have begun to decline in status. In a legal document from Khotan dated 1107, three of the 
witnesses have the title SiibaSi, and Minorsky says that it occurs in nearly all the ancient 
documents from nearby Yarkand; its significance here seems to be that of "captain, 
commander of a detachment" ("Some early documents in Persian. I", JRAS, 1942, 186-8). 

A considerable amount has been written about this title. It is certainly a very old, 
pre-Tiirkii one, which changed its connotation frequently over the years. Amongst the 
Oguz whom Ibn FadIan met, the Tarxan was a subordinate military commander under the 
SiibaS~, alongside the Y.g.1.z (? YugruS, cf. Koprulii, "Zur Kenntnis der altturkischen 
Titulatur," Korosi-Csorna Archivum, Erganzungsband, 1938, 337-41) and the "Lesser 
Ylnril" (tr. Togan, 30-1, who notes that Tarxdn was also a Xazar title; tr. Kovalevskiy, 
129, 189). Amongst the Mongols of the 13th century it was still an honoured rank; 
according to cuwaini, tr. Boyle, I, 37-8, "Tarkhan are those who are exempt from com- 
pulsory contributions, and to whom the booty taken on every campaign is surrendered: 
whenever they so wish they may enter the royal presence without leave or permission." 
The latest discussion of the title's origin is by E. R. Pulleyblank, "The consonantal system 
of Old Chinese," Asia Major, N.S. IX, 1963, 256, where it is suggested that the Old Chinese 
Pronunciation of Sbn-yii, the title of the supreme ruler of the Hsiung-nu from the 3rd 
celltury n.c. onwards, was din-hwdh, representing darxan. In the early Turkish languages, 
the word was consistently speIt with initial t-, but there is good evidence that in these 
languages initial d-, both in native and foreign words, was devoiced. The Mongols 
habitually spelt the word darxan, having received it from some unidentified Turkish language 
which did not devoice initial d-. The medial -x- is an un-Turkish sound in this context, 
and the most plausible explanation is that the word was originally darxan and meant in 
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Hsiung-nu "supreme ruler", and then gradually sank in the social scale (much like Turkish 
Eavuf, which in the Tonyuquq inscription means "commander-in-chief" but now means 
"sergeant"). Objection has been taken to Pulleyblank's theory that Mongolian darugu 
"governor, commander" is another form of the same word separated off at an earlier 
period and given a different connotation, on the ground that this word is a normal 
Mongolian deverbal noun form from daru- "to oppress" and the like, parallel to the Turkish 
word basqaq "tax-gatherer", derived from bas- "to oppress", which first occurs in the 
Mongol period and may indeed have been a literal translation of daruga. 

BagbPr 

It is generally agreed that bagbfir, fagfiir, etc., go back to a specifically Sogdian transla- 
tion of the Chinese title t'ien-tzii (Giles, Chinese-English Dictionary, nos. 11,208; 12,317) 
"Son of Heaven". It must be Sogdian because the Sogdians, through their mercantile 
activities, were the earliest Iranians to be in prolonged contact with China, and this seems 
phonetically quite reasonable. In Sogdian, "God, Heaven" was By (vag); "son" is 
habitually represented in the texts by the Aramaic ideogram BRY, but the native word was 
probably pwr and the whole would have been pronounced vagpiir. 
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h PROPOS DE L'ARTICLE 

DE hIOHAMED kHADR : 

(( DEUX ACTES DE CYAQF 

D'UN OARAH AN IDE D'.iSIE CENTRALE 

The publication of two waqjiyyas of the QarabGnid Ibrihim TamgaE 
Hln, who reigned from 438/1W-1047 to 460/1068 as supreme UBn 
of the western half of the Qarablnid confederation, is a welcome event. 
The history of this dynasty, the first Turkish power with a mass following 
to establish itself within the D5.r al-Islam (the Caznavid Sultans must 
be considered as a small Turkish ruling klite, itself largely assimilated 
to the Perso-Islamic governmental tradition, imposed over territorieg 
which were, and have remained till this day, basically Iranian), remains 
in many ways obscure, despite the great amount of research devoted 
to it by 0. Pritsak (1). Islamic writers in the heartlands of the Caliphate 

It is a matter of regret that Priteak's articles, scattered as they am over divem 
periodicals concerned with Islamic, Altaic and even Slavonic studies, have never b- 
published as a s i d e  volume. 
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regarded Transoxania (and even more so, eastern Turkestan, only won 
for Islam through the efforts of the early Qarablnid gins)  as a periphe- 
ral frontier region, and their coverage of events there was at best patchy 
and often non-existent. It goes without saying that the econmic and 
social history of these regions under Qarabinid control is even more 
shadowy. Hence the obvious vdue of any discoveries which increase 
our knowledge of the UHns, especiauy when, as is the case with' these 
two documents, they contain details on the topography and urban pattern 
of Sarnarquand and on the system of coinage circulating in the Western 
Qarabinid ginate. 

The following notes do not pretend to add to the wider questions 
raised by the documents; these have been admirably discussed by Prof. 
Cl. Cahen in an historical introduction prefixed to M. Khadr's Arabic 
texts and translations. They merely comprise a few linguistic and his- 
torical notes, and will, it is hoped, elucidate certain doubtful words or 
names in the texts; the importance of the documents seems to me to 
justify putting them forward for future consideration with the texts. 

P. 316, 1. 3 : J .  I take this as simply an alternative orthography 

of Revdad, the place one farsab from Samarqand in the district of 
Miymurg and seat of the pre-Islamic Ibgids of Sogdia, cf. Barthold, 
Turkestan, 87, 93. Sam'ini, facs. of Margoliouth, ff. 265 a-b  = ed. 

/ 

Hyderabad, VI, 219, spells JJ~;. The alternation of alif and y6' 
/ 

to express the Iranian long vowel 8 is common enough in early orthogra- 
phy; cf. s6r-Sir  for the old Iranian title derived from bfalriya-, found 
amongst ruling houses of eastern JJurisin and its marches (Birniyin, 
Uuttal, ca r~ i s t in ,  RivgirHn, etc.), and Lazard, La langue desplus anciens 
monuments de la prose persane, 187, 8 134-135, who considers d here 
as a phonetic variant of d conditioned by the propinquity of the rolled 
voiced alveolar r. 

P. 316,1.7 : Muhammad b. Mangfir ar-Ra's. I suggest that one should 
I .  

read here either </?\, nisba from Ra's at-Tiq, sc. the commercial 

quarter of Samarqand, mentioned specifically in the second waqjiyya; 

or ud\3\, cf. Sam'ini, f. 243 b = VI, 38, r one who selis roast [sheep's] 
s 

heads )). 

P. 314 1. 8 : A\ jk. I think that one should probably read here 
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*. d\ . Fayy or Payy was the name of an ariq or irrigation channd branch- - 
ing off from the Zarafgan, two days' journey below Samarqand, modern 
Narpay < Nahr-i Pay (Barthold, Turkestan, 93, 97). I do not think 
that a reading al-Qay or the nisba of al-Qayyi, referring to the Turkish 
tribe of Qay (on which see Minorsky, Sharaf al-Zamiin Tehir Marvazi 
on China, the Turks and India, 95-97, and Kopriilii, c( Kay kabilesi 
hakkinda yeni notlar )), Belleten, VIII, 1944, 421-52) is so likely, though 
it ought not perhaps to be ruled out entirely. The usual orthography 
of this name is j b ,  e.g. in the Qiibiis-niima, ch. xxiii, ed. Levy, 64, 
where one should read Qiiy for the text's ~ b j ,  the j being a dittography 

of the preceeding word ,i' ?+. 
J 

P. 317, 1. 2. The name ;&+ is almost certainly not Niish-tigin, 

but Bars-tigin, r Tiger-prince n, bars being a common enough element 
in Turkish onomastic, cf. the Bori-bars, son of Alp Arslan, and several 
Mamliik examples in Sauvaget, (( Noms et surrloms de Mamelouks )), 

JA, CCXXXVIII, 1950, 38, 41, 43, 51. 
However, the name kJ\ remains mysterious. There is no appro- 

priate name in Sam'ini beginning U\ or U\, of which this could 

be a truncated form. May it not be a Turkish name? A reading L)\ 
might conceivably yield Al-buga c( Scarlet bull)), though this colour is 
not a very obvious one with which to describe a bull. BZ-buga might 
mean Bull of the land )) on analogy with b- or 11-arslan, but the usual 
orthography of dl is &\ or &, 

P. 317, 1. 4 : al-Mu'yadawi for ojd\ ? Sam'lni throws no 

bght on this nisba. Perhaps one should read al-Mu'idi J&\, from 

mu'id, the repeater of texts, lessons, etc., for the mudarris? 

P. 317 ult. The mention of a siq6ya-bdi in Samarqand would be 
interesting if only for the penetration, at this early date, of a Turkish 
component into the designation of this official. He is presumably the 
local equivalent of the Muqassim al-Mi' in 10th century Merv, mentioned 
by al-IJwirazmi and the geographers, and of the general Persian term 
mlr-6b. For the irrigation system of the Samarqand oasis, see Barthold's 
K istorii orofeniye Turkestana, in Collected works, 111, Moscow 1%5, 
185 ff. 
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P. 319, 1. 17 : Muhammad b. 'Abd al-MaLk as-Saffir, no~ninated as 
mutawalli of the waqf. The Saffirs, who came ultimately from I:fahin, 
were an influential family of 'ulema in Sogdia. One of their number, 
the Imim Abfi Ibrihim Ismi'il b. Abi Nasr as-Saffir, attained a martyr's 
crown at this time. At the outset of his reign, in 461/1069, TamgaE 
Uln Ibrihim's son Sams abMulk Nagr executed him at Buhiri, because the 
Imim had attempted to dictate to the Uln how he should comport him- 
self (Barthold, Turkestan, 316-18, citing Sam'ini, f. 3.536). Such 
tensions as these between the u i n s  and the religious classes go far to 
explain the part of the latter in the hounding and execution of Sams 
al-Mulk's nephew Ahmad b. IJiJr. Hln in 488/1095 (see further on these 
tensions, the forthcoming article of Bosworth, (( Ilek-Khlns -- )), in Encycl. 
of IslZm)2. 

P. 325, 1. 10. As Cahen observes in his historical introduction, 312, 
n. 1, the Queen uitfin bint Tarbin Beg is certainly not the wellknown 
Qarabinid wife of ~ a l i k - S i h  (on whom see further, below), but might 
perhaps be one of Tarngar: Hin Ibrihim's wives; unfortunately, Pritsak 
does not appear to have found any information on these wives. 

rY E 

P. 325, 1. 12 : _+ad\ +\. One might read aLMuqas;i; (( the 
- 

plasterer, one who works with gas; = g'isg n or ((the relater of stories, histo- 
rian n (cf. Dozy, Suppldment, s .~.) ,  as well as al-Mugaggas ((he whose fore- 
locks are shorn)) (cf. Magd ad-Din Ibn al-A~ir, an-Nihcya fi garib ab-hadii, 
ed. M.M. at-Tannibi, Cairo 1963-1965, IV, 71). 

P. 325, 11. 13-14: Cavli al-uiltiii. Read al-uayltigi, referrillg to the 
military rank or designation of bayltdf, common in Caznarid ndlitary 
terminology, and suggested by Niigim, to be the officer in charge of ten 
cavalrymen (Bosworth, a Ghaznevid miiitary organisation )), Der Islam, 
XXXVI, 1960, 46). 

P. 325, 1. 15. The Queen Tarkln (more correctly Terken) Elitfin, 
described as (( connected with n (mami26 ilZ, ? ((owner of 1)) a house con- 
tiguous to the madrasa now to be established in mortmain. In this 
case, it is likely that the reference rcally is to ~ a l i k - h h ' s  wife, the Galb 
liyya or Terken &tiin, married to the Selguq prince in 456-1064! as 
part of Alp Arslan's p o k y  of concord with the u i n s  (see Bosworth, 
in Cambridge history of Iran. V. The Saljuq and Mongol periods. 
65. 76). This w q j y y a  for a madrass Like the first one for a hospital. 
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probably dates from the latter part of TamgaE IJln Ibrihim's reign, sc. 
the years preceeding his death in 460/1068, when Terken Hitfin, as the 
wife of a Se1guq prince, could be described as a malika. According to 
Riwancli, RcZhat as-~udiir, 133, Ibn al-Atir, X, 28, and other sources, 
Terken Hitiin was Ibrihim's own daughter. I. Kafesoglu, Si~ltan 
Melik~ah deurinde Biiyiik Selquklu inzparatorlugu, 1stanbul 1953, 15, 
suggests that she might alternatively have been the daughter of Sarns 
aGMulk b. Ibrihim's uncle ' Is i  Hin,  unfortunately without a suppor- 
ting reference. 

P. 325, I .  23 : +L +jf. Can this simply mean (( cul-de-sac, blind 
u 

alley n? 

P. 325, penult. : >L9P,- >b;. Cnless the brackets in the Arabic 

text and the question-mark in the French translation indicate a conjec- 
ture for this word on the editor's part, the meaning of the expression, 
(( street of the milk-sellers )), is surely straightforward enough. 

P. 326, 11. 6-7 : a ! , ~ d \  ;j\d\. Could this second woid be al-yak- 
I I 

dariyya (( [rooms] possessing one door ) I ?  

P. 326, 1. 10. The mention of a bayt at-lira2 in Samarqand is inte- 
resting. We know from NarBalji that there was in the early Islamic 
period of Sogdian history a ~ircZz workshop ia Bukir i  (Ta'rib-i Bukara, 
tr. Fr!-e, 19-20). Could a similar work5llop have survived in Samarqand 
under the Qarakinids? Such a putative continued demand for lira2 
embroidery for rich robes would indicate a certain adaptation by the 
Bills to tlie outward trappings and insignia of Perso-Islamic kingship. 

P. 326, 1. 11 : f ~ \  J? 2. I suggest that stands for A b i r k a ~  or 
J J 

BPrkat, the chief town of the district of Biizrngkan, four farsabs to the 
northeast of Samarqand in the direction of USrfisana and the Syr Darya. 
Cf. Sam'bli, f. 59a - 11, 30; Le Strange, The lands of the eastern 
Caliphate, 466; Barthold, Turkestan, 94. It was originally reckoned 
to Ugrfisana, but later transferred to Samarqand. 
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An Alleged Embassy from the Emperor of 
China to the Amir Nasr B. Ahmad: 

a Contibution to SImlnid Military History 

In the fourth chapter of the Kit6b adh-dhakhd'ir wa t-tuhaf 

of Q5di AbG I-Husain Ahmad b. az-Zubair, a chapter which 

describes the lavish receptions and celebrations arranged for 

important ambassadors, there occurs a long story about an em- 

bassy in the year 3271939 from the Emperor of China to the 

S5mZnid Amir Nasr b. Ahmad (pp. 139-50 of the edition of 

Muhammad HamidallZh, Kuwait 1959). The author is a most 

obscure figure, and the little which we know of his life comes 

from this book of his. He seems to have been a Shi'i and to have 

begun his career in the service of the Biiyids of Iraq and Firs, 

but after the Seljuq conquest of Iraq and the Sunni restoration 

there, he migrated to the more congenial atmosphere of Fgtirnid 

Egypt. Hamidalllh surmises that the KitZb adh-dhakhd'ir was 

written c. 46311070-1 1. Until the unique manuscript used by 

Hamidall5h came to light in Turkey, the book was only known 

through citations in the Egyptian authors Maqrizi and Ghuziili. 

It was via these citations in Maqrizi's Khila!, where the Kitib 

adh-dhakhd'ir's author is not mentioned but his book quoted in 

the words of the 12th century FBtimid Vizier Muhammad b. al- 

Ma'mGn al-Batl'ihi, that Paul Kahle used material from QZdi 
Ibn az-Zubair for his article on the treasures of the Fitim.ids2. 
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The story begins with a n  explanation of the circumstances 

of the Chinese mission and its progress through the Siminid 

dominions from the frontier at  Farghina to the environs of the 

capital Bukhgri itself. 

"An episode which resembles that3 is the one concerning 
Nasr b. Ahmad b. Nijh b. Asad and the Emperor of China's 

embassy to him in the year 327, in which the Emperor sought 

the payment of tribute for the previous twenty-seven years and 

the public acknowledgement in his dominions of the Emperor's 

suzerainty. Moreover, he threatened to send armies against him 

if he refused to comply. 

The cause of all this was that a certain man of Nishipiir 

who held materialist views (rajul min ad-Dahriyya) was denounced 

to Nasr b. Ahmad and accused of openly advocating heresy and 

the denial of God's attributes (al-ilhid wa t-ta'til). He was accor- 

dingly arrested and jailed. Abfi Hafs Ahmad b. Muhammad b. 

Ahmad b. Hafs b. az-Zaburqin, the well-known faqih of Bukhiri 

and confidant of the Arnir on state affairs, asked Nasr b. Ahmad 

if he might have custody of the man, so that he might question 

him about his views. He shut him up in a certain building, and 

appointed a guard to watch over him. But one night, the man 

managed by a stratagem to escape, and fled to China. His 

cunning here impressed the Emperor of China, and he made 

him his Vizier and opened the way for his advancement. The 

man informed the Emperor that Islam was in a feeble condition, 

that even a small detachment of men could seize power in the 
Islamic lands, and such-like information. 

The Emperor of China's envoys reached Farghina. These 
envoys were four of the most senior scholars of China, rained for 

their judgement, intellect and knowledge, and they were accom- 

panied by an escort of forty cavalrymen. The Emperor of China 
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had written a letter to Nasr b. Ahmad, containing the demand 

for twenty-seven years' tribute and the demand that his suzerainty 

should be publicly acknowledged. If the Amir did not comply, 

then the Emperor would unleash armies whose vanguard, when 

they were on the march, would be in Transoxania whilst the 
rearguard was still in Chinese territory! Moreover, he would 

not be content with that, but would then be emboldened to 

attack Iraq and overthrow the *Caliphate! There were many 

other idiotic ravings (khurqh-t) like this in the letter. 

MHlik, the local ruler of Farghiina, wrote to Nay b. Ahmad 

about the envoys' arrival, with an explanation of their business 

and their appearance in his territories. When MHlik's letter 

reached the Amir, he wrote back to him, 'Treat them hospitably, 

provide every one of them with fi-esh mounts and assign a slave 

boy for each of the four envoys. Then gather together the regular 

troops stationed in Farghsna and the volunteers (muf~awwi'a) 

and ride with them to the banks of the river (sc. of the Syr 

Darya) and cross with then1 to Khujanda'. He wrote in similar 

terms to the local rulers and governors of Ushriisana and Samar- 

qand. He also wrote to ShHsh, Isfijib, Sughd, FHrHb and Samar- 

qand, that they should send, mounted on their steeds, every mili- 

tary slave (ghulim) they had, young and old, to BukhHrH. 
He also ordered all the houses [in BukhHrH] to be decked 

out in various colours. Goldsmiths were summoned; his throne 

and ceremonial table were laid out, and he ordered a great 

crown to be made. He commanded them to make forty 

sceptres, each of gold and silver combined, and he commanded 

that his audience-hall should be hung from end to end with 

furnishings stiff with gold embroidered on them. The whole 

chamber was made as resplendent as a superb turquoise. Then 

he ordered them to collect together as many as possible 

of gilded breast-plates, cuirasses and arm-plates. He reviewed 

the army and told the commander of the army of the volunteers 

3 
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to take as many weapons as he needed from the armoury, and 

as many mounts too. Mounts were to be collected together from 

every quarter. 

When a despatch arrived from the governor of Samarqand 

reporting his departure from that city, Nasr b. Ahmad ordered 
the volunteers to move forward to Dabiisiyya, where he would 

go and meet them. These volunteers numbered 40,000 cavalry- 
men, all with breast-plates. When they reached the village bet- 

ween Dabiisiyya and Karminiyya known as Ashriifans4 (which 

is the last village in the district of Bukhiri and the first in the 

district of Sahls), there met him the army of Sughd, escorting 

the Chinese envoys. On mounting an eminence and getting a 

view over the plain of Ashriifans, the envoys saw what looked 

like the expanse of the whole world ablaze with the glint of steel, 

the sun having caught those cuirasses and helmets. Their wits 

almost left them, and they gazed on a tremendous sight. The 

volunteers all hailed each other in greeting. The envoys were 

handed over to Abii Ahmad b. 'Abd al-Wihid, commander of 

the army of the BukhHri volunteers, and he took over the task of 

escorting them. When they got to Karminiyya, the standards 

were unhrled; the envoys were distraught and terrified by what 

they saw. The infantrymen marched out from Karminiyya and 

the surrounding district with all their weapons. There was no 

spot in the whole of that plain which was not black with 
weapons, standards and banners. 

The envoys said to their interpreter, 'Ask the commander 
of the army, how does his master come to have all these, and 

where does the money come from for the troops' equipment and 

weapons? 'The interpreter passed this on to Ahmad b. 'Abd al- 

Wibd,  and he said to him, 'These are the holders of land-grants 

(qhB al-iqjd'dt), who have been assigned estates for supporting 
themselves, their families and their dependents, and for financing 

the upkeep of their mounts and weapons. From the income ~f 

4 
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these estates there is also a surplus which they can use for trading 

purposes and Tor almsgiving to the poor'. They had not yet 

reached the regularly-paid troops (al-auliyi'), those called in 

Baghdad the tnurtaziqa. The envoys asked, 'Does your master 

have an army like this?' They were told, 'Yes, indeed; he has 

several armies like this one I have with me now. This army is 

like the shepherds compared to the flock of sheep at large; my 

fellow-soldiers are, numerically speaking, shepherds, whereas the 

ruler's armies are like flocks of sheep'. They exclaimed, 'By God, 

that scoundrel I\-ho came to China from here has completely 

deceived us. If our Emperor had only known that within the 

whole world of Islam, there was just one army like this of yours, 

he would never have dared to mention th t  very name of Islam; 

but that scoundrel who came amongst us from here tricked 

us!' :'. 

The narrative then goes on to describe how the envoys 

passed from KarmZniyya to TawZwis, whose army of infantry- 

men impressed them even further. Finally, for the last seven 

farsakhs to BukhZrZ, the whole of the road was lined with ranks 

of cavalry and infantry, all with gilded cuirasses and helmets, 

and with their senior officers (quwwid) wearing gilded breast- 

plates, Tibetan cuirasses and multi-coloured mailed coats. 

They found BukhZrZ en flte, and decorated from end to 

end for their reception: "The town was adorned from beginning 

to end with pavilions of brocade and silk, hung with all sorts of 

precious cloths". The banners of the various quarters ofBukhHr5 

were all displayed, amounting to 1,700 in all; each banner was 

borne by a group of the local 'ayyirs, these groups having from 

200 to 1,000 men. All these banners were in addition to the flags 

of the ghHzis of Bukl15rH. The envoys were met on the level 

ground near the Nahr al-MawZliB by forty of Nasr b. Ahmad's 

generals (hujjdb). Each general was accompanied by r,ooo Tur- 
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kish slaves, all wearing satin brocade Khaftins and caps of sable 
fur (sammfir) ; and stationed before each general were tell ghulfims 

with gold swords and belts and with gilded maces, which had 

the appearance of being solid gold. Next to them along the road 

were IOO rnashqikh on each side, all wearing black and with 

swords and belts of gleaming white silver; and then there were 

ten more shuyiikh seated on each side and in front of the Amir's 

throne, these men being dressed in white robes (d~rra'as)~. A 

prominent rble in this ceremonial recepstion was played by the 

"commanders of the wild beasts" (hajabat as-sibi'). There were 

ten of these officers, each with five animals-which were, of course, 

tamed (mu'al1ama)-and again lining each side of the way along 

which the envoys were to approach the enthroned Amir. The 

beasts themselves had gilded collars and anklets, and there were 

special attendants for them (sabbi'ktz). 

The Amir himself was seated on gilded throne, encrusted 

with jewels, and wearing his crown. IIe had over him a quilted 

coverlet (duwwG) made from the plumes of pheasants, which had 

an exterior covering of black silk stiffened with gold thread. 

From beneath this quilt, two of the wild beasts, in crouching 

positions, peeped out. 

Every effort was made to overawe the Chinese envoys as 

they made their way between the ranks of panoplied warriors 

and fearsome beasts; the military commanders we,re successively 

made to appear, in all their splendour, as if they were the Amir 

himself, and the beasts were incited to roar and howl behind 

them as they passed. As a result, they were brought to an extre- 

mity of fear and almost took leave of their sensese. Unable in 

this state to present their communication to the Amir or to 

receive his reply, they had to retire. They were lodged in the 

official residence for ambassadors (dar ar-rusul) and only ventured 

to have an audience with the Amir forty days later. 

6 



Nasr 11. Ahmad sent back a scornful rejoinder to the 

Emperor of China: ::Know, 0 fellow, that I have not ignored 

you and your likes out of fear, nor out of weakness or inadequate 

troops and armaments. I have only been restrained because the 

supreme ruler (sc. the Caliph) has not commanded me to act, for 

my religion does not lallow me to embark on a course of action 

without his comnland.. . " . After receiving sumptuous hospitality, 

the envoys depart, amazed that no protective escort (Khafir) is 

necessary for travelling through the Amir's dominioas. The nar- 

rator's final comment is that "All this was the reason for the 

Emperor of China's becoming a Muslim". 

I11 
What can one say about the historicity of this account? I t  

is patently obvious that it cannot be accepted as it stands. The 

Sons of Heaven had, it is true, long regarded the lands beyond 

the Tien Shan and Pamirs as dependencies of their own empire, 

hut the appearrance of the Arabs in Central Asia and the estab- 

lishment of a firm bastion of Islamic power against the barba- 

rians of tile Eurasian steppes had made this Chinese claim 

anachronistic. In 1331751 ZiyPd b. SZlih had decisively defeated 

the Chinese viceroy Kao-hsien-chih near Talas, and though some 

of the remaining Iranian and post-Heplithalite rulers of Transo- 

xania and eastern Afghanistan endeavoured for a while to keep 

up  diplomatic contact with China, practical Chinese intervention 

in the west was no longer a possibilitys. Furthermore, what had 

not been possible under the strong T'ang dynasty was doubly 

impossible in the period of chaos in northern China, the "Age 

df the Five Dynasties", which followed the end of the T'ang in 

906, and within which period our alleged embassy falls (sc. in 

327/939)1°. At most, one might accept the possibility of some 

tentative diplomatic contact with the SPmPnids at this time. The 

prestige and fame of the SBmPnids, at  the height of their power 
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tlt~ring Nay  b. Ahmad's reign, must have been carried across 

the trade routes of Central Asia to the Far East. Some contact 

may therefore have been attempted by the Chinese, but any 

attempt to use a hectoring tone against supposed vassals could 

only misfire, as the anecdote in fact demonstrates. 

We do, of course, have a record of diplomatic contact 

between a Chinese ruler, or a ruler living on the borders of 

China, and the Amir Nag- b. Al?mad. In the first r i sda  of the 

Arab travellcr and littkrateur Abfi Dulaf Mis'ar b. Muhalhil, 

the author describes how an embassy arrived in Bukhiiri from 

the King of China Qilin b. Shakhir", seeking a marriage alliance 

of the two dynasties. The Amir reCused to give a daughter to 

an infidel, but agreed that one of his sons should marry a Chinese 

princess. The embassy returned to Sandiibil, which was identified 

by Marquart as Kan-su, capital of the Western Uighurs, and 

Abii Dulaf accompanied the Siminid envoys. He stayed in 

Sandibil for a while, and then rcturned to Transoxania. From 

his alleged experiences he wrote his first r ~ s d a  on the Turkish 

peoples throuph ~vhose lands he had passed.loa A rough chrono- 

logy for this episode can be worked out. Abfi Dulaf was in Bu- 

khiirfi a little before 3311943. The MS. of the first r isda found 

by A. 2. V. Togan at Mashhad in 1922 has the additional 

detail that Amir Nasr had died (sc. in 3311943) before the 

princess's arrival in Transoxania, and she then married Nay's 
\ 

son Niih (33 I -431943-54). The cmbassy described by Qidi  Ib11 

az-Zubair is placed in 3271939, and the foreign ruler involved is 

the Emperor of China; but the dates are close to each other, 

and any potentate dwelling on the borders of China might well 

be taken for a genuinely Chinese one. I t  is, accordilzgly, quite 

possible that Q2di Ibn az-Zubair's account has a kernel of 

genuine historical truth in it, i.e. the embassy from ((Qilin b. 

Shakhir", but has been considerably embroidered over the course 
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of the succeeding century or so. 

As for the closing ~vords of tlie narrative, that tlie outcome 

of it all was the conversion of the Emperor of China, one call 

only suggest that there is here a vague reference to the spread 

of Islam amongst one of the Turkish peoples of Central Asia 

and the Chinese ii-ontiers, perhaps amongst the Qarluq, to 

whom tlle Qarakhanids probably belonged and whose conversion 

dates from the middle decades of the 10th centuryl1. 

No, the value of the narrative resides more in the informa- 

tion which it provides on the military forces of the SPmiinids. 

The topographical details of the envoy's journey to Bukhirii arc 

accurate, so that one is disposed to accept the military details as 

also reliable, especially as they do accord with the little existing 

informatioil which we have on this subject. 

Less is known about Siimiinid military organisation than is 

known about the armies of other contemporary or near-contem- 

porary powers such as the 'Abbgsid Caliphate, the Biiyids and 

the Ghaznavidslz. We know that the S~miinid Amir modelled 

their central administration, and likewise their army, on that of 

the 'Abbisids. The Sfimiinid army was a powerft~l machine, 

iorged in the campaigns which extended the borders of the DGr 

a!-Islim into FarghPna and the regions of Talas and IsfijPb, in 

the fighting with various Dailami powcrs for the control of nor- 

thern Persia, and in the perpetual frontier warfare which was 

carried on with the marauding steppe nomads. Like the army 

which had emerged in the 'Abbiisid Caliphate during the course 

of' the 9th century, the SPminid army was built round a core of 

slave ghullms, who could theoretically give a whole-hearted 

allegiance to the Amirs. These were predominantly Turks, as one 

might expect from the importance of the slave trade from the 

Turkish steppes in the economy of SPmBnid Transoxania, and 
the highest commands in the army were held by Turks. The 

9 
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great influence in the state of these Turkish generals was well 

seen in the second half of the 10th century, when the SimZnid 
empire began t o  break up under external attack and internal 

military revolt, but as early as 3011914 the slave palace guards 

had murdered one of the Amirs, Nasr b. Ahmad's father. We 

have a fair amount of information on the procedures of the 

department of the central administration responsible for military 

affairs, the Diwin al-Jaish, thanks to the detailed explanation of 

its official terminology in the chapter on kitiba of KhwZrazmi's 

IlIafitih al-'~liirn~~. Yet we know very little about the actual 

equipment, weapons and dress of the SZmZnid army, apart from 

the few details given in NizPm al-Mulk's account of the career 

of a Turkish ghulZm at the SZmZnid court14. 

Here, then, lies the main value of QZdi Ibn az-Zubair's 

story. We see the importance of the ghPzi and volunteer contin- 

gents of the SZmPnid army, stationed in various strategically- 

placed towns and regions of the empire's northern fringes, where 

they could always be sure of opportunities for jihdd against the 

pagans; and we learn about the ceremonial uniforms and weapolls 

of the Amir' guards. The picture which emerges complements in 

a remarkable way our existing knowledge of the Ghaznavid 

palace ghulPms, as it has been brought to us both in the writ- 

ten sources and in the murals of the palace of Lashkar-i B i z 5  

near Bust16. We can see from Qidi Ibn az-Zubair's description 

of the rich uniforms of the Siimiinid troops, and their gilded and 

bejewelled belts, swords and maces, that there was a continuity 

into the Ghaznavid period and beyond of this institution of an 

Clite guard of military slaves, their equipment and dress. The wild 

beasts which lined part of the envoys' route, and their attendanb, 

the sabbd'in, are given a prominent part in the narrative, and 

they must indeed added an impressive element to the concourse. 

Their existence is not known to us at all from either the literary 

10 
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or the historical sources on the Siminid period, but again, thc 

institution seems to have been carried over into the Ghaznavid 

state, if QHdi Ibn az-Zubair's account later in his book of the 

embassy from the Caliph al-QZdir to Mahmiid of Ghazna's court, 

and the wild beasts paraded there as part of the reception cere- 

mony, is to be trusted1=. Interesting is the author's use of the 

term azilQi' for the regularly-paid troops. The normal desigilation 

here was murtaziqa, not only in 'Abbisid and Buyid Baghdad, as 

Qidi Ibn az-Zubair says, but in the SZmHnid empire itself, for 

KhwHrazmi explicitly says that "the system of the rnurtaziqa", 

sc. the practice of paying the regular troops three times a year, 

is one of those procedures follo~red by the Diwin of Khurissn, 

i.e the fillancia1 administration of Siminid KhurZsZnl7. The 

author's use of this term auliyi' is a direct borrowing from Biiyid 

usage, for it does not seem to have been used elsewhere in this 

specific sense; his use of it is easily explicable from the Biiyid 

background of his early life. In Biiyid authors such as HilZl as- 

SZbi' and Taniikhi, auliyd' regularly denotes the Amirs' Dailami 

troops, regarded as the mainstay of the dynasty and those specially 

close (wali, pl. auliyi') to the Amirs18. 

I .  For further biblio-biographical details, see Bosworth, ('An embassy to 

Mahmiid of Ghazna recorded in Q6di Ibn az-zubayr's KiGb adh-dhakhd'ir 

wa't-fuhaf ", Journal of the American Oriental Society. LXXXV (1965)~ 404, 
and the Introduction to Hamidallith'r text. 

2. "Die Schltze der Fatimiden ", Zeitschrifi der Deulschen Morgorlandischen 

Cesell~chaft, LXXXIX (rg35), 329-62. 

3. The previous section has described the embassy of 305191 7 from the 

Byzantine Emperor Constantine VII Prophyrogenitus to the Caliph al- 

Muqtadir. (This embassy has been the subject of an article by G. Le 

Strange, "A Creek embassy to Baghdad in g I 7 A.D. JJ,Journol oJ the Roy41 
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.Isintic Jbcieb [I  8973, 35-4 j. I-c Strange here translates the account given 

in al-Klmtib's Ta'rikh Baghdid; Qidi Ibn az-Zubair's account is a tlil'- 

ferent one, containing additional material on the mission). 

4. Not apparently mentioned in the geographical accounts of Sughd and 

the road connecting Bukhnra and Samarqand, cf. Le Strange, The larrd 

oJ thc eastern Cnliphak (Cambridge ~gog) ,  462-3, and W. Barthold, Turkes- 

Inn down to the Mongol inoasion (London 1928), 96-9. 

5. This is not known as a place name, but may well refer to the great 

local landowner of Tiihirid times, Sahl b. Al~mad ad-Daghoni. who owned 

much property and village in this area, as is explained by Narshakhi, 

Tlrc history of Bukhara, tr. K.N. Frye (Cambridge, Mass. 1954), 13, cC 

Barthold, op. cit., 99. 

6. 1.e. the Jay-i Miiliynn of Narshakhi and such Snmnnid poets as Rudaki, 

explained by Narshakhi as '(the canal of the clients" (cf. The  history of' 
Bukham, tr. Frye, 28-8). 

7. The fact that these mashciyikh had weapons may imply that shaiklr hcrc 

means "superannuated, veteran soldier". 

8. The exact Arabic is more graphic: glrushiya 'alaihim wa-ahdathti. 

9. See H.A.R. Gibb, The Arab conquests it, Central Asia (London 1gz3), 95-8, 

and Barthold, Turkcshn doum to the Mongol invasion, 195-6. 

10. See on this period of confusion, H. Cordier, Histoire ghhak  de la C11i)re 

(Paris 1920-I), 11, 5 ff. 

Ioa. Cf. V. Minorsky, Abri-Dulaf Mis'ar ibn Muhalhil's traccls irl Iran (circa 

.4.D. 950) (Cairo 1955), 4-5, and idem, Etuyclofiacdia of Islanl2 , Art. '(Aha 

Dulaf ". 
I 1. Cf. Barthold, OF. cit., 254-6, and 0. Pritsak, ''\'on den Karluk zu den 

Karechaniden", <citschrift der Dculschcn Morgcnlandischen Gescllschaf~, CI 

(19511, 293 ff. 
12. See, in general, R. Levy, The social structure of Isfa~n (Cambridge 1g57), 

chaptcr on "Military organization in Islam", 407-57, and for specific 

studies, W. Hoernerbach, "Zur Heeresverwaltung der 'Abbesiden. Studien 

iibcr Abulfarae Qudama: Diwan al-paish", Dcr Islam, XXIX (1g50), 

257-90; Bosworth, "Chaznevid military organisation", Dcr Islam, XXXVI 

(1960), 37-77 (a slightly condensed version of thin in i&m, The Chazna- 

vids, tkir rmpire in Afghanistan and caskrn Iran ggq-1040 [Edinburgh 19631, 

98-128); and i&m, "Military organination under the Boyids of Persia 

and Iraq:', Oriens, XVIII-XIX (1967), 143-67. 



13. Ed. G. van Vloten (Leiden 1895), 56-7, 64-6. 

14. Siycisat-nhn, chapter xxvii, cf. Barthold, o l .  ci t . ,  227. 

15. Cf. Bosworth, The Ghuznavidr, their empire in Afghanistan and easkrn Iran 

991-1040, '04, 136. 
16. Idem, "An embassy to Mahmiid of Ghazna recorded in Q ~ d i  Ibn az- 

Zubayrr Kitcib adh-dhakhi'ir w a J f . t ~ i f  jJ, 405,406-7. 

I 7. Mafdih al-'ultim, 66. 

18. Cf. Bosworth, "Military organisation under the Biiyids of Persia and 

IraqJJ, 148. 
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BARBARIAN INCURSIONS: THE COMING O F  THE 
TURKS INTO THE ISLAMIC WORLD 

In considering the r61e of the Turks in this transitional period of 
Islamic history-one which merits as much study by orientalists as, for 
instance, the so-called "crisis of the 17th. century" is now getting from 
European historians-we have to consider two main phases, the watershed 
between which may roughly be placed in the opening decades of the 11th 
century . 

The first phase begins with the gradual infiltratioh of Turkish ethnic 
elements within the northeastern borders of the Islamic world, the GurgZn- 
DihistZn region to the southeast of the Caspian Sea, KhwFirazm, Transox- 
ania, and possibly also eastern AfghanistZn. The process was a lengthy one, 
probably a t  times hardly perceptible; and in all its stages, it is very poorly 
documented. We need to bear in mind that to the classical Greeks and their 
epigoni of the Hellenistic and Seleucid periods, the Eurasian steppes 
were peopled by nations like the Scythians, the Sarmatians, the Massagetae, 
the Issedones and the Aninaspi, who seem to have been in large part of 
Indo-European stock; whereas by the beginning of the Muslim era, the 
lands beyond the settlements of the Goths on the northern Black Sea coast, 
and the lands beyond Iranian KhwBrazm, Transoxania and FarghZna, 
were given over, so far as we can tell, to Turkish nomadic peoples. The 
memory of an earlier state of affairs is preserved in the Iranian national 
epic, the Shrih-ndmu. I t  was pointed out by one of the few scholars to have 
looked at  the Shdh-mima with a critical historical eye, Tadeusz Kowalski, 
that the TiirHn of heroic times can hardly be equated with the Turks, as 
seemed a natural enough conclusion in Firdawsi's own time, for the ancient 
Persians can have had little or no contact with the Turks. Firdawsi's 
TGrZn are, of course, really the Indo-European nomads of the Eurasian 
steppes, from the Massagetae down to the Hephthalites or Chionites, the 
latter group being still a power in the 1st century of Islam, giving aid to the 
Soghdian princes of Transoxania and acting as the spearhead of resistance 
to the Arabs in northern and eastern AfghanistZn. Hence as Kowalski 
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pointed out, a Turcologist seeking for information in the Shdh-na'ma on the 
primitive culture of the Turks would be definitely disappointed.' 

In the first three centuries of Islam, however, it is clear that there was 
some settlement of Turks on the borders of the Iranian lands in Transoxania 
and KhwZrazm, if only as part of the symbiosis prevailing along these 
frontiers of the sedentary agricultural economy and the nomadic pastoralist 
one. The extent of this peaceful penetration has been a matter of some 
dispute. Some Turkish historians have seen Turks lurking everywhere in 
that part of the world. Attempts have been made to make Abii Muslim a 
Turk, projecting back his later great rdle as a Turkish folk-hero, the one so 
well delineated for us by Mme. I r h e  M81ikoff2; similarly, such great figures 
as al-FZr5bi, al-Biriini and Ibn Sin5 have been attached by over-enthusiastic 
Turkish scholars to their race.3 A more moderate and balanced view is that 
of R. N. Frye and Aydin Sayfli, who in 1944 expressed their thesis as follows : 

"Our studies have led us to believe that the supposed conditions of 
exclusively nomadic life and small population did not exist, but that: 
(a) Turks were already in the regions of 'Khurasan and Transoxania 
at  the time of the Arab conquest, and remained there after the Arab 
domination. The Turkicization of these districts had, therefore, 
begun long before the Saljuqs. (b) Turks were town and village dwellers 
except in regions where natural conditions imposed a nomadic life on 
them. (c) They probably had a relatively large population in Central 
Asia and infiltrated in fairly large numbers into the Near E a ~ t . " ~  

Part of this may be conceded. Soviet archaeology has shown that in 
favoured parts of Semirechye, Turks were villagers and agriculturists, and 
had settlements on the lower Syr Darya; it is, moreover, probable that 
some Turks lived as fishermen on such lakes as the Aral Sea and the Isik 
Kol. But the assertion of Frye and Sayfli that the Turks who took a 
prominent part in Transoxanian resistance to the Arabs in the 7th and 
early 8th centuries were not nomads from the outer steppes, but Turks 
who had become part of the indigenous population of Transoxania, is more 
dubious and is hard to prove. According to their theory, these Turks 

"Les Turcs dans le Sah-name", Rocanik Oricntdistycny (Cracow, 1936-49), vol. XVe 
pp. 84-99. 

Sc. in her Ab4 Muslim, le tPortc-hachcn du Khorassan duns la tradition &pique turco- 
iranienne (Paris, 1962). 

See, for instance, the arguments of A. 2. V. Togan regarding the putative Turkishneas 
of al-Biriini, in his Umumi t4rh tarihanc girip (Istanbul, 1848), pp. 88-8. 

' R. N. Frye and Aydin SaylV, "Turks in the Middle East before the Saljuqs", JAOS 
(New Haven, 1943). vol. LXIII, p. 186. 
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should be distinguished from the Turkish divisions of the Tiu-kiu Qaghan 
and later of the Tiirgesh, who did intervene, often with success, against the 
Arabs in Transoxania, and whose penetration as far as the Soghdian "Iron 
Gate", the Buzgala defile between Kish and Tirmidh, seems to be mentioned 
in the Orkhon  inscription^.^ But it is safer, in the absence of decisive 
information to the contrary, to regard these Turks who are mentioned as 
being in the service of the Iranian princes of Soghdia, as being largely 
mercenary soldiers from the steppes, hired by the local rulers; in this 
respect, we would have an anticipation of the r81e which Turkish slaves and 
mercenaries were to play so conspicuously under the 'Abbgsid Caliphate. 
Pre-S2mZnid Transoxania was a land of political fragmentation, of city- 
states and petty principalities, which often engaged in internecine warfare 
at a time when there was a pressing need for solidarity against the Arabs. 
Consequently, there was rarely a shortage of employment for Turkish 
soldiers of fortune. 

The proponents of an early Turkish penetration of the northeastern 
Iranian world6 have adduced as evidence for this process certain sections 
of Jghig's epistle on the excellences of the Turks, the Risila fi- maniqib 
al-atrik wa-'immat jund al-khilifa, which he wrote for the Turkish general 
of al-Mutawakkil, al-Fath b. Khgqgn (d. 2471861). The Turkish slave 
guards of the Caliphs had already by the middle years of this century 
achieved an unenviable reputation for violence, reflected, for instance, in 
popular Arabic poetry circulating in 'Irzq at  the time. Jshiz hoped to 
soften this harsh contemporary image of the Turks and to assign them a 
recognized place in Islamic society, perhaps even, as F. Gabrieli has 
surmised, of making them a "third force" in the Caliphate between the 
Arab and the Persian elements; Jghi? describes his aim as ta'lqal-qzcliib and 
itt$Gq al-asbib. In his epistle, Jghiz at  one place asserts that the Turks and 
Khurgsgnis are essentially one race, with similar natures and inhabiting 
contiguous lands. He further lays down the dictum that settlers easily 
become indistinguishable from the aboriginal inhabitants of a region, and 
he emphasizes the assimilative effect of wali', clientship, which had blurred 
the distinction between Turks and eastern Iranians.' Nevertheless, 

W. Barthold, Tuvkestan down to the Mongol invasion (London, 1928), pp. 186-7. 
' Sc. Frye and Say'ili', op. cit., p. 206, and M. Semseddin Giinaltay, "Abbas oggllar'i 

imparatorluiunun kurulug ve yukselisinde Tilrklerin rolu", Belleten (Ankara, 1942), vol. VI, 
PP. 178-9. 

' Arabic text, ed. G. van Vloten in Tvia opuscula auctove al-Djahir (Leiden, 1903), pp. 
6 8 ,  17-21, 38-9, English translation by C. T. Harley-Walker, " Jghit of Basra to al-Fat3 b. 
Khsqiin on the 'Exploits of the Turks and the army of the Iihalifate in general', JRAS 
(London, 1916), pp. 636-41, 864, 658, 679; see also the discussion of F. Gabrieli in his "La 
Risgla di al-Gahiz sui Turchi", Rivista dcgli Studi Oriental; (Rome, 1957), vol. XXXII, pp. 
477-83. 
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these rather vague and general remarks should not be taken as implying a 
profound Turcization of KhurZsZn. The term is obviously used, as it 
frequently was in early Islam, with a very loose and large geographical 
application, and when JZhi?: speaks of Turkish settlement in "KhurZs2n", 
he could well mean the far eastern fringes of Transoxania, such as al-Fath 
b. KhZqZnls native province of FarghZna. Moreover, contemporary 
Islamic historical sources carefully distinguish the men of FarghZna, 
ShZsh, Ushriisana, etc. in the Caliphal armies from the Turks brought in 
from the deep steppe, and it is very likely that the so-called "men of 
FarghZna", Farighinu, etc., included a good proportion of Iranians as well 
as Turks8 

The Turks as a race had been known to the Arabs from the late 
JZhiliya and the early Islamic periods, if we can regard as authentic that 
poetry in which the "lands of the Turks" appears as a kind of Ultima 
Thule; Persia must have been the channel of communication here.B The 
oft-quoted tradition of the Prophet, "Leave the Turks alone as long as they 
leave you alone" is, of course, apocryphal ; it does not appear earlier than in 
the collection of Abii DZ'iid (mid-9th cent.).lO By this century, some 
authentic knowledge of the Turks was emerging, now that the SZmZnids 
were establishing a firm frontier along the Syr Darya against the Turks of 
the outer steppes, and now that considerable numbers of the Turks were 
entering the Caliphate as military slaves. Specific tribes begin to be men- 
tioned, so that towards the middle of the 9th century, Ibn KhurdZdhbih 
can name such groups as the Tiirgesh, Kimek, Qarluq, Toghuz-Oghuz, 
Oghuz, Qirghiz, Qipchaq and Khazars. 

The Umayyad penetration of Transoxania brought a trickle of Turkish 
domestic slaves into the households of the Arab and Persian upper classes, 
and by early 'Abbkid times, the governors of KhurBsZn and the east 
regularly included contingents of Turkish slaves in their tribute and presents 
to Baghdad. Some of the slave mothers of the ' AbbZsid Caliphs were clearly 
Turkish ; thus the mother of al-Muktafi (b. 2641877-8) is named as Jijak 
(i.e. chichek, "flower").ll But the slave trade reached a peak of organization 
under the SZmBnids of Transoxania and KhurSsBn. The geographer 

@ Osman S. A. Ismail, "Muetagim and the Turks", BSOAS (London, lO66), vol. XXIX, 
p ~ .  14-16. 

@ Kowalski, "Die Oltesten Erwihnungen der Ttirken in der arabischen Literatur", 
Kdr6si Csoma Archivum (Budapest, 1926-32), vol. 11, pp. 38-41. 

See Goldziher, Muhammcdanischr Studicn (Halle, 1888-go), vol. I, pp. 27C1, Ex- 
cursus VI "Traditionen tiber Ttirken", English translation by C. R. Barber and S. M. Stern. 
Muslim Studies (London, 1967), pp. 246-6. 

al-ThaeZlibi, Latd'if al-mo'a'rlf, translated by C .  E. Bosworth, T h e  book of curious and 
~ntertaining information (Edinburgh, 1968). p. 102. 
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al-Maqdisi (wrote circa 3751985) quotes what he calls "a certain book", 
that the stipulated revenue of Khur2sZn included a levy of 12,000 slaves 
a year. He further mentions that the SiimZnid government controlled 
the export of slaves, levying a toll a t  the Oxus crossing of from 70 to IOO 

dirhams for each Turkish slave and requiring in addition to this a licence 
(jaw&) for the transit of each slave boy.12 Most of the slaves thus handled by 
the Sgmgnids were brought in the first place to such towns just behind the 
frontier as ShZsh and Isfij Sb, where there existed permanent markets, 
frequented by slave dealers. Some slaves were brought in as prisoners-of- 
war from SZmgnid raids into the steppe, such as that of IsmZeil b. Ahmad 
in 280/893, which penetrated as far as the encampment of the KhZn of the 
Qarluq at  Talas, where an enormous booty of men and beasts was taken.13 
But raids on this scale were exceptional, and most slaves must have been 
brought in by other Turks, probably after being captured in tribal warfare. 
This was the case with Mahmiid of Ghazna's father Sabuktigin, who 
according to his own testament or Pand-nima, was captured by the Tukhsi' 
tribe and sold into slavery a t  ShZsh.14 

Transoxania and Central Asia were not, of course, the only channels 
by which Turkish slaves came into the Caliphate. The Islamic and Turkish 
worlds also marched side-by-side in the DihistZn steppes to the southeast 
of the Caspian, where defensive walls existed from at least SZsZnid times. 
In the 'Umayyad period there is mentioned a local ruler of Dihistgn called 
Siil or Sdtigin, ethnically Turkish (Barthold connected the name Sii1 with 
the Orkhon Turkish title of chur),l6 but culturally Iranized. His descend- 
ants achieved prominence in the cultural life of the 'AbbZsid period, 
producing, amongst others, the famous Abii Bakr Muhammad al-Siili, 
companion of the Caliphs, author and chess-player. Very important as an 
early and continuing source for Turkish slaves were the Khazar lands to 
the north of the Caucasus. During the whole of the Umayyad and early 
'AbbZsid periods, the lands between the Caucasus and the lower Don and 
Volga were a battle ground, in which such Arab heroes as Maslama b. 'Abd 
al-Malik and MarwZn b. Muhammad, the future Caliph, won fame. These 
raids and campaigns are poorly-documented, but the securing of slaves, 
Turkish and possibly Slav and Ugrian, was undoubtedly a prominent 
motive here. There was a diaspora of Khazar soldiers in both the Caliphal 

I' Ahsan al-taqisim fi ma'vifat al-aqilim, ed. M .  J .  de Goeje (Leiden, 1906), p. 340. 
la Barthold, op. cit., p. 224. 
I'M. Nazim, "The Pand-nsmah of Subuktigin", JRAS (1933), text, pp. 011-4, tr., 

PP. 622-3 ; Bosworth, The Ghaznavids, their empire in Afghanistan and eastern Iran (Edinburgh, 
1963), pp. 39-41. 

'' History o/ thr T u v h m ~ n  people, in Fouv studies on the liistory of Central Asia (Leiden, 
1962). vol. I l  I ,  t r .  \'. and T. Minorsky, pp. 87-8. 



and the Byzantine armies. In his De ceremoniis aulae byzantinae, Con- 
stantine Porphyrogenitus mentions Khazars in the dlite imperial guard at 
Constantinople. Turkish ghulims with the nisbn of "al-Khazari" are quite 
frequent in the Caliphal armies of the 9th and 10th centuries, and al-Sam'gni 
lists several traditionists with this name, doubtless the descendants of 
Turkish slave guards who had integrated themselves into the Arab-Islamic 
religious and intellectual institution.16 

Most of the Turkish slaves (ghilmin, mamilTk) brought into the Islamic 
world were trained as soldiers, although some were used for domestic 
duties ; Ayt Bkh al-Khazari, commander of the palace guard at  SZmarrZ 
under al-Mu'ta~im and al-Wgthiq, started off as a cook's boy, and according 
to Barhebraeus, when the Saljiiq Tughril Beg entered BaghdZd in 447/1055, 
he found there Turkish families of long standing working at  such lowly 
tasks as stokers of baths, bakers and vegetable sellers.17 The factors behind 
this great demand in the 9th century for Turkish slaves were military, 
political and economic. Militarily, the old leve'e en masse of the Arab 
muqitila was becoming obsolescent by the later Umayyad period, and the 
early 'AbbBsids depended on their Khurasanian guards, the AbnZ ad 
Dawla, still the backbone of al-Ma'miin's forces in his struggle with his 
brother al-Amin for the Caliphate. But even these Persian troops had 
begun to acquire sectional interests and stakes in society. What was now 
needed was a body of troops brought in from outside the Islamic lands, 
unfettered by local ties and able to give a single-minded loyalty to their 
master. The Caliph al-Mu'ta~im believed that he had found such a body of 
faithful servants in his Turkish ghulims. At the political and economic 
level, the growth of a Turkish slave army reflects the flourishing material 
condition of the Caliphate, which provided the Caliphs and provincial 
rulers with liquid funds for the purchase and payment of professional, 
standing armies. These troops, it was hoped, could be used to promote a 
policy of state centralization and as part of this process, to raise the ruler 
high above the level of the ra'fya or civilian population.le . 

Islamic writers in the adab works, manuals of war and "Mirrors for 
Princes", praise the Turks as the military people par excellence, brave, 
loyal and inured to hardship through their upbringing in the harsh steppes. 

lo See Barthold, Encyclopaedia of Islam (1st ed.), Art. "mazars", and D. M. Dunlop, 
The hastmy of the Jewish Khazars (Princeton, 1064), pp. 46-87, 171-94. 

l7 Chronograflhy, tr. Sir E.  Wallis Budge (London, 1032), p. 208. 
10 See on these general changes in Islamic military organization, R.  Levy, The social 

structure of Islam (Cambridge, 1967), pp. 407 ff., and D. Sourdel and C. E. Bosworth, Encyclo- 
Pocdia of Islam (2nd ed.), Art.  "GJul&m. 1. The Caliphate. 2. Persia". For the Caliph al- 
Mu'taqim's r81e in this process, see Ismail, "Mu'tasim and the Turks", pp. 12-24. 
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J 3 i o  credited the Turks with some of the attributes of the noble savage, 
such as their freedom from hyprocrisy and intrigue and their imperviousness 
to flattery, although he had to admit that they had an insatiable love of 
plunder and violence.18 In the middle years of the I I th century, the former 
Ghaznavid official Ibn Hassiil wrote a propaganda tract for his new master 
in Rayy, the Saljiiq Tughril Beg, attacking the Daylamis and their political 
structure. In  his epistle, he vaunts the Turks' lion-like qualities and pride, 
their freedom from unnatural vice, their rejection of menial household 
duties and their single-minded desire to achieve military command.20 The 
great Persian "Mirrors for Princes" of the 11th century, such as those of 
Kay Kg'iis and Nizgm al-Mulk, especially emphasize the value of theTurkish 
soldiers and guards as buttresses for the would-be despotic ruler's power.21 
They also reflect the atmosphere of the Sunni reaction against the pre- 
vious Daylami and Arab Shi'i regimes by their contrasting of the Turks' 
religious orthodoxy with the Shi'ism of the Daylamis and western 
Persians. 

The sources for the 9th and 10th centuries amply illustrate the leading 
r81e of the Caliphs' Turkish guards in the making and unmaking of Caliphs, 
and in the general increase of political violence and instability in 'IrBq 
at this time. The Arabic historians unanimously regard the Turks as a 
maleficent influence in the state and as a major contributory factor to the 
decadence and impotence into which the Caliphate had fallen.22 One is 
tempted to wonder whether this is not the beginning of the Arab-Turkish 
racial antipathy, antedating the period of Ottoman domination in the 
Arab lands, to which the Arabs, in their sancta simplicitas, still attribute 
so many of their woes and shortcomings, but there does not seem to be any 
evidence for this ; rather the reverse, as I shall mention later. Even so, 
a thoroughgoing study of the image of the Turks in Arabic literature 
from, say, the 9th century onwards, on the lines of the works of Dana C. 
Rouillard, S. M. Chew and R. Schwoebel for the picture of the Ottomans 
in Christian Europe, might well be revealing of the genesis of these 
attitudes. 

At Siimarrii, seat of the Caliphate during the middle decades of the 
9th century, adjacent blocks of land were allotted as fiefs (qati'it( for the 

lo JBhiq, op. cit., text, pp. 39-41, tr., pp. 678-82. 
'O Edited by 'Abbgs al-'Azzgwi, with a Turkish translation by Serefeddin Yaltkaya, in 

Belleten (1940), vol. IV, pp. 236-66 + pp. 1-61 Arabic text. 
'' See Bosworth, "Ghaznevid military organisation", Der Islam (Berlin, l080), vol. 

XXXVI, pp. 40-1, 61-2, 66. 
's The historian al-Mas'iidi in his MurCj al-dhahab quotes numerous examples of Arabic 

poetry circulating in 'Iraq and expressing popular detestation of the Turks; see ibid., ed. 
Barbier de Meynard and Pavet de Courteille (Paris, 1881-77), vol. VII, pp. 324-6. 
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various national groups, Turks, KhurPsZnis and M a g h r i b i ~ . ~ ~  The acquisi- 
tion of such estates by professional soldiers undoubtedly gave an impetus 
to the spread of the iqti' system in thc central lands of Islam, even though 
the roots of the system, particularly in 'IrPq, can be traced back to the 
first Arab conquests. In regard to these iqti's, C1. Cahen has noted that 
the need to provide land grants for the new professional slave armies 
brought about a change in the nature of the iqti'. Whereas earlier grants 
had often been for limited periods only and had not included the right of 
the muqta' or grantee to collect the khariij himself, we now have the growth 
of virtually hereditary usufructuary concessions, usually carrying full 
immunity from the entry of the state's agents and paying a fixed sum only 
to the central administration. This type became the norm during the 10th 
century in the central lands of the Caliphate, and a further consequence 
of the growing power of the class of muqta's was the rise of talji'a and 
himciya, practices involving the extension of protection over weaker parties 
and corresponding to the mediaeval European commendatio. From their 
nucleus around SZmarrP and the SawPd of 'IrPq, the iqti's of the Turks 
spread all over 'IrPq and into western Persia, so that by the 11th century, 
although much milk or private land remained, the land alienated from the 
central government certainly formed an increasing proportion of the 
cultivated land in these provinces.24 The existence of a network of these 
iqti's injectsd at  times an element of instability into political affairs, in 
that despite the trend towards hereditary possession, re-distributions did 
nevertheless take place at  times of political change and crisis, though not 
with the regularity that such redistribution of fiefs was made under the 
early Mamlfik Sultans. Even so, one of the reasons given for al-Mutawak- 
kil's murder is said to have been his intention of confiscating the fiefs in 
Jib51 and at I~fahPn of the Turkish general Wasif and giving them to his 
favourite, al-Fath b. KhZqZn.2S 

The Turkish takeover of military, and increasingly, political, power, 
continued as the authority of the 'AbbPsid Caliphate diminished and 
became confined to central ' IrPq. Autonomous provincial dynasties, 
whether Arab or Iranian, followed the trends of the period in military 
organization, and built their armies round a nucleus of Turkish slave guards. 

Cf. Ismail, "The founding of a new capital: Samarra", BSOAS (1968), vol. XXXI. 
pp. 8-9. 

See Cahen, "L'Cvolution de 1'Iqta' du IXe au XIIIe sihcle. Contribution A une histoire 
comparde des sociCtCs mddiCvales", Annales : ihonomies, SociLtLs, Civilisations (Parig, 
1063). vol. VIII, pp. 2 6 6 2 ,  and idem, "Notes pour I'histoire de la himciya", Mdlanges Louis 
Massignon (Damascus, 1968-7), vol. I,  pp. 287-303. 

al-TabarI, Ta'rihh, ed. Leiden (1879-1901), vol. 111, p. 1462, sub anno AH 247. 
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Thus as early as the reign of the SZmZnid Amir IsmZ'il b Ahmad (279-951 
892-907)) the Commander-in-Chief of the Turkish army was a Turkish 
~lave.~a In the west, the Turkish soldiers Ahmad b. Tiiliin and then Mu- 
hammad b. Tughj made themselves virtually independent in Egypt and 
Syria, paving the way for the triumph of the Fgtimids shortly afterwards, 
who in their own multi-national armies employed many Turks. Although 
the Daylami and Kurdish groups of the "Iranian interlude" of the 10th 
and early 11th centuries caused a resurgence of older Iranian elements in 
the eastern Islamic world, they themselves soon found that they could not 
do without Turkish cavalrymen in their armies.27 The culmination of the 
process of a Turkish infiltration of the Islamic lands from within comes 
with the establishment at  the end of the 10th century of the Ghaznavid 
Sultanate in Afghanistsn, eastern Persia and northern India, the most 
powerful empire known in the east since the break-up of the 'Abbgsid 
Caliphate. The career of Sabuktigin epitomizes how a Turkish commander, 
born in paganism, could by resolute action rise to the very top of the ladder 
of political and military power. The early Ghaznavids showed a remarkable 
faculty for assimilation to the Perso-Islamic governmental ethos in the 
lands which they took .over. The full apparatus of despotic government 
was taken over and worked to its utmost by Sultans like Mahmiid and his 
son Mas'iid, using as their instruments the class of financial officials and 
secretaries whose views had been moulded by the authoritarian 'AbbZsid 
Caliphate or even by earlier Persian models.28 

In this fashion, we have the first major breakthrough of Turkish 
power in the Islamic world, for such dynasties as the Tiiliinids had never 
endured for more than two generations or so. Although the achievement of 
Mahmiid of Ghazna in assembling such a vast empire was transient, and 
his immediate successors had to relinquish the western conquests, the 
Ghaznavids did much to prepare the way for the coming of the Saljfiqs; they 
weakened or destroyed several local Iranian powers and reduced the 
influence of the Iranian landed and military classes, the dihqZns, through 
the imposition of a centralized bureaucracy directed from Ghazna. With 
their militaristic outlook, their relentless policies of financial exploitation, 
and their separation of the ruling institution, civil and military, from the 
masses of population, the Ghaznavids established a pattern for most of the 

See Bosworth, "An alleged embassy from the Emperor of China to the Amir Nasr 
b. Ahmad: a contribution to Sgmanid military history", Ycidndma-yi Minorsky (Tehran, 
leSQ), pp. 25-7. 

#'See idem, "Military organisation under the Biiyids of Persia and Iraq", Oriens 
(Leiden, 1067), vol. XVIII-XIX, pp. 163-7. 

See idem, Th Charnavids, their empire in  Afghanistan and eastern Iran,  passim. 



Turkish-directed rbgimes which were to be set up all over the central and 
eastern parts of the Islamic world. 

To sum up here, we have in the period up to the early 11 th century an 
infiltration from within of the military and governmental institutions in 
almost all the Islamic lands east of Egypt. The Turks themselves had not 
yet acquired the education and sophistication to run the administrative 
machine themselves, but their control of the ultimate sanction for authority, 
military force, enabled their will to be generally put into practice. Nu- 
merically, this infiltration was not large; indeed, the historical significance 
of the process was out of all proportion to its immediate influence on human 
society in the Middle East. 

In the 11th century, we have the beginnings of comparatively large- 
scale ethnic and tribal movements of Turks into the Middle East, resulting 
in the establishment of such dynasties as the Qarakhanids in Transoxania, 
and above all, the Saljiiqs in the Perso- Anatolian region and the Arab lands 
of the Fertile Crescent east of Egypt. The subsequent rise of the KhwZrazm- 
Shahs in eastern IrZn and of the network of Atabeg dynasties in western 
Iran and the Arab lands, must be regarded as a continuation of this process. 
The Qarluq KhZns and Saljiiq Begs achieved power with surprising ease, 
when one considers the superiority in manpower, weapons and equipment 
which the conventional professional armies of the SZmZnids, Biiyids and 
Ghaznavids must have possessed. But here, the incomers were aided by the 
built-in advantages of extreme mobility, elusiveness and lack of impedi- 
menta which all invaders from the steppes have enjoyed over settled 
peoples right down to recent times, when the introduction of firearms has 
finally tipped the balance against the nomads. The QarakhZnid takeover in 
Transoxania was possible largely because of the internal disintegration of 
the SZmanid Amirate in the last decade or so of the 10th century, but there 
seems to have been a general loss of resilience and absorptive power in the 
northeastern corner of the Iranian world, which had for so long been the 
bastion of civilization there against the barbarians outside. These new 
Turkish incursions have just been characterized as "comparatively large- 
scale", but this term is perhaps only accurate when one views the process 
as one spread over a long period of time. Pastoralism is an extensive, as 
opposed to intensive, manner of existence, and the population of the steppes 
can never have been all that large. The Turkoman incursions of the 11th 
century included large tribal groups, such as the 16,ooo Ghuzz (= Oghuz) 
warriors present at  the battle of Dandanqan in 431l1040, which gave the 
Saljiiqs control of Khurasan and opened up for them much of northern 
Persia (on the other hand, the figures given by Ibn al-Athir, amounting to 
several tens of thousands, for the so-called "'IrZqi" Turcomans, who 
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swept westwards into eastern Anatolia and northern 'Iriiq at  this time, are 
probably much exaggerated).$@ But on the whole, it must have been the 
cumulative effect over two centuries and more of smaller groups of Turks 
coming in as pastoralists or as mercenary soldiers which gradually changed 
the ethnic complexion of much of the northern tier of the Middle East. 

The fact that so many of these Turks came in as tribal groups, with a 
strong consciousness of their patriarchal organization and of their bar- 
barian culture and religious attitudes, meant that the Qarakhbid KhZns 
and the Saljiiq Sultans faced problems which the Ghaznavid Sultans, for 
instance, had been largely spared. The newly-arrived Turkish rulers 
gradually became aware of the old-established Perso-Islamic traditions of 
exalted monarchic power and its correlative, submissiveness of the subject 
masses of population, and realized that it could be used to raise them from 
their circumscribed positions as tribal leaders to a more commanding 
r81e. The pursuit of a such a policy of self-magnification was eagerly 
advocated by the Turkish rulers' Persian officials and advisers. For some- 
one like Ni@m al-Mulk, the transition could not be made fast enough. 
Although he conceded that the Turkoman tribesmen had originally been 
the mainstay of the regime and that they accordingly deserved some con- 
tinued recognition, he lamented that his Saljiiq masters would not go as far 
or as quickly as he would have liked in their self-identification with the 
despotic practices of such of his heroes as 'Adud al-Dawla and Mahmiid of 
Ghazna. Thus, he complained, institutions which served to buttress the 
fabric of an authoritarian state, such as the barz'd or state postal service, 
had been allowed to fall into desuetude, and the amz'r &was or commander 
of the guard at court had declined in status.30 

Yet in taking a middle way between the anarchic tendencies and 
preferences of the Turkoman tribesmen, and the centralizing policies of 
their Persian viziers, the Saljiiq Sultans were more wise and far-sighted than 
their officials probably thought. Rulers like Tughril and Alp ArslZn could 
obviously feel some sympathy for the rank-and-file Turkomans, who saw 
the old tribal customs quietly set aside and replaced by the Islamic Shrf ' a  
and a Persian governmental ethos which enjoined political quietism and 
unquestioning obedience to the ruler as the summa bona. The frequent 
Turkoman revolts, in which appeal was made to the old tribal principle 
of succession by seniorate rather than by the designation of a walz' al-'ahd, 
often a son, during the Sultan's lifetime, kept the Sultans uncomfortably 
aware of this undercurrent of conservative feeling. In the 12th century, 

See Bosworth, "Ghaznevid military organisation", pp. 76-7. 
ao See idem, in Cambridge History of Iran, vol. V ,  The Sdjuq and Mongol periods, ed. 

J. A. Boyle (Cambridge, lQ88), pp. 78 ff. 



the intensity of this tribal feeling showed no diminution, for there were 
always freshly-arriving Turkoman groups from the steppes who kept alive a 
consciousness of the old ways, and by no means all of these groups passed 
on to the Byzantine frontiers. Hence Sultan Sanjar, whose long reign in 
eastern Persia was to end in a sharp explosion of this tribal feeling, was 
nevertheless careful to observe Turkish customs, especially as he for long 
had his capital at  Marv in KhurZsZn, a region where the Turkomans were 
numerically very strong. According to a Turkish Muntakhab-i tawirz'kh-i 
saljziqz'ya, Sanjar assigned positions in his army to the tribal elements, 
giving the right wing to the Qay'i and Bayat and the left wing to the 
Bayundur and Pecheneg31 

The need to pay regard to conservative tribal feeling thus acted as a 
brake on the rulers' progress towards absolutism, but there is, indeed, 
nothing to make us think that the QarakhZnid KhZns or the Great Saljiiq 
Sultans ever wanted to cut themselves off totally from their fellow-nationals. 
Thus whereas the Ghaznavid Sultans, from Mahmiid onwards, adopted 
Islamic and Persian regnal titles and personal names almost exclusively, 
the Saljiiqs on the whole favoured traditional Turkish personal names, 
right down to the time of the last Great Saljiiq Sultan, Tughril b. ArslZn, 
and the exceedingly complex system of Islamic regnal titles and personal 
names, combined with Turkish personal names and totemistic onghun 
titles, remained in force amongst the QarakhZnids down to the Mongol 
invasion. 

The balance kept, with varying success, between Perso-Islamic authori- 
tarianism and Turkish tribalism, did not prevent severe tensions arising 
within both the Saljiiq and QarakhZnid states. In the eastern Iranian 
world, there was undoubtedly an initial decentralization of power con- 
sequent on the collapse of the SZmZnids and Ghaznavids. Transoxania, in 
particular, reverted to a pattern resembling the pre-Arab network of 
feudal principalities and city states, under the light rule of the Qarakh5nid 
KhBns. Thus the DihqZn of IIBq on the middle Syr Darya began in the 
early 11th century to mint his own coins for the first time.32 With the 
centralizing policies of the S2mZnids now swept away, the general com- 
plexity and expense of administration decreased; a continuator of Nar- 
shakhi, the historian of BukhZrZ, says that the kharij of the region was 
everywhere lightened, as irrigation works were neglected and land fell out 
of p r o d ~ c t i o n . ~ ~  A similar inability to cope with the complexities of the 
organized state was displayed by the Ghuzz in Khur5sSn during the three 

Ismail Hakki Uzunqargili, Osmanli' dcvleti tegkildtina medhal (Istanbul, 1941), p. 22. 
Cf. Barthold, Turhcstan dorm to the Mongol inuasiou, p. 307. 
Thu history of Bukhara, tr. R. N .  Frye (Cambridge, Mass., 1964), p. 38. 
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years in which they held Sanj ar captive ; they made no attempt to administer 
the territories under their control, and their diplomatic activity was 
confined to a few tentative approaches to the Ghfirids and to the Bswandids 
of the Caspian region. 

The effects of the Turkish invasions on land utilization in the Middle 
East were obviously significant. Many of the Turkomans who swept 
across northern Iran from the 1020s onwards passed on to Anatolia and the 
Caucasus, where they fought as ghazis or aqinjis against the Christian 
Armenian and Georgian principalities and against the Byzantine empire. 
Others moved with their herds into al- Jazira and Syria, mingling with the 
indigenous Arab camel nomads and sheep herdsmen and clashing with them 
over the occupation of pasture grounds, or else finding employment as 
auxiliary soldiers in the service of the local Arab and Kurdish Amirs, before 
the general tide of Saljiiq conquest overwhelmed these last.34 Still others, 
however, remained in Persia in the regions that were adapted for sheep- 
rearing. Thus the present-day Turkish elements in provinces like Adhar- 
bayjgn, Kurdistzn, F5rs and Gurggn almost certainly date from Saljiiq 
times, although their numbers (especially, perhaps, those in FBrs) may 
have been swelled in post-Mongol times.35 A region like GurgZn was 
geographically merely an extension of the DihistBn steppes, and hence 
very vulnerable to Turkoman occupation and pastoralization; the frontier 
here remained open to Turkoman raiding until the second half of the 19th 
century, with deleterious effects on agriculture in the Caspian coastlands. 

The organization by the Great Saljiiq Sultans of a multi-national, 
professional standing army, in addition to the tribal levies of the Turko- 
mans, posed problems of payment. In such a geographically extensive 
empire, where there were, as we have noted above, many forces making 
for decentralization, a system of cash payments for the troops, razaqdt, 
such as had prevailed under the TBhirids, SSmSnids and Ghaznavids, and 
still to a fair extent under the Bfiyids, was difficult to maintain. Hence the 
trends of the Bfiyid period in 'IrBq and western Persia towards the ex- 
tension of the iqta' system were intensified under the Saljiiqs. The elucida- 
tion of the various types of iqta', a task made all the more difficult by a 
confused and often overlapping terminology, has been the particular task 
of such authorities as C1. Cahen and A. K. S. Lambton. According to these 
scholars, there are certain trends to be discerned in the evolution of the 

" The process whereby Turkomans coming into northern Syria and al-Jazira in the 
second half of the Sthlllth century overthrew the indigenous Arab dynasty of the Kilabl 
Mirdasids is described in detail by Suheil Zakkar in his unpublished London Ph.D. thesis 
(SOAS, l969), "The emirate of Aleppo 382/1002-487/1084", chapter 4. 

8B Cf. A. K.  S. Lambton, Landlord and peasant in Persia (Oxford, 1963), pp. 67-8, 77. 
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@ria in the Saljfiq period, such as the assimilation of iqtdes formerly granted 
as leases for administrative purposes, the iqta' adtamlik, to those granted 
for military purposes, the descendant of the iqtd' al-istighldl, for the support 
of amirs and other soldiers. In the 12th century, as the Saljfiq Sultans' grip 
on affairs weakened, the incipient hereditary tendency in these military 
iqtri's increased, giving the Turkish amirs firm territorial and financial 
bases of power and thereby favouring the trend towards the rise of dynasties 
of provincial A t a b e g ~ . ~ ~  

Geographically, the iq@' system now began to spread eastwards 
from western Persia into KhurZsZn and possibly beyond, as part of the 
general militarization of the administrative system which had begun 
under the Biiyids and continued under the Saljiiqs. Sanjar seems to have 
been able to keep a closer control on the iqti' system of KhurZsZn than 
could his weaker brethren in the west in their territories; the areas granted 
out in the east were supposed, at least in theory, to yield definite sums of 
money for the muqta', in return for which he furnished Sanjar with troop 
 contingent^.^^ To the east of Saljfiq KhurZsZn, and acknowledging Sanjar's 
suzerainty, lay the truncated Ghaznavid empire, now essentially oriented 
towards northern India. The iqtd' system had never been entirely unknown 
to the Ghaznavids, for the Turkish slave soldiers who accompanied Alptigin 
to Ghazna in the middle years of the 10th century are said to have established 
iqti's in the district around Ghazna where they settled." But if such land 
grants continued under the first Ghaznavid Sultans, there must have been 
strict control of them, the grants being for limited periods or being attached 
to definite offices only (i.e. they were tu'mas rather than i q t i ' ~ ) . ~ ~  Yet in 
the later Ghaznavid period, i.e. the 12th century, there are signs that the 
iqti' system was spreading generally within the Ghaznavid dominions, so 
that the Ghaznavids became the channel whereby the iqti' system passed 
to the Ghiirids and was firmly implanted in northern India under the 
Delhi Sultans and their successors; unfortunately, the materials for a 
study of this process are extremely sparse. Fuad Kopriilii suggested that 
the adoption of an iqtd' system on Saljiiq lines received a particular impetus 
during the long reign of Bahr5m Shah (512-47/1118-5~), when Saljfiq 

m See the works of Cahen and Lambton cited above, p. 8, n. 24 and p. 13, n. 36, and also 
Lambton, "The evolution of the Iqw' in mediaeval Iran", Iran, Journal of the British 
Institub of Persian Studies (London, 1967). vol. V, pp. 41-60. 

81 Cf. idem, in Cambridge History of Iran, vol. V ,  pp. 230-7, 246-7. 
Bor,worth, The Chasnavids, their emfiire in  Ajghanistan and eastern Iran, pp. 41-2, 

124-6. 
Concerning the terminology of the land grant system, see idem, "Abli 'Abdallah 

al-Khwarazmi on the technical terms of the secretary's art : a contribution to the administra- 
tive history of mediaeval Islam", JESHO (Leiden 1969), vol. XII, pp. 11fS17, 183-4. 
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political and cultural influences were strong and when the exigencies of 
warfare with the Saljiiqs, and later with the Ghiirids, may have compelled a 
widespread adoption of the iqta' system. There exist some lines of the 
12th-century Ghaznavid poet SanZ'i in which the author complains that 
the Turks have taken people's land unlawfully, possibly implying that the 
state had been forced into confiscatory policies in order to find land to 
grant out as iqt~i's.~O 

Finally, we may consider briefly the wider questions of the r61e of the 
incoming Turks in the general Islamic culture of this period, and the alleged 
responsibility of the Turkish conquests for the intellectual stagnation of 
later mediaeval Islam. The Turks became on the whole enthusiastic 
converts to Islam, and the heritage of the shamanistic past seems to have 
been largely channelled into an attachment to certain favoured Siifi 
0rders.~1 They became vigorous upholders of the Sunna and its Hanafi 
madhhab or legal system. This attachment to Sunni orthodoxy was sharp- 
ened by the political parts which the Turks were able to play soon after their 
entry into the Islamic world-the liberation of the 'AbbZsid Caliphs from 
the tutelage of the Shi'i Biiyids; a confrontation in Syria, Palestine and the 
Holy Cities with the IsmZ'ili FZtimids, the brilliance of whose culture had 
far overshadowed the moribund 'AbbZsids; and an attack on the 1sm~'ilis 
or Assassins within their own Syrian and Persian territories, for the Sunni 
majority firmly believed that these sectaries were bent on the subversion 
of Islam from within. The more bellicose and uncontrollable elements 
within the Saljiiqs' Turkoman following could earn further kudos for their 
race by their frontier warfare with the Georgians, Armenians and Byzan- 
tines. 

Hence it is not surprising that Sunni writers sought an ideological 
and theological justification for the near-universal domination of the Turks 
in the Middle East. The Persian historian of the Saljiiqs, RZwandi, dedi- 
cated his Ribat al-sudziv to one of the Saljiiq Sultans of Rim, GhiyZth 
al-Din Kay Khusraw, and speaks of a hitif, a hidden, supernatural voice, 
which spolte from the Ka'ba in Mecca to the ImZm Abii Hanifa and promised 
him that as long as the sword remained in the hands of the Turks, his faith 
(sc. that of the Hanafi madhhab) would not perish. RZwandi himself adds 
the pious doxology, "Praise be to God, He is exalted, that the defenders of 
Islam are mighty and that the followers of the Hanafi rite are happy and 

'O "Kay kabilesi hakkinda yeni notlar", Belleten (1944), vol. VIII, pp. 449-62. 
Non-Islamic influences discernible in the Yasawiya order, for instance, were discussed 

by KoprOltizQde Mehmet Fuad in his Tiivk edebiyattnda ilk mutasavviflar (Istanbul, 1919) 
and in his L'influence du chamanisme turco-mongole suv les ordves mystiques musulmanes 
(Istanbul, 1929). 
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joyful! In the lands of the Arabs, Persians, Byzantines and Russians, the 
words is in the hand of the Turks, and fear of their sword is firmly implanted 
in all hearts!"4a Bernard Lewis has recently cited a significant passage in 
Ibn Khaldiin's Kitib adelbar, in which the great historian brings up to 
date the concept of the Turk as noble savage which we detected in the 
writings of J*iq. He reviews the almost universal political domination of 
the Turks in his day, and notes how when the Muslims' luxury and sloth, 
their lack of vitality and courage in battle, had brought down upon their 
heads the invasions of the Tatars or Mongols, God had made Egypt a 
defensive bastion against the infidels, and raised up there a body of valiant 
defenders in the shape of the Mamliiks, brought from the strong and numer- 
ous tribes of the Turks. Moreover, he goes on, God in his providence has 
provided that wave after wave, and generation after generation, of fresh 
Turks should come into the Islamic world to prevent the old habits of 
lassitude and luxury from re-asserting themselves amongst the mu slim^.^^ 
Such a passage as this seems to show that the Arab-Turkish antipathy, 
characteristic of the last decades or so, cannot be traced back to an ancient 
ethnic feeling, but is a product of the movement towards the setting-up 
of nation states which contributed to the disintegration of the Ottoman 
empire. 

" Rdbat al-$ud4r, ed. M. Iqbal (London, 1921), pp. 13 ff., 17 ff. ,  cf. 0. Turan, "The ideal 
of world domination among the mediaeval Turks", SZ (Paris, 1966), vol. IV, pp. 84-6. 

Kitdb al-'Ibar (Cairo, 1867), vol. V, p. 371, quoted in Lewis, "The Mongols, the Turks 
and the Muslim polity", Transactions of the Royal Historical Society (London, 1968), 5th 
Series, vol. XVIII, p. 84. 
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~ s m ' i c n  b .  A b m a d  :XVII 5 3 4 - 5 , 5 4 7 ;  
XX 8 ; X X I I I  5 , 9  

~ s m d i l  b .  Nilb a l - M u n t a q i r : X  214 
I s m J n  b .  SebUktigin :XI 5 1  ;XI1 2 3 7 ,  

2 3 8 ; X V I  8 7  
1 s m ~ ~ l ~ s . B ~ ~ i n i y y a : I  6 , l O ; I I I  1 4 7 ;  

VIII 13-14 ; I X  132-3 ; X I  5 9 - 6 3 ,  
7 0 - 7 1 ;  XVIl 5 4 1  

ly'is b .  'Abdall'ih : XVll  547 
'Izz ad-Daula  ~ a k h t i y i i r  :I11 1 4 8 - 9 .  

J a b b G y a , ~ a b g h u : ~ ~  6 , 9 - 1 0  
J'.biq :XXIII 3 - 4 , 7  
~ a i h B n i .  A b r  'Abdall'ah M u b a r n m a d  : 

XI11 8-9 
J a i p l l  :XI 5 1  ;XVIII  4 2  
Jal 'a l  ad-Dau1a:VII  57  ; X  221  ; X I  6 8 ,  

7  5 
JTjak:XXIII  4  
Jurb7ldhq'Bni:XIII 7  
~ ~ z j ' a n ' i : ~ ~ ~  5 4 ; I X  1 1 7 , 1 2 5  f f . ;  

XI11 16-17 

K a i  ~ a ' u s  b .  I s k a n d a r  :I1 3 0 ;  VII 5 8 ;  
XVI 8 9  

K a i  K h u s r a u  :VIII 1 2  
K z k i y i d s  : V 7 3  f f .  ; X I  5 0  
Kanjyna T u r k s  :VIII 1 6 ; X X  6 , 8 - 9  
Kao-hs ien-ch ih  :XXII 7 
K a r r g m i y y a : I  6-14 ; IX 128-33 ; 

XI 5 9 ; X I I I  7  ;XVI  8 7  
~ Z s h g h a r i ,  ~ a h m r d : ~ ~  3 - 4 , 1 0  
K a t h i r  b .  A b m a d : X V I I  5 3 9 , 5 4 7  
~ a z a r i n Y , A b r i  1shEq:VII  57  
a l - K h a i l t z s h i :  XXI 4 5 2  
Khala f  b .  Ahrnad:VI  1 1 6 ; V I I  5 9 ;  

XVII 5 4 6 , 5 4 8 , 5 5 0  
K h a l a j  :XIV 2 1  ;XVII  5 4 5  ;XVIII  3 5  ; 

XX 8-9 
~ h ' a l i d  b .  B a r m a k  :X 222  
K h a q a n  , k h a n  :XX 6 , 9  
K h a r a q P n i , K h a r a g Z n i : X V I  9 1  
a l - ~ h a r g c s h i ,  AbE S d r d  M u b a r n m a d  : 

XI 5 9  
K h Z r i j i s  :XIV 22-4 ;XVII  5 3 9  f f .  ; 

XIX 2 7 0 , 2 7 4 - 5  
KhXtln b i n t  T a r k h P n  Beg :XXI 4 5 2  
K h a z a r s  :XXIII 5-6 
a l - ~ h u j i s t ' i n i ,  A b m a d  b .  'AbdallZh : 

XVII 5 3 7 , 5 5 3  
K h u r r a m d i n i y y a  o r  M u ) a r n m i r a : I  6  
KhwXndamik:XIII  22  
a l - K h w z r a z f l ,  A b F  'Abdallilh : VII 5 2  ; 

XVIII 3 6 ; X X  2 ff .  ;XXI  4 5 1  ;XXII  
10-11  

a l -KhwErazmT,  A b i  B a k r  M u h a m m a d :  
X 213  

K i m e k : X X  4 - 5  
~ 3 f i c h i s , ~ u f : : V I  1 0 9 , 1 1 3 , 1 1 7 - 1 8 ;  

VIII 9 - 1 7 ; X V I  8 9  
KUltigin :XI1 240  
Kulthi im b .  ' ~ m r  a l - ' ~ t t ' i b i : ~ ~  1 0 5  
K u m i d h i s : X X  8-9 
K u n d u A ,  ' ~ m T d  al-Mulk : V 8 6  
KurkTr  b .  J a s t i i h  :VI 1 1 7  ; VIII 1 5  



81-Laith b .  ' A ~ ~ : X V I I  5 5 3  
Law'Iks :XIV 1 7  ff .  ;XVII I  3 4  

81-Macar r i  b u  '1-'A~E:XVI 8 7  
M a d h b i j  , B a n Z : X I x  277  
Mabml id  of  C h a z n a : I  9-13 ;I11 1 5 2 ,  

1 5 7 - 8 ;  V '(6 ; VII 6 1  ; VIII 1 7  ; 
IX 123-7 ; X  217-24 ; X I  5 0  f f .  ; 
XI1 237-9 ;XII I  9 ; X V  404-7 ; X V I  
8 3  f f .  ;XVII I  3 6  ff .  

Mabmi?d WarrCq:x111 1 1 , 2 0  
M a i m a n C , A b m a d  b .  I Jasan :X 227  ; 

XI 6 5 ; X I I I  1 4 , 2 1  ; X V I  9 1  
M a j d  ad-Daula  :I11 1 5 2 , 1 5 7 - 8  ; V 73-6; 

X 224 ; X I  70-2 ;XVII I  3 8  
MZikan b.KZM:III 1 4 9 ; V I  110-11  
MakbCl a d - L ~ i m a s h q i : X I ~  269-70 
~ Z l i k  , r u l e r  of F a r g h i i n a  :XXII 3  
Malik-Sh'Hh :XXI 4 5 2  
M a '  m'inid Khwxrazm-Sh-Zhs :XVIII 3 8  
81-Mafin?, A t m a d  :XI11 7  
M a n e r r  b .  NNab :VI 115-16 
M a n i i c h i h r  b .  ~ ' i b i i s : I I  2 7 , 3 1  ; V  7 5  
M a n G c h i h r T : ~  224 ;XVII I  37-8  
M a q d l W : I  7  ; VIII 14-15  ; IX 1 2 3  
M a r a f l j  b .  Z i y Z r  :I11 1 4 6 , 1 5 3 - 4  ; 

VII 57-8 
M a s F d  I  of C h a z n a :  11 27-32;  V 76-7; 

IX 1 1 8 - 2 0 ; X  2 2 3  f f . ; X I  5 2 - 3 , 5 7 ,  
6 4  f f .  ;XI1 238-9;XV 406-7;XVIII  3 5  

M ~ s G ~  I1 :X 2 3 0  
~ a s q d  11I:X 2 2 3 ; X V I I I  4 2  
~ a s % d  GhZzT: XVIII 4 1  
Maudiid of C h a z n a : I I  3 0 ; V  8 3 ;  

X 2 3 0 ; X I I I  1 5  
Maul; 9 a n d a K : X V I I  5 3 9  
Mzward ' i :XVII  5 5 0  
M a z d a k i t e s  :XI 7 2  
MikR1is:I 1 0  
M i s k a w a i h  :I11 1 4 5 , 1 6 1  ;XI11 1 - 5  
a l - M i s m d i ,  'Abdall'Bh b. I b r i i h i m  : 

VI 1 0 9 ; V I I I  1 2  
M u h a m m a d  b .  'AlT b .  a l -Lai th : 

XVII 554 
M u h a m m a d  b .  Ilytis :VI 1 1 0 - 1 7 , 1 1 9 ;  

VIII 1 5 , 1 6  
M u h a m m a d  b .  I s h z q ,  AbTi B a k r  :I 8-14 
M u b a m m a d  b . K a r r X m : I  6-7 ; IX 1 2 9  
M u b a r n m a d  b .  MabmCd of C h a z n a :  

X 2 2 4 - 5 , 2 3 0  ; X I  6 1 , 6 3  ;XI1 238-9; 
XI11 9 ; X V I  9 1  

M u h a m m a d  b .  Mangu'r a r - R a ' s i :  
XXI 4 5 0  

M u b a m m a d  b .  s ; ~ ~ : I x  1 2 2 , 1 2 5 , 1 2 7  
M u h a m m a d  b. TiihIr  :XVII 5 4 6  
M u b a r n m a d  b.Tughj :XX 6-7;XXIII 9  
M u b a m m a d  b .  Wg:il :XVII 5 5 1 , 5 5 4  

M u b a m m a d  b .  Y i n z l  a t -Tar jum' ln :  
XX 1 0  

Mu'izz a d - D a u l a :  I11 1 5 4 - 5 . 1 6 1  ; 
VI 112-13  ;VII I  1 5 ; X I  74 

Mu ' izz  ad-Din M u h a m m a d  C h i i r i :  
IX 130-1  

~ u ' i z z i :  V  86-7  
Muj i i sh i 'b .  Mascu'd as -Su1ami :VII I  1 2  
al-Mukta!i:XXIII 4  
M u q a s s i m  a l - M ~ ' : x x I  4 5 1  
81-Muqtad i r  :XVII 5 5 2  
M i i s 5  Y a b g h u  :IX 1 2 8  ; X  226 
~ u ~ ' a b  b .  a z - Z u b a i r  :XIX 2 7 3 , 2 7 9  
a l - M u g t a n s i r  :XV 4 0 4  
alMu' tadid :XV 4 0 6  ;XVII  5 3 5  
al-Mu'tamid :XVII 5 3 5 , 5 5 1  
a l - ~ u ' t a s i  m :XVII  5 4 5  ; X X  8;XXIII  6  
a l - M u t a w a k k i l  :XXIII 3 , 8  
Mu'tazila :XI 70-1  
al-MU!? :X 211-12 

N a r s h a k h i : X V I I I  36-7 
N a g r  b .  A b m a d : V I  110-11  ; X  229; 

XI 5 8  ;XXII  1 f f .  
f i s i r - i  K h u s r a u :  VIII 1 6  
N i ~ Z i m  a l -Mulk  :VII 52-3  ; VIII 1 6  ; 

X 213-14;XII I  1 7 ; X V I  89 ;XXII I  11 
N i ~ z m 7  'Ariidi Samarqandi ' :XVI 8 9  
NGb b .  M a n 9 h r : X  2 1 4 - 1 5 , 2 1 6 ;  

XI1 237  

0 g h u z : X V I  8 7  ;XVIII  3 5 , 3 9 ; X X  3 - 4 ,  
1O;XXtI I  1 0  

G r m u r i  :XIV 2 1  ;XVIII  35-6 
o t c h i g i n  , o t - t i ~ i n  : XI1 239-40 

~ a r i i c h T : X ~ ~  2 1  ;XVIII  35-6 
" P e a c o c k  A r m y "  :XIX 2 6 8 , 2 7 9 , 2 8 3  

Q i b k  b .  V u s h m a g i r  : I1 2 5  ; VII 5 8  ; 
XVIII 37  

a l -QEdi r  :V 76-7 ; X  2 1 7 , 2 2 4 - 5  ; X I  60,  
6 4 - 6 ; X V  4 0 4 - 6 ; X X I I  11 

Q a d i r  K h a n  ~ i i s u f  : X  226 ; X I  7 3  
a l -Qaf fEl  ash-ShZshi :XVI  8 7  
a l - Q E 1 i m : V  8 6 ; X  2 1 1 , 2 2 5 - 6 ;  

XI 6 6 ; X V  4 0 6  
~ i l r n  b .  S h a k h i r  , King  of C h i n a :  

XXII 8  
Q a r a  B e c h k e m :  VII 6 1  
Q a r a  K h i t a i :  V  8 8 - 9 ; X  220  
Q a r a k h a n i d s  o r  i 1 - i  ~ f r i s i y < b  : 

VII 6 1 - 2 ; X  2 1 5 , 2 2 6 ; X I l  2 4 0 ;  
XVI 8 6 ; X V I I I  3 7 ; X X  3 , S ; X X I  
449-53  

Q a r a t i g i n  IsfTj'ab'i :XIV 1 6  ;XVIII  3 5  
Q a r l u q  , K h a l l u k h  :XI1 239-40;XVI  8 7 ;  



XVIII 3 9 ; X X  6 , 8 , 1 0 ; X X I I I  5 
Q Z w u r d  b .  C h a g h r i  Beg:VIII  16-17 
Q a y  :XXI 4 5 1  
Q i p c h a q  :XX 4 - 5 , 1 1  
~ i r w z s h  b .  a l - M u q a l l a d  :XI  6 7  
Qi\B K h a n  .K ' i - t a n  :XVI 8 0  
Qiw' im a d - D a u l a  A b u  ' 1 - ~ a w a r i s  : 

XI 6 8 , 7 4  
~ u d i m a  b .  ~ a ' f a r  :XVII  5 4 8 , 5 5 0  
Q u t b  ad-DTn M u h a m m a d : I X  1 1 9  

RBfi' b .  H a r t h a m a : X V I I  5 4 5 , 5 5 3  
~ g w a n d i : ~ ~ 1 1 1  15-16  
Rukn ad-Dau1a:III  1 4 4 , 1 5 0 , 1 5 7 , 1 6 0 ;  

X 2 2 1  
R u s t a m ,  I r a n i a n  h e r o  :XVIII 4 1  
R u s t a m  ~ u s h m a n z i y z r  :V 73-4 
R u z a i q :  VII 5 3  
RGzbahZn b. WindZdh K h u r s h i d :  111 1 5 5  

Sadid  'AnbarT:XVI 9 0  
as-Saffcr , M u h a m m a d  b . ' ~ b d  

a l -Mal ik  : I  4 5 2  
S a f f a r i d s  : IV 104  ; VII 59-60 ; X V I I  

534 f f .  
SEbib Ism%.'il b .  CAbbiid:III 1 6 1 ;  

X 2 2 7 , 2 2 9  
$gGid b .  M u b a m n 1 a d : I  11-13  
Saif a d - D a u l a  $ a d a q a :  V 8 8  
Saif ad-Din Fa$l i :XIII  20-2 
Saif  ad-Din M u b a r n m a d  G h u ' i :  

IX 1 2 6 , 1 3 2  
S a k a e  : XX 9 
SakhT SurTir , S h a i k h  :XIV 19-20  
g l l i h  b .  a n - N a d r  :XVII  5 3 9 - 4 1 , 5 5 4  
Sa1lZmi:XIII  8 :XVII 5 3 8 , 5 4 9  
Sam;' a d - D a u l a  : V 74 -6 
S tm 'an-KhudE:  VII 5 8  
SZmZnids  :VII 55,513-9;X 214-15 ; 

XVIII 36-7 ; X X  5 : XXII 1 ff .  ; 
XXll l  4 -5  

S a n ' i ' 7 : ~ V I  8 9 - 9 0 ; X X I l I  1 5  
S a n j a r  :XXIII 1 2  
s a r h a n g s  :XVII 5 4 0 , 5 4 3  
S a t u q  B o g h r a  K h a n : X V I  8 7  
S a y y i d a : V  74 ;XVI  8 9  
SebUk-er i  o r  SubkarT:XVII 545-6 .  

5 5 1  f f .  
SebUktigin ' ~ j a m T : I I 1  156-7 
SebUktigin of G h a z n a :  I 8 ; VII 6 1  ; 

IX 1 2 2 ; X  2 1 5 - 1 7 , 2 2 0 ; X I  5 1 , 5 3 ;  
XI1 237-9 ;XII I  1 8 , 2 0 ; X I V  1 6  ff .  ; 
XVIll 34-6 .39 :XXII I  5 , 9  

S e l j u q s  , S e l j u q  b .  Duqa'q:VII 6 2 ,  
X 10-11 

ShabZnk' i ra1T:XIII  18-20  
S h a d h : X X  6 , 9  

ShZfi8is:IX 130-2 
ShahriyTir  b .  Sharv1n: I I  3 1  
Shahrn 'ush  b .  Wa1kf i :XI  6 9  
ShTth b .Bahr ' am,  ShTthZnTs : IX 1 2 6  
S h a m s  a l -Mulk  N a g r : X X I  4 5 2  
S h u r a i h  b .  HZni ' :XIX 2 7 5  ff .  
~ h u ' i i b i ~ ~ a : V I I  5 3  
S i m j ' u r i s  :X 2 1 5  
SUbashi  :XX 6 , l O - 1 1  
$1, $ul t igin :XXIII 5 
S u l a i m Z n  b .  M u h a m m a d  b .1ly;s : 

VI 1 1 5 - 1 7 ;  VIII 1 5  
S u m a y y a : X I X  271-2 
S G r i , A b u  ' 1-Fad1 :X 229  ; X V I  8 6  
Zuwzr- t ig in  :XX 7 

al-TEhertT:I 10-11  ; X  218-19;  
XI 6 0 , 6 3  

T E h i r  b . 'Abdall 'ah : X  4 
TKhir  b .  AbTCAli:XVII 546-7 
T a h i r  D h u  ' 1-Yamiha in  :IV 1 0 3 - 5 ;  

VII 5 3 , 5 6  
m h i r  b .  Khala f  :XVII  5 4 0  
T l h i r  b .  M u b a m m a d  :XVII 5 4 6 - 7 ,  

551-4 
T i i h i r i d s  :IV 1 0 3 - 6 ;  VII 5 3 - 4 , 5 6  
a!-T'i'iL :X 217  ; X I  6 0  
TarkhXn:XX 6 , l l - 1 2  
?'arkhiin NTzak :XX 8 
T a s h - F a r r Z s h  : V 77-9 
T a u q  b .  a l - M u g h a l l i s  :XVII 5 5 1  
T e r k e n  Khatun  :XXI 452-3  
~ h a ~ i l i b T : 1 1 1  144  ;VII  5 8 ; X  2 1 8  
T o g h r i l  Beg:V 8 1  ff .  ; X  227-8 ;  

XX 1O;XXIII  6 
T o g h r i l ,  u s u r p e r  i n  C h a z n a  :X 231-2; 

XI11 1 8  
a!-Tusi, Ab; B a k r  M u b a m m a d  : 

XI 6 4 - 6 , 7 3  :XV 406-7 

'Ubaidall'ih b .  'Abda l lzh  b .  T Z h i r  : 
VII 54 

' ~ b a l d a l I l h  b .  A b i  B a k r a : X I X  2 6 8  ff. 
U i g h u r s ,  U i g h u r  Khan  :XVI 8 8  ; 

XVIII 3 9 ; X X  3 :XXII  8 
' U ~ ~ U ~ T : X V I I I  3 7 - 8 , 4 1 , 4 3 ; X  218-19 
'Uqai l ids  :I11 1 5 8  
e l - ' ~ t b i ,  'Abd a l - J a b b z r  , h i s t o r i a n  : 

XI11 5 - 7 ; X V I  8 6  

WafIh a d - D T ~  M u b a m m a d  : IX 130-1 
~ a k p b .  B a k r  :XIX 278. 
WaqTf b .  $uwkr t ig in  :XX 7 
a l - ~ Z t h i q ' f ,  A b 3  cAbdall'ih : 



X I  6 0 ; X V  4 0 6  
WujwT'r Lawik :XIV 19-20  

Y a'qiib b. Lai th : IV 1 0 4  ; VII 59-60 ; 
IX 1 2 4  ; X I V  1 3 - 1 4 , 1 8 , 2 2 - 3 ; X V I I  
5 3 4  f f .  ;XVII I  3 4  

Y a z d i g i r d  111 :VII 6 1  ;XVIII  4 0  
Y azTd 111 : VII 5 3  
Y azTd b .  A b m a d  Sharv'an-ShZh : VII 6 0  
Y i m e k : X V I  9 1  ; X X  4 
Y .gh. l .z .  ( 7  1 u g h r u s h ) : X X  11 
Yusuf  b .  SebUkt lg in :X 2 1 9 , X I I  237  

Z a h & , ~ z h d  Zah=k:v11 5 4 ; I X  1 2 6 ;  
XVIII 4 2  

Z a u z a n ? , ~ b <  S a h l  :XI11 1 0 , 1 3  
ZiyZd b. Ab'lhi :XIX 271-2 
Z i y z d  b. @l ib  :XXII 7 
Z i y Z r i d s  :I1 25-34 ; VII 57-8 ; X I  5 0 ;  

XVIII 3 7  
Z o r o a s t r i a n i s m ,  Z o r o a s t r i a n s  :VII 53, 

57;  VIII 13 ;XVI  9 0  ;XVIII  40 ;XIX 272 
ZGn,  ZhGn :IX 1 2 4  ; X I V  2 0 ; X V I I I  3 4  
Zunb'i1:XIV 1 8 , 2 0 ; X V I I  5 4 5 , 5 4 8 ;  

XIX 2 6 9 , 2 7 5  ff .  

2 .  PLACES 

Bcdghis  : XVII 5 4 3  
Baghlzn  :XIV 1 4  
Baihaq : I  1 2 ; X I I I  1 0  
Ba1kh:XV 4 0 6  
B a l u c h i s t a n  . ~ a l u c h  :VI 1 1 1 . 1 1 7 - 1 8 ;  

VIII 9 - 1 1 ; X I V  2 3 ; X V I  8 9  
B z m i y z n  :XIV 1 8  ;XVIII  34 
BardasTk:  VI 113-14 
B x r k a t h : X ~ I  4 5 3  
B a r s k h Z n  :VII 6 1  ;XI1 2 3 9  ;XI11 1 8 ;  

XVIII 3 9  
B a s h k a r d i a  . B a s h z k a r d  : VIII 1 1 , 1 3  
B a g r a : X I X  272-3 
~ u k h i i r a  :XVIII 36-7 ; XXI 4 5 3  ; 

XXII 2 ff .  ;XXIII  1 2  
B u l g h z r  :XVI 8 7  
Bus t  :XVII  5 3 9 , 5 4 1 , 5 5 3 - 4  ;XVIII  34-  

5 ; X I X  2 6 9 , 2 7 8 ; X X I I  1 0  
B u z g a l a  d e f i l e  :XXIII 3  

ChaghZniyi in:XI 5 0 ; X V  4 0 7 ;  
XVIII 3 7  

~ a b i s i ~ ~ a : X X I I  4 
D a i l a m  , D a i l a m T s  :I11 146-59 ,163-4  ; 

v 73-95 
D a i r  a l - q q l l  :XVII 5 3 4 , 5 5 4  
D a n d E n q i n  :XXIII 1 0  
Dih ie tZn  :XXIII 5  

Fargh6-na:XX 6-7 ;XXII  2-3 ;XXIII  4  
F a y y  , P a y y  :XXI 451 
F%iBzkGh:IX 119 .131-2  

C h a z n a : I X  1 2 4 ; X I V  1 6  f f . ; X V  4 0 4 ;  
XVIII 3 4  f f .  , 3 7 , 4 2 - 4  

C h f r : ~  6 ; V I I  5 4 - 5 ; I X  1 1 6 - 3 3 ;  
XI1 2 3 8 ; X I I I  1 3 ; X I V  2 2 ;  
XVIII 34-5  

Gurg i in  :I1 2 6  f f .  ;XXIII  1 3  
~ i i z g z n  :XVIII  3 7  
C w z d a r :  XIV 2 3  

- - 
I l aq  :XXIII 1 2  
~ g f a h i n  : V 79-80.84 
1sf i iZb:XX 4 
I s f i z a r  :XVII 5 4 3  
I?!akhr :XVII 5 5 1  

J a b a l  BPr iz  ,K'ih-i ~ g r i j z n  :VI 117-  
1 8 ;  VIII 11-13 ,16-17  

81-Juf ra  :XIX 2 7 3  
J Z r a q Z n , ~ E r < n : ~  7 5  
J u r w a s  :XIV 17  

K i b u 1 : I ~  1 2 4 ; X I I I  1 5 ; X I V  12;  
XVI 8 5 ; X I X  276 

K a n a u j  :XVI 8 8  
K a r m = n i y y a : ~ ~ 1 1  4 - 5  
f i z a r i n  : VII 57  
K h u j a n d a : X X  4 ;XXII  3 
K h u t t a l  : VII 5 9  ; X I  5 0 , 5 2  
K w z r a z m : X V I I I  3 8 , 4 0 ; X X  3 , s  
~ i r m g n  :VI 107-24 ; VIII 9 f f .  ; 

XI 7 3 - 4 , 7 5  
K'uhistEn-i ~ b ;  C h E n i m  : VIII 1 1  

M a k r Z n : v I ~ I  1 0 , 1 5 - 1 6 ; X I  5 0 ,  

74-5  ;XIV 2 3  ; X V I  9 1  ;XVII  553  ; 
XIX 2 8 0  



~ a n u j a n , ~ a n % j i n i ~ ~ a : V I  1 1 7 ;  
VIII 1 5  

Me1ubQa:VIII 1 0  
Mongo l i a  :XI1 239-40 
Mu1t'ln:XI 54-5 ;XVIII  34  
M u t r a  XV 407  

O m a n  :XI 74-5 ;XIV  23-4 :XVII 534 

~ a n d a h z r : ~ ~ ~  2 7 6 , 2 7 8  
Q a t w z n  S t e p p e  : V 8 8  
Q u s d a r  , K h u z h a r  :XI 51 ;XVI  91  

Ray :V 76  f f .  ;X I  63-4.70-2 ;XVI  8 6  
RevdZd:XXI 4 5 0  
ar-Rukhkhaj  :XVII 5 4 8  ; XIX 275  

S a r m a q a n d : X X I  4 5 3  
S ~ m a r r ~ : ~ ~ 1 1 1  7-8 
Sandab i l  o r  K a n s u  :XXII 8 
S a r u j : X V I  8 7  
S a u r x n  :XX 4 
S h a - ~ a h z r  :XVI 8 5  
S h a r v s n  , ~ h a r v z n - ~ h x h s  : 

VII 6 0  

ShTrZz :XVII 5 5 2 , 5 5 4  
S ind  :XI 54 
STst'ln :VII 5 9  ;XVII 534 ff.  ;XVIII 

4 1 ; X I X  272  f f .  
Soghd i a  , Soghd ians  :XX 6-7 , 1 2  ; 

XXI 4 5 0 , 4 5 2 ; X X I I I  3 
Somn'i th:X 219 ;XI  6 3 ; X V I  8 8  
k r s v a t i  :XI 57  
S u r k h  Ko ta l  :XIV 14-15 
~ u v z r  :XX 6-7 

~ a b a r i s t z n  : I1 27  f f .  
Taif  :XIX 270-1 
T ~ ~ : X V I I  540  
Toch i  v a l l e y  :XIV 2 3  
~ u k h Z r i s t z n  :XIV 1 5  ; X X  1 0  
T;S:XVI 8 9  

Yangikent  :XX 1 0  
Y a z d  :V 85-94 

~ z b u l i s t < n : ~ 1 1 1  20  ;XIV 1 2  ff.  ; 
XVIII 3 4 , 4 1  , 4 3  

z a m i n & w a r : ~ ~  1 2 4 ; X I V  1 3  f f . ;  
XVII 5 5 1  ; XVIII 34 ; XIX 273 ff .  

Z a r a n g : X V I I  541 -2 ,552 -3 ,554  
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